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Art. I.—Indian Mounds and Skulls in Michigan. Results of
Explorations of Mr. Henry Gillman. From the Sixth An-
nual Report of the Trustees of the Peabody Museum of
American Archaeology and Ethnology, Harvard College,
Prof. Jeffries Wyman, Curator.

A collection made by Mr. Henry Gillman from a mound
on the Detroit River, Michigan, explored by him for the Mu-
seum, consists of human remains and various objects buried
With the dead. The latter are of the common kinds, such as
stone chisels, 'one of much beauty made of diorite and highly
polished, a spear point, arrow points, stone pendants, a stone
boring tool, beads and ornaments made of shell and copper, an
implement made of an antler, a miniature vase of the size of a
common thimble, and two large and perfect vases of the oval

1 ornamented over the whole surface with cord marks.
One of the skulls, that of a fully adult person, is worthy of

notice for its diminutive size, and for a remarkable extension
of the lines for the attachment of the temporal muscle toward
the top of the head. The average capacity of the Indian cra-

nium, as given in the tables of Morton and Meigs, is eighty-four

cubic inches, and the minimum observed by them sixty-nine
cubic inches. That from the Detroit River mound measures

mx cubic inches, or less than sixty-seven per cent of
that of the average Indian. In ordinary skulls the ridges of
the temporal muscles on the two sides' of the head are sepa-

rated by a space of from three to four inches, seldom less than
two. v/hih in the 1 » - - <[-<•< only

three-quarters of an inch ; and in this respect it presents about
Am. Jour. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. VII, No. 37.-Ja»„ 1874.
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the same conditions as the skull of a chimpanzee. As the two
other crania from the same mound offered no such peculiarities,

-the skull which has just been described must be considered

simply as an extreme case of individual variation from the

ordinary form. There are no signs of artificial deformity.

The single tibia accompanying this collection is somewhat
flattened.

Mr. Gillman, under an appropriation made by the Trustees,

has explored a series of mounds at the head of St. Clair River,

and the collections made by him have been received and were
accompanied with the following report

:

The mounds situated at the head of the St. Clair Kiver ex-

tend from south of Fort Gratiot for one and one-:.

northward, along the west shore of the river and of Lake Huron.

It is altogether probable that they reach much farther, both

northward and southward ; but I have traced, examined and
fully identified them for the distance mentioned. Similar

works have been found on the opposite side of the river, in

Canada. Isolated mounds in the interior also exist, an inter-

esting example of which is seen on the west shore of the Black
River (a tributary of the St. Clair), at a point about one and
three-quarter miles southwest of Gratiot ; the mound referred

to having been exposed, some years ago, by the grading of a

road through it, which, as usual, resulted in the loss of a large

amount of valuable relics.

With few exceptions, all these mounds have a general resem-

blance, and bear the appearance of terrace-like embankments
from ten to twenty and twenty-five feet in height ; they are

much longer than wide, and run nearly parallel to the general

direction of the river and lake shore, which here does not vary
much from north and south. They are mostly of the Drift for-

mation, subsequently modified or added to by man for the

various objects for which they were occupied, whether for the

purposes of interment, habitation, or the manufacture of the

rude implements connected with the daily life of that period
;

and, from the topographical features and the geographical posi-

tion, they must have formed favorite places of retreat in war

Mound No. 1 is composed chiefly of sand and gravel, is

about two hundred feet long by fifty feet wide, and is fifteen feet

above the level of the river. It has rather abruptly-curving
sides, and is built on a slope of the ridge, of Drift formation, on
which the village of Gratiot stands.

A large excavation, made about fifty feet from the south end
of the mound, disclosed the remains of four human bodies, at

a depth of four feet from the surface. In an area of about ten
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feet square the four crania, with a portion of the accompanying
bones, were taken out, but were in so decayed and tender a
condition that, with the exception of a skulf and a lew of tin-

long bones and vertebrae, they mostly fell to pieces. The bod-
ies evidently were buried in a sitting posture. This was very
apparent in one case, where the femora were found bent upon
and above the tibiae, the vertebrae, etc., resting upon these,
while the skull lay on top, face downward, as though it had
leaned forward originally, and had finally fallen over into that
position. This cranium is that marked Skull No. 1, Mound
No. 1 ; and the vertebrae and other bones thereto belonging
may be found correspondingly marked. With these remains
were associated fragments of pottery, the bones of fishes and
birds, flint chips, and some stone' implements of the rudest
character. These last were mostly water-worn boulders, appar-
ently used as hammers, and almost invariably shattered ; and
net sinkers, flattish, irregularly-elliptical stones, notched on the
edges or partially grooved toward the center. It is interesting
to notice that the tibiae present the peculiar compression which
I have found so marked a characteristic, and in such extreme
degree in the tibiae from the mounds on the Detroit River and
the River Rouge, Michigan, establishing the fact that these, too.

were platycnemic men.
After excavating to the depth of six feet, the coarse gravel

of the Drift was encountered; but no further objects of interest

being met with, the opening was extended in other directions
to the westward, so as to open a lateral trench through the
mound. This revealed several fireplaces, solid beds of black
ashes from on'e foot to eighteen inches thick, with fragments
of pottery and bone, flint chips, sinkers and broken hammers
''"'-' "i-ed. The fireplaces were invariably at or near the
surfaee of the mound, showing it to have been occupied for

habitation subseqently to being used for burial purposes.

Openings made at two points, about fifty feet from the north
L-n'i <>i" the mound, and also at a third point, half-way between
these and the first excavation, added no facts of spec I:

Two excavations were then made at twenty-five feet from the
south end of the mound, showing fireplaces with the beds of

tea two feet thick, and intermingled relics similar to

those of the fireplaces already mentioned. Some of the frag-

ments of pottery taken out here were uncommonly thick and
coarse. Beneath were small pieces of the bones of man, but
nothing further worthy of mention. The encroachment of the
town on this mound, and on those to the west of it, prevented
a more satisfactory examination.
The oldest residents (some bora and brought up here) knew
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nothing of the character of the mound, though they remember
that, many years ago, it was covered with a large forest growth.

Mound No. 2, which lies two hundred feet northwest of

Mound No. 1, is over five "hundred feet in length by from one
hundred to one hundred and fifty feet wide; and of the gene-

ral height of twelve feet above the level of the St Clair River.

It is bounded on the north by a small stream known as

McNeil's Creek, which also runs southwardly all along its east-

ern slope, as well as a part of the south end of the mound.
The ordinary observer will scarcely fail to notice that this

mound is something more than the work of nature. Its sides

have a graceful, gradual slope, with the exception of the side

fronting the river, which is abrupt and terrace-like, even where
not washed by the creek. Between the creek and the River

St. Clair is some low Ian Is v t! \
< i ds. where are a few outlying

mounds, small and of slight elevation. About two hundred
feet of the south end of Mound No. 2 is clear of trees, except

on the sides, and is covered with a smooth green turf. Exca-
vations were made in a number of places, showing that this

entire end of the mound was covered with a solid crust of black

ashes from eighteen inches to two feet thick. So hard and solid

was this crust that layers of it in large pieces several inches

square and thick were taken up unbroken. Fragments of pot-

tery showing a great variety of patterns, bones of animals,

birds and fishes (some of the larger bones evidently smashed),

flint flakes and chips, with stone implements, consisting prin-

cipally of arrowheads, hammers and sinkers, were found inter-

mixed with the ashes. The abundance of the sinkers and par-

ticularly of the broken hammers is a remarkable feature.

Though such rude utensils, a selection from them is preserved,

so as to give an idea of their character. I have not found
elsewhere a similar condition of things, and believe that this

end of the mound furnishes a nearer approach to the " refuse

heaps " of the Atlantic coast than anything I have seen else-

where on the shores of the Great Lakes. The absence of the

shell deposit, however, makes a marked difference. I cannot

find that those ancient inhabitants of this region had much
recourse to shell-fish as an article of diet. The great abun-
dance of fishes, and the ease with which they were captured,

together with the multitude of land game, left them under no
necessity to use the inferior fresh-water mussels for food.

, of this mound, I incline to think that th

point where the manufacture of their pottery

n unusual extent. The broken hammers
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counted for by their having been fractured in pounding the
grains used as food, and in cracking the bones of animals for
the extraction of the marrow, indications of which are not
wunting. The pottery, found in both these mounds exhibits an
unusual variety of patterns ; though not a single utensil was

Krom want of time the investigation of the northern part
of the mound, which is elevated at its center from two to three
feet above the portion covered with the ash-bed, was confined
to-three points. No ad fci <n was obtained, how-
ever, further than establishing for it a like origin with the other

All the northern portion of the mound and also the sides of
the southern portion are covered with a large second growth erf

trees. These consist chiefly of White Pine (Pinus strobun LA
Sr

; .r',t (hk, Q„tfc„s corcm,,, Wang.), White Oak (Q. alba L.),

and Basswood [Tilia Americana L.). The trunks of some of
these trees have a diameter of from eighteen inches to two and
oue-half feet. A few decayed stumps' <>f the < .riginal forest still

remain. These average four feet in diameter.
Mound No. 3.—After the exploration of four other mounds,

three lying northward, the fourth northwestward of Mound
No. 2, which contributed no additional facts of particular value,
other than their identity of origin with the rest of the group,
attention was next direeted to Mound No. 3, which proved to
be the most interesting of the entire series. This mound is

Situated three-quarters of a mile northeastward of Mound No.
1. It is about five hundred feet in length, and in breadth
varies from seventy to ninety feet ; while its height above the
surface of Lake Huron is twelve feet, or not more than five

feet above the general level of the surrounding land. In gen-
eral direction it corresponds to the other mounds, and there is

little in its appearance to suggest its charaeter or call the atten-

tion of any other than a practised eye.

center. Within two feet of the surface the bones belonging to

a single body were unearthed, but in so tender a condition from
age that they mostly crumbled to pieces. A few bones of
birds and fishes were" found with them. Some of the decayed
roots of an oak tree stump, ten feet to the westward (and which
will be further alluded to), had grown over and around these

bones. The excavation was deepened, widened and carried

farther to the . \<> var 1. ,;.. mmlt a trench to the depth of six

feet, but only small fragments of human bones resulted. Tie-

trench was then opened to the westward, toward the stump of

the oak. When at the depth of five feet we came to a skull
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(No. 1, Mound 3). Some of the bones first taken out overlay
this, and decayed roots of the oak, as thick as a man's arm,
stretched above it. The other bones belonging to the body
appear dwarfish. It was buried with the head to the east, and
the legs seem to have been drawn up, and not stretched out at

full length. On removing these remains, we found, immedi-
ately underneath, a third body, placed so closely that the skull

of the upper rested on that of the lower. At the head was a

large quantity of the bones of birds and fishes, in a compact
mass, as though once held in some wrapping or vessel which
had decayed. These were pressed against the skulls, so that in

some cases they adhered to them, and are, no doubt, the re-

mains of the food placed with the dead. Such of the bones as

could be removed are preserved, but a great portion crumbled
to pieces. This body was buried with the head to the eastward.

The roots of the oak tree had penetrated the bones in many
cases, the long roots presenting some interesting examples oi

this, as the roots in their natural growth had first filled, then
burst, the bones, so that in several instances the parts of the

bone surrounded the now decayed root, imbedded in it. Such
pieces as held together are forwarded. This tree, which evi-

dently belonged to the second growth of timber, was, I think,

a scarlet oak {Quercus o. -inta Wang.), as the majority of the

wood covering [f of the mound is of this spe-

cies, together with the white pine. The decayed stump was
two feet in diameter at the base, and at one foot above the

ground divided into three trunks or main branches, each nine

inches in diameter. These had been cut down, apparently,

many years ago; and as between the first and two subsequent
burials must hnvi occurred, in all probability, some lapse of

time, and the oak must have sprung up, reached its growth,

been cut down, and its stump finally have decayed long after-

ward, some slight idea may be had as to the age of the first

burial

The trench was now opened to the oak stump, when, from
directly beneath it, skull No. 3 was taken out with the accom-
panying bones. Upon this skull lay a plate of mica, five by
four inches, of a quadrilateral shape, the corners worn off. A
pebble of water-worn coral rested upon the mica, as if to keep
it in place. About the neck of the deceased a necklace of re-

markable construction had apparently been hung. This un-

composed of the teeth of the moose,

roots, alternating with wrought beads

iQgths, and the perforated bones of birds

or, the stain, in the few pieces pn sen e 1.

i. Small portions of the cord to which
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they had been attached are still partially preserved and remain
in the apertures of the copper beads. 1 suppose that the teeth
alternated with the copper beads and the stained bones. One
copper bead, which adheres by its oxidation to the perforated
part of a tooth, sustains this conclusion. A rude stone axe,
partially polished, lay beside these remains. All indicated that
the dead had been peculiarly honored in his burial, and that he
had been, perhaps, a noted personage.

Immediately to the northward of this body another was taken
out, skull No. 4, with the remaining bones. " These were under
the edge of the oak stump, and, as well as the remains No. 3,
were surrounded with masses of roots. Both bodies lay nearly
side by side, and at the same vertical plane, five feet below the
surface. As in the other cases, the bones of birds and fishes

were found with the remains, but in small quantity.
The excavation was next carried southward, through the

center of the mound, for a short distance ; but no relics being
met with other than a few fragments of broken hammers and
flint chips, it was next opened in the opposite direction, north-
ward, thus giving it the form of an irregular Latin cross.

When a few feet to the northward of the remains last taken
out (No. 4), we came upon skull No. 5, and following up the

indications, recovered such of the remaining bones as could be
preserved. With this body a Hint arrowhead and some other
rude stone implements were found : also a number of small
shells, the species of which I have not determined, but which
appear to have been used for some special purpose, perhaps as

ornaments, as they were ground smooth at the base. About
twelve of these were recovered, but there must have been many
more originally, as a large number of them crumbled to dust,

and also some of them might easilv have been overlooked A
dior: distance westward of"the Iast'relies, skull No. 6 was taken
out. The accompanying bones, as in the cases of the others,

were very tender, and it was with extreme difficulty that any
of them were recovered. The tibia- exhibited the compression

previously referred to in a marked degree. A large mass of

fish bones lay in front of this bodv, which, like the previous

remains (skull X .. 5, et •. i. was b irie 1 placed on its right side

with the head toward the east, and the limbs drawn up closely

to the chest. It is possible that they may have been buried in

a sitting or crouched position, and have aft ::^v<\ fallen over:

l"it I thmk thev wen ' >ned The absence
"!' potterv with the interments in thi* mound MV.-rt^ of note,

only two fragments being found in any part of the mound, and
the.,, apparentiv aceidentnllv dropped.'

Isolated excavations in different places throughout the ex-
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tent of Mound No. 3, as also in a mound sixty feet to the west

of it, contributed nothing specially entitled to record.

Mounds Nos. 4, 5. etc.—Mound No. 4 is eight hundred feet

northeast of Mound No. 3. It is three hundred feet long by
from thirty to fifty feet wide, and is a low sandy ridge with a

series of nine conical elevations running along its length, and
rising two or three feet above its general level, they having a
diameter of from twenty- five to thirty feet.

Mound No. 5 is fifty feet to the westward of Mound No. 4,

and is of a conical shape, forty feet in diameter, and nearly

twelve feet above the level of Lake Huron, being between three

and four feet higher than No. 4. Two other mounds of a

smaller size ! to the north of it.

From Nos. 4 and 5 were obtained a few stone implements,
tragi u< ut- o 1 oi es a d pott ry, with flint chips and the usual

boulder-hammers, mostly fractured. Our limited time pre-

vented as thorough an investigation of these mounds as their

apj e; ranee certainly .v; mutts. I believe the removal of those

ronical elevations in Mound No. 4 would be rewarded with in-

teresting discoveries.

Other mounds to the northward and westward, belonging to

the series, were also examined to the extent of c

their claims to a like origin with those more thoroughly ex-

plored. A mound south of Mound No. i (th<

contributed a few stone implements, which are forwarded. The
large implement appears to me to resemble a spade, but may
have been designed for some other use than that apparently

indicated.

In conclusion, I would say that the facts observed fulh prove
this extensive group of mounds a rich field for more exhaustive

research. And here I repeat the interesting fact that all the

tibia anefu *ion or flatten-

ing characterizing platycnemic men. Unfortunately the bones
generally crumbling to pieces prevented satisfactory measure-

urhcient evidence was obtained (in

with my discoveries in other parts of Michigan) to est.

point that this race, from the Detroit River t
'"

Lake Huron, was marked with platycnemii

e, from the Detroit River to the St. Clair and
marked with platycnemisn

hitherto unobs r part of this

d. I cannot but belie

vestigation will extend

it to the ent

>f the Great West ; or,

rn •' mound-builders " v

in the degree and to

7 whether this peeuliui
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With the exception of the rude stone hammers and the sink-
ers, the number of perfect stone implements seems to me un-
usually small th-oughout this entire series of mounds. The
question arises : Had this people the habit of sometimes break-
ing the stone implements cast into the burial mounds. Or
were broken ones selected for this purpose as being of little

other use ?

Art. II.

—

Silt Analyses of Mi*? - .,,//* ,• by
Eugene W. Hilgard, State Geologist of Mississippi.

The results here communicated are the first-fruits of an in-

vestigation on the physical constituents of soils and clays,

undertaken with the aid of the "churn elutriator" for silt

analysis, described in another paper. While far from hem- as

complete or satisfactory as I could desire, there is much that is

^--'-t \eu> th.- direction to be pursued in the farther prosecu-
tion of the research, and of tie' importance of the results to he
attained. The necessary interruption of the work on my part,

for some time to come, may serve as an additional apology for

an otherwise somewhat premat ire p ihlication.

The materials of which the silt analyses are here given were
chosen as typical representatives of the more important varie-

ties of soils in the State of Mississippi. For reasons repeatedly
explained, 1 have, in most eases, preferred to d> al with the sub-

i of the soil itself, whose organic ingredients materi-
ally interfere with the operations of ami lvsis. as well as with
the interpretation of the results. The general diilerenees be-

tween the soil and subsoil, in ordinary eases, are well under-
stood

; and for general research and comparison, the latter is

much more available. I have nevertheless, in one case, anal-

yzed the soil and subsoil (206 and 209 of the table) for com-
parison

; the differences falling, as will be seen, just where they
Wou

.

1(

f,

be. expected. The deiieiency in the sumniin-' up of the

soil" arises main] .
&nd loss of

vegetable matter.
As a standard for comparison and reference, I place first in

l!*
* iUe a verv pure, hiuhiv phe-tie pipe-el tv : probably as free

I:'"> foreign admixtures as "a sedimentan r!a\ can well be, the
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Of the " Upland " soils in the foregoing table, Nos. 248, 206,

200,397,219 and 173, are properly of the -Yellow Loam "

age, i e., of the end of the Drift period :
* while 185 is one of

the two chief varieties of soils occurring in the "Flat Woods,"
a level area bordering on the Cretaceous, and mostly character-
ized by the occurrence of the Lower Tertiary clays near the sur-

face. The light soil (165) occurs in irregular strips and patches
;

it is very easily tilled at all times; all rain water is promptly
absorbed ; but it is too " open," droughty, and does not hold
manure at all.

No. 248 forms a stratum three feet thick, on the ridges east of
Tal la hernia Creek, Jasper County, Miss. By its disintegration,

it forms a deep and extremely sandy soil, which is injured by
high winds carrying awav its finer parts. It has, however,
yielded good crops of corn and cotton for fifteen years without
manure, tho

i

from drought.—Nos. 206 and
2oii ilIV typical of the " Pine Hill " region of South Mississippi.

the home of the long-leaved pine. The soil is very " light " and
'mmIv tilled, out n it > furh \h '-open " as the {'.receding two.
ft is materiallv i;nj re of the subsoil, No.
209

; which enables it to hold manure, being what would be
termed a " sandy loam."

Nos. 397 and 219 are typical of the cotton uplands of West-
t-rn Mississippi and Tennessee: 219 being of the first quality

;

397 a second rate soil. Their prominent characteristic is an
•'-'Xf-essive and most distressing proneness to denudation or
"' '•' ashing," in consequence of a want of perviousness. together
••"ith the property of promptly swelling up, on contact with

Y'
! •'•''• into a loosely gelatinous condition, in which they readily

'> !l i use in water. From the same cause, the frequent alterna-

tions of freezes and thaws in the wintt rs ol t! eir iatitudeoi occur-
rence, are even more disastro is. and cause a frequent freezing-
out of winter grain, that at first sight seems very sniprising.
Ihe effects of denudation on these soils are but too obvious
even to the passer-by, are difficult to cheek, and are fast assum-
ing the proportions of a public calamity.

These soils are easily tilled when in the proper condition, but
if ploughed too wet are severely injured. \i,iv<\ clods remaining

Tbi rerea 1 y onus on their surface a
v,

»;- bard crust (they " bake "), so that the surface requires stir-

every rain
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indeed, the drying process be exceedingly slow. It is not,

therefore, as difficult to cultivate as would be supposed from
the sum of its tine ingredi -nts. Xor is it nearly as much sub-

ject to denudation as the two preceding soils, the mass formed
by its contact with water being too tough and coherent to be
readily moved by flowing water. But being very little per-

vious, it is liable to injury in wet seasons ; while in dry ones,

the cracks formed by the contraction of the subsoil prove dis-

No. 230 is the soil prevalent in the Flatwoods (see above), and
is the direct result of the disintegration of the old' Tertiary clays.

It is a very heavy, inta tag good crops only in

very favorable years, as ir is i
:..<- "jury both

from wet and dry seasons, and can be tilled only within a very
limited range of condition as to moisture. Water will stagnate

on it for weeks, and a late, wet spring will, sometimes, altogether

prevent the pitching of crops. But it is not at all liable to

denudation.
No. 246 is likewise the direct result of the disintegration of

(highly ferruginous) Tertiary clays. Notwithstanding its high

percentage of " clay," it is more easily tilled than the preceding

one, although acquiring a stony hardness when dried slowly.

The fact that among its 4025 per cent of " clay " there are 106
of ferric oxide, and that it contains -

8 per cent of lime, explains

both its easier tillage and greater thriftiness, as compared with
the preceding. It is a pretty " safe " soil, and quite productive

;

not at all subject to denudation.

No. 196 is the extreme of a clay soil, so as to be almost unfit

for tillage, and directly available for the potter's lathe. It bears,

its surface, wh-'ii after a drought which has caused fissures (as

much as an inch wide) to be formed, a rain causes the edges

first to crumble off into the open cracks, and then swell
;
which,

with the subsequent swelling of the mass itself, compels it to

bul<re up. The result is a hillocky surface, which is popularly
likened to ' hog wallows." The soil is, at present, practically

The next, No. 390, is very similar iu its (ostensible) physical

the celebrated "buckshot" soil of the Mississippi bottom, is

among the most valuable. True, the chemical composition of

the buckshot soil is greatly superior to that of the other yet

it could not rank as highly as it does, as a cotton soil especially,

but for the fact that (in common with the prairie soil, 173,

above described) it possesses the property of crumbling or
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" slaking " by rapid drying ; so that, even when it has been
ploughed too wet, on drying each clod resolves itself into a pile

of loose crumbs, which have given rise to the popular name of
"buckshot." Notwithstanding its clayeyness, it is therefore a
very " safe " soil, and highly esteemed for its thrift! ness.

Alongside of this soil, which represents the cypress swamp
deposits of the "Port Hudson" epoch of the Champlain period
of depression, I give the composition of the "Loess "of the
Lower Mississippi ; a deposit evidently formed in a shallow,

broad fresh-water estuary possessing a slight flow, during the
time of more rapid depression of this portion of the continent

forms a soil very easily tilled, somewhat

It is interesting to compare this ancient deposit with those
now formed, under somewhat analogous circumstances, by the
sluggish s, l>avous" traversing the bottom of the great river.

Compare No. 237 with 377, a " Fronth.nd" soil from a planta-
tion on Indian bayou in Sunflower County, and we find the
physical constituents almost identical. No. 395 is from a point
near the main river, on Gov. Alcorn's plantation in Coahoma
County; it has evidently been deposited by a more rapid cur-
rent, as it contains more of the coarser ingredients, to which
there adhered a sufficiency of clay to render the soil retentive,

though so porous that water will not stand on it for a moment.
It is very easily tilled, and from its great depth is very produc-

I subjoin, for farther comparison, the analysis of a specimen
of river deposit, taken in the shallow water of the Southwest
Pass of the Mississippi River, three miles below the Head of the

Passes, at extreme low water. Here, again, the sediments of
1, 2, 4^™ form the prominent landmarks, as in the two other
n ^er deposit soils . in which the elay and finest silts seem to be
the chief variables.

.
Having thus established, presumably, the normal composi-

tion of the river alluvium proper, f add, for farther companion,
the analysis of material from a stratified mudlump cone, which

river deposit. The point to be
determined is whether this cone represents an upheaved mass
of river deposit, or the mud ejected from a mudlump crater f
—an eruption cone. The result seems to point to the latter as

the more probable origin of the mass as it presents but little

"'"d int\ to the recognized river deposits, in the proportions of
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In discussing the results of these analyses, I first recall to

mind the practical object primarily intended to be subserved

by them, viz : to convey to any intelligent mind, anywhere in

the world, a definite idea of the physical qualities of the soil

;

of its tillability, so to speak ;
of its behavior in wet and dry

seasons ; its liability to washing, etc. If the data given in the

table do not at present convey such definite knowledge to the

minds of this audience, it is because the molecular properties

of the several sediments are not yet fully known, nor generally

understood. But there can be little difficulty in the empirical

determination of these factors, once for all, so far as they refer

to the pulverulent minerals, whose physical properties are sen-

sibly dependent upon the size of the particles alone ; the dif-

ferences of specific gravity, etc., being ordinarily too slight to

influence materially their modifying influence upon the clay,

or upon each other. To this rule mica and bog ore form, prob-

ably, the only practically important exceptions.

As regards the modifying effect upon the extreme plastic

properties of the clay, the pulverulent ingredients obviously
divide into two chief classes, viz:

1. The coarse portion, which increases the "lightness" and
porosity of the soil, sensibly in proportion to its percentage.

2. The fine portion, which, while modifying the plastic prop-
erties of the clay, yet renders the soil heavier in tillage than
would be the case if it were absent, and the clay adherent to

the coarse particles alone.

Soils consisting mainly of very fine siliceous silt, with only a

small percentage of clay, are among the very heaviest, work-
ing "like putty," clogging the plough when in the least degree
too wet, and in < to clods of "hardpan."
Such being the case, it would seem that between the coarse

part which lightens soils, and the fine silts which, like clay,

render them heavier, there must be a neutral point—a degree
of fineness which will not sensibly influence either the porosity

or the compactness of the soil. Odd as this conclusion appears,

it seems nevertheless to be borne out by experience.

In fingering the coarser silts, it at once becomes obvious that

nothing above lmm hydr. value can tend to render a soil

heavier; while it is equally manifest that the impalpable par-
*'.-- : -- •• ._-_-•:'-•

" ._'" • -;_-..
Qtatively, by the summation of groups of phys-

ical ingredients, for numbers that would satisfactorily express
the estimated relative resistances to tillage <>i the soil analyzed,
I found that such numbers would result from a summation of
the three items lowest in the column, viz: the silts of 0'25,

<0-25, and clay. These are given under the head of "Com-
pactness" or " Resistance to Tillage."
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Similarly, numbers satisfactorily expressing the relative
" Openness" result from the summation of the coarser ingredi-
ents, down to lmm inclusive. These numbers are given oppo-
site to the heading " Porosity."
But either series becomes quite unsatisfactory, so soon as the

silt corresponding to 0'5mm is added either way ; except, of
course, where its percentage is too small to influence either
sum very seriously.

Of course these can only be approximations, it being espe-
cially obvious that sand of 64 and 32mm must exert a much

jluence toward rendering a soil "open," than silts of
1 or 2mm ; which are, nevertheless, accounted for as equal in

effect, in the above summation. Yet even here there are

counterbalancing considerations, which in a measure explain
the comparatively close approximation to the result of experi-
ence. Chief amongst these is, doubtless, the circumstance that
the finer materials, when damp and stirred up (as they are in
the cultivated soil), will occupy a much greater bulk than
equal weights of coarse sand ; being in what is technically
termed a "woolly" condition of looseness. It is therefore
quite intelligible that, within certain limits,

should exert a " lightening" influence eqi "

sand," which is apt to pack quite closely.

' lightening" influence equal to that of '

It may be asked, What would be the character of a soil

consisting exclusively of the silt of 0-b
mm

, claimed to be sen-
sibly neutral in its effect on the compactness and porosity of
soils

?_ I reply that, judging from the small quantities of
material at my command, such soil would offer an extremely
slight resistance to tillage, and that such resistance would be
increased by the addition of either clay or sand, in proportion
to the amounts added.
The case, however, can hardly occur in nature. The diffi-

culties en coi > in accord-
ance with their hydraulic values, even by the aid of apparatus
especially constructed for the purpose, forcibly suggests that it

is scarcely possible that such conditions should ever be realized
m nature

: the tendency to coalescence of particles necessarily
causing all sedimentary deposits to consist of molecular aggre-
gates (at least so far as 1 re concerned), instead
ot simple granules. These aggregates will rarely, if ever, con-
sist of partcles of equal hydraulic value, the natural tendency
being for a I up the interstices left between
larger ones, which cannot attain close contact between them-
selves alone.* Moreover, in view of this inevitable formation

aJ Th?e ls a sensible difference, in this respect, between
'

;
r

- - i

•

Sly to seParate in lhe chura elutriator, and re-coalesce moat pertina-
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of aggregates, the molecular properties of a clay or subsoil

will never correspond exactly to the mean resulting from a

mere consideration of the molecular coefficients of each one,

multiplied into its percentage. How far this difference extends,

is a question involving a previous investigation of those coeffi-

Among the latter, that of absorption of aqueous vapor is of

no mean importance, since it determines, in a great measure, the

resistance of the soil to drought. As heretofore stated,* I find

that at temperatures between +7° and +21°, the amount of

aqueous vapor absorbed by a thin layer of a clay, or soil not

unusually rich in humus, in a saturated atmosphere, is sensibly

constant ; the variations being within the limits of errors of

obscn ation, and indiscriminately either way. A glance at the

data given in the table, opposite the heading "hygroscopic
moisture," shows that while in general, as is well known, clay

soils are more absorbent than sandy ones, yet there exists no
direct numerical relation between the amount of clay present

and the absorbing power. Not only is that of the typical

white pipe-clay (No. 238) scarcely greater than that of an ordi-

nary loam subsoil (Nos. 397 and 219), but it is not half as

great as that of the clay soil 246 (with 40 per cent of " clay"),

which in its turn has a higher absorptive coefficient than 196
(with 47 per cent of clay). Finally, 230, with 25 "5 per cent

of clay, is more than equal in hygroscopic power to the pipe-

clay with 75 per cent
Evidently, the hygroscopic coefficient is largely controlled

by the presence, with the clay, of the powdery ingredients

which determine its looseness of texture, so to speak ; more-
over, the finer silts themselves possess a considerable absorbing
power. Again, the presence of hydrated ferric oxide materially

influences this power; so much so that no general conclusion

concerning the hygroscopic effect of "clay" can be reached,

unless the amount of iron present be taken into account. I

am unable, as yet, to furnish this datum for all the soils on the

table, save as regards, for most of them, the percentage in the

original substance. That the hydro-ferric oxide accumulates
mainly in the "clay" obtained in silt analysis, I have already

stated ; and hence the percentages given at the bottom of the

table may measurably serve to form an estimate of its influ-

ence on the hygroscopic properties. In some cases, however, the

ferric oxide obtained in analysis was almost altogether present

in the shape of bog-ore grains; these are placed in parentheses,

it being obvious that the "white" soils, to which these deter-

minations belong, do not contain exceeding 0*5 per cent of

the oxide in the finely-divided, hygroscopically effective con-

* Proc. Am. Assoc. Adv. Science, Dubuque meeting, 1872, p. 73.
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dition. In the coarse sandy soil 248, the iron mainly ir

the sand grains ; and in Nos. 165, 206 and 390, the prese
humus, in sensible quantities, influences the coefficient
the rest, the amount of humus is insignificant, and the i

encec*^ -*- "•

abhM
also Nos. 230 and 196 with 246. The clay obtained i

analysis of No. 219 contains, according to Mr. Loughridge's
determination,* 18*76 per cent of ferric oxide, as compared
with 5-60 in the original substance; its absorptive coefficient
was 20*0, as compared with 7*21 in the original. How much
of this increase of hygroscopic power was due to the concen-
tration of the clay alone, we can at present but conjecture

;

but if we may judge by the absorptive power of the pipe-clay
238, the increase must be largely attributed to the hydro-ferric
oxide.

The influence of "humus" on the hygroscopic power is

known to be very great ; so also is that of the soils' porosity
and resistance to tillage. Unfortunately, the very indefinite
character of " humus" renders it extremely difficult to deter-
mine quantitatively its action, and take it into account
The questions remaining to be determined in connection

with this whole subject are so numerous, and so little explored
a* yet, that their full elucidation might well form the work of
a lifetime.

Art. III.—On the Distribution of Soil Ingredients among the

Sediments obtained in Sdt Anulj/sis ; by R H. LOUGHBIDGE,
Assistant State Geologist of Mississippi.

In connection with the separation of soils into sediments of
definite hydraulic val ie, asac miplishe Iby Dr. Hilgard's churn
'

'
itri; tor, an inter* - > to the chemical com-

position of the sediments obtained.
It is evident from his results that, in the soils treated, all of

the important soil ingredients are contained in the finer sedi-

ments, there being visibly nothing but quartz sand of
diameters remaining in the coarser ones.

Does then the "clay" contain them all, or are they more or
less distributed among the several proximate sediments?

In the investigation of this question, use was made of the

>w loam upland subsoil, from Benton Co., M
formed the subject of my experiments on " Strength of Acid
and Time of Digestion." Great care was taken to obtain a

• Jour. Sol—Third Series, Vol. VII, No. 37.-
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alts the percentages are given,

first with reference to tbe absolute amount of each sediment
itself; then with reference to the entire amount of soil taken

n. In the last column a summation is made of

nt for comparison with a previous analysis of the

placed alongside.
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It appears from these analyses that- the " clay " is by far the

richest in mineral ingredients, the amount being more than
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twice that of the others combined. Its insoluble residue is very
bile the soluble portion consists largely of free silica

derived from hydrous silicates of the bases.
Its volatile matter (which includes hygroscopic moisture left

after drying at 100° C, and water of hydration) is of course
the largest; as are also the remaining ingredients, except lime.
Ihe large amount of soda, however, is due to the chloride used
in the precipitation of the diffused clay.

In the other sediments, the soluble ingredients, except soda
and lime, decrease in almost a geometrical ratio ; there being
also a corresponding increase of sand.

There are several interesting points in connection with this
ratio of decrease which may be summed up as follows.

1. The iron and alumina exist in almost identical relative
proportions in each sediment; making it probable that they
are in some way definitely correlated.

2. Potash and magnesia also exist in almost the same quan-
tities, and their ratio to each other in all the sediments being
almost constant seems to indicate that they occur combined,
perhaps in some zeolitic silicate, which may be a source of
supply to plants.

6. Manganese exists only in the clay, a mere trace being
found in the next sediment.

4. The lime appears to be " nowhere," having probably been
largely dissolved, in the shape of carbonate, by the large quan-
tity of water used in elutrjation. Its increase in the coarser
portions may be owing to its existence in the crystallized form,
not so readily soluble.

t

In a general summation of the ingredients in the several sed-
iments and comparison with the analysis of the soil perse, there
is a loss in potash, magnesia and lime: which may reasonably
be supposed to have been dissolved by the water of elutriation.
borne of the soluble silica clearly remains undetermined in

The differences in ferric oxide and alumina, shown through-
out the analyses of this soil, may partly be accounted for by the
unequal distribution of the particles of iron ore existing in the

Of course the law of distribution of soil ingredients may
oiner in other soils ; but the great distance from the point of
derivation of the materials, and the wide distribution of the
sous of which this is a type, probably render the above results
of more than local applicability.
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Art. TV.—On the Influence of Strength of Acid and Time of Di-

gestion in the Extraction oj Soils; by E. H. Loughridge, of

Oxford, Miss.

The following investigation was undertaken with a view of

determining the extent to which the variations likely to occur

in the extraction of soils by hydrochloric acid, for the purpose

of analysis, can influence the ultimate results ; the spec

being to ascertain the comparability of the analyses made in

connection with the Agricultural Survey of Mississippi, both

amongst themselves, and with those made by similar methods,

by Dr. Peter, of soils collected by the Surveys of Kentucky
and Arkansas.

In beginning the analyses of Mississippi soils in 1859, Dr.

Hilgard adopted the following method, which has also been ad-

hered to by his successors in this work, in over two hundred
analyses made.
The soil {i e., " fine earth") is pulverized with a wooden pestle

and . thoroughly mixed. The hygroscopic moisture is deter-

mined, after exposing it in a space saturated with vapor, in a

layer not exceeding l m,n in thickness, for twelve hours, by dry-

ing at 200° C. in a paraffin e bath. Of this dried substance from
two to three grams are usually used in the general analysis, the

methods employed being in general those adopted by Dr. Peter.*

In another portion, after ignition, the phosphoric acid is deter-

mined by digestion for five days with nitric acid at 100° C,
evaporation, precipitation by ammonium molybdate, digestion

at 100°, solution in ammonia and precipitation by magnesium
sulphate.

For general analysis the soil is digested in hydrochloric acid

of strength M15 (as a rule) at 100°. It is then evaporated to

complete dryness, this adding another day to the digestion.

In the insoluble residue the soluble silica is determined by
boiling with sodic carbonate. The alumina and ferric ooricM

are precipitated according to Hose's method of boiling, for the

complete separation of manganese, magnesium and calcium.

The mixed precipitate is treated with potassic hydrate.

After precipitation of the lime by amnionic oxalate, the am-
moniacal salts are destroyed by Lawrence Smith's method, with

aqua reg^ia ; and the residue converted into nitrates, from which
sulphuric acid is precipitated by barium nitrate. The alkalies

are then separated by treatment with oxalic acid, ignition and
washing. In the residue, barium, manganese and magnesium
are separated as usual.

* Ky. Report, vol. iii.
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With the aid of a Bunsen's filtering apparatus we can, by
this method, complete an analysis in five days, exclusive of
digestion

;
and three analyses may be in progress at the same

The substance experimented upon was a subsoil, a typical
representative of the best yellow loam uplands of M
from the table lands of Benton Co., Miss. ; No. 219 of the Sur-
vey Collection.*

To determine the question as to whether such variations in
the strength of the acid, as might possibly have occurred in the
use of the steam-distilled (i. e., from a retort surrounded by
steam) product, without previously ascertaining its concentra-
tion, portions of the subsoil were digested five days with hydro-

id of the strength, severally, of 1100, 1115 (the nor-
mal concentration) and 1160.
As to the time during which the soil must be digested in

hydrochloric acid that the (sensible) limit of its solvent action
upon the important soil ingredients may be reached, Dr. Peter's
practice has been to digest for about ten days, in his 800 anal-
yses of Kentucky and Arkansas soils ; while for reasons of
convenience, half' that time has been adopted in the analyses of
the Mississippi Survey. The question whether, under these

noes, the two series can be deemed comparable, was
approached by digestions, for periods of one, three, four, five

ays, of the same soil with the same large excess of acid
of 1115

; all precautions being taken to accomplish each anal-
ysis as nearly as possible under the same circumstances.
*or the digestions, use was made of porcelain beakers (the

use of glass being objectionable because of its solubility) ; the
same amounts (40c™<) of acid were used, and steam kept up
about twelve hours each day.

1 he hour of " putting down " was carefully noted, and at the
end of the allotted time the solution was poured off from the
insoluble residue, and each evaporated to dryness separately

acid
reUnited in solution, to prevent any further action of the

This result points to the conclusion, that while lime and mag-
nesia (being readily dissolved) are probably present chiefly as

carbonates or hydrocarbonates, potash as well as alumina, and
some extent lime, are present as silicates, and for that reason

are not as fully extracted by acid of low strength as by that of

11B0
a ouSh the former acts more powerfully than that of

The latter fact (the coincident result of two analyses), though
utuooked for, is not without analogies, although its precise

PorL
T
i860

naly3iS °f the sub3oil of a neighboring tract is given in Hilgard's Re-
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cause, in this case, still requires elucidation. Whether the
maximum of action is exerted by acid of 1*115, is another
question of some interest, to be determined hereafter.

The results of the investigation as to strength of acid are as

shown in the following table

:

>— Sp. Gr. of Acid.

1-10 1-115 1160

13
•27

•06

•09

•45

74-15

9 42
•48

5-04

6-22

Br. Ox. Manganese,

Volatil" Matter
"

Amt. of Soluble Matter,.

Amt. of Soluble Bases, .

.

100-02 100-69 99-29

22-27

It thus appears that in the strongest acid the amount of insol-

uble residue is far greater than in either of the others, and that

the difference lies chiefly in the soluble silica and alumina (i. e.,

clay), together with potash and lime. The other ingredients

seem to be indifferent as to the strength of the acid.

Between the acids of strength 110 and 1115 the difference

is not so great, but the advantage is clearly with the hitter, the

amounts of silica, potash and alumina being greater, while the

lime remains the same in both.

As for the comparability of the analyses as affected by the

probable variations of strength of acid, I remark that the acid

used for distillation by Dr. Peter, as Dr. Hilgard informs me,
was the a

C. P." of commerce, whose strength rarely much
exceeds or falls below that of 1115; while that used by us

was usually the crude, diluted nearly to the sun.' strength.

The first and last portions coming over were habitually, I

believe, rejected in either laboratory. Under these circum-
stances, it is very improbable that 'either of the extremes of

sp.gr. above discussed ever actually occurred ; especially as

regards the stronger acid, which being in small quantity,
would always he mixed with the sueeeedine; weaker distillates.

It is therefore not probable that the percentage of potash or

other important ingredients could have been so far underesti-

ence their comparability i it. i< i- vir n themselves or w'ith each
other.
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Ingredients.
No. of Days Digested.

1. 3. 4.
j

5. 10.

Insoluble residue,

02

72-66

06
•29

•02

7-07

•02

12-30
•62

•28

•27

7-16

Soda,.'

Phosphoric acid,

Volatile matter,

11'05

100-68

24-88

13 -US Si
100-69

27-02 21-"?Amount of soluble matter.

It thus appears, that the amount of dissolved ingredients in-

creases up to the fifth day, the increase becoming, however, very
slow as that limit is approached It is also found that the in-

gredients offering the greatest resistance to this action are the
same as those whose amounts were sensibly affected by the
strength of acid, viz., sili- >, otu-h an 1 alumina *

In regard to lime and magnesia, one day's digestion not being
sufficient for full extraction, it is evident that they do not exist
m the soil as carbonates or hydric oxides only, as has been sup-
posed

; but also as silicates.

.

A comparison of the results of the five and ten day diges-
tions shows that the solvent action of the acid has sni

ceased, there being no further increase of the amount of dis-

solved

So far, therefore,
analyses of the Miss
those of Arkansas a

time of digestion is concerned, the

survey are strictly comparable v ith

tucky soils, made by Dr. Peter.

Art. V.. o form of Cathetometer ; by William
Grunow.

The cathetometer consists essentially of a graduated vertici

rod, on which slid.s a M„k ,* vv >ni\\- i leveling telescop
I he block is commonly divide 1 into two distinct pieces, but

crelpH
° f

* 8e00nd r i8 corre9Poadin!?ly
l
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A New form of Cathetometer.

sliding on the rod and placed over each other, one of them
being provided with a clamp, and connected with its mate by a

micrometer screw and spring, or by the former alone.

This form of fine adjustment seems to liave been derived
from that employed in the earlier compound microscopes, and
though its manifest defects have long since caused its disuse

with these instruments, it is still ordinarily employed in the

construction of cathetometers.*

I have recently constructed, for the Physical Cabinet of

Columbia College,

other arrangement, great steadi-

ness and accuracy of movement

simplicity.

Upon a graduated, vertical,

brass bar, slides a

single block, which carries the

telescope and the micrometric
arrangement for the fine adjust-

ment. On one of the sides of this

block, which is fastened in posi-

tion by a thumbscrew, is dove-
tailed the slide B, which, being-

provided with adjusting screws,

can be made to move steadily

and accurately. The slide B is

moved up and down the block
A by the micrometer screw C,

which is mounted in such a way
that its motion cannot interfere

with the steadiness of the move-
ment of the slide B ; it can also be adjusted so that it works
without dead motion.

Bach turn of the screw corresponds with one division of the
graduated bar on which the block A slides. The slide B carries

an arm with an index v, which moves in an opening O, cut out
in the side of the block A corresponding to the graduation on
the bar. The screw carries a movable head, divided into one
hundred parts, and by means of its index, fractions of a turn of
the screw or rather fraction of one division on the bar, can be
read off easily and accurately. The leveling telescope is

screwed on the top of the slide B.

* Compan Lwons <Ie Phy.M.[ii t> - M P. Dcsains. vol. i. p. PJ Die Physik

.1 '
' -

:
': v- -•'_'".• {>'

der Experimei

American ed.,

Physik, 1 Ban

sique. par
- •
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The screw which I used for this instrument had a millimeter
thread, and its head being divided into a hundred parts, gave
hundredths of a millimeter.

In testing the instrument with the higher power, I felt grati-
fied that measurements could actually be made to the hun-
dredth part of a millimeter, and confirmed by repetition.
To make the instrument more generally useful, the objective

of the telescope is provided with a draw-tube which adds four
inches to its length, and permits observations to be taken at as
short ;i distance as three or four feet. In addition, it is pro-
vided with a brass cap, which can be slipped over the mounting
of the objective, and which carries a supplementary centered

lens, which permits the instrument to be approached
to within a distance of six inches from the object. When thus
arranged it enlarges the 9 of objects about forty
diameters, but even with this rather high power, the smooth-
ness and steadiness of the micrometric movement seems in no
degree impaired.

Columbia College, Nov. 4th, 1873.

Art. VI—Notes on the Geology of Western Texas, near the thirty-

second parallel; by Walter P. Jenney, ELM., Geologist
Texas and Pacific Railroad Survey in West Texas.

-I. On the occurrence ofa remarkable Lower Silurian Section in the

Organ Mountains.

t?!^
HILE exam ining the mountains about two miles north of

WPaso, Texas, which are a continuation of the Organ range
southward from Solidad Pass, I was surprised to find a great
development of the P. < *,i,-r. < it ! li visions between
the strata of the different periods very distinctly marked, and

1 with an abundance of well-preserved specimens
ot it> characteristic fossils.

I he strata dip at an angle of about 20° to the west, toward
of the Rio Grande : and the upturned edges of the
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calcareous sandstone full of the borings in pairs of tit.

linearis of the Potsdam sandstone. The total thickness of this

bed is about 250 feet.

C. Gray crystalline limestone, nearly 250 feet in thickness,

resting conformably on the sandstone : in the lower part of the

bed no fossils were found, but in the upper layers one or two
species allied to Archceocyathus are abundant, which indicate its

equivalence with the Calciferous sandrock. A few feet of sand-

stone weathering dark red separates this bed from the next in

the series.

D. Gray magnesian limestone, about 450 feet in thickness,

and containing much flint or hornstone ; its characteristic fos-

sils are a Receptaculite, and shells allied to Urthoceras and
Helicotoma. On more extended examination, this bed may be
identified as Chazy.

E. A black limestone, nearly 100 feet in thickness, forming
the crest of the range : it rests conformably on bed B, and the

contact is very distinctly marked. The black limestone is filled

with well known fossils of the Trenton period, including Maclu-
rea magna, species of Orthis, Orthoceras, Cyrtoceras, and corals

allied to Halysites and Syringopora.

Passing over the top of the mountain and descending on the

western slope, the next stratum in the series encountered rests

on the Trenton limestone ; but it contains forms of life which
liferent though no less abundant.

F. (jfrav limestone, which has been ii very much denuded, yet

not less than 200 feet in thickness remains; in the lower part
•

tis and several other corals, together with H
eens were found, and in the upper part many varieties of Bra-

chiopods, among which were Strophomena rugosa, species of

Leptvena and several of Orthis, which identify it with the Hud-
son period.

G. A coarse conglomerate, composed of rounded and angular

fragments of the Trenton and Hudson limestones cemented
together by carbonate of lime and sand : it is of varying thick-

ness, being in some places 60 feet thick and in others entirely

wanting in the series. It rests unconformably on both the

Trenton and Hudson beds, and seems to contain no fossils ; but
from its position it may possibly be equivalent to the Oneida
conglomerate of New York.

H. A ridge of light gray crystalline limestone extends along
the western base, parallel to the crest of the range, and rests

imconfonnably on the conglomerate and the Trenton and Hud-
son beds : its 100 feet, and the dip is only 10°

to the west These facts show that it was deposited after a

partial uplifting of the underlying beds, and that subsequently
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the range has attained its present elevation. Owing to the crys-

talline character of the limestone, nearly all traces of life are

destroyed; but a few fragments of imperfect shells resembling a
Pentameras were found near the contact with the conglomerate,
so that the lower portion of this bed may be of Niagara age :

but the resemblance of the limestone of the upper part of this

rido;e to that of Carboniferous age in the parallel range of the
Hueco Mountains leads me to think that, on a more extensive
examination, it will be found to be equivalent to it.

Dr. G. G. Shumard seems to have examined this same range,
but at a point farther north. He mentions the occurrence of a
limestone of Trenton and Hudson age succeeded by the Car-
boniferous. (Dana, Manual of Geology, p. 245.)
About two miles west of this locality, on the banks of the Bio

Grande, are very interesting beds of ' Cretaceous age, through
which the river has cut its present channel. These beds have
been described in the reports of the survey of the Mexican
Boundary.

In the parallel range of the Hueco Mountains, 20 miles east
of El Paso, the section is similar but less distinctly defined :

the dip of the strata is to the east, so that the upturned edges of
the beds in the two ranges face each other.
A limestone of Carboniferous age forms the crest of the

Hueco range, and rests on a magnesian limestone containing
many fossils of the Orthis family, resembling Hudson or Niagara
forms; but, ie contact of

.uniferous limestones in the Organ, Hueco
and Guadaloupe Mountains, no strata containing any Devonian
forms of life were found. It appea the greater

portion of the Upper Silurian and the whole of the Devonian
periods are unrepresented in the rocks of Western Texas.
An immense development of Carboniferous strata occurs in

the Sacramento and G os, between the Pecos
and Rio Grande; at Guadaloupe Pass, about 80(> feet of sand-
stone under: boniferous
limestone, above which the peaks of the mountain rise to per-

haps an equal height.
At the banks of Los Cornudos, seventy miles east of El Paso,

a water-worn mass of syenite, covering nearly a square mile of
area, rises from the plains to a height of several hundred feet:

resting against its base is a limestone of Carboniferous age, con-

(1 ^H-ci.'s <.f Produ fa,-; the limestone has filled

foot in width in the syenite, in which several small

- • i^.,| PI „,->t , uriui ii 1 lit >
• » ' *<•* >" '"•'•

As there are no indi.-atiun. of limestone having ever beennV-
; ^ •'

• except near the base of the Cornudos. a portion of this

rock may have been above water in the Carboniferous sea.
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n. The Llano Mtacado, or Staked Plains.

A great deal has been written about this desert, which
stretches north and south nearly 350 miles, and, from the head
waters of the Eio Colorado and its branches westward, from 50
to 150 miles, to the Eio Pecos. Its underlying strata were an-

nounced to be Triassic and Jurassic by Jules Marcou, but are

now well known to be of Cretaceous age A fine section of the

Llano is exposed at Castle Canon, near Horsehead Crossing of

the Pecos: the strata, beginning at the base, are arranged as

1. A coarse red sandstone without fossils, but probably of

Triassic age, 50 feet exposed.

2. Soft calcareous bi silts of fossil

shells : this bed is 50 feet in thickness and probably of Creta-

ceous age.

3. Soft yellow limestone, 450 feet in thickness, containing an
abundance of well known Cretace
Pitcheri, Exogyra Texana, E. Arietina, Arcopaya Texana, Ammo-
nites Pedernalis, and several species of Cardium, Nerimva and
Pecten.

4. Compact yellow limestone. 30 or more feet in thickness,

wanting at Castle Canon, but forming the tops of the highest

hills o i the Llano, and also found on the tops of the mountains
in Jones County.
The char, 3 bed is the (hprina

which is very abundant; the bed is. I think, equivalent to the
" Caprina li \ and is the m rat recent mem-
ber of the Cretaceous in Western Texas Th- ( Vetae > is '.. Is

on the banks of the Eio Grande, at El Paso, contain fossils

identical with those from bed 3. Similar sections to that of the

Llano were found at Fort Chadbourne, in the neighboring
mountains, which were identical both in the arrangement of the

I in the fossils from the different beds.

In Mason County, underneath the limestone and red sandstone,

there is a metamorphic sandstone resting unconformable on
micaceous gneiss. The hardness of the upper layers of limestone
has greatly protected this formation from denudation, and given
the "mesa" c laracter to the hills, as the bedding is almost

Lt there can be no doubt that formerly this for-

ich more extensive, and that the fiat-topped hills

low mountains which are f'.un i east of the plains,

s Austin, were islands in the s«3a which produced
1, their tops -' n-idence of having ever

;d, and in somp Pla<>»s
,.- >rn cavities extend

ight along their sides.
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Art. VII.—On the Formation of the LigniteBeds of the Rocky
Mountain region ; by L. Lesquereux.

From a report which is apparently reliable, but which I have
not seen in print yet, a prominent geologist has adva
opinion that the so-called lignite beds of the Kocky Mountains
have been formed by the heaping of drifted materials. This
opinion, says my informant, is sustained by the following

1st. That the lignite beds are of too small extent, or cover
too limited areas, to have been formed otherwise than by
the heaping of materials carried into small basins.

2d. That the under clays of the lignite beds have no roots.
I do not wish, of course, to review the old hypothesis on the

formation of coal and lignite, as exposed in a masterly manner
and sustained by Bischoff; but only to answer the two above
objections.

1st. It is evident, from all that has been ascertained of the
isin of Clear and Boulder Creeks, by Hayden, Hodge

and myself, that this productive lignite basin extends from the
feouth Platte to Cheyenne, a distance in a direct line of more
than one hundred miles. The width ,.f this U^in is not ascer-
tained; but lignite beds have been found in
east of the mountains, or those of Golden and Boulder City. As
jet, it is not positively known whether a continuous bed of
lignite occu.]

; for this basin has from eight to
sixteen beds in its whole thickness. This, however, I have seen
this year. The main coal of Golden is continued south to Clear
Creek, and has been tesl I istance of nine miles

;

and northward the same bed is recognized continuously for
seventeen miles to north of Bouhl Creek, v. hen it is covered

-crate beds. This is extensive enough, I think, for a

! I v from eight to fourteen feet in

-- The lignite beds have been cut through by
"

djgious derm*

I

a ].s0 been destroyed at n
Places, eith< lv]yj by combustion. The c. _

Fy around Black Bu1 - place to Green River,
is covered by hills, often composed of baked red shale or sand-
stone, etc., all changed by heat or by the combustion of
&ecls of lignite. Local occurrences of this kind have consider-
ably and locally reduced in extent the area of strata of con
jmstible material,, and ity. The large c
iQick main coal of Black Butte has been destroyed in this wa
°n lts

,
eastern side; and here its shale and sandstone are met*

^orphic, or as , a the other side, where th
coal has been preserved, they have their natural softer compos)
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tion. But even if the lignite beds were proved to be of little

horizontal extent, this would be no objection against the sup-

position of their* origin as peat deposits. The emerged peat

Formations are generally of this kind. It is indeed the general

case that peat bogs now cover hollows of limited areas rather

than wide surfaces. The peat bogs formed in water along the

shores of lakes or near the mouths of great rivers, are only

occasionally of wide extent. The deep peat bogs of Germany,
Denmark and Scandinavia, where wood is found heaped by
the growth of successive forests to the depth of seventy to one

hundred feet, are mostly deposits covering from one to ten

acres of ground.

2d. I can say, from repeated and personal observations, that

most of the lignite beds of the west which have passed under
my examination have the under clays full of rootlets or of roots

of the floating plants which were the first, generally at least, to

contribute to the formation of the bed of combustible material

bv their debris. At the Raton Mountains, at Canon City, at

Gehrung's near Colorado, at Golden, Marshall, Black Butte,

etc., the coal is everywhere underlaid by chocolate • colored

shale, often a compound of these roots or rootlets, so compact
indeed that they cannot be determined, nor their forms dis-

tinctly recognized. I have for this reason collected many spe-

cimens for microscopical examination. Of course, the under-

shales do not contain any roots (true roots of trees) ; the coal

of the Carboniferous, too, never has any ; for the good reason

that trees do not grow in water, and that they only invade

peat bogs when the ground is solid enough to support them.

And even then the roots grow horizontally, and do not de-

scend deep into the matter, which, generally impregnated

bv water, is to a degree inaccessible to atmospheric influence.

The so-called roots of the clay beds of the Carboniferous

measure?, or the Stfgmaria, are not roots but floating leaves.

And even their cylindrical stems are rarely found in clay beds

;

only their leaves fill them, just as the radicles of water plants

fill "the clay of the Tertiary lignite. It is, however, a fact that

some of the lignite clay beds, and those of the Coal-measures

too, are clean < r with >ut . •! nixt r "1 \ _ * '
'• remains, even

of rootlets. But, when the peat is beginning its growth at the

surface of a somewhat deep basin of water, whose bottom has

been rendered impermeable by the deposit of clay (which always
precedes the deposit of woody f tee peat is

often thick and compact before it is forced down and comes
in eon tact with the clay ; and in that case, therefore, the clay

is pure or is not penetrated by roots or rootlets.

The theory of formation by drifted matter cannot give an

explanation of this fact: that the bottom clay is perfectly
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distinct from the coal or lignite matter, at the point of its

surface where it is touched or overlaid by coal or lignite.

There is no insensible transition from bottom clay to coal.

Bischoff, as is well known, explained the differences in coal

(pure as it is, indicating only a proportion of ashes ec|ual

to that of the wood) by supposing that after being drifted

into a comparatively quiet basin of water, the heaviest parti-

cles of matter, sand and mud, had been first washed down to

the bottom, and that the woody fiber, rather lighter, had been
deposited afterward. In this case, the heaping of the matter
would, of necessity, show a gradual transition in ascending.
still higher up, from clay beds to clay and woody filaments
mixed togetk . I

..<< -mimr l.--s impure. The
heaviest coal should, therefore, always be at the bottom, the pure
woody matter at the top. Who has seen in our lignite beds or
coal beds anything like this? I ris it is use-
less to speak further. It is set aside bv facts and considerations
a review of which would fill a volume.
There are of course some beds of impure lignite, whose origin

is due to drifted wood, especially along large rivers. One is

known at the mouth of the Khone in France. I have seen
some deposits of the kind in so utLeas tern Arkansas, near the

River. The great Eed Eiver obstructions may be-

come in time lignite deposits. But all formations of this kind
show their origin by their composition : sand mixed with car-

bonized matter, sandy bottom, perforated too in various direc-

ts, etc. Nothing of this kind has been ob-
served in the beds of lignite of the west, at least not in those
which have come under my examination.

Columbus, Ohio, Nov. 16, 1873.

Art. VIII —On remains of Land Plants in the Lower Silurian ;

by Leo. Lesquereux.

From a recent discovery, it now seems that traces of land

xist in the Lower Silurian strata of this country.
A few months ago, I received from Rev. H. Herzerw -

renting branches or small stems of a species referable

»e on Longstreet Creek, near Lebanon, <

lively referable to the Cincinnati group c

Q
- The discovery of the remains of land

Well known through the discovery of
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mation is too remarkable a fact to be accepted without positive

evidence. Being at that time about to take the field for geo-

logical explorations, I merely took a sketch of the specimens
and returned them to the owner, purposing to examine more
closely into the matter at a future time, either by going to Le-

banon or by corresponding with Dr. Scoville. 6n my return,

as Eev. Mr. Herzer had parted with the specimens, I sent to Dr.

Scoville a sketch of the fossil under consideration, in order that

he might recognize it, if it had been in his hands, and with the

request to positively state whether he himself found the speci-

mens, and when, and whether he had any more of the same
kind. In his answer he writes : "I can say now most empha-
tically, that I found in Longstreet Creek, about six miles east of

Lebanon, a fossil which resembles the sketch accompanying
your letter in all the essential features. The specimen was, I

think, in two pieces, or perhaps Mr. Herzer took only one piece.

I know within a rod or two where it was found. Its position

or horizon, in the Lebanon beds, was about the middle. Should
any one question the accuracy of my statement in regard to the

discovery of a specimen of this character, in the locality desig-

nated, I"would refer them to Mr. S. R. O'Neall of this place,

who has paid mnch attention to geology, and who will support
my assertion, so far, at least, as to say : that I have described

to him several times, and even but a few days since, the speci-

mens under consideration."—In a postscript to this letter, Mr.
O'Neall confirms the statement in regard to the specimens in

question.

There can be therefore no doubt as to the locality where these

vegetable remains have been found, or the geolngi'< il ig o! r! <

strata. The clays of the Lebanon beds are full of Trilobites of

the same species that abound in the clay beds at the base ofthe

Cincinnati group

—

Calymene senaria. The only question to be
settled is the true character of the plant which the specimens
represent.

As I have said above, there were two fragments of small stems

or branches, referable to the same kind of vegetable ; one, more
complete, about two inches thick, cylindrical, the whole sub-

stance transformed into soft gray clay, the bark, or the outer

surface only, distinctly moulded into clay, as is generally the

case in specimens of this kind, and marked by rhomboidal,
continuous, enlarged bolsters, surrounding the stem in a spiral,

bearing at the middle a small oval or rhomboidal sear, less dis-

tinct, however, though well recognizable, and presen

characters of stems of' Svjillarm \r/V/ Brgt. <>r S. Menardi Brgt.

The study of the specimens, as far as I was able to do it, left me
undecided only in regard to their positive reference to the one

or the other of these two species, on account of the somewhat
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obscure form of the internal scars. Though the Cincinnati group
tafl remains of Fucoids of large size, none has, as jet, been found
there to my knowledge, as large as these stems. And the
peculiar form of the bolsters, placed in spiral around the stem,
similar m form, equal in size, regularly convex, pn
supposition that the remains represent some new kind of marine
plants, or are attributable to a concretionary structure. We
have therefore to admit them as representative of la:

and thus to recognize the existence of traces of land vegetation
in the Lower Silurian, the lower part of the Cincinnati group
being the equivalent of the Trenton group of New York *

This discovery is the more remarkable since we have, as yet,
no records of vegetable remains from the Silurian of North
America, except fragments of stems and rhizomes of Psilophyton,
observed by Dawson in the Gaspe group of Canada. On these,
-Dr. Dawson remarks :f "Accordingly, it is in Gaspe that as
yet we have the only link of connection of theErian (Devonian)
flora with that of the Silurian period. In the marine limestone
of tape Gaspe, holding shells and corals of Lower Helderberg
age, along with some indeterminable plants, probably Fucoids,
we have, as already stated, fragmental stems and distinct rhi-
zomes of Psilophyton, some of them showing the bci

•reserved. These fragments must have been drifted
n*om the land ; and, as in the immediately succeeding Lower
JJeyonian beds, Psilophyton is associated with Prototaxites,

-
:

s the most abundant of the
whole, it is not unlikely that in 1

1

land, it was
associated with plants of these genera." In Europe too, the
first remains of land plants have been found in the Lower De-

! 'd as yet only a single specimen of a X»i,il-iria,

;

by Goppert as & Hausmannana.% It was found as

306, by Hausmann, during his geological exploration

th jt
mavia

'
!
n a red Devonian quartzite just above sUata oi

e Lpper Silurian, where Favosites polymorpha was identified.

:.-.'.

ad^tfd these strata to be Lower Devonian.
With the exception of the Lebanon specimen, the geological

lobSl occurreilce of vegetable remains in clay beds abounding in remains of Tri-

Ooal-measures of the West have strata of

and vegetable remains are
' \e overlaying

limals, with plants too, in sandy clay

. 54:

• Sci.-Tiiird Series,

nidance. I have' found Trilobites in the shale overlayini

of Canada, Pam-

, _„ Devonishen, etc., oder dea sogenanten Uebergangs-
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formations of the United States have not afforded as yet any
records of land plants earlier than those of the Lower Devonian.
In Ohio and Kentucky, vegetable remains of this kind have
been found at different places, mostly in concretions, including

trunks or fragments of wood representing species of Conifers of

the section of the Araucaria, together with Lycopodiaceous
plants ; Stigmaria, Sigillaria and Lepidodendron. In Pennsyl-
vania, a Lepidodendron, L. primwvum Rogers, and a Sigillaria

have been obtained from the same horizon. These fragments
are as yet rare, and have not been satisfactorily determined, on
account of the imperfect character of the specimens, mostly
petrified pieces of wood, whose structure is studied with diffi-

culty. It is certain, however, that in the Middle Devonian we
have representatives of three distinct groups of vegetables : the

Cellular Cryptogams, in a quantity of marine plants, the Vas-
cular Cryptogams, in Lycopodiaceous plants : Lepidodendron,

etc., and the Phsenogamous Gymnosperms, in the

Conifers.

Art. IX.— On a Combination of Silver Chloride with Mercuric
Iodide; by M. Carey Lea, Philadelphia.

In the course of an extended examination of the compounds
formed by mercuric iodide, I some time since obtained two
•which I believed to be new. After having studied their pro-

perties, I found that one of them, a compound of the iodides of
silver and of mercury, had previously been obtained by Meusel.

I shall therefore here describe only the compound which mer-
curic iodide forms with silver chloride.

If to a portion of recently precipitated and still moist silver

chloride, a considerably less quantity of mercuric iodide, also

freshly precipitated and still moist, be added, we shall find that,

after stirring them thoroughly together, the scarlet color of the

mercuric salt is still plainly visible through the mass, which is

of a bright salmon color. By standing some hours or a day, a

remarkable change takes place, the red color wholly disappears

and the powder became pure lemon-yellow. Before this change
took place, the separate particles of the mercuric iodide could

be plainly distinguished with a lens ; after it, the powder be-

comes perfectly homogeneous. Fresh portions of mercuric

iodide added, gradually disappear in the same way, until an

equivalent quantity has been used.

A better plan, however, for preparing the substance consists in

adding to a solution of a weighed quantity of potassic iodide an

exactly equivalent quantity of mercuric chloride, and then, after

thoroughly agitating and allowing the precipitate to fall, adding
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i solution. The
is exactly suffi-

down the whole of the silver as chloride. When
the silver salt is added, one may remark three precipitates visi-

ble in the liquid, irregularly blended, scarlet mercuric iodide,
white silver chloride and the yellow substance resulting from
their combination. The precipitates are then to be thoroughly
stirred together to promote combination, which, however, is

not complete for about twenty-four hours. Meantime the mix-
ture is salmon colored from the presence of free mercuric

Obtained in this way, the substance appears as a heavy yel-
low powder, wholly free from any trace of red, and rather in-

clining to a greenish or lemon-yellow. This color it always
exhibits, no matter how prepared, while still wet, even if left

for weeks. Mixed, however, with gum arabic and spread on
card-board, it dries to a full chrome yellow. It could not be
obtained in a condition sufficiently pure for analysis, but there
can be little doubt that its constitution is AgClHgL
The new substance exhibits remarkable properties with re-

spect to heat Even below 100° F. it begins to redden, and thi

change rapidly increases with the rising temperature until
reaches a maximum at about 140° F. At this temperature
has a bright scarlet color, differing, however, a good deal from
that of mercuric iodide, and more resembling, if moist, that of
chrome red ; if dry, that of vermilion. As the temperature falls

again, the pale yellow color returns. A striking experiment
consists in placing a portion of the substance in a test tube
under water, and warming it at a Bunsen's burner. The very
instant that the flame touches the glass, the whole layer of
substance in contact with it flashes to a bright red. If heated
till it is changed throughout, a portion taken out with spatula
and dropped on a cold porcelain dish, becomes yellow at the
instant of contact.

If a portion of the substance be mixed with a solution of
gum arabic and be spread on card-board, it exhibits the follow-
ing properties :

Warmed gently at a lamp (best by holding it near the glass

chimney of an Argand burner), it assumes a deep red color;
then, when removed, it recovers its yellow shade. Both changes
take place so rapidly that the alteration of color may be
watched, and is complete in a few seconds or half a minute. If
instead of gently warming a strono- heat be applied, just below
w nat is sufficient to cha° the card, the portion thus strongly
seated assumes a still deeper color, and returns to the yellow
much more slowly, retaining an intermediate orange shade for
Some hours. This change is brought about by a sudden and
momentary heat: if the heat be continued, the mercuric iodide
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volatilizes, and the portion so treated becomes permanently
yellow.

If one of these cards be exposed to sunlight with a portion

perfectly protected, the exposed part becomes slightly darkened.
This effect takes place with an exposure of half an hour or less

and is scarcely increased if the exposure be prolonged for many
hours. By keeping for a few days in the dark, the deepening
of color gradually fades out until the exposed parts are not to

be distinguished from the rest. This effect may be repeated
several times with the same card.

In reference to the compound of silver iodide with mercuric
iodide, I feel constrained to differ from Meusel, who considers
it only a mixture and not a combination. I take it to be a

compound, though an extremely loose one, and for the follow-

ing reasons, which apply equally to the silver chloride com-
pound.
So long as the substances are only mixed, and before they

have unitel color of the mercuric iodide is

always conspicuously observable, and no mechanical mixing,
however thorough, is capable of concealing it. The eventual
disappearance of this color seems to be a proof of combination.
This view is farther strengthened by what takes place in tlie

case of silver bromide. When Hgl is placed in contact with
AgBr, no combination takes place as in the case ofAgCl and Agl
under similar conditions. Even after many days the color of
the mercuric salt is conspicuously visible. In one case I kept
Hgl in contact with excess of AgBr, both
for several weeks under water, at the end of which time the

particles of Hgl could be distinguished under a lens with per-

fect facility. At the end of weeks, the mixture ofAgBr aud Hgl
retains exactly the appearance which it presents when first

mixed (supposing, of course, that it has been protected from the

light). AgCl and Agl, when mixed with Hgl, present at first

the same appearance, which, however, subsequently changes
completely, and a substance with new properties is the result.

This seems clearly to indicate a combination.

The striking fact that the thermochromic properties of mer-
curic iodide are inverted in the new compound, which passes

from yellow to red by heat, instead of from red to yellow,

and the far greater sensitiveness to heat of the new substance,

are strong arguments of combination.
Meusel's explanation of the change of color, in his view of

mere mechanical mixture, makes it depend on a dil

power of absorbing red rays when warmed, which he aseril •
-

to silver iodide. But the experiment which I have described
..-..-.-

tion in two distinct manners.

At a temperature about 30° or 40° of Fahrenheit above the
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boiling point of water, mercuric iodide becomes yellow. If,

therefore, the new substances were mere mixtures on being
heated to that temperature the red color previously acquired
should disappear completely, since there could be no possible
cause for its continuance. The mere mechanical mixture of two
yellow substances (in the case of Agl and Hgl), or of a white
and j ellow (in the case of AgCl and Hgl), could by no pos-
sibility produce a red one. This single argument would seem
to be sufficient in itself.

The peculiar persistency, after applying momentarily a high
heat, seems also inconsistent with the hypothesis of a mechan-
ical mixture. Let us follow the phenomena which present
themselves and consider them in the light of this hypothesis of
a mechanical mixture. The substance is at ordinary tempera-
tures yellow ; it is difficult to suppose that white and scarlet

mechanically mixed can form yellow. At 140° F., it is deep
red

; now this rise of temperature makes no visible change in
the color of either constituent, taken separately ; if the mixture
be merely mechanical, it is difficult to see why the color should
change. At a still hie let us say for example
300° R, mercuric iodide is yellow, but the substance in question
is deep red. And, whereas before we had white and red me-
chanically mixed forming yellow, now we have white and yel-
low forming red. Even the phenomena of persistence are
reversed, for whilst mercuric iodide after cooling retains for a
time its yellow color, and then passes to its normal red, this

substance, after a strong momentary heating, retains for some-
time after cooling its red shade, and eventually recovers its

normal yellow.
These properties seem to be irreconcileable with the view of

mechanical mixture. The behavior of the substance when ex-
posed to sunlight also affords a strong argument The very

. g caused, and th fcheoriginal
color, seem inconsistent with the hypothesis of the presence of
free silver chloride. There is no doubt that the combination
is a loose one. By repeated boiling with a considerable quan-
\v. v of water, most of the mercuric iodide can be dissolved out,
and tins may be still more easily done with alcohol, in which
mercuric iodide is more soluble than in water. This, however,
is, of course, no proof of absence of combination, as many com-
pounds can be broken up in a similar way. Even after re-

peated boiling with water, a portion of the mercuric iodide is

held back, and it h euriou< that the .-.Intrusion of the mercuric
»» does not change the color of the residue. The silver

^ t \<'!l<e.v (••»!<.)• n ii.
i

n.s

ttnehange
I,

'

by heat disappears
with the removal of the mercuric iodide.
426 Walnut s
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Art. X.— Br to Zoology from the M -

Tale College. No. XXVI. Results of recent Dredging Expe-
ditions on the Coast of New England. No. 4 ; by A. E.

Verrill.

(Continued from vol. vi, page 435.)

Very few localities of "hard" bottom were met with in

more than 25 fathoms of water ; and consequently we could
not obtain so complete a knowledge of the fauna occupying
such bottoms, at greater depths off that coast, as of that in-

habiting the soft muddy bottoms. This has, however, been
remedied to a considerable extent by some of the subsequent
dredgings made by Dr. Packard, when on the Bache. More-
over, a considerable number of species belonging properly on
rocky bottoms came up attached to the boulders, already re-

ferred to, which we frequently brought up even from the softest

mud.
Other inhabitants of such bottoms were obtained from the

stomachs of fishes, freshly caught. From these and other

sources we could now compile a pretty full list of species

belonging to the hard bottoms in depths between 50 and 125
fathoms, off the coast between Cape Cod and Mount Desert.

Two of our dredgings off Seguin Island, in 33 and 45 fathoms
respectively, belong to the series of outer and deeper dredgings,
rather than among those made in the bays. They are, however,
somewhat intermediate in character.

The first named locality was unusually rich in species, and
I therefore give the entire list obtained at that place, so far

as they have been identified. The bottom was generally bard,

and in places rocky, but some patches of mud were evidently

encountered by the dredge, and consequently there is a con-

siderable number of true mud-dwelling species in the list

Only one haul of the dredge was made at this locality, owing
to unfavorable weather.

Contents of a single haul of the dredge made Aug. 13, 1873, on
hard bottom, with some spots of mud, in 33 fathoms ; locality,

six miles east of Seguin Island.

Arachnida.
Nymphon, sp.

Crustacea.

jHippolrte spina.
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Annelids.

Phyllodoce catenula V.
Lumbriconereis fragilis. Vermilia serrula.

Ninoe nigiipes V.

Sipunculoids.

|
Phase

Potamilla oci

-
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Polyps.

Sponges.

iera, sp.

Fontmlnij'er

Laminaria longicruris. |Agarum Turneri. |Desmarestia aculeata.

The 45 fathom locality was about five miles southwest from
Seguin Island. At this place we dredged many of the species

enumerated in the above list, together with a number of

additional ones, among which were the following :

Crustacea.

Hippolyte aculeata, jDiastylis quadrispinosa. I Balanus porcatus.

.- pinguis.
I

Annelids.

] Myxicola steenstru]

! Margarita obscura.
|

Eugyra pilularis.

A number of dredgings were made on and near East and
West Cod Ledges, several miles off Cape Elizabeth. The
shallower parts of these in 10 to 15 fathoms, are very rough
and rocky, so that in some places the dredge could not be

used, and even the tangles suffered seriously by the iron frame

becoming caught and jammed amung the rocks so firmly that

Allied to Go rising from creeping stolons;

I
-

;

;:- :•
:

..-
:

;- " ,'
'. •

i
- ' ....-

' - '-.'i
'

'
•
- •'

. ,. ,_, ,

is rounded and more or less swollen toward the base. Color of stolons and base

of polyps dirt, fc of polyps and the tentacles

;

6mm to ISmni; diameter, 3™
;

distance between polyps, 6mm to 25mm ;
breadth

Ca.-m B .iv : P.av of Fundy, 80 to 100 fathoms. Gulf of Saint Lawrence, in deep

water (Whiteaves).
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it could not be extricated without using force sufficient to bend
and twist the stout iron cross-bar ; at somewhat greater depths,
in 20 to 30 fathoms, farther away from the crests of these
ledges, the bottom was generally stony and gravelly, though
often rough, and the dredges were used with good success.

Most of the species from these localities have been enumerated
in the two preceding lists, and need not be repeated here, but a

eurred. The roughest
parts of the ledges, in 10 to 15 fathoms, are overgrown with red
algae, and among these the reddish variety of cod, known as
"rock-cod," abounds. Here also a large number of i

were obtained, most of them having red colors, evi-

:a Iment among the algas. Among
the Crustacea were the following :

Several of these occurred also in the previous lists, but are
repeated here to show more fully the peculiar character of the
fauna of these rough ledges. We ascertained that the cod-fish

re feed chiefly on these Crustacea, their stomachs often
being filled with th c -

1

3, shrimps, and smaller speei
above, together with more or less sa, Holothu-
rians, Ophiurans, etc. The Ophiophohs aculeat-i was a common
and important part of their diet, and several specimens of a
large Thyonidium were taken from the stomach of a cod, at this

place, though we did not dredge it at all, either here or else-

Among the other species that occurred on the Cod Ledges,
but not in the localities previously described, are the following:

Pycnogonids.
PhoxichiMium femoratum.

|
Nymphon, sp.

Annelids.
tedii. lEuphrosyne borealis. I Spirorbis quadrangularis.

lepidonotus squamatus. JAmphitrite cirrata. |
Vermilia serrula.

Trophon scalariformi:

Alcyonidium, red 8p. |
Tubulipora patina. [

Lepralia, several sp.

Acaleph*.
tornaria quadricornia. I Sertularia pumila ? IHU
Ubeba geniculate.

|
Sertularella polyzonias. . T 1

1

Also numerous sponges, not determined.
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The following occurred in 12£ fathoms :

Agarum Turneri. I Calliblepharis ciliata. I Callithamnion, sp.

Delesseria sinuosa. Buthora cristata. Corallina officinalis.

D. alata.
|
Ptilota serrata.

|
Lithothamnion polymorphum.

Farther to the west, off the mouth of Casco Bay, and about
two to three miles south of Halfway Eock, in 27 fathoms, we
made another haul, very similar to the one in 33 fathoms, de-

scribed above. The bottom was here composed of coarse sand
and gravel, pebbles, small stones, and broken shells, with some
mud. A large proportion of the species given in the list for

the 33-fathom locality also occurred at this place, with many
additional ones, among which were the following :

Crustacea.

Eupagurus Bernhardua. I Cumacea, two sp. I Ampelisca, sp. with red
Crangon vulgaris. Ptilocheirus pinguis. dorsal spots.

Hippolyte Fabricu. Anonyx, sp. Ampelisca, small sp.

I Nicomache,
jTerebellidesStroemi.

Gastropods.

I Lunatia immaeulata. I Cylichna alba.

Margarita obscura. | Philine, sp.

Lamellibranchs.

Crvptodon Gouldii. I Astarte quadrans. 1 1/

Cyclocardia Novangliae. | Yoldia sapotilla.

In Casco Bay, among the islands, in moderately shallow

water, there is great diversity in the character of the bottom,

and a large amount of profitable dredging was done. Most of

the species are decidedly boreal and arctic forms, which we had
previously dredged in the Bay of Fundy, and farther north.

The depth varied from 3 or 4 to about 30 fathoms. Some of

the best localities on hard bottoms were found in Hussey
Sound ; off Cow Island ; off the northern end of Peak's Island ;

off Witch Rock ; off the Green Islands ; off Whaleboat Island,

Broad Sound ; and in the main ship-channel off Fort Preble,

om was composed of smallIn these localities the bottom
stones, and occasionally of rough rocks with broken shells,

gravel, etc., overgrown by an abundance of coarse massive

hich were several species of Rem'era, Halt-

cftondria, Sub-rites, Polymastia, etc., together with more delicate

species belonging to Chalina, lsodictya, etc.
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Eupagurus Bernhardus.
E. Kroyeri.
E. pubescens.
Crangon vulgaris.

Hippolyte spina,
H. Fabricii.

Annelids.

Polydora, sp. (in shells).

Dodecacerea concharum.
Nicomache, new sp.
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Lepralia, several sp.

racosa. Gemellaria loricata.

Alcyonidium (red sp., onlMembranipora piloaa.

shells).

Echinoderms.
.Strongyloeentrotus Dro- .Solaster

baehiensis. |Pteraste

enas vulgaris.

Campanularia flexu<

[Cribrella sanguinolenta.

Hydroids.

Halecium muricatum.
Lafoea fruticosa.

L. dumosa.
Antennularia antennina.

Ophiopholis aculeata.

Ophioglypha robusta.

Amphipholis elegans.

iSertularella polyzonias.

Hydractinia polyclina.

Grautia ciliata.

Polymastia robusta? Bow-jH. pannosa. I lobata(Esper sp.).

erbank. Reniera, several sp. I. infundibuliformis.

P. , new sp. Suberites, sp. Chalina oculata.

da (Bowerb.). jCliona, sp. I

Besides the species enumerated above, there were many
others, that have not yet been identified. Many that occurred

less frequently on the hard bottoms than on sandy or muddy
ones, have also been omitted from the list.

Very few genuine sandy bottoms were met with, and these

were generally of small extent, so that the sand was nearly

always mixed" with gravel, pebbles, or mud, when brought up
in the dredge, and there was, necessarily, a corresponding mix-
ture of the these different kinds of bottom.
M< -c of the species found on such bottoms are included in the

preceding list. A number of species occurred, however, on
sandy bottoms more frequently, or in greater abundance, than
elsewhere. Among these were the following

:

Ci-awjon mmta, Anonyx, sp., K
fo.«wsHarger, Praxilla, sp., Clym-neHa torqaataY., Oistenides gran-

iilutjis, '/'•
; f ,.,-)-., ayilis V.. new gen. and
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sp.,* Lunatia hei-os, Menestho albula, Utriculus pertenuis, Lyonsia
/''.'/" /

' 'i.L.u.rt tu. Asia l>: cub in>-.a, A. quadra -.',,/ iua hland-
,

Muddy bottoms of various grades, and at all depths to 30
fathoms, were frequent in Casco Bay, especially in the sheltered
coves and channels among the islands, and in the several

fioriis into which the northeastern portion of the
bay is divided. Among the species dredged on muddy bot-

.

Eupagurus Kroyeri.

E.' BemKus.
Crangon vulgaris.

I'andalua aunulicorni
Hippolyte Gaimardii.

H. Pabricii.

Pycnogonids

Crustacea.

Phyllodoce cater
Phyllodoce, sp.

Eteone pusilla.

Polydora, sp., in s
-

;''

Praxilla, sp.

Turbellaria.

•angesp. Tetrastemma, sp.
C. Stimpsoni V. T . vitl
Ophionemertes agilis V.

j

Polycirrus, sp.

Euchone elegans V.

Chaetoderma nitidulura.

u^vcha5gBabl-.:
^

side of the
7
he

S

ad"
m
the rows°™

become broad and double. B;
or furrow, crossing the back o

yellow, erivine- a Hrtim,!*^

slightly depre

ite from and wider thai

Bay of Fundy, -iO

t both ends, well r

90 fathoms.

nded, little depressed ; head
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Gastropods.

ulatum (young).

Neptunella pygmsea.

jUtriculus pertenui:

Cylichna alba.

Philine quadrata.

T. myopsis.

Eusatella Americans

Callista convexa.
'

Cyprina Islandica.

Y. thraciformis.

Ascidians.

Eugyra pilularia.

Echinoderms.
jOphioglypha Sarsii. lOphiopholis a

JO. robusta.

Hydroids.

Hydractinia polyclina. | shells).

(on i Sertularella tricuspidata (01

mded. Eyes four, small a

between the two pairs of eyes, and extends around to the ventral sid<

orifice terminal. Color of body dark olive-green, greenish brown,
black, often with a light longitudinal dorsal stripe ; head greenish, marked ^

Errata for S

Krogeri, read Kroyeri; line 16, for Nychia cirrosa

ne 9, for solidula, read J

I for lucida, read

0, line 4, for a .

I foot-note, for 1870, read
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Art. X.—Note on Fossil Woods from British Columbia, collected

by Mr. Richardson; by Principal Dawson, LL.D., F.R.S.*

In my note of last year on the plants collected by Mr.
Richardson in 1872, I referred to specimens of fossil coniferous
wood from the coal-field of Nanaimo, Vancouver Island. Mr.
Richardson's collections of 1873 include a much larger number
of specimens of fossil wood from the Queen Charlotte Islands,

Norris Island and Hornby Island, all of them apparently from
Mesozoic rocks, and many of them associated with characteris-
tic marine shells of Cretaceous or Jurassic genera. They are
principally drift trunks, though probably from not very distant
land, and some of the specimens have been bored by Teredine
mollusks.

Mr. Weston, the lapidary of the Survey, has prepared up-
wards of a hundred excellent slices of these fossils, all of which
I have carefullv examined, with the following general re-

sults :—
I. Coniferous Woods.—These are by much the most abund-

ant in the collection, ranging in age from the probably Lower
Cretaceous or Jurassic beds of Queen Charlotte Island to the
probably Middle and Upper Cretaceous of Vancouver Island
and Hornby Island. They may all be referred to the genera
Cupressoxyhn and Taxoxylon, or in other words are allied to the
modern Cypresses and Yews, trees which range with very little

modification of type from the Mesozoic to the modern period.

Cupressoxylon.—This genus is characterized by distin

entric rings of growth, round discs or bordered pores <

walls of the fibers in one or two series, resin cells (which are,

tfever, often very obscure in the fossil specimens), and sin ^

medullary rays.

.
One of the most common woods of this type in the collec-

tions from the Queen Charlotte Islands, Vancouver Island and
Hornby Island, is of the same character with the wood of the

modern Sequoia gigantea of California, and probably belonged
to an allied tree.'

Another from Vancouver Island, with two rows of pores on
each fiber, is scarcely distinguishable from specimens of the

ordinary California Bedwood, in the collection of Prof. Gray,
of Cambridge, who has kindly given me specimens for com-
parison.

Another species, differing from the above in its very short

medullary rays, and having one row of pores on the walls of
the fibers, occurs at Queen Charlotte and Vancouver Islands.

* From proof received in advance of the publication of the article in the Report
of the Geological Survey of Canada for 1873.
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Two others, with well developed resin cells, and one row of

pores on the fibers, are found at Vancouver Island alone.

I do not think it necessary to attach specific names to these

trees, at least until I can compare them with more complete series

of woods from the west coast. It is sufficient to know that

they indicate several species of Cypr< ss-like tre< s not very dis-

similar from those at pr be region.

Taxoxylon.—This genus is characterized by consecutive lines

of growth, by wood-cells with spiral fibers, "in addition to the

bordered pores, and by simple medullary rays.

There appear to be in the collection three species of this genus,

two from Vancouver Island and one from the Queen Charlotte

Islands. They have the characters of modern taxine woods,
modified a little probably by the long maceration in water which
they have sustained. Many of the modern taxine trees are

r< in; ., <
:• ' ini.l • — of their fiber, arising apparently

from a less firm lateral adhesion than usual of the w
to each other, and, also, perhaps, from the pecularities of their

ligneous lining. This laxity of the tissue becomes exi

in the water-soaked fossil specimens, so that in cross section the

wood-cells appear as if round w i 1 by inter-

cellular spaces, the appearances recalling those in the Devonian
Prototaxites, which, ho1 em in a still more ex-

aggerated form. The study of these more modern taxine trees

I to confirm my belief in the interpretation I have
given of the Devonian proh type of Tax'niece.

II. Angiospermous Exogens.—Wood of this class is not

so abundant in the collection as coniferous wood ; but it is of

much interest as exhibiting the existence in the Cretaceous
period of the same moditieati* n of wood which exist at pr< sent,

and as cont aves of exogenous trees found
in the coal formation of Nanaimo.

Quercus.—Two species of oak occur in the collection. One
is from the Upper Cretaceous shale of Hornby Island. The
other is from the Cretaceous coal bland, at

Trent Eiver below the Falls, or according to Mr. Biebaru-on's
sections, about 3,000 feet lower than the Hornby Island beds.

Quercus, No. 1, Hornby Island.—This has very large medul-
lary rays of many series of cells, the ducts small, uniformly

O i'm . -,„-. u .. v,
;>,, which 1 1 are iii. mi-

of comparison, it most nearly resembles Q. ilex of the south of
Europe, but has larger medullary rays. The specimen is a

about ux inclu - in dial eter,

and to the naked eye has much the app. aranee of a black nod
fragment of the wood of Q. saber.

Quercus, No. 2, Vancouver Island.—The medullary ravs are
' than in tin ; ~e. The ducts are more
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collected in the vicinity of tae rings of growth, and are appar-
ently dotted. The spe< ot of wood in a nodule.

Both the above species have more resemblance to European
oaks than to those of Eastern America ; and unfortunately I

have not yet been able to procure specimens of the wood of
the modern oaks of British Columbia for comparison.

Belula—One specimen from Vancouver Island, a fragment of
a stem about three inches in diameter, and with a very smooth
cxt 't'n d -uiT; .'.

. pr '-. n tii- < hum -t< r« of Birch wood, and is

not very dissimilar from the modern Beiula papyracea. It has
cliiater 1 ducts, evenly disposed and dotted on the walls, and
thin-walled wood cells. The medullary rays are narrow and
frequent, of about three rows of cells.

Populus.—This is also a specimen from Vancouver Island.
It is a small knot or base of a branch, imbedded in a nodule.
J;- -tin -tun- is nor di

—

imilor from that of Populus balsamifera.
The wood has infrequent scattered ducts and delicate medullary
rays of one series of cells. Its growth- rings are distinct.

These woods afford an additional evidence of the fact already
commented on by Lesquereux and Newberry, that in the Cre-
taceous period the generic types of American trees were as
v ( I m y ' d i- al piv> nt : and they are further curious in con-
nection with the occurrence of workable coal, which must have
been accumulated by plant- th .1- uh«»iii in aspect.

Cycade-E.— Cycadeocarpus (Dioonites) Cohimbianus, n. sp.—
I- his is a large and beautiful fruit, showing its internal structure,
and associated with fragments of petioles and leaves, which,
from the similarity of thai ti^ue-. I leuaid as probably belong-
ing to the same species. I shall, therefore, describe under this

head these different organs, in the hope that future discoveries
may make good my judgment as to their specific identity.

(]) AV>//£—Broadlv ovate or nearly oval. Surface smooth,
but with traces of i banda Apexrounded
Of obtusely pointed. Ba - _ 1

'
• -"i ice of attaeh-

' 11! '' !t
;
with a ring of ^-cars of a!>ouftwenty-two fibrous bundles

which probably passed upward on the outer rind. Length of

largest specimen. -V:>r, rvnti'u. Larj -t traiisv rse diameter,

4'5centim. Length ,
4 centim. Largest

teaveree diameter, 4-25 centim. This smaller specimen has

probably been vertically compressed.
When sliced, it shows an epicarp (or testa) of large and

ratn.-r tiii -Us. without anv fibers or

vessels. Within tin- is a narrow structureless ring filled with

^IciU and probably a result of shrinkage. This encloses the
en, locarp (or tegmeri), which is thin and composed of fine cells,

and apparently lined with a dense membrane. The nucleus,
Am. Jour. Scr.—Third Series, Vol. VII, No. ST.-Jan., 1*74
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which was large, has entirely disappeared, its place being

ccupied by structureless calcite.

(2) Petiole.—This is a slightly flattened cylinder, two centi-

occupied by structureless calcit
"' " Hole.—This is a slightly flattened cyli

Externally it has a thin bark
elongated cells, arranged in little groups in a radial manner.
Within this is a continuous tissue of hexagonal cells, interspersed

with what seem to be gum or proper juice-cells, darker in color,

and each enclosed in a sheath of smaller cells. This cellular

substance is traversed by about 45 bundles of fibers, presenting

in the cross section a somewhat Hippocrepian arrai

Thirty of these bundles, in the cross section, form a circle a

thin the bark—the larger bundles being at the lower

side. At the upper side is one bundle larger than those in its

vicinity and of a round form, and from either side of this the

remaining bundles form a deep loop extending considerably

beyond the center of the petiole. Bach bundle consists of fine

fibers radially arranged and coarser outside, and with these are

from one to five lacunae, which in the longitudinal section seem
to be oval intercellular spaces. The fibers show in places a

delicate transverse or pseudo scalariform marking similar to

that in modern Cycads.

(3) Leaves.—These have the structure well preserve
in a fragmentary condition. The fragments are parallel-sided,

about half an inch wide, thick, and traversed by strongly de-

veloped parallel fibrous bundles, imbedded in delicate cellular

tissue. Each bundle is enclosed in a sheath of dense cells, and
some of the fibers show the barred structure already mentioned.
Between the principal bundles are secondary nerves, each con-

sisting of a single, perhaps laticiferous, vessel. The epidermis
is composed of dense irregular cells. The structures are similar

on the whole to those in the pinnules of the leaf of Dioon,

though they also remind an observer of the leaves of Yucca

On the supposition that the above described organs belong to

one and the same plant, it had no doubt a thick though perhaps
short stem, large compound leaves, having I

and rigid, with parallel veins, fruits or large naked seeds, sup-

ported on massive peduncles, or sessile on a common peduncle,

and when mature furnished with a thick and probably dry
cellular coat. No tra< went in any
of the specimens. These characters would point to the Cycads

;

and, perhaps, nothing of this kind more nearly approaches to

the fossil than the modern Dioon edule of Mexico, of which
this may be regarded as a Cretaceous predecessor. It may, I

think, very properly be placed in the genus Dio&niles, created

to receive certa n tWil eve ideous leaves from the Mesozoic of

Europe. The fruit, if described by itself, would go into the

genus Cycadeocarpus.
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The specimens are from the Lower Cretaceous or Jurassic of
Skidegate Channel, Queen Charlotte Islands.
Filices.—Pecopteris.—The shales of Hornby Island, along

with many obscure vegetable fragments, contain pinnae of a
fern approaching in outline to Pecopteris Phillipsii of the Eng-
lish Oolite, though of much smaller size. As its venation is

not preserved, I think it best not to give it a name.

The fossils from the Queen Charlotte Islands, consisting en-
tirely of Pines and Cycads, while decidedly Mesozoic, would
indicate a somewhat older stage than the others, say the Juras-
sic or Lower Cretaceous.
The fossils from the coal-field of Vancouver Island, embrac-

ing, in addition to coniferous trees, both wood and leaves of

us Bxogens, coincide with those
of the Cretaceous of other parts of America, for example, of
Nebraska.

The fossils from Hornby Island, in shales believed to overlie
! lose ol Vancouver Island, are also Cretaceous; and there is

"liog to preclude their belonging to the upper part of that

I. Chemistry and Physics.

1. On the Vajjor-density of Potassium.—The position of the
-'Is in the modern chemistry scale nf equivalence rests

upon the assumption that the molecule of these metals is made up
"i "ut two atoms; and hence that its molecular weight, w!ii h oi"

twice its density, is double its atomic weight. To test

•si, Dewar and Dittmar have undertaken to determine
of potassium-vapor experimentally. The great diffi-

"Vtiv.,me are surneieutlv obvious; but after several
'

,'
,! " the author- -uo-ee.lf.l in devising the following practi-

- : A cylindrical iron bottle of 200 cc. capacity, and

I
- shape at a bright red heat, is

m:l ' 1( ' use of, a curved neck well ground in, and pierce. 1 with a

I
to it. For a bath, 2 kilos, of

• by which
'•an be brought to the boiling point. The bottle is first

'U'ox!<lize,l interior! v }, v , t current of dry hydrogen at a red heat;

)0 grams of mercury are introduced, and

the red-hot zinc. After three-fourths of

; ube containing I or 5 grains of potassium i» dropped in. The
is then replae,.,!, tin bottle i> wh..ll\ i htsamI in the zinc,

brought to boiling, the i eck being kept clear. The potassium



volatilizes and issues in jets of vapor into the air. As soon as

•ion ceases, the nozzle is closed by a ground-in wire, and
plunged beneath the surface of mercury in a test-tube. The bot-

tle is removed from the zinc and allowed to cool. As soon as it

can be handled, it is placed in recently boiled water, the wire

plug is removed, and the hydrogen formed by the action of the

potassium on the water pumped out by a Sprengel pump and care-

fully measured. From these data the vapor-density may be cal-

culated. And, although the method needs perfecting and there

are several corrections needed, the authors are confident that the

vapor-density of potassium cannot be more than 45 times that of

hydrogen. As therefore the question is between 39 and 78, the

fiit that it cannot exceed 45 makes it certain that the molecule

of potassium in vapor consists of two atoms.

—

Proc. Roy. Soc,
xxi, 143, April, 1873. G. F. b.

2. On the Hydrocarbons produced by the

in acidt.—In the November number of this Journal, Mr. F. H.

Williams communicated some results of his examination of the

hydrocarbons evolved on treating cast iron with acids. We have
received a letter recently from Mr. H. C. Hahx, now of Wyandotte,
Midj.u . ,• _ 'tuition to the fact that he made a

vestigation in 1864, the results of which were published in Liebig's

Annalen. The portions of the evolved gases which were absorb-

able by fuming sulphuric acid or bromine—amounting in the case

of white iron to 1-26-1-6, and in the case of gray iron to 0-36-0-28

per cent by volume—consisted oi ae, butylene,

amylene and caproylene, as was proved by the boiling points, the

composition and the other properties of their bromides. Acety-
lene was not detected. The gases not thus abs

very small in quantity, gave no satisfactory results on i

cal 'analysis. Undoubtedly marsh gas was present. The liquid

products, given in greater quantity by white than by gray iron,

proved to be a mixture of the homologues of ethylene, boiling

between 110° and 290°. There separated out also, from the ferrous

sulphate solution, on treatment with water, a disagreeably smell-

ing oil, which, by access of air or by treatment with chlorine wa-

ter, became brown and resinous. The dry residue of the iron, in-

soluble in acids, gave to alcohol and ether a yellow color, and
there was dissolved an acid substance precipitable by lead acetate.

A su h r ji « duct was also observed. It is a noteworthy fact

that in Mr. '- in which strong hydrochloric

acid was used to dissolve the iron, the hvdrocarbons were evolved

in the form of chlorides; while in Mr. Hahn's, in which the acidt

diluted with two parts of water, they were evolved i

Pharm., exx' -bined. -Ann. Chem. Pharm., exxix, 57, 1864.

3. On the Optical>, Optical properties of Cymenefrom different sources.

m: has submitted to . ['initiation eight specimens of

1 by Wright from widely different i

following are the results obtained:
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From hesperidene dibromide, ]

myristicol. by ZnCL,

M
kb

From these experimental data, the following values may he eal-

<v-.a (1 ; the specific refractive energy and refraction-equivalent

Luised for the line A, and the specific dispersion being the
lilt rence hetwet n the specific refractive energies for A and H:

NTUnber . .Specmc^efractivel ^pecmc^ «£&££*.

5 0-5596

6 0-5628

7 0.5586 0-0374

74a

These results Gladstone regards as practically identical and as
giving the mean optical data for cyniene, as follows :

—

Specific refractive energy 0-5599

Specific dispersion, 0-0405

Refraction-equivalent, 75-0

In 1870, Gladstone called attention to the fact that those aromatic
b3 Irocarbons and their derivatives which had been

i ion- puvalent higher hy six or ei.- tl m
"' :i'» 'i li. d numUi. Sinre all these bodieV have i h _!i dis-

!' ' ^ p"\ver, this increased retardation was supposed to be due

tog analogous to a change in equivalence; i. e., to the

the whole of the carbon atoms were not combined with

:•"_-en or one of oxygen. As cymene is an aronmtic

- : can it be prepared iV

not belonging in this group; and if so prepare-], will it retard

of crmene from campie r. h-<»m

hesperidene am! from mvristm A b v Wrijlit. an>w -rs the fir-! part

•'; tins q U ..- :
t | lfJ a i M)Ve tables of <;hid*tone,

the seeoa i. in- rotate
1

i
n-iz. In. i, ut tin mt o! t inks thN «.f > ight moment,

v to he dependent not upon composition.

:* Mr "1"'" peculiar internal structure. Refnirtive ph n..m.'i.a,

."_»u-ever
7 are profoundly connects ' !i,

!

M 'Mn" n

"' '''lu-:
>

h,.|„..., tV,,m *tii- above ivsulr. it mi., h

,1J cymene its super-retardant power arises from the fact that some
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received formula for allyl alcohol is CH^:=CH—CH
2
OH ; and

hence many chemists assign to crotonic acid derived from it, the

similar formula
CH2=:^CII-.-CH 2—COOH.

But from other and independent evidence, Kekule has assigned
to crotonic acid the formula

CH
3—CH—CH- -COOH.

r formula be the correct one, then in the conversion of

allyl alcohol into crotonic acid, a change in the position of the

double bond uniting two of the car *-. Kekule
and Rinne have sought to ascertain by experiment at what stage
of the conversion this shifting of the bonds was effected. The
allyl alcohol— on-pared from glycerin by means of oxalic acid

—

was convert \ in structure

occurred at this point was proved by converting the iodide into

oxalate and from this regenerating the alcohol ; it was found to

be absolutely identical with that originally taken. Allyl cyanide
was then carefully prop: red ]• .: ! id., id the three pro-

ducts, the alcohol, iodide and cyanide, submitUM to oxidation.

If allyl compounds have the formula (TI
3

Cli :XIIR, oxida-
tion both by chromic and by nitric acids must yield acetic and
carbonic acids, and in the case of the cyanide, nitric acid must pro-

duce oxalic acid. If, however, this formula is CH 2 -CH--CH 2 R,
no acetic acid will be produced, but formic (or carbonic) and
oxalic acids, and from the cyanide, malonic acid or its decomposi-
tion products. On oxidizing allyl alcohol with chromic acid, car-

bonic gas is evolved, and formic acid, but no acetic, is produced.
Nitric a»id produces carbonic and oxalic but no acetic acid. Pre-
cisely the same oxidation products were yielded by the iodide.

The cyanide, however, when oxidized by chromic acid, gave an

abundance of acetic acid, and by nitric avid, oxalic acid in addi-

tion. These experiments prove that the alcohol and the iodide

possess the same structure, corresponding to the second of the

above formulas ; while the cyanide is the true nitrile of crotonic

acid, possessing, like this acid, the structure shown in the first

formula above 'given. A structural change does therefore take
place when the iodide becomes cyanide, and crotonic acid has the

formula as-i^n. d to it originally by Kekule.

—

Btr. Btrl. Chem.
Ges., vi, 386, April. a. v. b.

5. On BrazUin und Besorch).—Emilk Kopp has subjected
bra/iliu to a new investigation. The material was obtained from

the dark brownish-red crusts which are formed in ooiisidtTabh-

rubbed up with water containing o per cent hydrochloric acid.
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e after re-crystallization
n-oiii hot water. The wash-waters and mother-liquors on evapora-
ti«.n to <lryne*> with a littk Hialk, yield resoivin on dry distilla-

tion. Pure brazilin is colorless and yields colorless solutions,
\\ rich scarcely color mordanted cotton. On standing, however,
the solutions become yellow and finally reddish-yellow, acquiring
a coloring power ; but it is not easy to obtain crystallized brazilin
from them afterward. In dilute soda solution brazilin dissolves
with a splendid carmine color ; this solution heated with zinc dust
in a sealed tube, is reduced and becomes colorless ; it is then a
most delicate test for oxygen, the >m -dl.-t trn.v of air developing
•i" intense carmine-red. ' Submitted to drv distillation, brazilin
affords a nearly colorless liquid di red through
a wet filter and concentrated on the water-bath, deposits on cool-

rly colorless crystals of resorcin. The author recom-
ts method therefore, as the best by which to prepare

a1 98°-90°, and distil unchanged
at 266 -26'7 o

. When treated with fuming sulphuric acid in excess,
"- f< i ' _i\ s rharact. kti tvact i < . 1 - v. 1 at first with

yellow color, which becomes darker, greenish-blue, green,

><' minutes, a most magnificent blue, which, warmed
to 90°-l00°, becomes a splendid purple. On dilution with water
the color changes to yellowish-red. which becomes deep carmine-

between

C22H 18O 7 + H
2
O = 16H 14O 6

+C 6H 6
O 3

Berl. Chem. Ges., vi, 446, April, 1873.

..NCtf—-ITH-.-CHa

NH-.-CO

CO CHN=:-C=:=NH

CO-.-NH-.-CN

., NH-.-CO,,
•*CH—NH-.-CN

^ NH-.-CO'"'
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The decomposition of uric acid into dialuric acid—which passes

into alloxantin mi id alloxan by oxidation—by the action of nitric

acid, makes formulas \\ and D the most probable. Indeed, if

but if cyanamide be
then the same substance has the <

ha* attempted the synthesis of uric acid on "the supposition that

its constitution was represented by one of these two formulas.

Starting from the well-known fact that alloxantin, by the action

of ammonia, gives dialuramide and alloxan, he assumed that by
the action of cyanamide, it would give dialurcyanamide and
alloxan, according to the empirical equation:

C 8H 4N 4 7 + H 2
X.CN = C 5

H 4N4 3 -f- C 4H2N :
,0 4 .

Cyanamide was carefully prepared by the action of ammonia
gas upon an etherial solution of cyanogen bromide. Alloxantin
was prepared by reducing alloxan with H 2 S. Two grams allox-

antin were dissolved in as little water aJ possible and out gram
cyanamide, also dissolved in a mi water, was
added and the two boiled together. Presently a heavy pulveru-

lent precipitate formed, recalling uric acid, and weighing 0*7

grams. It afforded on analysis the formula of uric acid,

5H4 N 4 3 . Alloxan was detected in the filtrate, showing that

the above reaction took place. Two grams of this powder were
dissolved in potassium hydrate. On adding hydrochloric acid

a gelatinous precipitate, Ye-t lbling that of uric a<>id, was pro-

duced. But unlike this it did not become crystalline on adding
an excess of acid and warming. The potash solution gives a
black precipitate with silver nitrate, like uric acid. Though also

almost insoluble in water, it possesses like uric acid a weak acid

reaction. Mulder proposes provisionally the name isouric acid
for the new substance, and suggests that in fo-ue uric acid the

hydrogen atom uow in i b e united to CH, thus:

.NH-.-CO--CH,
go:'

J

•-NH-~.-CO-.-NCN
—JSer. JBerl Chem. Ges., vi, 1233, Nov,, 1873. g. f. b.

7. On the Condensation of Gases and liquids by Wood-char-

coal ; consequently the <

to realize the liquefaction of the non-permanent gases.
Charcoal put into a ruin- similar to Faraday's A-shaped t

saturated with chlorine. Tin
"

being then sealed at the lamp, if the
heated in a water-hath of boiling w:i



_
I have in this way obtained - ieters of pure

liquid chlorine. ( Mi* f akin-' the tube out of the bath, the liquid

chlorine commences spontaneous ebullition, and again condenses

frost. This succession of phenomena can be reproduced, so to
say, indefinitely; and the experiments, easy to perform at public
lectures, permit the audience to observe the various phases.
Although I can only consider my experiments a trial, I have ex-

tended them to the liquefaction of several gases absorbed by the
charcoal vhei cold iml disf _ _, 1 by:" m future not rising
above 100° C. :—chlorine, ammonia. >ulphurous. hydrosulphuric

-. ehlorid ••' ethyle and cyanogen. The
liquefaction of each of these gases can be demonstrated in lec-
ture- Hheii explaining jh, histon of those bodies.

lvellectin-
,

- 1

ceblo t niiie effect- a seer ned by Pouillet

eiulent mineral matters are soaked with water, oil, aico-

wben th rabstanoes, I

sots by placing in contact with cellule

carbon and bromine.

:»rt of charcoal and from seven to nine p
i rise of temperature exceeds 30° C, oper

m iae, ey .. de of c:, rbon, i
ir-lii an <-t

;il.

't<>
are not exj »ell< d. o,- ia'i\. b

V:iraday
at the ordin re. i nu

scribed i !"r the

nc.tperm
itil at 100 c

areoal sa fcurated vith al.-o!

1 * he tubes were ex 'the Aoa- and with t

l

mcipal .fnetmn o fchl, ri ne, cyan.--

ffl repeated in the 1
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gently ignited by a spark, the cotton, in the form of yarn, smoulders

slowly away; when set on fire by a flame, it burns up rapidly ; if

in the form of a charge it is ignited in a mine or fire-arm, it ex-

plodes like gunpowder similarly placed, while, lastly, if fired with

great violence with a few grains of fulminate of mercury, it is

detonated with as much force and with the same terrible effect as

its instigator.

More recently, our investigators have succeeded in exploding
cotton to the best advantage, when damp ; and in this state

explosion is every bit as violent as when the material is dry.

This discovery is of the utmost importance, as when very wet, gun-

cotton is not only non-explosive, but positively non
In fact it wouM be a- m-v ieeai.le as a wet towel in extinguishing a

fire. When placed in contact, however, with a cake of dry gun-

cotton to start the action, and ignited by a little fulminate of

mercury, it explodes with the utmost violence. Moreover, the

amount of water makes no difference, for it has been found that,

for submarine mines, compressed cakes enclosed in a fishing-net

and thrown overboard, with a dry primer and a fulminate fuse,

will explode with just as much energy as when confined in a

water-tight steel case.

If a line of gun-cotton cakes, placed so as to touch each other,

are detonated at one end, the < a velocity

exceeding anything we are cognizantof, with the except:

and electricity. In one experiment, forty-two feet of the material

was tired, ami the velocity measured for every six feet by a Noble's
ohrohoscope. In this case the results were most uniform, for the

velocity onlv varied from nineteen to twenty thousand feet per

second.—Nature, p. 534, Oct., 1873. s. c. P.

fl. Heat </< nef ite<l hij the absorption of hydrogen by pla'tinim

black.— M. Kavim-: claims that the hydrogen set five by electrolysis

is ucthie. and that in passing int< | is condition

it sets free about 4600 units of heat. This heat not being trans-

missible to the circuit, he calls the class of phenomena to which
this allot rojiic chan*. . .<.<> ta->/,i-trolyta\

The action of the platinum black on hydrogen differs from that

of sheets of palladium. When the gas is introduced in successive

amounts in contact with the platinum black, until the point of

saturation i< reached, the heat set free is not constant for equal

volumes of gas absorbed, as is the ease with palladium. Thus for

one grain of active hydrogen set free by the electrolysis of sul-

phuric acid, and condensed by the palladium, the first experiment,

gave s,'.i:',8 units of heat, and the s

ydrogen, on the contrary.

mount of heat grew less and less, being 23,

\;>. rim m- and only 1^,-VJS in the fourth. The hydrogen coii-

ensed by the palladium seems, therefore, to spread

mass of the metal, forming with it a true

llov. while the hydrogen onderw-d bv ]!.:* .
:

'

-t !„i rs, u , . ub,.,,. ,d,r.,ii , , u
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that is, forming layers less and less dense, starting from the sur-
i'ace of the metal. Consider now what takes place when sulphuric
a 'id is (i. composed by a couple of zinc and palladium; and by a

and platinum. In the first case, the hydro-
gen is absorbed directly by the palladium, and sets free 9,000 units
<>{ heat, which may be regarded as the expression of the heat due
to the combination of hydrogen in the active and liquid condition

. to form an alloy when the gas passes into
the solid condition without ceasing to be active. It is no longer
the same when hydrogen having the same origin is set free in the
presence of platinum. In this case, the active hydrogen emerg-
ing from combination in the condition of a true explosive body,

1 into ordi-
nary hydrogen in the liquid condition. The amount of heat dis-

this change is so great that the calorimeter shows
about 4,600 units, notwithstanding the absorption of heat due to

of the hydrogen so formed from the liquid to the gas-

About 20,700 units of heat are generated by the union of the
hydrogen with platinum black, and addimr this to the t.nno given
1,1 y-ii-'^l. i -r e amount whi h w.m 1 In disengaged if

lid not ud, i_ ,i >t i. nation before its conden-
sation by the platinum, at the surface of which it would cease to

hydrogen, active and liquid, which
i only 9,000 units of heat m uniting with tne pan

i! !l this metal* a true explosive alloy capable of disengaging
4,000 units of heat by its decomposition.
finally, the thermal phenoim ua 'oj ip mving the compos

nd decomposition of water are not so simple as' we should at

"'Sieve. Starting with the constituent elements in their ord
ondition, the quantity of heat shown l»v the calorimeter is the
r:l1 '' s >un of the numbers furnished by the following phenon
st. Passage of the oxygen and hydrogen from their ord
aseous condition. 2d. Combination of these element- thus i

ed. 3d. Passage of the vapor of water to its liquid condith

>wform of thermo-electric battery, which gives a nearly

rent as long as the temperature remains unchanged.

ith Mr. Mure, he constructed batteries of galena
;
but
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the same. They have been tested for ten months by Mr. Michel,

at the phy.-deal !;; moratory of the Sorbonne, and as a result it is

heir electro-motive force and resistance do not undergo

the least change, as long as they are heated to a constant tem-

perature.

When heated by a gas burner, they form a very convenient

source of electricity for the laboratory, only requiring a match to

put them in action, while, when constructed on a larger scale and

heated by a coal-burning furnace, they form an excellent source

of a powerful and constant current of electricity, for plating or

other purposes.—Les Mondes, 231, Oct. 9th, 1873. e. c. p.

II. Geology and Natural History.

1. Decon-. > \ Books ; by T. 1

Va. They are principal!} <rn isse> ui

ceous schist- dontalban or White Mom
and are completely decomposed I

from the sur into an unctuous
clay, in the midst of whir]) t he inrerhrdded layers of quartz are

seen retaining tli i-uijii 1 i
• r -. ai 1 -m vi _ huh ;

in-

clined attitude of the strata. In the adit of a mine, where the

i<>rks hud been penetrated to u • . the coarsely

feklspathic gneiss was found com
;

free from
the frrruu-inou- during of the surface,' while farther in. after pass-

ing through a partially decomposed portion, the hard, unchanged
rocks were met with. V dmilar lecomposition of h n'neissh ml
granitic* rock> in I'.ra/.il. . ^tending to a depth of one hundred feet,

has been well described bv Hartt, and is known in manv other

subterranean drainage and prevent the accumulate
pool- and lakes.

The nature of these chemical • and bora-

blendic rocks was next considered. It consisted es>eutially in the

removal, in the form of soluble carbonates, of the al

tion of the

residues. The iron-oxide from the.-e has also been in great part

dissolved out by subsequent processes, and was the source of the

immense I at the foot

of riie barrier ran-x- - Jmut the Appahu hiun

The great antiquity of this chemical decomposition of the rocks

was next alluded to. It was, in his opinion, effected at a time

when a high \ rarl.onaf < i irmospln n- an 1 a cliniat. very diib avnt
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to a process of denudation during successive ages, which culmin-
•''>' i at the tii i' f tli. sii1.hh rgence of the northeastern Appala-
chians at the end of the Pliocene period, when the remaining

- swept away by the action of water and toe,

and the hard, unchanged rock- 'beneath were exposed and gla-
ciated

-.
since wliicli time the chemical decomposition of the sur-

As we proet -! s .,,;! w < .,; v . r- 1 from New York we find that the
-composed and disintegrating portion of these rocks

""Inch, in the Blue iudtre. lies beneath the clays, has escaped

ginia and Carolina, where these clays, the result of complete de-

fiyiai soil. These ancient clays, formed by the sub-aerial decay of
t

i

!( ' <t Iline k'Msparhn ii 1 1 >i I ndic rocks of the great
Eozoic continental areas, were, according to the speaker, the
source of tin ar-illa-eons . rrnta of the < em-zoic, Mesozoic and
1'aleozoh periods, and in the heights of ihe south- r\i App da< hiai.s

v * ! - stil! remaining a portion of that Koz n-1, which has
stood throughout all these ages, undeiiuded. unglaciated, unsub-

;••
; fi i

.

•

. ibj I to tin degad-
1!l -' nnUiences -if atmospheric waters.— Bosto,, S<>c. X<it. Hist.,

2. Geological Survey of Missouri: Raphael Pumpelly, Di-

I'eet- :-. I'.-. !i ,,,'!, m-'/ Jicport on the Iron Ores ami Co"! Fid<ls,

/'• 'li*f>h7,r„ft\-„f 1-7-J. 44'Jpp. Inr^'M.i. with I'.'ii

in the text, and an'Atlas. Printed by the authority of the Legis-
'

: '" in f Missouri. Xew V- rk, ['
,

'(.1 ill'.ls lo.eii).—Th< Geolo-i-
'/•'il >nrv. y under Prof C. C. Swail-.w. begun in l^S.was suspi nd. -1

in 1861, in conseom nee of the war. without the puhlication of a

general report of 'the results which had been obtained. One nn-

;;:
' a: :

.

:

-

;.
"

,'.
.

;"- '
.

-
:

;
-

.

hauvenet. Prof. XV. 13. Potter, J. R.

Of tie
I the State, and their products. It c
' - h " 'ienlo-v of Pilot Knob and its v
his is followed by analyses of fuels by
•'>.--H.d pi- ir«.i.s*bj A.' A. Blair. Ne:
ission of the distribution, modes of occ
'*• iron ore-beds or deposits, by Dr. Sc
i rof. Pumpellv states in his report tl



oo are strauneu on an immense scaie, ana nave me
strike N. 50° W. (true course), with the dip to the south-

west. The rocks include granites and felsitic porphyries and por-

phyry-conglomerates. The Archaean ridges of southeastern Mis-

souri are an extension of 1 mdB through
the Lower Silurian strata. Pilot Knob is 1,112 feet high above

, 662 feet above its base, and 1,521 above tide.

sts at top of a stratum of porphyry-conglomerate 140 feet thick,

le pebbles cemented by iron ore. The ore-bed below is 46 feet

lick, and is divided by a layer of slate 10 inches to 3 feet thick;

the ore-bed rests on clay-slate, below which there is a red jasper;

porphyry, and other porphyritic rocks. The ore is hematite.

Many details of great interest are contained in the several reports

ob the iron-region, of which Dr. Schmidt's occupies 150 pages.

Part II, or the following part of the volume, is devoted to geo-

logical reports on the Coal-measures of the State, and on the geol-

ogy of several of the north western counties, by G. C. Broadhead

;

a report on Lincoln County, by Prof. Pollen ; a report on the

strength of building materials, by C. A. Smith ; and a list of fossils

from the Coal-measures, by C. J. Norwood.
According to Mr. Broadhead, the Coal-measures of the State

cover an area of about 22,995 square miles, including 160 square

miles in St. Louis County, 8 in St. Charles, and a few outliers in

Lincoln and Warren, and the remainder in northwestern and
western Missouri. The above area includes 8,406 square miles of

Upper or Barren Coal-measures, about 2,000 of exposed .Mid lie.

and 12,420 of exposed Lower Coal-measures. The area over

which there are coal beds 18 inches thick, within 200 feet of t lie sur-

face, is about 7,000 square miles in extent. The maxim
ness of the Coal-measures is 1,887 feet. Mr. Broadhead has illus-

trated his excellent reports by numerous sections ; they also con-

tain many analyses of the coals, by Mr. Chauvenet.
The Atlas of the Report, in large folio, includes a topographical

map of the Pilot Knob region; - geology;
another illustrating the magnetic character of the region ; a map
showing the distribution of the iron ores of the State; a geologi-

cal map of Lincoln County; another of northern Missouri; besides

various plates of geological sections. All are well engraved, and
very neatly and tastefully colored. The volume throughout i- an

excellent commencement of the series of reports which may be

G. C. Broadhead has been appointed >tate (reoi<»u-is

3. Return of /Vo;;...«.„- MarxlSs h:xrf.-11ti»n.—Vt
party returned to New Haven. November 7th, after

five months in the Rocky Mountain region and <
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McPherson, Nebraska, and, accompanied by an escort of two com-
panies of U. S. cavalry, proceeded to the Niobrara, and worked in

that country for several weeks. Owing to hostile Indians the ex-
plorations of the party here were attended with much
and danger, but were on the whole quite successful. Many new
animals were discovered, and ample material secured for a full in-

vestigation of those previously known from that region.
A second expedition was made in August from Fort Bridger,

Wyoming, and large collections of Eocene fossil vertebrates were
obtained, especially ofthe Dinocerata and Quadrumano, which had
first lieen brought "to light b\ t! • researches of the party in pre-
vious years. A third trip was made in September to the Tertiary
beds of Idaho and Oregon, where some interesting discoveries
were made. The party went from Oregon to San Francisco by
sea, narrowly escaping turned east by rail.

On the way, short visit- were made to localities in the Miocene of
Colorado, and Cretaceous of Kansas, to complete investigation-
began last year. The expedition as a whole was very successful,
not merely on account of the large number of new animals di.-.-ov-

ered, but also on account of the e i oade to com-
plete the study of those previously found. All of the collections
secured are now in the Museum of Yale College.

b t'oHtrthittiuus to Ana >>tn Botany ; by Sebeso Waiso.v.
I, II and III, 1873.—Although these important papers have been

• 1} di-tril uti d ann ig ! • tanists, yet it may be use-

|

u! u( -'n ' to note their contents, and to state where cop;*- may
be obtained. These and almost as, separate
issues of articles contributed to scientific journals and proceedings
of societies, may be had front tin Naturali-',-' Agency, Salem,
Mass. The great convenience of such a medium, and its impor-
tance in saving time, trouble and expense, arc beginning to be ap-
preciated.

Mr. \V at son's Contribution No. 1 consists of recent gleanings
trom a field from which he gathered the first harvest in his botani-
cal exploration along the 40th parallel under ( lan-nee King. The

xplorations through Nevada and Utah are

value of the work. Two recent

•d.- in a more -outhen, di-r^. r. vi/ • on. U V. Ibis-

!t. Wheel. ,-\ exploration in l-7i-7L\ and one by Mrs.
fdten P. Thompson, who accompanied herm hl

? 8urVey of tli < ojorado. ha\ ing 1 . en c i sign< d to MnV at-

" : rU i ,liagi , s, s, , -,-t. They
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Contribution No. 2, although communicated to the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences as early a- \v.\x 13, is published

only in November. It fills the pages of the Proceedings of that

Academy, vol. viii. from p. 517 to p. 61 8. It comprises : 1. A revis-

ion <>f tin fyt,'"'tr(>i>!< t -il .<f<'hs ,.f //" ,/,,.„# 1st j,'n, ks—a difficult

i : gia; '
. in uliirh oG species are described under u -\ -tem-

ati arrange m< nt, ami tl^ >yi!onym\ ami bib iogr q I \ q.nend i

with great pains and par-', ihirit y i; - ight or nine pages of fine

type. As it would be simply impossible to clear up this genus

\\ ib < ur nl\ i\ lie 1.» tin origina hjus of tie -]< -it -
j

Agardh and Lindley, it should be stated that t be- revbion, in this

regard, is
'• A >n by in-, (irav. at Kew. <»t his

same as havi, •'.; .Is in the hands of the t

grapher, vet th -r« is g,.od reason to cxj.wt that the earli< r >i eeie>

are generally well identified. Several new ones are added, and

the whole is put in such order that we may hope the genus will

no longer he the most difficult one of its size in North American
:_:-•.'

of PotentM.; excluding >!U. .,hV„i\ H„,'L<r>« and In-si".

much needed re-elaboration, are here worked upon the same plan

as that for L„.} ,h,ns. First, there is. in small type, a synopsis of

the sections ami >pe. ies. serving as a Lev; then' the fuibr descrip-

tions, with little or no synonymy; then, in small type, full

synonymy and references, under an alphabetical order of the ad-

table of cross-references of synonyms to the species. It is pleas-

ant to s. i 3 J work.
Contribution No. 3, on l>olytf<»>um, section A viruhmx, after

some prefatory remarks, disposes of fourteen North American

P. yb/vvy/, from California

Wished by the American Natu-

rom Mexico; by Danikl C.

Asplenia,,,, from a

uthern province of Mexico, bv

distributed,

from Proceedings of the American Acadi
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Nevada in C'ilii'wrhi.-i. r • ,-r.-r- i tod to Prof.

Wm. H. Brewer of Yale College, from whom we are expecting
the Flora of California ; and Ghiesbreghtia, a striking new Scroph-

. Mexico. As to new species,

all but one are from the Rocky Mountains, or farther west. The
eastern one, of particular interest, is /' /,,, '/./, - < '"ub>/i, a second
species ut' tins torn r!; monutypic n nus. discovered by Mr. Canby
in the Virginian Alleghanies. Here is a western genus now aug-
mented by an eastern species, evidently very local, and overlooked
until Mr. Canby set eyes upon it. " To redress the balance," a
new Californian Dirca is here published, I) ocridei'faUs. uhich
represents our I>. palantris on the western verge of the continent,

2. Notes^ on Composite^ and Characters of certain Genera and
>/" c**», is in some sort a review of a portion of the new part of
Bentham and Hooker's Genera Plantaram, so far as it ca

way of a particular line of study, with some revisions, new
species, A ,•. The tin st « vtens; '.: re-cstab-

augmented genus Bigelovia. The "golden crown" to

which DeC 1 the genus,
almost thirty years ago, in honor of Dr. Jacob Bigelow, now in

his old age, has ir< star- in. teased to the round number of twenty-

ograph of Yucca was printed (in December number), we learn

that Y. gloriosa has fruited in the Congressional Gar-
den at Washington, where it has been examined and photo-
graphed by Dr. Schott. This species proves to have a dry cap-
sular pod, like that of Y Jilamentosa, not a baccate fruit, as

!! id, it i thei i, CI pn n >uj p< sed
took for the belonged to Y. "!>/-

folia. a. g.

6. Arundo Donax in Virginia.—Along the banks of a stream,

mile> southeast of the Peaks of Otter, in the Dine

- ;nia, Mr. A. 11. Curtiss, this autumn, found in flower

a tall reed, from fifte* p ,
which proves to be

Am>i<h> Dnna.v. or at least is not to be distinguished from it as to

the infloresc erne and ^pikelets; the h iw- in : -eui Lyme. There
••"-•!•-.<...•:;..-:!

;

:

.

' :••"• -

. Buch as Convattaria majalis and a la g
An* ),,,,„, /o /wo/'o.y,/, seemingly passing into .1. frijn/>fi, u hieh -Mr.

Curtiss discovered k.-r vear.
'

l>ut Arundo I><>i,ax belongs to the

M ''diteTraiie;Hi r--ion. and is not a plant which would be expected

\" "ndure, still less to be indigenous in our Allejianian region.

1 have ,,o i<lea that the imported plant would survive there. 1 he

t; "'' «'f its survival, and the eircuin-tance- under uhich it occurs,

render it probable that it is no new comer. a. g.

7. Trichomanes rod!<>•.„, ; tl A'W»'*y—This discovery, which
""" vpe, tedlv adds this fern to the botany of the northern F i.ired

v
.

r "- and extends it. range up to ab, ut Ux. .:-\ will b, m. n-

uooed iw
l be Journal, a. a.
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8. Flora Austral'i'en s is ; bv Geoi:oe Bkntham, assisted by
Baron Ferdinand von Muller. Vol VI. Tnymelece to Dios-

eoridea?. 8vo, pp. 475. 1873.—The fifth volume appeared in

1870. Since then Mr. Bentham has been able to bring out this

,
besides re-elaborating the whole order Uompomtm

'
'.o speak of other things. That
nferred from a remark incident-Bay I

nder the Orchidece—the largest order i

the rest of the present work, I

particularly I eel study in dried i

made it a rule t<

species, in the first instance from the specimens t

ever they admitted of examination, and afterward to che< k them
by those of the great authorities on the order."

The more noteworthy points which l,:iv*- .otia < d attention in

turning over the pages are the following : Phaleria of Jack is an

older name for Frynrispermum of Reinwardt. A Kej>

been discovered in Australia; yet it may be a form of X. phyl-

hiinplioro. Tretw of Lour< ir, character of

the former being not only earlier but as definite as Commerson's
of the latter. The carpological characters of < <>.-,'<fenp are given
with an alias, although the gymnospermous view is adopted, "as
most conformable to t!

" i- without, however,
intending to decide the question, wl i s still tl subject of keen
controversy." The Hwmodorece are reduced to a tribe of Amaryl-

9. Flora Fr-tsd':*„*;*. fuse. iii\ issued in June last, of 180 pages
and 50 plates, commences the (">>>,>>. .</'•. and . ..mains the tribe

V, r.nniniceir- ; by Mr. Baker of Kew. This tribe I- h rgeh n pre-

sented through the eastern -i h of S.mt! '.

number southward. Although diminished by the separation of
several small groups. 1 78 species of .Vernonia are here described
as belonging to Brazil. a. g.

10. .Vhs& Bnt,n,n
L

, d, I.. ide, par W. F. R. Suringar. Vol. I.

livr. 1-3. 4to. The second titles are Illustration des Espe-ces et

Forme* du Genres <TAlgues ; Gioiopeltes. 1871-2: with twenty-
llhi*tr'iti>n< dis Altpi' .s dhi JitpoH. with—With this elegant work, the letter-press and illustrations in the

had hcen interrupted by the death of Professor Miquel. The
Aigce of Japan will b< this country. Some
giM.d v.urk done l>\ the late Professor li

sent from tl .fished. a. g.

11. De CandolMs Frodromus, pars decitna .<(ptin>o. issued

Oct. 16, 1873, has come to hand. The contents are. in the first

place, certain small outlying orders, or some of them genera,

that have to do duty as orders, which on various accounts have
been left out of the Prodromus as it went on, viz : Sarraceni<rrr,r,

<•'-, Cardiopteridece, Salvadoraeea>, Cynuerambe, Bati-
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daceai (one JBatis), Lennonacem (by Solms-Laubach), Podoslemacece
(by Wedck'i!

. by Dr. Hooker;
by the same; Balanophoracece, by Eiehler ; Uliuaro, , by Plan-
'

'

< 'i */o, ' '. I.n fhuvau ; isi(i ;i -\ \ s uf li _ n i t oi

Tor flu- complete elaboration of this last I ; . .'_ :he
''•hii i has been a good while kept back, and has at length "been

be hoped that whenever M. Bureau ini>h< - his mid i : kiniu the

umfcraly
BSt, so that it may be appended.

'

; '
i follow a few pages of Gem m .,:-:>. with ri ;' r ferenccs,

indicating what i! ;( \ are. or may be, so far as has been made
out or conjectured; and finally,

'

u weari I '-.lit >t

i'V. /-.,.,,; Jlht, ,,,,>. Xu,.,,,*;. <'<>„>•}„,;,,. It b a t> i-e ..nd mjdy
' ' • iug account of" this work, w inch

i
in 'hidii _ <'

I .< •

\> c ced-
ing volumes of f
father from the year 1816, or earlier, down t

S41, and himself to the close of the past year; an enumerate
f the contributors, who have worked up particular families o

enera
; an enumeration of the orders, specifying the volum<

'hum contains each, and • • and species de
n-ibed, 5134 genera and 58, h missing Arto
ti'p<-<t, it isesii: 2'encra and aboii

0,000 species of Dn-otyledonea. Among a few statistical dat:

reatcst number of genera, beo -

iiiiiin<j- with '
',>,,ir -'<'< ami cud

oig with Cruciform. Then the ten which most abound in species

which begin with ' cud with Umbel-- -i with Composite (8561
.--• (lul.;,. I,
next JbihUi-en; in the foi

hinted at; an:
.

rnont i- made
fin- publication is now r ^ of the Dico-

dones. A full In.i x. d ,« n to -u ra and their sections, tilling

r

j«iges, closes this great work.
ve sincerely congratulate the editor upon the successful

•••rib... and ti i m _ m 1 dthfnl - rvi e

I'l-.-lbr the 1
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upon the bw 1 judgment,
under the n just dawning when that compre-

hensive treatise was published.

Since these remarks were written we have received an interest-

ing pamphlet, separately i-sued from the Archives des Sriencts

of the Bibliotheque Uhiverselle for November, entitled, Reflexions
sur les Outrages Generaux de Botanique Descriptive. In this

M. de Candolle gives the history of the Prodromus and its fore-

runner with considerable fulness", explains more particularly lii>

editorial trials and burdens, and the reasons why the work
could not be made to get on faster, and gives his views as to the

most practicable method of combining the labors of the botanists

i of the new Systerna

V>:!>-t.d,;t;,in> which will be demanded. An estimate is made of

the time it must need, require, even with all the available mono-
aphers of the day enlisted in the service. The increased ditfi-

the rate of about
under the modern requirements, can seldom exceed three or four

hundred species per annum, that is, about a species a day ! We
suppose that the case on the whole is not overstated.

by I-oi;ki:t

iption ofa new Genus <<
H. O. Stearns. (From the Proceedings of the Cal.

Sciences, Auuu-t L-. 1^7 :.)— At a meeting of the Cal-

ifornia Academy of 8ci< third day of February,
1873, a paper was read by me, entitled - Remark- "on a New Al-

cyonoid Polyp, from Burrard's Inlet ;" * in which I gave a resume
of the discus-ions, notices, etc.. in thi- country and in England,
arising from the examination by several naturalists of certain

"switeh"-like forms, which had heen received by different parrie-

from the Gulf of Georgia (more particularly from Burrard's Inlet,

in said gulf), several specimens of said " switches " being in the

Museum of the California Academy.
These " switches," or rods, were referred by Dr. Gray, of the

British Museum, to his genus " Osteocella," and by Mr." Selater's

correspondent stated to belong to "a sort offish;" but by the

majority ->f -eieutili" gentlemen who had seen these "switches"
they were regarded as belonging to a species of Alcyonoid Polyp.
I expressed the belief that they belonged to a srecies of Um-

Vide Proceed. Cal. Acad. Sciences, v
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polyps are somewhat decomposed, and some of the specimens are
in some places lacerated. They all are, however, sufficiently per-
fect to determi a- tin tru< position, and show that the " switches

*'

are, as was A! yonoid
Polyp "related or pertai mia&didak"
At the last meeting, I referred the specimen before the Acad-

emy to that division of the Pennatulidm known as Viry xt,.ala;
but, upon a subs. «ju nl . xa , ination of the authorities, I find that
those forms in whirl, the axis 1- unilateral, or on one side, come
'Virliii the mini- />,/,„„,/,;./ of Cuvier.
The only species heretofore described, so far as I can learn, and

on which this genus is has ,]. i- />. .iw.idro.oiuknu^ut which a
long :ill ,i interesting deM-ription from Prof. Forbes is given in

Johnston's Uriii^, /.< h
'

- \oI. i. pp. KU-lUur. In that spe-

cies, however, the axis is "acutely quadrangular,'" and the polyps
are arranged in three h ± to lime
of the "angles of the stem."

In the specimen presented by Dr. Blake, the style of axis is

round and the polyps are arranged in two longitudinal unilateral
- I'ies, which conform to the c< n\t dt\ of the external fleshy cov-
ering. With thes, difference-, 1 think 1 am ju-tifn I ,, pi i

*

, _ it

in a new sub-genus, for which I propose the name of Ve/rii/ ;u, in

honor of Prof. Verrill of Yale College.

Poi
en

hTonfr
v°^RIA Cuvier

"
Sub-senus ' ':

"'/'". >r
'

in

t

'j;~

A -vis raind, slender, bony; polyps arranged in two unilateral

longitudinal series.

VerHUia Blakei Stearns, n. s.

Polyp-mass or polypidom of a flesh or pink color, linear, elon-

uate; polypiferous portion about three-fburths of the

_th, rounded oval to ovate elliptic in cross section, and
from three-fourths to one incl • _•. t -a di icter. i) tK tapering
toward the tip. as well as decreasing in the opposite direction to

"here the polypi f< rous roves terminate- or become obsolete. From
point to the beginning of the base or root, a portion

:'; -'
.':'','.

'
.'_ .'..:;', '.. ; •..'. --. :.'^ -.

/ -;

j»xis, and tlie surface quite smooth; said portion, as well as the
1

'

,: >se, is round (in cross section V. the basal part is from one-ninth
to one-eleventh of the i

;
r one inch in diam-

•
' < h tl v ,, „ , ',,. ,<

, ; y writ kh d or contracted, pre-

i carance.



inch;
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From near the sides of the axial - start, and
run obliquely upward to the opposite side, where they nearly

meet, presenting, when that side is observed from above, a concen-

tric chevron or A-like arrangement, modified by the convexity of

the polypidom. The more conspicuous polyp-rows show from nine

to fourteen polyps, with occasional intermediate rows of three or

more polyps.

The length of the most perfect of Dr. Blake's specr
siyt'/ -,v

.'.«• ii!i]]o- : if which, eoinmencing at the tip, a length of

forty-eight and a quarter inches was occupied by the polyp-rows,

when both sides or arms of the chevron «»r A are considered. The
number of polyps in each row was, in this specimen, from eight t

eleven, v. \>.

'

-1 ort. r rows ot from tl r< < to

jir, thous'iud polyps, all of which, as well as the polyps in the

other specie . ;, ova, of an orange color. In the

next section of this specimen, the length between the last polyp-

row and the swell of the base or root, is eleven and one quarter

inches ; thence to the termination of the base, six inches.

The average dimensions of thirty-six of the axes in t!

of the California Academy is five feet six and one-third inches in

nd the diameter of the largest, nine thirty-seconds of an
diameter of smallest specimen, one-sixteenth of an inch.

Dr. Blake's specimens were preserved in a mixture of glycerine

ami alcohol; and tb •
- ' e p..>

;
p. app ar- n

have been - latter ingredient.

Additional specimens of the above species, from the same local-

ity, have been received from J. S. Lawson, Esq., of the lT . S. Coast
Survey, by George Davidson, K>q., President of the Academy.

the, than th — r, c-i\-d by Dr. Blake."

Of the specimens received from Mr. Lawson, some individuals

are younger than either of Dr. Blake's. In these the polyp-rows

are farther apart, and there are not so many polyps in the row :

neither do the ends of the rows approximate so closely on the side

opposite the axial edge, the polyps b.-ing n ,,r nearly so many in

the same length, or procuring (as do some ot Dr. Blake's speci-

mens) so crowded an appearance. In cross-section through the
-

acutely-ovate than the older specimens. A comparison of indi-

viduals ,!;.,*- i, external lifferentiation, analogous to that

displayed by specimens of the same species in Virgnlaria. The
geif-ral aspect of this species, jc : in plate

xxxi Of Johnston's British Zoophytes (2d ed.),is like P. qwd-
r<tn<n<htr>* from Oban. only, in that spech s, the row- of polyps, it

is stated, are composed of "four, five or six polyps in a row," one

figure slaving seven.

probably ought to be referred to
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1. "Rapporti sulle Osservazioni delV JEclisse Male di Sole, del
'>re, 1870,^ eseguite in Sicilia dalla Commissione Ita-

liana."—This work is a quarto of 214 pages, handsomely printed
and gotten up, and illustrated with fourteen tine lithographic
plates. It is published at the expense of tin- Italian Govern-
ment, under the editorship of Professor G. Cacciatore, the Vice-
President of the Commission, ;i! j.1 is in all respects a most credit-

Royal decree, dated July I

ainy expom-nt < f the si ieiitiiie activity of Italy.

The Commission was named by a Royal de
1869, and originally consisted of Professors Santini,
A. de Gasparis, l)onati and Sdiiaparelli. At their first meeting,
t|»'V added to their numbers Father Seeehi and Profe»si'.r

\ at the same time elected the venerable Santini as

ddent, and Cacciatore as Vice-President.
The volume opens with a short letter addressed to ti,

of Public Instruction bx Santini. recounting th<

the Commission, . \phiinn _r the writer's part in the work, (which,
on account of his advanced a-v. \va^ chiefly that of general

. • and returning thanks for the zeal and energy with
which the minister entered into and seconded their plans.

id by a more extended and very interesting paper
(relazione) by Prof. Cacciatore, upon whom fell most of the
of organization and arrangement of details. This labor

ch increased by the disturbed condition of Europe,
•ed it very difficult to procure some of the needed

,
and finally, on this account, compelled material ch:]

mme of operations.
At the stations occupied by the Italian Commission, tin weather

bag the eclipse was of the same character as at all the

others, cloudy villi mere mi;,' lies of char >kv. so that altogether
he found his labors arduous and rugged ("ben ardua e scabrosa"),
and the result < bui .art 11 v s itisfactory. We copy his summary
i'| his own words:

resumed its course, I was able to satisfy

propitious, it had yet

, of which had been

ud that, if on the whole the observa-
tion. ()f t | ie t , cli ,, ; ls

-
li;ll f;till i f sue0t . S s {rimrir.no

'''<•//./.:/.,/,
). v . t the Au-uMa diCiM.m would be abY topn-nt

t contact was obg
photographs we
of tot.alitv a oh<
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interposing clouds. The spectrum of the acute cusps of the sun

was also studied.
" Prof. Denza made spectroscopic observations of the corona,

which revealed two bright lines, one near K, the other probably
of nitrogen. [ Wry doubtful—v.] Together with Sig. de Lisa he
obs t .,-\ed iin.l *k. te'he.l the prominences. Prof. Donati, during the

totality was able to catch the lines in the spectrum of one pro-

tuberance which he had observed before the eclipse. He saw the

hydrogen lines and D
3 , but none of the iron lines.

"Prof. Blaserna examined whether the corona contained po-

larized light. Using a Savart pohiriscope applied to a telescope

of modera 1

<
. was able to exumL

three points situated about 45° from each other (on the tutCs

limb). The polarization was most pronounced, and very nearly

the same as that of a portion of clear sky observed soon after,

about 50° from the sun. At. the distance of a diameter and a

half from the moon every trace of ied, so that

the influence of the air \vas • . rtainU eliminated in the observed

"The plane of polarization was found at ...11 points

or tangential to the sun's limb [the observations not deciding
udth ,; t«>> '/ »•/,;,-/>]. It rein -

; ed that the

corona is polarized, and contains reflected light derived from the

photosphere.
"The purely astronomical part assigned to myself was executed

to the best of my ability, so far as the variable condition of the

it ted. I was able in fact to note with some precision
s of first contact, of the b, gim ing ,,j totality, and of

its ending (the last through clouds), besides making some other

us to be referred to hereafter.
" The magnetic and meteorological observations w I

the 10th had been kept up hourly, were taken at intervals of five

minutes, beginning at noon of the 22d. Sig. Bonifacio, who was
especially charged with this work, was aided in it by Prof. Cul-

trera of Palermo, who having come to Augusta t» witness the

phenomenon, begged earnestly to participate in the labors of the

Commission.
" The division at Terranova found themselves in circumstances

very similar to those which prevailed at Augusta; lure also the

observers were annoyed by tempestuous winds and opposed by

clouds; but notwithstanding, some good and not '

observations were obtained. Prof. Lorenzoni detected in the

spectrum of a protuberance, besides th, hydrogen lines and D 3
a

large number of bright lines
(

k
>,n>r> t/ofn'tw •/<></'). In conjunc-

tion with Prof. Tacchini, he made excellent sketches of the pro-

tuberances as seen with the telescope, and car. fully leteiuuiud

the position of one green line in th corona.

"Prof. Nobile was able to observe die sp ( .,-tium of the cusps

(showing ' at least fort.

"Prof. Legnaz/.i. rising from a sick bed to fulfill his part, ob-

served the contacts and tie- protuberances. The physical tea-
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tures of the eclipse were stu<lie.l by Sigs. A. Tacchini, Solito and
Rizzo, the phenomena of the shadow by Capt. Serra.

" Finally, Sig. Muller . -p-Mh, I tli it hi- may, » ie observations
brought out an important fact, never before observed, viz : that
of a magnetic disturbance, simultaneous with the phases of the
eclipse, perceptible at all the stations, but diminishing in ampli-
ti! '

!

;

a- th- di~ta ..-.- from the center of the shadow increased."
Following this u relatione w of Prof. Caccia.ore, and forming

ipal portion of the book, come the detailed reports of the
: stati ins, apparatus and modes

of observation, the operations for the determination of time and
ri;. -raj.hiral po>iiion, and tie- re-ults ..rrived at by each. Part
1'irst contains the reports of the observers of the Ausjusta <li\ is-

ion, m the following order: Secchi, Donati, Cacciatore, Blaserna,
De Lisa and Denza. Pair >e • va reports
from Lorenzoni, Legnazzi, BTobile, A. Tacchini, P. Tacchini, Mul-

A° appendix of some 17 pages contains certain observations of
} ' '•,

v
'

';
;'•''.

< Bulla '•[': Fcrrero and others, for the most
i :

shadow on the Italian coast. '

Our space will not permit any extended analysis of these

those by Secchi, Blaserna, Denza,
.''• r;

' "!nn . L< f, . /. ni . id Xol.il. aopeaf to be the uwit interest-
u '~ and important. Such an analysis, however, is b'ss needed,
8111 *'

i

''
,

i the m s; |,art the results'obtaitx-d ag c< with those of
th " American and English . bowers, which are well known to
our readers.

Prof. Denza, however, thus far stands alone in his observation of
the second brighl i the corona; and the
'- ^ ''ion

, t sig. Mallei t> to t m >neti dMurbanc, accom

*»> lian eclipse of mil.
It is to be noted, moreover, that both Denza and Lorenzoni

agree in declaring the j. virion <>f the mveu rorona Sine to be at
l4

;j
;

! of Kiivhoif's scale, and not 1474, as given by Young. In

<re certainly mistaken. We think that any one who
will read the aceount uination of

l-<xn observer was made [this Journal. Xov.. I 8. u>. ami

lso N ature. vol ill, p. 272, and vol. vii. p. 28,] will be

T 1 '^' s;itislied us to this point.

spectru^copi having a '' ; wue the disper-

- nneal it.truu,. ,< .-if. at l.,M,

of the D luies indicated by

v was ended. I re-compared the

S1 "!» of the ordinary single-prism
we may judge from the separs
;i "' -cak-readinjx.
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" The same consequence also results from the following readings

made upon the scale, viz : D 1
,
73*2

; D 2
,
73'6

; corona line, 118-5
;

b», 133-5; b 2
, 134-8; b 3 135-2."

The force of this last sentence is not very evident, since, if we
take Kirchoffs numbers for the D's and b's £l002-s, looG-s, i 634-1,

ln4H-s and 1654-7], we find, on performing the interpolation, that

118-5 of Lorenzoni's scale comes out correspondent with 1478-3

Kiivlioii; instead of 1463. Since the probable error of a reading

is stated by Prof. Lorenzoni, in a note dated March, 1872, to he

loir divisions of Kirchoff's scale, the agreement with Young's
re-alt would seem to be as close as could "be desired. We should

not have noticed this point so particularly were it not evident,

from the note referred to. that t
! Ii.dia; - r i -. . 1 i n _

their attention specially called to the subject, were still disposed

to prefer their own result to that which is generally accepted.

IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. Note on $„hu rrtuu an Fish* s in ( 'nliforma ; by A. W. Chase.
(Communicated to one of the Editors.)—In collecting facts about
the Artesian wells of the lower Counties, I received the following
curious information from Mr. Bard, the agent of the California Pe-

troleum Com , constructed

a wharf at Point Hueneme, southeast of San Buenaventura.
Wanting water to supply this wharf, lie commenced sinking an

artesian' well on the se.> ow-h, not five feet from high-water mark.

depth of 143 feet, a strong flow of water was obtained,
winch -spouted forth it of thirty feet . It was controlled

with a zed. One day
the m md the w 11 noticed fish

lh\ /ailed hi>

on the ras found 1;o be filled with voung trout, thou-

f then thrown oiit at every jet. These trout were
izcjai. :-hes long), and perfectly developed.

'1
til n made was to see whether thev had ></fs.

These ^ rfect. Nc>w there is no stream nearer than
tuCla ra Piv,

have'e, me ftom its .an outlet?

There a r portions of th e stream. The tern-

, ofth
Fahr

watc

K.-in,/:.;.

le as that of the
urse for trout t

wells in this county,

°Sociea^dMexicana
,h"l(is'

:~™
;,;;;;:!

' the Mexican Society of Natural

s now* in charge of
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Penafiel ; the geographical distribution of birds, by D. F. Surai-
chrast; on Mexican Mammiii;i>. by 1 ). M. M. Villada; on Cae-
teee, by D. J. M. Velasco; new grasses, by D. Y. Cervantes;

others the following

:

On a new Mexican mineral, by Don Pedro L Monroy (i, p.

76). The mineral contains chiefly bismuth and tellurium, w'ith per-
- Iphur, arseni* and silver. G. =8-23 ; H.=3 -75-4, on

: lust -r metallic; color between steel -'ray
and the white of antimony, but tarnishes to bronze and iron black

;

k ; somewhat ductile. The specimen was
labeled from the mine of Coneto, near Durango.
On some combustible min . nils of Mevico, by Don P. L. Mon-

\'"} ' • p. ^7>. The pap, v contains analvses of coals and lica.ite,

'r<-m I. a Villa de Pannco, Vera Cruz: 'between Xilitla and Jac-

3tate of Bidalgo; rhil-

State of Guerrero; Paso del Norte, Chihuahua; Zacu-
rj!

!' ;!!
•

f'i'i'i '->>: IVxmelucan, Puebla.
Ascent^of Popocatepetl in ls65, by A. Polfus. E. de Montser-

":•'-'
" '- , .',; ";

:

'

- :
•

'^
• - ..;.-':

:

bottom of the crater, 5,119 meters; dianiet-r of rhe crater at top,
825-68 meters; lu-i-Lt of Ixtaerihuatl _'< 7 meter- Krupi .

-

<>n the active volcano, Ceboruco (near the village of Ahua-
<'atlan.. by l)., n A. (

. The hei-ht of the

' ':;..-••
Geography and Statistics.

3. Note* on >• .1/ t, t !f»o',/h.; 1 J,»imey in Jl

, ,

l

'

R "• M - 1--^ -'-' !!i«^r.ri..„. \..« ,

i0 -- l\ an Nostra) di.—S,,mu h exact and val

I into the ss

;.'*' "
r 'M' o„ e hundred rh^-h printed pa

,,,",

'U
r " f *"> metallurgical journey in Eur-
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ful and unpretending memoir, which appeared first in a series of

:
\

.
'.

. .

ing the past year.

4. Qualitative Vheml-al Analysis. A Guide in the Practical
StuO,/

,»f Clumittr.j ,<nd i„ tin Work of . i // • il'i/sis ,' by SlLAS H.
Douglass, Professor ,,f < hemistry, and Albert B. I'kks. »tt,

Professor of Applied Chemistry in the Univi rsitv of Miehiem.
Ann Arbor

; 1874. 8vo, pp. 259.—Messrs. Douglass and Piv.n.tt
have embodi -vaults of their ( ,\vn experience

: - .-
;

lT.iver>ir\ d' Michi-an. For tho.^ commencing the study of

'.'•-'-. till- 1 ..ok will ! e i, uu.l i-miuvi i- lit as uub.".,ly-

with a fullness of detail in some'*

__ The dark-faced barred tvpe

tending to confuse the mind of iv is no o»
<"Hiun tor such confusion it the Hondo notation w i* strh-tl ad-

hered to. Following the *w. math d „ ,-^j „, , , , tal-.' - bi-

metals and acids, :.,
!

. .;

.

lvm ,- to

' Is; a table of rela-
i
nvo tables

- -

-

-

tiv< Analysis. A ft cloeesth*

thorn hope may aid " to pr
: manipulation and of *s ip il d bservati u in

5. TV,* Service Monthly, a Monthly Jonrrud <hroteJ to Meteor-

h <u„l t}„ s ,,, ,,/ .\rrirt Vol. I. ^ (> -

r._\
:

.w,„i,tr ,
1!;

s,,,
(

|M :
ir)< W;i .1]iMut(m .

i, «a

1,1,1 (r stuet).— Ibis first number of a new i.mnuo
-: Tb,. Florida

. LieUl. T.

'V
1." 1

.

1

'
l

;

• ^ A - WIt '> t«'.. maps; Synopsis of the Report -f d>e

I '- ,'aun
:

Hi*-
1 'russian and the French Field Telegraph, transi-

ted by Lieut. I. Smith
; Description of a Self recorder tor Aiie'ii-

' • '<-
1

1
i). .i. (;iib..„, r.>. \.: .Mo .

October, with a map; Means of Banmno r.

:, - -/- "' -

. *

! "
<

-'
:

'

/: '" -;• • '

:
^

•-. A : '

•
1

-
• -a

'

;

'' '- ':'";."
. .:
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8. Cave at Kutztoxcn, Berks Co., Pa.—About four miles from

affords handsom- stalactites,
<
qual, according to a letter from H.

AV. Uollcnlmsh, to those of Mammoth Cave.
9. Aurora Australis.—The Aurora Australis was very bright

at Melbourne, in Victoria, .March 9th.— Monthly Record of the

Melboum .

i eh, 1873.

Tr,:.-:v;,ions of the Connecticut Academy of Arts and Scieiices. Vol. II, Part
ith 10 plates. New Haven, 1873.

jilad'hl!

Lcademy of Sciences of Philadelphia. Part II. 1873.—

ings of the alifornia Academy of Sciences. Vol. V, Part 1. 96 pp.

of the Biiffal <, Sen ery of Natural Sciences. Vol.

tatistics and Distri-
rioii

, f : m Lichens, by Hear
mual R.-p..rruf the Trustees of the Peabody Aca<

lr-in. M:: ear 1st 2. i::r. p;. -

A. S. Packard. J:

d a Record of Anieric
Investig Orbit of Uranus, with general table;3 of the Moon, by

Mathematics, U. S. Navy. 288 pp. 4to. Smithsonian Con-
to Knowledge

i'T-'
!;,'!

Fouling of Iron Ships, by Robert Mallet, Esq.. O.E., F.R.S.,

tor^St-boo graphy, by David P;ige; sixth ed. 232
>-i -»" tnd London, 1873. ; ;Sons). Very poor

- '.-':.-.

- •

ffelfinger).

Mind and Body: The Tl r Bain, LL.D.,

" n'uk ..f j d>^ t r »._ tl • - t .ty mib e% and

: ':'
;'

.'."..''-''':: -._:'
.

. : :

'

•

tin- i !h. win c v . N i-. ,!., M ,s i.. M . I I ..mi., !•. !\r Zoology, he

grams; free fr -n-.ms; eonsid-
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i with i

with ease, before the State Board of Agric
unwonted energy, even for him; an evidence, no doubt, of cerebral
disturbance, of which many other proofs are known. But, the
next day, the bad effects of his over-exertion were so evident

to lecture at New Haven on the 8th.

Born on the 28th ofMay, 1807, Agassiz had attained only his 67th
year. He was in his fortieth year when, in Oct., 1846, he landed at

Boston, in the maturity of his reputation and of his remarkable
.1 powers. He came hen a: the Migration of Daren

Von Humboldt, who secured for his study of American o-eology
ami natural hi>tor\ a liberal appropriation iron, the Kins If

Prussia, lie first ai i

States in a letter .o Prof. Silliman, dated at Neufchatel, Oct. 20,
1845. How great the change since, in his relations to the people
and scientific nien of America! He then wrote as follows:
•• After having finished all these numerous works in the study, I

have truly need to replenish myself anew in the fields; and I

hope to reap a rich harvest in vour country. I know not how
to thank you enough, my dear Sir, for all the information you
have taken the trouble to send me ; it has already been of
great use to me in preparing myself for such a journev, and will

serve me as a guid on my arrival in; ur countrv, vhere I have
no relations or acquaintance among men of science. * * You
are the only person in the United States with whom I maintain
a correspondence. I wrote once to , and once to -,

without receiving any reply from the latter. * * All that vou
say to me of American naturalists an 1 ...f tin ir kindness, enchants
me, and the time spent in America u-113 surelv be to me one of the
happiest and most instructive epochs of my life." In a subse-
'I'teni letter (dated Feb. 1st, 1846), he adds : -There is, in the pro-
digious activity of tin Americ .--, which
has inspired me; and alreadv 1 Seel mv youth renewed^ in the
.'nit i ipate 1 out ict with the noted men of' vour vouim :lnd edori-
"iis republic.- ' >-Kn ulm, I'm ._,-,..., f i,.,;,\ I T.ad t* \ bit
your country, and th< Q expense,
his Kxrelleney, tin Baron von I. v, tivatcl
nuusafri nd, and whos, ir.,,.,1 (,.,ui Is 1 , ,
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An excellent sketch of Agtissiz's life and labors, prior

will be found in the New American Cyclopedia, under h

and a full list of his publications down to 1866, is

the Royal Society's Catalogue of Scientific Works.
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touching simplicity of style quite in harmony with his life, by
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APPENDIX.

Art. XII—On the Structure and Affinities of the Brontotheridce ;

by O. C. Marsh. (With two plates.)

The Miocene deposits on the eastern slope of the Bocky
Mountains contain the remains of a group of gigantic mammals,
of much interest, which have been named by the writer, Bron-
totheridce* Although these animals are less remarkable than

rata of the Eocene,f which they seem to have replaced,
they equalled them in size, and resembled them in several
important features, notably in the structure of the feet, and in
having the head armed with a pair of powerful horns. The
general structure of the group, however, clearly indicates that
they do not belong in the order Dinocerata, but should be placed
with the Perissodactyls, in which they form a well-marked
family.

The more prominent characters of this family were pointed
out by the writer in describing Brontotherium gigas Marsh, the
type species, and others had been previously mentioned by Dr.
-Leidy in his descriptions of Tiianotherium Proutii.% The skull
of the latter genus is not known, but there can now be no
reasonable doubt that it was furnished with horns, in some
respects similar to those of Brontotherium (Plates I and II).

Ihe possibility of this was originally suggested by Dr. Leidy,§
and in his latest work he has figured a horn-core from the
same deposits which yielded the Tiianotherium remains.

||
The

fragmentary specimen described by Dr. Leidy as Megacerops

ris,l probably belongs in the same family, but until
!' !

supposed genera Syrni us, recently indicated
by Prof. Cope (Am. Nat., vii, p. 753), belong to this group.
J- he former is generically identical with Brontotherii'iu. the
reputed absence of lower incisors being evidently due either
to age, or to imperfect s

'

;

^us is apparently the
same genus, and hence both names should be regarded as

synonyms of Brontotherium.

J*

This Journal, vol. v, p. 486. June, 1873. f Loc. cit, p. 117, Feb., 1873.

H.malia, p. 206, 1869. § Loc. cit., p. 216.

Extinct Vertebrate Faun^ PL xxvm, fig. 3, 1873.
Proceedings Phil. Acad., 1870, p. i, and Extinct Vertebrate Fauna, p. 239.

Am. Jouk. Sci.-Third Sekiks, Vm .VII, No. :;?. -Jan., 1874.
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Among the more marked characters of the Bn
which readily distinguish them from the /

ently their near allies, may be mentioned the following :—There
are four short and thick toes in the manus, and three in the pes.

The skull supports a pair of large horn-cores, placed trans-

versely, as in modern Artiodactyls.* There are well developed
canine teeth in both jaws. The molar teeth, above and below,

are not of the Rhinoceros type, but resemble those of Chalico-

therium.

The general characters of the Brontotheridce are fully shown
in a large series of specimens in the Yale College Museum.
The cranial structure of Brontotherium, the type genus, is

well illustrated in the nearly perfect skull of B. ingens Marsh
(Plates i and n), described in this article. The only other

genus of the group known with certainty is Titanotherium of

Leidy (Menodus Pomel), which, according to the descriptions

of that author, differed essentially in having four lower pre-

molars, and in the absence of a third trochanter on the femur.

Less important differences are seen in the composition of the

teeth, and in the diastema between the upper canine and first

premolar.

The skull in Brontotherium is elongated, and resembles in its

general features that of Rhinoceros. The occipital region is

greatly extended vertically, and deeply concave posteriorly.

The brain cavity is unusually contracted. The vertex is con-

cave longitudinally, and convex transversely (Plates I and II).

The zygomatic arches are massive, and much expanded. The
orbit is small, and continuous with the elongated temporal fossa.

The nasals are greatly developed, and firmly coossified. They
support entirely, or nearly so, the large divergent horn-cores.

Their anterior extremities are produced, and overhang the large

narial orifice. The premaxillaries are diminutive, and do not

extend forward so far as the end of the nasals. The palate is

deeply arched above, especially between the premolars. The
posterior nares extend forward nearly to the front of the last

molar. The lachrymal forms the anterior margin of the orbit.

The malar extends forward beyond the lower margin of the

orbit. The infra-orbital foramen is large, and situated well for-

ward. The zygomatic process of the squamosal is elevated, and

incurved above. There is a large post-glenoid process, and a

massive, and somewhat shorter paroccipital process (Plate i).

The posttympanic process of the squamosal is large, and quite

-
i paroccipital process. The occipital condyles

ell separated.

has somewhat similar processes.
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The mandible has a wide condyle, and a slender coronoid
process. The angle is rounded, and slightly produced down-

The dental formula of Brontotherium is as follows:

—

Incisors, —; canines, —
;
premolars, — ; molars, — X 2= 38.

The upper incisors are quite small. The canine is short and
stunt, and placed close to the first premolar. The latter is pro-
portionally much larger than the corresponding tooth in Titano-
therium. The upper premolars have all essentially the same
structure, viz : two external connate cusps, with their outer faces
nearly plane, and two inner cones closely united. The anterior
cone is connected with the opposite outer cusp by a transverse
ridge, which has behind it an elongated depression, more or less

divided by projections from the outer posterior cusp. In the
upper true molars, the external cusps have their outer surfaces

oncave, while the inner cones are low and separate.
The lower incisors were small, and evidently of little use. The
two next the symphysis were separated from each other. One
specimen in the Yale Museum has the crown hemispherical in
form The lower incisors are not unfrequently wanting, and
in old animals the alveoli may, perhaps, disappear. Careful
examination, however, will usually show indications of them.
The lower canine is of moderate s'ize, and separated from the
premolars by a short diastema. The lower molars are of the
Pa/ceotherium type, and agree essentially with those of Titano-

The head in Brontotherium was declined when in its natural
position. The neck was stout, and of moderate length. The
cervical and most of the dorsal vertebras are distinctlv opistho-
ccelous. The latter are in general elevated. The atlas is large,
and much expanded transversely. The axis is massive, and has
rts anterior articular faces much broader than in the Dinocerata.
I he odontoid process was stout and conical. The transverse
process was small, and apparently imperforate. The posterior

Pace is concave, and oblique. The epiphyses of the
vertebras are loosely united in most specimens, as in the Pro-
boscidians. The caudal vertebras preserved indicate a long and

.
The limbs of the Brontotheridce were intermediate in propor-

tion between those of the Elephant and the Rhinoceros. The

ndge similar to that of the Elephant, but not continued i

UP the shaft. The ulna has its olecranon portion much
pressed. Its distal end i
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has no articular face for the lunar. The radius is stout, and

its distal end expanded. The carpal bones form interlocking

series. They are shorter than in Rhinoceros, and support four

well developed toes of nearly equal size. The metacarpal bones

are shorter than those of "the Rhinoceros, the first phalanges

longer, and the second series shorter. The ungual phalanges

are short and tubercular, as in the Elephant.

The femur has a small third trochanter, and its head a deep

pit for the round ligament. At the distal end, the anterior

articular surface is narrow, and the two edges are of nearly

equal prominence, as in the Tapir. There is a small fossa on

the posterior side above the outer condyle. The tibia is stout,

and has a distinct spine. The fibula is entire, but quite slender.

The astragalus is shorter than in the Ehinoceros, and the supe-

rior groove more oblique. There is a deep pit near the center of

the outer surface. The cuboid face is larger than in Rhinoceros.

The navicular has its distal facets subequal. There were three

toes of nearly equal size in the pes, the first and fifth being

entirely wanting.

In comparing the Brontotheridce with the equally gigantic

Dinoce ata of the Eocene, several striking points of resemblance

will be at once noticed: especially the presence of horns in

transverse pairs ; the general structure of the limbs and feet

;

and particularly the short and thick toes. The differences,

however, between these two groups are still more marked. In

the Brontotheridce there is but a single pair of horn-cores, and

no crest around the vertex. The structure and number of the

teeth are quite different, while the small canines and huge molars

contrast strongly with the elongated canine tusks, and diminutive

molars of the Dinocerata. The latter, moreover, have two very

large dependent processes on each ramus of the mandible ;
the

cervical vertebrae flat ; the femur without a third trochanter

;

and an additional toe in each foot.

Among the features which this group shares with the Probos-

cidea may be mentioned : the superior extension of the condylar

ridge of the humerus ; the short thick toes ; and the late union

of the epiphyses with the centra of the vertebras. The last

character appears to belong especially to mammals of very large

size, and probably indicates late maturity, and great longevity.

The preceding' description makes it evident that the Bronto-

theridce constitute a very distinct family of the Per
While retaining some prominent features of their Eocene prede-

cessors, the Dinocerata, they are more nearly related to the

Ehinoceros family, and at the same time they have some char-

acters allying them to the Proboscidea, which replace them in

the succeeding, Pliocene period.
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All the known remains of the Brontotheridce are from east of
the Kocky Mountains, in the Miocene beds of Dakota, Nebraska,
Wyoming and Colorado. The specimens here described are
mainly from localities in the " Bad lands " of Colorado, which
were discovered and explored by the write]- in the summer of
1870.*

Brontoiherium ingens, sp. nov.

A new and well marked species of Brontoiherium is repre-
sented in the Yale College Museum by a skull, nearly perfect,
and other characteristic remains. The specimens preserved
indicate that the animals to which they pertained were much
the largest of the group, nearly or quite equalling the elephant
m bulk, and far exceeding in size any known Perissodactyls
living or fossil.

The skull in the type specimen of the species is well repre-
sented in the accompanying plates, and its general characters
have already been given. The most striking peculiarity of this
cranium is the pair of huge horn-cores on the nasals. They
are about eight inches in length, and extend upward and out-
ward. They are triangular at the base, with the broadest face
external. The two inner faces of each core are separated by a
ndge, which is continued to the median line. The upper part
of the horn-cores is rugose, and the base contains large air

cavities. The free extremities of the nasals are codssified, and
much elongated. They are rounded in front, slightly decurved,
and the surface at the end is rugose. The orbit is of moderate
size, and looks forward, outward, and upward. The lachrymal
foramen is small, and ovate in outline. Just below it, there
is a depression of similar form. The infra-orbital foramen is

unusually large. There is no post-orbital process. The zygo-
matic arches are massive, and the squamosal portion widely
expanded. The temporal fossa extends far backward, and has
over its posterior portion an obtuse ridge. The occipital con-
dyles are very large, wi ad slightly behind the

supra-occipital crest. The paroccipital process of the squamosal
is elongate, and its anterior face concave. The postglenoid
process is very large, much extended transversely, and is longer
than the paroccipital process.

.

f he premaxillaries in this cranium are imperfect, and the
incisors wanting. The canines, also, are not entire, but they
were only of moderate size, and in close proximity to the first

premolar. This tooth had two fangs, and resembled the other
premolars. All of these have a strong inner basal ridge. The
crowns are more nearly square than in Titanotherium Proutii

^eidy. The upper true molars are verv large, the last especially
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so. It resembles the corresponding tooth in T. ProuHi, but the

inner posterior angle of the crown is much more developed.

The limbs in this species were shorter than those in the exist-

ing elephants, which, in form of body, it doubtless resembled.

The huge divergent horns, and the absence of tusks, gave the

head a veiy different appearance. The wide narial opening,

the rugose extremities of the nasals, and the very large infra-

orbital foramen, naturally suggest that there must have been an

elongated, flexible nose, possibly as extensive as in the Tapir.

That there was no long proboscis, as in the Elephant, is indicated

with equal certainty by the length of the head and neck, which
renders such an organ unnecessary.

The principal dimensions of the skull represented in plates

i and II are as follows :

—

Length of skull from occipital condyles to end of nasals

(36 inches), ... <

Distance from posterior margin of occipital crest to front
of horn-core, '

Oil median line from occipital crest to end of nasals, 762*

Width between extremities of horn-cores (20 inches),

Expanse of zygomatic arches,

Least distance across vertex,

Space occupied by four upper premolars,
Space occupied by three upper true molars,
Antero-post; ipper molar, on outside,.

Antero-posterior diameter, through center,

Transverse diameter, 114-

Antero-posterior diameter of fourth upper premolar,

Antero-p<Meri.>,- !

i ' * i <>t thi rd upper premolar,
Antero-posterior diameter of second upper premolar,
Antero-posterior diameter of Hist upper premolar,
Width across palate between second premolars,
Width across palate between last upper molars, ...

Space between outer faces of last upper molars,
Greatest height of zygoma,
Height of zygoma at anterior extremity of malar suture, .

.

Greatest diameter of occipital condyle,
Least diameter,

Distance between outer margins of occipital condyles, . .

.

All the known remains of this species are from the Miocene
of Colorado, and are preserved in the Yale Museum.

Yale College, Dec. 24th, 1873.
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Art. XIII.—On the Minute Structure of the Solar Photosphere ;

by S. P. Langley.

It will be within the memory of all concerned in such studies,
that when, in 1861, Mr. Nasmyth announced the discovery of
what he called the " willow-leaf" structure of the solar surface,
a lively interest was excited, and that a subsequent discussion
arose in which some eminent observers took part. It will be
remembered also what a diversity of opinion was exhibited,
not only as to the nature of the structure, but as to the fact of
its existence, concerning which the most contradictory opinions
were emitted. It was pointed out that Mr. Nasmytl/s estimate
of the size of these bodies was inconsistent with, the difficulty
which was found in seeing them. Mr. Dawes, than whom no
one stood higher as an observer, denied their existence. Father
becchi doubted the accuracy of the description, while asserting
that he had seen multitudes of small discrete bodies of much

than the so-called willow leaves. Mr. Stone and Mr.
Donkm found the minute components of the photosphere to
resemble rice-grains, and so on with others. As each observer
maintained a different opinion, in spite of the interest of the

i, no conclusive result was reached ; for it was a peculiar
feature of this remarkable controversy that it did not arise con-
cerning an interpretation of fact, but as to the reality of the fact
itself, concerning which, with the best instruments in practised
hands, it seemed difficult; to find any two observers to agree. The
state of our present knowledge on the point can hardly be con-

- ••

value have been since added of which I am aware, with the
Ah. Jour. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. VII. No. 38 -Feb., 1874.
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exception of some early ones by Lockyer and Huggins (a paper

by the latter being accompanied by a suggestive draw

of some illustrated by Secchi's excellent sketches. The diffi-

culties of observation are in fact extreme, they are enhanced by

want of a precise nomenclature, and their elucidation is not

easy without elaborate drawings. The present article, which

partly anticipates a prospective and completer publication on

the part of the Allegheny Observatory, is meant as a help
J

telescopic study of the i

it will offer a distinct
m

spectroscopist, and though therefore incomplete, its testimony to

the action of solar currents will yet have a certain value from

the fact of this independence.
Most of the minuter phenomena to be described are un-

recognizable except with large apertures, which, in spite of

the abundant light, are indispensable for reducing irradiation.

That of the equatorial of the Allegheny Observatory is thir-

teen inches, but when we use so large an instrument on the

sun, we find two principal difficulties. The first, arising from

the concentrated light, can be mitigated by optical aids. By
the liberality of a citizen of Pittsburgh, the equatorial has been

supplied with several special accessories for such study, the

most essential of which is the polarizing eye-piece, which, in the

form devised and employed here, presents a solar image free

from color and of any brightness desired. To secure the rapid-

ity needed in sketching objects whose forms are so changeable

without sacrificing accuracy, Mr. Eogers, of the Harvard College

Observatory, has had the goodness to rule for me one of his very

exact reticules on thin glass, which for the present purpose is

divided by faint lines into squares, the side of each being one

one-hundredth of an inch, the value of which in the solar focus

11" -55. The Filar micrometer is of course also employed

where its use is appropriate.

The second and more formidable difficulty arises from the

disturbance of our own atmosphere, and for this there is no

present remedy but assiduity and patience.

It may be stated generally that it will be useless to look for

the minuter details described, whatever the power of the tele-

scope, save in exceptionally good definition. In such an inves-

re at present indispensable. Photography
in the hands of Messrs. De la Rue and others has been of great

service in furnishing unquestionable data for the student of the

* See Monthly Notices Roy. Ast Soc. ; also, Proctor, " The Sun."
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laws which govern the solar rotation and the motions of the
spots in longitude and latitude, and all are familiar with the
results obtained by Mr. Eutherfurd ; but however excellent
these are, they show that photography in the most skillful hands
is at present incompetent to seize multitudes of details which
the eye recognizes. Drawings, then, are necessary, but rather
<IU ''' ;ts imitate the fidelity of the topographical draughtsman,
than such as aim chiefly at striking pictorial effect ; and in the
absence of the skill of an artist, I am used to try to secure accu-
racy by reducing everything as far as is possible to micrometric

Before we turn with these aids to the study of the photo-
sphere, it will be well to describe briefly appearances presented
by the solar surface in telescopes of moderate size.

Here we see a disk of nearly uniform brightness, which is yet
sensibly darker near the circumference than at the center.
Usually seen relieved against this gray and near the edges, are
elongated and irregular white patches {faculm), and at certain
\""-U< trains of spots are scattered across the disk in two prin-
cipal zones equidistant from the solar equator. On attentive

ion it is further seen that the surface of the sun every-
where—even near the center and where commonly neither tae-
niae nor spots are visible—is not absolutely uniform, but is

made up of fleecy clouds, whose outlines are all but indistin-
-'• The appearance of snow flakes which have fallen

sparsely upon a white cloth, partly renders the impression, but
adequate comparison can perhaps be found, as under

more painstaking scrutiny, we discern numerous faint dots on
ground, which seem to aid in producing the impres-

sion of a moss-like structure in the clouds, still more delicate,

• faint intricate outlines tease the eye, which can

Mow them, nor analyze the source of its im-
pression of their existence.
These appearances have been mentioned, lest they should be

the far minuter structure now to
be described.

Under high powers used in favorable moments, the surface of
any one of the fleecy patches is resolved into a congeries of
small, intensely bright bodies, irregularly distributed, which
seem to be suspended in a comparatively dark medium, and
whose definiteness of size and outline, although not absolute,
is yet striking by contrast with the vagueness of the cloud-
forms seen before, and which we now perceive to be due to their

-n. The "dots" seen before are considerable openings

cofth ! lite nodules at certain points, and
the consequent exposure of the gray medium which forms the
general background. These openings have been called pores

;
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their variety of size makes any measurements nearly valueless,

though we may estimate in a very rough way the diameter of

the more conspicuous at from 2" to 4". The bright nodules

are themselves not uniformly bright, (some being notably

more brilliant than their fellows and even unequally bright

in portions of the same nodule), neither are they uniform in

shape. They have just been spoken of as relatively definite

in outline, but this outline is commonly found to be irregular

on minute study, while it yet affects, as a whole, an elongated

or oval contour. Mr. Stone has called them rice -grains, a

term only descriptive of their appearance with an aperture of

three to four inches, but which I will use provisionally. It

depicts their whiteness, their relative individuality, and their

approximate form, but not their irregular outline, nor a cer-

tain tendency to foliate structure which is characteristic of

them, and which has not been sufficiently remarked upon.

This irregularity and diversity of outline have been already

observed by Mr. Huggins. Estimates of the mean size of

these bodies vary very widely. Probably Mr. Huggins has

taken a judicious mean in averaging their longer diameter at

l"-5, and their shorter at 1", while remarking that they are

occasionally between 2" and 3" and sometimes less than 1"

in length.* Estimates of their number are few and more or

less conjectural. Mr. Dunkin, using about four inches aper-

ture, found between two and three hundred of them in a space

56" by 48". If we call the number two hundred and fifty,

which is certainly too great. In the almost total absence of

micrometric determinations, the following, though imperfect, will

have interest. With the Rogers micrometer and near the cen-

ter of the sun, with a power of 240 and an aperture of 9 inches,

18 rice-grains were counted in one square (ll"-8 on the side).

In the next square there were 15, in the next 23. These differ-

ences are not so much due to imperfect estimation as to a real

f v of distribution. On another occasion, with a higher

power, 15 rice-grains were counted in a line whose length was
18" -87 and on an adjacent part of the disc, in the same length,

12. From the mean number in these squares and the value of

the side of a square in arc, we deduce 2" -57 as the distance

between the centers, while with the higher powers we obtain

a value of but 1"42, with every increase of telescopic power
the number of minute bodies counted as rice-grains thus being
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increased and the mean distance between their centers dimin-
ished*

In moments of rarest definition I have resolved these "rice-

grains " into minuter components, sensibly round, which are
seen singly as points of light, and whose aggregation produces
the " rice-grain" structure. These minutest bodies, which I

will call granules^ it will appear subsequently can hardly equal
//-
3 in diameter, and are probably less. (Secchi is the only

observer, as far as I know, who appears to have seen and meas-
ured them. He observed them in the edges of the pores, and
reckons their size at

"--J- to "-i, but does not estimate their num-
ber or point out their relations to the " rice-grains.') They are

Hstributed, with a tendency to aggregation in li tie

clusters (the clusters being the rice-grains), and their existence
accounts for the diversity and irregularity in the outline of the

latter, Mr. Huggins has acutely remarked upon, while it of

course makes clear the reason of the apparent increase in the

number of " rice-grains " with increasing telescopic power.
The drawing gives in the two sqiu - 1 -tin- si i by a heav\
outline, transcripts of specifically discriminated " rice grains,"

and their component granules, as they appeared projected upon
the squares of the Sogers' reticule when powers of from four

to eight hundred were advantageously used with the full aper-

ture of thirteen inches. The granules are the minute bodies

recognizable as forming the not very definite clusters. These
clusters are, as I have said, the

l> rice-grains." which appear
better defined with - : <ut seen under sueh

powers lose in part r .!; The drawing will

help explain the difficulties in the measurement, and the vary-

tes, for we see here that the " rice-grain '

is sc in ely

an entity, but that the term (if • »uld merely

convey our recognition of the fact that there is a tendency in

the granules to unite in clusters, and in this sense only 1 will

continue to use it. The apparently vacant spaces may contain

more or less of part: 5, as I am inclined to

believe they do, without being able to obtain certitude.

Whether we consider the granules the luminous summits of

ascending currents of gases dissociated at lower depth- and

becoming incandescent at the surface, or whatever pL\>u.«l

' n-r,.
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theory we adopt, we may admit the contingency of a more
general distribution than is at first apparent, while recognizing

that we can number those distinctly visible, and can compute
the area they expose, without fear that our estimate will induce

material error from the neglect of the existence of other of

these bodies relatively non-luminous, which with more power-
ful instruments might conceivably be discerned.

In fact, the prevalent impression that the brilliant bodies to

which the photospheric light is chiefly due are so close-

only minute dots or shades of thread-like narrowness appear be-

tween, is, I venture to state, incorrect. I hardly think it can be
shared by one who, after his attention is directed to this point,

has the opportunity of studying them under circumstances of

reduced irradiation, when these bodies are seen to occupy the

smaller portion of the area they at first appear to fill. Inde-

pendent calculations will reduce this area still farther. The
number of granules varies widely, there being commonly from
three to ten to the rice-grain, while a count of individual gran-

ules with the highest powers gives from eighty to one hundred
to each of the squares. More might doubtless be reckoned by
powers which subdivided the granule, but this would not

affect the estimate of their aggregate area. If, to allow the

widest latitude for errors of observation, I assume that the

granule may be as much as "4, and the number to the square

two hundred, I still find that the properly luminous area is less

than one-fifth of the solar surface.

_ .. appears in the spots.

It is impossible to make such a drawing as that here given

from any single delineation, owing to the rapiditv with which
spots change their form. I have accordingly, while taking the

general contour and many details from drawings of the great

spot of March 5 and 6, 1873, added the results of numerous
studies of detail in other spots, made during the prist two
years. Such a method has obvious drawbacks, in a liability

to exhibit features individually true in a connection in which
they would not be found in nature. There is no alternative,

however, until solar photography has made further advances ;

and I have used my best pains to combine only such features

as belong in organic connection. I have made it a rule to set

down only so much as was unquestionably seen, and therefore

to give nothing which was partly seen, partly inferred, and te>

make the annexed drawing as far as possible a faithful tran-

script of sketches taken at the telescope, and whi.-h were, when-

ever possible, completed and compared before leaving it.
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To represent the gradations of light from the intensest splen-
dor to the darkness of the nuclei, we have here only the limited
range between a white and a black pigment. This almost
compels partial falsity in the degrees of shade, and there is, for

in the drawing, a relative exaggeration of the shade
which marks the outer boundary of the penumbra, and without
which the important details would be hardly visible. The
Ira* ing is crossed by fine lines which represent squares of the
Rogers' reticule projected on the sun, and it will be con-
venient to remember that the side of each corresponds verv
nearly to a linear measure of 5,000 miles. The line marked H
corresponds nearly to the trace of the ecliptic ; lines parallel to
it are lettered, and those perpendicular to it numbered, so that
DJ J13, for example, we may denote the part of the spot near
the intersection of "J" and "13."

In approaching the spot, the photosphere becomes usually

t'v brighter, and it is more difficult to distinguish

granules till just at the edge of the penumbra.
Here the continuity of the photosphere is suddenly interrupted.
The penumbra is usually darkest around this edge, the shade
defining the granules: -be elongated, while
some are apparently pulled oat into long filaments, which cross
the outer penumbral shade without a diminution of brilliancy.

Then the penumbra grows brighter to the inner edge, but not
with a uniform progression, there being rather a sudden in-

crease of brightness at about half its width. This inner edge

(not invariably) the brightest part of it, and it is

sometimes comparable in brilliancy to the photosphere. (The
general description just given applies only to the normal type
of spots, and has very wide exceptions.) The penumbra is all

out wholly made up,' as it appears on a first examination, of

cloud-forms whose structure makes them seem like fagots or

sheaves of some elongated objects. These sheaves Mr. Dawes
has compared to bundles of thatch, the likeness being helped

°y what appear to be individual straws protruding beyond
others over the penumbral shade. With further study, with
the u:-1

the minute granules of the photosphere coi

grams."' These filaments I have observed to have a tendenc
to lie in sheets or folds, whose superposition causes differei

degrees of brig the thatch aspect (G 4
to H 7

and there is also a resemblance (not shown in the drawing) i

tunes to the appearance of water falling so thickly that

coheres in sheets or veils, such as are seen, for instance, in a<

vaace of the main body of the fall at Niagara, or even i

moments in violent ram storms.
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In the best definition I find that the normal darkness of the

outer penumbra is nothing else than the darkness of the gray
medium in which the granules float all over the sun, though
much deeper tints are here and there found, which sometimes
make the penumbra almost resolvable into a ring of little spots.

Over this shade stretch here and there bright filaments, which
are continuous with the granules of the photosphere (K3 . F6 to

E7 and elsewhere), through it are sometimes dimly traceable fila

ments which apparently float at lower depths. It seems to me
that there is no room for doubt, that "filaments" and "granules"

are names for different aspects of the same thing ; that filaments

in reality are floating vertically all over the "sun, their upper
extremities appearing at the surface as granules ; and that in

the spots we only see the general structure of the photosphere,

as if in section, owing to the filaments being here inclined.

They are in the best definition very commonly observed to

have a ragged outline near their extremities' like bearded
grain, suggestive of the idea that they may be formed of the

union of a still smaller order of their kind. They are not of

strictly uniform size, but the larger ones usually give indica-

tions of resolvability.

It is practically impossible, in the brief intervals of perfect

definition during which such work can be carried on, to so

multiply micrometric measurements, that from their concor-

dance any idea of their probable error is obtainable by fcbe

usual treatment. Measurements taken at different times, and on

different parts of the penumbra, by counting the number of

filaments in a given space, give from 0"'7 to l/''0 as the average

distance from center to center of parallel filaments eep
scarcely measurable intervals; at the same time that fcbe dis-

tance in some parts is greater, it is in others much less. One
example of these measurements will suffice.

To reach a satisfactory determination of the upper limit of

the size of these threads at their extremity, ten very close

filaments were counted upon one occasion, which were sepa-

rated by lines of unequal though not measurable width. Three

consecutive measurements with the Filar micrometer gave

?>"-?A. .V\30, 5"-27, as the width of the whole ten, the mean

being 5" -30. To consider the effect of irradiation, v:e may
assume from experience and without fear of contradiction, that

a telescope of thirteen inches aperture, and with a power of

500, could not, under the most favorable cireumstanc s. com-

pletely separate two stars whose distance is less than "*8, and

lering that these vividly irradiant filaments were not

only clearly separated, but that some of the divisions were

wider than others, we must conclude that the unknown inter-

vals which separate them are not less than "'3. The sum of
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the nine interspaces is then not less that 2"'7, and subtracting
this from 5""3 we have 2"-6, as the most that can be as-

signed to the ten filaments, giving 0"-26 as the upper limit
for the width of those under examination. But filaments are
sometimes visible on the umbra so attenuated that they seem

ads of gossamer, and which, if they have the same
intrinsic brilliancy as those measured, are demonstrably not
over ''-03 in diameter, and of course, apart from their irradia-

tion, far beyond the reach of the most powerful telescope.
Their appearance is somewhat rare, but I have studied it in
several cases; between H

s
-I

6
will be found an illustration,

which, however, gives an inadequate idea of their extreme
tenuity. One is reminded of recent spectroscopic drawings of
filamentary structures in the chromosphere (Comptes Pendus,
vol. lxxvi, p. 1054), though here the appearance is more tree-

The course of this examination has. it is honed, made it

plain, that if the photosphere we
shaped bodies about one hundrec
long (nearly 0"-2 by 2",—the dimensions of Mr. Nasmyth';
"billow-leaves"), they would not have escaped notice. Yet
while, with a confidence justified by the micrometric measure-
ments of so much smaller bodies, we mav .-ay that Mr. Nas-

ftfl misled in a matter of detail, we should remember
that he appears to have been the first to distinctly call atten-

tion to the singular individuality of the minute components of
the photosphere, and this seems ii fairness to entitle him to
r ;" -I'edit of an important discovery, with which his name
should remain associated.

Solar cyclones, which, even without the aid of the spectro-

scope we see are incomparably more violent than our own
^'"pi'-al tornados, act on the" filaments without d.->tr..\ iug

atity. It is probable that both the filaments and the
granules [ have so minutelv ' dter be re-

:ito smaller components still, but their persistent indi-

viduality as a whole under such disturbance, impresses me
as a most striking feature, and one for which, under similar
'""' istances we have no exact analogy in our own meteor-

t us now consider the filaments as indices of the character

e gaseous circulation of the sun as we see it in the spots.

Snd about F
4
and G

3
two considerable masses of the pho-

the recent conclusions of Clerk Maxwell and others, i

under high temperature, and in what is known of t

' ;:;- - ....-,,- .__.
>t form a part of our present subject
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tosphere nearly severed from the main body by rifts which are

spreading behind them, and which in the reality we should see

progressively widening until these spaces were islanded. ;m<l

merged in the penumbra. Immediately below them at H 3

commences a "bridge." It starts from the general level of

the photosphere, which it apparently maintains throughout the

entire length (of nearly 15,1)00 miles), as it is nearly equally

brilliant everywhere. The whole length is traversed by a fine

line, (this and the strange form of the extremity being sketched

from one of two bridges in the great spot of September, 1870.)

The theory of an eminent mode? - in -spots are

solar clouds, and the bridges rifts in the cloud throu .

the photosphere is seen, would doubtless have been modified

by an opportunity for personal observation of such details.

In this respect, these minutiae are of interest, their study

He^-<-tin- ; ,!i->\vrr< t<> many questions, and enabling us to de-

ei<le in part as to opposed theories. Near I
3
the filaments are

contorted and thrown over each other, a thing of ordinary

occurrence. The row of brilliant dots immediately below this

is an appearance which has not escaped Secchi, who has an

illn-tration of it. Its physical interpretation has never, I think,

been given ; we obtain it in connection with the study of the

filaments immediately below. The filaments in general wear

the appearance of lying in sheets, or like feathers on a quill,

but here the planes in which they lie are tilted vertically (by

the action of an ascending current ?) so as to expose the tips

only which form the dots. Immediately below an instance is

given of the effects of a current apparently setting upward
and forming part of a whirlwind with an axis greatly inclined

to the vertical, two successive lamina? of filaments being both

curved and tilted. Following these filaments down to the um-

bra, we find them nearly uniformly curved, and just beyond

them the umbra filled with brilliant points, on a ground less

dark than the general shade. From this part of the spot (K 4

to J„), every filament is copied, in exact collocution with its

neighbors, from nature. We observe that their curvature in-

creases rapidly toward their ends, and that those almost in con-

tact may have their curves opposed. The physical explana-

tion of this appears to involve the assumption of the presence

of numerous small and independent whirlwinds; even right-

handed and left-handed whirls being in juxtaposition. A
st ramie kind of bar lay across the tips of the filaments here,

in a position which could not have been anticipated. I have

occasionally observed filaments stretching in masses over the

umbra, which have a resemblance to reeds bending over a

stream (I
6 ),

some of them growing darker near the ends as a

their tips in its turbid fluid. A very peculiar form,
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and one difficult of explanation at first, is that which I can
best compare to the trunk of a fallen tree covered with snow,
entirely smooth and straight upon one side, and hung with
icicles on the other (I

B
to I

8 ).

In the spot whence this was taken, the appearance was so
strikingly suggestive of crystalline structure, that it was
necessary to recall that each "crystal" was from one to two
thousand miles in length, to dispel the illusion. It is probably
due to a rift in the photosphere (however caused), the filaments
on opposing edges being partly drawn out and partly dissi-

The appearance of the part of the spot just over this is inade-
quately represented in the sketch, and it would in fact be hard
to depict it Pine boughs covered with hoar-frost and icicles

would not unfairly imitate its effect, for the impression derived
in the polarizing eye-piece from the pure whiteness and the
crystal-like forms of such portions is associated rather with cold
than heat.

The umbra of a spot, as seen with this eye-piece, is a com-
plex structure. The tips of the filaments, though usually
bright as if turned up by an ascending current around the
edges, are sometimes darker toward their extremities, as in an

already cited (J,); sometimes a whole bank of fila-

ments appears submerged (I
4 ). Occasionally the bridges rise

from below the photosphere, growing progressively brighter
toward the extremity, as in a remarkable instance given in the
sketch. The awkward termination of the bridge, bearing a
certain rude resemblance to the outline of a human leg and
""'- presents itself so often that I am inclined to attribute it to
;i constant cause.

It is a common thing to see a large spot built up by the
adhesion of numerous groups of smaller ones. The appear-
:

.

iM "" "f these under low powers, is that of wholly isolated -pots

atal juxtaposition. Under closer scrutiny, however,

seen to have a physical connection, denoted by faint

outlines of cloud-forms of the photosphere, which unite them,

of rupture,

} 1 ina\ use such an expression. (Several of these an s_dven

teh, uniting the two main divisions of the drawing.)
1 "•-<- lines of rupture are not ahvavs easily seen. They fol-

'";v
_

the irregular outline of the photospheric cloud-masses
^'iii'.-h determine them: Irequentlv there is a uniform deeper
shade at one side than another (G I3 to I 12 ), and occasionally

out that their course is bordered bv an approximately
'""•'"Mir.'il disposition of the filaments like that seen in the

Penumbra. These ordinanlv here sh<»w traces of cyclonic ac-

tion Incipient penumbra? they are, in fact, and the better our
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definition the more clearly we see, that not only this, but

every part of the photosphere, repeats with modifications the

behavior of the larger penumbras, so that we may almost say

the sun at times seems to be all spot.

In the spot of March 5th, and in the portion indicated in the

sketch, a long filament was seen bent into a curious ea

curve. Before a rough sketch of it was completed, the whole

of the northwestern part of the curve disappeared, being drawn
away from the rest and dissolving as it moved, passing from

white through shades of reddish brown till it was lost in the

tints of the umbra. ] this remarka-

ble dissolution was about 3,000 miles in length. Clear evidence

of superposed currents is seen where one stratum of filaments

drifts over another in a different direction (H
4 , I l4 and else-

where). Th:~ , i i i . lias been apparently observed by
Lockyer* and Seeehif in isolated cases. It seems to me clearly

discernible almost everywhere, and that it is the indication of

an important physical law of the _a^. mh ciivuh tion of the sun.

We must infer from it that the circulation is not wholly Lri as-

cending and descending currents, or from uniform cyclonic

action, but that currents greatly inclined to the vertical, and

often approximately horizontal, are also everywhere supfrpo* d

in the penumbras ; of which the photospheric clouds give ocular

e\ ah ace of the sain- kind, and nearly the same concl

that assures us of the different currents superposed in the

terrestrial atmosphere.
In the northern portion of the same spot, which was the

center of violent disturbance, several remarkable forms pre-

sented themselves, for the study of which I had the good for-

tune of excellent definition. The most prominent bore a re-

si-mbhiuce in outline to a plume, but had something in it-

structure, I do not know how to render exactly, or to describe

The appearance of a window-pane covered with frost-figures

would give a not inadequate idea of its effect, which was at

once foliate and crystalline ; but in the original this effect was

also that of such a figure viewed through successive veils of

lace, each superposing a semi-transparent and fern-like

The whole appearance was one of singular beauty, and tae

sketch gives a most inadequate idea of it.

I use the terms "foliate" and "crystalline" as w
descriptive of the appearance merely, without into

apply them to the organic cause of the structure. Since writ-

ing this, 1 i. (tice
-

tarisoe has presented

itself to Sece'hi. \ ho likens an appearance, which presented

itself at the extremity of a "bridge," at once to that i

and that of a crystallization of sal-ammoniac. (See Secchi-

* Monthly Notices Roy. Ast. Soc, 1865. f Die Sonne, vol. i, P-
86-
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Schellen, Die Sonne, vol. i, p. 78.) Considering that this remark-
able object covered a greater area than the united North and
South American continents, it seems probable that the "crystal-
line " appearance was due, in part at least, to the superposition

merits in numerous semi-transparent cloud strata, and
the lace-like veils to nearly transparent strata suspended still

higher. " Clouds " is the only word we can employ, since we
can only illustrate by I--:t -•::.'. aiaov^is. but the structure of
the terrestrial cloud is formless and indefinite by comparison.
The higher the telescopic power we can apply to such golar
clouds, the more Reunite becomes the structure: we find

everywhere those strange objects we call granules, or I

or crystals,* taking more varied and more definitely foliate

forms the more we analyze them. I might borrow here from
Mr. Lockyer his conn u-omospheric forms to

an English hedge-row. Some of the appearances of the chro-

mosphere and photosphere seem almost identical : perhaps in

looking through the former we receive at times a confused im-
pression of its existence even without the spectroscope.
A reference to the drawing will show a curious structure,

which was sketched at the same time. Lying upon the oppo-
site side of the umbra were four long filaments, or fascicles of
filaments, of immense size, bent into curves which, as they are
typical ones, should be studied in their physical connection. I
-">''!• particularly to the " quickening " of the curves near their

extremity, or, in other words, to the progressive rate of diminu-
tion of the radius of curvature throughout their entire length,
as a probable index of the distance nun tin axis to the cir-

<e of the cyclone which produced them. Connecting
these curves with the opposite penumbra were several others,

which joined them in the peculiar way shown (C IS to C, 6 ).

These three were in the position of ropes made fast at both
ends. [Notice the slight curve in each, the clear line on the
concave, and the fringe on the convex side of the curve, as if

it were blown out by the wind of the upper branch of the
whirl.] Near the northwestern limits of the curve was a
scene of violent disturbance. Even in the chaotic, eon

i
i.-ion

here, it was noticeable mined their individ-

uality
; far from blending into a common mist, they appeared

"ere in short straight pieces as if broken. I say '' as ii." not

meaning to predicate brittleness of their qualities, but at the
same time asking attention to the appearance of these objects

under such conditions, as one for which we could expect to

and no good analogy in terrestrial clouds. Evidence of what
appeared to be the meeting of right and left-handed whirls
was not wanting in this part of the spot

* A term already used by Chacornac.
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It is very desirable to determine whether the penumbral
slope is formed by a superior (or lateral) pressure which
separates the photosphere, or whether it is built up by the

deposits of vapors ascending from the sides of the umbra. I

have made (B, 5 , B17) a careful transcript from nature of every

granule or filament visible in the penumbral edge for this dis-

tance. To me it seems that the edge of a torn piece of cloth,

with its projecting threads, would not give clearer evidence of

I cannot conclude this description without speaking of the

umbras, though their study would form a chapter by itself.

The polarizing eye-piece gives us interesting information about

the nuclei or those darkish shades of the umbra discovered by

Are these round, nearly central openings, so that looking

into one we are looking into the axis of the cyclone to which

the spot is due,—into the vortex of the great whirl down which

the chromospheric vapors are being sucked by mechanical ac-

tion ? Are they ragged apertures—the craters as it were of

eruptions whence metallic vapors are being forced up ? The
answer to this question, were there but these two alt

would be definitive as to our choice between the
|

theories of solar circulation. But we cannot answer peremp-

torily in favor of either. I have seen these nuclei neatly

defined, circular central apertures, but I have also and not

unfrequently seen them ragged rents, as shown in the drawing.

It is noticeable that the very darkest nuclei are sometimes

close under the bright ends of filaments, which it would seem

could not present their usual aspect with the downward suc-

tion of a cyclone beneath them.

I will briefly recapitulate those of the results of these tele-

scopic studies which seem to have been before little observed

or undescribed.

The ultimate visible constituents of the solar photosphere

being, not the rice-grains, but smaller bodies which compose

them, and the size of these latter being valuable at not over

0"'3
; from a comparison of the total area covered by them

with that of the whole sun, we are entitled to say

> indefinitely

less.

We must Uien greatly increase our received estimatt i

busily o/ the action to which solar light (and presiimp><<> >j
'''

heat and actinism) are doe, on whatever theory we

(There is a presumption from observation that then

of all the photosphere in a direction approximately parallel to
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its equator, while the evidence as to this point is not yet con-
clusive.)

In the penumbra there are not only numerous small
cyclones, and even right and left-handed whirls in the same
spot, but probably currents ascending nearly vertically, while
the action of superposed approximately horizontal currents is

so general that they must be considered a prominent feature in
our study of solar meteorology.

_
A study of the outer penumbral edge leads to the conclu-

sion that it is formed by rupture.

Speaking without reference to spectroscopic investigations,
it seems to me that we have in the behavior of our filaments a
presumption as to the existence of ascending currents in the
outer penumbra, and of both ascending and descending cur-
rents at the umbral edge ; ascending ones being the more
usual. I think I recognize with this, and very commonly,
currents setting inward and upward from the outer confines of
the spot, and I find no difficulty in associating the idea of
these phenomena with that of cyclonic action. Let us remem-
ber that though the spot shown in our drawing is by no means
one of the largest, the umbra of its left branch alone covers an
area of over 100,000,000 English miles. If we keep the real

vastness of the field of these operations before our minds, and
use the terms in not too absolute a sense, we shall be able to
see the truth of both the eruptive and cyclonic theories, in the

coexistence of phenon 3sed separately, would
justify either.

It seems, however, hardly possible to devote long telescopic

observation to the minute structure of the photosphere, without
reaching the conclusion, that evidence of the cyclonic action
is the more widely marked, and—while recognizing that the
normal type of the cyclone-spot is rare, that the evidence of

cyclonic action away from the spots is feeble, and that in

them such action apparently does not explain all these phe-

nomena—we yet cannot withhold a more or less complete ac-

ceptance of the theory of Faye, as one unquestionably resting

upon a vera causa, and uniting beyond any other, a wide range
ot otherwise isolated truths under a single law.

Allegheny Observatory, Dec., 1873.



E. C. Pickering—Measurements of the

Art. XIV.

—

Measurements of the Polarization of the Light re-

flected by the Sky, and by one or more plates of glass; by Prof.

Edward C. Pickering.

The following observations, which will be published in full in

the Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences,

were conducted to test Fresnel's formula for the reflection of

light. He showed that if the light was polarized in the plane of

incidence, the amount reflected would be A= . g f
.

—L while,

if polarized in a plane perpendicular to it, the proportion

would be B = —|, )],! , * aDci r rePresenting tne angles of

incidence and refraction respectively. Natural light may be
regarded as composed of two equal beams polari/>

angles, hence the amount reflected B=l(A +^=i(|^rfeS+

tanf 2 (i+r)r
a formula wmch ma7 De applied to any special

case, by substituting proper values for i and r. The value of

A evidently increases as i varies from 0° to 90°. That of B,

on the other hand, diminishes from 0° until i+r= 90°, when
it equals 0, or at this angle, which is that of total polarization,

all of the ray B is transmitted, all the reflected beam being

polarized in the plane of incidence. When t= 90°, .4 = 1, B=l,
hence all the light is reflected. When t=0°, A, B, and R

equal I^Xi) ,
hence the reflected light increases with n, being

zero when »=1, and 100 per cent when n = oo. Many famil-

iar phenomena are thus readily accounted for. For instance,

the brightness of the diamond, the covering power of white

lead as a paint, and the brilliancy of wet or varnished stones

and woods.

A curious case presents itself when n =1+ dn or differs

from unity only by an infinitesimal amount. A then becomes

equal to \dn* (l + tang a t)», and B= \d;r- d-rnnu 2
/)

2
.
When

i=0°, A, B. and R equal \dn a
, and this quantity is accordingly

taken as the unit in Table I. The first column gives various

values of the angle of incidence, the second and third the

corresponding values of A and B, the fourth the amount of

light reflected, and the fifth the degree of polarization. The
other columns will be explained hereafter. This table is

evidently applicable to all cases where the media bounding the

surface have nearly the same index, whether its absolute

amount is great or small.



Polarization of the Light reflected by the Sky.

Table I.—Light reflected when n ia near unity, or equals 1

4

A B UA+B) A-B
A +B

»- Ohs. r,„

6

1000 1-000

•985 1-000 s 1-0 i°o O-O

1-063 1001 6-2 4-2 3-5

1-H9 143
•752 26-0

25 1-482 •612 290 28-5

1-178 •444 1-111

2-221 1-240 79-1
40 2-904 •088 67-0

45 72-0 -2-0
176 3016

55 1081 5-160 79-1
60 16-000 60-0 42-0 -2-0

70
31-346

42-884 57-981

290
18-0 - 0-2

222-85 16716 19500
1099-85 1035-53 62 4-2

16808-08
90 . co CO o-o 00 00 o-o

The most important application of Fresnel's formula is to

the case of glass where n somewhat exceeds 1/5. The first por-

tion of Table II. gives in an abreviated form the result of a

computation, for various values of i, of A, B, B and the

polarization of the reflected and refracted rays. When, as

frequently happens in the case of plates of glass, the light

passes through several parallel surfaces, a portion of the light

reflected back by the second surface is again intercepted by
the first surface. It may readily be proved that if A is the

amount reflected by a single surface, the amount transmitted,

including this internal reflection, will be
l

,

l-.l
while if

no internal reflection took place it would be only (l-A)m . In

Table II. the values of A, B, B and of the polarization, are

given for 2, 8, and 20 surfaces, corresponding to 1, 4, and 10

plates of glass. In all these cases the index n=l*66.
These results are perhaps better shown in figs. 1 and 2, in

which abscissas represent values of i, and ordinates percentages

of polarization.

In % 1, the four highest curves represent the polarization

°f the beams reflected by 1, 2, 8, and 20 surfaces. The other

four curves give the corresponding refracted beams. Fig. 2

gives all the curves of Table II, relating to twenty surfaces;

the five curves corresponding to A, B, the intensity of the re-

fracted beam, and the polarization of both the reflected and

refracted beams. When i=0, both the reflected and refracted

beams are unpolarized. With ten plates of glass about half the

Am. Jour. Set.-Third Sbkies, Vol. VII, No. 38.-Fbb., 1874.
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light is reflected, the transmitted ray being but little brighter

than that reflected. With 1 or 2 surfaces the reflected beam
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is perceived. This very remarkable result may be expressed

by saying that ten plates of glass transmit more light obliquely

than normally. The appearance to the eye confirms this result,

but it deserves a careful photometric proof. At 57° the reflected

ray is, of course, in all cases, totally polarized ; but at other

angles the amount of polarization is'greater the less the num-
ber of surfaces, instead of the contrary, as might have been

anticipated.

With the refracted ray quite a different law holds. For one

surface the polarization increases from 0° to 90°
; with two sur-

faces it becomes sensibly constant near 90°
;
while with a larger

number a distinct maximum is obtained. It is commonly sup-

posed that the greatest effect is obtained at the angle of total

polarization. But the maximum is sensibly beyond this, unless

a very large number of plates is employed ; and hence it seems

probable that a bundle of plates, polarizing by refraction,

would give the best results if set at a greater angle than 57°,

as 65° or 70°. The transmitted ray, however, diminishes rap-

idly for large angles of incidence. A very large number of

plates is required to render the polarization nearly complete,

which accounts for the light always remaining when even the

best polariscopes by refraction are crossed. At 90° all the re-

fracted beams are polarized by the same amount of 41*2 per cent

Or, at grazing incidence, the amount of polarization is inde-

pendent of the number of plates, one polarizing as completely

as a hundred. This number 41*2 may be obtained as follows.

Differentiate the value of A in terms of i and r, and make i=
90°, when the refracted beam will equal 1—A=4 tang rdi=
3-376 di, since when *=90°, r=40° 10' '7. In the same way

1—2?= . — di=8H5di, and applying to them the formula?

for the polarization of the refracted beam, we find it equal to

412.
To show how far these effects are due to internal reflection,

another table was computed by the formula (l-a)m,
or suppos-

ing that no internal reflection took place. A comparison

showed that while the reflected beam is affected but little a great

change takes place in the transmitted light. The results are

shown by dotted lines in figs. 7, 8, and 10, and will be discussed

To test the above conclusions, two experimental methods

may be employed. First, by means of a photometer, to deter-

mine the amount of light in any given case ; and, sec

means of a polarimeter, to determine the percentage of polari-

zation of the reflected and refracted rays. The latter method

has been employed in the following experiments. The instru-

ment commonly used to measure the amount of polarization
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was invented by Arago, and is called a polarimeter. It consists
of a Nicol's prism and Savart's plates, in front of which are
several glass plates, free to turn, and carrying an index which
moves over a graduated circle, thus showing the angle through
which they have been rotated. The prism and plates form a
Savart's polariscope, which gives colored bands with either light
or dark center, according as the plane of the prism is parallel
or perpendicular to the plane of polarization. "When the plates
are so placed that the light passes through them normally, they
have no effect on it ; but when turned, they polarize ft in a

i tllcl to the axis of rotation, and by an amount depen-
dent on the angle. Let the instrument be so set that the axis
of rotation shall be perpendicular to the plane of polarization,
and the plates set at zero. The bands will then be visible, the
center one being bright As the plates are turned, the bands
become fainter, until their polarization neutralizes that origin-
ally present in the beam ; beyond this point the bands reappear
dark-centered. The amount of polarization is thus readily de-

termined, by turning the plates until the bands disappear, when
the angle is reduced to percentages by means of a table. The
difficulty of computing this table is, however, the real objection
to the use of this instrument It mav be determined by the
formulae given in the first part of this" paper, but it of course
then fails to prove them. Moreover, no account is taken of im-
perfect transparency, dust on the surface, and other sources of
error. An excellent way of forming this table experimentally
is to view through the instrument a beam of light totally polar-

ized. If now the plane of polarization of the beam is changed,
the percentage of polarization will alter, being zero when it is

inclined 45° to the ax -
: wholly polarized at

an angle of 0° or 90°. At any angle a, the beam may be re-

garded as composed of two, cos 2 a polarized vertically, sin'a

polarized horizontally. The percentage of polarization will

therefore equal ~ a^ tan
—=zcos 2a, from which the polariza-

tion corresponding to any given angle is readily determined.

The result of such a comparison is given in Table III. Four
series of observations were taken, from which curves were con-

structed as in fig. 8, with angles of incidence as abscissas and

percentages of polarization °as ordinatea A curve was next

drawn, coinciding with them as nearly as possible, and its ordi-

natea are given in Table III, column 3 ; the angles of incidence

are given in the first column, and the the
in the second column of the same table. Column 4 gives the

differences, and from it we see that, while the agreement is very

••<-n 0° and 60°, above I

variation

is perceptible. This deviation will be further discussed in con-

nection with fig. 8.
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Table III.

—

Table for Aragd's Polarimeter.

i Tueoretical Empirical. Difference.

0° o-o 00 0.0

13.0

23.5

50

65 54.1 57.5

70 56.3 63.5 7-2

80
5 ™ '" III

To avoid the defects of the above instrument, the following

arrangement has been employed. A brass tube, A B, fig. 3,

about a foot long, is closed at one end by a double image prism.

B, and at the other by a rectangular aperture, A, of such a

width that its two images, as in the Arago polariscope, shall be
in contact, but not overlapping. To the prism is 41

Nicol's prism, free to turn, and carrying an index, moving over

a graduated circle, which shows how far it has been rotated.

The tube is then mounted, so that it can be set at any altitude

or azimuth, or rotated around its own axis, and three graduated
circles serve to measure these quantities. In the instrument as

actually constructed (fig. 4), the whole is supported on an up-

right, which terminates below in a large screw, (7, by which it

may be attached to a post or tree, when used out of doors. A
tube slips over this, which carries a cross-piece forming a T, and
through the top of this passes the end of a second T, through
the end of which the polarimeter slides. Three of these tubes

are graduated to show the azimuth and altitude of the polari-

meter tube, and the amount it is turned around its own axis.

The working of the instrument is as follows. If the Nicol's

prism is removed, and the light is unpolarized, the two images

of the aperture at the end will be equally brilliant. If now the

Nicol's prism is replaced and turned, the images will vary m
brightness, alternately disappearing as intervals of 90°. If the

light is polarized, one image will in general be brighter
other; but by turning the Nicol's prism, certain positions will

always be found in which the two images will be equal. The
percentage of polarization is then readily determined from the

angle through which the prism has been turned. To determine
the law which connects these two, let the plane of pol

be vertical, and the line of junction of the two images parallel

to it. Then call A and B the brightness of the two images re-

spectively, in which case the polarization p = -£rj£ If the
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=Bcos 2
v, hence p = —^—_^_ = cos 2 v. The amount of

on is then very simply found by turning the Nicol
until the images are equal, then reading the angle, doubling it,

and taking the cosine. Evidently there are four positions of
equality of the image ; and in the following experiments all

four were observed, reading to tenths of a degree, and the mean
taken. The results may be reduced by a table of natural
cosines, first multiplying the angle by two. Evidently when
the light is unpolarized the angle will be 45°; when totally

I
0°. When the line of junction is inclined to the

plane of polarization by an angle w, the observed polarization
p'~p cos 2w. This suggests a means of determining the di-

rection of the plane of polarization. Make two observations
of the amount of polarization, turning the polarimeter 45°.

rhen call jo, p\ p'\ the true and the observed polarization in

the two cases, and w the unknown angle between the line of

aid the plane of polarization.

-venp' and£»", we wish to determine p and w. Evi-
dently/^cos 2 u;, and/'=pco82 (45°-w)=p sin 2w. Taking

their quotient gives tang 2w ——„ and the sum of their squares

gives p=\/yirq^77-2> Thig me^od, though elegant theoreti-

cally, does not appear very accm the plane is

more accurately determined by covering the end of the polar-

imeter with a cap containing a plate of selenite, thus converting

^ into an Arago's polariscope. Then turn the tube until the
two images have precisely the same color, when their line of

junction will be inclined 45° to the plane of polarization. The
plane may also be determined, more easily but less accurately,
by removing the Nic< \

•• tube until the two
images are equally bright and adding 45° to the reading.

.
We next wish to determine the delicacy of this instrument

m different parts of its scale. If th X: ->i'- pn?ni is set at an
angle v', differing slightly from its true value v, the i

« the two images will be A sinV and Bcos'v' respectively.

Now it is commonly assumed that the difference in two such

images will be perceptible, when the difference in brightness,

divided by the brightness of either, equals a certain fraction -

in which a equals about 80. By differentiation it may be

Proved that the error in p or dp corresponding to any value of

a is given by the formula dp=^~P- , from which the error in



the result for any unobserved difference in brightness of the

two images is readily determined.

If jp=0, dp=— , its greatest value, which diminishes as the

polarization increases, becoming zero when p=0. Hence the

greater the polarization, the more accurately it can be measured.

If a= 80, dp— r}s for its greatest value; hence the instrument

should always give results .within two-thirds of 1 per cent.

Observation, however, shows that the error is much greater, a

difference in brightness of gV being by no means perceptible.

The first series of observations were made on the light of the

sky. The instrument was screwed into a post and levelled, the

altitude and azimuth of the sun taken, and the instrument then

directed toward the points to be observed. Most of these were

in the same vertical plane with the sun, so that it was only nec-

essary to determine their altitudes. The line of junction was
then brought parallel to the plane of polarization ; that is, turned

until it was vertical, since it then lay in the plane passing

through the sun. The four positions of the Nicol's prism, in

which the two images were equally bright, were then observed,

reading the angles to tenths of a degree, and taking the mean.
The percentage of polarization was finally obtained as described

above. Eleven series of observations were taken, nine at

Waterville, N. H., in a valley at a height of 1500 feet, sur-

rounded by mountains 4000 feet high ; the other two from the

top of the Institute of Technology, Boston. It soon became
evident that the polarization depended on the solar distance of

the point under observation, and not on the altitude. This is

well shown in fig. 5, in which abscissas give the solar distances,

and ordinates the polarization of the observed points. The
sun's altitude varied in these series from 0° to 68°.

Before discussing these observations further, it seemed desira-

ble to determine the polarization of other parts of the atmos-

phere not lying in the same vertical plane with the sun.

Moreover, as the polarization of points at equal distances from

the sun should be compared, the polarimeter was so mounted
that its principal axis would pass through the sun. The two

I circles would then give solar distances, and the angle

from the vertical plane through the sun, instead oi

and azimuths. The second of these angles will be called the

meridian distance, and will be regarded as positive to the right,

and negative to the left of the sun. Of course, the direction

of the axis should continually change, so as to follow the sun;

but as great accuracy in the determination of the angles was not

needed, it was found"sufficient to re-adjust it every few minutes.

Another advantage of this arrangement was, that the line of

junction, being turned parallel to the axis, would always lie in
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the plane passing through the sun, and hence be parallel to the

plane of polarization. Five series of observations were made
in this way, all tending to show that the polarization was inde-

pendent of the distance of the point to the right or left of the

plane passing through the sun. The results are given in Table
IV, in which the first column gives the number of the series,

the second the sun's altitude, the third its distance from the

points observed, the fourth the number of the latter, and the

fifth their mean polarization.

ABLE IY.- Polarizationofpoi rom the sun

Series. Alt. Dist. Theo. 1 Pol'n.

12 5° 90 9 76-7

14

20°

w I

42-9

45 °

f
10 41-7

40° •Jo 8 10-7

15
41°°

its

l0
9 40-9

16 -5° 90° 6 77-5

st, is given in full in Table V, to

i of the different points observed.

All these observations point to one very remarka!

namely, that the polarization is the same for a given solar

for anv meridian distance; in other words, that the

polarization is the same for all points equally distant from the

sun. The variations in the observations are to be ascribed

partly to error, of - to real irregularities

in the atmosphere, as it is evident that they follow no regular

law. The means therefore give us the true polarization with

much greater accuracy. They are represented in fig. 5
>

b

y

small crosses. The next thing is to determine the I

connects the polarization with the solar distance in all these
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observations. A drawing was made like fig. 5 enlarged, and
a fine copper wire laid on it, and bent into such a shape that it

should coincide as nearly as possible with all the observations.
The ordinates for every 10° were then read off, giving the
results entered in column 7, headed Obs., of Table I.

A simple explanation of the polarization of the sky is to as-

sume that it consists of molecules of air or aqueous vapor, which
reflect the light specularly, and whose index of refraction differs
only by a very minute amount from that of the medium in which
they float. The theoretical polarization would then be at once
given by Table I, making i equal to one-half the solar distance.
The curve thus obtained is given in fig. 5, at A. The polariza-
tion according to this should be complete at 90° from the sun,
while in reality it is only about 70 per cent. If, however, we
multiply the ordinates of curve A by this fraction, we obtain
curve B, which agrees almost precisely with the curve given in
column 7 of Table I. Its ordinates are given in column 6, and
the differences in column 8. From the latter it will be seen
that the empirical curve gives results somewhat too great for

ban 60°, and too small for greater distances

;

but the deviation is so small, compared with the accidental
errors, that we are justified in regarding the agreement as com-
plete within the limits of errors of observation. It will be

iat no account is here taken of the points of no po-
larization, or neutral points of the sky; but the polarization
is very slight for some distance from "them, and hence is not
easily measured. They must be regarded as due to some
secondary disturbing cause, as refracted light, which alters the

gwgnd polarization of the sky but little.

When the polarimeter is directed toward a polished colored

:ace, the two images assume different tints. One,
which contains the light polarized in the plane of incidence, or
•o, is composed mainly of the light reflected specularly, and is

l» : source nfli-hr. The image A contains
out httle of the light reflected specularly, consisting principally
of the rays emitted by the body, and hence partaking of its

color. The idea at once suggested itself that testing the light
of the skv in this way m'mht give a clue to the cause of its

color. The experiment was tried several times, with negative
l *.'-sll 't3. u two images appearing of precisely the same blue
tilir

- Rut on the evening of Julv 15th, near sunset when
measuring the polarization of a

"
point near the northern

'

>ie color was comparatively pale, a marked

the r vo in, grs u .s ob-i a! e. The inia.g. # was

'a yellowish brown, .1 ol a grayish blue or violet
Tlll

[- This observation has since been frequently repeated,
at>d can, in fact, be made almost any clear evening near sunset.
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Evidently we may conclude from these colors that the true

color of the sky particles is blue, a view quite in accordance

with the observations of Prof. Cooke with the spectroscope,

and Prof. Tyndall on aqueous vapor in a state of formation.

Observations were next made to test the results formed above

for the light reflected and transmitted by several parallel sur-

faces of glass. To check the results which are given in figs. 6

-10, two, and in some cases three, independent methods were

employed. To measure the polarization of the reflected ray, one

or more sheets of glass were laid on a piece of black velvet and

rendered horizontal with a spirit-level. The polarimeter was

mounted a short distance from them, carefully levelled and

turned down, so that the light should be reflected from their

surfaces. Its angle of depression would then equal the comple-

ment of the angle of incidence. The line of junction of the

two images was then rendered vertical, and the polarization

measured in the usual way. The polarization of the sky, if

clear, would introduce a large error into the results, and care

was therefore taken to make these observations only on cloudy

days. The second method was to replace the slit of a large

Babinet's goniometer or optical circle by a Nicol's prism, which

was free to turn around its axis, the angle of rotation being

measured by a graduated circle and index. In the eye-piece of

the observing telescope a Nicol's prism was placed, and in front

of it quartz wedges giving lines, which were bright or dark-cen-

tered, according as the transmitted ray was polarized vertically

or horizontally. On looking through the telescope, the field

was seen to be traversed with lines, which disappeared only

when the Nicol in the collimator was inclined 45° with the ver-

tical. At any other angle, a, the vertical and horizontal com-

ponents were cos 2a and sin 2
a, and hence were equivalent to a

beam polarized vertically by an amount cos 2a. If now any

object was inserted between the two telescopes polarizing the

light horizontally, p, the bands would disappear only when p--

cos 2a. Measuring the four positions of disappearance, and tak-

ing their mean, gave an accurate measure of the polarization by

a table of natural cosines, as with the polarimeter described

above. Another way of expressing the effect of tl

ment is to say that the bands disappear when the Nicol is so

turned that the plane of polarization shall be brought by the

object under examination to an angle of 45°. The method of

measuring the polarization of the reflected ray is now obvious.

The pieces of glass are placed vertically on the center plate

between the two telescopes, the latter set at an angle of 2i, and

the glass turned until *

t en i
T - suri e< *°

as to render the field bright. The Nicol is then turned until

the bands disappear, and its position recorded. The angle be-
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tween the telesc

10°,

justments must be made to eliminate constant errors, but they

need not be detailed here. One series was made with a glass

prism having an index of 152, a second with a plate of colored

glass, a third with a sheet of plate glass and others with four and

ten microscope slides. The latter were used, as the thickness of

the plate-glass was such that, when a number of plates were

placed between the telescopes, a portion of the internal reflec-

tion would be lost.

To measure the polarization by refraction, two similar meth-

ods were employed. The plates were placed vertically over the

center of a graduated circle, and a piece of ground-glass was

viewed through them by the polarimeter. The plates were then

set at various angles, and the polarization measured in each case.

All these observations were made in cloudy weather, to elimin-

ate the effect of sky polarization. Several series were made
with the optical circle and Babinet's wedges, placing the tele-

scopes opposite each other, and recording the angles of the

Nicol for various positions of the plates. Still a third method
was employed, already described in connection with the Arago's

polarimeter.

It will be noticed that no observations are given of the polar-

ization of a beam transmitted by one surface of glass. There

seemed to be no easy method of measuring this quantity. It

might be done by making a series of prisms of such angles that

when the light was incident on one face at 10°, 20°, 30°, &c,

the refracted rav would strike normally on the second face.

The effect of the latter would then be nothing, so that the po-

larization would in this case be entirely due to the first surface.

To determine the polarization of a single surface of glass a

plate was covered on one side with lamp-black, but it was found

to give the same results as when laid on velvet. A plate of col-

ored glass was therefore used instead. Fig. 6 gives the results

of the observations of the polarization effected by one surface

of glass, fig. 7, that of two surfaces, fig. 8, of four, fig. 9, the

reflected beam for twenty surfaces, and fig. 10 the corresponding

refracted beam. The smooth curves give the theoretic

ization, including the internal reflection, and the dotted lines

omitting it. The observations of the reflected beam agree very

well with theory, especially when the number of surfaces is

small. The refracted beams, on the other hand, show a devia-

tion from theory which becomes perceptible for one plate above

80
', for four plates above 65°, and for ten plates above 20 .

The errors most likely to occur, which would be common to all

the observations on the refracted beams, are, first, si

or light entering the instrument without passing through the
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ndly. light passing through the gla,

errors would tend to diminish, instead or increase, the polariza-

tion; and hence, if eliminated, the divergence from theory
would be still greater. Probably the true explanation is that

internal reflection does not take place as completely as theory
assumes, partly owing to the imperfect transparency of the me-
dium, and partly to the dust and < the sorfece.

It makes but little difference for the reflected rays, the polari-

zation being the same for three values of i, namely, 0°, 57°, and
90°. For the refracted ray, on the other hand, the variations
are very great, amounting in the case of twenty surfaces, at 90°

incidence, to over 50 per cent. From the dotted lines we see

that a partial absence of the internal reflection would account
for all the results obtained, while neglecting it entirely would
cause a still greater divergence between theory and observation.

On account of the thickness of the bundle of ten plates of
-! --. a portion of tin- -econdary reflection would be thrown a

considerable distance to one side, especially when i is laige, so
that ir tnL ..t the instrument, or even be
cut off by the ends of the plates. This effect would be least

ith the polarimeter, next with the Savart, and most of
all with the optical circle, on a< count o th< -mall aperture of

the telescope. But this is just the order in which the observa-
tions stand, all of them fa ling b twecn the two theoretical

curves. These observations also show the effect to be expected
from a bundle of plates when used to polarize light by refrac-

tion. If ten plates are employed, set, as is usual, at 57°, the

polarization would be only 67'2 per cent if internal reflection

takes place, but would be 95'2 if this is in any way excluded.
We may, in passing, point out that an advantage might be ex-

pected in such a polariscope from an increase in the angle of

incidence, the increased polarization probably more than mak-
ing up for the loss of light and distortion induced by the in-

creased obliquity of the incident rays.
The want of perfect transparency of the glass would also

tend to increase the polarization by enfeebling the secondary
reflection, and dirt or grease on the surface of the glass would

tbe same effect. With eight and two surfaces, these

- causes are much less marked, except for large angles
pf incidence, and hence the agreement with theory much
better.



-Dissipation of Electricity in Oases.

[Translated from the Journal of the Russian Chemical and Physical Societies, by

There are, according to the general statement, four forms

of electrical discharge manifested in gases. Three of these are

accompanied by luminous manifestations, and the sudden loss

of electricity ; these are the following

:

1. Discharge as an electrical spark.

2. Discharge as a luminous sheet.

3. Discharge as a kind of diffused light (Glimmlicht).

4. A discharge without any light, and as a gradual slow loss
;

this latter case is called dissipation (rassyania, deperdition, zer-

streuung) of electricity.

Coulomb has paid special attention to this dissipation, and the

circumstances affecting the investigation into the distribution of

electricity on conducting bodies. He has given a formula ex-

pressing the connection between the quantities Qo and Q of

electricity, found in a given body, at the beginning and the end

of an interval, t, of time, during which the dissipation contin-

ues ; which is

(1) Q=Q.«"^.

The quantity — is called the coefficient of dissipation ;
when it

diminishes, i. e., when p increases, then the dissipation is slower,

Coulomb, making his observations in ordinary moist air,

observed that the quantity — was very changeable. This might

arise from the changes of temperature or of atmospheric pres-

sure, and the pressure of the aqueous vapor. Coulomb paid

special attention to the action of aqueous vapor, and expressed

his opinion that — varies as the cube root of the quantity of

vapor contained in a given volume of air. Many others after

him have engaged in experiments to determine this connection

between the coefficient of dissipation and all the above quoted

;
but the results of these labors harmonize but very little.

. Boboulieff's interesting e
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Physique, 3me Serie, vol. xxviii, pp. 385-429.
Dellmaim : Ueber die Gresetzmassigkeit und die Theorie des

rsverlustes. Zeitschrift fur die Mathematik und
Physik, von Schlomilch, Kahl und Cantor, xi, 1866, pp. 825-354

Charault: Recherches sur la deperdition de Mectricite* sta-

taque par Fair et les supports. Comptes Rendus, vol. 1, pp.

Matteuci (p. 390) says :
" The dissipation of electricity in pure

and very dry air and gasesf does not follow the formula and laws
of Coulomb." He determined his law by experiments carried
on in damp air ; withi? Is certainly
not in proportion to the quantity of electricity " contained in

Dellmann (p. 336) : " The absolute dissipation is proportional
to the density of the electricity ; that is, it is according to Cou-
lomb's law."

Charault: " The dissipation always follows Coulomb's law.
,:

"The dissipation of electricity in

2. Influence of surrounding bodies.

Matteuci (p. 389) : The dissipation of the electricity depends
upon the electric condition of the bodies found near the body
under examination ; the smallest loss is experienced when the

Qg bodies are charged with an electricity opposite to
"'

'"i the body under e

ranlt says
limited and unlb

3. The influence of i

Matteuci says (p. 386) : " The dissipation does not increase
when the air is in motion, but, on the contrary, it diminishes;
and furthermore, this diminution is in proportion to the velocity
°r the movement of the air in relation to the body, and to the
amount of the dissipation itself.

"

Ueilmann
(p. 345) : " The dissipation does not depend on the

3 electrical dissipation for an i

fouK. Sci.-Third Series, Vo
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4. Influence of the size, configuration and conductibility of the body.

Reiss* (pp. 111-113): "The dissipation does not depend on

these circumstances."

Matteuci (p. 406): "The laws and the amount of the dis-

sipation are independent of the matter of the bodies."

Dellmann (p. 314) :
" The dissipation does not depend on the

size, form and matter of the electrified body." (p. 346) :
" The

dissipation is the same in conductors and non-conductors."

5. Influence of the kind of electricity.

Biot, repeating Reiss's experiments, came to the same opin-

ion,! "that the coefficient of dissipation does not depend on

the sign of the electricity."

Matteuci (p. 408): " The dissipation and its laws are the same
for both kinds of electricities, as well in dry gases as in the air;

but in strongly charged bodies the negative electricity disappears

Dellmann (p. 346) :
" The dissipation does not depend on the

sign of the electricity."

Warburg (p. 599) :
" The dissipation of electricity of both

signs is completed with the same rapidity."

6. Influence of the temperature.

Matteuci (p. 411) :
" In dry air the dissipation augments with

increased temperature."

7. Influence of humidity.

ReissJ testifies :
" That occasionally the dissipation diminishes

with the increased dampness of the s '
"ith the increased dampness ot the air.

Matteuci (p. 421) : "In air of the same temperature, and under

me same pressure, the dissipation increases with the quantity of

suspended aqueous vapor; but this augmentation does not in-

crease in proportion to the cube of the suspended vapors, as

concluded by Coulomb from his too few experiments."
Dellmann (p. 541): "The dissipation does not depend on the

percentage of moisture in the air, but on the quantity of the

vapor included in one cubic foot of the air ; and in proportion

cially determined by the pressure of the aqueous vapor.'

Charault says :
" In dry air the coefficient of dissipation is

very small compared with that for damp air. The coefiicient

increases with the increase of the dampness of the air, if the

* Die Lehre von der Reibungs electricitat, Bd. i, 8. 106-147.

J

Riess, Bd. i, pp. 113-114.
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coefficient of i

quantity of vapor.
*

Warburg: "Damp air does not cause greater dissipation than

8. Influence of the pressure.

Matteuci (p. 415) :
" The quantity of electricity that may be

retained on the surface of an isolated conductor depends on the
density of the surrounding air. In a vacuum this quantity is

nothing. The dissipation in dry air diminishes with the dimi-
nution of the density."

Warburg (p. 599): "The coefficient of dissipation sensibly
diminishes when the pressure falls from 760mm down to 380mm

,

and at the pressure of 70mm is less than one-third of what it

was at 760mm."

9. Influence of various gases.

Matteuci (p. 403) :
" In the air, hydrogen and carbonic acid,

dry and pure, having the same pressure and temperature, the
dissipation is the same."
W arburg: "Dissipation is the same in the air and carbonic

acid, but in hydrogen one-half as great."

10. Influence of tobacco smoke, etc.

Dellmann (p. 346) :
" Dissipation diminishes in the presence

of tobacco smoke."
Warburg (p. 594) supposes " that the hard particles floating

On my own part, on entering into the investigation of this

same subject, relative to which I have quoted so many differing
'

! ' '' I was assisted bv some theoretical conclusions which I
think I can here explain.

-Not only certain authorities in physical sciences, but even
several specially devoted to electrical researches, sustain the
view that electricity adheres only to the surface of conducting
bodies by the counter-action or cooperation of the air in con-
tact^ Such a theory would make us believe that in a vacuum
the electricity meeting no force to oppose it would leave the

surface of the electrified body, and would evaporate, as it were,
m empty space until it extended to the walls of the enclosing
cover or vessel, and subsequently be neutralized by contact
with an electricity of an opposite sign. But many experiments

3 de l'Eleetricite, 1
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tried at different times prove that gases even of the smallest

density, and under the pressure of even less than 70mm,
can

become under certain conditions conductors of electricity, and

the first three of the above classes of electrical discharge may
be observed through them ;* but an absolute vacuum does not

conduct electricity, f
On the other hand, it is impossible to deny all reaction on

the part of the air, which is illustrated, for instance, by the

movement of "Franklin's wheel.":}: But such a reaction may
be derived from such atoms only as, after receiving electricity

by contact with the electrified body, are repelled from it ; of

course, the magnitude of such reaction is very inconsiderable,

§

but nevertheless it is accompanied by the other manifestation,

that is, the loss of the electricity.

The atoms having received from the body a portion of its

electricity, carry it away as they retire, and distribute it to other

bodies, either electricized with an opposite electricity or having

some direct connection with the earth. This c

gases, or the partial dissipation. Such, at least, is the opinion

of almost all.
I

At present, when the new theory of the con-

stitution of gases is accepted, such an explanation of the origin

of electrical dissipation inspires hope that the subsequent devel-

opment of electrical statics will aid in explaining the electrical

manifestations observed in gases, and parti*

of electricity, whether by sparks i rge ; and the

dependence of the electrical conductibility of the gases on the

atmospheric pressure.

Accepting the hypothesis of atomic motions in gases, it will

be easy to demonstrate that the dissipation of electricity depends

on the pressure of the gas ; and if we disregard certain circum-

stances we will find that,

1. Dissipation follows according to Coulomb's law.

2. The coefficient of dissipation, p
}
is inversely proportional

to the square root of the absolute temperature of the gas.

3. That it is proportional to the pressure of the gas.

4. That it depends on the nature of the gas.

* Reiss, Reibungs electricitat, B. i, pp. 39, 40 ; Morren, Pogg. Ann., B. 130,

i, pp. 39, 42 ; Alvergniat, C. R., Tome xlv,

"Wiillner, Pogg. Ann., cxxxiii, p. 509.

-Tomlinson, Phil. Mag. (4), xxvii.
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The new theory of the gases assumes that perfect gases are
composed of atoms found in a state of perpetual motion. Each
atom must be considered as a center of atomic force, whose ten-
sion diminishes in proportion to the separation of the atoms in
such a manner that beyond the limits of a certain sphere the
atomic force of the atom at its center becomes so insignificant
that it can be considered to be nothing. This sphere is called
the sphere of atomic action. The volume occupied by the
sphere of any atom found in a given volume of gas is indefi-
nitely small in comparison with the volume of the gas.

The motion of each atom is in a straight line and with a uni-
form velocity, and so continues as long as it does not bring the
atom into contact with the sphere of another atom, or until one
interferes with the action of the other ; when this happens there
results a change of motion of both atoms—a sort of concussion,
after which each atom has a new direction and a new velocity.
Such a concussion is similar to the striking of elastic balls, and
is performed in an infinitely short time. The same thing is

experienced in the concussion of particles or balls of any kind
of hard bodies.*

If among such a collection of moving atoms there be placed
an electrified body, the motion of all the atoms will change,
because on each of them will operate a new force, the amount
and direction of which will depend on the form of the electri-

fied body, the quantity of its electricity, the distance of the
atoms from its surface, and even the size of the atoms them-
selves; in general this force will attract the atoms to the body;
but as these atoms are \ery small and the quantity of electri-

em almost nothing, therefore the force acting on the
atoms will be very inconsiderable, and at a distance from the
surface of the electrified body will be so insignificant that in the
first moments of time the change in the motions will scarcely
be marked, except for those atoms which come in contact with
each other.

Let, for instance, the electrified body be a metallic ball whose
radius =R

;
the quanri = Q ; each atom suffers

an electrical induction depending on the action of the ball R,
and the action of other neighboring bodies ; omitting for the

present the action of the last, we find that the for^e operating on
the atoms (represented also by their radius=r) in the direction

from the center of the atom to the center of the body, is equal

to^ wheref

* Clausius: Abhandluntren uber die Mechanische Warme Theorie, IT, pp. 235,

f*l ; Maxwell. J

,

[,
,ai Theory of Gases, Part I. Phil. Mag.

W, xix, pp. i 9) 20.

t Considering the sto
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and c is the distance between the centers of the ball and the

atom ; the equation (2) is obtained by disregarding higher powers

of the fractions, as for instance
, ^ and

„ ;
which is

allowable only in case (c— R) is much greater than r.

Let us now see what will be the effect of such a force on the

duration of the interval between two consecutive concussions.

To this end let the velocities be u and u ; the distances of the

center of the atom from the center of the electrified conductor at

the beginning and the end of the interval be c and c ; then if

we consider the living forces we find

Let us put c = c ±:nl where £= T e*oo of a millimeter, or the

average length of the path between the concussions of two
atoms;* and n is an abstract number of such value that the

ratio — represents a small fraction, so that w

4 1 4hl

thus

(3) u^ ,_ ,
4QV«J

The quantity w, the 3 of the atom, can 1

p i s<m
~Xff' (l + «*)760

s

be expressed thus:

where P is the weight of the unit of volume of the gas ; N is

the number of atoms in said volume; S= 0-001291 '•

is the weight of one cubic millimeter of air at 0° C. and 760mm ;

H is the actual pressure of the gas : t is the temperature; d is

the density of the gas as compared with air; ^^SOO™1 is the

force of gravity expressed as a velocity per second.

Furthermore,f

N=I = !.-!,,;

where A is the mean distance between the atoms
; p is the radius

of action of the atoms. If now we indicate by a=t-v» tne

density of the electricity, i. e., the quantity belonging to one
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±1142027000^.^.^+^^^
To show how insignificant is the second part of this equation,
we will make the following disadvantageous suppositions:

:M 1=t Tr-io»J

i put R=10mm
,
4= 10» w= 105

, which c

tin si «

This change in the velocities will correspond to a change in the
temperature of 0°S C. It follows that during the first moments
there will fall on the surface of the electrified body—

1. Such atoms as would fall on it in case it were not electri-

fied, and in consequence of gravity alone.
2. Such as are very near to the surface.
3. Such as may from greater or less distances accidentally

pursue their paths past each other without concussion.
After the first moment, during which the falling atoms

become electrized, they retire from the surface of the body and
meet the non-electrized atom,, md mio te t«» the latter

.- elcctricitv received from the body; hence many
atoms will remain at the surface of the body, and they will be
charged with the same kind of electricity. The force acting on
such atoms will direct them from the surface of the body, while

the force acting on the neutralized atoms will attract them
toward its surface: the former will diminish the number of
atoms falling toward the body; the latter will increase that

number.

-auaius, Aonandlungen,
t Compare Weber and Kc
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As the result of these considerations we must admit that

/ the number of atoms

dropping on the surface of the electrified body is nearly such as

is determined by the pressure and temperature of the gas found
nearest to the surface.

According to Maxwell* the number of atoms adhering in a

given unit of time to a given unit of surface is

~2nT'-T'
edZ=-4>

where I and u are respectively the mean length of path and the

mean velocity of the atom ; N is the number of atoms in the

unit of volume of the gas ; z is the coordinate whose axis is

normal to the surface ; n, an abstract number, either whole or

r*r-

fractional, included between zero and infinity.m
he number of atoms falling in the elemen

i the element ds of the surface of the body

' ds dt

The number of atoms falling in the elementary space of time

ill be

nlsuW dt.

Each atom on striking the sphere will receive a quantity g of

electricity, expressed by the equationf

consequently the ball in the time dt will lose a quantity of

electricity equal to

j^uQr'dt;

that is to say,

whence, assuming N and u to be constant, we obtain by inte-

gration the formula of Coulomb

:

in which the coefficient of dissipation will be
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In order to demonstrate the dependence of this expression o
the pressure of the gas, we will make use of the following :*

\F?

(4, ^.".^..O-.^.-. U-1 7T
S

tf
.

(4Ri
.

<

that is to say, the coefficient of dissipation in one and the same
gas increases in proportion to the pressure.
Taking this conclusion for my base,f I undertook to investi-

gate experimentally the dependence of the coefficient of dissi-

pation on the pressure and properties of the gas. The apparatus
that I used was constructed in the following manner

:

On the copper plate of an air pump was fixed a bell class, with
an opening in its upper part. Into this opening a 1

1

rod, having a sliding tube plastered earefullv, through
which passed a copper rod, having at its upper end a glass
handle, and at its lower end a curved prolongation ending with
a small sphere. To the diaphragm there was attached a silk

< >m which hung bv the middle a little bar (MN) made
pt shellac, about 100mm long and l

mm diameter, having on one of
its ends a little ball made of elder pith covered with gold leaf,

and on the other a small Uif ,, mic: : bv the middle of this bar
again was fixed, also of shellac, a little rod 40fflm long and 2mm

. it its lower end a short magnetized needle.
{ 'i'"}- The ball was immovable, and of the same diameter as
the movable one. On the outside of the bell glass on a level
with the bar was pasted a scale (BB) on thin paper, divided on
both sides into degrees. The position of the bar was observed
irom a distance of 1-5 meters from the bell glass bv bringing
the eye into a line with the silk thread and the corner of the
mica sheet.

The air or gases were introduced into the bell glass through
nve drying tubes, of which one pieces of
pumice stone, wetted with sulphuric acid, and another with
chloride of calcium ; under the bell glass stood a small vessel

containing pieces of phosphoric acid. The experiments were
performed only after the bell glass had been at least three times
refilled with such air or gas.
The shaft or copper rod served to charge the balls, which

before being charged touched each other; in this position the

und Physik v. Schl!:...:•:..
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i the magnetic meridian,

quantity of

electricity, the bar MN will deviate by the angle a ; then"the

moment of the repulsion of the electrical forces may be ex-

pressed thus

:

iL'sin'K * °'

and the moment of the magnetic force,

MT sin a
,

where L is the half length of the bar

;

M the magnetic moment of the needle

mn, and T the intensity of terrestrial

magnetism. Equating both expres-

(5) Q 3=z 8MTL sin
3 *a .

-After the lapse of the time U the
quantity of electricity will become Q,
and the angle of deviation will be a :

(6) Q* = 8MTL sin' \a.

ting the quan
(5) and (6), we obtain :

(-)

Q and Q„ from the equations (1),

;,-
-3(logRinK-logsinia)'

According to this formula I have computed p.
I am certain that each time 1 read the divisions on the paper

scale BB, I could not make an error greater than one-half of a

degree. The angle aQ or a is the mean of four observed num-
bers ; if in the neutral state of the balls I read the divisions X
and Xj, and when they were electrified, the divisions Y and

Yh then a is equal the half sum of the differences X-Y and

X
x
— Yj. In each of these four readings I could not commit an

error of one-half of a degree ; consequently the largest error in

the determination of the angles— and—L could amount only

If \a and £a be varied ±30', then the log sin £a and log sm

\a will vary, which I indicate thus :

.A log sin %a
a
and A log sin \a

;

as a consequence of this, p will change to ±p ;
and we have
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p+±p__
log sin ^- log sin f

from this we obtain :

than unity.

In the w

^- log sin-+ a log sin- -

tat the term expressed in the parenthesis is less

case, when a log sin — and a log sin — have

opposite signs, we have for the greatest value of^
a log sin ^-f- a log sin-

experiments
; and have selected only those results in which —

is not more than 0'3 : the rest I have rejected.
The electrical condition was maintained from eight to ten

days, as for instance, from 30th June to 10th July, and in

another case from 22nd June to 30th June.
The following are the results obtained :

I. In dry a r at the ordinary pressure.

No. Mom,, Day. ?.T <
2

0I
"

2 P
P

*

4-
s

1 15

7 5

~;<!2

"llT

2 45

19 30

13 45

"'217

~2:"^
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II. In dry hydrogen under the ordinary pressure.

No. Month. Day. ??" •
2 2 T F

2

July 13

22

23

24 12 27

2 25

1230-

2603

13° 0'

17 30
12

3 225

11 22-5

0*M

^
7 i •!

III. 7"n <fry a*> at pressures between 24 nra and 50mm

No. Hon*. Day. SE •

2
°r

2 2>

i> *ST

30 4h 0™ 24'

July 1

29

1 30 27::«)

11355

9 15

6 22-5

5 7-5

6 45

1

1»;13

22'.»7

253'J

21 is

28

32

45

4

19

3 15

2 30

i

8 7-5

16 7-5

15 30
10 52-5

13

1117

23

48

40
45

35

The mean of Series

I, Air under pressure of 760mm
,

p=2l0
II, Hydrogen under pressure of 760mm , i>

= 878

III, Air under pressure of SO-oO™111

,

^=1700
I conclude from this

:

1. That the dissipation of electricity in air (and other gases)

diminishes with the diminution of the pressure.

2. That the dissipation in hydrogen is less than in air [at the

same pressure].
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Art. XVI—Brief Contributions to Zoology from the Museum of
Yale College. No. XXVIL— Results of recent Dredging Expedi-
tions on the Coast of Xeiv England. ]So. 5 ; by A. E. Verrill.

[Continued from page 46.]

The shores of the islands and of Cape Elizabeth afford excel-
lent collecting grounds at low water, owing to their diversified

chart eter. A large part of these shores are abrupt and rocky,
and often formed of broken and

;

hardmeta-
morphic slates and thin-bedded grits, or altered sandstones,
in some places passing into gneissose rocks, and generally dip-
ping at a high angle. Tide-pools are of frequent occurrence,

of large size, and afford excellent opportunities for

die shallow-water and littoral species of animals, and
many beautiful algae. One very large pool on Earn Islandumuy ueautuui algae.

Ledges was especially rich, and was visited several times a

In this pool young lobsters of all sizes were very abun-
dant beneath the stones. Two species of Chitonidae also occurred
here, together with many other species not usually to be found
at low-water mark. Hydroids and Bryozoa, of many species,

were abundant in this and other similar pools. The shore spe-
cies obtained upon the islands and outer shores of the bay were
nearly all boreal or arctic forms. In the harbor of Portland,
on the piles of the wharves, etc., a few more southern species
were met with, though the northern ones predominate even

Several insects were met with between tides. Among these
were Chironomns oceanicus, and the larvae, about two inches
long, of a fly, probal .!. :fa lived in small tide-

pools, under stones, and extended their long tapering tails up
to the surface; the pupa of a fly allied to Ephydra; a species of
Bledius. and several other beetles; and two or three species of

mites, were also collected between tides. The following were
among the shore-dwelling species

:

Crustacea.
Cancer borealis. ,Gammarus marinus. Cerapus rubricornis.
C. irroratus. |Hyale littoralis. Unciola irrorata.

ifcppolyte pusiola. JTalorchestia megaloph- Jsera copiosa.

£ spina. thalma Smith. Idotea irrorata

trangon vulgaris. Orchestia agilis Smith. I. phosphorea Harger.

viusculus. Erichsonia filiformis Har-
^-KroyerL Pontagenia inermis. ger.
Grammarus ornatua. I Amathella angulosa (?). I Balanus balanoidea.

Lepidonotus squamatus. INephthya, sp.
I

Eulalia pistacia V.
Harmothoe imbricata. Nereis virens. Eteone, sp.

Eunoe(Erstedii. K pelatrica. Phyllodoce catenula V.



Mollusca.

The shore Mollusca were decidedly northern, and the species

ere not very numerous. Among the most abundant of them

re the following :

Bar the middle, tapering slightly anteriorly,

ae caudal portion acuminate, with two slender caudal

3 second segment v

diameter of the body

Head rounded in front and behind, broad, the anterior pair of eyes larger and

eolate, extend-

.. : • ...:; •
back, bright orange-red, 1

jngerous lobes wi
a, often tipped v

I bordered by a line of white, i l red line along the edge;

mentioned in No. xxvi, p. 43, as " S. picta; " that name is preoccupied.

Body very slender, elongated. Head subcordate, longer than broad, rounded in

front, posteriorly extending back in two short rounded lobes, not rea<

the buccal segment ; anterior eyes considerably farther apart than the posterior

about five times the diametei

f the second

?adth of the bodv.

of dark brown, and a

the base of the lateral appendages ; eyes black. Length, ab<



on the Coast of New England.

Madiata.

mmon shore species were

:

Dro- iCampanularia flexuosa. j Sertularella rugosa.
1 ™~t leptostyla.

|

Metridium

Several species of sponges are also common between tides.

On the sheltered muddy bottoms, from just below low-water
mark, to the depth of about two fathoms, the eel-grass, Zostera
marina, grows in abundance. Among this many species of
Crustacea, worms, and mollusks find congenial abodes, and fur-

wlant food for the fishes that frequent such localities.

Some of these are somewhat southern in character.

Among the Crustacea, from the eel-grass were : H
Crangon vuljan* .

Smith; M.
Americana Smith

; Ca .• a new genus with
very large epimera, allied to Metopa; a new species of Munna,
a genus of isopod Crustacea, new to the American coast; Idotea

irrorata, etc.

From the piles of the wharves at Portland a great variety of
sponges, hydroids, bryozoa, etc., were obtained; the slender
branched sponge, Chalina oculata, was here particularly abun-
dant and fine ; also Metridium marginatum ; and the compound
Ascidian, Amaroecium glabrum V., with many other northern
forms. The Limnoria lignorum was found, in abundance, des-

troying the piles and timbers.
Among the more interesting littoral species obtained on the

shores of Casco Bay and vicinity, were Littorina littorea and
the Cancer borealis. The latter *is a large crab which has
hitherto been very rare in all collections, and but imperfectly

known
; this we found in large numbers on the ledges at the

northern end of Peak's Island and Pumpkin Knob, in tide-pools,

or clinging to the sea-weeds in more exposed situations, but
never concealed beneath the rocks with the Cancer irroratus,

which was there abundant The carapaces and claws of the

former were also found in abundance at considerable distances

from the shores, whither thev had been carried by the gulls

and crows. Owing to the exposed situations in which they
live, they must fall an easy prey to rapacious birds. We
obtained" eighty-five specimens in one morning. The Littorina

I'ttorea occurred sparinglv at various localities on the islands,

out was found in great abundance at Scarboro, on the piles of a

bridge, by Dr. Edw. Palmer. It has been supposed by several

writers that this shell has been recently and accidentally intro-

duced from Europe; but Dr. Dawson informs me that he col-

lected it n

,

3 ago in the Gulf of St Lawrence.
It is abundant at Halifax, and we have other specimens from
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Kennebunkport, Me., Hampton beach, N. H., and Province-

town, Mass. There is really no sufficient evidence that it was

not an inhabitant of our shores before the advent of Europeans,

but local in its habitats. It may have become more dii

recent times, by commerce, or it may have been overlooked

formerly by collectors.

One of the localities, most interesting zoologically, that we
visited, was a small shallow and sheltered cove, at the upper

end of Quahog Bay, about thirty miles northeast from Port-

land. This place is well known to be inhabited by the round-

clam or "Quahog" {Venus mercenaria), which is not found

where on the coast of Maine, so far as known to me.

Indeed, this southern species is rare everywhere north of Cape

Cod, on the New England coast, and is probably not to be

found living north of . except in the coves

connected with Quahog Bay. It is also absent from the Bay of

Fundy, but reappears in the southern and shallow parts of the

Gulf of St Lawrence. This anomalous distribution would be

curious, even if it happened only in the case of this one species

;

but our investigation of this locality shows that there is quite

a number of other southern species associated with the quahog,

which have the same remarkable distribution, being absent

along the rest of the northern coast of New England, and reap-

pearing in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. There is, in fed
place a genuine colony of southern species, complete:
from their co-species of the southern coast of New England,

and surrounded on both sides by more northern forms. Sev-

eral of these southern species, like the Venus meixenaria, Crepid-

ula convexa. .. /,r/tgirurp>'s, tf
s Smith. Mtckeliu i

,' •-/a.^'i.e.,

were not even met with among the islands and coves of Casco

Bay
; while others, such as llyanassa obsoleta.

C. plana, Li
. etc., occurred more or less fre-

quently in the more sheltered and shallow waters of Casco Bay,

though they are not found on the more exposed shores of

Maine and New Hampshire, farther to the south and west,

but have their tr ;• h-mes s>. >
. ,u' (V;. (

' ..1. Native oysters

also occur, in a similar way, farther eastward than Quahog Bay,

nem- Damariscotta, though it is not probable that they are

indigenous elsewhere on the New England coast, north of Cape

Cod,—as they certainly are not north of Massachusetts Bay,—
yet they reappear in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, with the other

southern forms.

In fact, the southern part of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, from

ChaleurBay to Prince Kdw nl U i . rml Cape Breton Island,

is a region of shallow water, occupied by another southern col-

ony, but a much larger mie than that of Quahog Bay, and contain-
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ing, perhaps, a few southern species that do not occur in the

latter locality ; though owing to the fact that we could spend

but a few hours at this place, our collection is doubtless quite

aplete. On the other hand, we have, with the exceptk

the shells, very imperfect lists of the southern species ii

the colony \ n the Gulf of St. Lawrence, so that a complete com-

parison cannot be made, at present, except with the shells;

these agree very closely, according to the lists given by Daw-
son, Bell, and Whiteaves.
As the existence of these isolated southern colonies 1ms an

important bearing upon the question of former changes <>f cli-

mate on our coast., and as other facts, to be mentioned further

on. are intim; tely connected w ith them, I give here a list of the

species obtained by us, in the cove referred to, so far as tbey

have been identified.

List of species collected at low-water in a small cove at the upper

Echinoderms.
* Asterias arenicola.

Jocr. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. VII, No. 38.-Feb., 1874.
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Hydroids.
Sertularia pnmila. [Obelia geniculata.

|
Clava leptostyla.

Polyps.

Metridium marginatum.

Although the species in this list, that are not marked ns

southern, have a continuous range northward to the Gulf of

St. Lawrence, and many of them to the Arctic Ocean, North
Pacific, and northern Europe, they all extend as far south as

and Sound, and several of them even to North Can »lina,

:em are, therefore, northern sj ci s h r. ' ig a wide dis-

tribution, and their presence in this particular locality has no
special sign:

In Quahog Bay it

sticky mud, and in this we dredged, in 4 to 6 fathoms, a great

number of large and fine specimens of Yoldvi lima
Mamma sabulosa, with a number of other common species.

That the Quahog Bay colony has formerly, and within the

human peric
n

'

thef

generally diffused the

for their shells are abundant in the mud. in places where no
living ones could be found ; 2,—by the occurrence of oysters,

in great quantities and of large size, in the ancient Indian shell-

ins region, and also near Damariscotta, while at pre-

sent the oysters found there are few and small; 3,—by the

occurrence of the shells of the qa ze, in the In-

dian shell-heaps on many of the islands in Casco Bay (these

heaps consisting mainly of the shells of the "long clam," Mya
arenaria, wnth a few bones of fishes, birds, and mammals).
That at a more remote period, the marine climate of this

region was still warmer,* and the southern species were more
abundant than during the period when the Indian shell-heaps

were formed, is shown by the occurrence of great beds of

oyster shells a few feet beneath the mud in Portland Harbor,
where they are associated with quahogs and several other south-

ern species, among which are th mitta inter-

rupta, and Pecien irradians. The latter is not known to live,

at present, north of Cape Ann, on the New England coast. It

apparently, from the colony in the Gulf of St. Law-
rence, as well as from that of Quahog Bay. It is very rare

north of Cape CooLf

* The evidence here given is probably applicable chiefly to the temperature of
*

i reproductive season of the mollusks

f Willis includes this species in his nominal list of No
without mentioning the special locality. It may, perhaps, <

heltered localities near Halifax, where another southern col*
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The Callista convexa is stiil found sparinglf in shallow, slicl-

ti»^ in Caseo Bay, and raivly at K import, Me., but
it is more common in the colony of the Gulf of St. Lawrence,
and very common south of Cape Cod. But the oysters (Ostrea
Virgintana) and "scollops" (Pecten irradians) had apparently
become extinct in the vicinity of Portland Harbor before the
period t »f the Indian shell-heaps, for neither of these species occur
m the heaps on the adjacent islands, while the quahog-s lin-

gered on until that time, but have subsequently died out every

-

this region, except at Quahog Bay. The oysters have—vived only in the locality rtea igh far less
mdaut there than during the Indian period.
The beds of dead shells of oysters, Pectens, etc., were found

abundant there than during the Indian
\

1

"s of oysters, Pectens, etc

:ing excavations in the harbor with mud-digging machines.
These beds extend up to or above low- water mark, and
great extent Mr. C. B. Fuller, who has made a good collection
of these shells for the Portland Natural 1

1

: -- >rv S »'iety, informs
me that the farmers have, in some instances, found it profitable
to cart away these ancient shells for fertilizing purposes. The
position of these beds indicate that no important change in

the relative level of the land and water can have occurred in

ion since they were formed. These beds are, of course,
''^ily distinguished from the much more ancient Post-Pliocene
deposits that occur abundantly in the same region, but extend
back several miles from the coast, and occur at all levels, from
Jow-water mark to about 200 feet above high-water mark. The
latter are cl at region, by a more arctic assem-
';-'-" of shells than that now inhabiting the- adjacent waters,
though most of the species still survive, in deep water, off the
coast of Maine
The facts above presented indicate : 1,—that in the Post-Plio-

cene and Champlain periods the coast was at a lower level, and
the marine climate of Casco Bay was colder than at present,

probably about like tl or Labra-
dor coast; 2,—that at a subsequent period, when the coast bad

• «sent level, the marine tern

at present; 3 —that the tempera-
ture of these waters h.

:

. but was still some-

•
' r at the period when the Indian shell-heaps were

tormed than at present

existence and character of the southern colony in

the Gulf of S ; Qtfl to the same conclusion is suffi-

3. The si m\a! of the southern species in that

region is undoubtedly clue to the great expanse of shallow
water in that part of the gulf, which becomes well wanned ap

of t ie sun. in Mimmer: and to the abs. ne. ol tides

sufficiently powerful to thoroughly mix up the very cold waters
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of the northern and deeper portions of the gulf with the warm
waters of the southern part. Tides like those of the Bay of

Funcly and coast of Maine would undoubtedly at once diminish

this contrast in the temperature of the different parts of the

gulf, and greatly lessen the temperature of the southern part,

by reason of the far greater volume of the cold water.

The origin of the southern species in the gulf is a totally

different matter. I can explain their presence therein no other

way than to suppose that they are survivors from a time when
the marine climate of the whole coast, from Cape Cod to Nova
Scotia and the Bay of Fundy, was warmer than at present,

and these species had a continuous range from southern New
to the Gulf of Saint Lawrence. At that time there

may have been a direct shallow passage from the Bay of Fundy
across to the Gulf of Saint Lawrence, for the land is there

narrow and low ; but of this we have no direct evidence. A
deep channel there would act like the Straits of Belle Isle, and
admit the cold arctic current to the coast of Maine ;

this may
have been the case in Post-Pliocene times.

The causes of such changes in the temperature of the water

may have been entirely local and due to changes in the relative

level of the land and water, in adjacent regions. Thus a rise

of the land in the region of Saint George's Bank, to the extent

of 250 feet, would produce an island quite as large as the State

of Massachusetts, and would thus Iter the cli-

matic conditions of the "Gulf of Maine," between it and the

New England coast. And it would add a great body of land,

resented by Le Have Bank, etc., to the southern part

of Nova Scotia, and thus greatly narrow the channel between

those banks and St. George's, as well as make it more shallow

;

this would doubtless _ th modih the tides and greatly

diminish th bt on the coasts of northern New
Engl iid. and in the Bay of Fundy, for the "Gulf of Maine"
would then have much resemblance to the Gulf of Saint Law-

rence in form, and in the character and position of its main

channel, and, therefore, its tides would also be similar; the

small tides would allow greater differences between the tem-

peratures of the shallow waters and deep waters, and would

thus favor the southern species inhabiting shallow water. A
rise of the land, of about the same amount, in the region of

Newfoundland, would lav bare a great part of the Grand Banks,

close up the Straits of Belle Isle, and more than double the

size of Newfoundland, which would doubtless produce great

climatic changes on the New England coast, as Professor Dana

has suggested.
[To be continued.]

Ebsattjm.—p. 134, for Eurosalphinx read Urosalphinx.
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SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. Chemistey and Physics.

1. On the Amount of Carbonic gas in tin Atmosphere,—

amount of,

-led in passing a known volume of ah- through a uradu-
: 't>"' solution of harium hvdrate. alh ivinir the barium carbonate
r " deposit, and i,-:i i-i,._r the solution. He finds: 1st, that at

,

tion of
thcday

carbonic gas is a lit

time
; a fact confirmat

r.c _r.: it. r -In

and i> >!

in the ,

>d, that tlie proportion

pvendeuved plants itity of carbo;

)g as the gr

) of air.

. m of carbonic gas to the ii ur of

Station.

icgasdk
...\

mthi

Cle
Pn,

rmont-Ferrai

r-de-Ddme,
id,

1446
Pie-de-Sancy, 1881

J;>v/./—JaNu'

•'•ai'Iy of vcrv dilute acids: the so,

•ured by Win- sodium in hrdrog
"if-r-uszin... When la i throng)

of carbonic gas at
Powder, containing ;,>.-,:{ p,
!' 1 Pl" (sph„ru s. Water deeo
H»g the formula k< P_0-
chloToform, and in sulphuric

follows:

PCl 3
-
r-AsH 3=(HCl) 3+PAs.

, separated from the liquid and d:
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that hydrogen arsenide is decomposed both by concern

arsenide, but arsenic itself, and evolving in the case of \

sulphurous acid. In contact with arsenous chloride, hydrogen
arsenide is decomposed, yielding metallic arsenic and hydrochloric

acid, thus: AsCl
3
+AsH 3=(HCl) 3

+AsAs.
Hence the author's inference, that the attraction of the two
arsenic atoms for each other is greater than their a

the chlorine and hydrogen atoms respectively. Finally,

ing sodium arsenide \\v hydrogen ars

abundantly evolved, and a brown velvet-like

analysis the formula AsH.— Ber. B&rl. C/iem. <re$.,xi,

216, 1873. 6. f. B.

3. On the Sensitiveness of silver bromide to the so-called < '!>>,,<-

ica.llylna.eti>-, rays.— It i- \v. : /.nary silver

pi if'- ti cht mi. -ally active portion of light is the violet <>r ultra-

violet. Tested in the spectrum, this portion extends onh as far

as the line E in the green. Yogel has now discovered the remark-

able fact that by suitable treatment, silver plates may be rendered

sensitive to any of the rays of th< isure, even to

the red. His attention was called to this subject by ol.sprung

,
prepared with silver bromide, received from

I, were more sensitive to the green rays, near

, than to the bright nine, near the line F. This led to

an investigation into the sensitiveness of silver bromide to the

various colors of the spectrum. I'his spectrum was producedby
a direct-vision prism, receiving it- light from a slit in'-V wide.

was produced by a Steiuh. il's camera lens, the portion of the

spectrum from D to <i being :]5
:

' in length. The experiments
1

' the day and during a ch.ud-

'K

!

j:

* exposure was generally ten minutes, an

oped with solution of ferrous sulphatethe plates t

Tt was at once observed that the bromide was S€

beyond the line F, rather than short of it, as had
Moreover, while wet plates, with an acid developer,

be sensitive to rays extending nearly to the yellow
and E), dry plates wen att'ecti ! bv rays two
H ; i. e., rays in the orange. In the former case, the nv-t int. in-

action took place between G and V ; diminishing rapidly beyond

F toward E. In the latter, though the action in the blue was

much weaker, its decrease was much less rapid. The author con-

cludes from this that dry -ilver bromide is the more delicate for

the less refrangi nV. wet silvt r bromide ti e in< n delh tt* t »r tin

more refrangible rays. In all the dry plates prepared by him.

the green was shown as was exhibited by the English drv plates

above mentioned. In casting about for' a reason tor this, the
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i. e., that since the action Takes place principally in the blue, this
sol mi, mi acts by absorbing the blue rays—occurred to him, and he
concluded that the English plates must contain some substance
which absorbed ^tcii Iiuht more strongly than blue. Upon
examination, the Wortley plates were found to contain uranium
mtrate, gum. gallic acid, and a yellow" coloring matter as a protec-
tive. Upon removing this yellow coating the plates wen found
to be no longer sensitive to the green rays. Vogel now directed
his experiments to obtai h to impregnate the
Slh>. hr.

, .\lvvi- solution, with
'?" '"''!" '' l'r..mino set free in the action, should at the same
time absorb strongly the yellow rays and thereby increase the
^'mitiv. u< ^ of thc'silv. r bromide for yellow. Such a substance
lie found in corallin, the solution of which showed a strong band
at D in its a' -tj th> -p. 1 1 uni. u .i.e at i lie same time, it trans-

:•;< iio;ht. DI-- Whi'j; the corallin in alco-
-<>!. Ik- ad. led it to hi.- as colored strongly red.
Plates prepared with this enllo.lm,, ff(.,v fom.,1 to 1

li-~
the indmoravs- but the '

-^ 1 at i->nd lucres
yelhnr almost as great a
We have a substance by ]

iy as the indigo itself.

. . - that the screen aniline col. >rs, which absorb the

1 rays between D and C, render sensitive a silver bromide-cll,,-

:

ll "|i- even to the red rays. The sensitiveness decreases from the
indigo to the yellow, then in.-r. -u— aj.iii.. ait dim _ its maximum

i ithor bi lilver may be made
sensitive to auv color at will and si- t-^ that if may be as possi-

ble to photograph the nltra red as the ultra-violet spectrum. At
al! even- . ,, a velL.w ground,

rist.^e of Vhromhm, .ih.sUh -IIintz has investi-

laboratory of Dr. Lothar Meyer, the methods .4
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The product by Schweitzer's method—the fifth above given

—

when dried at 250° till the weight is constant, approaches very

near to the composition <>1' chromium dioxide, it is a tine deep

black very hygroscopic powder, forming a dark red-brown hy-

drate. Chlorine has scarcely any action upon it even at 2.">0°.

Hydrogen chloride gas net- only very slightly, evolving water

and chlorine and forming the violet chloride, loaok chromium
dioxide is therefore an extraordi essenrialiy

different in this respect from molybdic oxide. This suggests

that instead of being a simple oxide (';•().,. it mav belong to the

so-called saline oxides, (>,< >3,Cr0 3
.~ . inn. ('hem'. Pluirin., clxix.

5. M. Stefan has conducted a series of experiments on the

ev'p ration of eolati/t liquids, esp:eiolh/ ether. Such experi-

ments have hitherto led to no results expressible in the form of

laws. The conditions under which they were made wove not

simple enough
;
yet they were sufficiently varied. The science of

evaporation, especially of the diffusion of vapors, remained an
unoccupied field.

In the folh g < vocrimt tr-. to avoid tin „r it lowering of the

temperature at the surface, narrow lahes \, ere eh >m-u tor evapo-

rating vessels, instead of the wide vessels hitherto used.

(1.) The velocity of the <

inversely proportional to tl

from the open end of the tube. This law holds witl

exactness when the distance of the level a little exceeds 10mI".

(2.) The velocity of the evaporation is independent of the diame-

ter of the tube. This result was obtained from experiments with

tubes the dian • d from 0-3""11 to 8 ,um .

(3.) The velocity of the evaporation increases with the tempera-

ture, so far us with this. Hie vapor-pressure of the liquid rises, I>

p be the maximum > f elasticity < f the \ ap r <•, responding to the

temperature of the observation. V the atmospheric pressure

under which the liquid evaporates, the velocity of the evapora-

tion is proportional to the logarithm of a friction of which . is

the numerator and V-r the denominator. If the pressure of the

vapor becomes equal to that of the air, this logarithm heeomes

infinitely great, and signifies that under this condition the liquid

boils.

If the open end of a tube, t! - closed, he

dipp,,d in eth. r, bubbh s form and issue c mtinuall; from the tube..

and at first the times in which successively equal numhers of

bubbl«-s form, are ,

• Lumbers.
If the immersed tube contains hydrogen m>tead of air. the same

number of bubbles form in one-fourth of the time. Kvapora'mn
proceeds in hydrogen, therefore, four rimes as rapidly as in air._

The same result was also furnished h\ an experiment in which

a liquid can be evaporat'^l in in open tube in various gases. It

consists of a T-shaped glass tube, through the horizontal cross-
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piece of which a continual current of the gas is conducted, wh
the liquid to be evaporated enter.- the vertical arm.

If a tube provided with a cock be dipped with the cock op
in ether, the level of the liquid within the tube will sink bel<

that outside; and at first the depth* to which the interior lei

of t —Philo .<. J/. V/.. xlvi, 483. I o V

. Prof. Villaei has ., r,lth t: -, ,-fjpiirrdbufhd>.U"
Chi mditkm, or Ui rotate the /'•- »fi

i. Abeam rized light w hr< ugh ti ;.- -

r interpose.
act, d like a <•-flindrical lens. Tins . .1

end over end
*

ocity. When not mag
it of course produced iio effect on th Whel!:

r. liu e rapldh. ;l

thr. •Ugh whir h it t«rned the piime of po! as e. in-

'\r-'
. ^equiredT

1

,

''V'-'.

11

to

effect, 0024'
s», No. 7, 1873.
. M. E. Du addresses a French A<

••hicli he ,daims that a circular '

f„ll. ntages < >v< x the usual form:
st. A magnetic" pov. "er, for a given diauiete r, double tl:

2 ' I. The exis if two neutra
1

points in.lead or one • Avhi( •h

tie ettect ot maintaining the position ot ti

the strongest sparks of a Holtz machine t

cement of the poles of the magnet.
A more satisfactory means of suspending tl

veil mounted and balanced by a plate of
o move as if placed in a liquid.

An increase in sensibility of the magnet

i:. The possibility of neutralizing the magnetism of th

3f a second magnetic circle, changing the posi

calculated brforehand, and
)f the compas s before the sailing of the vessel

lea was suggested by Capt. D. Venie.-Cony** Rendu*

i Dr. J. B. Sandersoiv presented a note to the Royal

t /'/>:•./1 p/if/ioni
"/<.//>;.,

^ Men ti ie opposite elids of the liv ing leaf of this ph

non-1, iarizah!

f a Thomson's galvanomett,r, a deflection is pr

hich indi-oates a currerit from the proximal to the distal
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the leaf. This current he calls the normal leaf-current. If,

in -". .i i. ;') it-: f -talk is plaet d on the t !' <'tr« >Ji - i the leaf remain-

ing united to it) in such a way that the extreme end of the stalk

rests on one electrode, and a* part of the stalk at a certain dis-

tance from the leaf on the other, a current, called a stalk-current,

is indicated, oppose*! to that in the leaf. To show these currents,

it is not necessary to expose any cut surface to the electrodes.

In a leaf with the p< tick attache. 1. the strength of the current

increases as the length of the petiole diminishes. Thus, a leaf

with a petiole an inch long gave a deflection of 40 divisions, and
by successively reducing its length i flection was
increased to 50. ti5, 90 and 120. Partially severing the leaf gave
the same result as if it was completely cut off.

If the leaf is placed on the electrodes as before, on in1

the petiole into the circuit of a small Daniell, the deflection is

• the current passes down the petiole, that is, from

the leaf. On reversing the current the deflection is diminished.

If, the leaf being so placed that the normal leaf-current is

indicated by a deflection to the left, a fly is allowed to creep into

it. it is observed that the moment the fly reach, the interior (so

as to touch the sensitive hairs on the upper surface of the lamina)

the needle swings to the ri^ht, the leaf 'at the >ame time closing

on the fly.

The fly having been caught does not remain quiet, and each

time it moves, the needle again swings to the right, always com-

: open leaf having been placed on the electrodes, one ot

cave surfaces is pierced with a pair of platinum needles

id with the secondary coil of a Dubois Raymond iudue-

wings to the right, as when irritated mechanically. No
e is observed when the induced current is reversed,

iervation may be repeated any number of times, but no

produced uufess an interval ot'Vrom ten to twenty seconds

sed since the preceding irritation.

part of the concave surface of the leaf nearest the petiole

d, the swing by a momen-
i of the needle to the left. This effect cannot be produced

ting any other part of the concave surface of the leaf.
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II. Geology and Natural History.

1. Volcanic En,rn.j: <<,, „tUi..r ! t .' r.l„r its tnie Origin and
',
-»•>"' /l.'.ti;,*; by Robert Mallet, A.M. F.R.S*, etc.—

i the Journal of the
Royal Society, lia\ ii - been r. ;i ! hi abstract June 20, 1872.

r ;i,r, pts in general Sir W. Thomson's view, that plu-
; "' : ' .-K'tiun .,(• \ :i!,- ;; . ilcii \

"*
results from the dissipation of

«ht,;_y in the shape of ;vnvsin :l ] heat. Settiii-_r a>ide as untena-
ble, upon the basis of observed facts, all other hypotheses, he
develops the idea first distinctly expressed by Constant Prevost,

. i • ding .-Mid cru>hint* I.f strata is the result of tan-
^nf::i! p: -

, (! f tin earth's crust

: cotmdi riogth. latter, as well as the gen-
,r '' 1 nu-n-ase of temperature, with depth, as facts -

he thick viscous eowhe her

d still further, the rapid
red to have resulted in the

he junctions of
ness in the early crust. D
u still thicker and more
greatly thickened, so as to
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As regards the modus operandi of this agency, Mallet considers

mai ily three points, viz: !. Evolution of heat by compression of

racks' within the limits of elasticity ; 2. Friction, by sliding of

beds, or planes of fracture upon each other; 3. Uock crushing.

These, acting severally or jointly, and more or less localized both

vertically and horizontally, are adequate to explain, not only the

in-.gularities observed in the increase of temperature, but when
actiug in the presence of water, constitute also an adequate cause

of vuicanicity. •• To prove this it is necessary to show, 1st. That

l he gravitation of t he "unsupported shell is adequate to crush into

o.wder all the materials of which it consists, no matter how thick

the shell may be, unless equal to the radius; 2d. What is the

total amount of contraction of materials analogous to the rocks

of the solid shell, between the temperature of fusion (or one above

it) and that of our atmoqmerc now : -id. What i- the mean work

per unit of weight and volume necessarily expended in crushing

to powder the rocks of which the solid shell consists, and what is

Concerning rh.-rh^ poi.it. Made: d- i
; - t'r >m known data and

assumed c In i nits ».' ;> obubh max l .

that in an unsupported shell, the crushing force b\ horizonta

thrust would exceed at least 428 time- i . t i\ <| ..u d .r *
'

c-'i -

(a free cube of) the hardest known rocks; audi that no practically

possible conditions will suffice to pre v» ut cruddng meter such pres-

tion as to the amount of heat produced b\ rock-crushing, and

-,, ,, ^
. . . . _ '.

.
• - .

ti'de, and in those of the harder rocks verv considerable. It was

not directly determined, but calculated bv the aid of .'

.dent number, and the (known or re-determined) specific heats and

from the elaborate table in which these results are given and

i- i. it appears that the mean work e\p h 1

g'o. -Mi :;;» footpounds for oolite, to 5,tjo.°>,722 in gray < iiieruse}

granite, the corresponding increase of temperature being respeet-

ivelv s-oo4° and 217-4°' I'. Upon the basis of Ids experiments,

ami of general considerations, he obtains for the '• mean rock ot

the first 100 miles of crust, the following data:
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British heat-units per cub. foot of rock crushed, = 6472

Temperature Fahr. to which it is raised, =183-74
Cub. foot of rock at 300° F., fusible at 3,000° by crush-

ing 1 cub. foot of mean rock, = 0108

the liquefaction of one cubic foot of ice at 32° being equivalent

to the crushing work of 1-277 cubic foot of mean rock.

Passing to the question of the total contraction of fused min-
ora! masses. Mallet shows the unreliability of the experiments

liereti.f.r- made on the subject by Hix-hot, Forbes and others.

His own experiments were made by casting iron-furnace slag,

very similar in composition to basalts, in very large and thick

lmll'ow iron cones, open at both ends, but placed upon iron bed

plates. The cones were seen full of liquid slag of about 3080° F.,

and its volume accurately measured at the moment when a sell-

s' crust had formed all around, at a temperature of about

3,"C0°. The slag cones were again measured, alter cooling, at o?>°

F.
; and the results deduced, with many precautions and correc-

Mean coefficient of contraction from fluidity to solidification,

3680° to 3000° F. = 0-982-0

3680° to 53° 0-932-76

which is about 6 per cent, against 20-25, as determined by
Bischof.

The earth's diameter being at present 7,910 miles, it mu-t have

been when liquid =s,io.i mil--, having shrunk by 189 miles at

!ca>t. This represents more than the work of a shell of 91.1 miles

thick, falling through 47 miles.
As for the present rate of cooling, whichever of the coefficients

anally given we adopt, the annual loss cannot be less than r,:r,

to 777 cubic miles of ice melted to water at 32 . If the total

amount annually h-t w ,. ;v produced by rock-crushing, it would take

^7 cubic milcs'of crushed n»ck. But doubtless by far the greater

part reaches the surface from a co lit « n *. :i ' :
! ll !l

s
,"

' ! '

portion is manifested as vulcanicity. Fpou an estimate-! the

'mire mass of volcanic cones known*. Mallet conies i<> the conclu-

sion that 7,200 cubic miles of crushed iwk u mid hav. Hittiyeu

(thermally) to produce them; which amount represents the ;..<s

of heat for eight years only, whereas the actual period oi time

( lapsed during thei'r production is immense.
^

Having pi earthfl solid crnri

~
' -.. - • - '

'"'"I'-ity. and that the necessary amount o!

- that mav be admitted as due to t

by see,;!;, • proceeds to disCUSS the potent

' ns 1, tdim/"to ). lSsum P iono r

.
-. .

, , . .. .... .

;

. • • . :

be forced up ^.v,,^ >uch enormous distances. I he yielding of

will naturally be,
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saltum, and more or less localized along lines oi < -pi iul w I n< ---,

at points consjantiy displaced by these very acts. The effects

are therefore irregularly intermittent, and non-periodic; as are

volcanic eruptions and earthquakes. The linear arrangement of

volcanoes, ai tilelism to great mount .

thus also iind- its natural • \}»lanation. The volcano is a safety

valve for the earthquake, in so far as its activity prevents the

ion of virtual energy, to the extent that on sudden
yielding, widely destructive cataclysms would ensue.

A parallel train of reasoning applied to the moon at once ex-

plains its apparent present condition. If vulcanicity be depend-
upon secular cooling, then the smaller the planet, the i

mse should be volcanic energy, and the briefer its duratioi

If, then, the cause ; >-i_;a 1 i- adequate, and all parts of the

intense should be volcanic efer its duration.

theory fit together with the facts, the author submits that the

theory may be regarded as a true interpretation of Nature.

2. Geology of the C
Hoxeymax. (From tr

tute of Natural Science.)—The railway opens
manner the geological structure of the Cobequid

part of the section is that w
the Cumberland side of

tral or syenitic formation extends along the line of railway a dli

tance of 24,000 feet; of this 12,900 feet is in the county of Cum-
berland. On either side of this is the Lower Silurian. On the

Colchester side this formation has its largest development, hat-

ing a width of 10,400 feet. On the Cumberland side the width

is 8,800 feet. This is a fact of possible economic importance. It

is a great nn talLifi :n>us. ;..- well a- marble-eont aininu series. This

is the fiivt time that this formation has been distinctly recognized

in these mountains. On the Cumberland side this formation has,

in its lower liorite porphyries, and a considera-

ble number of other porphyries, jasper rocks, conglomerate, jas-

pideons and amy- lab ida'l.
* Tin last corn spond exactly witl the

Quebec conglomerates of Canada, which are copper-p
Above the conglomerates is a considerable thickness of diorites.

shales and slates, which are rev;ulurl\ interstratitied. Tin shale?

contain abundance of fossils of older' forms than anv yet found in

Nora Scotia. These are in the finest state of pr
Graptolites of the most delicate ai in a state

of preservation unexampled in such rocks. Trilobites ami U>'>-

gulae of forms strange to Nova Seotian geology are also found.

These are of Hudson River age, the upper part of the Lower
Silurian.

This important discovery, made by the author on the 17th of

September, has solved a very important problem regal

he older metamorphic rocks of Novaage and succession of the older metamorph
Scotia and Cape Breton, and possibly also of New Brunswn
The vertical tbi I interbedded di
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ites is 770 feet. Succeeding the Lower Silurian on the Colchester
side is a band of Middle and I'pper Silurian, about 2,000 t'eet

wide.
r

Jdiis is the band which contains the Londonderry iron
deposits. Here they are not apparent. On the Cumberland side
the corresp a a width of 3,000 feet.

One fossil, a Li ,<jula, was found in the lower part.

Succeeding ian, on the C"ol< -luster side, is a

limestone, gypsum nor coal.

On the Cumberland side is the Carboi in ;, iS f rm ition, which
contains its coal fields. The part of this formation which immedi-
ately lies upon the metamorphic formations of the Cobequids con-
sists of conglomerates and sandstones. One remarkable feature
of these two was that they contaii b) of syenite
of 200 pounds and upward at a distance of 2\ miles from the
"ngmal rock of the mountain. Fo-.-il pianO embedded in the

with these rocks are found closely adhering to the
latter.

In Mr. Amos Purdy's Freestone quarry, at Wentworth, in con-
nection with these <•

? . I -tones were
found having ahm lam 'rain print-, rill marks, fossil plants
and abundance of footprints of small and large reptiles. One
reptile had trodden on a fern leaf which lay in the rain-pitted
mud, and anotl in its slow march.
Succeeding the Carboniferous on the Colchester side is the Tri-

assic, or New Red Sandstone, i his extends to Truro on the line of
railway. On the Cumberland side it is absent.

3. On a shale (Brandschiefer) in the Lott-er Perm hot near

PUkiitzin •

. according
toMr. 0,-m ;, )SOf the fish. Arnnthmlrs yrarips

Beyrich; win-- of ]lf,itt;n n W< s,\ f/ ,-i '-'
< einit/. and another

""in- B < ,„th. Th './(nniiiir; <^i> uiir,.iAh, ,«„-/* Gopp Ithe

;" f

;
S, Tpul :i f the ( oal measure:-, made a fungus h> Goppert

;

cies of Catamites, Asterojdi'/ditrs. Amodaria, S<-!,<z<>r-

teris, Sphen,,j>t<rU. j

.

>»r t, rU. C«lUpt, ris,

-Si "' ;>>• ri . Pi /y j
/...'.<.. •' ,/ ///,. ,,' x. \!-i

»"»t Outbior. Pt. hhrh.uhhs San.lb.: al.-o < ,~rdait>* Oft S Gem.,

(

' •/"' 'r'liis Germar. C. AV..W,.>- > '.< Gein.. /'< >[
-

"f liL'tfn i, tic iVu'i s/, /-'.,.','.',
.
-'• ..j.t-,is Xtum.anni,

and two species of Pter'oph'dbu,,. accompanies the paper. The

: Tria-iedike (. vca ;- with * arb i'ci • • tut-—

a

it before !)v Sand Merger, and also by Prof. Geinitz

-r-YNK.-Maskelvne found this

nbach, in which it occurs in t

in diameter, along with nick
tid troilite. It has the form i
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rith the planes i-i, 14, \-\ \-i\ and also rounded octahe-

zt parallel to the base, and imperfect in the direction

al prism I. Ma>k< h i - ' - n < d that J 1m crystals

biaxial. Hardness* between that of apatite and feld-

, specific gravity 2-245, that of tridymite (another

a) being 2*3, and of quartz 2'6. An analysis afforded

-SiO 2 97-430, FeW 1-124, CaO 0-578, MgO 1-509 =
is about as insoluble in a solution of carbonate of

la as quartz.

Vom Kath has examined the mineral and confirms the results

ot Ma>keivne. :

). < I gravity 2-J47 ; and

for the composition SiO 2 96-3, FeO 1*6, MgO 1-1=990. The
presence of iron and magnesia is attributed to the presence of a

lit; le bronzite. 1 he grains of

rest by treatment with dilute chlorhydric *aeid. 'it is >ugge>ted_

by Ma>!c/m e that '>ch in the meteorite of

stei:i ; .i -ii -. \\-l.i-.*!i closely resembles that of Breitenbach) may
have heeti asmanite.

5. Mineralogische Beobachtungen V ; von Dr. Albrecht
Schrauf. 88 pp. 8vo. (From the 67th volume of the Sitzb.

of the k. k. Akad. der Wi<sensch. 1873. Wien.)—This memoir
by the eminent crystallographer of Vi« nn i is in t ! d>< i it< tu tis<

on the mineral species of the i'>roeh.iu: it . ur-'U p. It -_d\e-a I" 1

exposition of the crystallization of the species, and of their chemi-

cal and physical relations.

6. Geognos'ixch-mi, ,*, !//>>,/, .<••},, I'r^ntmnrff: an* lt<i!t>n: \«>n

Prof. G. yom Rath, of Bonn. Part IV, with two plates. (From

the Zeitschr. of the Deutschen Geol. Gesellschaft, 1873.)—This

4th part of yom Rath's learned memoir consists of g
geological and mineralogieal obser ation^ on the vicinitv ot Mas-a

Marinma; on Calabria ; and on Vesuvius. I nder the 'last head.

vom Rath has many important observations on the minerals

formed at the eruption of LS72. He shows that the composition

of Microsommite of Scacchi is related to that of the sodalite

group, obtaining in his analysis,

and makes the important observation that nepheiite. sodalite and

microsommite, which are alike in occurring in the pores of laras,

hav.- resulted alike from the action of sea water (rich in chloride of

sodium) on the silicate of the lava.

, with pyramidal planes on the basa

the basal angle of the pyramid. Vc
ides also that leucite was one of the results of sublimation at

a eruption of 1872, as well as augite, hornblende, cavolinite,

: v

Vom Rath's paner • - . pointing out

:it it is tetragonal, is contained in Poggimdorff's Annalen Fr-

uzungsband, vol. vi ; and the same paper treats of the crystalline

•ms of the Vesiu : lende derived from subh-
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the forms of the crvM ils of sulphur; A reunite of Roccal-
also of Jordanite from ninncnthal, mica of Vesuvius;

and chalcomorphite, a new

7. Xotrw* A,i»,Hj>I,uhi« 21, */,>.—Prof. F. B. Meek has called
my attention to the tie: uivs of jvpeofthe
genus, on plate xxix «.f the recently-issued iiftli volume of the
<>eoi (1 o-y of Iilino's. j-'ri.-ii ! !ie>e, it is e\ ident that my species, A.
21,, i,', (this Journal. August, 1872, p. 88), is not congeneric with
.1. r.ittd'ts. As i have oven unable to learn of any genus to which
it ran properly l>e referred, 1 am obliged to consider it as the type
of a new genus, for which I propose the name Dawxomlht\ in

honor of the scientist who has done most to bring to our knowl-
edge the land-snails of the Carboniferous. The most prominent
characteristic of the type is the thin plate attached to the columella.
and covering half or more than half of the aperture of the shell.

In form, this" reminds one of the similar plate in Xen-ieella, with
which genns, however, the shell has no apparent affinities. I see
no reason to change my reference of this type to the Hdicida ;

though the true Anomphalus probably belongs to the /

as stated by its authors. F. H. Bradley.
New Haven, Ct, Jan. 20th, 1874.

s. (Jaciul l\ ,,/,;,/ ;n Xeir Zealand.—Dr. Hector has shown that

riod was a i tarked one in New Zealand geological
history, and holds that the era was one of " prolonged though per-

haps noi excessive elevation"*; and that ''in consequence, espe-
'•• ; in the South Island, there is a marked absence of marine

drifts and t ills." —Xature, Jan. 1.

_

9. /'b,v.s/7.s- of X< ,r Z- ,i<tu-l.—Catalogues of fowls from the Ter-

i 'us. and aKo an illustrated work on the fossil plants

niations, are nearly ready for pub-
ht-ation. Seven species of iksiosaurus and related genera have
been obtained at the A : the Wai-
para.—Ibid.

10. Addendum to Article XL VII, vol. vi ; by the author, T. B.

CWsiM,- K._o m( .lTuills , the- a<je of the Bridg.-r and <
groups, referred to the Miocene !..\ Ilavden, there is still much
•bsput..., one of the best authorities expressing confidently tin

"l""i«"i that they must be considered Eocene/ In this paper 1

bave followed Hayden's classification provisionally only. For the

present I prefer to express no decided opinion.

.
I am indebted to Dr. J. S. Xewberrv lor a review of my Sllu-

ara limestone and the Oriskany sandstone are i

. Marsh writes me that he has c
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11. Stibioferrite from Santa Clara Co., California,; by E.

('"i.i'sMmr. This antim-'iiial mineral occurs on stibnite, consti-

tuting layers from a thin coating to a quarter of an inch in tliii-k-

ness, and sometimes crystallized in cavities. The crystals were
orthorhombic, and are rhombic prisms of 110° 8', with the vertical

edges truncated. It is opaque when amorphous, hut suhtranshi-

cent when crystallized; the luster resinous, of a faint yellow color,

with the streak dull yellow to straw-yellow. Hardness =4. G.rr
3-518. B.B., in the closed tube yields water and a white subli-

mate; on charcoal, metallic globules and a white incrustation,

with fumes on stopping the heat ; insoluble in nitric acid; soluble

in hydrochloric. An ting 8'84 of

quartz, Sb 2 3 47*69, Fe 2 3 35'36, H 2 16-94=100; affording

the oxygen ratio for the antimony, iron and water 1 -1 : 1 : 14;
taking it at 1:1:1-5, it corresponds to 2 of sesquioxides of anti-

mony and iron to 3 of water.—Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philad., p.

366, 1873.

12. Chromite and Trautwinitefrom Monterey Co., California ;

by E. Goldsmith. Proc. Acad Nat. Sci. Philad., 1873, p. 365.—
Analyses afforded

Mr. Goldsmith concludes that the trautwinite is a result of the

alteration of chromite; and that the silica and lime ihu

chromite is in the state of trautwinite. The mineral is not acted

on by hydrochloric acid.

13. Dr. Begelon Vitis, a Monograph recently published in the

Annals of the St. Petersburgh Botanic Garden, we commend to

the notice of Dr. Engelmann, as with the

botany of our North American Vines "and their near relatives.

One need not know them profoundly, however, to be able to

appreciate the soundness of the judgment that combines under

one species, V. cordifolia (our Erost Grape) with V. vulpina, the

Muscadine or Southern Fox Grape !

The Gardener's Chronicle calls attention to Dr. Re •

ing forward as an " objection to the Darwinian theory, the cir-

cumstance that the cultivation of the American vines has resulted,

in the course of a few score of years, in the production of as great

an amount of variation as has been obtained in Enrope and Asia

during tens of centuries." Upon which it may be rei

that there are in North America several species to work jritB,

against the single one cultivated in Europe and western A«I

;

and, 2, that the American varie? , most part

have not been made, but rather selected and improved
last two or three score years. As most young
know, all our Vines vary greatly as to their fruit in the wild state.

So that nature had long ago begui altivatOJ

in this case only accelerates, and directs, and gets the credit for.
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14. Hepaticw JSorecdi-Americana; by Coe F. Austin. Clos-
ter, New Jersey, 1873.—This classical' collection, which is \ cry

'•:•' to collect an d study our He-
paticce, was announced, if we mistake not, sonic time ago. The
sets are now issued, with tickets, index, and
choice collection of 150 species. The tickets a
the characters of new species, which are in Latin,
sets is limited ; the price $15, but soon to be raised. A separate

- iwi. .1, Hi' ts pa^es. ,,eta\o, containing the ti--k. ts,

index. Are., of the collection. F, >
".- of Jung-

ermann's name. !,.- familiar -enus dedicated to him is ./"„>/.!•-

nt'i,))ii<i, which Mr. A renin has shortened to J>/ng>./,'mania, a. g.
15. Ilysanthes gratioloides, a rati in- gnifie nt plant of our

flop, has recently been found in abundance in France, in the
neighborhood of Nantes. It is thought to have appeared there
between the years 1853 and 1858, and to have been in some way
i-p-ived from the United States, but the manner of its coming
eludes enquiry. An account of it is given in Bull. Bot. Soc.
France, session of Nov. 15, 1872. a. g.

16. Synopsis Generis Lespedezce, auctore C. I. Maximowicz.—
This fills sixty pages of the Annals of the St. Petersburgh
" t "' 1

• Garden, and i

--d of March last. The genus is one of those mainly
between the eastern United States and eastern Asia,
;>an and China, and so comes especially before Dr.

''., who i- working uy> the Flora of Japan. We found
our own sp ive studied them more than thirty

• -
-in a-o

; we welcome the lisjht which a new study of the whole
likely to throw upon them, aud are quite prepared to

] verification (up m I
pportunitv),

- which Dr. Maximowicz concludes to make.
*'

'- p"ist, and indeed should expect, that his characters may serve

- Mi from L. riobictu- the L. reti<'<>h>t<i, including L.
*'-'•>'••''

'

'plora and our variety angmtifol.ia ; the junction of L. pro-
'.

''"''" "* «itli L. ,-</», ,s eontirms a view which some of our Amer-
Iready insisted on; and, as to the angustifolia

va
:

' '.' "' L. e<ipit,!t<i, with its rounded legumes not surpassed by
;' '• j yx and sometimes slender peduncles, it is well separate.!
tr"'" fbat species, but is more likely to be a distinct specie- than
A 'rm of x. hirta. As to the "clandestine" or " apetalous"

one section, wdiich Maximowicz would prefer to call

ne of which names are truiv apt), we request our bot-
:il '^rs in the nvjd to S(

. nit ; I ,i /L.

t i K . ni
.' They are probably cleis-

'"!/;->">»*. A> t.. Merroloinx L. r./tim.id. <. it is of course Pitcheria

of X ut tail; and we thought this had been stated in

notices of poor old BertolonPs remarkable
'i"iie_r<. As to L. s .'/•/. • representative of his

u-. .V;.r,./,,/w-,/
(
r„;|) r . M. i> uuauare of the singular

!

:
"' r "> Us recent, and singular. uatural-

'



it is said to be < as a " forage pi*

are notices of it in this Journal, eight or ten year

would have supplied the author of this monograph w
for amplifying his paragraph upon the use of Lespede

17. On the Systemat
Mouse. (From the Pre

History, vol. xv, 1878.) 60 roufl tigures.-

memoir Professor Morse has presented, at -

merits in favor of uniting the Brachiopods with the Cluetopod

Worms. His avowed object is " to show that in every point of

their structure, the Brachiopoda are true worms, with possibly
:

- < to the Crustacea, and that they have no relations to

tin- Mullusca, save what many other worms may possess in com-

mon with them."
In this and several other valuable papers on the Bra*

the author has pn i
• .1 n t>\ cts f great interest and import-

ance concerning their :inat..my and rinl>r\ ol-.^y, and for these he

deserves much 'credit, whether we accept 1

their relations to the worms, or not. A full discussion of his

theory and arguments, on this subject, will not be attempted at

thi- time; but a- so; . calculated to mislead

those not fen ject, a few exceptions to such state-

ments may not be out of place. On pages 7 to 10 (319 to 322, to

Proc.) a summary is given of the characters in which Worms
and Mollusks are supposed to differ; and on pages 58 and 59, the

characters of " Vermes" and Brachiopods are compare
lei columns. In both places the terms " worms," " Vermes,"
" Annulata," are used so indefinitely that it is not always easy to

vhether cert:
I

,] t,, apply t

rticular groups, like the Annelids. i>ui

:• diversity in the anatomy and embryology
of the numerous groups, of at least ordinal value, if not classes,

already referred to the " Vermes," this distil -t ion is of essential

importance. Thus it would be easy to show that there are excep-

tion- (often very numerous) to nearly every character given as

characteristic of "Vermes" on pp. 58, 59. It would also be easy

to show that part of the characters given as common to Vermes

and Brachiopods are common, likewise, to most other classes ot

f'.-.'- .

The first character given (p. 7) relates to form :
" We have in

the Vermes a form, whose length is much greater in proportion to

its l.i th than i t
!

( M. i<k.s.
M

Mai.\ \

1 many of the lower "Venue-.

like the Planarians, are notable exceptions, being re!a ;vely

broader and shorter than the majority of Mollusks. \gaii '* fllt
'

worm is perfectly bilai pn ssed. ri it r* m d or

e in man)

cases as to be distil e

flattened laterally," the reverse being stated of the Mollusks.

But we find many Annelids that are more or less asymmetrical,
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either in the number and form of the jaws (Dinpafra, etc.), or in
[he cephalic appendages, a* in Serpu/itfa, where one of the

ventral i .1 ,.,. in . often quit, > -ti _> «•, ml ra -ted as in any
and in some cases the body is compressed laterally

p "is, ( j, ,,,,,
j

,',\, ,,,. e^en de-
pn-ssL-d {Doris, Chitons, Cephalopoda, Pteropods). In faei form
is a very poor character for characterizing any lar-e -'roup of

-
.

.
.

:

>rms, lik

id other ^

truly v(

e Aph

is those of
gumentary enn
"ning a sac or

slope is pro

for the mar

with other oruan>." The interne
u'r-mps, according to the food of the >

vvl >' used as a character for separariu-
^'pu.K-uloid Worms (as state I - Ui

™ry long and greatly convoluted, and
norly or posteriorly.'

.
In most Xemerteans, Planarians. :

mtestme is not -
, 1 sas„ ,i I." ,.1

organs and the ttWmentary sv>te:n

^

'*.'•;" '

'
':.';

i
-

;'.
. ;

.'

fices. In the Mollus-a, wiih th ev
l'°' l:i

, nothing (J f t!ie kial is fo.inl,



the organs an
i is by means of simple orifices in t

The " depuratory apparatus" of "Vermes" is so diverse in

structure and position in the different groups, as to render it

very quest ioi a! !< whether thesi <>i n i> are homologous in the dif-

ferent orders. Moreover, there is still so much to learn concern-

ing both the proper vascular circulation and the " depuratory

;
Mollusea, and the connection of both witb

ifl very unsafe to base generalizations on neg-

ative evidence of this kind. Even now, the utmost diversity of

opinion exists, among the leading European anatomists, concern-

ing the character of these organs in the commonest Mollusks, some
asserting and others denying the existence of external vascular

conn, ctions, l a , u , ... capillaries, etc. It should also be considered

that no "segmental organs" have yet been detected in the nearest

allies of the Annelids, the Crustacea, although the two classes

agree so closely in nearly all other respects that no one has Deea

able, as yet, to frame strictly distinctive diagnoses for them.

§g. the existence of the in ans in Brach-
iopods is certainly one of their most remarkable characters ; and
also one of the strongest analogies with the Annelids v.

possess.

The character of the nervous system of Braohiopods, a< rding

to the author's own statements, is quite as much like that of a

degraded mollusk as like that of a degraded worm, and has IM
special resemblance whatever to that of' any of the true Annelids,

with which the author wishes to compare them. We may as well

compare it with the nervous system of a Lamellihraneh* without

the pedal and posterior ganglia (for which there is no use), as

with that of an Yunelid destitute of the ventral series of ganglia,

"In the Annulata, with the exception of the Discophora, the

products are set free < ity, receiv-

ing from the fluid tin 1 nt t -hment." An-
other notable exception is found in the common earth-worms, ami

their a lie>, which 1 tv< a distil -t oviduct and male organ, in the

ni< di n line beneath, and, like many leeches, lay eggs enclosed in

capsules, not unlike those of many mollusks. Other exception*

also occur in the Annelids, while among the Cestodes, Trematodes,

Nematodes, and Turbellaria, the oviduct is usually single ami

connected directly with the ovary, as in most Mollusea. But in

Polyps and many common Fishes, etc., the generative pr-dm-ts

perivisceral cavity, as in most Chsetopod

Annelids. This is obviously a character of small importance.

even the several orders of Anne-
lids. In the Mollusea, "with the exception of the Octopoda. the

oviduet is single." Many other exceptions occur, in the Chitons.

Lamellibranchs, etc. "Among the Mollusks. even when devoid oi

a shell in the adult, the embryo earlv dev, h>ps a - !

ell 'omn s« d of

one or two pieces." This is' not the case in manv Cephalopods

and Pteropods.
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From this summary it will be seen that net one of the characters
given to worms i>, p eristic, or diagnostic.
of the Vermes, as a whole, and few of them can be applied to
more than a single order, while many of them are common t<. the
worms and various other invertebrates, belonging to diverse
(•hiss, s and branches, including Molluscs. The same remarks
apply to most of the additional characters -iron to Venues, on pp.
58,59. Some of the latter are even mure useless, as distinctive <>f

Vermes. Thus they are said to have " an extensive vascular sys-
tem, eontaininu' a . .ring the pseudo-haemal
\;^e;u/'_ •

'.,.,.„ oi V(, n as ., character for all

v ermes," but merely for the higher Annelids ; but it does not hold
good even within those limits, for there are many Chaetopod
-;'"'; ''-K '"•! !!_;• _ t> -e\tr,d different hmiiies, that are totally
destitute of pseudo-1 i n , vessels, ml ha\e only one fluid, which
fills the periviM-era . \\,\A

/
>

! ./'/,'"
. d/yoera, etc.),

;'»d yet some of these genera he! v- i t'.-.mili. - in which other
- aera have a complete system of vessels, (see also Morse's quota-
t! )U from Claperede, p. \i.H The possession of " chitinous out-

• Lairs, or spine- " is a character
that applies only to a part of the true Annelids,

ids, as well
of some) being destitute of such appendages. In fact

most of these characters are no more characti ri-tic of worms, as a
the presence of a shell is charaeff ristic of Molluscs,

' _«-'' facts arc brought forward, not for the purpose of refuting
Prof. Morse's views concerning the position of Brachiopoda,
uJ'nc}>, if . , st ,,,, other and hotter foimda-
f Shu to show how va-iu u his deti nit ions of "Vermes," and

.s as to what a </;,.-,,< really is. The difficulty

'. '' tii!'n, u- t! e hot. ro-, .icons m-oup of • Venues" would be greatly
'"f'^'l h

y a.hlhu- to i; tin lira. Id -p< ds and Poh z-.a, as the

i.'.ses. \ or <.;m h e better the matter, by separating
ti,i

' "Vermes" from the rest of the Articuiata. and ealiing the
group a "sub-kingdom," as some other writers have alreany
''"lie. In fac t, there is far greater difference between the Annelids
and lower worms (Helminths), than between the Annelids and
(

' i-*i
• i These two last classes appo \*m at. so

< I ^ h m
sr ru<-tin-e, in some of their forms, that it has become a matter of

_ sd< obaracters foi Bei a iti _

t, s have been proposed in classifica-

tion, in modern times, than to separate them in two " sub king-

;' :' •;/;
•- bra. .!,. s ( )„ the same basis every class of animals

•' £*« be .made a "sub-kingdom."
Another ft i ur < , , tin ii'ir ments pi - . t. i . i nds tt itmn

who may wish to for
' of them.

V,
,e

,
author "arura 1\ tak. - un-, at ode- in . v.n ease to point out

•'
.

. '

, -

'

compares the elongated
(Hopods that he compares, but

Inferences. Thus, on p. 11, 1
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caudal segments of Annelids, like Pectinnrin and S-il»-H < /-/, with

the peduncle of Brachiopods. Hut ho does not mention the fact

that in the former the anal orifice is at the end of the can. la] Mo-
ment, which is bent forw rd, a.nd t this . m ou is to I < li-

tate the discharge of the faeces ; while the peduncle of Unn-hiopods

is imp* ri'ora . - in t •oiitain the intestine, and is essentia iy an

organ of attachment. The fabrication of tie es by tl < a ;
-giutina-

tion of sand with a mucous secretion, in Linyi'm, is a > haracter

of trivial importance, for many soft bodied species of nearly all

classes of invertebrates, whether Protozoa. Hadiata, .Moliusca, or

Articulata, do the same thing. On p. 2S. the identity of the

cirri of Brachiopods and Annelids is asserted, but he has not men-

tioned that in the latter these organs are gi nuii > _ii-. " i lia

complicated capillary vascular eh as not been

shown to exist in the former. So of the paliiai memorams ot

Brachiopods and the collar of Anneli Is, ] e h - dn»\v nth 1
points

;:.'. Suit has !ar_iel '._ i

'

' ivuccs in

-•:'..•!
«. We would also remind our

readers that a liberal use of printers-ink ou diagramatic cuts, like

those on page 21, may serve to conceal differences, as well as to

show resemblances.

The facts in regard to the embryology of the Brachiopods,

which are brought out by Prof. Morse in this and in a - i nt

memoir, are of giv.u; . nd do, in h h diow

;:oints of resemblance between the embryos ami larvae

of Ib-achiopods and of certain worms. a. e. v.

18. Occurn *< of Gil/antic ' uttt fishes cm tin coast o Veic-

foundland; by A. E. Ykr::iu..—Considerable
|
op ilar ii t< r< st h s

'been excited by several articles that have recently b
and extensiv ;- ,,f 'Canada aud^ it?

I" nited States, in regard to the appearance of gigantic "s<puds"

on the Newfoundland coast. Having been so fortunate as to

obtain, through the kindness of Prof.' S. V. Bnird. tin jaws atnl_

other parts of two of these eivatun s, and. through tin courtes\ ot

Dr. J. W. Dawson, photographs «»f portions of two other speci-

mens, I have thought it worth whih to rim: >•_ h r, a t is

time, the mam facts i -.peering the s vera! -p im - > •' ha e

been seen or captured recently, so far as I have been able to collate

them, reserving foi i futm arti 1 tin ftdl lescri tions and figures

of the jaws and other |iortioiis, now in mv possession.

We now have reliable i ii rmation e, „"<• ruin- tiv- different ex-

amples of these monsters thai have appear, d

at Newfoundland. ( 1 ). A specimen found floating a:

at the Grand Banks, in October, 1871, by i a

schooner B.I). ilaskins, ot Gloucester, Mass. It \va- taken on

board and part of it u>cd for bait. Dr. A. S. PaekaC
in the American Naturalist, vol. vii, p. 91, Feb., I 373,

that have been published in regard to this individual. But its

jaws have since been sent to the S • «"» C
1V

now in my hands to be described and figured. They were thought
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by Professor Steenstrup, who saw a photograph of them, to belong
to his Arch;t, : ,<ti>;« „• >,,.!.-/,>,«. w ,i -h inhaohs the n.-nh, rn casts
of Europe, bat i - -till ctvimpt . , th kin-*,.. Th< I \ uv> or
beak from this s „,,„,, fs thick md simn^. neat \ hhu'i , it is

about -7- -

'

,d t

'«' i.oi-h'i.'u
large prominent angular lobe. The body of the specimen from
which this jaw was taken is stated to have measured 1.3 feet in

length and' 4 feet s i iches in ciivumfer. n v. The arms wore mu-
tilated, l»ut the portions ivrnaininir were estimated to be 9 or 10

the rest. It wa- i
.»;'!, i:.i. i t- wi-iirli I'oub pound-.

'"

(2)._ A large indi\ idua't at tacked two men, who were in a small

' i< - tl» 1. u ,u -, , lt ,,t with t h if, n t i i 1 ujit i , ok

arms, or a part of it, was preserved in tin must uu at St. John,

''Ut Mhl.'Tr, an !!aiV
:

";.u!h! nu'hes'iu !

end where the suckers are situated: but i

sessile arms. The estimate given for the U
this creature (GO feet) was probably intend.
""'biding the arms.

(
:5). A specimen was found alive in shal

^ove, and captured. Concerning this one

]

,a
l>"' accounts. It is stated that its bod

b|-:'h:md «;, » nearly a- large ro.md as

two feet in length and " as large as a man's

other in size to the one amputated from N
ion that this was actually the same indivi
boat. But if not, it was probably one of t

about the same size.

* Als<> in the Annals and Magazine of Natural Hi

t Doubtless these long arras are very contractile an
mose of the ordinary squids.
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(4). A pair of jaws and two of the suckers were recently for-

ward e-1 to ine from the Smithsonian Institution. These were re-

ceived from Rev. A. 31unn, who writes that they were taken from
a specimen that came ashore at Bonavista Hay"; that it measured
thirty-tw feet in length - pi oba hlv tl . eutirt length, including

more or less of the anus); and about six feet in circumference.

This jaw is large ami broad, but much thinner than that of No. 1,

and without the deep notch and angular lobe seen in that speci-

men. It probably belongs to the Architeuthis dux of S1

<>r at least to the same species as the jaw figured by Dr. Packard.

(5). A smaller specimen, captured in December, in Logic [Jay,

about three miles from St. John, in herring nets. Of this I have
a description in a letter to Dr. Dawson, from M. Harvey, Esq..,

who has also published a brief account of it in the "Morning
Chronicle," of St. John. The letter is acompanied by two photo-

graphs of the specimen: one showing the < ntire body, somewhat

arms attached.

long, and between five and six feet in circumference; the caudal
iin was twenty-two inches broad, bur short, thick, and emarginate
posteriorly on each side, the end of the body being acute; the

two long tentacular-arms were twenty-four feet in length, and two
In s in circumfeiN nee. exci pt at the broadi r part in ar

the end; the tips slender ami acute: the largest suckers \-25 inch

in diameter, with serrated edges ; tin eight short arms were each

six feet long; the two largest were ten inches in circumfcr. ue. at

base
; the others were 9, 8 and 7 inches. These short arms taper

) slender acute tips, and each bears about 100 large, 1

lckers, with serrated margins. Each of ''

about 160 suckers oil

suckers with serrated margins. Each of the long
1

ut 1 60 suckers on the broad terminal portion, all oi wnicii

denticulated; the largest ones, which form two regular alter

nating rows, of twelve each, are about an inch in diameter.

Ther is also an outer row of much smaller suckers. -..'.

with the large ones, on each margin; the terminal part of these

arms is thickly covered with small suckers: and numerous similar

small suckers are crowded on that portion of the arms where the

< tiI-m— f-i.-.i nt begins, before the commencement of the rows of

large suckers. The arrangement of the suckers is nearly the same
as on the long ami of No. 2, but in the latter the terminal por-

tion of the arm, beyond the large suckers, as shown in the photo-

graphs, is not so long, tapering, and acute, but this may be

due to the '
: ; he two specimens. It is proba-

ble that this was a young specimen of the- same species as No. 2.

From the facts known at present, it appears probah!
tlie-e sp eimens, and several others that have been reported at

-: - :

one (probably . {,• /.//, „t/,;.,> „..,,„,.-U>i*\ represented only by the

Srsl oi those enumerated above, and having a more
form of body and stouter jaws; the second (probably .!. »/»*)

represented by Nos. 2 to 5, above described, having a short,
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wssive body, and broad, but comparatively thin jaws,
which are also .lit!; Tent in form. Some of the differences in size
and proportions, and in the suckers, observed among the four
specimen* referred to the latter species, may be due to sex, for
the sexes differ considerably in th. «,- character- in all known
cuttle-fishes.

19. Revision of the Echini ; by Alexander Agassiz. Part
iii, 4to, with 45 plates. Illustrated Catalogue of the Museum of

Zoology, (.'ambrido-e, Mass.' is?:*.—This excellent
work is profusely illnVrab d 1 y u ii. ue

|
it. s, a hu'ue part of which

'Kn 'in] i
in photographic printing process s. di-

eX1, i'^-iK-e. Tin \Yu.,.lbury-type pro.-ess tin Albert -type and the

ltl.'._
,

;,',h,

11

uV al'o l',?n n'e,

.-i-S-illi

1 to so

ly employed, while superior

•b-tnile.rd.vription. «,f all the
east coast oi~ Xorth America

n species, except those of the

i were described in Part ii.

Such species are, however reft

Pl:v<-. Twentw-ighr ,,lat- ate Part i.1: the Vemain'ing

m-lo i'art iv. hut :in iwn-d
i»^iwiii<voj't

l

i 1

,'

,

tl ir,,wi I1i
1

to th<
and some of the plates, by th
1872.

J e great Boston fire, in November!

20. The Marine Mammals o r *A« -Northwestern Const of Xorth
Ainori,;, ch s-rr>, i ,/„,/ ;//,/,-/;w,-/ tor/ether with an account of

th

|
u-h isstd!

'ceuomiea::
rt of ail who are int<

History. It is to be
h '-. and is offered t

£
-',;• Societv

Mi

made in l.-k -,p ri,

of'

). tile"

'Ultendeil!

era which 1 cannot di



sdge at t he sarav i,..-:tli ['he~e >j.eeies 1)oth i

.' _ uv- and - i;s",-n,
,;
Matter*

specimen of L
i dredge with the h.,t : saml

I
like tin

? dredge on it This last

i'..nii- of Clad
» fnlly half an

Ml is ver no part of the I».,d\

s large e^ s pro* • f.,nvard; the

:iiou iu
•

the natatory a
i.j,;...

[ages is long and v ery stout,

iv -h,

wded togethei v the :i
!'!.';

lumen is very long and the :last s. ates in two

;::. 77i6 American Lit,>, t l,(S />"(?// >hemw o., the Dutch cot

III. ASTEONOMY.

nhutions to Solar Physics. I. A popular Account
nto the physical constitution of the Sun, with spe<

tions to the Koyal Society <

of Sciences, with Notes. By J. No
don : Maemillan and Co. 1874. pp. xxi, 676, 8m—The purpos

of this beautiful volume, which has just heen issued by Messrs

Ma rnillan and C o., is sun i« li i n the above title t

render any extended notice unnecessary. The first part is a pope

lar exposition of the facts and principles necessary to a gooi

understanding, on the part of the general reader, of the recen

acquisitions in spectroscopy, and the results of its application t

the study of solar physics. It is made up, for the most part, c

lectures of the author delivered at the Koyal Institution and els<

where, upon the sun, solar eclipses, and the spectroscope, and c

essays which he has published at different times in various penot

icals. The second par; contains, brides the numerous papers c



erous illustrations and maps of spectra,

added in the notes. The manner in

work is made up gives it especial value,tde up gives it e:

ves the original

lully, or in extended extracts. Information of the highest interest

is thus brought to readers, to most of whom, perhaps, the original

memoirs are inaccessible. a. w. w.
2. The Analyst: a Monthly Journal c

ematirs; edited and published by J.

Moines, Iowa.—This is the first number of a journal " intended
to afford a medium for the presentation and analysis of any and
all questions of iin « 1 applied mathe-
matics, embracing especially, all new and interesting discoveries
in theoretical and practical astronomy, mechanical philosophy,
and engineering." Each number is to consist of not less than
sixteen pages, and the price is two dollars a year. Among the
articles in this number are : the relative positions of the asteroid;

'

1

" Kirk

'

. h\ I'rof. Ilenkle: equations >- :
' differences

1

'"on between the mean and true

A journal covering this field

wuiiuy, ana we most heartily wish it the highest success.

/ ,,, <>f the Orbit of Uranus, with yfr-ml
tables of its M,',/;,,,, .- by Simon Newcoub, Prof. Mathematics,
U. S. K. Smithsonian Contributions. 4to, pp. 288.—The first

chapter of this elaborate work, is a development of a method of

, y Prof. Kirkwood ; the recurrence of eclipses, by Prof.
I). Trowbridge; o] i

*
i - o] imagii i'\ ' ' mtities considered

~-:ometrically, by Prof. I lei inferences, by Mr.
verlv

; relation In f malv, by Prof,

eded in this

planet from 1690 onward, and extended tables of i

4. Astronomical Suggestions ; by H. M. Parkhi
the method of "

< xringi'iishinu ap< rtures," accuracy
0lil y be obtained with a perfect Iv dark field. It is

star is more easily seen in a black Held than in on.

minated; and that, with an equal magnifying pmve
tion will vary in proportion to the aperture. The

"" app
'iscabh-

may be observed by the spectroscope

proach but no actual contact. This metho

'•
.. :- .

" ' • v :r: • - im's limb, but prob-

ably not near enough to be seen.
5 Astr,.,,,.,,.;. 7 /•/,.,,-, ,-; - :r from the Obse,

x '». -'.:--• „f rhi~ M-ries (>ee rhi- Journal, v.

•ions of the lunar mountain-' i inn

- and Herodotus, a key to the luna
views of the planet Mars.

rvat'ry ofHanard

1' G^sendi,Tlato!

,r surface, and tour
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6. Tableau de VAstronomie dans FHhnisph-hre Austral et thins

FInde; by Dr. E. Mailly, Bruxelles, 8vo, pp. 232. Extract from

the 23d vol. of Memoirs of the Royal Academy of Belgium.—This
is an interesting and minute account of the equipment of all the

observations in the southern hemisphere and India, with the work
accomplished in t a -h iV-nn Halley's formation of a catalogue at

>t. Helena in 1677, of 341 southern stars, to the establishment of

the observatory at Cordoba, by Dr. Gould.
7. Aurora Australis.—The Aurora was seen at Sandhurst in

Victoria, on the 19th of May, 1873, at 10 p. m.—Monthly Record
iiLlhunnie Ohserrutory, during May, 1873.

IY. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. American Metrological Society.— On the 30th of December,
a number of gentlemen met at Columbia College, pursuant to a

call issued by Pres. F. A. P. Barnard, and forme d the American
M> v.*/ .-//.-.// Soi-ifity. Hon. J. A. Kasson presided, and a con-

stitution was adopted and officer- elected. The objects of the

society are stated to be to originate measures or to aid in promot-

ing measures elsewhere originating, designed to improve the sys-

tem of weights, measures, and moneys at present existing among
men, and to bring the same into relations of simple commensura-
bility with each other.

An object secondary to this will be to secure the universal

adoption of common units of measures 1' r the expression of quan-

tities which require to be stated in presenting the results of physi-

cal observation or investigation, and for which the ordinary sys-

tems of metrology do not provide—such as the divisions of the

barometer, thermometer, and densimeter ; the amount of work done

by machines; the amount of ne' e or poten-

tial, of bodies, as dependent on their morion' or position: the

quantities of heat present in bodies at given temperatures re-

generated by combustion or otherwise; the quantity and intensity

of electro-dynamic currents ; the aggregate or efficient power of

prime movers; the accclerative power of' gravity; the pressure of

steam and of the atmosphere, and other matters analogous to

these. The Assoriation will endeavor a!-, to secun
of usage in regard to standard points of reference, or to those

physical conditions to which observations must be reduced for

purposes of comparison, especially tin- temperature and pressure

to which are r< f< n 1th. sj. eii
'

gt i\ iti< - of bodit - and the z. n>

of longitude on the earth. !

l
. ll. wh j_ . fficers were chosen:

Pnsido K Dr. V. A. P. Barnard: V.^-Prethh.it, lion. John A.

Kassou; ne.-ordiny Swttttrt/, Prof. (
'. ( ',. Bockwood. Jr. ;

C»r-

responding Secrebtn( % Prof. S. 1 \ .
Howard

I'oit. r. !•>.[. :
C.n, ; ',.-;h S. P>. Hu-jes. K, ( p. Profs. H. A. Newton,

T. R. Pynchon, J. K. Hi! rard. Woh-.-tt <iibbs, and C. S. Lyman.

K. W. BiiPtt, K<4 ., Pro*. J. P. Cooke, \\. XV. Ravmond, and K.

H. Thurston.



.
- In.;,

2. Gold and Silver production in 1873.—Mr. John J. Valen-
tine, General Superintendent of Wells, Far-., ^ ( ... Impress
i_-r..y. through whose hands most of the bullion
" st of North America passes, has furnished the "

.

nia,'; of Jan. 1, 1874, with the folio "

precious metals for 1873.

Statement of Precious Metals pre

s„„„aT,„„orl,» gjgfj^lwssar
California $15,709,956

219,141

'111,951

UTl.KU

$1,570,995, $ 264,771 $480,000 !

$18,025,722
4,807, til 7 :j5.254,.-,07

1 1,376,389

""IJ 2,343^654

1,386,767 4,083,'268

229,398

938^297

l,2liu":'i

Washington

Sldo

BScdunaMa:: 1^696 "YoY^
Total

! .J. |
|72,2*8,6M

This aggregate is over $10,000,000 in excess of the like state-

ment for 187 j. The 21 j ,,-. ::, Nevada alone is nearly $10,000,000,
and the total product of Nevada nearh glials thai of all the oth-
ers. Arizona, Califor i,i 1 'iv^.m, Washington,

L Nevada, Utah and Colorado
increased. Arizona is imperfectly represented, but her entire pro-

''"'thm is small at most. The production of Mexico is represented
"> l 'i'.v imperfectly and in silver only, because the great I

million of Mexico reaches market by other channel- t

1:<:'_"» & Co., who report only what they have tln-ms.

!

H ' !1 '"f- Th,- ,.,,i,d,i, 1( d product of ad -hows for L-7-. ?

and for 1873, -; ;_._• 5.-.00 ;. which exceeds the product
v i'-us year for these regions.

:
>. United States Geological Surrry <>/ th*> Tn-rit-

United States Geological Survev of the Terrir-.rh - v -

this time, at the Government Printing office, the follow

A volume on the Ornithology ot the northwestern

.

V
\ has been pi 1 , 1

V, , >, £. \ ,,u -. t i

gist. The synonomy has been worked out with car

descriptions are -hen of four-tf nth- of the hhds known to

we«t of the M- rm, No. 3 "31is

^'""^Publications/\nnd will contain from 800 to 1000 pages.
lf will not be ready for distribution before Spring.
^o. 4 of the "Miscellaneous Publications- the Synods
flora of Colorado by Prof. T. C. Porter and, John M. ( milt

*n type ami wiu be ready in a few (1ays. It will f.-rn. an ...

volume of about 250 closely printed pages, and contain a h

Weiis.

hd the
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1400 species. "The plan followed in the Synopsis is, that oi

Yatson in his excel] nl Catolou'ue vol., 5, of Clarence Kind's

it. Descriptions are given of all the orders, genera and spe-

m»I . >nr iii.l" Cray's iiniai. < pn - Mora, and other

lies of the States east of the Mississippi river." The mosses,

is. and fined are included. About fourteen new species are

lescribed for the first time. The work will form a convenient

book for botanical tourists to the mountainous districts of

r Leo Lesquen

by Mr. Juliu

series shall !>< published in the best style, both as to priming.

4. /'/,•-/ ''';.
,

.- a t ,l . /-/ .- by William S. Davis, LL.D., Head
Master of the Derby Central School of Science. I '60 pp. Umo,
with 115 illustrations. — Putnam's Elementary Science Series.

New York (Ct. P. Putnam's Sons). Reprinted from the English
"" ,

j geological school book, based i

• Pelecy-

poda «.; >lu Lo<.\ i \)u .ha i Mi ill • .t • .u- and is well illus-

trate] .\ - i tarto platen p.uth h ,i— h i- ' inn' H'

lai in its ot sp des of tin same tribe from the Middle and

Cpp r (juader (I pper Cretaceous) and includes six plates.

<i. Academy of Sciences of France.—J. Norman Lockyer has

been elect-- <-,_ rendered vacant \~

the Astronomical section by the death of Eneke: and
Af

"

Angstrom and Billet in place of Hansteen and \Vheatstoi

Reliquiae Aquitanieae, being contributions to the Archaeology and

of Perigord and the adjoining provinces of Southern Prance ; by f

B upert Jones, R.S. and G.S., e

Vol. v, p. 432, 22d line from foot, for synclinal, read anticlinal.

p. 419, line 4 from foot, for 14-51 read 1445.

p. 424, line 11 from foot, dele "and subtracting 1."'

p. 425, in the note read—Q in this paper=>g of Maxwell; Q'=Q of Maxwell;

4irM=£ of Maxwell; ^-M=3 of Maxwell.
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Art. XVII.—On the great Lava-flood ofthe West; and on the struc-
ture and Age of the Cascade Mountains; by Joseph LeConte,
rrofessor of Geology, University of California.

During the past summer, I made a geological tour through
portions of central and eastern Oregon, the principal object of
wfuch was to examine the great lava-flood which covers this

• specially to study the structure and deter-
mine the age of the Cascade Mountains. In this tour I was

greatly assisted by Rev. Mr. Condon of the

,

.'" ,l

'r
> •'' ,,, ;"i widely known and greatly honored, no less for

.wledgeof
the geology of this portion of the State. Two years before, I
went over nearly the same ground, and also extended my obser-
vations into Washington and British Columbia. The purpose
ot my last visit was to solve, if possible, some of the questions
started in the first visit.

I. The great Lava-flood,*

Extent—As already stated in my paper on the " great fea-

this is probably the most extraor-

tva-flood in the world. Commencing in middle Cali-

becomes a
Hood flowing over and ing the smaller ine-

Qg around the greater inequalities of surface,
wmle in northern Oregon and Washington it becomes an abso-

i the word « j paper, as synonymous ?
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lutely universal flood, beneath which the whole original face

of the country, with its hills and dales, mountains and valleys,

lies buried several thousand feet. It covers the greater portion

of northern California and northwestern Nevada, nearly the

whole of Oregon, Washington and Idaho, and runs far into

Montana on the east and British Columbia on the north. Its

eastern and northern limits are not well known, but its extent

cannot be less than 200,000 to 300,000 square miles, i. a,

greater than the whole area of France, or nearly double the

area of California.

Source.—This immense mass of liquid matter was derived

from streams which issued, as I believe, from fissures ; some of

them in the Coast Eange, but mostly in the Cascade and Blue

Mountain Banges. The streams from these two latter sources

especially flowed until they met and formed an almost uni-

versal sheet.

Thickness.—The greatest eruptive activity seems to have been

in the region of the Cascade Bange, and here therefore the flood

seems to have reached its greatest depth. The area covered by
the Cascade flows alone cannot be less than . 00,000 square

miles and the extreme thickness is not less than 3700 feet. The
average thickness over the whole area is probably 2,000 feet.

As this seems an extraordinary statement, we will briefly give

the evidence on which it rests/

The Columbia Biver, in its way from the interior plains to the

sea, cuts through the Cascade Bange nearly to its very base ;
for

in this region the river surface is not more than 100 feet above

the sea level. In all this portion of its course, for 100 miles,

the river runs in a gorge, the perpendicular cliffs of which give

a magnificent section of the Cascade Bange from top to bottom.

At the cascades of the river, which are in the very axis of the

range, the cliff peaks have, many of them, been measured by

the U. S. engineers connected with the Pacific Bailroad explora-

tions. They vary from 2,500 to 3,800 feet above the river sur-

face. For twenty miles above and below this point, the higher

peaks rise to 2,000 feet. This grand section reveals the fact

that this mighty range is composed wholly of lava, tier upon

tier, from top to bottom. In one place only, viz : in the axis

of the range, and that only for about two miles along the river,

is the bottom of the lava reached by erosion. Here then, leav-

ing off 100 feet of the underlying rock, which we will describe

hereafter, we have a clear section of 3,700 feet of lava. And
when we recollect that these peaks themselves are produced

wholly by unequal erosion, as is plainly shown by the contin-

uity of the planes of the lava layers from peak to peak, surely

4,000 feet is a moderate estimate for the original thickness ot

the lava flood at this part
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Nor is this thickness very exceptional for the lava of the
C scad i Range. We have already said that the higher points
of the lava cliffs of the Columbia canon for near fifty miles
are not less than 2,000 feet. But, in order to make this clearer,
we will take another section which we examined, at some dis-
tance both from the axis of the range and from the Columbia
Kiver, viz : the Des Chutes River section.

The Des Chutes Kiver is a large tributary of the Columbia,
which, rising in southern Oregon, flows northward, parallel to
the Cascade Range on the east side and at a distance from its

nous ; but
wns mountainous region stops suddenly at the river, and
beyond stretches, as far as the eye can reach, a nearly level lava-
covered plain. Right along the line of contact between the
mountain and the plain, the river has cut for itself, for more
than 100 miles, a deep, extremely narrow gorge (fig. 1, a, b, c)

basalt, arranged tier upon tier, from
bottom to top, the hardest and most beautifully columnar of
all being in the bed of the river, c. Back from the edge of this

precipice, on the east side, a, runs the plains, but on the west
Slde, 6, at the point examined by me—the upper bridge—the
ground continues to rise with a gentler slope about 1,000 feet
more, to the top of Des Chutes hill, d. Throughout the
™hole height, from the river bed to the top of Des Chutes hill,

; ol lava layers outcrop.
the

height °of this hill above the river, but it cannot be less than
4000 feet. I believe it is nearer 3,000 feet. Here then we
have again, at a point 50 miles distant from the axis of the
range and 30 miles from the Columbia River, a clear section

' lava 2,000 to 3,000 feet thick, and the bottom not yet

reached.

Beyond the Des Chutes, a nearly level lava plain, covered
on y with northern drift, stretches away eastward for 30 or 40
m,Ies. This plain ,. mt^vt.-d in all directions with deep,
narrow stream-gorges, which do not reach the bottom of the
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lava. Over the whole plain the lava cannot be less than 1,000

feet thick. Beyond the Des Chutes plains and separated from

them by a lava ridge, stretches, for twenty miles more, to the

base of the Blue Mountains, the region drained by the tributa-

ries of the John Day River. Here the flows frorn th. I

meet and mingle with those from the Blue Mountains, and both

with heal fissure eruptions. The lava in this region is less

thick, only about 600 to 700 feet ; and being underlaid by the

remarkable fossiliferous Miocene lake deposit of the John Day
Valley, erosion has cut through the lava cap into the soft strata

beneath, giving rise to that extraordinary jumble of steep

round hills, some capped with lava and some uncapped, called

in the expressive vernacular, " the devil's potatoe patch."

Imagine a patch twentv miles square, thickly covered with pota-

toe hills 1,000 feet high, and we have some "idea of the extraor-

dinary appearance of this region, as seen from the dividing ridge

mentioned above.

Beyond this region I have not followed the lava flood ;
but

others have traced it over a large part of the basin of the

Columbia and especially of the Snake River. Clarence King
traced it for 300 miles along the Snake River, where it is 700

feet thick.

IL Structure of the Cascade Mountains.

The Cascade Mountains, in the region of the Columbia River,

with the exception of a very small portion at its very base and

in its axis, is composed wholly of 'lava la vers piled one atop

another to a height of nearly 4,000 feet. Through this im-

mense mass of lava, the river, whether in the form of ice- stream

or water-stream, or both, has cut its way for 100 miles nearly

to the sea-level, forming a canon of unsurpassed mag
At the cascades of the river, which is in the very axis of the

range, the base of the lava has been reached for a little dis-

tance, and the original surface upon which th-

is revealed. Examination of the sub-lava material fix< s,

with more certainty than has yet been done, the date of the

Cascade lava-flood, and, therefore, the age of the Cascade

Mountains. This point is so important, that I must give the

evidence in some detail.

In August, 1871, under the guidance of Mr. Condon, I first

examined the magnificent section of the Cascade Mountains

made by the Columbia River at this point. The navigation oj

the river is obstructed here by a succession of rapi

the Cascades), by which it falls about 50 feet in three miles.

The upper and lower steamboat
short railroad on the northern or Washington side. The river

current washes strongly against the south wall of the canon,
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i\>nning a perpendicular clitf on that side. The point first

visited l)_v is was n<\iri\ opposite the lower steamboat landing.
' - ion lit'] rev. h-d is ot tin extremes! interest. In figs.

2 and 3 I give rude sketches of the face of the cliff (fig. 2) and

niake no attempt at accuracy i

iglea to the face
(

merely diagrams intended to render the following description
more easily intelligible.

1. Along the water's edge, 1 1, and upward about 15 feet, we
found a very coarse conglomerate (a) of rounded porphvritic

pebbles and boulders of all sizes up to five or six feet in diam-
eter, cohering by an imperfectly lithified earthy paste.

.
2. The conglomerate.' .. .

-
' ' '«\ a \ en di-

.
ir-t

for a mile or more along the
n ".'" h had al thee aracters of a dirt-bed or old ground
* ,ln: "; . On this ground surface were found in an erect p -on
wo silicified stumps, with their roots spiv
lng the boulder material, a, beneath, and therefore evi

s<tu. One of these is at least two feet in diameter, and its

spreading roots could be traced over an area of 20 feet diam-
eter. The roots of the other and smaller one was traceable

. . e feet. Besides these two, there were three other

^erticaJ trunks in the overhanging cliff, the roots of which 1

suppose had been wasbed away by the river at high water.
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I have indicated these also in the figures. The dark line, b,

was certainly, there/ore, an oldforest-ground surface.

3. Resting directly on this ground surface, and therefore

enclosing the erect stumps, was a layer of stratified sandstone,

c, two or three feet thick, filled with beautiful impressions of
leaves of several kinds of forest trees, possibly of the very trees

about whose silicified bases they are found. This layer is not

continuous like the ground surface on which it rests.

4. Above this stratified leaf-bearing layer rests a coarse con-

glomerate, d, 100 feet thick, similar to the conglomerate a, but

less coarse, and differing in being coarsely and irregularly strat-

ified in places, like modified drift; in fact, undistn

from much of what is called northern drift except that.it is par-

tially cemented. Scattered about in the lower part of the con-

glomerate, d, and in the stratified sandstone, c, and sometimes

lying on the dirt-bed, b, are fragments of trunks and branches

of oaks an-: Bed or lignitized condition. They
are evidently silicified drift-wood.

5. Above the conglomerate surface, e, and a little back from

the river, rise the layers of lava, mostly columnar basalt, one

above another, to a height, at this pcint, of 3,300 feet.

Such is a brief but accurate description of the cliff exposed

by the Columbia River at the Cascades. My interpretation of

these facts was then, as it is now, that the conglomerate under-

lies the lava, and, therefore, that the leaf-bed determines approx-

imatively the age of the Cascade Range. But, as the actual

contact of the basalt and the

conglomerate was not then
seen, subsequent reflection

raised a slight doubt in my
mind whether the conglome-
rate, instead of and
and therefore preceding the

lava, may not be, in fact, a

asalt and concealing the lower portion of its face, as shown in

the diagram, fig. 4. Which of these diagrams (fig. 3 or fig. 4)

represent the true relation of the basalt and congl

Before publishing anything on the subject, therefore, I deter-

mined first to settle this point definitely.

With this object I revisited the locality in August
after confirming my previous observations and coll

number of fine leaf 'impressions and fragments of silicifaed

wood, I went up the stream-beds of three of the creeks which

run into the Columbia River at this point ; one of them KocK

Creek, from the north, and two, Tanners Creek and Deadman s
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Creek, from the south. As these streams run at right angles
to the course of the main river, they give actual sections some-
what similar to the ideal section, fig. 3. Moreover, as the
stream-beds rise rapidly as we go up stream, I hoped to find
in the stream-beds the actual contact of the basalt with the
conglomerate. As we shall see, mv hopes were completely
realized.

The creek first ascended -

the Washington side, near ti

had not gone far up the stream before we found the conglome-
rate, already described, forming the bed and cliffs of the stream.
Petrified driftwood was found in abundance sticking in the
conglomerate, and washed out and strewed in the course of

m, thus becoming drift a second time. Some of these
drifted fragments were of enormous size, trunks four feet in
diameter, five to six feet loog and manv tons weight. A little

farther up the gorge the stream falls perpendicularly about L50
feet, over the upper and more firmly cemented portion of the
conglomerate, upon the softer portion of the same beneath. On
one side of the ravine, just below the fall, is exposed an admir-
able section, showing the basalt resting directly on the conglome-
rate. In fig. 5 I give a rough sketch of this section, made on
the spot. The perpendicular height of the section is about 200

On the south or Oregon side, as already stated, we ascended

Jjjf?
streams, but the - was Tanner's Creek,

-this stream, for about three miles of its lower course, run- in

a
#
magnificent gorge, composed of conglomerate clifffi capped

with towering summits of basalt. For some time the contact
°t these was not visible, being concealed by debris. But as

the stream-bed rises the contact was approached, and finallj
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reached about three miles from the river. At this point, the

lower and deeper gorge is blocked bj a perpe adieu la i wall <>f

basalt, over which the stream precipitates itself as a fall 2.V>-

300 feet high The gorge, the cliffs with their summits tosver-

ing 3000 feet or more, the perpe all, and the

fall with its cloud of spray, the fresh greenness of ferns con-

trasted with the r
•' pi i

!• of rocks, together form one of the

loveliest scenes I have ever looked upon. From the top of the

falls runs back a less deep gorge, formed wholly of basalt. The
same is true of all the streams which run into the Columbia
Eiver in this axial region of the Cascade Range: they run in

lava gorges in the upper portion of their course, then fall over

dicular basaltic cliff on to the conglomerate beneath,

i finish their course in this latter rock. The vertical-

ly of the fall is evidently the result of the more rapid wearing

of the softer underlying conglomerate, and is, therefore, itself

a convincing proof of this relative position. But we are not

left to inference on this point, for, in every stream-bed ascended,

but especially in that of Tanner's Creek, the actual contact was

teen. Evidently then fig. 3 represents truly the rela-

tion of the lava to the conglomerate.
After returning from the examination of Tanner's Creek, we

found still another point where the junction is exposed by the

Columbia River itself. Since the Columbia River shows the

conglomerate on its south bank only for about two miles, it is

evident that if the conglomerate underlies the lava and is

exposed only by erosion, the point of junction must be reached

by ascending the stream; and on the Oregon side, where the

river washes against steep cliffs, ought to be visible. Walking
up the abandoned railroad on this side, we found at T
what we sought. Here a perpendicular cliff of magnificently

columnar basalt comes down
directly into deep water of
the river. At low water, i. e.,

in late summer, when we vis-

ited it, about three feet of the
cliff next the water is com-
posed of conglomerate, a a,

fig. 6, and the long, slender,

gently curved and very per-

tic columns, b b. are i directly on the <

glomerate.

Everywhere the general character of the conglon*
found the same. Everywhere it is composed of rounded por-

phyritic pebbles and boulders of all sizes, in a more or 1 «j

cemented earthy paste. In many places it was affei

irregular stratification, and in such cases it nearly always con-
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tained petrified drift wood,
sions, though diligently scare

locality first mentioned.
There is still another fact observed which has an important

pon the age of the lava-flow. Going up Tanner's
Creek, the rising stream-bed reaches the upper surface of the
conglomerate first about two miles from the main river. From
1 ~' i (though the stream-b< t << i tinues to rise quite rap-
idly, the surface 'of the conglomerate again rises far more
rapidly until it reaches a height of 200 feet above the stream,
and then comes down again to the stream at the falls, where the
contact is most clear. Again, at the point first examined (fig.

2), the upper surface of the conglomerate is 120 feet or more
above the river, while it comes down to the water's edge at
Tooth Bridge (fig. 6), a mile or two up the
water Miriaet- is certainly but a few feet higher than at the

point. I saw no evidence whatever of lifting or folding.
It seems almost certain that the conglomerate

io lava was outpoured was a h Sly land surface, made so
by extensive erosion— a second old ground surface.

There can be no doubt, then, that the conglomerate n.a 11 v

- the basalt for several miles from the river on either
^'de. The line b, fig. 2 and 3, therefore marks an old forest-

[e lava-flow, and the

stumps are those of trees which grew on tl

f, "'o.-t ground, and the leaves are leaves which fell pussihly

v\ ri*— . r.-rt.Vui!,' irom , ,,nt< r,j>omneous trees.

The order of events, as I conceive them, was briefly as follows

:

The region of the Columbia River was a forest, probabl,
valhn overgrown with conifers and (

forest was a coarse boulder drift, 2. By
fther by fk

'

leaves shed

uts a I.»rcsr.

s. The snhsoil . f this

by floods or changes of level, the trees were

and buried in mud, and
— ultuous and rapid deposit of coarse drift con-

taining drift wood covered up the forest ground and th. still

_ stumps, one hundred, perhaps several hundred feet

deep. 4. The surface thus formed was eroded into hills and
dales. 5. Then followed the outburst of lava in successive

nows, perhaps for a long period of time, am
toe wood and the cementation of the drift by the percol

?i hot alkaline waters
jn sub-lava drifts, & process of erosion,

°y which the present stream-channels, whether main or tribu-

tary, have been cut to their present enormous depth.
In this last process of erosion the main river progressed more

rapidly tha
, t

.<<*• latter, thriven-, ran into

the river on either side by foaming cascades, until the river
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had cut down into the underlying conglomerate. Then they

commenced to work back as perpendicular falls, until they

reached their present position. The cascades of the Columbia

River, as well as the perpendicular falls at the head of the deep

side-canons of the tributaries, have all been formed and tfu

determined by the cutting of these streams through the harder

basalt into the softer underlying conglomerate.

III. Age of the Cascade Range.

There has been hitherto much doubt as to the age of the

Cascade Range. The Coast and Sierra Ranges, so distinct in

middle California, become in northern California and southern

Oregon blended and undistinguishable. In northern Oregon

and in Washington, the two ranges become again quite distinct,

the eastern and larger one being here called the Cascade Range.

Orographic evidence therefore seem to indicate that the Cas-

cades are a continuation of the Sierras and formed at the same
time. But Whitney has shown * on paleontological evidence

that, while the Sierras were formed at the end of the Jurassic,

the Cascades in northern California have certainly been much
disturbed and to some degree at least elevated, since the Cre-

taceous. Farther north, the stratified rocks of the Cascade

Range are so deeply buried beneath the lava-flood, that it has

been impossible hitherto to find stratigraphical or paleonto-

logical evidence of the age of the range. This evidence is, I

believe, now for the Br by my examination of

the sections made by the Columbia River and its tributaries at

the Cascades. The "sub-lava conglomerate, with its leaf-bed, fur-

nishes the means of determining the probable age of the lava-flood,

and, therefore, of the great mass of the Cascade Range.
My first conclusions on this subject, in 1871, were, I now

believe, erroneous. The fact that the lava flows of California,

on the southern skirts of the great Cascade lava-flood, and some
of the flows in the John Day Valley, on its extreme eastern

skirts, are underlaid by the latest Pliocene ; and the

fact of the great resemblance of the sub-lava conglomerate of

the Columbia River to the cemented sub-lava drift-gravels of

California, led me, very naturally, but perhaps too I

conclude that the great lava-flood took place and the Cascade

lilt up during the Post Tertiary period ; and I

stated this as my view in my paper,

the earth surface " f I now ackn<
palcnntological evidence is the ouly
unmistakeably in favor of a greater
leaves and petrified wood gathered

" On the great features of

pledge my error. The

age. I sent the box of

from the leaf-bearing stra-

* See Geol. Surv. of CaL, vol. 1, ,
p. 320 aiulaeq.
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turn, c, fig. 2 and 3, to Prof. Leo Lesquereux for examination.
According to this high authority, they consist of leaves of two
species of oak and one of conifer, and' wood of oak and conifer.
"The species," he writes me, "mark undoubtedly Mi«rtl ., ,„•

uppermost Eocene, more probably the former."* Therefore I
the leaf-bearing stratum, c, fig. 2, is certainly Tertiary

and probably Miocene
; and, therefore, the lava flood occurred or

began to occur during or after the Miocene. And since the
upper surface of the conglomerate is itself an eroded land sur-
face (p. 175), which erosion took place after the period of the
leaf- bed, the lava-flood occurred more probably after the Mio-
cene, i. a, coincidently with the formation of the Coast chain. I

fan to occur," for the process of up-building probably

successive fissure-flows, building higher and higher
and extend 'ertiary; so
that the skirts in John Day Valley and in California are newer
than the lower part of the lava of the central region. When
the fissure eruptions had finally ceased, the work was taken
up by volcanoes, which have continued it nearly or quite up to
the present epoch.
The Cascade Kange throughout the whole region of the lava-

flood, i. c, for at least 700 miles, is not more than an average
of o,000 feet high, although some volcanic peaks rise 11,800
(Mt. Hood), and even 14,400 feet (Mt. Shasta and Mt. Eainier).
Now we have just seen that, of this 5,000 feet, nearly 4,000
feet consists of lava outpoured since the Miocene ; and, more-
" Vt •!'- that this lava extends in great thickness over a breadth of
1<'0 miles. Evidently then the great bulk of this range is

of late Tertiary origin. But it is not probable that the Cas-
cade Range was born or first commenced to exist at this

tone. It is almost certain that it already existed as a low
ndge of granite and slate like the Sierras, continuous with
the latter and of the same age. The proof of this has not
indeed been yet found in the middle Cascade region nor on the

eastern flanks, for these parts are too deeply covered with lava.

But on the western a fche southern borders of

flood, where the lava thins out, first, occasional peaks

da above the flood-level, and
finally the flood itself dwindles into streams flowing about
the bases of granite and auriferous slate hills similar to those

... It is true, the sections made
by the Columbia River and its tributaries examined by me
showed no slate <>r granite beneath the lava, but only Miocene

conglomerate; and this conglomerate is made up, not of slate

or granite boulders, showing the existence before the lava flood

Bota
4

" description of these lftftVM wil1 annear in the forthcoming volume on Fossil
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of slate or granite bills in the vicinity, but only of porphyry
or porphyrinic lava bonlders ; nevertheless, I think diligent

search will yet find the evidences ol' slate and granite beneath

the lava * If the question is again asked, What then is the

age of the Cascade Range and to what system does it belong ?

I answer: Like most mountain ranges, it was not formed at

once. It probably first commenced as a continuation of the

Sierra Range, and at the same time, viz : the end of the Juras-

sic; and this part belongs to the Sierra system. But its great

balk was formed at the end of the Miocene coincidently with

the Coast Range ; and this part may be said to belong, so far as

age is concerned, to the Coast Range system.

IV. Theory of the ejection of the

Hon of the (Jasca*

Over the surface of the lava-flood, especially along the crests

of the Cascade Range, are scattered a number of extinct vol-

canic cones. From the Des Chut.'.- plains is obtained a mag-

nificent view of this range, from the Three Sisters on the south

to Mt. Rainier on the north, a distance of over 200 miles.

Along this extent are ten or twelve conspicuous snow clad

cones ; many other smaller ones probably exist. Are these,

then, the fountains from which flowed the great lava-flood?

lias all this immense mass of fluid matter been ejected by

the force of steam generated by the contact of
j

•

meteoric waters with incandescent subterranean fluid masses!

It seems to me incredible: the effect is out of all proportion to

ti.e. cause. It is only necessary to state the proposition in

order to see its absurdity. Besides, the lava of the ;

.

from those vesicles so universal in lavas ejected by steam from

craters. Only in the uppermost parts was there found any evi-

dence in the structure of the lava of true volcanic action—any

of the boursouflee condition so characteristic of true volcanic

ejections. It is clearly impossible to account for the i

of such great i!<. .d- '..:
!: ,uid matter except by im

causes afiecting the whole earth—except by the action of those

grand agencies by which mountain chains themselves are

formed.

I have already, in a previous paper, f maintained that the

" of the earth determines irresistible horizon-

R. R. Surv.,

een anything

Cascades, on both sides of the river, are seen

j ;.. , :...: -:~
.

• _ :.' -
-

.

;'•

iii system.
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Id pressure of the crust on itself. I have also shown that
mountain chains are the lines along which yielding to this

pressure takes place; also that the yielding usually occurs
along marginal sea -bottoms, giving rise to coast ' chains :

and the reason why it occurs along these lines. I think, there-
fore, it will be now generally admitted that mountain ranges
(Dana > Synclinoria) are certainly formed by a mashing together

I vertically of lines of thick sedi-

ments along marginal sea-bottoms. Now in this mashing
together, with foldings and consequent fissurings of the strata,

it is easy to see that any sub-nn • fcer, whether •

ig, or (as I think more probable) locally formed by
the very act of crushing, must be squeezed out. It is in this wa'v
; '•' f :i. mt iur the oMMt L,\a tloxlof the (Vradc and Blue
Mouu tains. The liquid matter has been squeezed out by the *ame
rr, 7rhich eknif, /,>/,, },iovu(aia ranges;*
pressure, determined by the interior c<

Afterward, steam generated by i

rough the still hot erupted mass gave ris

which carried on the up-building process.

Thus much I have maintained in my previous paper. But
Dana has recently* pointed an inverse relation between the

amount of mountain mashings and foldings on the one hand

'f'>
I the amount of fissurings and fissure-eruptions on the other.

This I believe to be a true principle. I wish, therefore, to illus-

trate and explain it.

t

Mountain ranges are first formed as already explained. But
the ranges thus first formed, usually become afterward lines of
->/,v, <s ire elevation by lateral pressure. A mountain range first

bom of the sea, continues to grow, more or less paroxysmal ly,

hy the same force .
"1 it. But there is

this difference between the first formation and the subs- quent

!»
(> ''ease. The first yielding of the -oft -a-hottoci ^hmoits

ls '•omparativelv qc -
. :ind, therefore, pro-

duces Utle heat by the transformation of mechanical energy : it

is a gradual, quiet mashing together, with folding of the strata

;iI "f up-swelling of the surface into a mountain range, and the

~m, hut not ri>sio„, of the straw: while, on the coij-

bary, the subsequent yielding of the already hardened land-

takes place only after much resistance, and, therefore,

h heat, even to fusion of the strata, and also part tyrnn-

"%• with the flssuring of the strata and the otOsqueezii

sub-mountain liquid. In the first case, there is an actual eleva-

tion, by up-swelling or uplifting of the stratified surface to the

whole extent of the heig ' while in the sec-

ond case, the increase of height is not so much by uplifting ot

.
* Results of Earth's Contraction—part 4, Igneous Ejections. This Journal, vol.
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the stratified surface, as by up-building on this surface, by the

out-squeezing of liquid matter. In either case, however,

whether by uplifting or by up-building, the actual increase of

height would be precisely the same, being determined by the

amount of lateral crushing.

Of course, these two modes of mountain-making may be

combined in various proportions. We will now illustrate by

The Appalachian chain wras first formed and nearly com-

pleted at the end of the Coal period, by mashing, folding and

tip-swelling only, while its second but trifling increase at the

end of the Jurassic was attended with fissure eruptions of con-

siderable extent. The Sierra Range was first formed at the end

of the Jurassic, by mashing together and up-swelling only

;

while its subsequent slight increase at the end of tin

was attended with great fissure-eruptions. Similarly the Coast

Range was formed by crushing together and up-swelling of its

sediments at the end of the Miocene, while its great fissure erup-

tions did not take place until the end of the Pliocene or later.

So, also, the Cascade Range was first born of the sea by horizon-

tal mashing and vertical swelling, probably at the end of the

Jurassic, though only as a low range, continuing the Sierra

northward ; its great subsequent increase took place at the end

of the Miocene, by the outpouring of the great lava flood.

Thus the Appalachian, the Sierra and the Coas* Ranges were

formed almost fully grown by the first method, while the Cas-

cade Range was formed almost wholly by the second process.

There are also of course some mountain ranges which are formed

wholly by the first process, i. e., by successive upliftings with-

out any eruptions at all.

The view which I have presented above in its mail

is equally tenable, whether we regard the sub-mountain liquid

as locally formed by the transformation of mechanical energy

into heat, as maintained by Mallet and believed by me, or

whether we regard it as a remnant of the original sub-crust fire-

sea of Dana.
[To be continued.]

In the number of this Journal for Feb., 1873, Dr. Wolcott

Gibbs gives some miscellaneous analytical notices, and, among
other things, speaks of a form of l * ring-burner," which he com-

mends to the attention of chemists generally as a useful piece

of apparatus. I have had occasion within the last month to use
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this burner frequently in my laboratory, and have some few
analytical results obtained by its use, which may be of general
interest to working chemists.
My first use of the burner, however, dates back to the fall of

1869, when I was working in Dr. Gibbs' laboratory, on the
double nitrites of cobalt and the alkali metals. I then used it

constantly in determining the double sulphates of cobalt and
potash or soda, and afterward the simple cobaltic sulphate. To
my paper on these nitrites* I appended a few analytical notices,
in which I spoke of the advantage of these methods of deter-

mination. One of my students having recently the determina-
tion of strontia to make, as a part of his analytical course, I
had him determine it as strontic sulphate by the aid of the
"ring-burner," and the results were so good, that I had the
following series of experiments made to test the question of its

applicability to sulphate determinations in several other cases.

The sulphates of the alkaline earths, barium, strontium, and
calcium, are such stable compounds, and capable of standing
such a high heat without decomposition, that they strike one at

once as very suitable forms for the determination of these ele-

ments by evaporation with excess of sulphuric acid, in cases

where the method by precipitation is not used. Accordingly^
we find that the determination as sulphates by evaporation, of
these three, is given bj - h Dot strongly recom-
mended. Woliier, in 'his - Mineral- Analyse, "f does recommend
the determination of strontia and lime as sulphates. However,
the evaporation of the excess of sulphuric acid over the ordi-

nary forms of Bunsen-burner is so precarious an operation, as

to effectually shut out these methods, except in case of necessity.

With the "ring-burner," the evaporation of the excess of sul-

phuric acid is as safe as the evaporation of so much water over
the water-bath.

Baryta.—Any of the compounds of baryta with volatile acids

can, as Fresenius states, be determined as sulphate by evapora-

tion with excess of sulphuric acid, and with the "ring-burner"
rapidly and safely. I did not, however, make any quantitative

determinations here, as the determination as sulphate by precipi-

tation is so perfectly reliable and is generally applicable.

.
Strontia.—Here the determination as sulphate by precipitation

is acknowledged to be of only tolerable accuracy, on account
of the necessity of introducing the digestion with alcohol, and
the subsequent washing with the same. The determination of

sulphate by evaporation then
*

siderable importance. The r
ft S. Eyster on this subject are as follows :

* This Journal, March, 1870. f Mineral Analyses, 161, pp. 14 a
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aitrate was taken, powdered,

'7345 grms. nitrate gave '6348 grins, sulphate =41-21 pr. ct. Sr.

•9840 " " " -8505 " " = 41-21 pr. et. Sr.

A second lot was re-crystallized, and large crystals were taken

and dried between filter paper only.

•3007 grms. nitrate gave -2594 grms. sulphate =41-13 pr. ct. Sr.

•3641 ** " " '3133 " " " =41-03 pr. ct. Sr.

A third lot was then carefully dried between 100°-103°.

•3318 grms. nitrate gave -2878 grms. sulphate =41*36 pr. ct. Sr.

•3184 " " " -2758 " " =41-30 pr. ct. Sr.

The theoretical amount of Sr in Sr(No
3 ) 2 is 41*37 per cent

These results show very much greater accuracy than the deter-

mination of sulphate by precipitation, and there is no compari-

son as to the ease of manipulation and the rapidity with which
the determination can be made.

Lime.—Here the determination as sulphate by precipitation

is rarely used, as it is open to exactly the same objections as the

process with strontia. However, we can precipitate lime as

oxalate, and then weigh it as carbonate, after gentle ignition
;

or, if the quantity be not too large, as caustic, after length-

ened exposure to" the blast lamp, and the results are generally

However, it struck me that the sulphate determinations by
evaporation were so accurate and so rapidly executed, that, ill-

-' !

carbonate until a constant weight was obtained, we could con-

vert the oxalate into sulphate, and run it down to dryness with

the " ring-burner," with a great saving of time and labor. To
tost this, the follow

i

.dons with calcic oxa-

late was made by Mr. Edgar F. Smith at my request.

One lot ' : u-ed in the usual manner, washed

on a filter and dried between 100°-106°.

•1860 grms. oxalate gave '1725 grms. sulphate =27*28 pr. ct. Ca.

•2083 ** " " -1939 " " =27-38 pr. ct. "

•5013 " " " -4659 " " =27-33 pr. ct. "

•1944 " " " -1808 " " =27'35 pr. ct. "

•8097 " " " -7517 " " =27-31 pr. ct.
"

Another preparation of oxalate was made and washed as

before, and dried at 110°. Fro- oxalate does

not part with its water until heated to 205°, but has the invari-

able composition (C 2 4
)Ca+H„0. The results show, however,

that it begins to lose" water already at 110°.

•2195 grms. oxalate gave -2051 grms. sulphate =27'48 pr. ct. Ca.

•9132 " " " " -09-79 " " — 9*7-48 t)t. Ct. "
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A larger quantity was then precipitated and washed by decan-
1;itl" !l !lil '

! - water, until, according to Bunsen's tables
the impurities remaining were reduced to Tv ,\wvv in volume.
•7462 grms. oxalate gave '6950 grins, sulphate =27-39 pr. ct. Ca.

32 "
« « 'S « :: =27 *35

p
r- ct-

"

8208 « 'SS
=27-40 pr.ct. «

8208 « .7 6 5 6 « « =27-43 pr. ct. «

The theoretical per cent of Ca in C 2 4
(Ca)+H,0 is 2740.

In some of this last preparation, "two determinations of the
amount of Ca were made by ignition over the blast-lamp and
weighing as caustic lime.

•1207 grms. oxalate gave '0463 grms. CaO =27-40 pr. ct. Ca.
' 152 " " " -0584 " " =27*44 pr. ct. "

Finally, two portions of perfectly pure calcic carbonate, from
aed piece of calcite, that had been previously anoh-zed.

and the composition of which was therefore km.>\vn, were taken.
After the precipitation of the lime as oxalate and drying on the
filter, it was put in a >

I the filter

Med. The whole was then run down as sulphate
with slight excess of sulphuric acid, with the aid of the "ring-
burner.'' Only one analysis is given, as the other was spoiled
ID filtering the oxalate.

gave 1-3058 grms. sulphate =39*50 pr. ct. Ca.

ds to 5530 per cent CaO.

•9723 gn
39-50 per cent Ca correspoi

Fresenius o;ives as the composition of "air dried CaC0 3T

&0-51 per cent CaO, and in his determination of lime as
ii experiment No. 67, obtained 55-31 per cent CaO.

1 he results given above, it is seen, are as accurate as are usu-
ally obtained in para as carbonate, and the
ease and rapid n are very much greater.
There is yet anotie is, in which I thought

the " ring-burner " might be of assistance, viz: the processes

ig nitric acid, which at present
• tedious. I have not as yet, however, given it a careful

enough trial to enable me to decide positively, either for or
against it

Antimony.—The conversion of antimonous sulphide into anti-

naoniate of the teroxide of antimony, by the aid of fuming

:V tedious, often prov-

• fusing together of the separated
sulphur. I tried whether the operation could be shortened by
the use of the ring-burner. Antimonous sulphide, dried on the

aed in a porcelain crucible, and after being

of dilute acid, was covered well
w ith fuming nitric acid. The heat of the ring-burner was then
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applied, very gradually, to the upper rim of the crucible. Sev-

eral times the oxidation was very successful, leaving only the

white Sb
2 8

. On the other hand, in several tests, a globule of

sulphur formed, which could not be gotten rid of, until the hist

heating. In no case, however, was there an

I then tried two analyses of tartar emetic, which I give here.

In the first a globule of sulphur remained, and I had to drive

it off at last by heat, giving of course considerable loss. In

the other the sulphur was completely oxidized.

•3115 grms. tartar em. gave "1294 grms. Sb2 8
=3291 pr. ct. Sb.

•3206 " " " " -1451 " " " =35-86 pr. ct.
M

The formula C
4 6

H
4
K(SbO) +iH 2

gives 36'53 per cent Sb.

I have given these two tests for what they are worth. They do

not allow me to recommend the use of the "ring-burner " here

;

but, if I can obtain better results on farther trial, the neatness

and ease of the manipulation will recommend it.

Lead.—I also made some tests on the rapid conversion of plum-

bic sulphide into plumbic sulphate, but at present I have no

quantitative results, and the qualitative results are not complete

yet. I think, however, it promises well.

With regard to the "ring-burner" itself, I have little to say,

as Dr. G-ibbs speaks sufficiently explicitly about it. Of course

it is best run with a water-blast or " water-tromp." I have, how-

ever, to run it with the bellow3 of the glass-blowing table, as I

have no hydrant-water in my laboratory. This greatly increases

the labor of the processes. With the constant blast it needs no

attention whatever, after being regulated.

Gettysburg, Dec. 24th, 18T3.

It has been stated by Houzeau,* that alcohol exposed to the

action of ozone is instantly oxidized, with the formation of

aldehyde, acetic acid, and hydrogen peroxide, and that ether,

under similar conditions, undergoes an analogous change,

being even more rapidly oxidized, with the production of

hydrogen peroxide. It does not appear, however, that either

the conditions of the action of ozone on these substances, or

the nature of the compounds formed, have been much further

studied. With a view to determine some of these points, and

especially to ascertain whether ozone could be advantageously

used in the production of acetic acid from alcohol, an ex-
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Hided series of experiments was made by the writer, the re-

iilts of some of which are here given.
As ozone is easily resolved into ordinary oxygen by heat,

; appeared probable that its action would be intensified by
abmitting the substances
what elevated temperature. In the first experiments accord-

either the alcoh
su ejected to the i

In later experiments alcohol at the ordinary temperatu.

ingly, either the alcohol was itself heated,
subjected to the action of heat in conjunction with thee

used, both absolute, and mixed
water. The ozone was produced by passing dry oxygen
through an ozonizing tube under the influence of electricity.

In some of the experiments Houzeau's apparatus for this pur-
pose was employed ; in others that described by the writer in a

former number of this Journal, used with statical electricity.

All the connections of the parts of the apparatus traversed by
ozone were made with glass tubes united with perforated corks
which had been soaked in melted paraffine. The determina-
tions of the amount of acid were made volumetricalh ,

by
means of a solution of caustic potash in distilled water, and
the percentages given in the results express the proportion of

acid obtained relatively to commercial acetic acid, with which
the comparisons were made. As the latter contains about 25
per cent of anhydrous acid, a sufficiently near approximation
to the absolute percentage of acetic acid would be obtained by
dividing the results by four. In all cases the amounts obtained
were very small. Commercial alcohol, which contained ahout
8"5 per cent of water, was used in the experiments numbered
1 to 5. The volume of liquid used in each case was 100 cubic

centimeters.

1. In this experiment vapor of alcohol was passed into a

nask kept at 100° C, by means of a water-bath, and ozonized
oxygen driven alowlv through the same flask. The mixture of

gas and vapor was then conducted into another flask immersed
m cold water, where <-he alcohol and products of oxidation

were condensed. The operation was continued for one hour.

The alcohol at the beginning was found neutral, but atriie end
of the experiment it gave a decided acid reaction. The per-

elatively to commercial acetic acid, that is, the strength

of the dilute acid, as compared with the former, was 1-62 per

cent,

2. Ozone and alcohol vapor were passed through a porcelain

tube heated to a temperature of 200° or 250° C. Percentage
obtained 0-81, of which but a portion was acetic acid, as the

reaction was < \ id. nth diii. i >nt from that at a lower tempera-
ture, and other ; r ...

',-.
v • re formed.

f A small quantity of alcohol was placed in a large Hask,

and ozone passed into it at intervals, the flask being frequently
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shaken vigorously. This was continued for ten or twelve

hours. The percentage obtained was 317, or if reduced to the

amount for one hour, about 0'32.

4. Ozone was passed through boiling alcohol, and the vapor

condensed in a cool flask. Percentage 1 -18.

5. Ozone was passed through boiling alcohol in a flask pro-

vided with a vertical condenser, by which the condensed liquid

was returned to the flask, and thus repeatedly subjected to the

action of the gas. Percentage 1"22.

6. In the following series of experiments alcohol was em-

ployed which had been mixed with quick-lime, and after

standing several days was then distilled off. It contained less

than two per cent of water. Four determinations were made,

with alcohol alone, and with alcohol mixed with different pro-

portions of distilled water. The liquid was maintained at the

boiling point during the whole operation, a vertical condenser

being used, as in the preceding experiment. The results are

given in the following tables, in which the first am
columns give the relative amounts of the alcohol and distilled

water in the mixtures, the third shows the actual percentage of

acid obtained, the fourth the amounts corresponding to equal

portions of alcohol, and the fifth those amounts divided by
four, giving the approximate absolute percentage.
The numbers are reduced, to correspond to a continuance of

each experiment one hour.

Alcohol. w-.
fn'XtuT.

Percentage

in alcohol.

Percentage

100 055 0'55 0-14

50 50 1-66 3'32 0'83

10 9 0"93 9'30 2'32

5 95 1-66 33-20 8-30

7. The experiments in this series were made in the same

'ay as the preceding, except that the alcohol was not heated,

od the results are as follows :

—

Alcohol. «- Percentage Percentage

in alcohol.

Percentage

100 0-59 0-59 0*15

50 50 034 0-68 0'17

10 90 0-08 0*80 0-20

5 95 0-09 1-80 0-45
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In the determinations it was assumed that the acid obtained
wa< acetic acid. This would be justifiable in all cases except
Tin isc where the alcohol was highly heated, as, though a small
quantity of formic acid is produced, miowii !>v its action on
,:*-„*, of S1 i ver an ,| ,,.;„.,,.

; M _ ;u et ,

(

, ,

u .;,i constitutes the chief
portion of the product. When a quantity of the liquid 1

1 with the potash solution, evaporated, and the
residue treated with dilute sulphuric acid, a strong odor of
acetic acid was given off. The products of the experiment i

which the alcohol was highly heated were examined in the
same way, but the odor was hardly to be recognized as that of
acetic acid, having some resemblance to that of formic and
butyric compounds.
Although the results are not perfectly concordant, as was to

be expected, considering the varying conditions of some of the
ases, and the leebi proportion <{ acid abtained, they agree in
the main very well, and show clearly enough that the action
of the ozone is influenced very materially by the presence of
w *t. r. and by heat
The table in No. 7 shows that as water is added to the

'>< total amount of acid produced decreases, but less

rapidly than the alcohol, so that with e,
•', ad.Jiti >n to tin per-

centage of water a larger percentage of alcohol is acidified.

Both this and the preceding table show that the increase is

more rapid as the proportion of alcohol becomes small.
r n No. <). with the exception of the first case, in which the

amount of acid is not great I v dill'erent from that of the first in

No. 7, the numbers show a" L.rgo in. o a>e in the total amount
of acid, and a still greater increase relatively to the proportion
of alcohol. This was due in part to the' fact that, by the

arrangement of the app; rat us, t u- hoi vapor was mingled with
the ozone, and thus more thoroughly expose! to its action. A

tii results ii, Xos. 1 and 4, however, show- that

it is to be attributed chiefly to the higher temperature. It will

be seen also that the effect is more strongly marked, the greater

the proportion of the water. In the fourth experiment of No.

-ight per cent of the alcohol was converted into acetic

acid, being the highest proportion obtained.
It would be of interest to deter- nature oi

on by which the alcohol is acidified. As considerable

aldebyd< and hydrogen peroxide are always

produced, it seems n.
' action proceed in

the manner commonly assumed, namely, by the abstraction of

two hydrogen atoms from the alcohol molecule, forming de-

hyde, and hydrogen peroxide, together with water. The alde-

hyde would, in part, be immediately oxidized by the ozone,

an<I in part by the gradual action of hydrogen peroxide. This
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action would be greatly facilitated by heat, which
both ozone and hydrogen peroxide. If the reaction is Jess

simple, and the alcohol molecule is broken up, we might ex-

pect to obtain carbon di-oxide as one of the products. A spe-

cial experiment with alcohol which was not heated, though

continued for nearly two hours, showed that, if any, only a

very small amount is eliminated.

It may be observed that the proportion of alcohol in the

third and fourth cases of Nos. 6 and 7, is not very different

from that in the wines and other liquors used in the manufac-

ture of vinegar. Although the application of ozone for this

purpose, by the methods followed in these experiments, would

be neither practicable nor economical, it is not improbable that

operations on a larger scale might give better results. Espe-

cially in the German or " quick vinegar process, where a large

surface is exposed, and a considerable rise of temperature is

experienced, it is hardly doubtful that the process would be

materially accelerated by passing ozonized air through the

appar tus, and to accomplish this an ozonizer of moderate

capacity would be sufficient.

Experiments similar to those above described were made
with ether and ozone. The oxygen employed was dried by-

passing it through a wash-bottle containing strong sulphuric

acid, and thence through a large TJ-tube filled with si

ments of pumice-stone freshly saturated with the concentrated

acid. The oxygen, aft' :
• -- m_ i

• n -'>'_' r < < <•'>

was conveyed into a flask containing the ether, and
from the extremity of a glass tube immersed in the liquid.

Energetic action at once took place. Each bubble of the gas

gave a little cloud as it broke al the liquid in

a few minutes lost it* transpftroncv and ber-am*.'

This effect was caused by the prodi ction of a liquid not misci-

ble with the ether, and '

dispersed through it in very minute

globules. After a time they gradually fell to the bottom of

the flask, and coalesced, first into drops, and finally to a thin

stratum of liquid.

After the operation had been continued for an hour or more,

the heavy liquid was examined, portions of it being removed

with a thin glass tube. It was found to be strongly acid, and

when tested, by neutralizing it with potash solution, evaporat-

ing^ and treating with dilute sulphuric acid, gave an unmistaka-

ble odor of acetic acid.

Tested with lime-water, and otherwise, th J liqu I - i;

'

evidence of the presence of a considerable proportion of oxalic

acid, while its behavior with nitrate of silver and with ferric

chloride indicated a small amount of formic acid.

A small quantity of manganese di-oxide was washed with

iter and placed in a narrow test-tube. When a
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little of the liquid was dropped upon this, copious bubbles of
gas were given off, doubtless oxygen, though in too small
quantity to be tested. With ether (containing no hydrogen
peroxide) and chromic acid the liquid produced an intense blue
color. It also immediately discharged the color of indigo-solu-
tion. These tests indicate the presence of a large percentage
of 1 ijdrogen peroxide. Aldehyde also appeared to be indicated,
though with less certainty than* the other substances. Th, I u ; i ml
then was apparently water, formed partly by the action of the
ozone and partly by the condensation in the cold ether of traces
of moisture left in the gas after passing the drying apparatus,
and holding in solution the other products of the reaction,
Gamely, hydrogen peroxide, acetic, oxalic, and formic acids,
and probably aldehyde.

Tale College, Jan. 21, 1874.

Art. XX.—Notes on some of the Fossils figured in the recently-

issued Fifth volume of the Illinois State Geological Report; by
F. B. Meek.

As stated by Prof. Worthen in a prefatory note to the
paleontologies] part of the above mentioned volume, we had
intended, not only to revise and extend the previously pub-
lished descriptions of some of our own species, before sending
the text of this volume to the press, but also to add full de-

witli remarks on the affinities of all the forms illus-

trated on the accompanying plate.-, in. luding many species that
had been described by others from far inferior specimens to
those contained in the splendid collections at our command.

Ill health, however, and other unavoidable circumstances,
prevented the accomplishment of this design, and rendered it

necessary merely to repeat the pivviouslv published descrip-

tions of our own species, without modification, and, to give ref

erences only to the original descriptions of forms described by
others, often from quite imperfect material. Fort in,

ns of our own species were originally pretty fully

written out, as published in a series of papers in the Proceed-

;..

:. and generally require little modification. With
tions that we had for

\jtudy, partieulai-lv those or' th.' dlwnd u, mainly from Mr.

mth'e collections, we could have added much informa-
tlQQ to all t! it v\ is pi iouslv known in regard to the old

the original descriptions of which are merely cited

without doI the text
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Although the figures we have given, and the rather full ex-

• lying each plate, will, it is hoped, enable

the intelligent paleontologist to understand and appreciate the

new information added to this department of science by these

>tes in regard to the many in-

teresting types figured will doubtless be of service to students

in using the volume. Of course, however, it will be readily

understood that such notes prepared (herein Florida) without

any of the type specimens, and but few of the numerous works

of reference at hand, must necessarily be incomplete. I will,

however, proceed to refer to such of the species figured as may
seem to require some farther explanations, mentioning them in

the order in which the figures occur on the plates, rather than

with regard to natural arrangement, or to their relative posi-

tions in the text, as follows :

Actinocrinitf >
»',.:,: II. ill : plate IV, fig. 2.—This form was

originally figured and described by Prof. Hall, in the Iowa

Report, from specimens showing only the body up to the base

of the free raya In a former volume of the Illinois Reports,

we called attention to the very peculiar character of the free

rays, and the equally unusual arrangement of the arms along

the side of these rays', iu this type; and the figure cited above

was given to illustrate this character more fully. By reference

to this figure, portions of two of these rays will be seen extend-

ing out, one on each side, and bearing pinnule-like ap
along their sides. These free rays, however, are not properly

arms, as this term is usually applied in descriptions of the

fossil Crinoidea, with open ambulacral furrows above, but

rather, as it were, extensions of the body, as they are composed,

on the dorsal or under side, of a direct continuation of each

radial series of pieces: while on the upper or ventral side, th y
are each covered over by a series of fixed pieces, con
in all respects with those torming the vault of the body, from

which they extend out continuously. This covering over of

these free arm-like rays gives them the character of tubes,

along each side of which then.' arc small openings for the con-

nection of the smaller lateral appendages seen in th

These smaller appendages, however, are not pinnuke. R8 nay-

would at a first glance seem to be, but really correspond in U

respects to the true arms in all the other types of the Acti'">-

crinites -roups: and, as has been determined by the examina-

tion of other specimens, bear the true pinnulse, or tentacles as

they are sometimes called, along their inner margins.

Another species, as first shown by us in a former volume of

the Illinois Reports, has the same peculiar arrammmeut of_ tlie

arms along tubular free rays; but in this these free rays biiur-

* The structure of the bases of these arms is not well shown in the engraving.
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cate once, the divisions being long, i! . rigid,

ami rapport the true arms along each side. For the group in-

cluding the species presenting these remarkable tubular ex-
tensions bearing the true arms, we have, in some of our papers,
an- 1 in a former volume of the Illinois Eeports, proposed the
name Steganocrinus.

In this connection, it is worthy of note, that we now know
species which, in the same way, agree precisely in all other
respects with Plutf/cri,tites. that present exactly the same kind
of ra'lial extensions, having the true arms arranged in the same
way along their sides. For this type I have proposed the name

inus, in Dr. Hayden's Eeport of the U. S. Geological
Survey of the Territories for 1871, page 878. Whether the
groups of species presenting the© rs should be
viewed as subgenera under Actinom^t^ and F'ntif, , imbs. or as

separate and ctistinel genera, there may and doubtless will be
ss of opinion, depending on the peculiar views of

author.-; in regard to what should constitute generic, and what
less important -i i

. « mono- such animals.

Taxoerinm Thiemei Hall; plate iv, fig. 1.—Although this

beautiful crinoid seems to differ in some of its minor details of
Nurture from Forh^iorrimt* Thiemei Uall.it is the form re-

ferred to that species bv the collectors at Burlington, where the

typical /•'. Theimti was 'well known.* It would not, however,
properly fall into the group Forbesiocrinus, whether we regard
that as constituting a distinct yenus, or as only a subgenus
under Taxocrinus. These two groups shade into each other hy
so many gradations, however, that it is not possible to divide
the numerous species now known into two sharply defined

genera; as was shown b\ inin tin- I'n ..•.-.dingsof the Academ\ of

Natural Science in l*6*o. page 183, where we referred the

Bpeciea Thiemei to the older genus Taxocrinus.
.The great development and protuberance of the upper radial

pieces in this crinoid, and the probably consequent drawing
together of the parts above, give it a peculiar physiognomy,
not seen in the typical Taxocrinus or For/,- us. >

seems to show no differences of structure upon which it can be
separated generiea 11 v: while, in the small number of its anals

tonly point of difference between Ta&ocrinus

n-iuns), it agrees much more nearly with Taxocrinus,
as may be seen by comparing it with Forbesiocrinus Wnrthem,
plate xiv, fig. 2, and plate XV, fig. 7,f which is a typical F-rbe-

* If I remember correctly, F. Thiemei was described as being without either

•> have figured, have been found,' that were nearly or qu
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swerinvs, with the anal and interradial spaces filled by numerous
pieces. The differences between both of these typos and the

L] Onychocrinus will also be apparent by comparing
them with 0. exculptm L. & C, plate xiv, fig. 4.

Batocrinus piriformis Shumard ; pL v, figs. 5«, b, c.—The
original typical specimen of this species consisted of the body
only, without the arms or ventral tube. Our figures, however,

also illustrate, for the first time, the arms, a portion of the

column and most of the ventral tube or proboscis. At the time

our figures were drawn, and the explanations of the plate were

prepared, the very fine specimen represented by figure 5a was
fastened on a board, with the ventral tube made out by adjust-

ing together several pieces, so as to include, with an intermediate

piece, the terminal portion represented by fig. be. Misunder-
standing Mr. Wachsmuth, to whom the specimen belonged,

when he stated that the pieces of the tube, as adj usted together,

were all known to belong to the same species, I left him with

the impression that they were known all to belong to this indi-

On subsequently inquiring more particularly about this, Mr.

Wachsmuth, with his usual conscientiousness and candor, in-

formed me that the upper pieces of the tube, as made out,

although certainly known to belong to the same species, did not

belong to this individual specimen. He assured me, however,

that, on first seeing this specimen, as found embedded in the

rock, the tube was as long as restored by him : but that, in de-

tailing it from the matrix, this appendage broke, and some of

the terminal pieces were lost among the loose rocks at the

quarry, so that he afterward replaced the lost parts from another

ii lividual of this species.

On receiving Mr. Wachsmuth's letter containing this informa-

ti< >n, T struck out of the figure, on one of the proofs of the plate,

the portion of the tube connecting figures 5a and oc,* so as to

leave the latter detached ; but as I did not afterward see the

explanations of the plate, the necessary correction there was

unintentionally overlooked, and Mr. Wachsmuth thus wrongly

made responsible for the assertion that the detached portions of

the tube figured were known all to belong to the same individ-

ual specimen.
I mention the above facts, because, if the terminal part of the

tub replaced from another specimen belonged to a m
di'-i'huij, it would necessarily make the extremity relatively too

much attenuated, and the opening proportionally too small

coins M. and W; plate VIII, fig. 2.—Since
describing this little crinoid under the above name, Mr. Wachs-



muth has informed me that he has discovered at Burlington a
series of specimens of intermediate sizes, that show it to be only
the young or undeveloped condition of one of the large species
of Strotocnnus; but, not having his letter at hand, I cannot say
which. He states that, as it advanced in growth, the upper in-

t ri dial, nit raxillar ai ! uteri. rachi 1 pieces, with the over-
lying vault plates, were gradually developed, and, with the
Bupraradial and brachial pieces, spread out so as to cause the
remarkable dilation of the upper parts of the body and vault,
so characteristic of the adult Strotocrinus. If so—and Mr.
Wachsmuth's unequaled opportunities for observation, as well
as his well known carefulness as an observer, render his opinion
on such a point worthy of no little consideration—it would be
a fact of much interest, since it would show that Strotocrinus.

atone of the earlier stages of its growth, presents exactly the
ii ' <

f *i- of Artin»<ririitr* This however, would not neces-
sarily prove the two types to be generically or subgenerically

fince there are many examples, in various departments
of natural history, in which two clearly distinct, but allied,

genera agree in all essential generic characters, in their young
state, until they advance to a certain stage of growth, which, in

one, becomes its fixed adult condition : while the other goes on
to develop tht addition I distinguishing characters. It would
show, however, that Strotomnus holds a higher position in the
scale of development than Actinocrmites.

Lor.kino at the figures only, without havintz the specimens at

•a'v study, it wo' ild seem to me quite as probable
that our AcUtmrrinit, >

j mil il'>t* irt'i. 2* of the same plate cited

above) may be a young Strut >crini^. We doubtless have much
in regard to the development of the fossil Crinoidea

that will gradually come to light as more and more extensiye
collections accumulate

;
possibly to modify, to some extent,

t'"' prevalent views in regard to their classification.

ART. XXL—On the Connection between Isomorphism, Molecular

Weight and Physiological Action ; by James Blake, M.D.

Having been engaged for many years in investigating the
action of substances when intr<»d' 1 directly into the veins
or arteries of living animals, I have obtained some results

which I consider are of interest under a purely chemical point
°f view. In the following table the substances experimented
With have been arranged in groups according to their physiolog-
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, between
n solids and fluids of the body which constitute life.

These reactions are arrested in the same manner by all the

substances contained in the same group ; but in a distinct and
totally different manner by substances contained in different

groups. This is not the place to dwell on the physiological

phenomena that have been observed. Details of many of my ex-

periments will be found in the 3d, 4th, 5th and 7th volumes of

the Journal of Anatomy and Physiology.

Note.—I have appended to each group a statement of the more marked physio-

etions that characterize the substances it contains.

iate, 2-56 \ Impede pulmonary circulation. Kill by

ilphate, .- 20 Render the blood more fluid. Do not

:
«*>.-- °-12

i
ceptAg.

u\._ 640 ) Do not affect the pulm
Terrous sulphate, 2'24

J
circulation.

Mariganous sulphate, POO ) Exert a marked actio

Nickel sulphate, , 1*20
) tem.

Cobalt sulphate, 1-30 ) Arrest the action of t

Zinc sulphate....'...
3 coagulation of t

Nitrate beryllium, 0-65 [Impede the systemic and pulr.

Sulphate alumina, 068 \ circulation.

ite 0-25 Heart not affected.

le, 0-22 Blood coagulates firmly.

Strontium nitrate, 2-04
(

circulation except Pb. Ventri

Barium chloride, 0*32 f heart paralyzed. Contraction

liloride,.... 0-064 Act on the heart.

Platinum chloride, 0-120) Render respiration intermitted. Impede

Kalium chloride, 0-120 V systemic circulation. Change the

Ammonium Iridium chloride 0-064
J

physical properties of the blood.

Favor the coagulation
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•Chlorhydric acid, 0-46 1 Impede systemic and pulmonary circu-
i-id, .. o-62l lation. Increase the [rri

Phosphoric acid,.. 4-00
) No well marked physiological effects

i- -- 4-0ii -

Antimony tartrate, 270) pulmonary circulation.

•1 1 -7 ) Impede pulmonary circulation. Act on

A simple inspection of the above tablef will suffice to show
the facts which have led me to submit these remarks to the
Chemical Society, viz : the connection between isomorphism
and physiological action of the compounds of the metals and
metalloids, when they are introduced directly into the blood.
and also amongst the more pureh metallic e : emcnts. the

icrease in the intensity of the physiological action of
the bodies in each isomorphous group, as the atomic weight of
the electro-positive element of the compound increases. The

on of physiological action with isomorphism, I pub-
lished more than' thirty years ago. in a paper read before the
Royal Society in June, 1841, and subsequent investigations
have confirmed the truth of the statement I then made. 1 was
le<l to Investigate the connection between the physiological ac-

tivity of a substance and its atomic weight by a communica-
tion made by Dr. Rabuteau to the Academie des Sciences in 1869.

was stated that - the metals are more active physio-
'"^Sf-ally according as their atomic weights are more elevated."
A review of my experiu ed that this was not
the case; for . with an atomic weight of 9 is

far more poisonous than 'strontium with an atomic weight of

8J;
but the facts I had observed plainly show that in the rase

of the more purely metallic elements the physiological activity

f :'!...-

n
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in the same isomorphous group generally increases with the

atomic weight. For instance, in the first group, the relative

ity between the compounds of Li and K is

126 : L : in the 2d group, between Mg and Cd 104: 1 ; in the

3d group, between Be and Fe 3 : 1; in the 4th group, between
Ca and Ba 10 : 1. In the 5th group, the quantities used were
so small, and in the case of Pt and Ir doable salts had to be
used, so that the numbers representing the relative physiologi-

cal activity hardly admit of comparison. In the whole group,

there is greaf tned with high atomic

weight In the m< talloi Is this connection between physiological

activity and atomic weight does not exist, although the particu-

lar reactions caused by each group is still dependent on their

isomorphous relations, as closely as in the case of the true metals.

The only well marked exceptions that have been met with

to the analogous action of isomorphous elements are in the salts

of potash and ammonia. Both these substances differ entirely

in their action from the other bodies in the soda group. I am
aware that the isomorphism of soda and potash has been called

in question by some chemists, and it certainly does not fit into

the soda group, by the relative increase of its specific weight

with its atomic weight. As regards the salts of ammonia, they

are also totally distinct in their action from the salts of the

soda group, resembling to a certain extent many of the organic

poisons by their action on the nervous system. The salts of

silver and of lead also differ in some respects in their physio-

logical action from the other substances of the group to whicb

they belong. They both give rise to the well marked reactions

o!iara<'terizimi each group, yet they both produce certain

effects on th< ion in which they resemble each

other, but in which they differ from other members of the

group in which each is placed. Cassium also differs from the

other members of the first <_ ron i . I . v ] ts action on the nervous sys-

tem.* With these exceptions the -ub-tanc. - contained in the

same group agree with each other, in the effects they produce on

the pulmonary and systemic circulation in their action on the

heart, and on the nervous and muscular systems, and in the

physical changes they give rise to in the blood. In the present

imperfect state of our knowledge as regards the isomorphous

relations of the elements, it would be useless to speculate on

the nature of the chan-v- induced on living- matter by dif-

ferent groups of isomorphous •substances.

These changes must be quite different from those occurring

in ordinary chemical reactions, as in these reactions the greater
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the atomic weight of a substance, the larger the quantity re-

qnirnl to produce analogous chemical changes, where;

-

ieal reactions the reverse of this is the case. They
pear to be more closely connected with the phenomena

of dissociation than with any other chemical process. What-
ever the nature of these changes may be, they are evidently
connected with the molecular constitution of the compound, as
in the ferrous and ferric salt not only is the intensity of the
physiological action increased by the change from a bivalent
to a quadrivalent molecule, but the nature of the action is com-
pletely altered. The most important deductions from these
experiments are

—

1. In the changes induced in living matter by inorganic
compounds, the character of the change depends more on the

properties of the reagent than on its more purely
roperties.

_
2. That the character of the changes is determined by the

as relations of the electro-positive element of the
reagent*

3. That among the compounds of the more purely metallic
elements, the quantity of substances in the same isomorphous
group required to produce analogous changes in living matter,
is less as the atomic weight of the electro-positive element in-
creases.

4. That the action of inorganic compounds on living matter
not to be connected with the changes they produce in

the proximate elements of the solids and fluids, when no longer
forming part of a living body, at least in so far as our present

research enable us to judge.

#
5- That in living matter we possess a reagent capable of aid-

ing us in our investigations on the molecular properties of sub-

San Francisco, California, Dec. 1st, 1873.

Aet. XXIL—On l&e_.._
tow Temperatures ; by A. E. Leeds, Prof. Chemistry, Stevens
Institute of Technology.

,

It has been shown by Fittigf that ammonic chloride, when
in water, is decomposed by boiling. H. C. Debbits^

nas recently investigated other salts of ammonia, espa
nitrate, sulphate, oxalate and acetate, and has found that all of

* In a memoir read before the Academie des Sciences, Paris, in June, 1839, I

. .me solutions directly into the blood, this physiological

ritive element of the compound being but
httle influenced by the acid with which it was combined.

t Ann. Chem. Pharm., cxxviii, s. 189. % Ber. der Deutsch. Chem. Gesell., v, p. 820.
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these liberate ammonia, not only when their solutions are boiled,

but also, in case a curr _-n is passed through

itions, at the ordinary temperatures and even
at 0° C. This latter observation is a confirmation ol what
was stated previously by M. Gernez,* that when an inert gas

like hydrogen or nitrogen is passed through a salt in solution

or in the fused condition, it causes the liberation of a certain

constant quantity of that one of the constituents which is

volatile at the temperature of the experiment. This is true of

the hydrosulphates, the bisulphites, the biacetates and the

ates, a solution of potassic bicarbonate "even at ten

degrees liberating increasing quantities of carbonic acid." In

like manner the nitrates may be made to set free a portion of

the acid at temperatures far below those which are ordinarily

regarded as their decomposing points.

The object of the present investigation is to establish :

—

1st That it is not necessary to change the atmosphere in

contact with the particles of the salt held in solution, by pass-

ing a current of an inert gas, in order to induce dissociation at

temperatures below the boiling point.

2d. That there is a certain fixed temperature, which is dif-

ferent in the various salts, at which the dissociated constituent

can be detec late tests.

3d. That it is highly probable "that the dissociation of these

salts in solution is analogous to the evaporation of the solvent,

and that whil- it arrives at a maximum, under ordinary atmos-

pheric pressures, at the boiling points of their saturated solu-

tions, yet it takes place in a dii fcion at much
lower temperatures, in some cases even below their freezing

The reagent employed in these experiments was alizarin, an

alcoholic solution of which will readily detect one part of soda

in three million of water, and a correspondingly small amount

of potash, ammonia, etc. The apparatus consisted of a small

flask, closed by a cork through which a delicate thermometer

was passed with its bulb immersed below the surface of the

liquid. A short tube entering the neck of the flasl

angles, contained a coil of alizarin paper, drv and carefully

supported out of contact with any moisture which might con-

dense on the sides of the tube. The results of the experiments

are given in the following table, Bar. 29-84—29-82 in.

The temperature of the solutions at the beginning of the

experiments was 17°-20° C, and the increase was c

v< rv gradually and slowly, about a half hour being required

for each determination. The alkaline reaction w; -

dent by a quick and sharp transition from yellow to red of the

alizarin paper at the temperatures indicated. In the case ot

* Comptes Rendus, lxiv, p. 606.
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ammonic chlorid it would at first appear that there was a pro-
gressively slow increase of the point of sensible dissociation
with the dilution of th /'as probably owing to
the extreme slowness with which the liberated ammonia from
a very dilute solution diffused itself, rendering it difficult not
to overstep the temperature actually requisite.

I**
|

RSTf
|*r*«n,00 Temp . Mean Reaction of Vapor.

Ammonic Chloride, Feebly acid. 10-60 37°C
37

Strongly alkaline.

H

:: i

5
;f°

.

3.s -5
Alkaline.

2;65
40° 39^3 Feebly alkaline.

Ammonic Sulphate, T „:;a

39° 41°

51°

50-5 Alkaline.

Ammonic Oxalate. Strongly alk. -
-

S3 WH Faintly alkaline.

Strongly alkaline.

Ammonic Acetate. Acid.

Itn^ £ *v Alkaline.

The ammonic oxalate was surrounded bv a freezing mixture,
and when the mass was frozen, an alkaline reaction was ob-

3 rting the coil in the exit tube.
The atmos] the apparatus in this experiment

' a< lik >w ise l»eh v the freezing point. It is probable that the
!" Milt of sensible dissociation was much lower than that ob-
served.

.

Finally, this point of sensible dissociation depends on the
" ivniiistam-.'s of the e.\-poriment, and the delicacy of the appa-
ratus and reagents employed in its detection. For when a
thermometer and a coil of paper supported at the distance of
3mm from the surface of the liquid were placed in a sealed flask

ide solution employed in the first

-. tabulated above, it was reddened at the expira-
tion of an hoar, the temperature beini> 20 , and when the flask
was previously exhaused of air, at 17° 0. The lower tempera-
ture in the fast case was probably due to the rising of air

bubbles into the vacuum above the liquid. The temperatures
°f sensible dissociation above given are not to be regarded

as absolute, but as relative and valuable only as indi-
cative of the comparative dissociability of these salts when in
aflueous solution.
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Art. XXIII—On the Influence of Color upon Reduction hj

Light; by M. Carey Lea, Philadelphia.

In" all metallic salts which suffer reduction by exposure to

light, the facility of reduction varies with the acid to which
the base is united. Thus in the case of iron, ferric ox
citrate are much more easily reduced than ferric sulphate.

Further, the reducibility of any salt is generally much in-

fluenced by substances placed in contact with it. Thus silver

chloride exposed to light alone, changes somewhat slowly to a

violet color; in contact with silver nitrate it chants more rap-

idly and assumes a deeper color; and if, in addition, we place

certain sorts of organic matter in contact with it, the change is

still more rapid and an intense black color may result. Pure

silver iodide, as I have shown elsewhere, undergoes no chemical

decomposition when exposed, completely isolated, to the sun,

but in contact with silver nitrate, and also with many other sub-

stances, it is extremely impressible. The sensitiveness to light

of silver bromide also is greatly modified by substances placed

As respects silver bromide, a new and interesting view has

been recently published by Dr. Herrman Vogel. He affirms

that substances placed in contact with silver bromide do not

merely affect its general sensitiveness to light, but also modify

its impressibility by rays of different refrangibilities, so that

spectra impressed on a silver bromide surface will not merely

vary in general intensity, by changing the accelerating sub-

stance placed in contact with the bromide, but that the rela-

tive intensities of different portions of the spectrum will also

change. That the change, moreover, will follow a certain law,

to wit : that colored - a vs will in-

crease the impressibility of the bromide to those rays which
they absorb. Thus a colored si ible of unit-

ing with bromine) which absorbs the yellow rays and radiates

the rest of the spectrum, will increase the sensitiveness of silver

bromide to the yellow ray. Dr. Vogel even affirms that he

can render silver bromide as sensitive to the yellow ray as to

the violet.

It seemed therefore a matter of interest to determine whether
any general law existed that when a metallic compound capa-

ble of reduction by light was placed in contact with a body
capable of being oxidized (or of uniting with CI, Br or I, as the

case maybe), the <•:.;
1)f t]ie motaUi ,v,m-

Po™d by a !U of the spectrum wou]d be in-

fluenced by the color of the body placed in contact with it. If,
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for instance, a ferric salt be placed in contact with an oxidizable
body of well marked color, will the reducibilitv of the ferric
salt l.v particular rays be modified? And if so, will it ibiiow
the law announced by Dr. Vogel for silver bromide, that the
sensibility of the reducible compound will be exalted to those
rays which are absorbed by the body placed in contact with it?
To solve this question, I have made an extended series ©f

experiments. But I have not been able to verify the existence
of such a law. The results which I have obtained are briefly
as follows.

Ferric Salts.

Ammonia ferric oxalate was selected as the most easily re-

ducible of the ferric salts. To obtain accurate results with it,

however, much care is needed in its preparation. It is neces-
sary that it should be prepared entirely in the cold : if any
heat is used to aid the solution of the ferric oxide in ammonia

te, I find that there is danger of reduction and the
product may contain ferrous salt, even a trace of which renders
!-t unsuitable for use. Freshly precipitated, and still moist,

t-. :l I. It in eont.VcT with a solution of ammonia
te for about a week at ordinary temperatures, gives a

pure product free from ferrous salt
Strips of paper were first strongly colored with aurine, with

on ei the\ > hen imj-iv gnah d w ith

the ferric salt, and were exposed to light >ide by side with ordi-
nary white paper sinm rric salt.

The exposure of these "and of all the following preparations

;:iged in the following manner. Colored glass was ob-
tained of shades corresponding as nearly as possible with the
colors of the spectrum. Violet and green glass could be found
in commerce of suitable shades. The other colors were
°f»t.'iincd by dissolving suitable ti in varnish
111,1 ' at ing glass with it. With) e aid i lors and
'-""rless varnish, the most brilliant shades were obtained, with
a perfect transparency. These glasses were next cut into strips

- long and" rive-eighths wide and arranged to form a
sort of artificial spectrum, under which papers of different

eouslj exposed, it is evident
that m some respects this mode of operating is less advanta-

ii that of exposure to a rea =j . ctn m. But this dis-

lity afforded of a most
.accurate comparison of the effects of the various substances, in-

asmuch as the different papers can all be ex-posed simultane-
ously and all receive preeiselv the same impression. There
n>

t.- an ae(.'iii-ae\ o! comparison which can perhaps be ob-
tai!^d in no other wav.
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The papers prepared with, ferric salt alone, and also those

with ferric salt in contact with the colors named, were simul-

taneously exposed. They were then plunged into solution of

le of potassium, which renders evident whatever

reduction has taken place by the production of Turnbull's blue,

the unreduced portions remaining white.

Result.—The series of experiments was carefully repeated

three times. The aniline blue was found to be ent:

trongly.

Neither coloring matter exerted any specific influence on the

mpressibility by any particular portion of the spectrum.

Other coloring matters were tried without results of special

interest, except that a cold aqueous extract of saffloicer (eartha-

mus) much heightened the sensitiveness to the whole spec-

trum, perhaps doubling it. But this increase extended, as it

was judged, equally to all the rays.

Potassium Bichromate.

In contact with aurine, potassium bichromate exh:

change of action in its behavior to white blue or viol

nor in the orange or red. But in the yellow it was distinctly

less impressed than in the plain bichromate band.
The papers colored with aniline blue and green behaved like

the plain bichromate, except that they were perhaps a little

less sensitive to the whole spectrum. These results, including

that with aurine, were obtained alike whether the exposure to

light was short or long.

Potassium Ferridcyanide.

Papers colored with aurine, coralline, aniline red, blue and

green, and with mauveine were exposed. The reduction was

Bret brought out with ferric ammonia alum. The influence of

that substance in darkening and setting the aniline colors was

found very objectionable, and little could be learned from the

bands so obtained. Ferric ammonia oxalate was then substi-

i excellent results.

All of the six colors above mentioned acted by diminishing
the impressibility of the ferrid-cyanide, so that tin

spectra obtained were all weaker than that of the plain ferri.l-

cyanide paper used for comparison. But the weakening was
general throughout the range of the spectrum, and no relation

could be traced as existing between the color used and the

impression made by particular rays.
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Lost imperceptibly; m
J and blue most of all.

The reduction undergone by potassium ferridcyanide may
also be rendered evident by exposing the paper to the action
of uranic nitrate, which strikes a deep red-brown with the
ferrocyanide and a yellowish color with the unchanged ferrid-

cyanide. A complete series of papers examined in this way
showed that ail the colors tried, rosaniline, mauveine, aniline
green, aniline blue, cora'!" ami u ti , diminished tin I'acilitvoi

reduction at the less refrangible half of the spectrum, and
most of all the blue and coralline. As respect the more
refrangible half of the spectrum, all the colors acted injuri-

ously, and each to about the same extent.

_
When ammonia ferric oxalate is mixed with potassium fer-

- iu solution, and exposed to light, a violet color
results which, by simply plunging into water, passes to a rich
blue. As the action where these two substances are exposed
together is somewhat different fo an that which takes place when
one only is exposed and the other is applied subsequently, a
series_ of papers was prepared with the two salts mixed, and
combined with the colors already mentioned.
None of the six colors tried increased the impressibility of

the sensitive papers to any ray of the spectrum, but the coral-
line, aurine and blue diminished the sensitiveness to the entire
range of rays from red to violet. The green diminished the

sensitiveness to the less r< frangible end rather more than to the
more refrangible end, and the rosaniline and mauveine pro-
duced scarcely any observable effect whatever.
A separate series of trials was made to test the effect of the

colors on the impression of violet light as compared with white
light, by giving much shorter exposure- than in the preceding
experiments. If coloring matters as such have any influence
on the susceptibility to the action of particular rays, then a
range of six colors extending from violet blue to deep red
ought in some case- to favor the action of the violet, in others
to interfere with it. But after very careful and repeated trials.

it was found that all the colors lowered the sensitiveness to

both violet and white, to both equally, and with all the colors
to about the same extent.

Uranic Nitrate.

The same range of coloring matters were tried with uranic
nitrnti-, the extent of reduction being made evident by the

syanide, which with
uranous nitrate gi VeS a burnt sienna eolor-'d precipitate.
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The first series was5 tried with short exposures to violet and
to whiite light only. In this case the mauveine appeared to

give a i of sensitiveness, but as this extended
' to white and to violet, nc) conclusion as to influence on

- rays could b<? drawn. The aniline green, blue and
r<- !i ne 'diminished the general sensitiveness a little, the

cor;: 111! ie a good deal, and the am:ine nearly destroyed it.

Unci.?r the influence of the entire spectrum the following

results were obtained.

Red and orange ravs. Mauveine i same as plain uranium salt

;

other colors les

Yellow. Rosaniline i;ame as pLnn uranium salt ; other colors

Green and blue. All the colors less sensitive.

Violet. Mauveine same as plain uranium salt; all the rest

These effects are evidently not capable of being reduced to

any general law.

Silver Chloride.

A number of experiments led to the following results :

Coralline increased the sensitiveness to all the rays, but

to blue and violet, in which the increase is very

considerable.

Rosaniline increased the sensitiveness to blue and violet, but

diminished all the rest.

Aniline blue diminished i

to velloA-, and was without effect c

Aurine diminished sensitiveness to all.

Mauveine and aniline green were without effect.

Litmus reddened \>\ aeetie aeid -t mglv increased the sensi-

tiveness to the blue and violet. ' I s<»
-"

t liminished it to

the red and orange.

Here we have three red colors increasing the sensitiveness to

the blue and violet. But one, coralline, increases the sensitive-

ness at the red end also, whereas red litmus and rosaniline

diminish the sensitiveness at the red end.

Silver Iodide.

The character of the action of light to be investigated in the

ease of silver iodide and silver bromide d!

thai involved in the foregoing cases. In the cases examined
up to this point, the reducing action was completed in the ex-
posure, although this effect was in most instances only ren-

d' i i e ideut 1 d b] decomposition > < t
] - 1 ~< <[in '

r

But with silver iodide and bromide, light is onlv permitted to

act for a brief space of time, and Md,- M u,nri\
:

i strong imagf
is built up upon this faint or invisible h. n - '-.--.

t!i preeipita-
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tion of silver through the agency of gallic acid or other reduc-
ing t-gent, thus producing a true "development." It is with
these images developed by gallic acid that we shall have to do
in this and the following section.

Silver iodide papers, imbued with various coloring matters
:,1!, l <-«»iitaining fiv<w'vrr nitrate, were exposed to the different
rays with the following results

:

Red and orange rays. None of the coloring matters tried in-

be sensitiveness to these rays.

Yellow rays. Aniline blue and green increased the sensitive-
ness to these rays somewhat, mauveine perhaps a very little.

Coralline diminished the sensitiveness a little, aurine and ros-

aniline a good deal.

(ireen rays The aniline green (a bluish green) increased the
-'•e-nsitiyeness to the green ray somewhat, aniline blue (a violet
blue) increased it a very little. Mauveine was without influ-

ence, whilst coralline aurine and rosaniline gave weaker results
than the plain iodide paper, the last two much weaker.
Blue rays. Aniline green is here again the strongest. Blue

• eine increased the sensitiveness to the blue rays a

alline was without effect, aurine and rosaniline dimin-
ished the g

Vwlet rays. Aniline blue, green and mauveine al
' -i':t'_'!y in-T< ased th - e increased it a little,

aurine and - ,1 it a little. With ordinary
white light the order of sensitiveness was the same as in the
violet rays.

.
It does not appear that there exists any general law connect-

<>t th. -a ^taia-e laeed in contact with the silver
iodide, with ine!va«'d <>r d i mi d i

- - :

*i\ • ne^s t<> parti. -i lar

™.v s. A violet blue ;.! the sensitiveness to

' d green rays, but also had a similar effect upon
the violet rays.

'

Aniline green increased the sensitiveness to
the violet, blue', green and yellow rays, but not to the orange
and red

; its tendency was to increase the sensitiveness of colors

ting to its own color, whereas coralline increased the

sensitiveness to the rays which most differed from its own color.

Silver Bromide.

Silver bromide is at once the most important of all the sensi-

'.
'" - ' -:

. - known, and the most difficult as to the exact

, , v •'
:

'

- in the order of the greatest sensibility vhieh they
conferred, beginning with those that gave the greatest.
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Infusion of tea leaves, Salicine,

Salicine,

Red litmus, Plain bromide,
Coralline,

Aniline blue, Aniline green,

Mauveine,
Plain bromide, Aniline blue,

Aurine,
Anil, green, Infusion of tea leaves,

Mauveine, Coralline,

Aurine, Infusion of capsicum,
(-11 infusiou of safflower, Cold infusion of safflowe:

Infusion of capsicum. thamus).

The substances above the " plain bromide" increased i

colu

In the above lists it will be noticed that there are not only

colored, but also colorless and nearly colorless substances.

After having made a number of experiments with silver bro-

mide, I inclined to the opinion that the influence of the various

matters placed in contact with it might have very little to do

with their colors and might depend upon properties independ-

ent of color. To verify this, substances having either no color,

or very little, but known to me from previous experiments to

act powerfully on silver bromide, were experimented on. These

were salicine, infusion of tea and infusion of capsicum
;_
the

first entirely colorless, the two last imparting to the sensitive

paper only a faint neutral coloration. My expectation was

verified; no substance tried exerted a more powerful discrim-

inating action on the sensitiveness to individual rays than sali-

cine, which substance rendered the silver bromide as sensitive

to the red ray as to the green.

Generally speaking, the substances enumerated above exerted

very much" the same effect on the different colors at each cud

of the spectrum, that is, those that heightened or impaired the

<s to the green acted similarly on the yellow, orange

and red, and those that heightened unimpaired the sensitive-

ness to the violet rays acted similarly to the blue rays and ah-"

to whir.- light The few interesting exceptions noticed were :

Red Mm by the least possible quantity of

a«'-tn- a« iil» and coralline produced an exceptional in<'-n-itive-

Salicine conferred on silver bromide a remarkable sensitive-
""" r,._Th,' red and .-range ravs. so that the whole of the less

rays from greeu to red produced about an equal
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mpression. A repetition c.

Cari/tamus, re 'I. litmus and caj^icuut produced at: •

msensitivenesa to the red and orange rajs.

No trouble was spared in these experiments to obtain accu-
rate results. In each set to be compared with each other, each
paper was floated or immersed, as the case might be, for an ex-
tu'-tly equal time on or in solutions of exactly equal strength.
As papers when hung up to dry are always more strongly im-
)"ied with the soluble"matters at the lower end, care was taken
in the successive treatments which each paper received to dry it

J'-ith the same end uppermost, and in the exposure to light, to
• papers « hi. their least sensitive ends to the same

end of the spectrum: without this last precaution no concord-
ant or reliable results could have been obtained.
The conclusions which I have reached seem to me to estab-

lish that there is in- _ hng the color of a sub-
l th. li'i ti or le- -utsiti\< iil—> ' h it brings to

any silver haloid for any particular ray. At the same time. I

do not consider that these results lict or dis-

prove the very differenl IbyDr.Vogel. They,
however, show that Dr. Vogel's results cannot be generalized.
The explanation of the discordance may lie in the different

Dr. Yooel worked with silver

mined m a collodion film and combined with other

- not known (commercial bromide plates made by a

la'). These substa ices may have ticmselves power-

the silver bromide. Collodion

3; the reactions of silver bromi le formed in the
body of a pure paper differ from those which it exhibits when
formed in a collodion Him. probably because the collodion is

made some time in advance and is always more or less decom-
fche alkaline bromides, which are dissolved in it. I am
to believe that the c am which are

obtained bv the use of paper as a medium are more reliable
' ' :! tho„. obtained withYoli •heult if not

- make several collodion films in succession having

ickneea And as the amount of impressibility to any
t or any given ray of light increases in proportion to

the thickness of the film, it follows that in comparing two plates

undergone different treatments, we are liable to as-

' le treatment results that maydepend only on the dif-

icknesses of the films. Whereas paper w<> «- -dwavs
obtain of uniform thickness, so that with equal i

solutions of equal >trotmth. we are sure that th
equally charg. .< to be tested.
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In the January number of this Journal, Mr. Lesquereux de-

fends his view of the origin of the lignite beds of the Eocky
Mountain region, against supposed objections thus formulated

1. That the lignite beds are of too small extent, or coyer

too limited areas, to have been formed otherwise than by the

heaping of materials carried into small basins.

2. That the under-clays of the lignite b,.-d- contain no roots.

Having had extensive opportunities of ol -

from ilic Cretaceous to the Quaternary strata, in the States of

Mississippi and Louisiana, I would add a few remarks to those

of Mr. Lesquereux.
As regards the first point, I am altogether unable to see its

force. Were the bays and marshes of the Louisiana coast re-

gion, or some portions of the Mississippi bottom, so depressed

as to be covered over with deposit, and their peaty contents

compressed into lignite, there would result just such a multi-

tude of basin-sl aped n a---, from a few yards to many square

miles in extent, and of variable thickness, as we now find in the

E^ene liguitic formations on the Gulf border. The analogy

g>es oven so far, that much of the lignite of those formations is

obviously formed, not by any cooperation of the usual peat

mo-scs. but altogether out of rushes and reeds, such as nowa-

days dispute the ground, in the coast marshes, with the Sabal,

(Vpress. Mvriea, etc In some eases, a semi-fluid peatv mass

tills these smaller basins to a depth of 10 to 15 feet; in these,

of course, as Mr. Lesquereux remarks, larger trees cannot grow.

But the Cypress, Myrica, and even the Magnolia glauca, adapt

themsdves to this co it long tap-

roots into the bottom clay, while their nutrition is
|

by a crown of fibrous roots near the surface. Thus anchored,

they may readily be swayed sidewav- in the soft mass, in every

direction ; but are difficult to pull up, although, under such

eircumstances. their size rardv exceeds a few feet.

These facts, as well as the well-known ability of the Cypress
and Tupelo to exist and flourish in water maintaining some
depth throughout the year, led me to consider the possible

causes of the apparent absence of vestiges of roots from the

under-clays of lignite beds, which < • \ .-» •
i mv attention.

In the extensive marsh at the mouth of Pearl River, a solid

clay, resembling very much the under-clavs oi lignite beds, or

the bottom ( l:i\ s ,,| (\-pre>s -wamps. i> ,lep - r. 1 i >r some dis-

ancc on both sides of the river channel. The whole surface is

overed by a dense growth of tall "round rush" (Xcirpu* Lieu*-
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tris\ whose roots form a dense, matte!
thickness, covering the clav si.il. but pene
Nevertheless, as the suec- ssive animal ove
of the ehiv deposit, the roots and root-stor-1

imbedded in it. and one would expect to ii

more or less distinct impressions, in the ma
however, is the case only close to its suriat

li-'w inches at most. Lower down, we liml

t obviously of the same origin as the soil proper, above.

nay be observed, in sections of

and modern, on the Mississippi,

Arkansas and lied River. Even where the Cvpress stun ps are

I"-i"itvtly preserved, their roots are often seen' to terminate at a

^<ort distance, in rather an abrupt point of heart-wood: and
beyond, their course is scarcely, or not at all, traceable in rim
solid clay.

The cause of this complete obliteration of spongy roots or
spongy parts of roots is doubtless to be sought in theoxidizing
influence oi 3 percolating iron above, and
the subsequent acts m of press ,-v upon the vielding mass.

In the more or less detinitelv porous under-clays of the coa-t
1,1 l-s!

* - the < avities are almost throughout lined with a green
or yellowish-green, semi-gelatinous film of what, on exposure
r" "ii\ heeoiae. a phunlv m^ble < oat . t 11 on rimf. In the <V

p under-ela'ys such a film may often be seen to

form the inside lining of 1 n in still po 1
- the shape of

:l root, with, perhaps, a free central core of lignitic matter still

the walla Andtbeorigi
oft( n but nor a l \ • s. be tr 1. d b\ that of .1 tarn.

vein-like ferruginous film, completely flattened out, so as to

^"•'pt' <<rdinarv observation. \l bv a' subsequent process of re-

duction and solution, this film were also to be removed, not a
trace of the remain.

.
Again, the peculiarly "ma.-v" cleavage of these under-davs

Js not only very often ina rked bv minute films of (sometimes
almost red ation, they

minute - slickensides." prov-

irrenee in the mass of internal movements, doubtless
'';" "iti nj» from compression. That similar clays exhibit, at

petite Anse and other points, a gfaeier like motion down hill, I

have elsewhere* stated.
-ft appeai-s to me that in these two agencies combined we

2-18, p. 18.
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have an adequate explanation of the apparent absence of' organic

remains from many under-ciays, not only of lignites, but also of

P < >il I) 1- ['hat tli hng pi - nth deprived

the coal beds of all the ash ingredients necessary to vegetation,

has also been instrumental in the removal of iron and organic

matter from the Carboniferous fire-clays, has been often sug-

gested; but the efficacy of the process, when combined wito

pn -sure, to obliterate ail tic.".'- ot tin .-otter parts of plants and

animals, imbedded in clays, has hardly been sufficiently dwelt

upon. That another phase of the same agencies has been instru-

mental in obliterating the teeming fauna of the Port Hudson
beds, whose character can now be studied only in a few limited

localities, I have already shown." And there can be little

doubt that the absolute dearth of organic remains whieh has

thus far frustrate 1 all i-.v atirmpt-j to -.am a definite clue to the

age of the "Grand Gulf" beds of the Gulf border, is largely due

(fi K int. a -Dead Sea" during the Po-t-Eoeene Tertiary period.

Lignite beds composed of drifted materials are not rare in

the Gulf border, from the lowest. Greta »us beds to those of

the Champlain era. But they are usually very much localized,

and consist mainly ot driftwood, which 'is not only over- and

underlaid by sandy materials, but also intermixed with them.

Beds of compact lignite underlaid to any great extent by sand,

are quite exceptional.

During the summer of 1873, the Hon. the Minister of Marine

and Fisheries of the Dominion of Canada very kindly placed one

of the government schooners at my disposal, for dredging pur-

poses. These invest ie. on penal*

of the Natural Ilbmry S.-ri.-ry ..." Montreal, had, as their pri-

mary object, an examination into the present condition of the

M; i ii i f'i>h< rics ot the Gulf, and were supplenn utary to -n-.a v

explorations carried out by myself in the summers of 1871 ami

1872. In the present paper, a short descriptive account will be

-
i e of tl

'

most interesting zoological specimens

collet ted in 1873. Nearly nine weeks were spent at sea (from

duly L 8th to September 8th); and clurinp this time, although
the weather was often unfavorable, we nevertheless got about

seventy successful hauls of the dredge. The cruises were
I'^'i'T alh four in vn i i, r . but on the whole the first yielded

the greatest number of novelties.

Smithsonian Contr. Knowl., No. 248, p. 12.



in the Gulf oft

first two weeks

ecimens were obtained in from 200 to 22<

d among them are the following :

INIFERA.—Marginulina spinnsa M. Sai's : a Iai

1 to T. tricnriiw't,. perhaps T. mj; td'»t DOH

ranched, others widely triradh

oms. With these occurred anot
ue Tethea, or belonsrs to a close

I base. '1

sides by a perforated canal or tube,

partly closed by an outer fine open net

coarser one of'siliceous spicules, the

tose at the apex of Euplectella ; and thi

^ M-nins t.. d rf r _ In the shape ol its

H!, 'il «, but not in some other respects, it resembles the Dor-

;
".'/"/>//;.,.„,/.< ot Mr. \V. S. Kent and the 7^//", >„„;•/,-«/«

of Bowerbank. As tin G n d n sp<> .« n T poss 1\ 1 tin

same as Dr. Bowerbank's imperfecilv characterized species, I

• from iriviuir it a nam.-. It is only fair to

is species i i a living state, my
<i. T. Kenne.lv. M.A.. had found specimens in the

^ost-Pliocene <-!avs of Montreal, which are undoubtedly <on-

specific with it.

v̂ insQVEmiatA.— Schizaster fragilis Dub. & Koreu, and

m'spatus, are common in the deep-sea mud. as are

&&> Ophiacnnthn .v .;lt/l f.,sn M. ^c T.. and an A ,,rhnin< w!..»-e

specific relations are still obscure. The Ophiuridse collected



M. and T. was dredged i

Actinozoa.—A few individuals of Pennatukt uculeutu Dan..

vai\, and of Vvgularki Ljnngmanii Koll, were taken in the

y belonging

to Curianthus borealis Verrill, though the animal of this latter

species has not yet been taken in the Gulf. Comidarndla mo-

desfa Verrill was collected (in 1871) at depths of 220 fathoms,

between the east end of Anticosti and the Bird Eocks.

Polyzoa.—A beautifully perfect specimen of Flustra abjfm-

cola of Gr. O. Sars, showing the >: character-

istic of the species, was dredged in the center of the mouth of

the river, at a depth of 220 fathoms. Two examples
lichenoids (Linn.) and one of a peculiar vanctv of Bugula

phnuo.^i .

? were dre<!_' >-e. Escharella paimata

(M. S&ra) iken in deep water.

MoLLrscA.— The most abundant species collected at greater

depths than 150 fathoms are Pecfen <;,-*„>, i-,</if/< Ch.. and Area

pectunculoid.es; but Porllandbn b/cida, P. fnaida, Phdine u"a>l-

rata. Q/ldhna umbdicata Mont, Dentalium attenuattnn* .' Smv.

and Siphonodrn tabu in vtreum Sars also

sparingly. Two living specimens <>i (Aridiiopsis codulata Moll.

.tin /; „ , nrtmim of Morch) were dredged in the 220

fathom locality.

Crustacea."—The deep-sea Crustacea are of unusual intereit

Among them is a living specimen of Calocaris MarAndrei Bell,

the first, I believe, that has been observed on the American
side of the Atlantic. In the same region, four specimens ot a

cr:i>tace;tn were collected, which belong, in my judgment, to a

new genus, f In its characters, this genus (for which I venture

* If the shell described by the late Dr. Gould as Dentalium dentate be really the

/ '

dentate. Having received a :

;

••-• :

.

; •':'
;

.;•;...---;

to me a perfectly distinct and good species.
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to propose the name Munitions) approaches nearer to Munida
than to (iahthea. On some future occasion I hope to be able to
give a detailed description, with figures, of this form; for the
present a short diagnosis onlv of some of its salient points will
be attempted. Of the limited genus Munida. onlv two or three
^l"'i i< - ..re kuo, n ,,t pi - nt. \hi ,,.in rmjosa (Fab.) is the same
;k Muni,/,, U„,,d>htii of Hell, and Astacus Bamffius of Pennant.
The other species are M Unuimuna of G. 0. Sars. and M. Dar-
wivii of Bell.

The following additional species of Crustacea were collected
from the deep-sea mud: +/%; V< Pabri, i Kroyer :

\lJiattyli.?.

sp.
; \Pseudomma roseum G. 0. Sars: fThysanopoda nrglecta?

Kroyer, and another large species ; Stegocephalus ampulla Phipps
;+

/ ''"-/' •' s. ..+/.,, ,; ,/yem Fab.
;
^Haliragesfulvorinctus

1' ' * '/
/ / -i l'i i hi >, , St. : !/'/ / / - - /

/

«w M. Sars; Anthura brachiata St ; and fiVe&iZw &>>» 0. Fab.
F Ishrs.—A fine living example ot Mumim* rur -iris \ Fab.).

th. J/. F,d,ri<>n in Sundevall, was brought up by " tangles" from
a depth of about 200 fathoms.
During this cruise we were driven into Gaspe" Bay for shelter

from a heavy gale, blowing outside, and were detained there
about four days. At the entrance of the bay, some dredging
was done in depths of from 30 to 50 fathoms. The most inter-

cies obtained here were Myriotrochus RincHi Steen-
str

; Priapulus caudalus ; both species of Hyas ; a species of
+y'-' ;

- '"; Acan'h, z,„t<; nov. sp., fide S. I. Smith; \Syrrhoe
cr '

J

>("J<ttu.s (iocs (several): \ Vertumnus serrate Goes; fPonto-

rata Kroyer; \Haploops. sp. : fJlebia dentata Kroyer,

Hied species; as well as some interesting sponges.

is ornatus Edwards was abundant at low-water in
v

'

' >rge's Cove ; it appears to be an abundant littoral form
th

:
o i 1 n tl e gulf.
Cruise 2 —We left Gaspe Basin on August 2d, intending first

to examine the two la banks, the Orphan
•adelle. At the outset the weather was very storm v.

so we got under the lee of Bonaventure Island, and dredged out-

line with the rostrum, and the whole four point forward. Rostrum
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side the northern entrance to the Bay des Chaleurs, from Cape
l)espair to a little below Grand Pabou. Opiunglyjdta jSar.sii, of

large size, was abundant here, and two specimens of Mip-iotro-

rhns Hinrkawere taken in the same place. The crustaceans

from this region are unusually interesting : among them are

\Hippolyte haril „/„ Kr. : 77,^/,,,,^,,,/" -"j'u in ! Kr. ; -fPseu-

dommn (nov. sp.) ; species of \Mysida - near to Erythrops and
l\<:>;•yt], ops of G. 0. Sars" ; \Ewlorelhu so.; + Lewon nusim.s

K rover: +.: // B..., 1 : tfv/ -^ ////,"'/*

M. Sars: fAreros phyilonyx Bceck
;
f^z/ofe ^oim a«frY Kroyer;

•fPontoporeia femorata Kroyer ; a species of fMelita. Also a

curious fish, at present undetermined.
The breeze moderating, we at once made for the Orphan

Bank, and dovot d fhre< days to dredging on it. remaining on

the ground during the night so as to lose no time. Tl

Bank, which is situated nearly opposite the entrance to the Bay
des Chaleurs. is a stony patch", as are most of the fishing banks,

many of which are not mapped out in the charts.

The masses of rock are often of large size, and consist chiefly

of a reddish sandstone (perforated by Saxicava and Zirphm
rriy,af,t) ;(— <

•{;!<,
1 with; f'W scattered pieces of L

gneiss, &c. Soft-bodied organisms are peculiarly plentiful on

this b nk. The most el raoteristio of these are Alcyouiwu rubi-

forme Ehr., small varieties of Meiridium marginatum; Aseinop-

matus, of unusual size and abundance: various other

Tiinieatcs: and quantities of common Ophiurids and Asterids.

\}f tnr ,i ,j! ,r;„i;, Bu-rk w;h occasionally met with between the

inner and outer tunic of Ascidiopsi*.
' The stones are often

covered wit sjes, of two or three species, to-

gether with a slender, cylindrical, and rarely branched, form :

Graatia cih'aia was frequent, and with it there occurred another

caloare ms sponge which Prof. Verrillhas identified as the Ase»r-

tiafragilis of HaBckel. Hydrozoa and Polvzoa are exceedingly

abundant on this bank : the former seem to be mostly common
northern forms. Among the latter, Mipriozo'nn

' sahgnfile

D'Orb. ; scabra Fab. ;

Eschara cervirorni*/ Pallas : (Yd., ,-?,, ffllisU ;' and other species,

were fine and frequent. Two fine specimens of P<

(Fleming) were dredged at this locality. */*,//, ,,m n/ t;,r„ Molh r:

- 1/ ." 'u pa inosa V. : Cy t ia pyriiormis (Rathke) ; and C. mow-

be other Tunicates.

Among the Kchinod'-rms are Pierastf? milUaris. Arenas
fir-nhndirns. and P*o!>,* /.hnr.t,,^^. The rarest of the < >rphan

Bank M.^llusca are Amir,,!,, Em'-r^Hi- . ("\-.ut!i « tint* and in 1 -

nma imw hon cratictUatus (0.

inum bwGrav: .Wpfunca *p,tzJ»-raeNsis (Reeve)

;

Kroyer i Moll.: Astyris UolhoVa Beck; and a few

tx:::
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Astarte lactea of Brod. and Sowerby. Crustacea are peculiarly
plentiful on this bank, particularly the two species of Hyas

;

]<"r'<:r"'>>-: V<n„l,il,, b a, inn/in,mis"; <
"i-iiagon boreas ; Nectocran-

gonlar (fine)
; Hippolyte spina ; f/i. Phippsii; and fff. pusiola.

The Amphipods are represented bv A
(Lep.)

; Tritropis acukatus (Lep.) ; and Eunrus cuspidatus. The
Isopods by Tdotea marmorata Packard, and by a Bopyrus which
was found burrowing under the carapace of the common Pan-
dalus. A small species of Nymphon was also dredged here.
At the end of the third day a stiff breeze from the southwest

sprung up, ac- •
.

. •
I with rain, and in consequence of this

we made for Miscou Island for shelter. As soon as the gale
*od< rated we proceeded to the Bradelle Bank, and on our way
made one cast of the dredge between it and Miscou. In this

+ Pseudomma, nov. sp.

;

" '/'/" • +J»// i>nt, sp. ; fPtilocheirus ping ids St. ;

rata, as well as many
Annelids, were collected.
The Bradelle Bank, which is situated almost due south of the

one previously described, is also a stony patch, but the pieces
ol rockare usualiv small, and ; of gravel,

d and mud. Its fauna is characterized by the abun-
its Mollusca, and by the apparent absence on it ofmany

ol the softer organisms e Orphan Bank. The
liv, h f ^>:i and IVivzoaofthe two banks are very similar, but
on the Bradelle fine sj pora lobalata Hassall,
were collected. The : ts on the Bradelle are

'
'

'
"- Bro ,n,l So i iptica and J. Ranks ii

;

- ' (fould : Curdinm (JnaS'indintm ; Crem-Ha nigra;
'"'"''"

< m i 1/ , mnncalcarea ; Panopoza Norvegica;

[tsgreatesl rarities are a single living
tN lh

1

!l '
> a . « + Put < n -i labm >n- Moller, and Volutopsis

Mvvegicus ChemD. / . of large size, is com-
mon on both banks. Astrophyton Ag issizii ; ". In\>glypha Sar-

' :';-'': 0. nodosa; and Psoitis ph'i,.hip.« aiv tiv.pient:<m the
•

Mailer was obtained. The Crust a are for the
most part similar, but on the Bra > :l! species
0f-'/.»n-ed. These are Cra„go„ ~P- ? W™-
Pfisca, two species: \l ; fPt&h

'

: fHarpina, sp.
; \

eOaBmz.)
TUMiceros lynceus ; fVertumnus serratus ; and fNebalia bipes.

Ihese two banks seem to be outliers, so to speak, inhabited

rctic fauna, and surrounded almost entirely by a
moresouthen, a~e ul.I.^e. Tla-hon-M ti e Ma-lalen Group,

°f>7
lnCe E ' uplands. ;is well as the whole

ot Northumberland Straits as far north as the southern entrance
A»- Joca. Sci.-Third Series. v„i.. VII. No. :: '.-March, 1874.
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to the Bay des Chaleurs, are tenanted by a somewhat meager
Acadian fauna. Owing to the shallowness of the water on
these two banks, the temperature is probably higher by some
four or five degrees than the average of that in the northern

part of the gulf. In sailing from Point Miscou to the Bradelle

Bank we found the temperature of the bottom (Miscou Point,

bearing northwest half north, 22 miles distant) was 42° Fahr.

After examining the Bradelle Banks, we made for Pictou,

Nova Scotia, and arrived there on the afternoon of August 1 Lth.

Cruise 3.—Leaving Pictou on the 13th of August, we dredged

to the S.W. and S.S."W. of Pictou Island, then to the N.E. and

there to a little dis-

wd over to tr.

point of Prince Edward Island, dredging at intervals on the

way. After this we examined the Milne Bank, also various

parts of the bottom from there to Cape Bear (Prince Edward
L), and to the north of Pictou Island, and got back to Pictou

on the 16th of August.
From Pictou to Port Hood and along the west side of Cape

Breton, the sea bottom consists of red clayey mud. in whicb

annelids are remarkably numerous and often of large size. At
almost every cast of the dredge, tangled masses of tubicolous

annelids (inhabiting tubes of from the TVth to a quarter of an

inch or more in diameter, and from one or one and a half inches

to nearly eight inches in length came up in handfulls. These,

together with large naked species, are so abundant as to form

more than two-thirds of the whole number of specimens taken.

One specimen of f/> "< G. 0. Sars. was

dredged off Pictou Island. Hydrozoa and Polyzoa ai

abundant, and sometimes very fine, in the red mud ; these have

not yet been examined, but among them are Sertularia argentea

of unusually large size, and a bushy species of (tenmkma.
Alcyonium carneum Ag., is one of the characteristic species of

the eastern part of this area, as is also an apparently unde-

scribed species of Priapulus, very distinct from P. caudatus.

Tunicates are not unfrequent in the red mud ; the commonest
of which are Pelonaia arenifera and Eugyra pilularis, while

*Glandula fibrosa St., occurred more rarely. With these,

about sixteen species of shells were collected; they are au

Acadian species. The temperature of the mud
ge from 40° to 42° Fahr. Off Port Hood, two

)ecimens of a Holothurian were taken, which exactly
rith the drawing and description of the Oucumana
» of O. F. Muller, as given by E. Forbes in his Britiah
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fifteen or twenty fathoms, the summer temperature is high,

being affected by surface conditions. Three small specimens
of JEchinocucuiitis tt/pira M. Sars were collected here, as well as

examples of *Molgula papillosa V. and M. producta St. On the
Milne Bank we dredged quantities of the common Echinarach-
nius ; an abundance of fine Hydroids and Polyzoa ; a few
shells ; and some small alga?.

Between Cape Bear and Pictou Island the bottom is sandy,
with shells and a few small stones. Three kinds of sponges
were collected here, many hydroids, echinoderms (all common
forms), annelids, Crustacea, and tunicates. Among the latter

:uv M^-im.'ii, .,i -"-JM///A/ ItVnroU* V. Shells were particularly
'. among them are Pecten modiolus,

Crenella »«/,<>. _[-•>,. >,„•*,,,, (,.. k <'>
nnina Islandica, Callisla

convexa, Pandora irillm-atu /, frtpidnbt fornicata, Lunatia tri-

seriata, Mamma immaculata, and several species of Beta.

The fauna of the region north of Pictou, between the west
coast of Cape Breton and the east of Prince Edward Island, is

of an Acadian type. To the north, northwest, and
west of Cape Breton, the deep water assemblage has probably
an Arctic character.

In the marine slip at Pictou, I collected specimens of Teredo

navalis and T. X„r> i>". ! uri .w tig into tin !
' ick birch of

which the roller frames of the cradle are composed. At Souris,

'Pmice Kdward L), the common periwinkle of England {Litto-

""" ' •' .' <
i was ph'iitii il. and it was - d -< <jn. nth < bsrrv«'d at

Charlotu-town. And '»> A. A hsce of Gould,
if not identical with it was taken 'oil' Pictou Island, in towing
> ] '-y- art li,,l to (w',ts( i<„b • •< hm, nl a us> and other small fishes.

Idotea irrorata Say, was common on the surface at the same
place, and was subsequently obtained at Shediac Bay, and else-

where. On the shores of the Magdalen Islands it is tolerably

common.
Cruise I.—In the last cruise we endeavored to explore both

sides of Northumberland Straits, and dredged from Pictou as

far to the northwest as Miramichi Bav. Leaving Pictou on the

19th of August, we first divd-vd a little to the NI.W. of

pi"<<m Maud, and were then compelled by stormy weather to

ter in Shediac Bay. Being detained at Point du
Chene for two .lavs, we availed ourselves of the opportunity to

examine the oyster beds of Shediac Bay. On these beds, from

low water mark down to three fathoms, the following species

were met with

:

Crangon vulgaris Fab.
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Qterrupta Totten.

•' truncate. Nassa obsoleta Say.

Angulus tener Say. " trivittete Say.

Thracia Conradi (fine and frequent). Astyria lunata Say.

Pandora trilineata ? Say. Echinodebmata.

Teredo, sp. (in a spruce log). Cribella sanguinolenta.

Haminasa 80 Echinarachnius parma,

Cylichna pertenuis Migh. Echinus Drobachiensis.

Lottia alveus Conrad. Caudina arenata (Gould).

Leaving Shediac by daybreak on the 22d of August, we
dredged from that place to the Egmont Bank, and stood back

again to the south shore the same evening. The Egmont Bank
is a small rocky patch, situated between Shediac Bay and Cape

Egmont, Prince Edward Island. The depth on it is less than

ten fathoms, and the bottom consists of coarse sand and stones,

the latter covered with Laminarice and smaller alga?, and per-

forated b\ /' ms. Annelids are nun
the sand, from which also about twelve species of shells were

collected. Early the next morning (August 23d), we stood

over to the Prince Edward Island side, and dredged along the

outside of Bedeque Bay, from off St. Jacques to a little to the

south of Sea Cow Head. In the afternoon a falling barometer

g the imminent approach of a storm, we made for

Charlottetown, and reached there only just in time to weather

the memorable gale of the 24th of August. We subse-

quently managed to dredge in Hillsborough Bay, also, on th"

opposite shore, off Pugwash Harbor, N. S., and off Shedif

Buctouche and Bichibucto, in New Brunswick, and <

9th of September I left the schooner and proceeded home.

On the Prince Edward Island side of Northumberla
proper, the bottom is usually a red (Triassic) clayey mud, while

on the New Brunswick side' it is generally sandy. The fauna

of the Straits is of a meager Acadian type. A few sponges,

hydriods and crustaceans collected here have yet to be studied.

Tin? annelid? are line and frequent, but the echinoderms are all

very common species. At depths of more than four fathoms,

in Northumberland Straits, the following species were collected :

•fAmphithoe, sp.

fMelphidippa, sp.

fldotea phosphorea Harger.



0. Harger—New Fossil Spiderfrom the Coal Mea.

JNuculadelphinodonta;
Astarte undata Gould.
Cyprina Islandica Linn.

Bela cancellata Migh.

Art. XXVI.—Notice of a new Fossil Spider from the Coal
Measures of Illinois; by 0. Harger.

Arthrolycosa* antiqua, gen. et sp. nov.

The fossil spider, represented in the accompanying figure,
was found In Mr. S S. Strong. m ,,11, of the well known iron-
stone concretions from Mazon Creek, Grundy County, Illinois,
in "the lower part of the true Coal Measures," and is now
preserved in the Museum of Yale College. The specimen, as
seen upon the fractured surface of the concretion, presents for

"H only the dorsal surface, and the other half of the
concretion, or the cover, adds little or nothing to the fa

of the fossil.

The outline of the cephalothorax in the specimen is indistinct,

but measures about 10mm (4 in.) in length by 9mm (-35 in.) in

breadth. Near its anterior margin is a tuber-

1 —,m. >tmt traces of a me- fl

dian longitudinal division, as if a pair of oval
eyes had occupied its lateral portions. Be- % %
nmd this tubercle and near the middle of the ^

x is a pit or impression in the
-i'lrnu-.', and a. little posterior to this a tran-
'

' ri'lge, somewhat convex forward. Other
depressions ai

face seem to I> be unsymmetrical, and an
ably accidental, or perhaps evidence 1

has been flattened from an originally convex form. In front

°f the cephalothorax are two short stout, divergent organs,

apparently the mandibles, only one of which is shown in the

°gure. Upon the upper interior surface of the left inau-

dible are two shall- -• separated by a
narrow rounded ridge. On the left side of the eephalotlmrax.
and behind the mandible, s

I

as and the first three legs, the t

~ absent. The first of these fc

connection with the eephalotbc

Prom apfyxiv, a joint, and ^-wof, a spider, referring to tl
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of a third. The first two of these segmeuts are about equal

in length, but the third is broken near its proximal articula-

tion, and the connection of this appendage with what Beems

to be its distal cheliform segment is unfortunately imperfect.

This segment is also poorly preserved, and the articulation of

its digit is only to be seen with a good magnifiei

Hie length of this segment is of)'
1 " 11

("22

i, l-5
mm

(-0igreatest breadth, l-5
mm ('06 in.) ; length of digit,

I do not, however, consider the tor of this

segment beyond a doubt. It is perl aps not improbabh that it

may have been modified much as in the males of ordinary

spiders, and not truly forcipulate. The next appendage on the

left side, which I have considered the anterior leg, presents a

long, pretty well defined segment, doubtless the third or femoral

segment, and traces of its proximal as well a- its distal articu-

lation, beyond which two other shorter segments are but poorly

preserved', as shown in the figure. The next leg shows only

the long or femoral segment, with indications of the trochanter,

and the third leg on this side is even less well preserved. I

suppose the fourth leg on this side to be entirely wanting.

On the right side of the specimen, immediately to the right

of the mandible, the margin of the cephalothorax presents an

elevation, and there is apparently nothing but the very base of

the right palpus remaining. Two segments of the first leg are

preserved, the first being much the longer; the second leg^ is

preserved in a similar manner, and the third also. The first

segment of the fourth leg on this side has been much flattened

by pressure. On the surface of its posterior portion are a

number of minute pits or depressions, the larger of which are

represented in the cut. The same structure may be seen in a

much less degree upon the third leg of the same side, and

traces of it may be observed upon one or two of the other

appendages. Another portion of the fourth ]eg of the right side-

is perhaps preserved in what appears to be a segment, or parts

of two segments, a short distance to the right of and behind

the end of the first segment, and not shown in the figure.

The abdomen consists of seven segments, the first being short

and the last two short and somewhat indistinct, its length

equals that of the ceplialothorax, 10mm (4 in.), ir-

' .;:.'•. _>:. i .-.. 1th at union with cephah •

x

4"1,n (-15 in.). Two longitudinal grooves inclosing a long oval

ana near the middle of the anterior part of the abdomen, and
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to be owing to the accidents of its preservation. The presence
or absence of spinnerets cannot be determined.

In considering the relations of this insect to previously
known living and fossil forms, the more important points of
structure to be regarded are, the segmentation of the abdomen
and n- union with the cephalothorax, the character of the palpi,

the position and number of the eyes, and thecephalo

The segmented character of the abdomen seems to be beyond
a doubt Mr. J. H. Emerton, in a letter to Prof. Marsh, has
called attention to an aberrant spider described by Schiodte,
,'mder the name of L-.

;
i which the abdomen

is destitute of spinnerets and furnished above with a series
01 nine horny plates. The abdomen of Lipistius would doubt-

imil;,r circumstances, bear a considerable resem-

il is perhaps not impossible
that the segmented appearance in the fossil mav have been
produced by a similar cause. The difference in the number of

a would probably be a matter of comparatively slight

J importance. There seems, however, no good reason
for explaining the apparent segmentation of the abdomen in
the fossil by any other than the most natural and obvious

l",'.'

lM '- namely, that it was actually segmented in its structure.

the small number of abdominal segments, apparently only
seven at most, is an interesting point. If its segmented charac-
ter is, as has been suggested by Mr. Scudder and others, to be
°onsi h red a synthetic or embryonic feature, it would indi-

ior the genus Pholcus, there are only five embryonic abdominal

(hifurtun.itelv, in his description of Protolycosa anthraco-

/ ''"'".+ R&nerdoes not state d- abdomen
is segmented or not. His figures indistincth indicate nine or
ten segments in its abdomen, while- in the discussion of its

^"i'.o-iral ainnities, he implies that the abdomen was not

and even more directlv in the statement, "Von
dem Vorkommen achter Spinnen mit ungegliedertem Hinter-
leib {Aranem) in iilteren Schichten lagen

*****
oisher nur ganz unsichere oder unvollstandige Angaben vor."

The specimen presents no traces of the perm liar abdominal

'! " i._ < ni p.-ntuhjsom, nor of the circular opening at the

of transverse rows of tuberclea

l"ere seems to be no ^ood evidence that the union of the

. alld ahdom.m was as delicate as in ordinary

;

:

N"'iturhiPtorisk Ti«l.«krift. TI. vol. ii, p. 617, pi. v, 1849.
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spiders ; the two were, however, well separated, and doubtless

by a more decided constriction than appears in the specimen,

thus differing from th ' '''.- au<l F<<i>hr>r

nus\ and resembling Protolycosa.

The palpi in this specimen must be considered as absent on

both sides unless the first appendage exterior to the mandible on

the left side be regarded as a palpus, as seems to be the fact.

The segments of this appendage do not correspond with those

of the legs, as shown by the description and figure, the first two

visible segments being of about equal length instead of the first

being much the longer, as in the legs. The claw or hand at

the extremity of this appendage is, as I have said, poorly pre-

served, but if a forcipulate structure existed at all, it is as dis-

tinct as in the false scorpions, and much more pronounced than

in Protolycosa, where " the last segment of the left palpus appears

to be divided by an incision at its extreme end." The presence

of well developed forcipulate palpi in Arthrolycosa would indi-

cate affinity with the false scorpions, or perhaps, as Prof. Verrill

suggests, with Thelyphomis. The fossil, however, presents no

trace of the long caudal stylet present in that genus. If the

appendage in question be a palpus it- si se aloi e would point

toward affinity with the lower arachnids (Solpugidae, P/</
;7 <

v
:

if it be a leg, then the palpi were doubtless small as in most

spiders, since little room is left for their articulation.

The tubercle upon which the eves were probably situated

seems a character indicative of affinity with the lower arachnids,

where, as especially among the Phalangidce and scorpions such

a structure is common, although it may occur among true spi-

ders, as in Lipistius. It is impossible to determine whether .-yes

existed upon other parts of the cephalothorax or not, and there

is no reason for supposing their absence except such as may be

drawn from the presence of an oculiferous tubercle. Unfortu-

nately the eyes of Protolycosa have not been made out, but the

cephalothorax of that fossil seems to have been destitute of a

tubercle. This, together with the difference in the abdomen

already mentioned, must be regarded as iv,

characters of at least generic importance, to which may he added

the cephalothoracic pit in Arthrolycosa. The mandibles resem-

ble those of Protolycosa, and probably did not differ greatly

from those of the true spiders.

I would not, however, refer Artiirolycosa to the true spiders,

but consider it as representing a group of insects coin I

tures now characteristic of separate groups and of embryome
states. The family which may be called the Arthrolycosida

seems to have borne relations to the Phalangidce and scorpi-

ons in its oculiferous tubercle, and to the latter group as well

•, Geol. Surv. Illinois, vol. iii, p. 568, %. 4, 18
1, Geol. Mag., vol. viii, p. 385, pi. xi. Loudon
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as the false scorpions and TJielyphonus in its forcipulate palpi.
The union of the cephalothorax and abdomen appears to have
been much as in Thelyphonus, although perhaps resembling that
seen in the spiders, and as Mr. Sen ier I as -L- -t. . - pi fates
the group from that to which Architarbus belongs, while it is

allied to the lower arachnids in general and to the embryonic
forms of the true spiders in its segmented abdomen. The
general form of the insect is also much like that of the true

falidce have been mentioned by,
Mr Kmerton as near allies. The oculiferous tubercle and the

lit ap] r to sustain this opinion and if the
fa i . inatcj 1 si uld sh< that the palpi

are not forcipulate, but are small and absent from this specimen,
we should have in the Arihrolycosidob, an interesting exam pie
01 what might properly be called an embryonic type.
The thanks of the author are due to Prof. 0. C. Marsh, and

to Mr. & ll. Scud ler and Mr. J. H. Emerton, for
the kindly interest that these gentlemen have manifested, and

tpon the literature of the subject
and the affinities of the insect.
Tale College, New Haven, Feb. 9th, 1874.

(Read before the American Academy, Jan. 13, 1874.)

Some years ago M. G. Farmer, of Boston, constructed a n

ber of thermo-electric batteries, using an alloy of zinc and
momy for one of the elements, and Germ.-m silver for the oi

The alloy of zinc and antimony contained about fifty

cent of each metal, an analysis giving 607 per cent oi 2

One of these batteries was kept constant v heated for upv
of a year, and upon breaking it up the end of the zinc-;

m°ny elements furthest from the point to which the heat
aPpbed, were found to be covered with a moss-like growt
metal.

of their Ien*t per cent of m<
lie zinc. Thev are verx f.u-I. and .vill brar a consider;

amount of bei - brittle as gli

^Prof. Cooke, in some -x P rim u\> villi *i"< ™\* r*
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in both these instances the zinc has been deposited from the

vapor of metallic zinc, while in the other case the heat has not

been great enough to even melt the asphaltum varnish with

which the end of the element is covered. Cases of molecular

re-arrangement are frequent, when this change takes place in

the interior of a solid mass, but I have never before met with

a ease in which one met; !
>< a- separati d from another bj such

change and projected beyond the surface of the alloy.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

I. Chemistey and Physics.

1. On the lui'lrn-.i ,•}><>,, Fhiorene.—This hydrocarbon was dis-

covered by Bertbelot in 1867, in that portion of coal-tar volatile

between 300° and 340°. Barbier has recently submitted it to a

more cxtend.-d in\ -t i--.-ir i-»n. Lie prepared it by Berthelot's

method, except that, instead of crv-taili/iu- the tract

i

let .ve. n ?.00
J and 305° from alcohol alone, a mixture of alcohol and

benzine was used, by which a small quantity of acenaphtene is

separated. When pure, iluorene has a well pronounced violet

tl i
: -.nee. which disappears on solarization. It fuses at li;> .

The formula C
, :5

II
,

„ was established for it: (1) by an element-

ary analysis
; (/_') by an analysis of the picrate, in which not only

were the picric acid and the hydrocarbon determined, but also

the carbon and the hydrogen ; and (3) l»v a complete anah>is of

a udl-detined bromide. The picrate crystallizes in fine red

ne.dh-s. fusing at sn°-S:>
, and has the formula C

t
JI l0 ,

C
6
H 3

(X<h)/). The bromide crystallizes in map

Win n heated to redness in presence of lime, the bromide yields a

lane liar mass fusible at loo , :t! , i ;i phenyl. II

so. Iluorene has the constitution • ' :C
t

.H., to-

When treated with an acetic acid solution of 'chromic acid, it

yields an oxidation-product crystallizing in Hue yellow needles,

the character of which the author is now studying.— (J. A'., Ixxvii,

44 , Aug., 1873. O. f. B.

1. On Mti'-'tnithrn'-cne ami its I), rh-ath-t*.—More than a year

redaction with tin and hydrochloric acid, not anthracene itM-lf

stance, r- « M near thai -r para-anthracene

thifi eaua-t



leedles often an inch long. Upon
the formula C

, i
H

,
, C 6

H _J X ( >
2 1

.

[i verts the new hydrocarbon into a
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crystallizes in beautiful red needles

OfV^Xiti^acf^bo^i^
yellow nitro-product, C 14H p

(lS0 2 ), without a trace of a quinone.
\ "> i- nitr

\ v yellow needles, which
fuse at '209°. Tin-so reactions distinguish' the nt
ciently from anthracene on the one hand and para-:
the other. Bromine yields with it a condcnsatioi
H

19 Br 3 , fusing at' 273°, subliming without decompc
ing unattackable by potassium hydrate. Very car

G i4H 8 2 , which sublimes and crystallizes in m;
uydles, fusing :l) ._>!.->

. Concentrated sulphuric :

this quinone with a splendid indigo-blue color; a

test for it. Water separates the unaltered quinone

hydrocarbon is produced whicl

certain fundamental points in chemical
ie fact that hydro-en iodide is capable

; bodies a double action ; that it can not

saturated hydrocarbon from which the

s, Emmerling i

hydrogenath

nthe8is.
P
The°meth^i

changing its nitrogen I

to a carboxyl group COOH.
} takes place according to the

f+NH4I+I4



. of phenol ; the other a red coloring matter,

an isomer of alizarin—to which Grimm gives the name quinizarin

—which unfortunately is produced in very small quantity, oniy

1-2 per cent of the theoretical yield. It is prepared by treating

the mass as above obtained with absolute alcohol and then pre-

cipitating with water: or by solution in benzole, which dissolves

the quinizarin, leaving the' phtbakin. Kecrystallizatkn l'r-iu

alcohol and other allbrd it pure, and it then has the composition

C 14H s 4 . It is produced according to the equation :

C
8
H 4 3

-j-C
6
H6 2=C 14H 8 4

+H 2 0.

»le and alco-

hol in deep red needles. Water throws down yellowish red tkeks
which become crystalline on heating. The etherial and
acid solutions show a greenish-yellow fluorescence. The former

shows a brownish yellow color by transmitted light, the latter a

peculiar violet, passing by dilution into a bright onion-red. This

suu-e.u its possible relations with munjustin. Alkalies dissolve

a deep blue color. Since anthracene results when it>

vapor is passed over heated zinc dust, Grimm suggests its close

irin, and proposes for it the rational formula

CeH4ll£oIlC 6H2 (OH),.

—Ber. Berl. Chem. Ges., vi, 506, 1873. g. p. b.

5. T/u II, .;::., : .t,i /'.,../.,/.,„,._-Zollxrb describes a series of

- with a form of horizontal pendi
delicacy that it seems to open a wide and fruitful field ibr investi-

gation. This in^rmm-nt cudsts of a short horizontal rod sus-

pended by a vertical piece of fine watch-spring, and carrying at

one end a heavy leaden weight and mirror. To prevent the <<:k r

end from rising, a second watch-spring is attached, and fasumu
below. The two points of support lie therefore nearly in the

same vertka ';. ,,w> above and the ether bekw.

im. They arc connected with the top and bottom ot a

« ti< ii rod. whicli re>ts on a trip. 1, vwtl 1- veling s< i ws it '
'

^

^
•' '

• .
."- -,.

:

;
: :

-
•

.:•
.

' ;-. -, - •

''

;

, its time of oscillatk
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14-44 seconds was employed. The motions were observed by
e reflections of a scale at a distance of 3168mni from the

mirror. The whole instrument was mounted on a stone pier and
with great care from air currents, or changes of tempera-

ture. The instrument was so susceptible to disturbing influences,
that it was set in motion by a railway train passing at a distance
of ahout a mile.

Any change in the direction of the force of gravity would pro-
<hu-c a corresponding motion of the pendulum, and in the present
case a change of -001 of a second of arc would be perceptible, or
would alter the scale-reading -1 of a millimeter. New the calcula-
tion- of Dr. C. A. F. Peters show that the effect of the moon
^'hcn at its maximum produci > a deviation of •nl74 '. or doubling
this amount for the difference on the two sides of the meridian
'"'>> ', or thirty-five times the amount perceptible with this instru-

i t lie sun and moon in terms of the earth, and hence determine

'! "' '1 by gravity to pass from the sun to the earth. Of course,
such observations would be oreaiiy disturbed by variations of

re, shaking of the ground* arid many other causes; and
fed in ran es at a considerable distance from

- tion.— Pogg. Annal
y
el, 134. e. c p.

' SV . ,.;,:,- /„ ,/ ,.f (/,;,, , , ,i, ,, „,tn„t ,<„!„.„ ,*,,,! „,„l.r con-
'Vn.t j.ressun,-^. Ama.;at has measured that most important

'ere it not for the oseill

isc.vered and studied
d by the method here

i volume of 1

-

•< k, put in communication with
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was opened, and mark. .1 tic n the desired pressure. This pressure
was now determined bv connecting a mercury manometer with

the oil.

The compression of the gas was effected by a column of mer-

cury rising i prolongation
of the neck of the flask in which the gas was enclosed. The pres-

sure was communicated to the mercury by a layer of oil driven

by a piston fitting into a copper cylinder. The heat which would

be developed by friction if the piston compressed the gas directly

was thus avoided ; the compression was easily effected in half a

second and the results were very concordant. The amount of the

compression never exceeded three centimeters, and in the last se-

ries of observations, the greatest deviation from the mean was
only a tenth of a millimeter.

By studying the descending motion of the manometer after the

• und that a slight correction could be applied

for the lowering of the temperature of the gas during compn -i< u.

Without the correction, for atmospheric air —=1*391, and ap-

plying the correction —=1*39?.

ft is evident, further, that we can avoid, or at least greatly di-

mit i-!
. rh i ri'< i-t m < « olino-, by employing a large reservoir; the

flask here used having a volume of scarcely twenty liters.

From the preceding result we deduce for the mechanical equiv-

alent of heat the number 434, which differs only by a single unit

from that recently found by M. Violle w irh F< ue . dt's apparatus.

An experiment with carbonic acid gave the results —= 1*299;

an accident happening to the apparatus interrupting the study of

this gas. There is reason to believe that this result is a little too

great; moreover the gas was not entirelv free from air.— Comptes

7. Relath-t hit, ,,.- >>/ of tin constituent ram of rarious sources

of light.—M Tkaxm'n describes a form of "photometer for c<«m-

j
iri _ the 'n i ui^ity of the various simple colors of which every

light is composed. It consists:—

(1.) Of two small right-angled prisms, placed one above to-

other and turned in opposite directions, so as to receive the rays

from two sources of light placed opposite each other.

(2.) These prisms an placed in front of a narrow slit whose

hei-ht is thus divided into two halves tin

The light then enters a collimator by which it is iviideiv-i

parallel, next a polarizer whose principal section is •

then a plate of <piartz about a centimeter thick, cut
j
-

axis and whose principal seetion makes .-,.. .m u j. of t.
-

. with that

of the polar! an analyzer, having its principal

*ect »' - 1 "> ert if;)], formed of a double image prism.
(•'U The dispersive pri-ni and telescope of a spectroscope finally

receive the luminous rays.
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other. But in gem r.-d ,•,.<•;> ,,t the < i*-mtMit siry rays emerging from
the plate of quartz is polarized el]

kind of light after having traversed any donbly-refraeting analy-
zer give

the velocities parallel to the two axes of the ellipse. The beam,
:il\' r traversing tbt pvea spectrum
formed of three horizontal bands, in the field of the telescope.
That in the center is due to the superposition of the extraor-
dinary ray from one part of the slit, on the ordinary ray from
the other part, and is consequently continuous, or as if it was

. it the two parts are equally ill

Above and below will be spectra traversed with hands, the dark
spaces of one corresponding to the light ones of the other.
To make the observation, therefore, one of the lights must be

mlil : lie ban 1< con die central
spectrum. This is accomplished by either withdrawing one of the
sources of light, o; by interposing a* N col's prism < t\\ ecu the eye
and eye-piece, which may he turned through any desired angle.
— Comptes Hendus, Ixxxiii, 1497. e. c. p.

8. The Sd> >!;,,„ ,,,,<; X,,„,t ,,,-], a, n-> <•/ />>.;i",,> >^<il and Elec-
ti'>'<-irf dnts*—We consider that the most urgent portion of the
task entrusted to us is that which concerns the selection and
nomenclature of units of force and energy ; and under this head
we are prepared to offer a lation.

A more extensive and difficult part of our duty is the selection
and nomenclature of electrical and magnetic units. I'nder this

head we are prepared nmendation as regards
selection, but with only an interim recommendation as regards
nomenclature.
Up to the present time it has been necessary for every person

Who wishes to specify a magnitude in what is called "absolute"

and time, which he has chosen as the basis of his system. This
iH-cossity will I,,, obviated, if one definite selection of three funda-

mental units be made once for all, and accepted by the general

consent of scientific men. We are strongly <>1 opinion that such

night at once to be made, and to be so made that there

it beeqnem necessity for amending it.

We think that, in the selection of each kind of derived unit,

•.it multiplications and divisions by powers of ten, or

other factor.. In i-t
''

< rigoi-ou>lv avoided, and the whole system
°f fundamental units of force, work, electrostatic, and elect m-
n <:tg!ietic elements, tmw be lived at one common level—that level,

[irect derivation from the three

units once for all se'lected.

The carrying out of this resolution involves the adoption of

* First Report of the British Association Committee on Units.
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some units which are excessively large or excessively small in

comparison with the magnitudes which occur in practice; hut a

remedy for t hi- in. on\ eniciioe i- j.
>-,,, id. ,1 b\

; , in. thod of denot-

ing; decimal multiples and sub-multiples, which has already heen

extensively adopted, and which we desire to recommend for

On the initial question of the particular units of mass, length,

ami time, to bo recommended as the basis of the whole system,

a protracted discussion has been carried on, the principal point

discussed being the claims of the gram, the meter and the second,

as against the .ram, the centimeter, and the second; the former

combination having an advantage as regards the simplicity ot the

name meter, while the latter combination has the advantage of

making the unit of mass practically identical with the mass of

unit volume of water ; in other words, of making the value of the

density of water praeticallv e.pial to unitv. We are now all hut

unanimous in reo;ardin^ this latter element of simplicity as the

more important of the two ; and in support of this view we desire

to quote the authority of Sir W. Thomson, who has for a long

time insisted very strongly upon the necessity of employing units

which conform to this condition.

We accordingly recommend tin ,.; the centi-

meter, the gram, and the second, as the three fundam en'

and until such time as special nam. s shail be ppr<>i>ri ited to <i >

units of electrical and magnetic magnitude hence derived, we

r-commend that then be distinguished from " absolute " units

otherwise derived, by the letters"" C. G. S." prefixed, these homg

the initial letters of the names of the three fundamental units.

Special names, if short and suitable. would in tl

mo>t of us, be better than the provisional designations " C. G. o.

unit of " Several lists of names have already been

suggested; and attentive consideration will be given to anv

further suu'g. stioiis which we may receive from persons interested

in electrical nomenclature.
. .

The "ohm," as represented by the original -tai.hu 1 >
ih j*

ap)u-..\-imatelv b' 9 C. G. S. units of resistance. The "volt W

approximately 10 s C. G. S. units of electromotive force, and

the "farad " is approximately ~ of the G G. S. unit of capacity.

For the expression of high decimal multiples and sub-muitipl'-.

we recommend the system introduced by Mr. G. J. Stoney—a

system which has alreadv been extensively employed for elec-

trical purposes. It consists in denoting the exponent of the

power of 10 which serves as multiplier, bv an iippoi

number if the exponent be positive, and " by a prefixed ordinal

number if the exponent be negative. Thus :—

is approximately four meter-sevens, a
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"lims ami the mirrofarm.! is the millionth part of a farad. The
I*, fix /../././ [> equivalent to the affix six. The prefix micro is

' ",..l ;.;,',( lit to the prefix *,>//,. The prefixes /.//.,, /„,/„, .A /,;,. ./. ,-/,

'•f/'//. /.v/7/7 can also be employed in their usual senses before all

As regards the name to be given to the 0. Gr. S, unit of force,
«> recommend that it be a derivative of the Greek diw<nu=.
The form dynamy appears to be the most satisfactory to etymolo-
r-
r

,

lsts
- /'://•'••..- i- *

;!'. 'lv iiite!Iigil)le, hnt awkward in sound to
;rs. The shorter form rfyiM, though not fashioned ac-

^•"Minu to sn-iet rules of etymology. '"

preferred in this country. Bearing
to construct a system with a view to its beeominu" international,

a lation of the word should, for the present,
be left an open question. But we earnestly request that, which-
ever form of the word be employed, its meaning be strictly limited
^>t!ie unit of force of the C. ( r. S. system; that is to say, the force

ting upon a gram of matter for a second, generates a
velocity of a centimeter per second.

'

< G. S. unit of work is tl c work .loin b\ this force, work-
- a centimeter; and we propose to denote it by some

'>:' the Greek e'fjyor. The forms ergon, ergal, and erg

I ; but the second of these has been used in a
different sense by Clausius. In thi- ea- :il-> «<

j
ropose for the

ins, ttled; an.l we request that
the word ergon or e?v/ b< >tri.-th limited to the ('. (.-J. S. unit of

' K foi
i
urpoM/s oi fn is i in ut. . Jli> il< nt to tins,

the C. G. S, bung measured by the amount
"*«'<>:]< u liieh it represents.

r»e C. G. S. unit of power is the power of doing work at the
!

" M( "f one ero- p<. r second, and the power of an engine (under
-1- oi norkino. . can be specified in ergs per second.

*or rough comparison oits based

1
ot:i\ .eliil;—

- gram at an\

ier less than *a kilodyne.

l kilogram is rather less i

rather lets than the erg-eight, being

.egadyn

! times the weight of a kilogr;

ahout 98 midliou w
Tl '<' gram-centinieter is rather less than the kilerg, being about

980 ergs.

* Before a vowel, either meg or rnegal (as euphony may suggest), may be em-

iuiega.
Am. j r .! u. So.—Third Series, Vol. VII, No. 88!.—KAMI, 18T4
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For exact comparison the value of g (the acceleration of a body
falling in vacuo) at the station considered, must of course be

known. In the above comparisons, it is taken as 980 C. G. S.

One horse-power is about three quarters of an erg-ten per second.

Mure nearly, it is 7"46 erg-nines per second, and one force de

cheval is 7*36 erg-nines per second.

The mechanical e^uivale! : of one gram-degree (centigrade) of

heat is 41*6 megalergs or 41,600,000 ergs.*

[The dyne or unit of force which is proposed by the committee

is to be a new unit of the same nature as a gram-weight, or the

earih's attraction for a o-rani-mass, and S
..'

ratio with it. Now our simplest and most useful ideas of force

are derived at once from weight. It seems to us that, of necessity,

this will always be the case. Probably the learned

have no expectation that even among scientific men the new units

will entirely replace what they call the vulgar ones. If, then,

new units of force and energy

which are in no useful ratios to those used in other
of science, and by people at large. Is there not some way of

avoiding this great evil? Societies are formed and sustained

w1k»c main and most worthy object is to get rid of such < .illu-

sions. We think the proposed units should be stoutly ehal!en_ d

to show a necessity for their being.

We do need, it may be added, a new name for the earth'- At-

traction upon a gram of matter at some fixed place. The trordi

gv>nu, pound, ton, etc., have had to do service in two different

senses, that is, as mass, and as force. If any good word conM
come into use that shall express the earth's aUru< five force for a

gram of matter at some place that may be agreed upon, it would

II. Geology and Natural History.

Edi
the earthquake and volcano were but parts of the general median

urges the i
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ism of our planet. But he saw. also, that they were not the only
exhihitions of the potency of subterranean agencies, that, in fact,

they were only partial ami perhaps even secondary manifestations
of the influence of the great internal heat of the"globe, and that
'!"" i'til! import ol' that influence could not he understood unless
careful study were given also to the structure of the rocky crust
<>t the earth. Accordingly he set himself for years patiently to
gather and medii at* ovei lata which would throw light upon that

1
' A history. The mountains and glens, river-valleys

enabling him
economy of nature. At one time we find him in a Highland glen
searching for proofs of a hypothesis which he was con\ :

be true, and, at their eventual discovery, breaking forth into such
gleeful excitement that his attendant gillies concluded he must
certainly have hit upon a mine of gold. At another time we read

/- friends I'layiair and Hall along the wild
cliffs of Berwickshire ; . . his views,

g, to use the words of Playfair, "palpable evidence of
one of the most extraordinary and important facts in the natural
history of the earth."
As a result of his wanderings and reflection, he concluded that

the great mass of the rocks which form the visible part of the
''•'">t of the earth was formed under the sea, as sand, gravel, and

were console
i
hoar, and. bv paroxysms of ; he

same force, were f] u'tun 1. contort* 1. ,nd upleaved nto dry land.
He found that portions of the rocks had even been in a fused state

;

' bad been erupted through other stony masses; and
'•';if ; ii<' 'lark trap-rocks, or " whii-tom s " of Scotland, were like-

as thus the founder of the modern doctri

i regarding the gradual transformation of n

he gnarled and rugged gneiss and schist of '

lilt up. Let me quote the eulogium passed

3rk in an essay by M. Daubree, which eleve

ied with a prize by the Academy of Sciences



ness of induction of so i, at a time when exact

observations had been so few, he being the first to red

•us effect of water and heat in the formation of rocks,

'they

really admitted." * * * *

Hutton first caught the meaning of that constant circulation of

water which, by means of evaporation, winds, clouds, rah 1 ^nou-

brooks, and river-, i< kept up between land and sea. He s

the surface of the dry land is everywhei
away. The scarped cliff, the rugged gl<

, wherever land

above ocean, there, from mountain-top to sea-shore, degradation i-

going on. Here and there, indeed, the debris of the

hills may be spread out upon the plains ; here and there, too, dark
_o, and seem

t<> defy the elements. But these are only apparent
fxcq ti< ns to the universal law, that, s

"

is exposed to the atmosphere, it mus
removal.
But Hutton saw, further, that this waste is not equal!.,

uted over the whole face of the dry land. He perceived that

while, owing to the greater or less resistance offered bj

kinds of rocks, the rate of decay must vary indeti.i

amount of material must necessarily be greatest where t

water flows off toward the sea, tha't is, along th< channels of the

streams. Water-courses, he argued, are precisely in the lines

which water would naturally follow in running down the slop' "i

the land from its water-shed to the sea, and which, when once se-

lected l.y the surplus drainage, wmld necessarily be continually

widened and deepened by the excavating power of the riser-.

Hence he regarded the streams and rivers of a country as follow-

s which they had chiselled for themselves out of the

solid 'and; and thus he arrived at the deduction thai .

been, inch by inch and foot by foot, dug out of the solid frame-

work of the land by the same natural agents—rain, frost, -pr, -".

rivers—by which they are still made udder an 1 deeper. "The
he <aid. ••have heeu formed by the hollowing out of

the valleys, and the valleys have been hollowed out by the attri-

tion of ha ' Thia u :l

doctrine whi ginning to be adequately realized.

Yet to Hutton it was so obvious as to convince him, to u-

; 1-. - il at tli ' _reat system upon the surface of this

i is that of valleys and rivers, and that, however this sy-tein

shall be interrupted anil oeeasionallv destroved.it would nor^a-
rily be again formed in time, while the earth continued above the

level of the sea."

2. Onthi T /...;/,-< <;!.<! <i„<1 Geoloqy of Santo Domingo; by
Wnj.r.wr M. Gabb. 260 pp. 4to, with a map. From the Trans-

actions of the American -,-. vol. w.—Mr. Gabb
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here presents the results of his investigations during three years
residence in San Domingo, conn. ri

raphyandgeol ,-y ,,f ; ,.,,, ,.,,;, ,„ m j] ...

He states th- ,,, U s r,,cks of the island, besides
he Cretaceous, which are all more or less met-

amorphic, and the Tertiary. Along the central portions of the
idan

1 there are crystalline rocks, which he groups under the < * u-
eric term of Syenite, since they aim -si invariably consist of the

'

.

.

» iv pronounced intrusive. Flanking the Cretaceous slates, etc. of
the >ierra, there is a broad development of Tertiary along the
northern, and part of the southern, side of the island.
The metai red to the Cretaceous are much up-

t'< hh-d, the axes of the folds usually east ami west, or
parallel wit! de, besides
me common slates, semi-talcose in aspect, thick strata of sand-
sr '"' s

:

hm -'
' • ml on--loim-rates ; o>it. osving to th di-turb. d

condition of the whole, and the parti do! lit- rati i of the hed iii g
J'

1

,

*"lm ' eases the order of stratitieation has not been made out.

of them to the Cretaceous is sustained by the dis-

covery, at a few points, of species of Ostrea, Trk/onia, Anunon-
'"X and some other o> he of v'retaceous
character.

The Tertiary of the island is referred to the Miocene period
;

percent of the .-lu-lU heh.ng to livin-r species. The
' M 'd> in -_ ly , M vV tin < -•

t iceous, but in

i*' places ai hlv t'i in 1 iddh the :• tnti tiro val

. i of the" lvd then horizontal— is about 200 feet,

and, in the hills south oi
v
-.o lana bay, 300 to 400 feet ; but, further

'"'^b. they have been elevated alone; a line a hundred miles in

n some cases of 3000
feet or more," M.akiM" f>" M-nt- < lui-ti < hain. ul, re. until Me
"''! "f th< Miocene, had been a level sead.ottom, covered ..ill,

white cah-areous mud." A large number of Miocene fossils are

described by Mr. Gabb. In connection with the account of the

J-l'iat .:.,,- Mr. (iabb describes a chaikdike rock, which is of

! "fiu-in. As it is not derived from the accuniul.i. : n of

- named the soli rock Aittillite.

The above are a few : at memoir.
3. Trach/tk' nn>7 do/eritic ?>.ck* in aitrrna'ioj^ in the iWfdn

R«nge of m» H)l f.,hu. in th. „»rt/»i'.. •>•"< <>/ II„...!...!.lt r,.u,.t./,

Nevada; by James Blake, 31. IX—Dr. Blake describes the
Puebla Mountains as consisting of an eastern ridge of upturned

metamorphie rock-, having the strike N. !•> K. and dip 78° to

and' trachytic kind-.
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dolerite, cailed basalt and an; ime*ito
,
the chrysolitic kind « ,r Pe^-

dotite. an d the cl y.d liab;ise; and, in

, trachyite; andtowa nithet. >\) VI siculartrac !.;"t
'

bsidian.

h I..11-. ami <>ten tu

times in c te plates. M agm-tit e is present in most of the

grains or cirystals. Se^

b.,n anal yzed : t he porphyril;ic dolerite 1

l*'
r rent of

the diabase,

green t aehyte, 72 per cent. Dr. ISlake concludes from the facts

that the view- of Richthoibn with regard to the relative ages of

• kind- of eruptive rocks will not applv to those of the

Pnebla Mountains.
Dr. Blake further states that the valley between the two ridges

of the Puebla Range has suffered much erosion, and that ai one

time it must have been filled bv a vast glacier which flowed out

over the southern part of the eastern run- . and left a moraine

250 feet thick, that extends a mile and a half into the plain be-

yond the base of the mountain.—Pr<<: Calif. Act,?. Set., v, 210.

4. Bulletin <>f the Cited states Utulmjiwl n»0 ^r^v<o -/'"•,//

Survey of the Territories. Department of the Interior. No. I.

28 pp. 8vo. Washington, ] 874.—The Department of the In erkff

h is adopt, d th. Kn Sent pi in oi issuing in p 'it-, i A d l>ull< -

ical and Geographical Snrve> of tie T< rritories—the survey now
carried forward by F. V. Hayden as U. S. Geologist in charge,

and J. T. Gardner, Geographer. This first number oi the series,,

after giving a list of the officers of the expedition for the past

year, and another of n.rini r pub'irations bv the Survey, presents

a Report by E. D. Cope "on the Stratigraphical relations am!

Vertebrate paleontology of the formation- u hid represent the

Pliocene epoch in Northeastern Colorado." This Report enume-

rates the species of Pliocene vertebrates observed in Colorado by
the author, during the year 1S73, and gives descriptions of the

larger part of them. They include 4 Carnivores ; 7 Perissodactyls

(2 species of Arh>l»p*. if of Hipp<>then>m,, ' of Prot„!nIT ".<r.

7 of Artiodartvl- (_' of M,r'n-I, tp is , 4 of Pmrunafus. 1 < f ^r>/-

codm); th. ' </,>„ rr<>«r,t* Cope (of the type

of the M„.sf,„!n„ Annrir.nn,*): and t he Te-tu liuate, V >/
!
> "'.'/•<

'

Xi:hr>mn.->is Leidv. Next follow short notes on other Tertiary

Mammals from Colorado: Menotfurinn, kmurinun. Cope, sup-

posed to be allied to the Lemurs, fciri* ,-,*,, irulu* Cope. ///>--

pho t„u* [3L, >, Im Innti* Cope, i'^'r h>ri»n ll'llii

Leidy, P. TT/Ao,,;; L.ddy: specie- ot IL/pi,,,,;,,,. Ihjp, ,(,'•>>,<>> -

Leptomen/ •. -, /,,„w//>.,. Op.aii
-. - .,.'

.
^ ; i: ^

-, .'• ,!-

^JJPPfr incisors.
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ad Tertiary formations of the West, as indicated by their verte-
brate remains, and another on new species of fossil fishes from the

- of Kansas and the Tertiary of Colorado ; an article

Thomas on new species of Acrididse ; and a paper by
Mr. J. T. Gardner on th« prii eipai raiiu'i - of Mountains surveyed
by the party last summer in Colorad. . u irh th e! -• ations and the

'

longitude and latitude of the most prominent peaks, varying from
I " • r- i !,«.' - fa .il. ,w sea level. The final maps of the ex-
pedition up Snake River, and in Montana, durin- the year 1K72,
ar ,!.\« engraved on a scale of five miles to one inch ; they will

id geo ogi< d maps. Maps
: T he I'pp; r and Low* r G. yser Basins, whii ii were carefully sur-

(

"">. Th, .\1„;. *;<„,.< .,}• th, < ..,
>"'„.,

>
r ,/>/„„. , .,/• Xorthwest

-.imrficti, a,,,/ tin supposed Ancient Hea Levels / by George
l;

\::— n (Proc. Calif. Acad. Sci., May 5, 1*73).—Mr. Davidson
- ia " '" ! '' '''' ight together many interesting facts with regard to

hen.-h, s ai.»n' tin I .mine ( ^ast, north of Cape San

room at present only for this simple mention of his important ob-

'
• IT'Io-njinhujls ',< st, ,,7!, „ oh,,- ,J,is 1,-le'mste Leben der Meeres-

'"'/./ Zn„e>i u„d .'<**; ./-.,/
:
/;.»-/f n Eutflnss ; von

1
•

<:. K:i.v,:xjn:i;o. :i00 pp. ko. with VI plates and a map. (Abh.

.i^„ B , in, H7J l-Arn f« of fin v .

t;l!i - ami plates. In connection with the many tables showing

scribed.
7. Ostracoids or lilvah; '&,',-. H, l .

</,w,'.-l ,r.it;-s>..rT. Rrrmirr
- 1 ;xi-> has published No. X. of his papers on the Paleozoic Ostra-
,
'" ,,1'> in the number for June of the Annal- and Magazine of

Amur;,] History; and also an article on some specie-, chiefly

oa formations, in the Quarterly
J-'lrn.-d of the <o,ol,, deal >ocictv for A n-ust, 1873.

t
8. JRevue d, t,;.,t ,,;. ,„„„ /',* A„ d.*, 1870 ,t 1871

;
par M.

J" ^. i
, ,,,„ a , ; < !„i d- Mm- ml M <\r Lutvkknt,

!

;
-'i i

;

ur de.s Mines. 252 pp. 8vo. Paris. 1872. (F. Savy).—

T&xJZWi
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Reports mi' twenty counties, six by Mr. Broadhead, three !>y Mr.

Meek, and eleven" by Mr. Shumard, some of which are itlnstratt d

by maps and sections.

10. On Melliferous Sand from Frazer River; by James
Blake, M.!>.—This sand, wlii-di was obtained in tin gold wash

ings on Frazer River, has very much the appearance of small par-

ticles of iron pyrites, being of decid< lly a \ Llowi>h color. Under
the microscope it is found to consist of two distinct substancs,

one of which is evidently magnetic oxide of

l.ii k -and of our gold deposits ; the other is of a yellow color, in

the form of small scales, without any well marked crystalline

structure, and with the edges rounded by abrasion. The whole

of the sand is strongly magnetic, so that with the excc]>>: n «n

a few scales of gold, it contains nothing that is no)

the magnet. An analysis of the sand shows that it consists

wholly of the oxides of nickel and iron. 0-9153 grain -

yielded 0*25o sexpiioxide of iron, and 0-004S oxide of nickel, which

would give, supposing the iron to be in the state of magnetic

oxide, 0*231 of oxide^of iron; and, if we suppose an analogous

oxide of nickel to exist, we should have 0\n •_• oi the magnetic

oxide of nickel; thus making 0*931 instead of 0*9153 the <piav:fi:*.

used, the excess of 0*016 being undoubtedly due to the nickel,

from the difficulty of freeing it completely from the potash with

which it is precipitated.

Although I can find no mention of such a compound
either in' Watts' Dictionary of Chemistry, or in !>-i 's Mi

°gy, yet I have no doubt that the form in which the nick. 1
exist-

in this sand is an oxide with the composition Ni 3 4
,
an:

the magnetic oxide of iron. Fe-O 4
. thus establishing another r lo-

tion between the com
;

.-! iron. From the large

11. Kjer«lfine—¥. v. Kobell has given this name to a new

phosphate from Bamle in Norway. It is described as eon

with an imperfect cleavage in two directions nearly at a rigl

gle. The fracture is uneven and splintery ; luster oily
;

coles

red to yellow, in thin fragments translucent. G.— 315. H.=

When heated phosphoresces with a white light. B.B. fuses .

at 3 with intumescence to a blebby enamel. Soluble in h

chloric acid, but with great, r re < 1 a -s in nitric acid. Wit
phuric acid, hydrofluoric acid is evolved and sulphate of

separates from t he solution. Analysis gave

P Mff 0a Na £ Fl Si Si Pe 5

i small portion of the calcium is replaced by sodium. This result
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very nearly approaches the composition of wagnerite, but accord-
ing to tvcent analyses of v. Kobe!; ;Sir-/.. M finch. Akad., May,
1873), the latter contains

P 45-70, Mg 37-18, Na 397, Ca 181, Fe 11-34,

which shows wagnerite to be richer in fluorine and soda than
Munch. Akad., March, 1873.

12. Ischermakite, a „, <r feldspar.—Associated with the kjerul-
"lentioued, von' Kobell subsequently found another

;
-

"!a
o
klte

^,
This occurs massive, u it h two clea\ ages at an angle of

" • me more perfect cleavage has fine striations, resembling
those common in triclinic feldspars. Luster highly vitreous, al-

parent. H. =6. G.=2-fH Hie mineral phosphoresces with a
' on heating. B.B. fuses quietly at 3 to a translucent

glass In the closed ml,,, o-ives off water. Not appreciably at-

vTv
hy aci 'ls

'
1mu "" ,K,ilin -' ±or a long time with hydrochloric

acid the solution reacts for alumina and magnesia. Analysis gave

from which, assumiug the water to be basic, v. Kobell gives the
ratio of oxygen for ft, £, £i 1 : 1 : 5. Named after G. Tsehennak
ol Vienna.—Sitzung Miinch. Akad., Dec, 1873.

13. Sphoeralcea acerifolia of Nuttall, a very conspicuous Malva-
'.'" ;> I'l'im of the |;,,'k x Mountain region and Oregon, has been
found by Mr. L. J. Hill m •• River (a
tributary of the Illinois), in the northeastern part of Illinois.

Unexpected as this discovery is, it is not difficult to see how the
species may have got there. A good many northwestern plants
occur on the shore of the southern end of Lake Michigan, evident 1y
through water transport. Some of these may have come in recent
tunes, although this could not be inferred simply from the fact
that they have not been noticed until lately. Here is one which

.iue so 1oh u-

,-iu'o as when Lake Michigan discharged
into the Mississippi, the hoVei pan ol the Kankakee River being
111 "'' direct course of the discharge. The present plants may
more probably be regard. .1. n..i i~ , h u .-. stragglers, but as linger-

ing an ancient habitat. A. G.

14. Secroluyy f /j,,?,,,, isfs.—The list of botanists deceased
during the past year is not a long one ; indeed, it includes no
name of sutneieut mark in ihe old World as to call for notice
nere; but the loss in the United States is heavy, unprecedented,
and irreparable.
John Torrey died on the 10th of March, 1873, in the 77th year

This Journal has published a short notice and a
luller biography of Dr. Torrey; the latter forming a part of the
Council of the American Academy's Report, May, 1873.

\SWi„, ...died on the 30th of
AP"1 last, at the age of 70 years. A biographical notice of tins
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eminent muscologist was duly published in this Journal,—from
the same Report to the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.

Elias Durand died, at Philadelphia, August 14, 1873, in the

80th year of his age. A notice of him appeared in the September
number of this Journal ; and much fuller accounts of his life and
services have been published in Philadelphia.
John Lewis Hussell, of Salem, Mass., died on the 7th of June,

in the 65th year of his age. Although he published little besides

some contributions to the journals, and for several years was
incapacitated by illness, he was an acute botanist, especially in the

Cryptogamic department, in which his knowledge of New Kngland

plants was critical and extensive.

Henry James Clark, lately Professor in the State AgJ
College at Amherst, Mass., who died on the first of July Last, a;

the age of 47, deserves to be enrolled in the list of botanists.

Although his high reputation was won in another department, he

was an excellent botanist before he became Mr. Agassiz's assist-

ant and gave himself to zoological investigation: the present

writer was indebted to him for more than one interesting discov-

ery of points of structure. Prof. Clark is thought to have been

the ablest microscopic investigator which this country has pro-

Isaac F. Holton, died, at Everett, Mass., January 25, at the age

of 61 years. He was a graduate of Amherst College in the class

of 1836, of the Union Theological Seminary, New York, and of

the Medical College of the same city, where he became known to

and formed a life-long friendship with Dr. Torrey. Lik

pursued both chemistry and botany ; and he taught both with

success, in various schools and other institutions. He was for a

few years professor of the natural sciences in Middlebury College,

Vermont; afterward a missionary and pastor in Illinois ;
whence

he removed to the vicinity of Boston in the year 1865, and devoted

his time mainly to journalism, always, however, keeping up his

scientific activity in various fields. His most considers

cation was a thick octavo volume, published by the Harpers, m
1857, and reprinted in London, entitled •' New Granada: Twenty

Months in the Andes ;" being principally a journal of his visit to

and travels in that country a year or two previous. It is written

with great spirit, and i>" replete with valuable information. I"

New Granada, Mr. Holton made a fine botanical

about 1800 species, the duplicates of which were di

among some principal herbaria. Professor Holton's pursuit- an«<

tastes were too multifarious, his harmless eccentricities too pro-

nounced, and his fife too unselfish for achieving the .li-

the worldly success which he well deserved. His ambition mainly

showed itself in his zeal for helping others, and in forwarding

their interests without regard to his own. a. g.

15. The Localization of the Fiuu tun* u, ;hi Brain; by ProJ.

Ferrier.—All are agreed that it is with the brain that we feel,

and think and will, but whether there are certain parts
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devoted to particular manifestations is a subject on which we have
itiuns or data too insufficient for the forma-

tion of a scientific opinion. The general view is that the brain as
a whole sul>- a-, and that there are no parts
specially devoted to any particular functions. This has been

high an auth rlty as Professor Sequard.

we are acquainted. There are cases ,\ I ei \t hm\< t» i N <>i brain
:iiy destroyed by disease, or removed after a fracture, apparently
with no result as regard- the mind of the individual. Along with
the... fa-t^ wehau .,r|,er* which are s ery curios, and which hardly

'''''
« • u is dis ised, in Aphasia, the indivi lua! is

unable to express himself in words, other curious phenomena
have been well described by Dr. Hughlings Jackson, viz : that

i i m in particular parts of tbe

V
r;ini *-i\

, keep up, to epilepti-
i '' !

'

i!1 ••fvuUi Hi." f the whole of one side, or of the arm or Ie- or
the muscles of the face ; and from studvin- the wav in which these

v themselves he «
the sea t of the lesion.
The

been in

great difficulty in the study of the func

of a proper method. When

!•>'
pi-

e make our experiments in

:./'", m, and observe* the effect"

the bra
nerve, and observe what is

fous system, the method has I

is imp* s.dble to excite the b;

"the hraii
. This method is liable torn

'??;

i such a coimplex organ that to destroy
destroy many other parts, and the plien



I operated on nearly a hundred animals <.>l all classes—iish, frogs,

fowls, pigeons, rats, guinea pigs, rabbits, eats, dou's. jackals. an 1

monkeys. The plan was to ivm, < tl -kull, md k< j. tl animal

in a state of comparative in>ensil«ilitv bv chloroform. So little

was tli operation\feit that I have kn<»\vn a monkey, with one side

of the skull removed, awake out of the state induced by the chlo-

rof inn. and proceed to catch fleas or eat bread and butter. When
the animal was exhausted I sometimes gave it a little refreshment,

which it took in the midst of the experiments.
First, as to the experiments on cats, I found that on

•do to a portion of the superior external convolution the

lor ami paw (on the opposite side to that

i> if about to walk forward; stimul itiug < tin r parts

of the same convolution, it brought the paw suddenly
'

out its foot as if to grasp something, or brought forward its hind

leg as if about to walk, or held back its 'mad as it astonished, or

turned, it on one side as if looking at something, according to the

particular part stimulated. The actions produced by -

the various parts of the \o!ution were a draw-

ing up of the side of the face, a backward movement of the trhis-

•

' .

rain movements of the angles of the mouth; the mi !

opened the mouth widely, moved its tongue, and utt< r

eov jutio ! ms i tin animal to -. r u up its n,.-triN >
i

'''> -•'
"

to the nostril of the same side.

ulation rif the corresponding or homologous part- of the rat. the

btaine 1 in nmn. rti. n with ill . .capital lobes.

These experim
is in certain kind- of «-, rehral di-ense, and the exact loealizatK'i

f the parts affected. 1 was able to produce epileptic convulsion
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forms of expression common to man and the lower animals. The
common tendency, when any strong exertion is made with the

h and open the mouth
on the same side, had be. » stated 1 y Oken. i

t" be due to the homology between the upper limbs and the upper
:

i
t theinovenw ate of the fist and

' Simulated, ideas are excited in the aninials experimented
i it is difficult to say what the ideas are. There is. no

doubt, a close relation hcfAvocn certain musonlar movements and

-:;
and it is generalh associated with |

ralysis of the

nd the ivas >n might 1 . supposed to he that the part

t< ! is n< vh ul.it. d to tli. part governing the

- of the right hand.
n ^Mi.tlal " „,:,!. r that tla -• - mouth are

a in is sym-

- <implv this. Mos

i
•-,> hen there is diss a

-a !<{< nly hot t! ease
:

. : ' ':-.. ',

: t

:'

nil a |.r .hi i . v,l 'i



la pratiquent sont des charlatans, et les homines <jui hi eroient -mi
des imbeciles."

Dr. Carpenter remarked that the great work of the brain is done

!: .
*'

'•

effect of the stimulus is upon that particular substance, producing

.it it; being in that re-

spect different from the ordinary stimulation of a nerve which acts

upon the fibrous substance of the medullary matter of the brain.

He had long since expressed hi- did,, lief in phrenology, which

us were placed at the back of

the head, and the intellectual at the front. Dr. Ferrier's experi-

ment- tended to show that the real seat of the intellectual functions

was in the posterior part of the brain.

Dr. Brunton, however, alluded to the faculty of will and of setf

i distinguishing man from the lower animals, and said

Prof. Burdon Sanderson said t

III. Astronomy.

' Hamilton College, Clinton, N. Y., Feb. 19, 1873.—I take pie:

light of a small plan

within a minute :

874,Feb. 18, 14 30 m. t. a (135)= 11 19 43; #(135) =+ 4° 25'.

Its motion seems not much inclined to the parallel. The mag-

nitude I estimated at about 11-2.

^

2. Agronomical Soc^-ty of Lnwlo>t.— Y\\e Gold Medal of^this

'Omb, for his tables of Neptune and Uranus and his other mathe-

3. Academy of Sei< i
/ Paris.—In the Bection of Astronomy,



IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. Direction of Fr<.,.st-.iti'i<itl<»>s In Mwl ; Rev. F. R. Gofldixg.
(Extracts from a communication dated Rosweil, Cobb Co.,
Georgia.)—I ask the privilege of calling attention to a natural
phenomenon which has long enlisted my interest and that of a
few others, but which remains, so far as known, without explana-
tion. It is that of slight but plainlv mark, d m nations of die

a freezing, looking as if a very light harrow had been
drawn over it from northwest to southeast, le; ving irregular fur-

rows, varying from half an inch to an inch and a half, in depth,
and from center to center.
My attention was first drawn to it in 1854, in upper Georgia, dur-

l-l>yk fr.,sts , and of (

tains of Georgia, and was soon reminded of former observations,
by seeing the soil of my garden very deeply marked, the same
way as before, during, or rather toward tin clo-e of i hard freez-
ing. This place is ;1 '„, u r torn mih- .Ntant from the other, and
the soil wholly different, that being limestone and this granite.
These stria? invariably run from northwest to southeast, and this
is so in shaded as in sunnv places, and whether the wind at the
tune blew, or whether the air was still. They begin to appear
before the frozen surface has thawed. Further, the direction is

at right angles to the stratification of the countiy, the outcrop-
pings of the rocks being here in a line from northeast to south-
west. If this coincidence be connected with the cause of the

• it is in some way beyond the ken of us the observers.

•-r would be glad to receive any facts that will prove
\'\ of direction is observable elsewhere, and

that will, if so, lead to its explanation.
2. The New Chemistry; by Josiah P. Cooke, Jr. 326 pp.

1 -»»". V.u York. T!,* h,r f ,',..it.n„>il *>;• dj-'^rhs. (D. Apple-
t"n and Company).—Prof. Cooke, in this volume, presents his

readers with a lucid of the principles of

hiiosophvina series of thirteen lectures: I. Molecules
and Avogadro's law; 2. The molecular condition of the three
states of matter—th< _ solid; 3. Bfowmole-
cules are weighed; 4. C o—analysis and syn-

thesis—the atomic theory; 5. Elementarv substances and com-
bining proportions; 6. Atomic weight- and clu-mical symbols

;

7. Chemical reactions; 8. Chemical changes clarified
;>

9. ihe

['' '"\\ >f - .mbusrion ; 1 0. Cm Tine; II.

and metathesis-alkali, s and acids; ! _'. Fleet n..-

'•"im.-iil theory ; !:,. [
•-is of organ!.- oom-—

nds. The:
"

Boston, in t

ns of abstract ideas. P

':;;
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always attractive from its clearness, precision and polish. :m<l ;uiy

cultivated person, whether previously acquainted with chemistry

or not, can read this discussion with h<»t!i

ml profit. It is needless to add that the suhject is dis-

cussed as its title demands, in the terms of the new chemistry.

3. Annual Report upon the Geographical and (,,,,;,,, ,1,-ul Sur-

ceys and Explorations west of the 100th Meridian, In Xteada,
Utah, ('olor.ido, X, a- Mexico and Arizona; by Gkoikh: M.

W u. i ,i. I'i ** Li. nt mi Kn-iiM-i i-. T. >. A. Being Appendix
EE of the Annual Report of the Chief of Engineers for 1873.

12 pp. Svo, with a Map.—From this brief report of Lieut. Wheeler
we learn that, while the work in the Held will he continued, it is

proposed that arrangements should go into effect at once for the

;i of the results thus far obtained. The results are of

great value, and the publication of them --,111 take six quarto vol-

umes, and a folio atlas in inches by 24. Vol. 1 will be occupied

with a general account of the expeditious of 1871 and 1872,

i - a-'; >ino :!.,. regions trav< rs< d, its industries, the native tribes.

They'.,,.-/ will be - eooraohma i : the thlnt. met t orolo<rical ; the

fourth, geological, it" consisting of the finished report of the geo-

wing about 225 pages;

dft
j

i - -r. h _i< (!. u > \\\ i«ti it, !
i"; n , n r. i- pi ih- <>t

"•-:

reoion, obtained in the rears 1-71, 1*72 and ls73 ; the'*/.'*// Xat-

.: ,1 History. The Geological volume, vol. 4, will contain reports

b Howell.
4. The Cincinnati Quarterly Journal of Selene V

Proprietor, S. A. Miller. Vol. I, No. 1, January, 1 S74. 96 pp. 8vo.

( iueinn ti. Gin .. (n:j.i.mi per vear.i—This in -; 'nun, • er opens well

the new Cincinnati Quarterly Journal of Science. The region

from which it is issued is one of unusual interest for its geology,

paleontology and natural history, and is a great commercial and

educational center for the land, and the Jo rnai should hence be

successful. In paleontology, the author occupies >e\ end pa-vs

of the number with >ie.,-i .'-nth-al article-; then is also a |
.a pri-

on New Brachiopods by V. P. James, and a iran-datiou b u - • »

of observations on Fossil Sponav- in I- iem<t'- work <>:

Fauna of West Tennessee, besides a reproduction of I

Memoir on Fossil Sponges from the London Geological Magazine.

There are also other import, : i p,q r>, n st «,! ';„
i

have a mon popular chanu ter. d h • Journ d is v 1! print* 1. and

"r>. HalfHourBeerea
Inseit.t.— V)xvX.X. Inserts of the Garden, their

A. S. Packard, Jr. 32 pp. s v0 . Boston (Estes

Professor Packard is one of the best of American



APPENDIX.

Art. XXVIII.—Notice of New Equine Mammals from the

Tertiary Formation ; by O. C. Marsh.

The explorations of the Yale College party in the Tertiary
•"-*- of the West, during the past season, brought to light

me of which—.^ uu,,.,™ wuBiueraiue iii>m on me loiuat
known by previous investigations. In the pn
cation some of the more important results obta. obtained are briefly
presented, those relating to the genealogy of the modern horse
being of special interest

Orohippus Marsh.
This Journal, iv, p. 20? ; v, p. 407.

The equine mammals of the American Eocene are at present
represented by three species of the genus Orohippus, the main

f whir!, hare already been pointed out by the
writer. Additional material clears up several doubtful points
m its structure. This genus is nearly related to Anchitherium,
out differs especially in having four functional digits in the
man us, and in the absence of an antorbital fossa. The orbit is

- '<! behind. The dentition is very similar to that of

rium, but the first upper premolar is proportionally
larger, and tin -m < . . lm_ (

,r. t^lib m -mall* i The im dun
posterior tubercle of the molars is wanting. The first lower
premolar was small, and the rest of the lower molar series
closely resemble those in Anchitherium. There is long distema.
-I he canine is large, and near the incisors. The crowns of the

{
r n le s re very short and without cement. The dental

formula is as follows:

Incisors -, canines -, premolars -, molars -.

The skeleton of Orohippus, in its general features, is decidedly

v manifest in the limbs. The
is a prominent acromial process, which is compressed

'ved, as in some of the carnivore.-. Flu- humerus is

s| ""-t f,nd s tout . Its head is large, and the bi.-ipiml groove
\m. -lot-R. Srr.—Tiiirp Series, Vm.. VII, N'». :;it. --March, 1*74.

15a
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narrow and deep. The great tuberosin .- •!,•• ;<ted, and com-
pressed. The distal end of the humerus is small. The
radius and ulna are distinct. The latter is larger than in

Anchtiherium, and entire throughout its whole length. The
carpal bones are eight in number, and somewhat similar to

those of the Tapir, although the trapezium is proportionally

much smaller.

All the digits of the man us, except the first, are well devel-

i shown in the accompanying figure of the left fore-

foot of Orohippus agilis Marsh. The th it- 1 uinii

is the largest, and its close resemblance to that of

the horse is clearly marked. The terminal pha-

lanx, or coffin bone, has a shallow median groove

in front, as in many species of this group in the

later Tertiary. The fourth digit exceeds the

second in size, and the fifth is much the shortest

of all. Its metacarpal bone is considerably

curved outward. In the pes of this genus, there

are but three digits. The fourth metatarsal is

much larger than the second. The astra

its neck more elongated than in .i -. .' ;• /
'••'

and the face for the cuboid is small. The tibia and fibula are

distinct. The cervical vertebras of Orohippus are rather short,

and moderately opisthoccelous.

Orohippus major, sp. nov.

The largest species of this genus is indicated by part of an

upper jaw with three molars, and the greater portion of a lower

jaw with teeth pertaining to another individual. In the former

the intermediate lobes of the molars are less devel-

D in the species already described, while the antero-

buttress is more elevated. The lower jaw is stout.

and there is a strong basal ridge on the outer face of the lower

molars.

Space occupied by three upper true molars, 24^""'

Anteroposterior diameter of* last upper molar, 8*5

Transverse diameter, ~- l0\
Antero posterior diameter of penultimate upper molar, 8*5

Transverse diameter, 11*

Extent of four posterior teeth of lower jaw, 33*5

Anteroposterior diameter of last lower molar, 10*5

Transverse diameter, 5'

molar, 7'5

Depth of jaw la-low middle of this tooth, 14"

This species was about as large as a fox. The remains of it

at present known are from the Eocene of Wyoming.



This Journal, iv, p. 207,

Orohippus agilis Marsh.

-ihi- a fox in size. They are all

and Utah.

Miohippus annectens, gen. et sp. nov.

The present genus represents an intermediate form between
and Anchitlierium. It differs from the former in

l

\

n 'U it thr< e digits in the man is. and from the latter in the
"''"

•<• < i ..11 iiiiti.rl.iT.ii h»-a. and m the more complete sepa-
ration of the intermediate lobes of the upper molars. Its
dental formula is apparently the same as Orohippus. The
incisor teeth are small, ; d thi n < - Large, those below being
close to the incisors. The first upper premolar is of moderate
size, and the second larger than the last true molar. In the
upper molars, the basal "rid ire rises into a tubercle near the

- and ulna are free, or only loosely united, but the

1 to rh tibia .1 its dist end. The second aid

s the orbit is large, and its an tenor mar-

he front of the last upper mch, r. The
,ad two fangs. The enamel of all the

te smooth. The upper pren

ve a prominent compressed tiibercle be-
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is also proportionally broader than the corresponding

the present species, and hence the two must be regj

Space occupied by four upper premolars, 61' mm '

Extent of three upper true molars, 46'

Antero-posterior diameter of first upper premolar, 13 -5

Antero-posterior diameter of second upper premolar, 19*

Trait -v. v»- diameter, 18'

Antero-posterior diameter of last upper molar, .14-

Transverse diameter, 19*5

Length of calcaneum, 68'

Length of astragalus, 32'

Antero-posterior diameter of tibia at distal end, - -26'

Transverse diameter, 33-

All the known remains of this species are from the Miocene

of Oregon. They indicate an animal somewhat exceeding a

sheep in size, and with longer limbs.

Anchitherium anceps, sp. nov.

The Miocene deposits of Oregon contain another species of

solipeds, smaller than the one just described, and apparently

belonging to the genus Anchitherium. The skull has a large

antorbital fossa, and the molar teeth agree essentially with

those of that genus. The limbs, so far as known, were also

similar. The first upper premolar has two fangs, and is well

developed. The infra-orbital foramen is above the center of

the third premolar. The present species most nearly resembles

AnchUherium BairdiLeidy, from the Miocene east of the Eocky

3. It differs, however, aside from the larger size, ID

the following particulars : the skull is depressed between the

orbits; the molar teeth extend farther back below the orbit;

the external cusps of the upper molars have their ]

much stouter, and the concavities between them divided by

more prominent vertical ridges.

Space occupied by four upper premolars, .
47 '5

m™'

Antero-posterior diameter of first upper premolar, 9'

Antero-posterior diameter of second upper premolar, 13"

Transverse diameter, 13"

Ann n -posterior of last upper premolar, 13"

Trail >\ prse diameter, 15 '5

Antero-posterior diameter of last lower molar, IV'

Transverse diameter, 8'

Extent of upper molar series (second specimen), ...82'

Extent of three upper true molars, 37'

The remains of this species indicate an animal about as large

as a sheep. The specimens on which the above description is
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mainly based, were presented to Yale College Museum by the
Rev. Thomas Condon, of Oregon.

Anchitherium celer, sp. nov.

^

The smallest specie- of Anrhitherinm from the American
Ternary is indicated by some fragmentary remains in the Yale
Museum, from the Miocene of Nebraska These fossils pertain
to a fully adult animal, which was about two-thirds the size of

n Bairdi The orbit is placed well forward. The
ridge below it is especially prominent, and much elevated
above the molar teeth. The crowns of the latter are remark-
ably short The four posterior molars have their inner margins
on a line. The last upper molar is quite small

^p;t<-e occupied bv List tour upper
b-xrenr of three upper true molars, 27*
Antero-poM

, « upper premolar, 10-

Transverse diameter, 13-

'• ...._.-.-
transverse diameter .12'
Distance of lower margin of orbit above last upper molar, 20-

The type specimen of the species was presented to Yale
College Museum by Capt. W. A. Joins, of the IT. S. Engineers.

JProtohippus parvulus Marsh.
(Eqtw, parvvius Marsh, this Journal xlvi. p. 374, 1868.)

A reexamination of the remains of this species originally^ ri *d ,„ UA j Jt , rjt , ± _ . ,
, | v |, them. « irl\ in ii

c:it
< *• us at first suspected, that this diminutive animal was not

a true Equus, and there can now be but little doubt thai it

belongs in the genus Protohippus of Leidv, as at present under-
stood With the limb bones preserved, an upper molar tooth
j**s found, which doubtless pertained to the same animal, al-

though it is rather lamer in proportion than the teeth of some
ies. The crown of this tooth is very short, and the

id of the enamel particularly simple. The inner
lak,, > have no folds, and asrree in form with those of PrnU>h,p-
1"" i -I/' rrl"'i>p»-\ "- / i * L' idv. The anterior lake, at its in-

ner posterior angle, is connected by a narrow outlet with the

• erse vallej. The inner anterior column is a broad
\>y^ in outline, and is itero-median column.

is from near the middle of the series, and measures
lvnm ' anteroposterior diameter. Other fragmentary teeth mdi-

Thebonesofthef.il esei-v. may with e.msidera-

'tainn b, referred to tin sane , li

Jmimis
; j)J( [ pes jja(j the lateral digits developed, as in ilippanuu.
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The known remains of this species indicate an animal about
two and a half feet in height. The specimens described are

from the Pliocene beds at Antelope Station, Nebraska. Other

remains of the same species were found by the writer, last your,

on the Niobrara River, in the same geological horizon.

Pliohippus perrdx, gen. et sp. nov.

A new genus of solipeds, allied to 3juus, is well represented

in the Yale Museum by two partial skeletons, with the more

important portions preserved, and by numerous fragmentary

remains. This genus closely resembles Prolohippm Leidyin
its dentition, but differs in the absence of lateral digits, which

are only represented by slender splint bones. From the true

Equus, the present genus may be distinguished by the presence

of a large antorbital fossa: bv the functional first upper pre-

molar; and by a different composition of the crowns of the

upper molars. The dental formula of Pbohippus is as follows :

Incisors -, canines -, premolars -, molars -.

The incisors have the characteristic pit of the m
The molars have short crowns, with distinct fangs. The skull

is comparath • \ short, and the orbit is closed behind. fhe

ulna is not entire, and its extremities are ankylosed to die

radius. The distal end of the fibula has coalesced with the

tibia. On the radial side of the carpus, there is a small ossicle

which appears to represent the trapezium. Oh the opposite

Elide, attached to the unciform, there was a rudiment of the

fifth metacarpal.

The present species was about the size of the ass. The Bkoll

is larger, and has a deep irregular fossa in front of the <>;-mt.

The molar teeth have very short crowns, and long fangs.
r

l he

folds of the enamel are verv simple, and there are none ni

the inner lobes. The limbs"were slender, and more elongated

than in the ass. The ungual phalanges are broader, and

slm-htiv dett ;it their extremities. The tVmur has the fossa

above "its outer condyle unusually deep. The cuboid facet on

the astragalus is larger than in most equines.

Measurements.

Extent of four upper premolars, 88* m

Antero-pustta-ior diameter of first upper premolar, 13'
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Vv'Mfh of or-vimal end, 49' mm -

^ Mih or' articulation of distal end,. 40-
Length of third metacarpal,.. 189-
Lengih of first phalanx of third metacarpal,.. 55*
Length of second phalanx,... 25'

l-«;"-tl' ofriiird phalanx, 38-

Width of third phalanx, 50*

Length of calcaneus IT
Length of astragalus, 41-

length of third" metatarsal, 208-

The specimen here described was exhumed by the writer, in
• II11 "-' Inst, from the Pliocene sands of the Niobrara Eiver,
Nebraska

Pliohippus robustus, sp. nov.

A second species of the genus Pliohippus is indicated by
]'"•; of a skeleton with portions of the skull and teeth of one
"I'liyidual. and apparently by fragments of others. This
fh'-'Mes was nearly the same size as that last described, but the
limbs were shorter and stouter. The first tipper premolar is

?er, and the upper molars are longer, and much curved.
The crowns of these teeth have a very similar arrangement of
the enamel, but the folds are more complex.

of four upper premolars,
'-posterior diameter of first upper premola:

upper

.•
; ,rpa
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incisor. The molar teeth have very short crowns, and are

inserted by distinct fangs. The enamel is covered with a thick

coat of cement. The molars are considerably worn, and the

pattern of the enamel thus produced nearly resembles that in the

corresponding teeth of Anchiiheriithi, with which the present

teeth agree, also, in form and arrangement. The main pecul-

iarity of the upper molars is, that in all of them the anterior

lake opens into the transverse valley, while the outer lake is

distinct, and much contracted. The outer concavities of the

external lobes are without any median elevation. The posterior

inner cone is larger than the one in front. All the lower molars

have an outer basal ridge. The middle teeth are the largest of

the series. The second premolar resembles in form the same

tooth in Anchitherium, but the anterior buttress is I

There are six lower molars, the last premolar being the largest

of the series. The first premolar had its anterior lobe unworn,

and much elevated above the level of the grinding surface.

The fore and aft diameter of the lower molars is unusually

short. The enamel of these teeth is strongly rugose, more so

than that of the upper molars.

Space occupied by six upper molars, 11°

Space occupied by three upper premolars, 57'

Antero-posterior diameter of - < on,l upper premolar, . . .- 23'

Transverse diameter, .
22

Antero-posterior diameter of last upper molar, 17

Transverse diameter, 22'

Extent of three lower premolars, 57'

Antero-posterior diameter of first lower premolar, - - - 20

Transverse diameter, . . 15

Antero-posterior diameter of first lower true molar, 18'

Transverse diameter, - 16

vho first explored the Pliocene

straia oi inai oiaie.

Anchippus brevidens, sp. nov.

The genus Anchippus Leidv was founded on a sins

molar tooth from strata, in Texas, supposed to be Miocene.

Several teeth obtained by the Yale party in the Pliocene oi

Oregon clearly belong to the same genus, but indicate a dis-

tinct Bpecies.
" These teeth agree in the general structure of their

crowns with the type of Anchippus Texanus, but the antero-

median lobe is placed further forward, and hence its worn

surface is not in the same line with that of the anterodnt.-nwu

lobe. The posterior crescentoid tubercle, also, is isolated, and

* Proc. Acad. Nat. Sciences, Philadelphia, 1868, p. 231.
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wears into an ear-shaped lobe, enclosing a pit filled with
cement. The crowns of these molars are unusually short, even
when unworn. They all have distinct tangs, and their enamel
is covered with cement The outer lobes have only a faint

indication of a median ridge on their concave faces. The
buttresses that enclose these faces are prominent

Anteroposterior diameter of first upper true molar, l7-5mm -

I rans verse diameter. 22*

Anteroposterior clian lolar, 17-

Transverse diameter, 21*5
Height of unworn crown of last upper molar, 15"

The specimens here described indicate that the genera A n-

cl,!
Pi>'

,
» and /i

:./.-/'ipjjus, established by Dr. Leidy, are nearly
related, and will probably prove to be identical.

The large number of equine mammals nowr known from the
Tertiary deposits of this country, and their regular distribution
through the subdivisions of this formation, afford a good

' to ascertain the probable lineal descent of the
modern horse. The American representative of the latter is

*!"' •'xtiurt I-JT > << rut nuts Lei lv. a -p<< i ~ ah o-t, if not en-
tirely, identical with the old world Eauus caballus Linn., to
which our recent horse belongs. Huxley has traced success-

uter genealogy of the horse through European extinct
forms,* but the line in America was probablv a more direct
one, and the record is more complete. Taking, then, as the
extremes of a series, Ornhlp/, >, n-'i Y> Marsh, from the Eocene,
a "I £>/n>i» ma , , l( , L< id v. to n tin Qn t< rnarv, int. rmediate
!

"
"- may b. inteivalateil" with considerable <-ertaint\ from the

f
'

,; ft more w 'II ma -k<

«

I species that'lived in tin intervening

I»'n«»ds. The natural line of descent would seem to be through
tl " ! "H'Hving genera: - <)r»hipj>ns. ot the Eocene: Mo hip/ "-and
A'K-hithtnurh, «,i the Mi me: Awltippn*. //i/p-n-iou, I

Jroto/n)>-

/"'-• and Plhhippits, of the Pliocene; and Equus, Quaternary

The most marked changes undergone by the successive

equine genera are as follows: 1st increase in siw 2nd increase

i!i ~ "'cd, thro cjh • mcenrnitio -emgation

^
.] llU < (> f skull. The increase

111 "'*-' is remarkable. The Eocene Orohippu? wa< al-ut the

S1*e <>f a fox. UJnh ppn, and A„rI„V,>r »m. Iron, the Miocene
*™- H«Mlt .^ 1../! ,

.', lbpp>r: ,1
1

PL
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The increase <>(' speed was equallv marked, and was a direct

result of the gradual modification' of the limbs. The latter

were slowly concentrated, by the reduction of their lateral ele-

ment- and enlargement of tile axial one. until the force exerted

by each limb came to act directly through its axis, in the line

<>i motion. This concentration is well seen, e. g., in the fore

limb. There tvas, 1st. a change in the scapula and humerus,

ulna, until the former alone remained entire, and effective;

ord, a shortening >i all tin- carpal bones, and enlargement of

suer.-ssion from < nods , ,

group of mammals is known to have lived:

,ken

: supported by the second, thi

ung the largest, H>ppar\
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changes in the posterior limb of these genera are very similar,
hut not so manifest, as the oldest type {Vrolappns) had but
three toes behind. An earlier ancestor of the crroup, perhaps
in the low. st Eocene, probably had four tors on this loot, and
five in front. Such a predecessor is as clear] v indicated by the
:<;•: <> Omhippus, as the latter is by its Miocene relative. A
st,!1 <>]der ancestor, possibly in the "Cretaceous, doubtless had
11

Y
*"<* in car!, toot, the typical number in mammals. This

reduction in the number of toes may, perhaps, have been due
to elevation of the region inhabited, which LiTaduallv led the
animals to live on higher ground, instead of the soft' lowlands
where a polydaetvl foot would be an advantage.

rlvailie
I

'

. . roi—plare I

well developed in both jaws even then, but inc

the same until tb' li«ru-. whe'n the front

tsed to be fum . The next

which in Orohrppus wa< the sandiest of the si:
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and also the characteristic astragalus, with its narrow, oblique,

superior ridges, and its small articular facet for the cuboid.

Such is, in brief, a general outline of the more marked
changes that seem to have produced in America the highly

specialized modem F

.

jive, four-toed prede-

cessor, the Eocene Orokippus. The line of descent appears to

have been direct, and the remains now known supply every

important intermediate form. It is, of course, impossible to

gay with certainty through which of the three-toed genera of

the Pliocene that lived together, the succession came. Ilia BO*

impossible that the later species, which appear generic-ally iden-

tical, are the descendants of more distinct Pliocene types, at

the persistent tendency in all the earlier forms was in the same

direction. Considering the remarkable development of the

group throughout the entire Tertiary period, and its existence

even later, it seems very strange that none of the species

should have survived, and that we are indebted for our present

horse to the old world.

Tale College, New Haven, Feb, 20th, 18U.
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V. Some important points suggested by the previous discussion.

A. Successive outflows of Cascade lava.—Mountain-making.
by the up-swelling of sediments or the out-squeezing

°t liquid, is probably always a slow process. The latter mode,
bowevev, viz : the up-building by out-squeezed matters is prob-

paroxysmal than the former. The Cascade Range

<ihh.

obably built up paroxysmally by i

very long period of time. I belie

detect these successive outflows—to detect in its ex-
"-' '' "'- -fracture the lines of mountain-growth.
.

It w well known that columnar basalt, when in thick masses,
,s often divided into horizontal layers by planes which inter-
rupt the continuity of the vertical' column*. Magnificent ex-
amples of this structure are found in the basalts of the Cascade
^ange. On the nearly perpendicular cliffs of Columbia

^lver, ten or twelve horizontal layers may be distinctly counted
- xi-r. but their out-

tj e pro i tots oi disintegration.

ir cliffs of the Des Chutes River (fig. 1), at

layers can be clearly made out, and about ten more
'rtaintv. on one section. Still higher up on the

, , , , u d ip »\ l» l'n> and >oil That tlies.
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la}'ers are in some cases really separate flows is shown by the

fact that they are separated by volcanic conglomerate or breccia

or by partially cemented soil, and are often of different kinds

of materials. In other cases it seems doubtful whether they

indicate separate flows at all. If they do, the flows must have

followed each other in quick succession, each before the previ-

ous one had suffer.. tion ; for the layers,

though somewhat distinct, are in solid contact and connection

with each other. In the Columbia River Canon, as at Castle

Rock and Cape Horn, and especially in gorges of the tributaries,

I found masses of basalt, many hundred feet thick, affected with

horizontal layers, but yet very solid throughout.
Again, without doubt, certain lava ridges running from the

Cascade crest, and ten t abruptly against the

Des Chutes plains, are separate flows, distinct from each other

and from the lava of the Des Chutes plains itself. These enor-

mous ridges are probably flows from distinct fissures. The ridge

terminating in Des Chutes Hills (rig. 1) is formed by one of

these grand flows, itself composed of many subordinate flows

from the same fissure. Mr. (\»ud >n i link- thai Mutton Moun-

tains on the south, and Klikitat Mountains on the north and

Simcoe Mountains still farther north, were formed by similar

flows. The lava of the-.- ridp- i> entiivlv different tmm and

more trachytie than that of the plains. Whether the lava of

the ridges is older or newer than that of the plains, I am un-

certain, but they are more pivbablv older The lava layers ot

the Des Chutes Hills seem to dip" slightly toward the west, as

in li< ate 1 in rig. 1. It seems most probable that the ridges were

first iormed and disturbed, and then the lava of the pi.

poured out and spread about their feet, and finally the river

cut its channel 1000 feet deep along the sinuous line of contact

between the two.

B. Relatin .,,,. »i differ. „f kinds of lava.—Without doubt a

careful stadv of the ddno f, ,-r of j o. :i -hieh forms the Cascade

Mountains, and which • a, at the Columbia

a t.lD.'sCl ite- l»i\ -vs. 1»\ on, ihorono d\ \ ersed in the lithology

,:._.... -

the truth of Richthofen's view, that there is an invariable order

of succession in the appearance at the surface, by fissure-erup-

tion, of the different kinds of lava, the order be'irm.

however, that my knowh dge of' the d'ivisi uis and subdivision

of the species and varm; > »! k 1 nie rocks, according to

Richthofen's somewhat complex classification, is not sufficient

to make my rather hasty observations of much value. Such

* Memoirs of Cal. Acad, of Science, vol. i, pt. 1.
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observations as I made, however, I here present merely to
draw attention to this important subject
As I have already said, the sub-lava conglomerate is com-

posed wholly of porphyrinic pebbles and boulders. I think
most geologists would call the material of these boulders and
pebbles porphyry. I have never seen this rock in situ, but it

'!< minify exists /-/ <>(/> beneath the lava. Its position agrees
well with the view of Richthofen as well as of most writers, as
to the Mesozoic age of porphyry.

Again, on the north side of the Columbia River gorge, the
cliffs are in some places composed, in their lower parts, of a

i ''i-h ..i j^ \Mi//v/ / rhih tin r ujy^r parts are composed
,,: iv-rnl'ir hum nit; ! Invars of columnar basalt. King also ob-
;-"ne,] f] u . S;ime relation in the trachyte and basalt which forms
the cliff of the Snake River Canon in Idaho; 300 feet of
trachyte below and 400 feet of basalt above These facts are
also in accordance with Richthofen's view.

But, on the other hand, on the south side of the Columbia
columnar basalt forms the whole cliff down to the un-

— ,
probably from Mt. Hood, overlying the basalt.

And Mr. Condon tells me that while the flows from Mt. Adams
;11 '<J all basalt, those from Mt. Hood, even the latest, are all

tr;i t -h\ti<-. The- hi-t hi.-K however, viz: Mt. Hood trachytic

l columiKu basait and the simultaneous ejection
" ! basaltic and trachvtic lavas by Mts. Adams and Hood, are
bj no means iafd t > KiehthofenV views; since the regular sue-

'•""'"U of ditr.-n-nt kinds of lava -tnetlv apph only to //->ov

-

-. such as those which form the lava-A'^v-s <>f Columbia
and I)es Chutes Rivers, and nottow/er.i ruptions. - ieh as those

,"
lli ''

1 ' form the lava-sYm/m.s from Mts. Hood and Adams, still

less to crater and figure-eruptions in relation to each oilier.

'1 re is ,. v i 1, n tl\ , ,,, „,,_, t., .,,,„!, | the Mippositi. n that while
Mr

- Adams may' have been, by secondary eruption, ejecting

'"•'''•rials from a more superficial basaltic region ..I Cascade
1 '> Mt. Hood hu< bee, - ,,i i tan. - <\\ and similarly ejecting

>ro a deeper trachytic region.*
C Drift covering in Oregon and \Ya.<hinyl>m.— \\i nearly all

Portions 'of Oregon over
'

which I traveled there is a wed
Marked superficial boulder drift Its true nature as a general

°r northern drift is most conspicuously evident^ on the dry

.-'•a^sv rolling prairies of the eastern -lope oi tie- C;Heades, and

• a the extensive level elevated lava-; l:im-

T ' v "en the Cascade and the Blue Mountains. This wh-
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is covered universally, to a depth of five to thirty feet, with a

very fine unsorted earth (a true rock-meal) mixed with lava

pebbles ; the pebbles becoming larger and more numerous in the

lower part. We may therefore roughly divide the whole

thickness into two layers graduating into each other; atop
layer of fine unsorted dirt, and a bottom layer of pebbles and
boulders. Over the hilly region of the slopes, the drift cover-

ing is thinner, and the two layers somewhat more distinct ; over

the plains farther east it is thicker, and the two layers graduate

into each other.

Over this whole region no angular erratics, no moraines nor

loose moraine matter, were any where observed. If glacier ice

existed, it must have been in the form of a universal ice-sheet

mantling the whole surface, and therefore carrying no debris

atop. Certainly the drift soil is such as would be produced by
moving ice, for every particle of it seemed to have been sub-

jected to the severest attrition, but I looked in vain for glaciated

surfaces. Whether any such surfaces on the bed-rock would
be exposed by fresh removal of the drift covering, I am unable

to say ; but certainly I observed none on rocks exposed by
natural agencies. The contrast in this respect between this and

the high Sierra region visited the previous summer is very

striking. If an ice-sheet covered this region, we can only ac-

count for the absence of glaciated surfaces by the rapidity with

which lava undergoes surface disintegration. . I know of no

point more important than the careful examination of the sur-

face of the bed-rock in this region. I suspect glaciation would
be found. Higher up on the slopes of the Cascade Range, near

Mts. Jefferson and the Three Sisters, Newberry observed very

decided and unmistakable glaciation.* Even in this high

1, however, glaciated surfaces have been rarely observed,

because not looked for sufficiently carefully, or else, as I

think, because covered by more recent volcanic ejections.

There is another \

I wish to notice,

and observed the sharp, jagged, teeth-like outline of its crest,

when seen from a distance, cannot but be struck with the com-

parative tameness and evenness of the outline of the Cascade

crest. This is natural enough when we consider the recency,

and especially the mode, of its formation, viz., by overflow of

liquid materials. But one would suppose that this evenness

would have been destroyed by glacial sculpturing. On the

contrary, there are in the outlines of the Cascades no marks of

separate glaciers lingering until recent times, such as we find

at every step in the high Sierras. If the forms of the Cascade

Range have been determined by ice, it must have been by an

* Pacific R. R. Report, voL vi, Geol., p. 32.

Note.—The reader will notice an error of ] 00 in the pasrimr beyond, com-

z:
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le, not by separate glaciers. Or else, if separate glaciers
existed to any extent, these effects have been obliterated by
still more recent volcanic ejections.

In Washington, the universal drift covering is equally con-
spicuous, but iii addition, ,-m.rn- oft. -,- of -ranite and apparently
from the granitic region of British <

' Icndca are not uncom-
mon. Other evidences of glacial action are seen, also, in the
deep narrow fiord-like inlets of Puget Sound and along the

ther north, and in the beautiful glaciation of Van-
e" ,lv *- r ^ Island. This island has evidently been completely

ath its surface.
V-OsciU Tertiary times on the Pacific Coast.

—I think there are abundant and unmistakeable evidences of

Post-T. !•'.. -
: riodon this coast, some-

eriod on the eastern
' he subject has been yet, however, but imperfectly

sta lied. I shall only speak of what I saw in Oregon and
^ 'Ellington.

Puget Sound consists of a somewhat intricate system of
narrow channels, which in most parts are very deep, even up to
r
.-
ie very shore. In other words, it • s all ti cl factors of an

''m of fords. I think there is little doubt that

tnels are a system of subaerially eroded valleys which
beneath the sea-level. The erosion may have been

produced cither bj mk .1 i - t \ in i however,

~ o Island. The channels of Puget Sound
I -onceive, indicate a former condition more elevated

wan the present, Again, beyond the southern extremity of
-tuget Sound, there is an intricate >vsteni of glades or prairies

overgrown with grass and ferns only, ramifying amongst the

• sts of tl si sgion. Between the dense
{"" ^ o| tiix -2<mi fe t hi .ill', I- -lurch tret ie^ pi\u'ries

he sharpest line of definition. The prairie- are slight lv

Jower than the wooded portions, and their relations to the
feound suggest at once That th.-v were at one time irregular

i extensions of the son: ly Hooded
" bv the tides, like the mud-ilats about Olvmpia at

-', uthen vticmitv. These prairies, therefore,

licate a period i

.
lent re-efe-

'

'/< m. In a word, Sound evidences of a
1,( '

1:il
- a Champlaiu and a Terrace Epoch.

- v> " ;,r

elevation; bat the glaciation

;.'-"^-dby Xewberry certainly indicates greater cold, and
l»erefore probably greater elevation than now. But the evi-
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dences of depression are of the clearest kind. In an admirable
article published in the Overland Monthly (Nov.. 1871), and
entitled u The Willamette Sound," Mr. Condon traces an old sea-

and sound-level, some 300 feet above the present sea-level, from
the ocean, up the Columbia Eiver, around the great valley of

tii.- Willamette and then up the Columbia again to the balk-.

Much of the evidence of this was shown me by Mr. Condon,

on my recent visit to Oregon. Here there is undoubted evi-

dence of depression and re-elevation. It is generally admitted

also, that during the same period, all the flat-lands and valleys

about the Bay of San Francisco, and the whole valley of the

;to and San Joaquin Rivers was covered with water—
the latter forming an immense lake or sound.

E. Formation of the canon
mous canon—nearly 100 rr

wide and 3,000 to 4.000 feet deep at the Casca< les, bas

been formed wholly by erosion, since the period of the lav*

flood, i. e., since the Tertiary period. At the beginning of the

Post-Tertiary period there probably existed here only a ?<W / '/'

the natural outlet of the immense basin on the eastern sided

the range. ]f a glacial sheet existed in Eastern Oregon, its

only outlet to the sea would have been over this gap. In w
case, the principal part of the erosion was prodiu-ed by ice dur-

ing the Glacial epoch, and by floods produced by th<

of the receding ice sheet during the Ciumiplain ^epoch. 1t1

any case there can be no doubt of the
Tertiary times, of great bodies of fresh

go I

„ Post-

in Eastern Ore*

n that now arid

? of thisregion. The drainage ot tht

through the Columbia River w
or water or both, during Post-Tertiary times, was certainty

very great. I believe the distinction between the enorhM"i,

Po>r-Terriary erosion and the smaller reeent erosion is >tul

detectable. '

Fiu\ 7 is a diaoTammie section across the canon at

the Cascades. Between the high basaltic dills a «, the dis-

tance at the Cascades is at least five miles. This grand caflon,

3,500 feet of lava down to the conglomerate, was, I
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think, swept out during the Post-Tertiary either by water or by
ice or by both. Since that time the greatly shrunken river has
cut its way into the conglomerate Lb. about 120 feet, moving
meanwhile more ami m..re to the south, so as to form perpen-
dicular conglomerate cliffs on that side only. If this lower,
narrower conglomerate canon belongs to the present epoch, then
lhl l "' 1 "' I tl • p. p. lieular falls three miles back t rem
the river, as already described in the early portion of this paper,
belongs also to the present epoch.

F. Prairie iwniuds.—The invgularlv ramifying grassy glades
<»r prairies alreadv described as existing at the southern ex-
tremity of Puget Sound, are studded over as thicklv as possi-
ble with mounds about three to four feet high and thirtv to
forty feet in diameter at base. For this reason these glades are
usually known as ' mound-prairie^ There are millions of

k and they stand so thickly that they touch each
other at their bases, leaving no level space between. Although
accurate measurement would doubtless show some variety in

< - '
:.-

. _ .
;

.

'. -
.

-,-..>

constst wholly of a drift soil <>: earth, gravel and small pebbles:
the intervals 'between are thieklv >trewu with larger pebbles
and small boulder. The vegetation ol the mound's is mostly
ferns

: the intervals are covered with fine grass only.
There has been much speculation as to the origin of these

- mounds. Some have supposed that they are In-
dian burial mounds, veritable cities of the dead. Others have

' M thev are artiiieia! mounds, upon which were built
huts of Indian villages. Still others have thought that thev
were made by certain, perhaps unknown, species of fish, at u

" tliese prairies were still the bottoms of shallow
jalets; that they were in fact large fish-nest>. No one who
has examined them can for a moment aeeept any of these

views. Thev have been many of them opened, but nothing
'"•limiting an lieial origin lias ever been found.* Dr. Xewberry

.. knowl d._.d ! ,- mabi it\ '
- .in., in' tor them.

When I first examined these mounds in 1871, they were to

me also pern. tl\ in. xpli • hie. But upon subsequent reflee-

• :

California, I long ago arrived at the conclusion that they are

:
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the • '
'• -' ' -erosion under peculiar conditions. On con-

ferring with Mr. Condon during my last visit, I found that he

too had come to this conclusion. In my journey with him to

the John Day Yalley, I saw evidence which was perfectly con-

vincing. The whole rolling country between the Dalles and

the upper bridge of Des Chutes River, a distance of about thirty

miles, is literally covered with these mounds. From every

eminence the whole face of the country, as far as the eye could

reach, presented a singular appearance, as if thickly broken out

with a papular eruption. But the true key to their mode of

i is given here, as it was not at Mound Prairie, by the

great variety of forms, sizes and degrees of regular:

they assume. They varied in size from scarcely d

pimples to mounds five feet high, and forty in diameter at base,

and mform from circular through elliptic and long-elliptic to

ordinary hill-side erosion-furrows and ridges. In regx

size and position, there was equal diversity; in some place*

being as complete as at Mound Prairie, i. e., they were all ap-

parently of the same size, and touched each other at ba.se
;

in

other places they were of different sizes, and often sei

wide pebble-covered spaces, as if they were but the remnauts of a

general erosion of the surface-soil." Thus, on the one hand, por-

tions of many square miles in extent were covered with mounds

as large and as regular as any part of Moun 1 Prairie, and e< /-

dently produced by the same cause: on the other hand, other por-

tions were marked only by long hill-side furrows

evidently produced by surface erosion ; and between these ex-

tremes every si be traced.

No one, t think, can ride over those thirty miles and observe

closely, without being convinced that these mounds a

the result of surface-erosion acting under pe ali

These conditions are a treeless country and a drift-soil, consisting

of two layers, a finer and more movable one above and a

coarser and less movable one below.* Surface-en -

through the finer superficial layer into the
j

leaving, however, portions of the superficial layer as mounds.

The size of the mounds depends upon the thickness of the super-

H<,;d layer; the shape of the mounds depends much upon the

shpe of the surface. The process once started, smi -

weeds take possession of the mounds as the better soil, and bold

them by their roots, and thus increase their size by p
or retarding erosion in these spots. Ti
country in eastern Oregon has been produced gradually, since

* The necessarv condition. I believe, is the creater movableness of the surface
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Post-Tertiary times, by the increasing dryness of the climate.
We may imagine the mounds, therefore, as having bo-

/ remnants of a departing vegetation. At Mound
Praine, however, the treelessness is probably produced by a
contrary condition. \ iz : the extreme wetness of these lower level
specs in winter. Here, therefore, the weeds and ferns hold and
preserve the mounds, not onlv as the better soil, but also as the
drier spots.

When once attention is turned to the subject, the same
phenomenon in a less degree is observed in nearlv all the tree-
]'-»_

. i- .
«'. <»,_,. Inch have not vet been

!" !
' " '1 l>\ the pi Huh. On returning from Oregon, I observed

it in the upp.-, n ;
•',, < , r; u , n , ^ !hy, where, however,

'• - -i mil a id ii eon.- >i< nous as to escape obser-

on has been previously awakened—-onlv a
light dappling of the surf.- ,-, of the .•-.iuiIit. Similar mounds,

•
;

these of Oregon and Washington, under the name of - hog
wallow" are well known to exist , v< r wi.l areas in middle and
southern California. They dapple the whole surface of the
eastern portion of the San .1 .a-

'

in i 1 Tul m PI lins, and are

the eoumrv about Lo,Ang les. The smaller, some-
1 Hot! e„ .],- m. Ill d- o! Cal ;

the larger and more perfect ones of eastern Oregon,

;

)n 'l those again into the still more perfect ones of Mound
1

i

1 "" - If the mound- ot Mound Prairie were an unique

'"'t ;i phenomenon so wide spread must be attributed to the
action of a wide-spread agent.
Oakland, Cal., Dec. loth, 1873.

by J. S.

Geological
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of formation—must necessarily be parallel to each other, and
hence a discrepancy in the distances from a given coal-seam,

taken as a base, to two or more outcrops of what might be con-

• be same seam, is a proof that the coal of these outcrops

belongs to different seams. Prof. Andrews also says that he

lias never seen a coal seam dividing into two or more distinct

seams, or two seams approaching each other.

While not questioning the accuracy of Prof. Andrews' report

of his own observations, I am compelled to say that the facts

observed by myself are not only discordant with his, but are

such as seem to me to be incompatible w ith his theory. In the

northern half of the Ohio coal-field, numerous instances of the

approach and divergence of plainly continuous coal-seams

might be cited. For example: On one tract oi coaMand in

Hubbard, Trumbull Co, the distance which separates the first

from the second coal-seam varies from 44 to 100 feet : Coal No.

1 showing conspicuous waves or folds, while No. 2 is nearly

horizontal (M. C. Eead). At Fredericksburg. Wavne Co..

e between the two limestone coals—Nos. 3 and 4

—

is only twenty feet, but on tracing these seams down the valley

of the Killbuck, they are seen to gradual !v diverge, until at

Miilcrsburu' thev are eightv feet apart. At Fredericksburg

again, the distance between Coals No. 4 and No. 6 is oi

thirty feet; but in passing from this p. .;
- east v; rd to Mineral

Point. Tuscarawas Co., the interval increases to 104 feet, Coals

No. 5 and 5a coming in between them. At Steubenville. rue

interval between Coals No. 6 and No. 8 varies from 502 to ote

feet ; while going westward this interval diminishes to less than

400 feet along the western outcrop of the Pittsburg seam. On

the banks of the Ohio, between Wheeling and Bel la ire. the two

coal seams next above the Pittsburg bed are seen, in a single

exposure, to vary from 12 to 35 feet in the distance which sep-

arates them. On the banks of the Ohio, west of Wheeling,

Coals No. 8 and No. 9 are about 150 feet apart; three coal

seams, 8a, 8b and 8c being interposed between them. Thirty

-

five miles west ot this lociditv, the listance between Coal 8 and

Coal 9 is only 50 feet, with no intermediate seams (Stevenson)

At Morgantown, West Virginia, on the east side of the Moii<>n-

galiela. the interval between the Pittsburg coal and the next

succeeding one above (Redstone) is over 50 feet, consisting <>t

limestone, 14 feet ; shale, 3 to 10 feet ; sandstone. 35 feet. On
tin- west side of the river, three miles below, the distance

between the Pittsburg and Redstone coals is less than 20

feet; the limestone remaining constant, the sandstone having

entirely disappeared (Stevenson).

Any required number of cases like the preceding might be

cited, but these, as it seems to me, will suffice to show that the
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ntervals between our coal-scams are not constant. I learn
rom Profs. Dawson, White, Cox and Worthen, our most
>xpenenced coal geologists, that similar examples to those I
lave cited are not uncommon in the coal fields which thev have

-tudied.*
The fallacy of the theory of Prof. Andrews, as I think,

ionsists in the supposition that the subsidence of our coal
reas has been always continental or general, whereas, as it

xL
evidence is varied and abundant that this

ten very local, and that in the long interval
which elapsed between the formation of one coal-seam and
the accumulation of <•

i i ,.,»u> m; tt< i above it, the strata
were sometimes warped and folded in the most local and com-
plicated way. It is also apparent that the deposition of the

the strata of the Coal-measures was often

-ular. This is conspicuously shown by the limited

- «-ai s.mUtom wedges which sometimes locally sep-

arate or replace the more constant elements, the limestones,

l-seams in - <i<<^ nsl ices these beds of sand-

- ib-idr

evidence that the
duced local displacement of the mud
deposited, just as they do at the mouth o\
the displacement results in the format™ the theory of Prof. Andrews seen
untrue, but as calculated to do positive
smce teaching that a discrej ancy of inte
identity in coal-seams, it tends to multi-
produce confusion in their classification.

ABT. XXXL—Abto on some of the Fossils

issued Ffh volume of the Mows Slate

*• B. .Meek.

[Continued from page 193/

^ctinocrmites, Cyalh,crniites, Codonite% .

ot the tigures on this plate were drawn
marks on the structure and habits of the

;^:u,neing„„ pa.o;^ and originally p
( "Jt [l^nres, in the Proceedings ot the Pi

* See also the report of Prof. Ramsay, in the Report
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the text, I have thought it desirable to indicate here more fully

ea on this plate, to which the student shoufd

refer while reading certain paragraphs of the remarks mentioned.

For instance, in connection with what is there said in regard

to the structure of Gyathocrinites on pages 325 and 326, figures

13 and 14 of plate IX should be consulted. Figure 14 rep-

resents the upper side of Cyathor, ,,,'t - m<ih;ir, >«, as seen with

the ventral tube and some other parts removed. In this con-

dition, there would, on a hasty examination, seem to be two

prh anal openings above, directly into the visceral cavity.

That is, the posterior one (an), at the lower part of the figure,

for the connection of the ventral tube, and a large central one

(h)
; the former corresponding to the position of the anal open-

ing, and the latter to that of the mouth, in Comatula and other

existing Crinoidea. Previous to the discovery of these speci-

mens, here for the first time illustrated, this was supposed to

be the normal structure of Cyathocrinites, which has been de-

scribed by the highest European authorities as having two

openings through the vault. Our figure 13, however, of the

same plate, representing the upper side of G. lowensis, a closely

allied species, clearly shows that, when the vault is uninjured.

the central opening," as well as the ambulacr.,1 camiN I" ;''

d_ 14) are covered over bv small pace-, so that

life of the animal, the only communications to the central

opening (seen at h in fig. 14) were through these covered am-

bulacra! canals (amc of fig. 13), and under the small central

sea covering the central opening itself.""

The discovery of this structure of the vault of Qyat

is one of considerable interest, since it brings to light one of the

(including as subgenera Scaphiocrmus, Zeacrinus, H
&c, «fec), in which no such vault-structure exists, the wfeolfl

ventral portion in these latter types being, on the contrary,

enormously produced, in the form of a great cylindrical or

ventricose "upward extension, or so-called proboscis, composed

of numerous small hexagonal pieces, with pores
|

lie sutures between them; the ax1

as wide as, or sometimes even wider than, the body below, and

nearly or quite as long as the arms, as may be seen in Ze "-v
'j

nus acanihophorus, plate XXIV, fig. 11a ; as well as in several

species figured in former volumes of the Illinois Reports. Al-

> ha- hem v\ rittt n i>\ a itlmr- ivsp •< tii -

tions between Cyathocrhites and Poten'ocrinit^. and some lai\^

even questioned the propriety of viewing them as distinct

-, :i ;.V,/u^V:;.
1
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genera, this very strongly marked and striking difference
Between them seems to have been entirely overlooked as a
distinguishing feature.*

This peculiarity of the vault in Cyaihocrmites also (along with
this genus from those

great ponderous species, often referred to Cyathocrinites, for
which Mr. Wachsmuth has proposed the name Barycrinus (see
fig. 2, pi. xii

; figs. 1, 2 and 3, pi. Xlll ; and fig. 8, pi. XX), be-
cause we have the strongest possible negative evidence for

that in the
7

areous vault-pieces of

It likewise has an important bearing
on the much mooted question, to be mentioned farther on, in

the position of the mouth, and the manner in which
r " I'-'od is conveyed to the same, in the Paleozoic crinoids.

While reading the remarks on pages 327 to 329, on the inter-
nal convoluted organ so often seen in the Actinocrmiti<i<>, the
student should turn to figures 6, 7 and 12, of plate ix, as well
as to fig. 3 of plate vn. Since these remarks were published,
however, farther examinations of other specimens have led me
t" dunk it ( |inte prob ( ble (< outran to the statement on page
328, in regard to its str anus) that
this organ was, in all cases, composed of a delicate net-work of

- bars, as shown much magnified in fig. 6b of plate

JX ; and that the apparently more dense structure illustrated

°y figs. 8b, 12c and 12d, of the same plate, was produced by
•n of ervstalline inorganic matter on the delicate

oars of the net-work.
Figures 7a, b and c of plate ix were also drawn to illustrate

ks commencing on page 329, on the existence of am-
bulacral canals composed of minute calcareous pieces, and
converging inward from the arm-openings to the top of the

- .! nnian, in the Arfmorriintake. Fig. 10
°f the same pi ite, it will also be -eon, shows d< < p furrows in

the under side of the: vault of Artniocrinit^ ? vmatus, for the

reception of the<e internal arnbnlaeral canals, as mentioned on

Page 332
; and fig. 9 illustrates casts of these furrows as ex-

estot the interior of the vault yt apparent , th.

same species. Upon. observed

that the deep furrows in the under side of the vault do not

fOiiwrn-P t,. the *,„«•!* Anpninff/ffnliii th- 1 vault, but, as in

i (figs. 13 and 14), to a

t nearer right in referring his

. .. , .
.. .
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central point in advance of it
;
precisely as the ambulacra in

Comatula converge to the mouth in front of the anal

excepting that in the latter neither the mouth nor the ambu-
lacral canals are covered by solid calcareous vault-pieces.

As widely different as the Blastoidea would, at a first glance,

seem to be from the typical crinoids, in the structure and arran-c-

ments of the parts mentioned above, an attentive comparison will

show that, fundamentally, there is less difference between these

types than might be supposed. For instance, if we examine a

Pentremites or a Granatocrinus (see fig 4&, pi. ix), as the specimens

are most generally found, we observe that they show two prin-

cipal openings above ; that is, a central one, to which the am-

bulacra converge, and another behind this, just as in the

incomplete Cyathocrimtes represented by figure H of same

plate. Specimens in a better state of preservation, however,

such as those represented by our figures 2a and 2b, of Granato-

crinus Norwood), and fig. o of Codonites stelliformis, show that,

when the parts of the summit are intact, the central opening,

and perhaps a part of each ambulacral furrow, are covered

over by minute fixed pieces, as in the more complete Gyatho-

crirrtes'.W^. lo : the ambulacral canals in both cases passing

under the vault-pieces, inward to the central opening.

In the Blastoidea, there are, however, other sin;

openings in the summit, as seen at ir, /r, in figures 2a and 2K

and at 5, s, in figure 5 of plate IX. These are the so-called

ovarian apertures of many authors, and have been called hy-

drospires by Mr. Billings, who, with several others, regards them

and a curious series of internal parts with which they con-

nect, as the water-breathing organs of the animal. Although

some recent invest^ itions oi the anatomv of existing crinoids,

by Metschenhoff * would seem to cast doubts on the correct-

ness of this conclusion, it is certainly more probable than that

these were ovarian openings; which would apparently be

against all analogy from what is known of the reproductive

system of the existing crinoids. in which the ambulacral and

reproductive organs are directly connected.

r office these openings ma
of these types, however, we have some reasons

Whatever office these openings may have performed :

for believing that, in the Actinorrinitid^ a* 1-
a-*. '

i apertures, which were also called ovarian pores by

Pr > . MeChesney, in describing certain species of t

These are small pore-like openings, very regularly diso^cd

with relation to the interradial and other spaces around at the

-t tin bod\ and vault : one being placed near one

side of the base of certain arms, at regular intervals, all

arouud.
* Bull. Acad. St. Petersburg, XV. p. 508.
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These little openings have often attracted my attention; and,
although once inclined to attach more importance to them, at
the time our remarks on the structure of the Paleozoic crmokls
were written, I could not feel quite satislied that they might
not have heen for the attachment of the inner pinnule of that
side of each arm-base where they occur, and concluded to wait
'U'tii their true nature could be more clearly determined, before
calling attention to them. Mr. Wachsmuth subsequently assured
nie, however, that, after examining a great number of specimens
111 '-very condition of preservation, he has never seen anv evi-
dence of the connection of pinnules with these openings': and
consequently he su^'ested that tliev mav correspond to the so-
called ovarian apertures of the Blastoidea ;* a conclusion that

;"';,
lns r" derive support from the following additional fact.

J
bat is. that on tracing these openings through the wall of the

1Jody, they do not, so far as my observations have --one, appear
to take the dii

downward, increasing in size as thev pass in. thus appearing as
ii thev might have connected with some internal cavity, or
system of cavities, between the outer wall an d the visceral sack.
in fact, we also observe, in some instances, evidences that some
fudi cavities were partitioned off, as it were, by an incomplete

I

"' calcareous wall, secreted (perhaps only in old individuals)
bJ the perivisceral membrane, as represented by our figure 11
of plate ix.

The unmistakable evidence presented by some of the speci-

mens figured on plate ix, that the ambulacra! canals contmued

-Dig imvard under the vault. Irom the arm-opening,

Jo a centra] point at the top of a large convoluted organ he-

aved to be the digestive sack (as seen in fig. 7a), led us, as

-"--'-md on page 334 of the reproduced remarks, to think
r,1J,t !|li - positions of the mouth and anus, with relation to the

and other parts, in these older types, were essen-
tUll! .v the same as in the recent crinoids. That is, we believe
that, in the Paleozoic types, as in the recent O.mafuhi. the

mouth was situate,! centrallv at the radial point of the ambu-
liU;,

'

:i
- and that the microscopic organi-ms. on which these am-

« - -ubM>ted. were enver- -d 1 y the action of Cilia

. interna; mouth or esopliag-ai

-Mated under the center of the vault: while tin-

i-ening of the vault, ahvavs located at some point

behind the center of radiation, whether simple or passing
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through a more or less produced tube, we regard as the anal

aperture, as in the existing crinoids ; and not the mouth, or

both mouth and anus, as believed by some.* The only diilbr-

ence, therefore, as v . is that, in the recent

types, the ambulacral canals and mouth are directly exposed

externally, the former merely passing to the latter across the

upper surface of a membranaceous ventral integument ; while,

in the ancient crinoids, the whole ventral surface (excepting fchfl

anal opening), as well as the ambulacral canals and mouth,

was very generally, if not always, covered over by a vault of

fixed, solid, calcareous pieces.

That some of the most distinguished naturalists of Europe,

2 Professor Wyville Thomson, of Belfast, the lamented

Prof. Michae. Sars, of Christiania, and others, to whom we

several years back sent photographs of plates ix and XVI, sttfc-

•oncurred with us in the foregoing interpretation of

the facts presented by the specimens illustrated on the same

we have been assured, both by private letters from these gentle-

men, and in some instances by their publications.+
It is proper, however, to state here, that Mr. Billings, the

very able paleontologist of the Canadian Geological Surrey
who is one of the highest authorities on the Paleozoic crinoids,

torn these views, and maintains, with much ; lirvmhat

the single opening in the vault of these old types performed both

oral and anal functions ; or, in other words, that the mouth,

unlike that of the existing crinoids, was, in the former, removed

from the center of radiation, and consequently from all direct

connection with the ambulacral system.

Codonites steiliformis, figures 5 and 5a, b.—In connection widi

the foot-note on page 464, in regard to the parts described !y

ut under the foot . mid be exceedingl

ow food could have passed in under such cir

Dr. L. Shultze, of Bonn, I

ermata of the Eifel limestone, published in 1866, expressed

ry on these points as those figure

? his words, or refer i
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Mr. Lyon as the true basal pieces, in the Blastoidea, but which
we have viewed as belonging more properly to the column,
tig. on, referred to above, should be consulted. In this side-

m.-w ol a ymnu <\ ^ //// , --. it will be seen that this part is

I of anchylosed upper disc-pieces of the column,
ly by three sutures, coincident with those

h tween v, ii it w e regard as the true basals above. The engrav
rag makes the divisions between the discs too distinct, but they
are well enough denned in the specimen to show their true

Pholidocidarv} irregularis M. and W.
;
plate XV, figs. 9a, b and

4c, d, e*—This very extraordinary echinoid, as yet only known
' ned fragments, was at first supposed by us to be

related to Lepidocentrus of Mtiller,

11 ~
' '«'t.;iii U '__,^r, I

*
, : ,,, rh; r.-;i>.' it might be called Pholt-

aoddans. At that time we knew nothing of the ambulacra of
'''•'

- 'I"re,itruSt which was founded by Mtiller on detached inter-

•ieees, some of which resembled certain correspond-
'

I

«rts of our type. On seeing Dr. Shultze's figure, however,

in his Monograph of the Bifel

/'; j ''"lata, we were at once satisfied that our echmoid
" !

'
n^ to tm ei.tiHv di-tinct -eniw. the ambuhiora of />/>"/"-

- ci- -hown in Dr. Shultze's figure) each composed
™ only two ranges of , sea, us in Paloeechinus.

' *
,
lently, in republishing the description of our type, we

lam for it.

in this connection, it may be worthy of note, that it is evident

;
'

'.

I'r- Simla's iiuuie.- that L^i.L.ntrw Miiller, 1856, and
• />' -loam Hall, 1861, are in ah '

: <™<l as
1 •'- name has priority of date, it will have to be retained

lor the group; thus nmUin- L*r n,,.in»~ » -\n..nyrn. Conse-

the names of the Amenc "" ""hn ~

i.l L< lt ;,h,'hi„ns rnrsfnnn. Had. will have to be
written Lepid-,,-, n t, .; f,r ;n ,tn ;uid L />«!<« >-nti * r«n\y>hnts.

frntrem.t ,'/
, . ,, , V and W ,.'..t- mi

JgJff b, c, rf.—in des, this fine sp cies, we inadvertently

fitted t< (
.

, rral pit seen in the base was

I removal of the parts we haye
"'I th •

• .,! pieces, in other types of the

^'"sto.dea. (See the foot-note on page 464, already cited in

iihCodonitessieVvnynns.^nU^Y^i
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It is highly probable that the group including this species

should be separated as a distinct genus from the typical Pen-

tremites, such as P. Godoni, P. pyriformis, &c. Our deceased

friend, the late Dr. B. F. Shumard, of St Louis, proposed the

name Troostocrinus for a group to which he referred at least one

species (Pentrernites obliquus Roemer) evidently closely allied

to our type. Roemer's species was founded on a single radial

(fork) piece, but its lower end shows an oblique flattening or

excavation, similar to (though more shallow than) the deep

concavities seen in the corresponding parts of our species.

Whether such forms should be included in the same group

with those very narrow
Pentrernites Rheinwardtii
parts of the body much attenuated and merely a little flattened

on three sides, may admit of some doubts ; though Dr. Shu-

mard included the latter in his genus Troostocrinus. Another

reason why we hesitate in retaining his name for the group

including our type, is, that he mentions Pentrernites laternn<'rnn>->

of Owen and Shumard in such connection with his genus

that, according to the rule followed by many eminent natural-

ists, that species only could be regarded as the type of the

same. Unfortunately, however, it is now rendered almost

morally certain, by specimens in Prof. Worthen's collection,

that P. laterniformis was founded on the internal cast of a true

typical Pentrernites. Consequently, if we adopt that as the

type of Troostocrinus, we would have no other alternative than

to regard that name as merely a synonym of Pentrernites Say.

Although far from being inclined to " strain a point, in

order to set aside a published name, and really desiring to

retain that proposed by Dr. Shumard, for the group to which

our species belongs, if it can be consistently done, we have

proposed, in case serious objections should be raised against

such an arrangement, to call our type Tricceliocrinus.

Art. XXXII.—Laboratory Notes; by M. Carey Lea,

Philadelphia.

Solubility of certain Silver Salts in solutions containing Sodic

Citrate.

3xt-booksthis subject appear it

which must either be regarded as entirely erroiK>

must be understood in a rery much more limited sense than

they are expressed. In Storer's most useful Dictionary of Sol-

ubilities I find it stated relative to argentic citrate, that "it *s
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not precipitated from solutions containing citrate of soda." Of
Mfentic tartrate and monochromate, the same statement is made
in the same words. Of argentic tartrate it is said still more
Bto rngly :

ki
It cannot be precipitated from solutions which con-

fce of soda." These citations * are all on the authority
of Mr. John Spiller.

In the course of some investigations connected with salts of
silver, I obtained results so contrary to these statements that I
was led to examine specially the influence of sodic citrate on
the precipitation of these silver salts, which resulted as follows:

1- A strong solution of crystallized terbasic sodic citrate was
made

; a single drop of solution of argentic nitrate added to
-< <l a precipitate which disappeared on warming; the

however, of a very little more caused a permanent
fce which did not redissolve by heat When to the

solution of sodic citrate was added citric acid, the silver reac-
tion was the same.

2. Argmtic Oxalate.—When oxalic acid is dissolved in a solu-
tion of sodic citrate, even a single drop of silver solution pro-
duces a permanent precipitate which does not disappear on
warming or even boiling.

3. Argentic Tartrate.—A considerable quantity of silver solu-
tion can be added to one of tartaric acid before a precipitate

u* ft naturally follows therefore that when to a solution

t rtaric acid and sodic citrate we add a silver solu-

-
first formed : when a sufficient quantity

i:- added
i tate is formed.

* Argentic Chromate—When a little solution of neutri!

chromate is added to one of sodic citrate, the first drop
oi silyer solution produces a brown precipitate which is perma-
n, 'm

- and does not disappear even by boiling.

°- If to a solution of sodic citrate be added silver salt as

7
n
M" its the precipitate dissolves by warming, this solution

shows the following reactions. Chromate: A portion of the

solution added to one of neutral potassic chromate produces a

Precipitate which does not redissolve. Even a drop of the

produces this effect, unless the quantity of the solu-

tion to which it is added be very large. Oxalate: The solution

<f
opped into aqueous whlch at

* n Ussolves, but as more is added it becomes permanent
and does not redissolve even by boiling. Tartrate: Similar

reactions.

?• Finally, to a quarter of an ounce of strong solution of

,-,,s added as it would take up.

into this a fraction of a drop of solution of neutral potassic

* They are r~* *- •- ------' - v-«— a^ted bv the author of the " Dic-
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chromate was added. A red precipitate that did not redissolve

was produced.

7. To a similar strong solution of sodic citrate, citric acid

was added, and the experiment repeated under these condi-

tions. The first drop of chromic solution did not produce a

precipitate ; a little more produced a precipitate not redissolving

by heat
'8. To a strong solution of sodic citrate with silver, as in (6),

oxalic acid was added. The first drop troubled the liquid ; a

little more produced a heavy precipitate.

Iu the first four of these trials, silver solution was added to

one of sodic citrate, containing the oxalic, tartaric, &c, acids.

In the three in paragraph (5), the solution of sodic eil

charged with as much silver as it would take up, and this was

added by degrees to the solution of chromate, oxalic acid, &c.
;

'7) and (8), this was reversed and the precipitatir

, added by degrees to a very large excess of the s

sodic citrate. Thus the trial was varied in every

possible way and in every case precipitates were obtained, often

with extremely small and always with small quantities of the

precipitant.

II. Molecular conditions of certain Iodides.

If mercuric iodide be dissolved in a quantity of boiling

water and the solution be poured out, one-half into a cold por-

eel in basin and the other into a beaker of cold water, the

i the former with

yellow,

after some hours' standing recovers its normal scarlet.

When nickel iodide (obtained by dissolving nickel carbonate

in aqueous hydriodic acid) is evaporated in a basin, and the

the basin above the liquid become hotter than 212 ,

the adhering- nickel iodide turns black. Paper dipped in the

k. ;

open
bromide dissolved with the nickel chloride lowers the tempera-

ture at which the blackness comes.
This blackening is permanent and the paper itself is acted

upon. The change takes place far below the temperature at

wrhich paper chars.

III. Criticisms on some remits of M. S. Bottone.

nber of this Journal appears an abstract

>f M. S. Bottone, directed to prove that

ement is as the specific gravity divided

The hardness of each element, calcu-
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lated according to this postulate, is placed in a column paral-
lel with the hardnesses as deduced from the time required by a
steel plunger, revolving at a uniform velocity, to penetrate to a
given depth in the substance under examination.
The results obtained in this way by Mr. Bottoiie, though

agreeing quite well with the calculated figmvs, seem to be"at
variance with facts, as appears by a single comparison of one
with another. Thus gold, a verv .-ott metal, is made more than
two-thinls as hard as iron, -0ij79 to 1375. Zinc approaches

r to iron 1077 to 1375. Lead is made to be but
little harder than sodium, -0570 to -0400. Sodium is made
nearly one-third as hard as iron, -0400 to 1375.

It is still worse when we come to the diamond. Bottone
finds the diamond to he but little more than twice as hard as
llv»n, lo.<s than six times as hard as lead, less than eight times
* bard as sodium, a metal as soft as wax. It does not seem

accept the statement that a revolving steel plunger
rate a quarter of an inch into a diamond, in less time

penetrate an inch and
tto lead.

Art. XXXIII.

—

The Auriferous Gravel Deposit of Gold Bluffs;
by A. W. Chase, Assistant U. S. Coast Survey.

(Read before the California Academy of Sciences, Jan. 5th, 1874.)

I propose to ask your attention, for a few moments, to a brief

description of the somewhat celebrated deposit of auriferous
gravel on the coast line of Klamath County, California, called
the Gold Bluffs, and the method of gathering the beach sands

-'•ting the gold therefrom, now practised at the two
mining claims which are worked there.

Coining from the north, after leaving the Klamath River, the

' is extremely broken and rocky, the rock h^m^ prm-

-
i idstone. u ith an occasional clitl of chert

or jasper in regular layers or strata. At a point about four
miles south of the river, banks and deposits of gravel appear,

the commencement of the bluffs proper is at the
mouth of a creek called the Ossegan and seven miles from the

flamath. Then, for nine miles/there i- an ..!» ..m >i ,1 m . n

K - an ir.u from 100 to 500 feet in hemht. Many of

:.-ly vertical and in some instances over-

At low water there is a narrow beach, but when the

•v against the base of the dill's:

tl! " heach is then impassable.
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The mountains back from the coast, of which the bluff's form

the sea-escarpment, are all one immense mass of gravel, of vary-

nhu- size and distinctly marked layers or stratifications. This

gravel can be traced across the country, northeastwardly, to a

point or, . the Klamath Eiver about thirty miles distant, where

the same form of deposit makes its first appearance as you

ascend the river.

As the bluffs are similar or nearly so in stratification, I have

sketched a section of one, from under which the specimens of

black sand or magnetic iron ore, which on examination you

will find rich in fine gold, were taken. (Specimens presented

with this paper.) The height of this cliff from low-water mark

is about 227 feet, and the sketch represents a vertical section

The thickness of the different strata, I would remark, are by

estimation, as I had no available means of determining them

with exactitude.

Commencing from the top, we have first a section of ten feet

of loam; then twenty feet of yellow clay ; then forty feet of

coarse yellow gravel ; then a stratum of sandstone oi

color, ten feet ; next forty feet of red and yellow gravel ;
then

five feet of a blue-colored sandstone. Projecting from this layer

are numerous stumps and other portions of trees, partially trans-

formed into lignite. A specimen of this lignite is presented

with this paper. Then we have riftv-fivefeetof a very coarse red

and yellow gravel, an i ith it five feet of very-

fine 'blue -colored gravel; then fifteen feet of indur: :

then ten feet of gravel, stained deep red, probably from the

presence of oxide of iron. Beneath this is another stratum of

sandstone, five feet, blue in color, with pieces of the lignite

before referred to projecting from it ; then five feet more of

blue sandstone without any lignite ; then seven feet of gravelly

beach to low water mark.
This cliff which I have described is at the lower end of the

bluffs, and near the mining works. The strata all dip to the

north at an angle of about 15°
; while those on the north end,

although much broken, seem to dip toward the south.

A specimen of the stratum No. 10 from the top is presented.

You will see by examination that the presence of mica and

fine gold can be detected with the microscope. The
obtained was a concretion cemented together on a large boul-

der by the oxide of iron. It is my belief that from this Btratum

the largest amount of fine gold is obtained.

Before attempting to form any theory as to the oris

vast deposit of auriferous gravel, I will give a brief description

of the history of the gold working of the beach, and the pres-

ent mode of operation. In 1850, when this portion of the <•< >;ist

line was still in undi-f n-!>.- I ;
—<— i<>n of the Indian tribes,

a party of adventurers travelled from Trinidad up, seeking
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for the mouth of the Trinity Kiver, which, instead of being in
reality an affluent of the Klamath, was supposed to have a sep-

i mouth. One of the party was J. Johnson, now a resident

glittering particle

to be gold. Gathering some of this gold, they went back,
greatly excited, to Trinidad, to procure provision.
Oq their return, however, they found nothing but a bed of

gravel, a change in the direction of the surf having carried
awav or covered up the glittering treasure. It may be re-

here that when the direction of the wind is such that
the surf breaks square on the beach, it rolls up masses of coarse
gravel, and no black sand is visible; but that, when it cuts the
beach at an angle, the gravel is washed into heaps in certain
spots, and in others black sand is deposited, more or less rich
in gold.

After this discovery ensued the so-called " Gold Bluff excite-

ment" The first mining claim was taken up the same year by
Bertrand and Nordhamer. The beach sands were worked with
^;i;--. tin- gold Immmm <. ;i ,, n-ht in riffles sawed in a plank,
loaded with quicksilver. From that time to the present these

beaches have been steadily worked ; the highest amount taken
out in any one year, up to the present, being said to be $25,000,
i"'- tiic lower 'claim. The proprietors have, however, labored
under the disadvantage of a scanty supply of water, not being
able to keep their sluices running"more than one-third of the
time. I will now give a description of the present method of

working, as witnessed bv myself.
f rode up the beach "with the superintendent of the lower

'diiiui, just as the tide was turning to go out. His pra.-n.-ed

eve noted every indication of the presence of black sand.

;

A - i - t <pot at the base of the cliff, a section of which
1 nave just shown you, he scraped away the loose gravel and
t njr up a shovel-full oi the sand King beneath, panned it

0,1
1 in a little pool of water left by the receding tide. A rim

or circle of fine gold around the spot of sand indicated the

richness of the layer. A messenger dispatched to the works

soon brought down the mule train. There are some forty am-

Kragh in the present instance but sixteen of

them were used. Each mule carried a couple of sacks of

coarse canvas attached to the pack saddle. Each sack will con-

tain about 150 lbs. of sand and gravel; th- muie parking there-

fore 300 lbs. ; and the train of sixteen. 4800 lbs., or nearly two

tons and one-half at a trip.
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the bed-rock or hard strata underneath the sand after it v.ma

stripped. It glittered with fine particles of gold, and I could

then well believe the stories of the first discoverers.

So exceedingly fine, however, is the character of this gold,

that it requires a much larger quantity of these particl - to

reach the value of a cent than one not familiar with the sub-

ject would suppose. Specimens of the sand as taken from the

heaeli are presented with this paper. On microscopic examina-

tion, besides the gold and magnetic iron ore. the sand will be

seen to contain minute and brilliant red particles, which I be-

lieve to be spinel in some of its forms. Other translucent

particles will be seen.

Prof. Silliman, in notes on the Mineralogy of California,

Utah and Nevada, mentions a variety of minerals as compos-

ing the black sands of Butte County. It is probab;-

or nearly all of these will be found in the sands from GoM
Bluff. As there are large deposits of chromic iron in the

county adjoining, it is probable that chromite forms a portion

of the black sand.

Prof. Silliman mentions syenite as the matrix in

most of the minerals he enumerates came. I present a small

pebble of syenite from Gold Bluffs. It is a common factor in

the gravel masses.

To return now to the description of the process of

the sand. After it had been, as mentioned before, shovelled up

into little piles, the canvas sacks were taken from the mules

and filled. With a word from the driver each mule gravely

walked up between his sacks. On their being place I on bia

back he would start off on a trot, for the works. I watched

the movements of these animals with a great deal of interest

:

they had to pass several points where the sea was breaking

prettv well up on the bluff. When they saw a heavy

breaker coming in they would face the cliff like veterans,

ami. with firmly braced feet and drooping ears

water to dash over them; when the swell receded, off fcbey.

would start again. During the time I was present these

mules made three trips, carrying up on the whole some six or

seven tons : this was on a single tide.

On arrival at the works the sand is deposited in an enclosure

called the " sand corral." A large lagoon near by supplier riic

necessary fresh water for separation. A small stationary

engine and force-pump is in use. The washing is done in

machines called Long Toms, the gold being caught on copper

plates which are charged with quicksilver. Formerly it >s be-

lieved that a large percentage of the gold, ground down as i t was

by the wearing action of the surf to a powder, was lost Now
the plates are first coated with a layer of silver before the mer-
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cury is applied. Sodium is also used to free the quicksilver
from impurities. A ton of the tailings, analyzed in San Fran-
cisco after this improvement had been effected, did not afford a

trace of gold. The copper-plates in use, especially in the old
process, become quite valuable after continuous service, the

ed by an almost pure amalgam of gold and
quicksilver.

During the week that I was in the vicinity of the works,
ed up a six or seven days' run and retorted $1600

from the washing of the two machine-, each employing two
njen. The succeeding week they cleaned up $1700. Of course
tll] -

,

V|| !1 comprised the gold from a portion at least of the
rich deposit I have described.

Since the experience of the successive proprietors of this

extraordinary gold mine go to prove that immediately after
a heavy cave or slide of the banks, the beaches are richer
and the gold coarser, it seems strange that up to the present
time, no artiiiei i „ , m <

| i;lV( , u reported to, in the way
g down the cliffs or undermining them by hydraulic

1
' '

' I'd ^ th. yield oi oold The s au.nknui.lit
- the great natural separator, and man has but to

.

Many ideas have been advanced as to the possibility of gold

-a mI ..;..- ! in eh; farter being found beyond the
hoes of surf, predicated on the tact that it in conjunction with
black sand has been said to have been brought up from the
bottom by the leads of sailing vessels, and I believe an expedi-

'
' v/a~ .Pi,, I ,, ur t.- obtain this -and b\ mean-, ol a diving-bell

or some such apparatus, which did not result favorably.
Iwo or three facts can be taken in > onjun t;-n Icre t<> form

an idea on this subject. The first is that the gold evidently

."" l "< from the bluffs. This no one can doubt alter once v.Vw-

!''.^ fiH'in. The second, that after
;

- caves" tin; gold obtained

tontinned - beach al an angle,

^at the rich sands are found. When the surf breaks square

-•''Ming force. From these taet, [

"""-old follows the first two or thn

J^
v"rb.. found in paving quantities

fn endeavoring 'to account for th<

a,J "' gravel banks, unique I believ<
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is inclined to think that they were the deposits of a great

river of the past, occupying the bed of the present Klamath,

but having its debouchure here. The fact that the gravel is

and oblong in shape as a rule, the presence of lignite

in different strata and of river sand in others, would go to

confirm this theory, although the broken and disrupted charac-

ter of the mountains back is an evidence of after disturbance.

I present a fossil vertebra, obtained from the bank men-

tioned, which may throw some light on the subject. Whatever

may have been the origin of these deposits, and I do not pro-

fess from lack of experience to form a definite opinion, it is

certain that they offer an inviting field for the geologist and

will some day demand careful study.

After the completion of this paper, I received a letter from

Prof. J. D. Dana, to whom I had sent specimens of the sands

of Gold Bluff, from win- i 1 . \rra.-r t ic following remarks:
" The red grains in the sand are garnet. It is altogether

probable that the deposit dates partly from the close of the

Glacial era; that is, the time of melting of the ice in the early

part of the Champlain period, when floods and gravel-deposi-

tion were the order of the day, and partly from the lal

the Champlain period, when the floods were but partially

abated, yet the depositions were more quiet."

Aet. XXXIY.—Notices of Recent Earthquakes.—No. 4; by

Prof. C. G. Kockwood, Jr., Eutgers College.

Mat 15, 1873.—Several shocks of earthquake were felt at

Valparaiso, Chile. Thev commenced at 12.32 P. M. and lasted

fortv-two seconds. The motion was vertical. Several persons

were hurt and killed ; the Church of the Apostles was iniurM

and the Merced was left in a dangerous state. Many other pub-

lic and private buildings were more or less damaged
shocks were also felt at Quillota and Santiago and slight shocks

at various places as far south as Concepcion.
June 29, 1873.—

S

I at 6 A. VL in Vejjg*

and Vemna, Iralv. and the country north of those cities. Ine

shocks were most violent about Belluno, fifty miles north oi

Venice. Here several persons were killed and a church tower

was thrown down. In all. twenty-four deaths are re]

a large amount of pronertv w.-i. d.-tmved. Mr. W. > t: ' rK

writes from Venice to the London Times, as follows :

- rlhere

were fourteen movements in all, seven forward and s<

ward, and each movement occupied a second, as regular and
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even in its beat as the pendulum of a clock, and with the last
backward movement there was a sudden and instantaneous stop

July 3, and 6, 1873.—Fresh shocks were reported at Belluno
and vicinity.

v

July 6, 1873.—A distinct shock was felt throughout western
flew York and adjacent portions of Pennsylvania and Canada.
At Buffalo and at East Otto, N. Y., light shocks were felt
about 4 a. m. and a few minutes before 7 a.m.; but the most
severe shock, and the one most widely felt, occurred about 9.30
A. m. This was felt as far south as Wheeling, West Ya. ; at
£ne, Meadvilie and Titusville. Pa. : at numerous points in

LUgus and Erie Counties, N. Y. ; at Buffalo
• X. V. Pi at ilooivetHwn, St. Catharines, Ham-

ilton and London, Canada. The time reported at the several
aries from "about 9.12" a. jl, at Hamilton, to "22

minutes before 10," by one observer at Buffalo. The majority
ot the reports say about 9.30. There is even greater diversity

»n as to the direction of the vibration. A writer in

i Courier says: "It commenced with a shock of
« violence, "a tremor -nc .. din- tins which main-
-'•*- «.[ .iiniorijiitv tor M.m«- ^-omK and finally it

filed away gradually into an almost imperceptible tremulous-
ness. There are different opinion- as to the direction of the

y x '-- an.l the time it lasted is varioush estimated at from
twelve seconds to a minute. Our notion is that it continued

<eeonds.- At Loeknort. Fr. b ma. Randolph and
Cattaraugus, N. Y., and at Erie, Pa., a rumbling noise was
Jeard. At East Otto, N. Y., another shock was felt about

Jul

Chile.'

bouse

y 8, 1873.—A severe earthquake was felt at Valparaiso,

at 2.22 a. m. Considerable damage was done to many
5 and churches and som<3 few lives were lost by falling

walls. In Santiago the shocks , but no great dam-

sarnT
~ A slight shock at
forenoon.

Halifax, Nova Scotia, on the

Jali

Alatri
f 12, 1873.—Slight shocks
mid Pnola.

s in Italy, a t Rome. Frosinone,

- On the same day rthquake was felt

•I ll> ' 15, 1873.—A sliu-ht shoe
Jul\

SCasa;
16, 1873.—A slight sl.oe

lasting about five second 3^£3£S
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Aug. 17, 1873.—A shock about 9 A. M. in Sharon, Pa., last-

ing ten seconds.

Aug. 29, 1873.—A heavy shock of earthquake was felt at

mission, San Jose. California, at 4 P. M., but result,

damage. The shock was quite heavy at Redwood Citv ami

other towns in Santa Clara Valley, but was verv slight in San

Francisco.

Sept. 17, 1873.—A sharp shock at 9.30 p. m. at Lucca, Italy.

Sept. 26, 1873.—The weather observer at Kingston, Jamaica,

reports that an earthquake was felt there at 1.45 A. M.

Sept. 30, 1873.—A severe shock, lasting about 40 seconds,

was felt at 6.50 a. m. at the Desert on the Gatineau in Canada.

The same shock was felt at St. Hyacinthe and by a few per-

sons in Montreal
Oct. 3, 1873.—A slight shock at 7.45 a. m. at Burkeville,

Ya., and vicinity, with a low rumbling noise.

Oct. 5, 1873.—A shock at 2.30 a. m. at Lake Village, N. ft

Oct 10, 1873.—A slight shock at 4.45 a. m. in the city ol

San Salvador, Central America.
Oct. 12, 1873.—A shock at 1.15 a. m. at San Diego, Cal.

Oct. 13, 1873.—A shock occurred on the Isthmus of]

The following is condensed from the Panama Star and Herald:

"In the city, the shock was strongly felt about 6.05 p. K-, the

nil; lit beins: dark and sky overcast. It lasted tour or five sec-

' ships in the harbor, along

of the railroad and at Aspinwall. A correspo;

writing from San Pablo, one of the stations, says :
' We had

two pretty severe shocks with an interval of but a second or

two between them. The second shock was most severe ana

accompanied by a rumbling sound.' In Aspinwall, the shone

was felt about ten minutes later and more severely than m

Panama. Most people agree that the oscillations proceeded

from southeast to northwest."
Oct. 19, 1873.—A slight shock was felt about 2 p. m. at Seat-

tle, W. T., " and at 1 o'clock clouds of smoke were seen pour-

ing from the highest peak of Mt. Eanier."
Nov. 1, 1873.—A cable dispatch announces that the irolcaao

of Etna is in a state of violent eruption It states

outbreak is accompanied by earthquakes, and that
|

>

the crater had fallen in, destroving mines of sulphur, wbicn

were valued at £300,000.
Nov. 4, 1873.—Mr. T. L. Clarke kindly sends the

report of an earthquake at his home. Ma's., va •. M ii- H
Islands Tin lo« uiou is -2170 feet .hove the sea, on the north

slope of the mountain of Haleakala.
"Between 10 and 11 p. m four distinct shocks of the 'can-

non ball' type, preceded by faint rumbling. Apparent diree-
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tion from south to north ; duration, four seconds. This shock
was felt, about the same time, on the island of Oahu, about 100
miles distant, By ' cannon ball' is meant the jarring feeling
without oscillation."

Nov. 4, 1873.—Two distinct shocks at Burlington, Ver-
mont, between 11.30 and midnight.
Nov. 6, 1873.—Three quite severe shocks at Austin. Nevada.
Nov. 13. 1873.—A slio-ht shock at Banaor. Me., in the night.
Nov. 22, 1873.—A stock was felt along the Pad tic coast

and vicinity, from Portland, Oregon, to San Francisco. At
these extremes the shock was scarcely perceptible. It was
most violent at Crescent Citv, California, nnd Port Orford, Or-

aces situated on the coast near the boundary between
Cdimrnia and Oregon.) At the former place nearly every
onck building suffered more or less damage from cracked
^'alls an.] falling chimneys. It was quite heavy at various
K'nits in the Coast Range "of mountains, the sever'itv diminish-
ing north and south from the neighborhood of the State boun-
' !<n line. The duration i> stated j.t 2<) to 3d mvm ids, and the
time a few minute- past nine p. m. The direction appears to
nave been from a point between north and north, ist. It was
also felt at sea north of Cape Mendocino. At Red Bluff and at

Eureka, California, and at Albany, Oregon, two shocks were
reported, and at Roseburg, Oregon', a " roaring" v is also heard.

Dec. 3, 1873.—A sharp shock in Santa Clara. California.

Dec. 4, 1873.—Two severe shocks in the morning at St.

Thomas, West Indies.
Dec. 10, la73.--A slight shock reported at Camp Stambaugh,

Nebraska.

Dec. 17, 1873.—A smart shock, followed by a rumbling
noise, between 11 and 12 p. M., at Victoria, Vancouver's Island.

,
Dec. 18, 1873.—A heavy shock at sunrise in Bear Lake \ al-

iey, Utah.
Dec. 20, 1873.—A shock in the night, lasting ten seconds, at

v mtoria, Vancouver's Island.
Jan. 5, 1874.—A -

1

•

v
-

'<A C.^lens ,urg.

«ew York, and vicinity. It was also felt at Rensselaer tails,

wliiMv it was attended by a "deep rumbling sound.

Jan. 18. 187-1 Two slight shocks in S 1
kusco.

Jan 25. 1^74 __ \ .ej
lt shock about noon at Chelmsford,

Massachusetts.

Feb. 1, 1874.—Two shocks between 2.30 and 3 P. JL, at

R'mouski and a few other points on tbeSt
Feb. 6, 1874.—A severe shock 1

ch injur

r Brunswick, New Jersey, Feb. 24, 1874.
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Art. XXXV.

—

Otpg '

>rations and
Surveys West of the 100th Meridian; First Lieut. Geo. M.

Wheeler, Corps of Engineers, in charge.

The labors of the Survey, which has for its objects examina-

tions in the departments of astronomy, topography, meteorolo-

gy, geology and natural history, have been divided into two dis-

tinct parts, so far as they refer to the field-season of 1873. The

I
ve been engaged in the following political divisions

:

1st, Colorado ; 2d, New Mexico ; 3d, Arizona ; 4th, Utah ;
5th,

Nevada ; 6th, Montana. The first part or main division in-

cludes astronomical work at the main field-stations, whi

having been prosecuted across a sensibly latitudinal belt of coun-

try, from Omaha to San Francisco, will gradually be developed

laterally into what might be termed a scheme of astronomical tri-

angulation. At each of the stations, bases are measti

which are founded a system of secondary triangulati

is further extended by trigonometric connection over specified

areas. Three parties connected with this portion of the work

commenced their field duties June 1st. One party, which was

in charge of John H. Clark, astronomer, took station at the

Mormon observatory in Temple square, Salt Lake City. Mr.

Clark was assisted by two soldiers of the battalion of engineers.

The second party, under Dr. F. Kampf, astronomical

commenced operations at Georgetown, Colorado. Dr. Kampf
was assisted bv one civilian as recorder and by two

soldiers. A third partv, in charge of W. W. Maryatt. assistant

astronomical observer, recommenced the series oJ i

at Green Eiver, on the Union Pacific Railroad, Wyoming,

left unfinished in 1872. Mr. Maryatt had also for his assistants

one civilian recorder and two engineer soldiers. Prof. T. H.

Safford, whose services had temporarily been secured,

the courtesy of Major Barlow, Corps of Engineers, to

with due military assistance, of astronomical ^ 4

Santa Fe\ New Mexico, on or about June loth. The general

charge of the construction of the astronomical observatory at

Ogden, Utah, in accordance with the plans proposed, was dele-

gated to Prof. H. B. Herr, of L
The observatory was completed, with the exception of the

dome, and consists of a substantial brick building up
ton latum vith three observing n ...m-;. wl ei ma
to five in number. This will serve as a central or connecting

- .re of the area brtw-vn the 4l»th and i/-M

parallels of ]

it 1 i tit n tl east by the <<ontinei \ ^
and with the general Sierra .\Y\ad: tn-nd «»[' :-i. .'attain ranges
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graph Company now connects with the observatory, and with-
out difficulty, lines reaching either to the north or to the south
can be obtained. At each of these stations a heavy stone pier
is erected; also other stone monuments to mark the men' (Inn of
the place. Up to the close of the last field-season, twenty-four

lined bv the Survey in
W* rent parts of our western country, independent of the large

for minor checks.

with this class of
work, and the results are to be incorporated into the general
map.

The observations necessary J

the astronomical coordin
completed.

1. Santa Fe, New Mexico. 7. Georgetown, Colorado.
2. Fort Union, New Mexico. 8. Ogden, Utah.
:

• Trinidad, Colorado. 9. Winnemucca, Nevada.
4. Labran, near Canon City, 10. Virginia City, Nevada.

Colorado. 11. Bozeman, near Ft. Ellis, Mon.
5. Colorado Springs, Col. 1 2. Green River, Wyoming.
6. Hughes, Colorado.

It may be hardly necessary to add that the signals for the
' are made by the use of the telegraph. The series of

Ons required for latitude and longitude work are by
the aid of the best class of field astronomical instruments and
the results alreadv computed prove that the probable errors

obtained are a minimum.
.
The second main division of the Survey consists of the mov-

lition to the officer in

charge, has been three other officers of the Corps of Engineers,
two officers of the line of the army, two acting assistant sur-

geons, one hospital steward, seven topographic! assistants. three

meteorological assistants, three geological assistants, one miner-

• ^i>t u\ three natural-historv collectors Their labors com-
prehended exhaustive work in topography, and exam:

B '! gy and natural history, so fi
:i ' m ot

.

the

survey will permit, besides a series of gen<

determinations, which were made hourly at the mam astro-

rtations. The duty of making sextant astronomical

aitionsj

ted to officers of the Corps of Engineers connected

with the .Survey.

.
Our points of departure to the

l. I) ,: l. t Salt LaLe C L'd. I» • <

l

>

"- -V M. The party at Salt !.

-° r h. The duties assigned t< > t •

w»n areas upon specified atlas slie.-Ts.ieir ,.m-.. • ,-te in 18/2.

Although meeting with many physical obstacles, after an bar-
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he survey. Their topograph!

re already in the hands ofof the litho

had charge o

, Corps of Engineers, had charge of the Colorado

party. This party, assisted by the cooperation from the south-

ern portion of the Survey, has acerm pi is e<l tin general profile

of the continental divide, from the latitude of Denver to the

southern boundary of Colorado, and extended the survey Lit-

erally, so as to embrace a rectangular area limited on the east by
the inotii meridian west from Greenwich, on the west by longi-

tude 107 degrees, north by the latitude of Denver and south

by the southern boundary of Colorado. A large part of the

e.\p<- liti..u wa- massed at Santa Fe, and took the field between

the 5th and 10th of June, for the purpose of connecting with

the labors of the expedition of 1871, and to carry thi si nrey

thence eastward as far as the Eio Grande, between fch

35° SO' and 35° 20' north, completing atlas sheets 75, 76 and 83

respectively, and portions of 77 and 84. The several moving

ties had for escorts enlisted men, from seven to ten in

number for each party, drawn from the military departments of

Arizona, the Missouri and the Platte.

While the field operations were being prosecuted, thepgrsennd

of the office, consisting of three draughtsmen and one computer,

has also been kept actively engaged. Astronomical compu-

tations have also been made during the season by Prof. Wm. A.

Ron -rs. of ( 'ambrido-e, Mass. The areas traversed and eovere-1

by "the various parties will exceed 70,000 square miles. This

covers parts of Colorado, Utah, Arizona and New Mexico, and

a maps are to be completed on a scale of one inch to

eight miles. The labors of the season, covering as they do large

ieal areas heretofore little known, will add most val-

uable new and interesting facts to the geography of our west-

ern country. Among the most remarkable of these will be the

- to the caSon of the Colorado, in the vied

Dirty Devil and San Juan Rivers; also features of v

Valley in Utah. These form part of the Grand Colorado puy

tPon nnrl nPMPntainpnmmnn topographical features. In the VI-

!: I,- i> Arizona, about the headcinitv of the

waters of the Li

head of the

both novel ai

Hi. A
ersed by any

Colorado, Ch i.pi
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developed, that will probably be found to equal, in beauty and
li -covered upon the North America

nent within the limits of the United States. This little known
section is well wooded, bountifully supplied with water, and
covered with a rich growth of the bunch and gramma grasses,
lhe Colorado party was most successful in its topographical
and other determinations, over an area of nearly 20,000 square
miles in Colorado. Positions have been determined with accu-
racy, and the amount of topographical detail gathered will

I that can be placed upon a map of the scale intended,
lhe backbone of the continent within the latitudinal areas trav-
ersed is most wonderfully intricate in its topographical and geo-
logical forms. The collections in natural history, especial! y in
the departments of ornithology and botany, have been large, and
consist of many rare specimens. They are now, through the

of the Smithsonian Institution, in the hands of emi-
nent specialists and scientists for examination, and reports upon
them are being prepared.

Publications.—During the present year, the first publication of
the topographical atlas up to date*will be made. This com-

?n AA
S
A
Sever and covers areas of more than

'0,000 square miles, delineated upon a scale of 1" to 8 miles.
A part of the geological atlas, for which material has been gath-

- hoped will be published in due time. The six quarto
volumes prepared for publication are as follows: 1. General
volume; 2. Astronomical report; 3. Meteorological; 4. Geo-
logical

; 5. Paleontology ; 6. Natural History. Four of these
volumes are now well advanced, and it is hoped that they may
all be published within the coming year. They will embrace,
besides reports of certain officer,

! Survey,
special reports upon paleontology and certain natural history sub-
jects, contributed by gentlemen who have examined the fossils

and other collections.

ART. XXXVL—On a Mass of Meteoric Iron of Howard Co.,

fnd. ; with some remarks on the molecular structure of meteorw

iron, and the presence of solid protochloride of
iron in Meteorites; by J. LaWBENCE Smith, Louisville, Ky.

The mass of meteoric iron described below possesses pecu-

Jjar interest from the fact that it was not found on the surface

of the ground, but beneath the soil, although not to any very

h. In 1862, a farmer. Mr. K. Fryman, '.vhde exeava-

bng a ditch in Howard County. Indiana, stru.-k. at a depth of

nearly two feet, a hard mass thai *ion
i
and

- HIRD ^ERIK ,
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owing to its unusual weight, he preserved it. The earth pene-

trated consisted of stiff clay beneath four inches of black soil,

so that the in:!— was imbedded in the clay. This clay was

colored by oxide of iron, arising from a slight decomposition of

meteorite, the iron being one of those that

decomposes but slightly from atmospheric agencies. This

teorite was lost sight of for a number of years, having fanen

into the hands of those not interested in matters of natural

history, and only recently was sent to me for examination.

The form of the meteorite is an irregular elongated oval, and

it has the indentations of the surface found on most meteoric

irons. Its weight is four kilograms. The alteration at surface

is very slight, considering the length of time it must have re-

mained beneath the surface of the soil, and fresh ctt1

retain perfectly their brightness. The specific gravity is 7 •821.

The composition of the meteorite is as follows

:

Iron 87-02

Nickel 12-29

Cobalt -65

Phosphorus '02

A polished surface, when treated with nitric acid or bromine

water, does not give the slightest indication of Widnu
figures, so characteristic of most meteoric irons. It hence be-

longs to that class of irons which are rich in nickel and yet

give no signs of such figures, to which belong the Cape of Good

Hope iron of 1793, containing 15 per cent of nickel and 2 -5 per

cent of cobalt, and also a more recent California iron, called the

Shingle <Sfort hag 17 per cent of nickel and '6 of

' " tibbelcobalt. Of the same kind is the Octibbeha meteorite. •

the very large amount of 59*7 per cent of nickel. Besides the

above, there are certain irons containing much less nickel that

are also without these figures, as the Nelson County, Brauna u, efc
••

The phenomena of the so-called Widmanstattian figures in

connection with meteoric irons is one of considerable interest,

and as yet escapes a a ttion. At one time it

was supposed to arise from the'accumulation in the lines of the

figures of an alloy richer in nickel than the mass of the iron.

Then, again, it has been supposed to arise from the accumula-

tion of a phosphide of nickel and iron (schreibei^i

certain lines of crystallization in the mass. But neither oi

these hypotheses serve to explain the varied features of these

figures, or the total absence of them, as in the preseh'

My own conviction is, that we shall not arrive at a sal

explanation until our knowledge of the effect of a minute

quantity of foreign substances in the iron is better understood

than now ; a subject which both pure and technical chemistry

are now studying with great interest, in order to discover how
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far those substances usually called impurities in iron are to be
remarried as hurtful. The tendency of the investigations at the
present time is to show that these supposed impurities may all
play an important part in useful modifications of iron, when
present even in very minute quantities

; and I would state, as
the result of my observation (and one bearing upon the present
question), that one per cent or less of phosphorus so far modi-

iron that it will resist the action of concentrated sul-
phuric acid to a greater degree than when entirely free from
phosphorus. This fact explains why it is that those who sep-
arate silver and gold by what is known as the sulphuric acid
process, have to make trial of many descriptions of cast iron
before they can get one well adapted to their purpose ; some

vessels being destroyed in a few weeks, while others
will last for years. It is true also, that, besides any chemical
property which the trace of phosphorus may impart, it modifies
to a certain extent the physical properties, imparting to the iron
more fluidity when in a melted state, and furnishing more com-

igs. My present conviction in regard to the Wid-
igures is that, in the consolidation and crystalliza-

tion of the iron, as in
-

>f all other substances
containing impurities, there is a tendency to eliminate the for-
eign constituents, to the exterior portion of the crystals ; and,
where the mass becomes a conglomeration of crystals, it is be-
tween the crystals, and contiguous to their surfaces, that we
shall find the great part of the foreign constituents, mixed with
more or less of the pr rial* In the case of
iron, we often see this in a very marked degree: as, for instance,

where a blast-furnace has been chilled, and the accumulated
iron at the bottom passes slowly from a plastic to a solid condi-
tion, there the iron will be found in large crystals containing a
very much smaller amount of carbon than in that usually

produced by the furnace, the carbon having been eliminated in

the form of flakes of graphite between the crystals.

To apply this reasoning to meteoric irons (which, according
to experiments made by me in 1852, on eighty specimens, and
verified by all my subsequent analyses, always contain phos-

phorus), it might be safely premised that, should the iron be

1 rapidly, we might expect such a diffusion of the

phosphorus « any parts of

the mass. It however,- the iron has passed slowly from the

plastic to i i
might expect a more or less

perfect elimination of the phosphorus in certain parts repre-

stals of theng the spaces between the crystals

Qot be supposed that its comply- -.•..« yays taio-s

{•'•"e in the form of a derimr -

™s and

iron, bu.i
• miteofthe

irged with phosphorus, from the
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3 circumference of the crystals, dur
consolidation of the latter. The result of this phe
would be to destroy the homogenous character of the i

consequently to render its different parts variously susceptible

to the action of chemical agents. Thus, an acid would act in

one part on the iron more readily than in another, affecting the

least that part containing most phosphorus, even though this

last element should be in very minute quantity, and so produc-

ing that mottled surface in the lines of crystallization known
as the Widmanstattian figures.

Of all examples of the separation of substances in the forma-

tion of natural compounds, there are none comparable to those

exhibited by meteoric irons, in which elements having a most

remarkable affinity for each other are separated the one from the

other by the sharpest possible lines. Of course, I do not mean
by this that the sulphur, phosphorus and iron of a meteorite

are completely separated the one from the other, but that a small

portion of the iron will combine with nearly all the sulphur and

phosphorus of the entire mass, segregating in clear and distinct

nodules, and in a manner that it would be vain for us to

attempt to produce artificially.

One of the most remarkable forms of this segregation is

where the sulphur and phosphorus compounds are eliminated

into the same cavity, as was first shown by me in 1852. I

have in my possession (and the same may be found in other cab-

inets) several examples of this. The last one which has come

to my notice is that of the iron which fell in South Africa in

1862, and which I described in a recent number of this Jour-

nal. In this iron there is an oval cavity, two and a I

meters in its long diameter; at the center is troilite (sulphid of

iron), filling the cavity to within one or two millimeters of the

surface ; and between the exterior surface of the troilite and

the inner surface of the cavity is a thin layer of schreibersite

{a phosphuret of iron and nickel of definite composition)

(Ni 2 Fe 4 P), with hardly a trace of sulphur. In other places m
the iron, we find laminae of this same phosphuret, of greater or

less thickness ; nodules of troilite are also frequently found

entirely alone. But, it may be asked, what of the iron which

contained this large amount of phosphorus and sulphur dis-

seminated through the mass? Now in the iron proper there is

to be found only a trace. In the Tazewell iron, for

which furnished me several of these compound nod i

is but -016 per cent of phosphorus, and in the Arva iron, filled

with layers of schreibersite, the iron itself has remaining in the

mass only -019 of one per cent : and it seems to me impossible

to explain such perfect elimination of phosphorus and sulphur,

substances having so strong an affinity, except by supposing a

long plastic condition and slow consolidation of the mass.
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and miner-
ists have noticed this process of segregation in a vast num-

ber of cases. In fact, it is one of those processes which assist
in a conspicuous manner in the formation and separation of
roeks and minerals ; and I only give to it greater prominence
here from the fact of the great affinity of the subtances taking
part in the production of this phenomenon in meteoric irons.

These views are put forth, not so much to give expression to
positive conclusions on this subject, but rather to give a proper
direction to the method of studying this question.

Solid protochloride of iron in Meteorites.—In 1852 I detected
for the first time small particles of solid protochloride of iron
m the Tazewell iron ; for, although the exudation of a deliques-
cent salt has been frequently observed on the surface of these
irons, it has always been found due to a liquid perchloride,
and its exact source in the iron has never been traced, so that
many have supposed that this perchloride was of terrestrial

origin. But the discovery of the solid protochloride in the
interior of the mass was sufficient to establish beyond doubt
that the chloride formed a part of the original mass of meteor-
ites. Since that time, no mention has been made of a further
discovery of this protochloride ; and it is only within a few
months that I found it a second time, in the meteoric iron from
Rockingham County, North Carolina. It was in the form of a
small green mass After removing it from the interior of the
iron, a small portion of it was used for a qualitative analysis,

and the remainder placed in the hands of Prof. Daubree, of the
School of Mines at Paris. With these remarks I conclude all

tluit 1 liav« to sa\ in this chapter on tin chenm-a «,tu<ly of this

- class of bodies, which link the earth to distant cos-

mical bodies.

The following summary is taken from a report on Paulding
bounty, in northwestern Ohio, written for the Geologica
o* that State. In the progress of the survey of Delaware
County, some evidence was obtained of the Hamilton age of the

whole of the blue limestone of that county, but not such as

placed an o unit of doubt. Hamilton fossils

are found in it in various places. The same is true of its ex-

posures in Marion and Seneca, and at Bellevue in Sandusky
bounty. But in Paulding County the closest attention was paid

to the solution of the question, "Do Hamilton fossils extend

through the whole of the blue limestone?" a question pro-
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pounded by the Director of the survey, for the purpose of test-

ing the evidence. It is deemed best here to present a general

section of the rocks of Paulding and Defiance Counties, in order

to express clearly the position of the beds that have furnished

the writer the only Hamilton fossils found in northwestern

Ohio. This section agrees in all its details with that of Dela-

ware County, except the attenuation here of the Olentangy

shale of Delaware County. Indeed, this shale, which in the

Report of Progress for 1869 is regarded Hamilton, is seen to be

entirely wanting in most places in Defiance County, the thin,

toueh. Black Shale layers lying immediately on the hard beds

of the Tully limestone.

: the Delhi beds of I

limestone of New York. No. (

ware County; the Oriskany of New York. No. 8. Heavy-bedded, magnesian

of the Waterlime; Ottawa County. No. 9. Thin,

wavy, compact beds, "pnase No. 3," of the Water-lime; Ottawa County.

No 1 of this section does not appear in Pauldiug County,

except in the form of floating pieces transported with the Drift.

It is fully described in reports on other counties.

No. 2 appears in the Tiffin River at Brunersburg, where it

embraces a sh:dy limestone which crumbles under the weather.

Such limestone 'is in detached lumps and lenticular masses. It

is washed out of the shale near Waldo, in Marion County, by

the force of the water of the Olentangy, where it falls over a

dam. It is entirely unfossiliferous, as well as the shale in

which it lies. In northwestern Ohio, No. 2 is verv

duced from its observed thickness in Delaware Count
and is usually altogether wanting. It is evenly but very thinly

beddedL, and is closely related to the Huron shale (No. 1), with

which it is interstratified in Delaware Countv.
No. 3—This holds the place and exhibits most ol

acters of the Tully limestone of New York. Its identity is

not established on' pal . Et is quarried at

Florida, on the Maumee, and bv Mr. Dilz, near Defiance. At
the former place, it is laid by the Black Shale.

Its thickness is 6-10 feet

No. 4 has a thickness in Delaware County of thirty-five feet,

and probably it will not vary very much from that, on the west
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side of the anticlinal. There are no exposures in these counties
favorable for learning its aggregate thickness. In the season
of 1871, a collection of fossils characteristic of the Hamilton
was made in the northeast \ sec. 30, Auglaize, in Paulding
County. The species here gathered were those already enume-
rated in the description of the outcrop at that place.* Time
was not sufficient then for determining certainly the relation of
this stone to the rest of the blue limestone. In the season of
1872, this point was made the subject of careful inv< -

Ihe result arrived at was the conclusion that the beds which
hold these Hamilton fossils are very near the bottom of the
blue limestone. The evidence is not "that of actually observed
superposition, but that which is based on a series of observa-
tions, along the Auglaize Valley, on the dip of the underlying
rocks. It is a very observable fact that the limestones of
northwestern Ohio are very evenly and regularly laid down,
and have not been so disturbed by any force as to introduce
exceptional or even extraordinary dip', in any direction or
degree. In passing along the valleys of any of the streams
that expose the rock, this fact is very apparent. The formations
succeed each other in perfect conformity with the known gen-
eral dip. It is so in Paulding County. The Water-lime, the
lowest in the series of rocks in the county, occupies the most
southerly part of the county. Its upper horizon unites with
the Oriskany at Charloe. The dip is very slight, but to the
north. In regular order, and a little farther north, the Onon-
daga beds of the Corniferous group appear. Next, the Cornif-
erous proper appears at the mouth of the Flatrock, with dip
northeast. About three-quarters of a mile still farther north
occurs the outcrop which holds the abundant Hamilton fossils,

tue dip there being in the same direction and to the same
amount This is at the mouth of A half

mile still farther north is Mr. Mead's quarry in the blue lime-

stone of Delaware, the dip being the same. A few rods still

farther north is Mr. Columbia's quarry, in the beds of the same,
or nearly the same, horizon. About three-quarters of a mile
still farther north, the blue limestone is again quarried, sec.

u, Defiance, Defiance County, where the dip is still north or

northeast About an still farther, the Tally
limestone comes into view, and is wrought by Mr. Dilz for

lime. A mile still farther, the Black Shale appears. Through-
out the whole of this distance, there is no return of the strata by

' >nal dip. The beds occur in exactly that order they

should have if laid regularly down, like the shingles on a root

* They are Atrypa reticularis Cvrtia Hamiltonensis, a handsome Or&

Mnphomena, Cyathophyllum, Aubpora, Cahpora, and various fine mcrusting
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The inference is inevitable that the lowest layers occur in out-

crop farthest south. Now, as there is no blue limestone ex-

posed to the south of the mouth of the Little Flatrock, and

since there are, on the other hand, abundant exposures to the

north, the dip being, as stated, constantly to the north, the rock

at the Little Flatrock, containing the Hamilton fossils men-

tioned, must lie below the rest of the blue limestone observed,

and very near the bottom of that formation. There can be no

other evidence except that of actually observed superposition.

The writer did not give strict attention to the subject of the

downward limitation of well-known Hamilton fossils in the

survey of any other county, having regarded the uniformity of

lithological characters sufficient to establish the esse

of the whole of the blue limestone, and never having noticed

lack of corresponding uniformity of paleontological charac-

latter were sufficient to indicate the Har
M '

perfect parallelism of the b
Hamilton limestone of the adjoining State of Michigan.

ters. These latter were sufficient to indicate the Hamilton age

and the perfect parallelism of the blue limestone with the

that which is seen in the Auglaize near the mouth

of the Flatrock. It is much different from the blue limestone

in lithological characters. It is not so hard, nor so dark-colored.

The beds are generally of about the same thickness as those

of the blue limestone," but much less uniform. They are apt

to taper toward the right or left, and appear as lenticular pieces.

Their upper surfaces are also roughened by prominent fossil

corals. The rock is much freer from argillaceous matter than

the blue, and makes a whiter quicklime. It is sometimes cn-

noidal ; and its mural County present an ap-

.: -.' .. :..
falling out being an inch or two in diameter. Its thickness is

about twenty-eight feet.

No. 6 has a thickness of about thirty feet. Its upper por

tion is thin-bedded, and fit only for quicklime. Its lower por-

tion is in heavy beds of twelve or fifteen inches, and is in

some places a prized building stone. It is of unifoi

and composition, being non-fossiliferous, and is si

of being cut or sawn into blocks of any desired dii

It often passes for a sandstone, and has a light cream color

when weathered.
No. 7 is perhaps ten feet thick; but only six in.

been seen in Paulding County. It is sometimes conglomenitic.

Several large boulders derived from it were seen in the bed ot

the Maumee, near Emerald.
No. 8 is from six to ten feet in thickness. The quarry at

Charloe is in No. 8.

No. 9 is in wavy, or at least in distorted, bedding, a common
feature of that phase of the Water-lime.
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Art. XXXVIII— On the Lignites and Plant-Beds of Western
America; by J. S. Newberry.

In the Geological Report of Prof. F. V. Hayden for 1872, Mr.
Leo Lesquereux gives a comprehensive review of the fossil flora
found associated with beds of lignite, in various localities
through the western portion of our continent. The views
advanced in this paper are so inconsistent with the facts ob-
served by myself, that I venture to call in question the accu-
racy of some of them. By Mr. Lesquereux, much the greater
part of the fossil plants found at the west are referred to the
Eocene, whereas, to my certain knowledge, a considerable por-
tion of the flora which he calls Eocene is Cretaceous, and
another considerable portion is of Miocene age. This ques-

be discussed in a report on the fossil plants of New
M \ .. Dakotah, Oregon, etc., which I am preparing for Prof.
Hayden, and I will now only allude to some of the facts which
are incompatible with Mr. Lesquereux's views.
The earliest and best known of the plant-beds of the far west

are those of the region of the plains, in Nebraska, Kansas and

those of Black Bird Hill, Fort
Harker, Walnut Creek and Whetstone Creek may be taken as

examples. These were at first pronounced by Prof. Heer to
be Miocene, arid in this view he was defended by Mr. Les-
quereux, while I asserted that they were Cretaceous* It is

now universally conceded that the latter view was correct
-Prom this horizon, we have obtained a large number of fossil

td this, the first angiospermous flora known, has
proved to be of great richness and interest. It has, however,
passed out of discussion, and requires no further notice here.

During my explorations of New Mexico and Arizona, I
round beds of lignite at various localities ; those of the San
Juan, for ox thickness of from thirty to fifty

teet. With these lign plants. Dr. Hayder
Whn », loon -i ° . n

r
. il _, O *« I?

touching these plant-beds ou .<
MT Following him, M ported all

the New Mexican lie a to be of Eocene Ter-

nary age. Having sp^nt nearly
stantly occupied in tne study of

i»ly of Cretaceous age
Cerent horizons in the C

lfl the Tertiary. In fact, the oi

* This Journal, vol. xrviii, p.
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New Mexico are the chalky fresh-water marls deposited in

basins of the present topography, and without fossil plants.

The lignites of Colorado, which are so largely developed in

the Raton Mountains, at Trinidad, Golden, Marshall's, etc., have

been studied by Mr. Lesquereux in place, and by him they,

with their associated plant-beds, are regarded as constituting

typical examples of our American Eocene deposits. As I have

not visited that portion of Colorado where this great lignite

formation is exposed, I will not venture to deny the truth of

the conclusions arrived at bv Mr. Lesquereux. I may say,

however- 1st, That the flora of these Colorado lignite-beds has

almost nothing in common with that of the European Eocene.

Its botanical aspect is certainly entirely different, and, in my
-. not a single species and scarcely any genera are

found in both. 2d, That the tuberculated fucoid (Halymeniles),

considered by Mr. Lesquereux as diagnostic of the Eocene, is

in New Mexico the most characteristic fossil plant of the Cre-

taceous sandstones. 3d, That Profs. Meek, Marsh, Cope and

Stevenson, guided by the molluscous and vertebrate remains

found in the Colorado lignite deposits, consider them Upper

Cretaceous.

The age of the lignites of Wyoming and Utah—of Carbon

Station, Rock Springs, Coalville, Hallville, Evanston, Bear
*"*'

r, &c,—has been discussed at length by
* r"

Emmons, Meek and Cope. While it is admitted by all ^that

there are wide-spread Tertiary deposits in Wyoming and Utah,

and some of them contain lignite and fossil plants, it is claimed

and apparently proved, by the gentlemen whose names are

cited above, that the lignites of the localities named are

Cretaceous.*

In regard to the Bitter Creek lignites, Mr. Meek shows that

the evidence, if not conflicting, is at least indecisive of their age.

The strata of Wyoming, which contain the newly discovered

and wonderful vertebrate fauna described by Profs. Leidy,

Marsh and Cope, are thought by these gentlemen to be clearly

Eocene. But, though so rich in animal remains, they contain

few plants, and these throw little light on the discussion. The

Green River plant-beds are placed by Mr. Lesquereux in the

Miocene; but a small group of plants which I have from these

beds includes palms {M-i .', •;,-./,, :Aj [ other plants not found

elsewhere in the Miocene of America. Mr. Lesquereux is dis-

posed to regard palms as diagnostic of Eocene, but they are

common enough in the Miocene of Europe, and they should

vn in Wvoming when the luxuriant Miocene flora
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From the great lignite basin of the Upper Missouri, a large
number of fossil plants have been brought to me by Prof. Hay-
den, the Sully expedition and others. Many of these have
been already described, and the flora which they represent I
nave pronounced Miocene.* In the review to which I have

Mr. Lesquereux refers all the plants from the Upper
lignite-beds to the Lower Eocene. This conclusion I

am unable to accept, from the fact that the general facies of
iri lignite-flora is altogether unlike that of the Euro-

pean Eocene, and it is identified with the Miocene flora of
Arctic America, Iceland, the Hebrides and Central Europe,
by most of its genera and by a considerable number of well-

ies. It also contains some species which
are living at the present day. Among these latter may be

I our deciduous cypress m) and the
sensitive fern (Onocka sensibiUs). This fern also occurs in
Greenland, and is that described by Edward Forbes, from the
Plant-beds of the Island of Mull, under the name of biliciies

Among the plants common to the Upper Missouri

ids and other well known Miocene deposits, are Corylus
McQuarrii Forbes, Glyptostrobus Europams Ung., Sequoia Nor-

Heer, Carya Antiquorum Xewl... ( =Jw{l«n8 nigella

'-qmlus cordate Newb., (=P. Zaddachi Heer), Taxiks
ocaden talis Newb., Ti > to, , ta Xewb., etc.

1 he coals and fossil plants of Vancouver's Island are stated
by Mr. Lesquereux to be of Tertiary age ; but the evidence

I

I

re Cretaceous is overwhelming. Some of the species

the locality were at first supposed by Prof. Heer and
«*. Lesquereux to be id

'' species,
but we now know that P™ insuf"

ncent evidence. Among the fossil plants which I have seen

•>uver's Island, there is only one which I can cer-

tify with a species found elsewhere, and that is

. which occurs in numerous localities in

^e Cretaceous of Europe and in the Arctic. The Cretaceous
age of the Vancouver coal was known to me as early as I808,
when I received the fir-- -here by the late Mr.

J*

e°rge Gibbs, and it was demonstrated in the paper on the
,Qa ''"

collected bv him. published in the Proceedings of the

1 Society, in L$ii3. Interstratified with

beds of coal at Nanaimo, are strata eonimn-

numbers of well marked Cretaceous mollostoa. Am-
m'>naes, Bar. .. With our present knowi-
ngs of paleontology, verv few geologists would consider the

the age oi strata which contain these genera open
10 discussion.

* "Our Later Extinct Floras "—Annals Lye. Nat. Hist., N. Y., vol. ix, 1868.

Boston Natural His
ar>d overlying the I
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The plant-beds of Birch Bay, from which collections were

made by Prof. Dana, when connected with the U. S. Exploring

Expedition ; those of Burrard Inlet, and those of Eastern Ore-

gon, from which such extensive collections have been made by

the Rev. Thomas Condon, are, in my judgment, all Miocene.

The same may be said of those of Alaska and McKenzie's

Eiver ; at least, in all these, as well as in those of the Upper

Missouri, we find species which recur in Greenland, Iceland

and continental Europe, in what has been universally called

the Miocene flora,

The Eocene flora of Europe, as exhibited in the Island of

Sheppey, at Monte Bolca, etc., has a distinctly trop

Indo-Australian character ; and we must say that, up to the

present time, no similar group of plants has been found in

America. In a botanical point of view, therefore, we are quite

safe in the statement that the Eocene flora has not yet been

recognized in this country. Looking at the question, however,

from a geological stand-point, it assumes a somewhat
aspect. It is certain that we find on this continent

deposits which correspond in position with the Eocene of the

Old World, and these contain many Eocene mollusks. It,

now, fossil plants were found associated with these, we should

be compelled to regard them as forming an Eocene flora, what-

ever their botanical character might be; just as our Cretaceous

flora is none the less Cretaceous, though somewhat more closely

allied to the Tertiary flora than are the plants found in the

Cretaceous of Europe. Yet we find, with our Cretaea
great numbers of well marked Cretaceous animal fossi -. and

these have very properly outweighed the modern facies of our

Cretaceous flora. But have we found in or with the plants,

supposed by Mr. Lesquereux to form our Eocene flora, any

>ry "internal or external evidence of their Eocene age-
that is, have we among them any unmistakable Boce
or associated with them any unmistakable Eocene m<

vertebrates ? So far as regards the central and wester
of the continent, I should sav we had not. In the

which I have regarded as Miocene, the whole aspect of the

flora is that of the Miocene of Europe, and it contains a ver\

considerable number of well marked Miocene species, and not

one, so far as I know, which deserves to be called Eocene. |he

od plant-beds of New Mexico which I have called

'us, but which are referred bv Mr. Lesquereux to

the Tertiary, are for the most part derived from I

portions of our Cretaceous series, and are overlaid by manv
liui red feet of strata unquestionably Cretaceous, n
the typical forms of Cretaceous animal life are al

represented Whether the great lignite deposits of Colorado
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should be considered Tertiary or Cretaceous, it is perhaps not
jet possible to decide ; but, 'in the absence of any" distinctive
or unmistakable Eocene plants, if the strata which contain
them shall be found to include vertebrates or mollnak
have a decidedly Mesozoic character, we shall be compelled to
include them in the Cretaceous system. Mr. Lesquereux has
met the statements of Prof's. Meek, Cope and Marsh, that
Cretaceous

_
mollusks had been found in and overlying the

Colorado lignite deposits, by pointing to his 250 species of
fossil plants, claiming that they far outweigh the testimony of

>1 remains. In fact, however, these fossil pi
very little bearing on the question. They are probably all

from European Cretaceous and Eocene species, and the
genera to which they are supposed to belong afford only nega-
tive evidence of the strata that contain them.*

It is by no means insisted that we must find in America the
plants of the European Eocene, before we can be said to have
an Eocene flora, since, during the Eocene period, the physical
geography of Europe was such as to give it a very different
flora from any that ever grew on the North American continent.
During the deposition of the Eocene strata, the great mountain
barrier which extends from the Bay of Biscay to the China
sea—formed by the Pyrenees, Alps, Carpathians, Caucasus
and Himalayas—existed

-

; if at all, only in embryo. The Medi-
terranean communicated with the Indian Ocean, the south
shore of Europe was washed by a tropical sea, and the land
was covered with a sub-p.'.,, ' I' A ^ [] ( ,ra . When,
however, the great mountain barrier, to which I have referred,
was raised, these Austral influences were cut off, the climate of
Europe was rendered temperate, and the surface was gradually
covered with a temperate flora which, because it included a

i/^
e num^er °f Amerirmi plants, A/V/-V- ,</; „>. Liquidambar,

Magnolia, &c., we mav call the Amsrimu flora. Thi< was the
jfora of the Miocene, of which we have illustration in the

Jossil plants of Fort Union in Dacotah, Greenland, Iceland,
^eningen, &c . This flora seems to have possessed Europe up
t<>.the advent of the ice period. Bv the advancing cold, it was
dnven to the shores of the Mediterranean, and there extermi-
nated. When the glaciers were withdrawn, and a milder cli-

mate supervened, Asiatic plants seem to have come in and
taken possession of the vacant territory. In our country, the
nistory of our vegetation shows no such vicissitudes. From
the close of the Triassic period to the present time, our conti-
nent has apparently been occupied by plants which form an

b*
l
\
«

>
an important fact, in this

See th i

8pecies of Plants of the
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ing from Central America to the Arctic Sea, over which it

could march and countermarch as impelled by altercations of

temperature. We need not expect, therefore, to find here any

such contrast between the flora of the Eocene and Miocene as

is recorded in the Tertiary strata of Europa Still we have

reason to believe that, during the Eocene period, our climate

was warmer than during the Miocene, and we may expect to

find, in the two floras of the Tertiary, differences of degree if

not of kind. In the fruits of the Brandon lignites, in the

Palm (Calamopsis) and Cinnamon of the Mississippi Tertiaries,

and in the palm (Manicaria) of the Grreen River beds, we have,

perhaps, some indication of this elevation of temperature and

some traces of an Eocene flora. Whatever plants are found

with Zeughdon cetoides, Cardita planicosta, Orbitoides Mantelli,

etc., etc., we must accept as Eocene, even should they have

no intrinsic Eocene characteristic. So in regard to our Cretace-

ous flora. While it is altogether new, its varied character and

modern aspect simply gives us a new revelation in regard to

the vegetation of the Cretaceous world ; for, while the fauna of

that world contains Ammonites, Baculites, Inoceramus, &c, we

are forced to call it Cretaceous. It is not impossible that the

physical conditions of our continent may have remained so

constant that the Cretaceous age faded gradually into the Ter-

tiary. It is not impossible, therefore, that we may find some

Cretaceous forms of life interlocking with those of the Tertiary

age, but truth requires us to sav that, up to the present time,

no svth connecting links have been found. The lignites of New
Mexico are covered with thousands of feet of sediments, some-

times largely made up of the remains of all the typical Cretace-

ous forms of life. Possibly in Colorado, beyond the reach of the

Cretaceous sea, or where the land was exposed by the retreat of

that sea, the Cretaceous flora may have grown on and on into

the Tertiary ; but as yet we have no evidence of this. Above

beds, a break in the stratification and a conglomerate

(Echo Canon conglomerate) mark the beginning of a new era.

Without asserting that this new era was I

one which had «r.uie before was the Cretaceous, I feel justified

in saying that such will probably prove to be the case: or, at

: no evidence has been yet found which disproves it

To whatever conclusion, in reirard to the age of the plant

beds of the west, the facts mav lead, when they are all

gathered in, that result will be <-... ;,.., rpt.-d b\ ewr.v

ied man. It is important, 1i,,\\m\,m\ r..r the true pro-

gress of science, that no conclusion shou! .

it is sustained by ample proof.
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LKT. XXXIX. — Brief Contributions to Zoology from the

Mmeum of Yale College. No. XXVIII. Results of recent
Dredging^ Expeditions on the Coast of New England. No. 6

;

By the cooperation of Professor Benjamin Peiree, Superin-
tendent of the U. S. Coast Survey, the steamer Baehe was
detailed, during the month of September, to continue the re-
searches of the U. S. Fish Commission, in the deeper waters off
the coast, between Mt. Desert, Maine, and Cape Cod. Dr. A.
b. Packard and Mr. Caleb Cooke, of Salem, Mass., kindly vol-
unteered to take charge of the dredging operations on the Bache,
and made several very successful cruises, bringing back large
collections of the Invertebrata of those waters, among which
were many arctic forms that were previously unknown on the
American' coasts. Their collections are particularly rich in
those species that inhabit the muddy bottoms that prevail
almost everywhere over the deeper parts of the Gulf of Maine,
m 50 to 150 fathoms. They also obtained a large collection, of
great interest, on the hard bottom, near Cashe's Ledge, in 52 to
90 fathoms. At this place many of the most interesting addi-
tions to the American fauna were obtained. Among these
were several living specimens of Anachis Ualiaieti (Jeffreys, as
Lolumbella), Archaster Parelii, Antedon Sarsii, many fine
Sponges, etc. Their dredgings may be conveniently grouped
as follows

:

1. Muddy Bottoms,

a.—A series from the muddy bottoms off the coast of Maine,

i Manheigao Island to nearly south of Mt. Desert,
including Jdliv\"> p>;il ,k ;m ,i irs vi.-ini'ty, and extending 60
k> 65 miles from the coast-line, and covering a region of aboutw rniles east and west, in depths ranging from 52 to 118
tathoms. In the following table the dredgings numbered 1 to

!8, 22, 23, belong to this region.
o—Several dredgings made on muddy bottoms in the deep

waters near Jeffrey's Ledge, both on the east and west sides of
"• (See numbers 20, 24, 24a

.)c—Two , interest obtained from the deep-
est waters off the mouth of Massachusetts Bay, 20 to 24 miles

northeast from the extremity of Cape Cod, in 117 and 142
tathoms, soft mud. (See numbers 86 and 37.)

"•—Two dredgings made in the central parts of Massachu
setts Bay, on muddy bottoms, in 50 and 56 fathoms.
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2. Hard Bottoms.

a.—A large collection from 52 to 90 fathoms, near Cashe's

Ledge, situated about 90 miles south from the mouth of the

Penobscot Eiver. (Number 21.)

6.—Several lots from Jeffrey's Ledge, 6 to 14 miles northeast

from Cape Ann, in 24-33 fathoms. (Numbers 27-29.)

c.-A If

Massachus*

(Numbers 32-35.)"

3. Inshore, mixed bottoms.

a.—A small collection made, in 6 fathoms, inside of Bakers

Island, Salem Harbor. (Number 26.)

b.—Another from 29 fathoms, off Marblehead. (Number 25.)

The temperatures of the water were taken at most of the

localities examined. For the bottom temperatures two Miller-

Cassella thermometers were usually employed simultaneously,

and the readings of both are generally given in the following

table. The great variations frequently observed in using these

instruments is certainly very unsatisfactory, and tends to throw

doubt upon all the deep-sea temperatures "that have been taken

by them, both in this country and by the English expedi-

tions.* It is greatly to be regretted that some more reliable

ot be obtained.

Fauna of the Muddy Bottoms.

The collections dredged from the muddy bottoms examined

during these cruises show a fauna essentially idem:
that described in the previous papers of this series as obtained

in 1872 by Messrs. Packard and Cooke, from muddy bottoms

in 85 to 150 fathoms, near St. George's Bank, and likewise m
the Gulf of Maine ; and also with those dredged I

past season by our own party, off Casco Bay, from similar

depths. The same fauna was also met with by our parties in

the deeper parts of the Bay of Fundy, in 1868, 1870 and 1872;

and also in the Gulf of St Lawrence by Mr. Whiteaves.

Nevertheless, each different region explored presents some

peculiarities, or at least affords species that have not yet been

found in the other localities. Thus, during the past season

neither of our parties have met with P
Ri'og<cula •tidda. Pleurotomella Packardii, Sohster /•

several other interesting species obtained in 1872, from similar

and depths. But on the other hand many equally

I species have occurred*this vear that were not found

l^iiS™ obser
^
ed

,
not only that the different thermometers will often not
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before, and others that were previously rare have been found in
abundance.

Among the most interesting Crustacea dredged on the muddy
bottoms by Dr. Packard, at localities 36 and 37, are two speci-

mens of a singular crab belonging to the genus Geryon, and
allied to G. tridens, from the deep waters of northern Europe.
Our species had been known before only by specimens taken
from the stomachs of the fishes caught in deep water, off the
coast of Maine. The large shrimp (Pandalm borealis) was
dredged by Dr. P. in 114 fathoms (loc. 24), and by our party in
50 to 68 fathoms, off Casco Bay. A species of" blind shrimp
{Pmrf&mma) was dredged in '105 fathoms (loc. 13). This
genus was before unknown on our coast, though Mr. Whiteaves
dredged a species during the past season in the Gulf of St.
Lawrence. Epimeria cornigera and tifcgocephalns ampulla are
rare arctic amphipods

; and the former was previously unknown
on our coast. The curious little barnacle,

istroemi Sars,* had been dredged
previously on our coast only by Mr. Smith in

1872, in 430 fathoms, off St. George's Bank,
out Dr. Packard found a number of good speci-
mens adhering to hydroids, etc., in 52 to 70
-'tliouK ihmMVIu^ Ledge (loc. 21), and also
m 142 fathoms (loc. 36). This species likewise

,

occurs only in deep water on the northern coasts
of Europe.
Among the Annelids of special interest are

ttfrhia Amoi redged in 106
fathoms (loc. 18) ; and Leanira teiragona Malm.,
from 107 fathoms (loc. 9) ; both new to the

'de of the Atlantic ; Grymoza spiralis V.f (fig. 1,
"

' Y.% (plate VI, fig. 4) areplate v, fig. 4) and Enipo gracilis

Dr.

f Gnjm-

"- ^. uiua uas kindly compared a drawing of this species, s(

European specimens, and states that they agree perfectly.

about 1 20 bear fascicles of slender setse. Branchiae long filiform, two or three times
we diameter of bo«i
often partially absent. Setae on the first six or seven segment
toe following ones. General color dark red. Tube (fig. 1) composed of firmly
cemented mud and sand, coiled in a double spiral, the two halves revolving in

opposite directions.
Off Casco Bay, in 90 fathoms, mud; off Grand Menan I, «0 fathoms; Jeffrey's

Ms Verrill, sp. nov. (plate vt, fig. 4.)

cove?
7 l0Dg aDd SU '

" "
b3Ck °nIy partiaUy

">&;. eyes four, cons] lower rami stout, with the terminal
portion broad, short cuspidate, and armed with oblique rows of strong, sharp,
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two new species, both from 80 fathoms (loc. 16), and also from

Casco Bay. The Nothria opalina V. (plate IV, fig. 1) was very

abas ;; .iit on nearly all the soft muddy bottoms, from 50 to

142 fathoms; Ninoe nigripes V. (plate IV, fig. 3), Lumlrieonweis

fragilu (plate iv, fig. 2), Pista cristata (plate V, fig. 3), and

Chcetoderma nitidulum, were frequently met with.

— u~ - isk? H
Temperature.

« flce'.l Bottom.

1 gan Island, Soft gray mud, 52 58 "F. 55° 42 A 44

2 7 m. S.W. from Manheigan I. ;:) 2- 58

8 m. S. from Ma
13 m. S.E. by S. from Man- J

heigan Island, (

17 m. S.E. from Manheigan I.

64
(Br'n mud

\

;r< »:.
\ & sand,. \

55

Brown mud,. 72 60

15m.S.E.fron, ':'. 43 38
15 m. S.E. from Manheigan I.

18 m. S.E. by S. from Mati-

43 38 ;& ui

43 36 08 32 Mud & gravel,

(Sticky br'n/

94 56 55

9 23 m. S.E. from
Rock

\
43 36 68 24 1 mud,...S 57

22 m. S.E. by 8

i:; :•> h : :'

Soft br. mud,.
Brown mud,.

l

W 56 MJeffrey's Bank,
1054 58

4.; 'ly. 02 43

43 2::

,
; ;; M U

-"-
02 58 405

11 S.W. from Jeffr 43 15 5 ;- 54 Brown mud
with gravel,

100 59 57 52

: - S.W. from Jeffrey's Bank,. Brown mud,. 58 56

20 15 m. S.E. from Boon Island

I%H . 43 1 TO n Mud, 58

21 -- 4 2 4'.- 57

22 Btoemud,"' 52 50

47 m. E. of Cttj

E. of Jeffrey's Ledge,
42

:': »:< '.. Mud, L!H

42 56 70 H£ Soft mud,... 57
36-5 & 406 m. farther west 58

25 3i m. S.E. from Half-way

^
54 435

Salem Harbor,"
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i the Coast of New Ennhind,

i of thei

(Jeff, sp.) occurred in 114 fathoms (loc. 24), but was found in
greater numbers on Cashe's Ledge (loc. 21), where several fine

specimens were dredged ; tiiphonodentalium vitreum occurred
sparingly at several localities in 60 to 107 fathoms ; Lascea rubra
was only once met with (loc. 36), in 142 fathoms ; Crenella
decussata was less frequent than in our dredgings off Casco
Bay

; Dacrydium vitreum occurred sparingly several times in 60
to 142 fathoms (loc. 12, 9, 36), and also in our dredgings off
Casco Bay, in 95 fathoms. These five shells are all new addi-
tions made this season to the fauna of the United States, and the

and Lascea have not been found previously on this side
of the AtLi

i , to me : the others have recently
been dredged in the Gulf of St. Lawrence by Mr. Whiteaves.
Among the Tuni(

dula fibrosa Stimp
species of Ascidia*
(%• 2), remarkable

curred also in our
dredgings off Casco
Bay; the latter in
great abundance in
several localities,

attached to scat-
tered boulders.

Hh-
inoderms there
several it

rare Stereoderma curred in 142 fathoms (loc.

several large specimens of Molpadia oolitka were obtained in

95 fathoms (loc. 20) ; and one specimen of Oligotrod-

Sars occurred in 60 and 105 fathoms (loc. 12 and 13). The
»ast named species had been known before only from the deep

* Ascidia mollis Verrill, sp. nov. Figure 1.

by the left side,

;, with the a

s olive-green. Branchial aperture

f
one end, large, slightly elevated • *?? rounded lobes;

[1 orifice placed to one side of the middle of the body, little e

ih\ rounded in ordinary expansion. f body usually c

> off Manheigan I., at Jeffrey's Bank, Cashe's Ledge, e
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waters off the Norwegian coast. It is remarkable for the beautiful

and complex wheel-shaped plates scattered in its integument.

Schizaster fragilis was dredged at various localities, and is a

common and characteristic species of these muddy bottoms

;

Archaster arcticus did not occur this season on the muddy bot-

toms, but several good specimens were obtained in 52 to 90

fathoms, on hard bottoms, near Cashe's Ledge (loc. 21), in com-

pany with A. Parelii. // in a, and other interest-

ing species. oatus was everywhere abundant.

Several large and fine specimens of a peculiar Ophiuran, new
to the American coast, were dredged in 142 and 117 fathoms

(loc. 36 and 37). It agrees well with Amphiura Otterz'Ljungman,

which was dredged in 550 fathoms off the coast of Portugal by
the Josephine Expedition. The Ophioscolex glacialis, from loc.

10, and Amphipholis tenuispina, from 105 fathoms (loc. 13), are

other additions to our fauna. The former was also dredged

in the Gulf of St. Lawrence last summer by Mr. Whiteaves.

The Aniedon Sarsii is a handsome comatula, new to the Ameri-

can coast. It was obtained at localities 6 and 21. One speci-

men of a cup-coral, apparently identical with Beliocyathus Agas-

sizii Pourtales, previously known only from the deep water off

Florida, was dredged in 142 fathoms (loc. 36). The Ulocyathus

• arcticus Sars was dredged in 150 fathoms, near St. George's

Bank, by Dr. Packard, in 1872. These two species are the only

stony corals yet found on the northern coast of New England

;

but a third species, a true Flabellum, of large size, has been

dredged in the deeper part of the Gulf of St. Lawrence by Mr.

Whiteaves.

I both by Dr. Packard and myself at several localities

and in considerable numbers. With it an allied species often

occurred, consisting of small irregular, elongated, fusiform, com-

pact, white sponge-masses, connected by capillary stolon-like

stems, made up of slender spicules twisted together. This

species creeps over the bottom, but does not stand erect, like

List of Species from the Gulf of Maine, inhabiting muddy bot-

toms, in 60 to 150 fathoms.

In the following list the species with an asterisk (*) prefixed

belong more properly to the hard bottoms, but occur more or

less frequently on the muddy bottoms, adhering to scattered

stones, or among broken shell's. Those with a dagger (f)
were

i 'ackaid this season, but were mostly dredged
m 1872, in the mouth of the Bay of Fundy, or near St George's
Bank

;
or else off Casco Bay during the past season.



The figures affixed to the names give, in fathoms, the greatest

depths at which the species have been dredged on the New-

England Coast.

v . r. ; :•
:

-iiormis,
1*"

Stegoccphalus



*Potamilla oculifera, 9

-Results of recent Dredging Expeditions

Myxicola Steenstrupii,

Phaacolosoma boreale

P.' tubicola, 110.'

fOctopus Bairdii V., 106.

Chaetoderma nitidulum, ]

1 fThak

Turbellaria.

fOphionemertes agilia "V

C'phiilnpo'la,

Gastropoda.

Neptunella p

*Anachis Haliaeeti,'

*Trichotropis borealis, 8

*V. laevigata, 110.
Aporrhais occidentalis,

Turritella erosa, 106.

t*Zirphsea crispata, 80.
Mya arenaria (young), 6<

*Dons planulata, 142.

Trachydermon albus, 150.

fStimpsoniella Emeraonii, (

Dentalium occidental, ]

Siphonodentalium v

C. Xov ;

Crenella glandula, 110.

C. decusaata. HO.

mi, 95, 107, 142.

*Pecten Islandicus, 114.



*Ascidiopsis compla

, the Coast of New England.

Tunicata.

*G. arenicola, 1

5

1

*Cynthia echinat

*Botryllus, sp., 64.

*Leptocliaum albidu

Brachiopoda.

alis, 150.

Polyzoa.

'^..

*fAnarthropora b

Cellepora scabra.

Psolus phant

fThyone scabi

Stereoderma u

Echinodermata.
*Hippa

*StrongylocentrotusDr6bachiensis,430

compta, 90.

t*Campanularia
t*Calycella producta
C. plicatilis (Sar

- '

Ophioglypha Sarsii, 4

0. robusta, 118.

Ophiopholis aculeata, ij

Ophiacantha spinulosa, 1

Ophioscolex glacialis, 10

+*Astropbyton Agassizu

Antedon Sarsii, 82.
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Explanation of Plates.

Plate iv.—Figure 1
,
Nothria opalina Y. ; head and ante

Figure 3
, Ninoe nigripes Y. ; one of the appendages from the middle

part of body.

Figure I>, Phyllodoce catenula Y.; head, anterior part of body, and

Figure 6, Stephanosyllis picta Y. ; head, anterior part of body, and

Plate v,-Figure I*

^^
,
Procerea gracilis V. ; head and ant body.

! body.Figure 4

Ail tlle figures were drawn from nature by Mr. J. H. Emerton
plate ,T, which was copied from Ehlers ; all are much ienlarged.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
L Chemistey and Physics.

1. On the Variations of Chemical Activity in the Solar Spec-

trum and on <n, Apparatus for tin ir measurement.—In his spec-

tro-photographic researches, Yogel has sought to determine, not

only the absorbing action of various colore- 1 media, but al-o the

i exerted by the sun-spectrurn upon pure silv

mide. Finding it impossible to get correspondent results,

under apparently identical conditions, he was at first led to i

bute the variations to differences of delicacy in the pla

employed. Sometime^ tin- action extended more into the violet

or nil ra-violt't, sometimes more into the yellow and red. Exact

experiments with different plates, evp.—.l* at the >.uno time in a

camera having two similar objectives, proved these vari

delicacy to he insignificant in* comparis-m with the result*-: :md

hence proved that changes took place in the relative intensity of

the spectrum colors themselves. Now it is well-known tl

sun nears the horizon, the luminous intensity of the vi>

ishes much , U oiv rapidU than that of the red." Bunsen and U- 1
'" 1

'

have proved that the chemical activity of the spectrum rays also

varh-s si the- u a soi . ,1 iifferentU h\ tin atm<'Spher< it

different periods of the day. But preciselv what these variations

:\r< throughout tin whole spectrum, it has' heen reserved for the

silver-bromide plate to show. Vogel gives the results ot his.

experiments in a table in which the day (and time of days, the

sun's height, the time of exposure and the state of the barometer

-^meter, are given. On the 7th of October, at 2 i\ >'-

. itv of the spectrum extended from a point

'cen C ami 1) to considerably beyond H. On the

17th, at 2.30. ir reached from a point short of D to a point nearly
to

,

H
• On the 18th, from a point midway between C and I >. t«> ;l

point considerably short of II. On the 29th, from beyond B to a
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point two-thirds of the distance from G to H. And on the 30th
its extent was about the same as on the 7th. On these days the

ade at the time of exposure varied from 20° to 26° only;
the time of exposure from 7' to 10'; the barometric height from
335 to 339 lines; and the vapor-tension 2 to 5 lines. On Dec. 7th
an observation with the sun 15

c high at llh. 16^m. a. m., showed
the spectrum to reach less far into the red and farther into the
violet than a second reservation at 2h. 3£m. P. M., with the sun
11° 14' high; though the former of these two spectra extended
nearly as far into the violet as the spectrum of the 7th of October
when the sun was 26° high. In general, when the action increases

toward the violet, it decreases toward the red, and vice versa.

As to the cause of the action, Vogel considers the observations
yet too incomplete to lead to any conclusions, though from the

. S which tht'v occur, he thinks they cannot have their

sun. ff< calls at* nttao to the rant of * -

\i..],t ravs and siv> tin limits given are
; h silver-br..niide is sensitive. 'lly using a wedge-like

slit to forni the spectrum, and exposing to this spectrum a silver-

bromide plate, the 1-, • : image will indicate

the activity ot t a red ud violet; while the vertical extent of

the action will be direct h proportional to the intensity of the

various colors. The .

;!l guc'n an

—Ber. Berl. Chem. Ges., vii, 88, Feb., 1874. g. f. b.

2. On Plateau* ',/ ,> />>/ /. / «• / " «< "' ™"' '-'/>"'" '

mrvmith.—The difficulty of prepa
"

pivparinir Plateau's glycer:

by Plateau '
!

-n-iiorE.M tn propose a u
•" lllllllu

) '" ,m
°^ates in alcohol. Finelv divided Marseilles soap is thoroughly

dried and placed in a flask with 80 per cent alcohol (sp. gr. 0-MJ5),

which is allowed to act upon it cold. A mixture of glycerin and

water is then made of such strength that it has a density of l-3o at

20 (17°-1 B.), and. In f d to rl e t, n p . .tun of bmlinu « it<
.
to

destroy the germs and spores it mav contain. To 100 c c of the

fluted glycerin, 25 c.c. of the alcoholic soap solution is added and
the whole is heated till its hoiiing point rises above 100 to drne
off the alcohol. After co. ,_ t

is
j

ired int _i i inted cyln oei

and its volume brought to InO c.c. bv the addition of distided

Water. It is filtered through a plug of cotton placed in Hie lmi-

nel. With the " n * ewneter m
diameter placed on a tripod will remain, if covered with a bell jar,

n, °i'f than an hoe - nt t,nn tlln; ^. a

copper ring—made of wire 5 mm. tarek—fifteen centimeters- in

diameter is used, which is mount el vei-icalh on a stand an-
1

cm
be covered with a bell-glass. A portion of the liquid being l"*>i><<

into.,
Ill;il(<Th .

; ,, and on removal

Covering the ring witn a
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gutta-percli: ids adherence. On thr

it it at an angle of 45°, beautiful

band* of color are observed, first of a high order, then successively

lower, until in one-half or three-quarters of an hour it gives the

uniform yellow of the first order. Then a segment c

Mark appears, and shortly after the film breaks. By refraction

the colors are quite as brilliant, but of course are complementary.

Both sets may be projected on a screen at once ; the transmitted

colors, by focussing the inclined film, illuminated with a beam 01

r \ mi the screen by means of an achromatic lens;

;
:

on an achromatic lens in the principal focus of which is a plane

the image on to the same screen. The colors ar-

iose given by selenite films in polarized light. Uy

allowing the sunlight to enter through a slit, which is in one con-

jugate focus of a lens having the film in the other, and placing a

prism close behind the lens so as to throw a spectrum upon this

film at a small angle with its surface, the light reflected from this

surface b»dii_ br< light to a focus on the screen b\ means ot a lens,

the imag i

: ?- bands.

By simplv turnin- a prism V> as to illuminate the film

ot' different colors, these black bands wdll be seen to a]

recede fro in ag as the red or the vio

the spectrum falls on the film. By reflecting the solar li

the slit directly on to the lens, then allowing it to pas-

prism and to be reflected on to the screen by a pla

reflected beam is obtained, i

'

an is across its breadth.—J. cle Physique, i

3. On the Preparation of Nitric Oxide, N 8 6
.—Bkbtiielot

as recently published an improved process for obtaining readily

ais oxide. He proceeds as follows: monohydrated nitric acid,

aoled by a freezing mixture, is mixed with pulverulent phosphoric

side in small portions at a time, taking care to avoid any eleva-

on of temperature. The temperature of the mass should never

xceed 0°. When a little more than its weight of phosphoric

i been added to the nitric acid, the mass becomes
a roomy tul

The produci

condensed in receivi rs i «n "55*^
this way large brilliant colorless crystals of nitric oxid

are obtained
1

, which are perfectly pure. From 150 grams of nitric

acid, nearly 80 grams of the crystals were obtained,
stance is non-explosive, either as a solid or in vapor. It decom-

poses, however, very easily, and this at the ordinary temperature,

as DeviUe has observed, into nitrogen tetroxide and oxyti:en. lt

should not be preserved in hermetically sealed resa Is.

u 11 in s >o.l irl iss -toppered bottles placed under a bell-glass w«n
- '. ... :,;. ... . ., - .:..- - - ..

.

-

abundant vapors, but not liquefying. Hence thev can be weighed
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tetroxide and oxide is endothermic, and is not re-

versible.—Bull Soc. Ch., II, xx, 53, Jan., 1874. g. f. b.

4. On Ammonium nitrite.—This salt is rarely seen in the dry
form, and hence has been but little studied. Berthelot, having
occasion to prepare it tor his thermoehemical researches, give> the
following account of it: It was prepared by decomposing pure
barium nitrite by ammonium sulphate in exactly equivalent pro-

portions, in the cold. The filtered liquid was evaporated in vacuo,
over caustic lime, at ordinary temperatures. The operation lasted
several weeks, and, owing to decomposition even then, the yield
was only 30 to 40 per cent of that required by theory. It is

necessary to evaporate to complete dryness, and to preserve the
solid salt in vacuo, over caustic lime. The mass is white, crys-
talline, somewhat elastic and tenacious, so that it may be moulded
between the fingers, and adheres to the walls oi tl containing
vessel It is perfectly neutral and corresponds to the formula
(NH

4 )N0 2 . It is very deliquescent. At the ordinary winter

ire, it decomposes very slowlv ; at that of summer, more
rapidly. Heated to 60° or 70° on the water-bath, it detonates
violently after a few seconds. It detonates also by a blow from a
hammer. Its decompoa st as much heat as

; hence its activity. It cannot be kept in sealed
tubes, because they soon explode from the pressure of the gases
-""i t« i. It i-

b

L M k« |

- - tlo\t Vquu.ir-f Htntiated solu-

tions decom; th< dry salt, in the cold ; so
that when agitated they evolve gas like champagne. Ammonium

nitrogen

ammonia and oxygen. The solid nitrite condenses oil

the walls of the tube in crystalline masses apparently cul.ical in

U, O, «, Jan.'

S

i

a

874
nStrUCtlVe eCtU ' e eXpCTimeU

' " G . f.'b.
'

5. Mechanh-nl Eq\d>>,ih;t of H> at —II. Sekk.vno \. I* a ti-

gati has I'o; ,- :

. a which subsists

"'.•""' the work expended to turn the disk of a Ramsden elec-

e and the dectro-stati decompositions produced.
1he following are, in brief the pn.cesst-s employ, d, and the re-

sults attained.
To turn the disk and measure the work, he wound round the

the disk of a Ramsden machine two strings passin- <n< r

~ are! carrvin- each a weight at its extremity—the
one of 17 k': :}.,,- of -> These weight^ de-

scended near >. He deducted from the . a ,-u-

. 1st. the work equivalent to the >•/* >•/;// retained l»y

the weights at the end of their fall, and 2nd. the work cn^ine-i

friction of the strings against the handle and in the

°n the other hand, he estimated as exactly as possible the heat

aeveloped by the cushions; first, by employing a good mercurial
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thermometer, and then by means of a thermo-electric pile, com-

pared with tin jim , . {!_ in tious, is. i
* easuring ipproxi-

inateW the specific heat of the cushions and the disk, taking into

consideration the losses in the air. The quantity thus obtained

was likewise deducted from the calculated work.
Finally, to measure the electrolization, he took two large test-

tubes, graduated and furnished with platinum wires extending to

their bottoms, one of which was connected with the machine,

while the other was in communication with the earth. These

tubes were immersed in a large reservoir containing acidulated

water, and united by means of a long string wetted, to serve as a

conductor to the electricity without producing sparks.

The results of twenty-eight observations "are given in the fol-

lowing table, in which the first column give- the number of experi-

ments, the second the amount of hydrogen disengagi

grams, the third the calories of dissociation, the fourth the work
in kilogrammeters and the fifth the mechanical equivalent found.

The mean of these results gives for the me<
heat the number 46487.—Bib. Univ., 252, 1873, Phil. Mag., 155,

6. Distribution of magnetism in soft iron.—Jwis has recent ly

conducted a series of experiments on the distribution of the

ma square bar of soft iron, two meters long and twenty

rs on a side. Its ends were surrounded with coils of wire.

through one or both of which a current from twenty Bunseo cells

could be passed.

When one coil only was used, the magnetism at a distance x

was expressed by the quantity—, in which A =11'95 and a =

1-161 in this particular case. In other words,
taken in an arithmetical progression, the magnetism w<
ish geometrically. If the length of the bar was not i

great, the effect produced was the same as if the curve r

'

ted, and the ordinate?

thus obtained added to those of the first curve.
If now both coils were employed and the currents sent in the

same din . tion. the r< n. ct. 1 portion . f on< neutralized that of the

other. But if sent in opposite directions, so that butl
bar should be north or both south, the reflected portio
and the total attracting power of the bar was her
amount. Thi- r* - ,!t -, , ;,is to b, unite ;it \ iriam with An

j

*

"'

theory ot magnetism. All these conclusions are Mi-
series of observations which show a remarkable agreement with

theory.— ^ ,,/,y.A* /,', ,,,/./,,-. ivxviii, 95. E- c- p#

7. A/..7M„,,;o,,-,\|
1..i; i:( , I

.
1 , K <;,,,,, ]l!VM . llt ,d to the Royal

boeiety, at a recent meeting, a coi twisting ot
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iron rods whilst under the influence of electric currents. This
effect is hy no means a microscopic one, but may he made to ex-
ceed, in some cases, a twist of a quarter of a circle, the end of a
writable index moving through a space of eighty centimeters. It
is always attended by emission of sound.
The torsions are produced by the combined influence of helical

:tt
;

i ''ixial currents, one current passing through a long copper-
wire coil surrounding the bar or wire, and the other in an a vial

direction tlimu-h tin- ir.-n itM-lf. Tin- .-mum- of tin m is the com-
mence of magnetism in the ordinary longitudinal direc-

tion, induced in the bar by the coil current, and transverse magnet-
ism induced in it by the axial one.
The torsions are remarkably symmetrical, and are as definitely

related in direction to the electric currents as magnetism itself

The chief law of them is, a current flowing from a north to a south
- left-handed torsion, and a reverse one, right-handed

torsion, i. e., in the direction of an ordinary screw. Although
each current alone will produce its own magnetic effect, sound,

...\ement, neithei d-.i w ill twist the bar,
unless the latter has been previously magnetized by the other.
"Mice. >sive coil-currents alone will not produce torsion, neither will

successive and opposite axial ones.
^igns of electro-torsion were obtained with a bar of nickel, but

not with wires of platinum, silver, copper, lead, tin, cadmium,
7
Y ''. magnea - o* German silver, or with a
thick rod of zinc, or a cord of gutta-percha.—XoJure, Jan. 19th.

8. Physiology of Flight— M. Maeet, having in a previous

by the wing of a bird and its

' r "'f on the motion of the animal, now describes some experi-

ments with artificial win u- \\ it 1 which 1m ittempts to raise bodies

[>1 greater or less weight". That th q>p ratus ma\ rai-. its If, it

is necessary that the" moment of the moving force shall be a lit-

tle greater than that of the resistance of the air. and that the

magnitude of this resistance shall be for each wing one half the

weight of the mass to be raised. If we suppose the wing trian-

gular and the resistance of the air pi- or oi dTothi s.pian of the

velocity, the point of application of the resultant will be on the

nature, he measure, I the si *• pectoral mus-
cles were eapabh . jertion, the form of the wings,
and the weight of the body of various birds. He then constructed
a mechanical arrangement by which the natural movements might
be imitated. But on comparing the velocitie

t. to 1

g the motion of the wings oi reai mru»,

slf the wings of the machine should have

imes that of the wings of the bird. Or,



•

the mechanical device

increased resistance due to the motion of translation of the hi

Air, like all movable bodies, possesses inertia, so that when a

on by a force it at first , acquires a velo

and tends to preserve it after the original force

The resistance of the
therefore be divided into a constant condition,
lowed by a variable condition, produced when the body starts or

stops ; the pressure in the first case being greater, and in the lat-

ter less, than the normal. Admitting then that the resistance of

the air attains its maximum when the body starts, it is c

tii* wing of a bird ought to find a more solid support in tin 1 air,

if throughout its whole stroke it can place its< it in this " lit "
But in consequence of the motion of translation of the bird, the

wing is continually acting on a new portion of the air, which, on

account of its rapid motion, has no time to acquire its velocity.

It is therefore compressed and offers its maximum resistance.

To prove the correctness of this theory, it was necessary to im-

part a horizontal velocity to the artificial bird, and to see if there

s T eam-engim v < _ tint ilv, put in motion an air-pump, which

in turn moved the wings regularly. The ma
the end of a long arm free to revolve, so that while in action it

could receive a rapid motion in a large circle. Under these condi-

tions he found that when at rest the wings moved through an

angle of 60°, but when moving with a velocity of ten meters per

.

the same power. Fearing tin* . im-i i'uunl t--iv mi
with the results, the experiment was repeat. -d, giving a rectilinear

motion to the machine, and a sin: red.

Many familiar facts are thus easily explained. Thus, when a

bird rises, the extent of motion of the wings is much _

when it has acquired a larg h ri/.oni il \ elocity. When attached

to a cord it falls, not* ping, as soon as the ten-

sion arrests its horizontal motion. When a bird is suspended

from a bar which is caused to revolve so that it shall

cle, and a rapid motion is imparted to it, the strokes (A

take place very slowly, sometimes only once a second in the ease

oi a pig - t second, which is their normal

rapidity.— Comptes Rendu*, 121. E. c. P.

9. The Vim i.-nllt,*: th,lf < r>i.J>dl;
:
ir,i

f
.h;.> •n-1 rf,,*, ' •'' r !'

?><>„s t<> t/u -W,«/<, tn.j.thcr ,ri>f, ,i ,i;$<-)i*shj of tin >""" "/ ,','

variation of t/„ „r t;..„i .,„,,/, ;„//„.„ „,;„,,.,//„ ; by J>-r\!i '

Cooke, Jr.*— Introduction.— In the America! Journal ot >»';-

;'«<'-' ivii, 55, 1824), T. II. Webb d. vcrih,-,] :i ; ,:iner-
bury, m ir Won < sr, r, M ss.. i\ h eh has sh el e< n a m n ral« -' l

i Proceedings of the American Academy



) long worm-like threads made up (

~"°
'

> 600° Fahr., and" takes

: the test-tube in which
\ mineral may be confined. Before the blowpipe it fuses at 3-5

a grayish-black glass." It was named by Webb, as he says,
rom the Latin vermiculor, ' I breed worms.' " The hardness of
i mineral is 1-2, the specific gravity 2-756, the luster talcose, and
i color grayish, somewhat brownish. It was analyzed by Cross-
', who u separated with great care from the base the scaly min-
tl, which is the true vermiculite," and his results were as

19-06 19-06

Ferrous oxide 10-02 2'23
Magnesia 27-44 10-98 13-21 7 27-44 10-98 10 98 ]

Water io-30 9-16 9'16 5 10-30 9'16 9'16 1

99-92 101-03

The results of analysis in column 1, and the portions of the
description of the mii" narks, above, have been
taken from "Dana's System of Mineralogy." tilth edition, page
493

; and the atomic ratio which is there deduced is,

Si : ft : It : Hrrll : 4 : 7 : 5.

In this analysis, however, Crossley could not have
state of ^ •

....'-
wholly i

°f the iron belongs with the sesquioxide radical
would appear as i., cluum _'. and the atomic ratio is then seen
De 2: l:i:i, which rect result.

In the year 1851, Mr. \V. \V. Jefr'eris, of West Chester, F
discovered at the rijddolite I -calit\ near that town a peculiar mi<

. \erillieillite. b

which, instead of oceurrii M»d in large hexa
°nal plates. This mineral was analyzed by Professor Brush : ai

although at first referred by him, " with a query," to yermiculi
(this Jour., II, xxxi, 369, 1861), wa< subsequently described as
new species (this Jour., II, xli, 248, 1866), and named Jeffensite

several years later, Mr. John Hall, now of Philadelphia, sent I

m
? for examination some rou^h six-sided prisms of a micaceoi

mmeral, which he had discovered at Ka-t Nottingham, in Chest
County, Pa . ThU min.-rai aUw , v:..li.it- when heated. It is

new species, and I have nam- d it. after the discoverer, Halhte._

A year since I received from Colonel C. W. Jenks, in connect n

with other minerals from his corundum mine on the Culsagce rn
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in Macon County, N", C, a specimen of sti

mineral bavin- tlie same remarkable pyrognostic properties. It

proved to be the best defined of any of this class of minerals

which 1 had examined, and I shall designate it as Culsageeite.

Besides the above, there have been found se\ e m! . t hi r mi< t ous

mini rals whose pyroumostic an 1 i meters indi-

cate that they belong to the same family, but which have not yet

been investigated.

The remarkable exfoliation and great apparent increase of vol-

ume which the class o£ minerals u idergowhen

heated are analogous to the well-known phenomena presented in

the dehydration of alum, borax and other crystalline salts, when

heated in a similar way ; and it will be one object of this paper to

show that the effect is due to the same cause,—namely, to the es-

caping of what we call water of crystallization. I also expect to

show that the several minerals referred to above are members of a

family of hydrous silicates closely allied and parallel to the well-

known family of anhydrous silicates called the mi

their molecules differ from those of the maun
containing a definite number of molecules of water; that is. water

of crystallization. I shall call this family of minerals "the ver-

mieuiii.es,"' using the original name, as " mica " is now employed,

to designate a class; audi shall call the three species (or vane-

ties?) of this family Jefferisite, Culsageeite and II:

id, as I expect to show, to the two varieties

and to Phlogopite respectively. It will appear that th

-I: ion as the variety from the

Culsagee mine. Finally, attention will also be asked to some

un> \-pected discoveries to which the opti il. < imin ition of these

has led.

Jefferisite, of West Chester.~The crystals of Jefferis

like mica, affording thin but unelastic folia. The cleav

are marked triangularly by lines, crossing at angles of On and

120°. In some cases there is a jointing as in crystals of mien,

parallel to the shorter diagonal of the rhomb. One en
me by Mr. Jed' ris is the half of a rough hexagonal prism, an inch

and a .piartcr high by tw.. inches in diameter. The plane of the

optical axes, as in the larger number of micas, L
is parallel to one of these lines, as indicated
" ", coinciding with the shorter diagonal

hombic —
fundamental i

and from which the hexagonal form is derived
by the truncation of the two acute angles. The
double refraction is strongly negative, but the
angle between the optica! "axes varies in the
most remarkable manner. I
a!.-_l.- o,

;

din", r, n t plates, of 27', 24' and In", and ..'-

plat-;- oe.-ome ..pa. pie at a ver I f >r
f

|j,s

reason it is impossible to measure the angle with great precision.
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Some of the plates are apparently uniaxial ; but this may result
from the blending of the two hyperbolas, due to the thinness of
the plate. The dispersion of the "axes is hut slight, and only per-

il the thicker lamina? when p< v. It is obvious, there-
fore, that the crystallographic characters of the mineral are identi-
cal with those of mica.
The plates are generally, if not invariably, twinned, and the

is the cause of this most remarkable variation in the
optical angle, as will be explained at length in connection with
our description of Culsageeite. On this last mineral the same
phenomena are more marked, owing chiefly to the greater trans-
parency of the plates.

In order to illustrate the chemical relations of the mineral to the
Biotite micas, we give below : 1st. The results of the analysis of
Jefferisite by Prof Brush. 2d. The same results, calculated for
the anhydrous mineral. 3d. The results of an analysis of a Biotite
mica, from Pargas, Finland, by Svanberg. In each case I have
added the amounts of oxygen in the several oxides, to show the

Si Si Pe Fe ft* Ca £ fi

7-10 17-57 10*54 L-26 19-135 0-56 13-76=100-!
)-78 8-18 3-1(5 -28 7-8y 16 •"' 12-23

The general symbol of Jefferisite deduced from (1) would be,-

iL8„.O. ft
.Si

ft
.6H a O.

nparison of the results given in (2) and (S) will show tl

ydrous Jefferisite corresponds very closely in its chemic

ition with the Biotite mica from Pargas. The chict diff.

eB°e is to be found in the t'a.f that the mica contains potass

and basic hydrogen, in place of more than one-half of the ma
Slum of the Jefferisite. It should, however, be remembered in

constitution with the Biotite mica from Pargas.
mtams p<

"
i magne-

rever, be remembere
'

connection that the Blotites present a very wide variation... -

ratio between the amounts of the protoxide and sesquioxide radi-

Am. Jour. Scl-Third Series, Vol. VII, No. 40-Aphil, 1874.
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cals which the various varieties contain. The limits usually as-

signed to this variation correspond to the ratios

—

R : ft : Si= 1 : 2 : 8, and R : ft : Si = 1 : 1 : 2,

and the Pargas mica with the ratio 2:3:5 falls between these

limits; but the i uisairee variety of vermiculite corresponds to the

more common class of Biotites, which have the ratio 1:1:2.
But this resemblance in chemical constitution only appears when

~' 1
'he anhy<li

site which so closely resembles

Olographic relations; and the

What is the condition of the large amount

of water—12| per cent—which the erystalli/.; >i mim ra! contains?

To aid us in forming a conclusion on this point, we have the

following evidence :

—

First. As the above analysis shows, the water i- united in defi-

nite and atomic proportions amounting to six molecules to every

five molecules of silicon in the molecules of the mineral, that la,

convert all the silicon into a hydrate, assu

the five silicon atoms in this hydrate are joined to each other by

the smallest f bonds.
Secondly. While both the crystallographic and the chemi W

relations . t' Jetl'.-n-it to the other vmmieulites, and to the mag-

nesian micas, indicate that the mineral is an orthosis i

amount of 1 ftht water, is amph sulhYi nt

the atomicity of the silicon.

Thirdly. It was observed by Prof. Brush—and his observations

have been fully confirmed by ourselves—that the water ifi given

off at a comparatively low temperature,—about 300° C. ; and, as

;
: .

This exfoliation is wholly different from the plu-m -men; which the

so-e;dled hydrous micas present ;
as. In these

last

—

which, as we suppose, contain hydrogen as a part of the

basic radical of their molecules—a very high temperature is re-

quired to expel the water, and the loss is attended by no such

marked change of volume and disintegration.
The conclusion that we draw -t the com-

hiimd water is in the same condition i .1 h-rUin a- in the zeolites,

and in m:
. condition whien has long been

known in chemistry as water of <:ry*t:tlliz<it.it,v. YV< shall not

here attempt to discuss wh it an tin i lations of the ^vat : th is

: ar -tru.-t ire of th- mineral. Thi- 4" ;-

• -u-p-i,-.-, ami we ;-n [..u^uaded that our science is

uot
.
Vl -

f iu • ndition t ive the problem. All that we cau^at

[.rev-tit do i> to ,-las^if\ tin, tdien miena presented l.v th- <

-' ••'-

tion of the vermiculite mil escence of Glauh
salt or the intv

prominent the

salt or the intumescence of alum, an 1 our .

'

j. ,-t is simply to make
> ervstallographic struc-

ma-n
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2d. That the chemical constitution of the anhydrous mineral is

closely allied to that of Biotite.

Cubageeite»rth, I' ,,.->. 7/ ///,../. /, Mov, Xorth Carolina.
—The vennieuiito at this loealitv oe.-ur? in close contact with
;

» 1
i i i i- i

,
i

! la'mi t d with it, but the two are
always perfectly distinct, thus entirely disproving the theory that
the vennieulite wa* derhed from the ripi lolite by weathering, [t

•
».

< -i i x--. in I r_.-
|

at. - I. i\ i 1 1 Lg in 'U or V— of an hexagonal out due.
Some of those received from Col. Jenks were five inches in diam-
eter. It has a greenish-yellow color, which is very much lighter

i the" Wist Chester variety. The plates are strongly

:
- ' ; "..'.".

' .,:,' .,.
..;,-" -'

'

.

'•

his variet is also ! i i i n J. fri t -h than the

akfl in directions parallel to these lines,

—

hombic plates with angles of 120° and 60°, and more
• es, produced by the truncation

of the 60° angle of the rhombic plate, on a line parallel to the

agonal of the fundamental rhomb. The plates most
-

:
- .

-..'.:,!

^est Chester, are IV, lireetion. Like other
'

Mdingv, ., - notelasne.

strong negative double refraction yielding a hiaxia! ring

•\v-iem, v. ttion of colors, and very variable

m about -." to about
13

• The angle often varies widely in different parts of the same
ijite. Thus I have measured on different laminae, from a single

i

(

,! «it'' not ixceedin- three inches in .iiatu- ter. ti, tlm-t mgies ,o
,

v̂ 'i-c almost identical with those I had previously observed on
:

ioiire from Texas. l\-in^U:inhJ<>,-. cif. On .....ung

i
ist reierivd to parallel to itsdi, in iiont <>i the poiai-- -.. :•.

" .-.;..: •• • - -

i
cleavage or jointing
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f the rhomb section, and in seve-

ral of the specimens I have examined it \va-

A stndy of these specimens led me to an explanation of the cause

of the remarkable variation of the optical angle, which I believe

not only applies to the vermiculites and ripidolites, but also, in

many cases at least, to the micas. It would be expected that the

several members of such macles as fig. 2 represents would pene-

trate each other, and I therefore made a series of experi

ascertain what would be the effect of the interfoliation of laminae

in which the planes of the two sets of optical axes had the same

relative position as in the several members of the made. To that

end I divided a plate, which represented the largest optical angle

I had obser inse as possible, and then

posed them in the relative position I have mentioned, so that the

planes of the optical axes should he i:, -lined at an angle of _60°.

The result was—when the thickness of the plates in each position

was nearly equal—that a symmetrical ring system was obtained,

in which the optical angle was about 13 ,—the smallest I had

measured ; and, by varying the relative thickness, intermediate

degrees of optical divergence were produced. By now
. .

< into the compound crystal, in the position of

member of the made,—that is, with the plane of th< -<

in the position of the third diagonal of the hexagon,—the appa-

rent angle could be reduced still further, so that the plate was

apparently uniaxial. Although these experiments were sufficient

to show that the macling was an adequate explanation of the

apparent variation of optical angle I had observed in the plates

also raised the question how far

the effect I had obtained in my experiments might be due to the

ciivmiHtance, that, on account of the deep color of these

it is only possible to experiment on very thin plates, wit

of course, the rings of interference are very wide, and the hyper-

bolas proportionally indefinite. I therefore next made a similar

experiment with a well known phlogopite mica from Jefferson

County, 1ST. Y., whose crystals are very distinctly macled after the

type of fig. 2, or 4, the plates presenting a variation of optieal

[ have described, the normal axial divergence

being about 15$°. A very clear portion of one of these plates

was first cut into a regular hexagon, one of whose diagonals was

in the plane of the optical axes. "This hexagonal plate wa^then
split into twelve laminae, which were superimposed with the inter-

vention of balsam, and in alternating positions, like the members
of a made,—the optical plane in each of the lamina? making an

angle of 60° with that of the lamina above or beneath it. The
re^ ilt uas an • •^ntially uniaxial plate, differing from a plate of

uniaxial mica only in small irregularities in the contour of the

i'ii> 58, each as the lamination would be expected to produce. 0°

with a Muscovite mica having a

wide optical angle about 63°, I obtained a most remarkable and
unexpected result,—a structure presenting optical phenomena
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principal axis. At the
plate showing a disc of color in the center of the field whose tint
gauged 'luring the rotation of the analyzer,—of the polarizing
microscope,—like a pi: .:; ami. <m Miper, os-
lu " a H - ! /, rhe spiral's of Airv at once
appeared. The rings, however, were wholly broken" up, and
appeared onh i inv- i patches of color. This irregularity
ft ''" due to tin .1 pi il tl ' -kness of the laminae employed, an 1 1

found it impossible to split up one and the -am hex gonal
j
late

of mica into lamina?, which were sufficiently uniform lor the pur-
pose. But very satisfactory results were obtained in the following
way. I selected for the purpose the very clear and easily cleav-
:'*'" in n-a from Grafton, X. II. ; and, after a few trials, succeeded
111 _<'le,n iijM ,,tf \ r\ in n >

* > of considerable size and nearly

ue of these plates, I first divided
it by means of a parallel ruler into strips, and from these strips
cut out the h carefully
made. The thin mica can he cut with perfect accuracy hv a siiarp

knife on a plate of yla-. The hexa-onal lamina- thus obtained,
though cone r ,s ..f the mica | lat •. were opti-

Hel to each other; and by drawing ; ,t the outlet a line,

:np point, near the corresponding edges of the several
strips, this line served as a -aude for phmmlr the hexagonal lami-
nae. From laminaj thus prepared, plates were made showing rhe

•ystem of rings as perfectly as could be expected. The
best results were obtained from plat' -

i d-t - H'oui twelve
to twenty-four lamina?; and the character <>t the ;• suiting plate,

Whether left or right-handed, was found t<> depend on the order
of the spiral arrangement. If in building up the pile tie

: -uceexive lamina is turned through an angle of G0°
m the direction of the motion of the hands of a watch, the result

. 1. ft 1 i .d. -I ..ii irtz. if turned in the reverse direc
t] " !i 'o ri-ht-handed, and on superposing two dissimilar plates

d I obtained again the spirals of Airy in great j» r-

[°V optically

preparing these plates is to obtain thin films of mica

more nearly we have succeeded in preparing

lonely we have been able to imitate the phenomena seen

iditiona with a plate of quartz.

. :.-.....

, ..; ,} ......,..-..-.;. . - .
- •:

.
r, ,

:

. -

:

.

" "

revolved on its own plane, the rinprs lose ti.

v.r, as regards

tion, the law
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The theoiy which I have formed to account for these facts i

follows. We may conceive that the molecule of mica is an e

soid, whose elliptical section,
3

through the longer axis, can be
inscribed in the rhomb of 60°

and 120°. Assume now that

these molecules have polarity,

the rhombic prism would be
the normal result of their as-

sociation, as represented in fig.

3. We may, however, conceive

that three of these molecules
may become associated by al-

ternate single poles to form a nucleus, such as represented in fig.

4. Such a group once formed would be in a condition of great

stability, resulting from the concurrent action of the several pol< .

and if now each of the molecules develops into a crystal, the i

would be a made of a form which is very common in t"

kingdom. If six molecules unite in a similar way to

. r „. difficult to dfecover

I
JlyCOt &« I" ni '

into regular hexagm _ . : might more easily be cut, ana

id probably give as good results ; for, although the e
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clous, as in fig. 5, we should also have stable equilibrium (although
less firm than before), and the result of a symmetrical develop-

ed be a made such as has been represented in Bg« 2.
ft he! her this more complex arrangement is necessary in order to
explain the phenomena presented by the vermiculites and micas, I

do not feel confident. It is seldom that more than three individ-
uals can be distinguished on a given plate ; and the very unequal
development of the sevi ,'. in !

; idu ik and the indefiniteness of
the lines of demarcation, resulting from the phenomena which
have been described, render what would seem to be a characteristic
feature of the more complex group not necessarily a certain indi-
cation of the structure. I refer to the fact, verv constantly
noticed, that the plane of the optical axes is parallel to the nearest
n-x.-i j..

.
n.'tl edge, us shown in tig. _'. In tigs. 4 and 5 this same

plane is parallel to the shorter axis of the ellipse ! and it can easily
he seen that if either of the individual of fig. 4 were developed
over any large portion of the space of its neighbors, the optical
plane might appear parallel to the adjacent edge.
Having made the two suppositions, as ahove, to explain the

of twinning, which have been long familiar and ex-
ternally visible, it will not, we trust, appear unreasonable if we
make a third supposition to explain the phenomena first described
1:1 'in- paper. We mav conceive i hat the ellipsoidal molecules,

ouping together on the same plane, become associated
by their alternate pole-, on. ..\ cr the other, as represented in fig.

6. Molecules so associated, developing
6

laterally, would produce the laminae of a
mica plate in the relative position in which
we have placed them in our artificial crys-
tals, with only this difference, that the
Jamiuse would be indefinitely thin, and in

exact position
; and the effect of such

compound molecules in modifying the
elasticity of the crystalline structure must
be, in most respects at least, like that of
single molecules, symmetrical on all sides
of one line or axis,—in other words, they
must produce a structure similar to that
"'* uniaxial rv-taU Under what further
conditions the grouping of the molecules, in right or left-handed

spirals, determines the phenomena of right or left-handed circular

polarization, and
" v facta may have on the

receive,! theory of these phenomena as they appear in quartz,

Wast be left for further analvsis to discuss.

I pass next to consider the c

°bte, and I give below, at (l), (2),
a '»'dvses. made l,v mv<elf to nuher with the corresponding oxygen
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sis (1), after the separation of the silica, the alumina and ferric

oxide were separated from the magnesia by ammonia, with the

usual precautions. In (2) and (3) the bases were converted into

nitrates and separated by Deville's method. In each case the

magnesia was weighed as pyrophosphate, and the alumina and
ferric oxide were weighed together.

All three analyses were ma .]< vvith material rendered anhydrous
by ignition until the weight was constant, and each is represent e-1

by three distinct determinations; namely, the weight oi
'

the sum of the weight of the alumina 'and ferric oxide, :n».l ilic

weight of the magnesic pyrophosphate. The oxides of iron and
the water were once for all determined on separate portions of the

dried but not exfoliated mineral, and therefore appear of the same
value in all the analyses.
The determination of the water was the only difficulty v, i.ili

the analysis of this mineral presented. It is "by far the most
hygroscopic silicate I have ever examined, when once dry absorb-

ing water from comparatively dry air with almost as much avidity

as chloride of calcium. In two experiments with different portions

of the same powder, ;
: air bath, at

100° C, for s

and in each c

six hours. The total loss in the first experiment was 10 -2 7 per

cent, and in the second 10-19 per cent. The mineral thus drie
1

lost, when ignited, 10'84 per cent. Another portion of the san

powder, which had been dried over sulphuric acid for more th;

two months, lost, when ignited. ! 1 -oi) per cent. This close agrc

indicates that all the water lost in drying, either i

wei sulphuric acid, is hygroscopic; and the conclusion
tinned very greatly by the ft " "

ct in

when the mineral is ignited, it swells up to many times its volume,

members of the vermiculite family, and undergoes what
" evidently a profound alteration in its molec

"

nnuea very greatly by the fact that the mineral in thus drying
does not change its aspect in the least degree, and rapidly reab-

sorbs the water when exposed to the air. On the other hand,

9-19 $n
0-58

0-H
2513
10*05

11-09= 100-06

9-86

1019 9-86

19-75

9'20

5-95 ess
014

25*58

10-23

m
11-09= 100-38

9-86

10-9 9-86

20-22

9-42 £»
0*68 25-07

1003
11-09= 100-01

9-86
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It is evident from these analyses that the atomic ratio of the min-
eral is 2 : 1 : 1 ; l

} and its formnla may therefore be written :—
i?

3,R. 12 .Si
3 .3B-2 0.

By referring to what has already been said of the relation of
Jeffensite to the biotites, it will be seen that, while that mineral
corresponds to a less common variety of this species, the Culsagee

I e corresponds to its more nsual type. We give below,
at (1), the results of an analysis of Yesuvian Biotite, by Chodnef;
and, at (2), the same, assuming that a portion of the iron is In the
terrous condition, as is well known to be the case, in order to show
that values within the probable error of the analysis would give
the ratio 2:1: 1. Here, of course, the alkali takes the place of a
portion of the magnesia of the vermiculite.

Si Si J>e Fe % Ca 4
(1) 40-91 17-19 11-03 19-04 0'30 9'96=98-43

This new variety of vermiculite is so well marked, and the coi

position so definite, that I have thought best to designate it by ti

name Culsageeite. As regards its other characters, it has a sj:

cifac gravity of 2-225 (taken in alcohol), and about the hardness
talc Before the blowpipe the exfoliated mineral fuses readily
a white enamel, but does not fuse in the flame of a Bunsen lam-
To this variety of vermiculite belongs, as I have already in

mated, the original mineral from Millbury, analyzed by Crosse
-there can be no question as to the general accuracy of Crossley
results

; and, assuming that all the iron is in the ferric conditio
they give, as I have shown, almost precisely the atomic ratio 2 : I

* : !• The only qut
tion of the iron. I t

the accurate method
*867. One hundred parts of the massive mineral gave 7*40 per
cent ferric oxide, and 3-86 per cent ferric oxide, which corre-j. .nds

to a total of 10-56 ferrous oxide. Crossley found 10*02

'.•*
it h which it is mixed ; and this steatite was probably the

I?
Urc

1

e
.

of the greater part of the small quantity of fen

assay, which, though not made with pure m«^
' *

* ditionofthe iron in the Millbury

, v « l ue greater part ot tne smau quauui \ <>i mi
tound in our assay. le with pure
shows conclusively that the condition of the iron in the

; < not different from that in other varieties of tb
«ly of minerals.
J-LilUte.—Several vears since this varietv of vermiculite wa

?enttomeby.M ivhotu it was <.ri«

mally discovered. The examination then made shi-wing tliat rb<

Mineral was a new variety, if not a new species, of the vermieuht.

family, I g
.

eralogical s
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eral, but has carefully worked the locality and observed the
- in wlii.'h it is there found. A preliminary notice of

:

soi- Leeds, of Iloboken ; but the intere-tiug relations which the

mineral bears to the subject of this paper have made a further

Hallite occur- in lartre rou-jdi six-sided prisms, with eas\ micace-

ous cleavau".-. There arc twn \ e 11v in color,

-

Mr. Hal ^ rit - : "Hi- i .in r\l 1- foui d .
' Ka-t N

the serpentine formation of southeastern ! \ am--\ n aula, three miles

s .nth of Oxford, in Chester County ; and I know of no other local-

ity. I think the green and yellow varieties are very closely rda ted,

and may possibly pass from one into the other ; but I have no pi isi-

tive proof that they do. The crystals are found in nests or pock-

ets, and the two colors are not found in the same nests. The green

crystal- are imbedded in a steatite earth or base of the same color

as the crystal-, and the yellow in a yellow earth; and sometimes

pests, containing the opposite varieties, are only a few feet apart

in seams of the serpentine rock."
As the following analyses show. th< two \ i ieties havt essen-

tially the same composition, and the only difference that could be

dete te,l was in the degree of oxidation'of the iron. The yellow

cry-tals appeared to be m<>re weathered than the green, and on the

la-t th -<eu color bofpmntly fades „u t toward the center of crys-

tals, thus giving indications of a metamorphosis by which one

variety may pass into the other.
Under the microscope these scales of the mineral show a remark-

able app arau -e. Between the uTeenish or nearh coh .

are -, en elongated seah „ ,,f u . „ closely m
color thin scales of Jefferisite. They are more or less sp<

in form, although usually very narrow, and lie accurately in paral-

1- Mi <•-. which mo- at an_h '- of 00° and 120°, like the magnetic

s-..p :

.
<-!-v-r : ,N in the Biotite of South Burgess of Canada; and

tli" phenomenon <A a-terism. seen so beautiful with the plates of

the List, can also be seen with thin lamina* of Hallite. It was im-

possible to tree tin miner '

!'r m this id lixture. but -pecimens

v ' b'dtumhv is f, t from it is p ssibl . It was also

• o. but there was a tendency to a rhombic shape, which
is we!! described by the term "spear-shaped;" and though the

- so widely distributed through the crystal the total

This minerali- not -

was mund in drying ignited,!*

e- ori,er speeies f vermieulite. but not nearly to so

- -.t ., v.nt - -Mdm-i-ite. After ignition it is decomposed by
ii\u.o« niunc aeiii. Lhee e green variety, me8"



:
four determinations, 2-398 ; that of the yellow variety, mean of

vo determinations, 2 -402. Before the blowpipe fuses with diffi-
ilty to a brown enamel. Th< b were made by
r. C. E. Munroe, Assistant in the Laboratory of Harvard (Job

,,-;,,

14-

14-

14*

is-

13*

65=99-

14

it will be seen from the above analyses that, aithougl
M<>mie ratio between all the l>a-ir radu-:iH and t'-e siliruii i

s 'mi-' .'is in <

., \ |Ji,,tite, the ratio bet
:

tala is very different Ii

'

, ';
^

;

.. -. "
: ;

'

for Hallite, less tl„ « j I it given by

i:,.s and th-

chemically or physically.

* Trace of manganese.
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Chemically, both species are orthosilicates ; that is, the atomic

r. o i'twt'cn ili -ilicon and the sum of the basic radicals is 1 : 1.

The species differ in composition only in the relative proportion

of the sesquioxide and protoxide radicals. In the phlogopite the

ratio of li to R is probably normally 2:1; but of the

analyses the value varies between that ratio and the ratio 3 : 2.

In the biotites the same ratio is probably normally 1:1; but here,

again, the different analyses which have been made give values

varying between 5 : 3 and 1 : 2. In like manner the optical ilis-

tincti •!) 1- r .\. .-ii th' phi. -gopites and biotites, of which so much

has been made, is equally indefinite. Between a so-called phlogo-

pite, like that from Jefferson County, X. Y., with an angle of

about 15°, and the apparently uniaxial plates of biotite from

Vesuvius, there is ever; —sometimes, as I have

shown, on one and the same mica plate; and I have em
in this paper to explain the cause of this variation. With the

Yesuvian biotites themselves,—if the specimens in the in

cal cabinet of Harvard College are fair representatives of the

mineral from this locality,—it is only occasionally that we thul 1

perfectly uniaxial plate. More commonly there are disf

dences of twinning, and on the borders of the hexag
may be discovered a biaxial structure of which the opti

; to different edges of the hexagon on different parts of

the plate.

It must, however, be remembered that, as by the process m
twinning we have described the structure of the magm

proaches that of uniaxial crystals, rhombohedral ami other

istic of the hexagonal systi
5

IsofBioti
Ta
the crystal. This is illusri it. ,1 i ,t only b\ th crv-tals of Biotite

from Vesuvius and from Greenwood Furnace, N". Y., but also by

the more perfoet ery^tal- .if llallit. from ( i.-.-t r t oiinty, Pa. In

other words, the process of twinning uh

paper produces hexagonal crystals in external form as

"meters; and the question natun.
the hexagonal crystals of other minerals be formed in

way:—that is, may they not be developed from twinned mole-

cules, which, though in their aggregate producing an

, singly would develop "into biaxial crystals'
on this point, we have discovered some very remarkable evidence

V\ e have in our possession a plate of Elba tourmaline out
|

«-'"-

lar to the axis, in which the polarizing microac
on different zones a separation of the hyperbolas, which amounts

68 ; and in moving the plate across

varies precisely as on plata j»

phlogopite and vermiculite. There is certainly no external evi-

inmination on tourmaline crystals, for the mineral i>

;1 the crystals have not even a ba
age: l.ut it will be remembered how readilv some of the \aneta-
pa>s by alteration into mica- . ;

ami tl^

change to a foliated structure, in m is parallel
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We have also a plate of amethystine quartz, in which a beam of
>s of light exhibits a twinning almost as

symmetrical as that shown in fig. 4,—the three zones being most
ands of right and left-

re such a familiar phenomenon of these
- this, in each of these zones, near the border

|fe, can be distinguished a biaxial structure with an opti-
rgence of several degrees; and, on one other plate of
we have had an opportunity of examining, we have also

-ope the biaxial curves at one or
more points.

These facts in ost distinctly suggest the theory that the optical
phenomena of quartz are produced by a molecular structure simi-

r ic;d phenomena in our
«< "f mica, and that the two orders of crystals are

8 of compound molecules, whose parts are twinned
• the one case in right-handed, and in the other in left-

nded spirals, and, lastly, that the simple molecule, if developed

y, would produce a biaxial structure.* Thi ''

most markedly in harmony with the chemical relatk)

normally, would produce a biaxial structure.* This theory :m^t markedly in harmony with the chemical relations of silica.

compound Si 2 is the only one of the tetrad oxides which
es in the hexagonal system ; and ever since, by the study

ot the organic compounds of silicon, the quadrivalent character of

lent, this fact has been .

anomaly in our chemical claudication. A^uin -, lender, that
the molecule Si02 would develop normally into a rhombic struc-
ture, and that the hexagonal form of quartz is solely a result of
molecular twinning, and the anomaly disappears. The molecule

-;n a* the molecule

twinning, described
a°ove and represented by fig. 6, it may always develop into

hexagonal shapes.
Are, then, all hexagonal forms thin do-ek related to the rhom-

- <>f crystals? And do all molecules ot' the dimensions
and polar cc of this article—that

I

. and 1 20°—usually
develop into hexagonal forms? May not the whole difference

.
* Since the awe wag in type, we have received Am. Jour. Sci., IT., February,

description of the rhombic silica which Prof. Maskelyne.of the
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a slight

difference of dii

the one case, an
the other? Th
imestigu i n. and wi.i ivcaii to the min ralogist a number of facts

bearing upon the subject. Allow me to refer to two of the most

striking and most obvious.

On the crystals of the chrysoberyl, the rhombic angle is 119=

-
.

:''-:'..:.

similar to fig. 2, which is very characteristic "I this s^-ehy.*'. '

:

i only crystallographicdifference be that, in consequence of

tne replacement, a rhomb of 120° changes to a rhomb of 11' 40 ?

Now we have a plate of macled ehrysoberyl, showing t he normal

der-, and a u« ir.y uni \ -tn; run at th u r. where there is

an oi,\-io n > •

,veen the individuals of the marie,

and where the superposition of the several lamina' is mo-i betmti-

fully shown by a polarized beam of parallel rays. We have also

:

those seen with the plate of o ,

>-'. Fur-

ther, we have observi .1 like phenomena on a section ol pie uaeite;

and, although the l.n-t mim rul coniai.i- -tin- i. \< t It i

of Si02 aw v equivalent to those of Al2 ';• iT
.

may be that the molecular structure both of ph n-inu- a- \

<.

beryl is more closely allied to that «.f ehrysob -ryi a;

than the received theory of their chemical constiturioii *veuld

the appearance!
they have passed wholly unnoticed hitherto
become familiar with the optical properties of crystal

noticed that, with many always regarded as uniaxial
uufrequently in some positions a small separation of t

the hyperbolas whi h i , i>ti< of'biaxial sti

'
•

•'
- iiown, have neve

factorily explained. Tliev have" been hitherto resh
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wnfact,* The rhomb
l of calcic carbonate) is

t this angle from .

(uativt baric carbonate'

' quite different from that of withe
in the isomeric ealeite, however, we have the tvpe of all hexa U

-

(

forms. Hitherto the crystalline tortus of calcite and arago
have been regarded as being as widely separated as possible,
a comparison of these two well-known mint rai species has furnis
one of the most striking instances of demorphism. But may
after all, the comparatively small physical differences betw
these two minerals correspond to a crystallographic difference
-' i '- fun

, . ,i ntallv, i ween the rhoml
J 16° 10' and the rhomb of 1-20 ?

rhe macles of ehrvsobervl and witherite are illustrations <

general truth, fully recognized in mineralogy, that all rhom
crystals, whose angles approach li'ir. tend to form hexagc
macles. The optical phenomena described in this paper certai
suggest the tin. tv t!, ;i{ ., ,„., , ,.; j,. ,._. ,,,; torm and struct
may be the result, nf * mm-P ii,,!,!.,,^.

which
be the result of a more fundam and molecular i .

h results when the angle is exa<tly 12

II. Geology and Natueal History.

Eozoon Canadense not a Foram uuftr or Calcareous Bhizopnd
'ion.—Mr. H. J. Carter concl i paper on the

of Natural Histidense, in the Annals and 31 ag
h, as follows

:

>tliing can be clearer than all th at I hi»ve above stated

• nlm.d
r, in my infiltrated ^'Uinlil of JS

X

r,!!nn,^X Orl-"InlTs,

from the Eocene formation of v

railed rue, for

"varying perpendieuiartubwli,.h,H >/"

^re. Iu vain do we look for
ition which, in the amorphous w-i..wth; tss'igned t\. 1 he S< ,-ealled

f-ozoon. might b, i to h«- identieal with the

heterogeneous mass of chambers on each side of the central plane
"t Orf,j fide* ,1;*.,,;.*./, .-.rrompaifi d '> |hi tran>\ei>e b:ir- oi

ainsof serpentine; the

! See figures, Dana's System
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sections, mounted in Canada balsam, by transmitted and also

reflected light, also the surface of the " decalcified " slice as it

came from you, in all directions, with one-quarter- and one-inch

focus compound powers respectively, I must unhesitatingly declare

that it presents no foraminiferous structure anywhere. Nor does

its structure bear so much resemblance to that of a foraminiferous

test as the legs of a table to those of a quadruped ; while

be the grounds on which geological inferences are established,

they are abandoned the better for geology, the worse

i of this letter are open to no controversy. My
knowledge of foraminiferous structure has been obtained step_ by

step, beginning with the recent and then going to the

forms, making and mounting my own sections, from wli

ward my illustrations and descriptions have been taken. If others

who have pursued a similar course of instruction differ from me in

what I have above stated, the question can only be decided by a

third party, not on verbal arguments alone, but on a comparison

of the actual specimens, as prolonged disputation, in matters of

opinion, soon disgusts everybody but the combatants, and can end

in nothing but a fearful waste of time that might be better

employed.

2. Note on the Geology of Costa Rica. (From a letter to the

editors, dated Limon, Costa Rica, Feb. 7th, 1874.)—Nearly all of

the year 1873, I have been in the mountains of southeast Costa

Rica, with a corps of assistants. In that rime, ».. sides good sized

9, half a dozen large vocabularies and the first topo-

graphical map ever made of the region, I have some interesting

notps on the geology. I expect shortly t" "«"m«n*w the ascent of

es, and, I "

An unexpected result, suspected this hali

received proofs, in a trip that I made along the canon of the

Reventazon River. '!' v [antic slope

of Costa Rica, usually highly metamorphosed, and all oi

-.»:• ri.iii/. Tertiary. By means of fossils col-

;

' more than 100 miles,

I am convinced not only that they an Ten iary, but that they a

later than the Eocene. This was so unlike my preconceived id~-

that I was extremely reluctant to admit the fact, while I found

species of molluscs, identical with some found by Dr. 8

is, and by myself in the late Miocene of Sto. Domingo.

is specific identity, the facies of all the species is exceed-

ingly modem, and I shall not be surprised if comparison should

prove some of them to be still living.
From the well known existence of the (",

I Columbia, and from the asserted finding bj
and Montserrat, of Jurassic in the States fan
that these rocks were secondary, more especially since they »re
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• in the same manner and under the same circumstances
as the Cretaceous of Sto. Domingo. Wherever dykes cut up the
metamorphic shale and sandstones, auriferous quartz veins occur

;

and placer deposits exist in most of the streams that run from the
margins of the volcanic belt.

3. More human s.',.h tons from the Caves of Mentone.—M.
Riviere read a paper, on the 23rd of February, Wore the Acad-
emy ot Sciences ,,f Pari-, mihree new skeletons from the caves of
Mentone. In it he state- that the chipped flint, disappear below
and become replaced by implements of sandstone and limestone.

4. Mines and Mining in the States and Territories West of the
t. r,,,,.; !,. ;„,,, //., /'////, Atu.nnl Report (for 1872) of

Rossiter W. Raymond, IT. S. Commissioner of Mining Statistics.
550 pp. 8vo, with many plates. Washington, 1873. (Government
Printing Office.)—The present. volume contains several papers of

-
: for example, that on the treat-

ment of gold-bearing ores in California, by Mr. G. P. Deetken, of
Grass Valley. This paper presents not only the mechanical details
of the Grass Y;dh-\ svstein of erushin- and amalgamation, but
foil details of the chlorination process of Plattner," so ably con-
ducted and modified by Mr. Deetken, now for many years at Gn
Valley. Theconti'd nii n- to tin n cords of lead smelting in blast
furnaces, by Mr. A. !'.!!< r-. compares the experience of the far

western United States with tin hesi European experience, while
Mr. Ellsworth Daggett, in another paper, gives the economical

turns are quite important. Mr. Amos Bowman s chapter on i;
I le

Pliocene Rivers of California " presents the results of an e.vtende.

series of observations made for the geological survey of the State
while Mr. Charles Waldeyer presents a paper on "Hydraulh
Mining in California," illustrated by the remarkable experience!
at the famous Spring Valley Company's works at Cherokee, Buttt

Comity, California, which 'is the most systematic and thorough

discussion of this curious subject which has yet appeared. ( hap
ters on ore-dressing and mi'nim_--machiiier\ , uirh miscellaneous

statistics, conclude the volume. " The General Geological Map o;

the Cited NtiuO bv )l,-r« Hitchcock and Blake, which ac-om-

panics this Report, we have already noticed in this Journal, s.

5. Mimraloatf «,al Cfi, „„V, >/
:' nr-g'n.al ll< marches ; by Prof

•L Lawrence Smith, of Louisville, Kv. 401 pp. 6vo. Louisville.

J8*3. (John P. Morton A Co.)— In thi* well printed volume,
!)

' Smith hi. thi ,un f _ h< . t. \ i< n_Jii.l-i.tn

hutions, chiefly to mineralogy and chemistry, which have ap-

peared during the past thirty" years. A large proportion >>t them
have been published in the pages of this Journal, and the reader

will be pleased as he turns tne pages to reco^ni/.c man\ old

these departments have done more good work than Dr. . mini.

"is memoir on Emery (1850); reexamination of American

Minerals (1853); Thermal waters of Asia Minor (1-40), and hi-
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various meteoric memoirs, especially his " Memoir on Meteorites "

(1855), are among the more elaborate <>t' his valuable contribu-

tions. His two papers on the " Determination of Alkalies in .Min-

erals." is.",;) and 1872. aiv ver\ i : to auaiyti-

cal chemistry, which have become incorporated into the penna-

; of the science. If full reference to the journals in

originally t

value and <would have added to the valu
which also lacks an index.

0. Parthenogenesis in Ferns.—Am int. resting paper by Dr. Wm.
G. Farlow, late Assistant in the botanical depart in nt at Ilai ml

University, and at the time a student in the laboratory of Preterm

De Bary of Strasburg, entitled An «.*.-;>' »al gro^f/i front the /'/'<<-

t/nill'ix of Pteris semdata, was read in January last at a meeting

of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, and is just printed

in its Proceedings. A fern, as is well known, comes to fructifica-

tion and produces spores without any fertilization. The -pmvs

in germinating produce a fiverwort-like structure, the j-'

on which the two kinds of sexual organs are developed ; the fer-

til'.. t
:

. a of a cell in the one by a'spermatozoid from the other

results in the development and growth of the former into a hud

and so into a fern-plant. Now Dr. Farlow has discovered m a

Bowing of the spores of the common Pteris s,, mi ,!<>, nrotumn

which were developing fern-plant let- from their substance quite

apart from any archegonium, starting in a different way by a

'<

duet, but' producing plantlets thus far undisiinouish !!• fi m
thos.- which arise from an arche_ .ation. The

paper is illustrated by figures which sho
between this nsexual outgrowth and the ordinary

Dr. Farlow, confining himself strictly to the facts of the <•'>''

and their direct interpretation, does not use the word /«>,-?/»- /<<--

genesis. But the case seems to be substantially anal* ..

of parthenogenesis in Phauiogamous plants, the few r^r-- of whna)

that ha\e l.een probably, if not unequivocally, made
fortified by the present discovery. If it be demurred that the

case is one of bud-growth, and therefore not of rise nature of p:vr-

thenogenesis proper; the reply is, that it comes from a

genie spore, which Imp dey< h'.ps plant- with- . in -

zation .<[' that class ,,f plants. The couelusion. if the Saet- hohl

good, is that sexual fertilization, howev< r necessary, i? not n''-"

7. Sarn teen i, is as Fly-Cntchtrs. —It 1:ias not rarely happene

some curious diseoverv has i icon imeh .

>y a series of observers, *iir then
the diseovery has been long before i recorded, and forgottei
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Ihosera h a case in point, although the sensitiveness of the
in responding to organic rather than t<> inorganic mutter—to s

matters as it can feed on—was wholly unknown to Roth, and
left for Darwin to demonstrate. As to Sarraceu i , >

.. referring
our notes, last year, on p. 149 and p. 467 of the sixth volimi*
tin present series, we add thai tin source ot the statement in

Kim'ish ,-diti.»n of Le Maout and Decaisne's Treatise is at leu

apparent, and may be traced back to its origin. The last voir

WS!-Mae!, ride in Trans. Linn. Soe. 12, p.

p. 123, et Robinson, 1. c.)." This sends'~us to a long-overlool
gaper, in the 12th volume of the Transactions of the Linne

ntitled, On the power of S<n:
:;>,/,:/:.,: Rs lt lith, Pres. Linv. ,

n James Macbride, M D., of Sow read Dec
>. It appears that thi- paper, written nearly s

,
• in t he fli-1

v--o: Uiat Mr. Re
UtU re/e

t Dr. Hooker last year noted
r. De Candolle's reference "Kn
is a puzzle, as there is no anteec 1 of his n;

• under .^irr.ir,--.,;,!. and the one under Dariimito.do, u

Iner's cle. throws
t on the niatter in hand.
r. Macbride was a < .lial>orator u irh Klliot t U].Mi the Botan;
n ( ar<.una and (Georgia, and fn.i a all nw. must h

• ' first-class observer. He died
-. 'x-twoen the vears 1821 and 182.

ion of the first* volume and the
\

; '--Sid volume of Elliott's Sketch
/'ted t lie distinct and pretty Labiateplall t. }!,![
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Sarracenia achinea is a synonym of N. rortolans. It seems to

be the most active fly-catcher of the genus, and to offer as a lure

the greater amount of the sweet secretion. Dr. Macbride inti-

mates that the open mouth and upraised lid of S.flava may favor

the escape of the attracted insects after sipping their fill. But

more likely the greater success of the former is due rat

abundance of the sweet secretion.—almost certainly so ifgreater abun

the flies, as Mr. Grady asserts ; and to this point

should now be directed the careful observation of those who have

Sarracenia variolaris within their reach. The Director of tin-

Botanic Garden of Harvard University, Cambridge, would he glad
"

l stock of living roots of this species.

for India,

nd part, just issued, carries on the Polypetalous

Orders from Frankeniacece to near the close of Geraniac" .
from

p. 209 to p. 464, which ends with the 74th (out of 122) species of

L,>,,nf)tn*. Dr. Hooker has himself re-elaborated this genus •. the

rest of the order, as well as the Caryophyllaceae, etc., was under-
' responsible for the Mal-

Jyer tor tbe Ternstrcemiacece, Dipt' rocurpw,

etc. ; and the late Dr. T. Anderson worked out the a •<&/<;••> ,P>r

before his lamented death. In this flora, unlike the other and

very -imilar British colonial ones, the characters of vegetation are

put foremost, both of genera and orders, which seems to us most

natural and convenient. A -
G -

9. Pachyst;<j,„" V, n,hyi Gray.—This All. •-banian analog ,- ot

the species common from the Rocky Mountains to the coast ot

Oregon, before the only representative of the genus, was
|

only last autumn in the Proceedings of the American Ac
Arts and Sciences, although Mr. Canby discovered it a dozen

years ago. Being an interesting accession to the Botany of the

Northern Atlantic United States, it is well to note that a _s> •ond

station has already been discovered, bv Howard Sh river, Esq., ot

Wytheville, Virginia. He finds it in the vicinity of that town, on

the banks of Reed Creek, etc., growing at one place in company
with Carex Fraseriana. A-

(i>

10. Woods io r/rrn«te. tc?n/ so named?—In a foot-note in Bull.

Soc. Bot. France, 19, p. 138, Dr. Fouenieb raises the question

often asked before, how this specific name Ilvensis came to be

given to a fern not known to grow upon the island of Elba. The

Abbe Chaboiseau, in the next volume of the Bulletin, p. 70, gives

the result of his investigation into the origin of the name. "

appears, in short, that the name originated with Ds
Lnm-h it is aspera Ilvensis ; this was cited bv Lumreus in his l'- >/'

S>„-;rti as a synonvm of his Pnhi,,<,,Vu,n frond<
not,

i ; to this in tin- »,. c'n s I'lantanun he giv
Acrostichum Ilvense, omitting, however, to cite the synonym
Dalechamp, and also the habitat which gave the name". M. Ch
boisseau thinks it probable that Dalechamp's figure represents
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Woodsia, and if so, the species that LinnaBus took it for. Also
iliat. as it is said on good authority to grow in the Crimea, it mav
really belong also to the mountains of Elba. a. g.

l\._ Thf> X> <r J 7. ,r* r s, ,-t;,,., t/,r ,.nt„r< >/ /,/,•/„ „,., and f/.f/r
h. „:,/; ,._','!.. recent .,; '",,._raphv upon this interesting mi! ject

iiiy analyzed in the Bevnt B;i>lio,jr,t}d,;u,o of tin. [lull.

Soc. Bot. de France, fasc. 1 of the 20th volume, down to .March,
1873—a year ago ; from which one gets a good view of the state
of the question at that date. M. Bornet's paper, of which we
gave some account in our last volume, is one of the latest there
noticed. A . G .

12. Villars, author of the History of the Plants of Daupbiny,
as now appears from a biojcraphv bv M. Albert, noticed in the
hrr„r above cited, really bore the name of Yiilar. As his

:

big own life-time, and all under
the name of Villars, it is to be hoped that no one will endeavor
to reform the orthography of the ge ;

13. Kfj,"f">"> : ^i»--;.s „;//, ,„,,,/// !-,-,;, ,<d /,,/,-,.*.—Prof. Dk-
'"'aisxi-: made a communication to the Botanical Society of France
upon this si, : on the last day of January, 1873,

the Bulletin, 20, pp. 19-27. These sp< cies

are all American, as is the larger part of the irenus; and M.
ihM-aisne thinks it a remarkable case, not to say inexplicable upon

aining such th

vith the ordii

was"vioIen.nent di- ..., n\ p.u e , it

;'f <> d World >'> u '. i !, i 'ha 1 i -f
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rould represent one of the commonest adaptations to aquatic life,

t actually grows, however, on drier ground than any other of

ur species, rendering the name so nearly a misnomer that I have

•roposed (considering also that Linnaeus mixed two or three

pecies under JE. aquaticum) to drop that name in favor of the

ater but most appropriate name of M yucctefolium Michx.
Something like this is probablv true of the Mexican and SouthS group. Eve "

y descendants

adapted to terrestrial c

From the catalogue which Prof. Decaisne gives of the species

represented in the herbarium at the Jardin des Plant es, it is

that several of our United States species art wantum.

especially the species of Oregon and California, and K. Rai-enelii

and K prcealtum Gray, of the south; of which specimens we

desired in order that these desiderata at Paris may be supplied

14. On the Origin, and Metamorphoses of Insects; bv J<>uv

in nut., k. Xature Series. (Macmillau it Co.')- Tl is little bo * is

full of inter - sets, hut to

various other animals. The facts arc presented in a clear ami at-

tractive Stvle ami a: • ndor. in ivference to

their bearings <„, the theories of evolution. The illustrations are

numerous and well executed. v -

15. Man and Apes: an exposition of stm tin '

. --.v hraring upon questions of affinifg "i" 1 origin
•'J'}"

ST. (tKoUoK MlVAltT.' SVC, wb M-':S. Xt'W

York. (D. Appleton and Co.)—The tacts briefly and clearly ex-

prt s- 1 in tlii- \ oi v ha . im .ort or b<_ , in-> up >u th

ject of evolution, us w 11 a- upon tin <.'i«ri ,
,.

:
'

,, .,..

Seope of the workiss U rricientl\ indicated by tin table of contents:

Pari b External form, habit>."<ja • ami classi-

fication; II, Kvt. rnalskt-lt md internal -ktl i HI. -
'

,i,i"
} '

8ummary° c 11U

v.

10. Th <, o,,.,!,rot r, \„ ,'.,,.., „f t!„ h, t ..,.,t,,,t.d \„i
>

;•

s he tv jM> u-r

: these are do b
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ry to believe that the distinguished lecturer was

18. Our Common Insects. A popular account of the- Insa-ts of
ourfields, forests, yur<r<:„s and houses; by Dr. A. S. Packard, Jr.
\-nu>. with numerous illustrations. (Naturalists' Agency, Salem,
^ass.)—A.'th u_h this i>. as stated it, the pn time, mainlv'a reprint
" f ™H< us cssi > that h; . ,i.,[ i , r u Ant« rh-.-ui Xatm N ,

;l »d <i--uhere, it forms an attractive little volume, which will

prove useful and interesting to those who are beginning the study
of entomology, as well as to many who are interested in the sub-

ural or horticultural poin

Ao. 10). 8vo, with 7 plates. Cambridge, Mass., Feb., 1874.—This
";''" auls

: ' is on various species oi '
>

eitlier contained in (lu- museum, or studied hv .Mr. Lyman in the
various Europ to roe of several
new species ; 2d, a catalogue of the Ophiurans belonging to the

collected by Prof. C. Semper in the Ka>t Indies; -'id. :t

discussion of t, I,,,.* _; . ,.f the chewing apparatus in Ophi-
urans. In the first part, the species of Pectinura, and the Euro-
I" ! ' -p' iesot O/dt,' ///• -• an \vc di- i— 1, md species belonging
to the genera Or l, /, v „ .-_ , <

>

ll i,; l i l -tiir>i.i . Or I<: „,./>//.<. <

>

rh', .

f
.li-

••'<*, .\o,r i,;llllt [ <>rh;n,.*phll.<S. O/,! ox-unfa. <Iph I<>[,*,<,,, n, i»m
(nov.), and Astrophyton, are either discussed, or described. The
plates have been copied from the original drawings, by two of the

i.n. v-.-.-s. and hn\ e many excellent natures. Two
ai'e by the Ileliotvne process, and five are Alberttypes. v.

,

2rt
- Transactions of the Counectlntt A,-o,f. „,), <f Arts <„>d

rt 2, New Haven, Decern b« r. 1-7 j - »«-

• \ J J. F.

'.!>.. and '-'r.-i.-'- K. P'-m-. i
J
h.l'>.: 1

> -J," '"'j -'i
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III. Astronomy.
1, Astronomical and Meteorological Obserratio,,* made during

r/» i/orr 1871, at the IT. S. JY. Observatory, Rear-Admiral S.vxns,

lent. Washington: Government Printing Office, 1873.
—This thick volume, of „-,,.,

;i thousand quarto pages, by its size

ivity at the observatory, ami tin- eio^e print of the pawl's
proves that the size is not obtained i.y diluting material. The ob-
servations of the year, and the introduction, occupy about 350
pages.

The first appendix (170 pp.) contains the zones observed with
the meridian circle in 1847-8-9. It is intended tore-observe
some of the stars of these zones, to aid in forming from them a

-

The second appendix (144 pp.) contains observations made with
•iivle and transit instrument by Prof. Yarnali, from

w uiiru appendix (294 pp.), by Prof. Yj
0,658 stars, observed at the Washington _ _

1845 to 1871, and constitutes one of the most valuable publica-
ti ins that ha-.e i^ued from the institution.
The fourth appendix is a history of the founding and progress

of the IT. S. X. Observatory, by Prof. Xourse.
2. New Comet.—Prof, Winnecke discovered a comet in the

constellation Vulpecula, Feb. 20th.
3. New Planet.—A telegram from Berlin to Prof. Henry an-

nounced the discovery of a new planet by Palisa.
The following names have been given during the pa*t year to

minor planets:—(119) Althcea, (121) Hermi
><ki, (127) Johanna, (128) Nemesis, (130) Elect,;,, (131)

» <<>>>. (i::ii -/7//ov/. ..hrosyne.
4, Engravings from Harvard College Observatory.—Xo. -' :

- of
thi< - n

[

- ''"lit,, in< figures of seven solar prominences. With this

!

j-
i re-is^uf ..f \,i

, .ntai i i_ » lvpr—eutati.m of the solar
disk with spots and colored prominences, compiled from several
dates. Four of the earlier numbers have been thus re-issued, that

they may correspond in size and character better with the later

engravings.

IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

>

1. Agassiz M ,,„ .rial.—The following circular has been recently
issued l,y the Agassi/. .Memorial Committee. The object is one
:

throughout the world, as well as to those who 'would do honor to

him who devoted his whole self to the progress of
science and especially of American science.—Eos.

In removing Louis Aoa^iz, death has deprived us of one who,
tor the lust quarter of a century, has done more than a.nv other
person to stimulate in this c,

. tlv
" and a

'•tieuu^M./iou Tu,lU . U h t
"

,, a > ago he left
Switzerland, his native land. f„ r the I'uir, 1 sfut.-s and became
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an American citizen. Those twenty-eight years he gave to un-
remitted labor in behalf of that higher education, which, bv the
l'^'lic nl large, was little understood. His interest was confined
to no town or State, to no individual or class. * * At the age
of sixty-seven his brain gave way, and he died, leaving no wealth
"ur his name, his example, and his works.

It would not be grateful for the country, nor would it be for the
country's interest, that Agassiz should pass away without a fitting
memorial. Such a memorial can be made out of' tin great Mw>e :m

gan and partialh l.uilt. ana lor the completion of

directions. Completed, it would be a perpet-
in of knowledge, and a monument quick with his spirit.

*' Museum," a word that commonly suggests little more than a
collection of curious objects, is scarcely an appropriate name for

rial that Agassiz ought to have. The Museum he
abored for is a presentation of the animal kingdom,—fossil and

ranged so as to picture the creative thought. The
study of such a subject is the highest to which the human mind

At the end of the nineteenth century, no nation, least of all the
m\ d in to 1 eg in s, i« n. e;'for science is only another

word for knowledge, and knowledge is the source of power, and of
whatever contributes to power. * * *
Every workman must have his tools: the tools of a zoologist

are collections of natural objects systematically arranged. Such

r. This is one of the prime difficulties of science,

- the powers of the greatest genius. So difficult is it,

at no two leaders of zoologv'have ever exactly agreed
: '' *'"!'• dews; and it is onlv b v <<>,, ,,.<, i,,-f the>t views that the

f'l )t can judge f,, hims ft 'of » n „ d< , ibh value would
LilTOffiOfl in Sweden,

" '" - '• ^'
• ;

: hook culled from the works of

r-. In this country we may have such a must urn if
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been expended in bringing this national museum to its present

eoudinon. Its collections, in several branches, are superior to

those of the British Museum or the Garden of Plants. To make
such an establishment useful, it must lia\ e a huge huilding, ami a

considerable annual income for the payment of professors nml

a--i-taiii-. To .„!!'. ct i he irran. 1 plan conceived by Agassi/ will

jle of America, for whom i

country. The "-imcum Im ] hinned ami founded u ;

';:. V. '
ral usefulness

therefore, that this appeal u ill he answered by the publie in the

m Agassiz devoted his genius to the

to the advancement of educationfurtherance of science and

But we would not appeal t o the friends of liberal culture in this

and the example of ' a

y left by him to all nations; and we feel sure that

Miters of seienti tic activity in the Old World, where

liN g mu> re. impulses and achieved its earnest

e will be felt an earnest desire to aid in a w<>n.

Im!;:;!
1

';;uXT-aro".!
the labors and influence of Agassi;:.

' scientific discovery a; i

A-Mssi-/. M .dude John A. Lowell,

iel Thaver. lb..,-.. T. \ >i :,:„« , John M. Forbes, Abbott

r-,. Theodore Lvmau. Prof. B. Pierce, Charles Francis

I'-'. -Toseph Henry, Prof. J. I). Dana. • nd oth< r>. >.-
t. of Boston, is Secretary of the Committee. Subs n t ii~

sent to Sebastian B. Schlesinger, Esq., Treasurer of the

tfcee, 6 Oliver street, Boston.
/eleof Magnrtlr t/^/hmtion.—Mv. Sriro-rr, of the^e^t
has made an examination of the secular ehnn-jv- in

ic elements, ha— 1 mi ;<"': ' a ^ ^ :i
'
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one. These thermal changes must be considered to have a slow
rate, but operating on a vast scale, explaining the similarity of
-''•uiar change cxti-iiMin^ >>\ or thousands of miles, and goin>j; on,

, the- mV^r.-X. II>rr \ Mb./ . bard. 2f
3. Relation between die color of certain Binh and their lfe»-

• i
'

.

'

^
, ..

.
.-,

.
,. ',

,

!M"b the relations evi^tin- i. ( iwi en th. color ,,f c, rtaiu bir.Is and

searches into "the :,! ;
,

, i„ the wav of' bl.-n-k

also the d< na to wl ich th -

t! » H-u eolors. K, teniiu fo tn. lb-t tl at br b will, black phim-

-

only in the south, m b nbpl re. a: i , -p, rudb in the portion
embracing >, var and intermediate

; In this respect alone from the allied speeies

Again, in speaking of the black parrots, Professor Milne-Kd-
H Is remarks that ,no „f these are t u.d b 1 in b» ba

(

' ^ < 1 1. Vll„ , , (t j.Moo d no t'e o, 1. .so

tb-ot],,, tints! -/A.' '

a g °S

~ThfZmA;
/

u?''r''fnn
A>

7'\r'.
''

'in l^-iu,'- ^^Zt'7[Z

-

''

_
'•!

'

"
! ""' '' '

'..b
:

r
'''.. ::'

.

*'»" "ill soon art in the matter, are !b;, ('has. Frane.s Adam-,
<"'»!-.

!;. ; baua. Jr., Wm. I J. H«»gers. Alex-
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emb races it- constitution, lists of members, associates and officers,

and most of the important papi s whi di have been presented at

its sessions, ami hears testimony To the activity of the Institute

and the value of many of the papers read hefore it.

6. Dictionary of Ek-vations <tud Climatic Register of the

United States ; by J. M. V< >ri-:i:. M.D., \Yaddn»-ton, D. C. 93pp.

8vo. New York. (D. Van Nostrand.)—Dr. Touer's Dictionary

is a valuable contribution to sanitary science. It is prefaced by a

I- "
i
r .;,-:. ' _

.;.
;

..... •

ties of North America, and the relation of elevation, rain fall, and

-:-.
7. The Bifli nf <'h>,n^tr-/ (X>ih, rt >V ,•/,,<); bv G. F. Rod-

well, F.R.A.S.,F.C.S.,&c. 135 pp. 12mo. London, 1874. -

& Co.)—Mr. Rodwell has made an extrem
volume on a very old theme, which he has treated with equal good

taste and learned research. It i* a multum in parvo and a desir-

- library.

8. Dungliaon'8 Medico! I>icfi, t j,<ir>/.d-(-. 1131 pp. 8vo. Phila-

delphia, 1874. (H. C. Lea,)—Dr. Robley Dunolison's Medical

Lexicon has for fortv vears b en tin sian lard authority for Amer-

ican medical readers and students. This new edition, by UJ
Rich. J. Dunglison, son of the late author, includes, beside- a com-

plete revision of the whole work, an addition of more
thousand subjects and terms not embraced in the last c

the author's hand in 1865. The work is very greatly improved.

Prof. L. A. J. Qitetelet died at Brussels on the 16th of Feb-

ruary, at the ao-o of 72. At the a<?e of eighteen he was i
-

Professor of Mathematics at the royal College at Ghent. In I B
'•'

at the age of twenty-three, he received the
the Athcmeum at limpid-. Fr-iu I-'J- to hi> do '. h h-".'^''.11

charge of the Roval Observatory, which was built

direction. For forty years he has been Perpetual Secretary ut t.ie

Royal Belgian Academy.
He has edir.-d rhe i ' >,-. «,, .,„/. ,,-, Math. < t PS, >/.-:.

1825-39; the Annuaires, the Bulletins, and the M'ent..

Academy; the Aimabis of the ( )f'servatorv, etc.. in all. <'V<- r t^ 1
'

hundred volumes. In addition, he ha< written a lar-

volumes, some of them of a popular character, on :

Physics, Astronomy.
tnhiited to the above and other periodicals not less than tlm<-

articles or memoirs.
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From the published accounts of observations upon the
Zodiacal Light it would seem that few attempts have as yet
been made to determine whether or not any portion of the
uglit is polarized, and the results thus far obtained leave the
question still undecided. The few notices that can be found

journals, though uncertain and contradictory,
«-"u. lo xne view that it is either not polarized at all, or that
™e proportion of polarized light is so small as to render its

detection a matter of excessive difficulty. It may be observed
that most of the observations giving negative results appear
to have been made with Savart's polariscope; but with an
instrument which absorbs so large a proportion of the light
as a Savart, the amount of polarization necessary to render the
bands visible increases very greatly as the light becomes
and especially so as it approaches the limit of \

^umerous attempts have been made by the writer to detect
traces of polarization with a Savart, but never with the slight-
est result, excepting that on one especially clear evening,
wnen the zodiacal light was unusually distinct, the bands
seemed to be visible bv glimpses, on the utmost exertion of
visual effort The observation was so uncertain, however, that
!t was considered worthless.

-nearly a year ago a series of observations was begun, in the
course of which a variety of apparatus was employed, by the
use of which it was hoped polarization might be detected, either,
as m the Savart, by bands or other variations in the brightness
A*- Jour. 8ci.-Third Series, Vol. VII, No. 41.-May, 1874.
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of parts of the field, or as with the double-image prism, the

Nicol's prism, or a bundle of glass plates set at the
f»

angle, by a diminution of the brightness of the object itself

None of them, however, gave results of any value. In resuming

the study of the subject some months later, the attempt was made

to find a combination which should give a large field of view,

and which, while absorbing as little light as possible, should

indicate the presence of even small proportions of polarized

light, by sufficient variations of intensity to render it available

with the faintest visible illumination.

A Savart in which the tourmaline was replaced by a Nicol,

though possessing almost perfect transparency, was found to

give too small a field of view, and bands too faint to render it

of any service. Another instrument was constructed on a plan

similar to that adopted by Mr. Huggins in observations upon

Encke's comet,* by placing a large double-image prism in the

end of a tube eighteen inches long, the other end of which had

a square aperture a little more than an inch in diameter. The

distance was so adjusted that the two images just touched with-

out overlapping. This seemed to promise well, and on using

it differences of intensity were perceived which indicated

polarization in a plane passing through the sun. Two defects,

however, are inherent to this mode of investigation ; one, that

if the field is not of uniform brightness throughout, the brighter

side of one image may be juxtaposed to the fainter side of the

other, thus giving rise to false conclusions ;
another in the

unequal sensibility of different parts of the retina. In conse-

quence of this, the one of the images directly viewed seems

always the more obscure, and the true relation of their intensi-

ties can only be found by indirect vision, the eye being turned

to some point in the median line of the images. Although

when used with the observance of the necessary
this instrument is capable of giving trustworthy indications, it

was soon abandoned for a better. . .

Among the polariscopic apparatus belonging to th

cabinet of Yale College, a quartz plate was found, cut perpen-

dicularly to the axis, and exhibiting by polarized light an

unusual intensity of color. It is a made, the body of the plate

consisting of left-handed quartz, through which passes some-

what excentrically a band of right-handed quartz, 6'5 millimeters

in breadth. This band is not bounded by sharp lines ol

division on the sides, but by intermediate strips {b h in the

figures), about two millimeters in breadth, which are of difler-

• ire, and are apparently formed by the interleaving ol

the strata of the two portions at" their edges. In the
|

apparatus these strips simply vary from bright to dark, without

* Phil. Mag., toI. xliii, 1872, p. 382.
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marked appearance of color. Placed between two Nicols, the

plate has the appearance represented in the accompanying fig-

ures, which are drawn of full size. When the corresponding

du
diagonals of the Nicols are parallel, or nearly so, the bands are
white upon a deep reddish purple ground, as shown in figure 1

;

with the Nicols crossed, the bands are dark upon a light green-
ish yellow background, as represented in figure 2. Turning
one of the Nicols 45°, in one direction, the observer sees the
central band a intensely blue upon a yellow ground; taming in
the other direction, a bright yellow upon a dark blue, and inter-

mediate positions give the usual varying tints. Examined with
one Nicol and unpolarized light the plate is perfectly colorless,
and shows no trace of its heterogeneous structure.

The quartz plate was placed in one end of a tube, large
enough to admit its full size very nearly, and eleven inches in
length. This was found better than a shorter one, as the bands
are most easily seen when not nearer the eye than the limit of
distinct vision. In the other end was placed a good sized

I the tube was provided with a joint so that the latter

could be easily turned.
* Thus mounted, the plate and Nicol

form a polariscope of extraordinary sensibility, with faint light
far excelling the best Savart, and even with strong light some-
what superior to it. The instrument is especially suited for the

detection of small degrees of polarization, and the examination
ot very faint lights. The occurrence of the narrow strips is

peculiarly advantageous, as with very feeble illumination they
appear bright upon a dark ground, or the reverse, and are thus
piore easily seen. The efficiency of the instrument is further
increased 'by the comparatively large field of view, and the
perfect transparency of the whole combination.
As a test of its delicacy may be mentioned that when a glass

Plate is laid upon the window-sill, and the light of the sky in a
clear, moonless night, after reflection from it, is viewed through
the instrument, both bright and dark bands are easily seen,
the former appearing surprisingly luminous in contrast with the
darkened field. The plane of polarization is easily determined
u*'th it. since when the bright bands appear, as in figure 1, the
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On the completion of the instrument the first favorable

opportunity was improved to test its efficiency upon the zodiacal

light. It was almost immediately found to indicate the exist-

ence of light polarized in a plane passing through the sun.

The bands were fainter than had been expected, and at first

were overlooked. More careful attention, however, and the

observance of suitable precautions established their presence

beyond a doubt. The observations were made in a room in the

upper floor of one of the college buildings, the windows ofwhich

look toward the southwest, and command a clear view nearly

to the horizon. The room during the observations received

light only from the sky, which sufficed to render objects dimly

visible. After being exposed only to this dim light for fifteen

or twenty minutes, the eye became sufficiently sensitive for

observation. Thfs was a very necessary precaution, as a

moment's exposure to a bright light rendered the eye unfit for

iiscrimination of luminous intensities for a long time.

The Nicol of the instrument was now turned round and round,

so that no previous knowledge of its position relatively to the

bands of the quartz plate might influence the judgment as to

their character and position. On looking through the tube at

the zodiacal light, and turning the whole instrument slowly

round, it was possible to find a position where the bands could

be seen, and their nature and direction determined. They

could rarely be seen steadily by direct vision, and then only for

a few moments, as the excitement and fatigue of the eye con-

sequent upon the straining effort of vision soon rendered the

field a confused blur. Allowing the eye to rest a few minutes,

also on turning it obliquely, and rapidly directing it to differ-

ent parts of the field, and especially by suddenly bringing it to

focus upon the quartz plate, the bands could be disti

and their direction fixed with a good degree of certainty.

On the clearest nights the brightest bands (b b, figure 1),
were

seen without much difficulty, the broad dark band {a) corre-

sponding to an inclination of 45° in the N
the dark bands {b b, figure 2) by glimpses. After determining,

by repeated observations, the angle made by each of the bands

with some fixed line, as the axis of the zodiacal light, or a line

nearly parallel to it drawn between two known stars, the posi-

tion of the plane of polarization was found, by means of lig?1

from a gas-flame reflected from a sheet of white paper placed in

a suitable position, or by observing the position of the Nicol.

The reults of the numerous observations of different evenings

were entirely concordant, and showed that the plane of po |ar*
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asses through the sun, as nearly as it was possible to
fix its direction. In no instance when the sky was clear enough
to render the bands visible, did their position, as determined by
the observations, fail to agree with what would be required by
polarization in a plane through the sun. Not the sligh tc.-t mice
of bands was ever seen when the instrument was directed to
other portions of the sky.
These observations, for the most part, were made in the ten

days preceding new moon in January and February of the
present year. During this time there was an unusual number
of clear nights, with the atmosphere cold and still. A few good
evenings in March and April also were improved in verifying

te previously obtained. The absence of the moon, and
the distance of any of the brighter planets and stars from the
field of observation, removed all uncertainties from these sources.
As the instrument was directed to points from 30 to 40, or even
more, degrees from the sun, the polarization could not have pro-
ceeded from faint vestiges of twilight. That it did not arise by
reflection of the zodiacal light itself in the atmosphere, or from
atmospheric impurities, is shown both by its amount and the

ya most easily discernible on the clearest
D.ghts.

- y

t

The next step was to determine what percentage of the light
is polarized. The failure of the common apparatus to detect it

shows that the proportion is not large, but it must be recollected
that for a light so very faint much greater differences of inten-

' +Tr ""3 imperceptible than in cases where the luminous intensity

ter. The determinations were made as follows. A bundle
' pieces of excellent plate-glass was placed vertically at

the center of the horizontal divided circle of a Deleuil's

goniometer, the telescope of which was replaced by the polar-
iscope used in the preceding observations. The latter was so

if its axis was perpendicular to the surface of the
bundle when the index of the goniometer was at zero. With

iment thus adjusted no bands are seen when unpolar-
jzed light is passed through it, but on turning the glass plates

bands become visible corresponding to polarization in a vertical

plane. The amount of the light polarized by refraction through
Jour glass plates at different incidences has been calculated by
™f. W. G. Adams* for intervals of 5°, from 10° to 70% and
at 72°. IV

, in his table for crown glass

Y'^yo), those for intermediate angles are readily determined
DJ interpolation, or -mplueallv. The latter method was
employed, a curve being drawn representing all the values m
the table. The results given in the table correspond very well
w ith those obtained by Prof. Pickering,f who verified his values

* Monthly Notices of the Royal Ast. Soc, March 10, 1871, p. 162.

t This Journal, III, vol. 7,
p." 102.

m
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experimentally, and showed that the deviation from theory i

table are slightly greater than those used in constructing the

curve, from Prof. Adams's table.

The determinations were made by observation of the percent-

age necessary to render the bands visible with the name
ness as in the zodiacal light. A set of experiments was made with

light from the clear sky in a moonless night, the instrument

being directed to one of the brightest points of the Galaxy,

where the light, though less bright than that of the zodiacal

light, did not very greatly differ from it in intensity. The

glass plates being turned until the bands had the same degree

of distinctness as in the previous observations, the mean of

several observations gave as the polarizing angle 41°, corre-

sponding to a percentage of 205. This value, on account of

the inferior brightness of the light compared, is somewhat too

large, and may be taken as an upper limit.

To find a lower limit, and, at the same time, an ap]

value, light reflected from a nearly white wall with a dead

surface was employed. The point observed with the instru-

ment was so chosen as to be equally distant from two gas-

flames so placed that the planes through them and the axis of

the polariscope were at right angles, thus giving light entirely free

from polarization. The flames were now turned down equally

so that the field had, as nearly as could be estimated, the same

brightness as it had with the 'zodiacal light. A sma
upon the quartz plate, which could just be seen by the light of

the latter, served as a means of control in adjusting the inten-

sity. The experiments being conducted as before, gave, as the

mean of numerous determinations, the angle 36° -6. correspond-

ing to a proportion of 16 per cent, which is probably not far

from the true value of the amount sought. Another, ill whUiB

the light was made perceptibly brighter than that of tl

tract, gave for the angle 28° '5, and a percentage of 9 1

certainly too small. We may safely take 15 per cent as near

the true value.

The fact of polarization implies that the light is reflected,

either wholly or in part, and is tl -11 f from tne

sun. The 'latter supposition is fullv confirmed t><

spectroscopic observations, of M. Liais.'* Prof. 0. V\»

and others, which show that the spectrum is continuous, and

not perceptibly different from that of faint sunlight The
winter has also made numerous observations with a spectro-

scope specially arranged for faint light, of which an account
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will be published hereafter, and which lead to the same con-
clusion. It may be mentioned further that a particular object
m these observations was to determine whether any bright lines
or bands were present in the spectrum, or whether there is any
connection between the zodiacal light and the polar aurora, and
the results give, as an answer to the question, a decided
negative. This is important here, as excluding from the possi-
ble causes of the light the luminosity of gaseous matter, either

rntaneous or due to electrical discharge. The supposition that
light is reflected from masses of gas, or from globules of

precipitated vapor, is not to be entertained, since, as Zdllner*
has shown, such globules in otherwise empty space must evap-
orate completely, and a gaseous mass would expand until its

density became far too small to exert any visible effect upon the
rays of light.

We must conclude, then, that the light is reflected from matter
in the solid state, that is, from innumerable small bodies revolv-
ing about the sun in orbits, of which more lie in the neighbor-
hood of the ecliptic than near any other plane passing through
the sun. Although such a cause for the zodiacal light has
often been assumed as probable, no satisfactory proof of it

has hitherto been found, and the establishment of the fact of
polarization was necessary to its confirmation, since spectro-
scopic appearances alone leave it uncertain whether the matter
is not self-luminous.

(

If these meteroids, as there is no good reason to doubt, are
similar in their character to those which have fallen upon the
earth, they must be either metallic bodies, chiefly of iron, or
stony masses, with more or less crystalline structure, and

-urfaces. If we accept Zollner's conclusion that the
gases of the atmosphere must extend throughout the solar

'ugh in an extremely tenuous condition in space, the

oxidation of the metallic meteroids would be merely a question
of time. They would thus become capable of rendering the
light reflected from them plane-polarized, and the same effect

would in any case be produced by those of the stony char-

In order to ascertain whether the proportion of polarized

Jight actually observed approached in any degree what might
be expected from stony or earthy masses of a semi-<-:

'-haraeter. with a granular structure, and surfaces more or less

fough, a large number of substances possessing these charac-

teristics was subjected to examination with a polarimeter. For
this purpose the apparatus already described was employed,
there being added to it a support for the object, with a horizou-

* " Ueber die Natur der Cometen," p. 79, et seq. Abstract in this Journal,

"I, vol iii, p. 476.
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tal circle for determining the azimuths in placing the object

and the light. The substances examined had approximately
plane surfaces, -which were placed vertically, and so that the

normal, at the point observed, bisected the angle between the

lines from it to the eye and the illuminating flame. The light

being thus polarized in a horizontal plane, was depolarized, that

is, compensated, by turning the glass plates through the neces-

sary angle, the percentage corresponding to which was immedi-

ately found by
If we suppos

a point in the zodiacal light, and another drawn from the

ppose a line drawn from the place of observation t

point, the two lines would meet at right

angles, and a surface at the point of intersection must be so

placed as to have an incidence of 45° in order to send the re-

flected light to the eye of the observer. We may in general

assume that there would be as many meteoroids on the nearer

side of the line from the sun as on the other. Those on the

more remote side, while presenting a larger illuminated surface,

would reflect the light at a smaller angle, and therefore polar-

ize a smaller amount of it. Those on the earthward side would

send less light to the earth, but polarize a larger proportion of

it The differences would so nearly complement one another

that we may take their united effect as equivalent to that of a

body placed at the point of intersection mentioned above. For

this reason the objects tested were so placed that the angles of

incidence and reflection were 45°.

Some of the substances, and the percentages obtained, were

as follows Porphyry, ground smooth, but not polished, 35 per

cent ; another surface thickly covered with accumulated dust,

15-5; dark blue shale, 25*7; syenite, coarsely crystalline and

rough, 164; gneiss, rather fine-grained, 8'3; granite, fine-

grained, 11-8; red jasper, rough broken surface, 23*5; sand-

stone, 121 ; brick, rough fragment, 8-1 ; the same, smooth sur-

face, 11-3; red Wedgewood ware, unglazed, 14'2 ; indurated

clay, light brown. 11; mortar, whitewashed surface, 12"1: the

same, rough side, 6 ; white chalk, cut plane, 2. A fragment of

the great meteorite of Pultusk, which the writer owes to the

kindness of Prof. O. C. Marsh, gave from a broken surface 11 7,

from the blackened surface, 36 per cent of polarized light. It

is of the stony class, and of a light bluish gray color.

The results show that from surfaces of this nature the light

reflected has in general but a low degree of polarization, i;<>t

il'erent, in an average, from that found in the zodiacal

light Although no certain conclusions can be drawn from ex-

periments like these, their results are not inconsistent with the

supposition in reference to which they were made, but so far as
: - The results of the investigation

if;,
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1. The zodiacal light is polarized in a plane passing through

2. The amount of polarization is, with a high degree of
probability, as much as 15 per cent, but can hardly be as much
as 21) per cent.

3. The spectrum of the light is not perceptibly different from
that of sunlight except in intensity.

4. The light is derived from the sun, and is reflected from
solid matter.

5. This solid matter consists of small bodies (meteoroids)
revolving about the sun in orbits crowded together toward the
ecliptic.

Yale College, Aprils, 1874.

ART. XLI—The " Great Conglomerate " on New River, West
Virginia ; by Wm. M. Fontaine.

A pew miles below the Falls of the Kanawha, a massive
white sandstone rises from beneath the lowest strata of the
Lower Coal series. T h the river runs at the
Falls, is shown in the hills along New River for a distance of
nearly forty miles. Continuing to rise to the east, it discloses,

beneath, a great formation of sandstones, containing important
beds of coal. This formation is well known as differing strik-

jngly, both in its fragmental rocks and coals, from the overlying
lower coal. There are different opinions, however, as to its

true place in the geological series. Prof. Wm. B. Rogers, the
only one who ever ex :

n connection with the

general geologv of the State, was inclined to consider this

lowest coal field as the equivalent of the " Great Conglomerate,"
here much expanded.

Others hold that it is merely a great development of the

ower coals. Again, to the east, this series of coals is under-

bid by the enormouslv expanded Sub-carboniferous group. As
: contains in this region important coals also, an

additional element of doubt is introduced.
The recent active exploration of the New River coals, caused

by the opening of the Ches. & O. R. R, renders the present a

time for the study of this region. A recent visit to a

point where this series of rocks is best exposed has put me m
possession of some data which may be of interest

I think that we cannot fully understand the peculiar features

of the New River coals, unless we examine the nature of the

accompanying formations in this section. I may therefor.- be

permitted to give here some of the scanty store of facts obtained
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Appalachiailachian coal field made in the Pennsylv
applicable to all parts of this field in West Virginia,

and hence I shall use the terms employed by H. D. Eogers, in

that work, denoting such a division.

The Ohio River, at the mouth of the Kanawha, flows a little

to the west of the center of the great Appalachian coal basin.

A line drawn along the course of the Kanawha and New
Rivei-s would pass nearly at right angles across the outcropping

edges of all the strata embraced in this basin. These rivers

trench the soil deeply, and afford excellent natural sections.

If, then, we enter the basin from this point on the Ohio, and

proceed eastward along this line, we shall be enabled to get a

connected view of the several formations in this portion of

West Virginia. Prof Wm. B. Rogers has determined the dip

of the strata along this line. It is toward the center of the

basin, or to the northwest The inclination is greatest on New
River, diminishing gradually toward the Ohio. As we approach

tins river it becomes hardly perceptible, and, a short distance

east of it, is reversed, owing to its position in the basin.

The steeper dips on the east vary from 30'-100' to the mile,

owing to the occurrence of broad anticlinals. The normal

a ant may be taken at 80' (80 feet) to the mile.

The strata shown at the mouth of the Kanawha belong to the

Upper Coal series. Near Point Pleasant a bed of coal appears,

18' above high water mark, and 2| feet thick. This Prof. Rogers

identifies as the Pittsburg. While this coal differs greatly from

its exposures farther north, the accompanying strata have

changed to an equal degree. The thickness of the Upper Coal

series is here greatly diminished. The well-developed lime-

stones of the north are now calcareous shales ; the thick and

numerous beds of coal are reduced to one, or at most two;

and the massive formation of sandstones and shales, fo

the north of the State, "The Upper Barren Measures,'' are

lacking. Up the Kanawha, the gentle inclination of the strata

Pittsburg coal to crop out near the mouth of the

Pocatalico River, having here increased to a thickness of 5

.

A second thin bed is here shown. No measurements have been

made of the thickness of the Upper Coal series. For the sake

of comparison, I add a description of the same strata in the north

of the State, as determined, near Morgantown, by Prof. Rogers

and Dr. J. J. Stevenson. In this section the series contains

four beds of coal, with 27' of pure bituminous matter, the

- alone having a thickness of 11^' of pure C

la Besides these there occur, higher up, two other

seams, which are locally of importance. The former are con-
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taiaed in 300' of fragmental rocks, above which occurs a great
(unmeasured) thickness of barren strata.

The topography of the country near the mouth of the
Kanawha discloses beautifully the soft and yielding nature of
the strata. The banks of the stream are low, the flats wide,
and the hills softly rounded.
Passing up stream to the east of the outcrop of the Pittsburg

coal, we enter the barren upper portion of the Lower Coal
series, which Eogers calls the "Lower Barren Measures." This,
unlike the overlying series, shows no diminution in I

but is even thicker here than in the north, evidently gaining
its increase of matter in the lower beds. No measurements of
the whole have been made, but we are justified in this con-
clusion from the following facts: Including its base, the

Kg sandstone," it is exposed for a distance of more
than 15 miles along the river. The Mahoning has been
measured by Eogers above Charleston, and he finds it 140'.
In the north of the State, near Morgantown, the Mahoning
measures 75', according to Stevenson, who gives 450' for the
thickness of the entire series here. The average dip on the
Kanawha cannot fail to give a much greater thickness. In
this formation we find the first of a series, which reach, in
this region, a marked development, as compared with their

exposures to the north.
The massive strata of this series, especially toward its base,

produce a great change in the features of the country. The
mils close in upon the river, and rise higher and more abruptly,
disclosing massive ledges of rock in their river slopes. Indeed,
from this point, the course of the stream becomes more and
more gorge-like, until, on New Kiver, we have the formation of

While the Lower Barren Measures seem to thicken to the
south, from the Pennsylvania line, they appear to undergo a

corresponding considerable development to the northeast, as

we shall see is the case with the underlying older formations.

They continue to a point some six miles above Charleston,

where the upper strata of the lower coals make their appear-

ance. This latter series, on the Kanawha, presents the strong-

est possible contrast with its character in the north, near

ni. In thickness, number of coal beds, and character

of deposits, it is just the reverse of the Upper Coal series on
the Kanawha. For comparison, we may take the

argillaceous.

The thickest sinirh' *imlst..?n- lit-- u<\>v x\w base, and is only

25' thick. The thickest shale is 30'-40'. Only 13' of coal

are found in five beds.
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The thickness of the series on the Kanawha is, by those best

acquainted with the field, taken to be 950'. Sogers calls atten-

tion to the great diminution in the amount of shales and argil-

laceous matter in this portion of the field. As a consequence,

we find the several strata more massive and of greater thick-

ness. To illustrate this, we may note the fact that Rogers found

the uppermost sandstone of the series, which lies close under

. . while the next one below this

has the thickness of 200'. The only important shale of the

series lies under these sandstones, having the thickness of 40',

but it is much mingled with inter-stratifications of flaggy sand-

stone. The lowest beds of the series are coarse, heavy sand-

stones, where they overlie the succeeding formation below the

Falls, but this is apparently not the case farther to the eastward,

on New River, where they have been principally removed by

denudation.

To give the reader some idea of the number and thickness of

the coal seams in the Lower Coal series on the Kannwiia. I

append the following measurements, taken near the mouth of

Paint Creek. This point being some distance west of the east

outcrops of the base of this series, the initial plane is consider-

ably above this base, and hence the lowest rocks are not given

here. To complete the section, we should add a portion of the

strata measured at Sewell Mountain on New River. Even

then there exists an unknown interval, there being no means

of connecting the two measurements. The coal seams on Paint

Creek occur in the richest portion of the Kanawha coal field.

These measurements are the most extended that have been

made in this section. For the Paint Creek section, and that at

Sewell Mountain, along with other valuable information, I am
indebted to M. F. Maury, Jr., M.E., F.G.S., whose acq

with this region renders him the best authority in matters con-

nected with it. The measurements on Paint Creek commenced

at a point 40' above the level of the Kanawha. The following

is the section. Commencing at the bottom, the first bed occurs

12' 6" above the initial point ; while, above this, the various

seams occur at the intervals given in the left hand column

:

Top of Hill. Thickness.

283' Seam Not opened.

.Flint ledge .

Not opened.
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T°P oj ™. Thickness.
17' 6" Seam 2' 6"

40' above the Kanawha, and commencement of section.

We thus have, in a hill 984' high, 51' 10" of coal, with seven
seams not opened. These measurements extend up into the
Lower Barren group. The interval of 283', with the coal seam
at its termination, occurs in this series. The stratum called the
Black Flint Ledge," in this section, is a remarkable rock, and

deserves special mention. It is usuallv about 7' thick. In
many places it is, for a portion of its thickness, a true flint.

Usually, however, it is a dark hornstone. It is a very persist-
ent stratum, and may be recognized at a glance over wide
spaces. It serves as a valuable mark for the determination of
the upper limit of the Lower Coals on the Kanawha. It is,

however, a short distance below the Mahoning sandstone, the
true upper boundary. Its equivalent in the north of the State
ls a black bituminous slate, crowded with marine organisms,

bich Dr. Stevenson found species of Yoldia, Nucula,
flue, Productus, Athyris, Bellerophon and Phffltpria.

Extending into Ohio, its wide prevalence gives indication of an
extensive change in the conditions then prevalent in the basin.
It well deserves a careful examination under the microscope. A
rough examination made by m\ - - that this
r"<; k has been produced by the ai sm& The
coloring matter is grouped in cellular forms like the Desmids
of the Devonian hornstone. In the north of the State numer-
ous marine shells are found in some of the overlying strata
or the barren group, showing a continuance of marine condi-
tions for a considerable period.

.
Some three miles below the Falls, the northwest dip continu-

"ig without change, a new series of rocks make their appear-
ance. This is the New River system of coals, which, for the

sake of disti
'

i the Conglomerate series.

As has been stated at the commencement of this article, the

conglomerate - sisintr iced by a massive white sandstone.

rB strikingly from the overlying strata. It is a white,

highly siliceous, coarse-grained sandstone, often conglomeritic
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in texture. It is easily distinguished also by its massive bed-

ding and resistance to erosion. As we ascend New Eiver from

tbe Falls, this rock ascends in the hills with about the same dip

as the Lower Coal strata. At Boyer's Ferry or Sewell Station,

near Big Sewell Mountain, it attains its maximum height of

900'. This point is more than thirty miles above the Falls, and
long before reaching it this stratum would have been carried

above the plane of erosion, but for the occurrence of flat anti-

clinals, which occasionally bring down the strata to a certain

extent. These anticlinals also keep below the plane of erosion

the Lower Coals, and cause them to occupy entirely an expanse

of more than thirty miles of country between Charleston and

the Falls. Prof. Eogers determined two such in the Kanawha
region. At Sewell Station the massive sandstone still bears on

its back the Lower Coal rocks, but they are greatly eroded,

and show only two, or at most three, beds of coal.

As before stated, the rise of the white sandstone discloses

underneath a great series of strata which conform to it in dip,

and contain several important beds of coal. These strata,

mainly sandstones, are unlike the massive upper ledge, and

resemble strongly the rocks of the Lower Coal series. They are

argillaceous, and contain a considerable amount of oxide of

iron. This causes them to be comparatively thin-bedded, and

to assume a dull brown color on weathering. This system is

best disclosed at Sewell Station, where a section of more than

900' may be seen.

Between the Falls and this station, New Eiver flows in a deep

gorge, which deepens as we ascend the stream. This canon is

produced entirely by the presence of the massive sandstone in

the hills, and its depth depends on the height to wh
rock rises. So soon as the channel had attained some depth in

this stratum, the stream would be confined within unyielding

walls, and compelled to exert its entire erosive power within

narrow limits. No amount of rainfall entering from the sides

could destroy the perpendicularity of the banks. The massive

sandstone also protected the weaker formations beneath it, and

at the same time prevented the more fragile strata of the Lower

Coals above it from being entirely swept away. In consequence

of these conditions, the massive rock determines the general

plane of the country, the relief features of which, in the New
Eiver region of West Virginia, are carved out of the Lower
Coal rocks. With reference to the level of the river, this plane

of the country descends from a point east of Big Sev
pass down stream, until at the mouth of New Eiver the two

coincide, when the massive ledge sinks to the water level and

begins to disappear. Here, of course, the canon features are

lost
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Hence, anywhere in the gorge of the river, the following
topographical features are presented : After climbing the pre-
cipitous walls which closely hedge in the river, and which are
composed of the Conglomerate series, one is surprised to find,
on surmounting the topmost rim, that he has only attained the
general level of the country. The river is flowing far below
him, while around him, and in the distance, rise softly rounded

inly showing that he has passed into a series of rocks
3ical character very different from those he has just

left behind.

The section exposed at Sewell Station does not reach to the
base of the Conglomerate series, for its lowest strata make their
first appearance some distance to the east of this point The
following is a general description of the strata here exposed.
The lowest rock visible, a short distance east of the station, is a
reddish shade. Over this lie some 150' of a very argillaceous
sandstone, gray when fresh, but weathering reddish-brown.
These rocks are very flaggy at their base, showing innumerable
laminae less than V in thickness. They are less argillaceous
and thicker-bedded toward the top. The strata overlying
them for some 200' I could not examine in detail, since they
are not well exposed. They are almost entirely sandstones,
gray in color, and less argillaceous than those below. Two
thin beds of shale, quite fine in texture, are partially disclosed.

One is black and quite bituminous ; the other, overlying it, is

blue. Higher up, the sandstones again become quite argil-

laceous, and very flaggy. In this portion the more important
seams of coal occur. These, again, lose their argillaceous

character, and pass into
"'

closing feature in the ser
middle and top of the series.

[To be continued.]

ART. XLlI.—Co>ilr;i,utir,ns from the Sheffield Laboratory of Yak
College. No. XXVIIL—On the Use of Potassium DidmmoU
m Ultimate Organic Analysis; by S. W. Johnson.

Combustion of organic bodies by aid of cupric oxide and a

be executed of substances free from alkali or alkali -earth-

paetals. For occasional use, or for bodies containing I

just named, recourse is most conveniently had to lead chromate,

either alone or with admixture of potassium diehromate as

Liebig suggested. The preparation of lead chromate in a state
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of purity and fine pulverization is, however, very tedious and

laborious. I find that potassium dichromate mixed in suitable

proportion with some infusible and indifferent body may be

. .'In-ornate, without detriment to the result,

and with decided advantage in regard to cheapness and con-

My friend Mr. Geo. W. Hawes, on my suggestion, has made
the experiments described below, and I take this occasion to

express my thanks to him for the care and skill with which he

has worked out the results.

Potassium dichromate has nearly all the properties needful

for an oxidant in organic analysis. It is found in commerce

in a state of tolerable purity, and is readily and perfectly freed

from objectionable admixtures by recrystallization and fusion

at a low red heat After fusion, 'it may be reduced to a moder-

ately, but sufficiently fine powder with the greatest ease. When
heated to bright redness, it gives off oxygen gas. Its only im-

perfection lies in its fluidity at the temperature suitable for

combustion.

these experiments was nearly white and very fine, and was

procured at a stove store in New Haven. Clay from the labora-

tory stock was found useless from containing anthracite dust,

it having been kept for a long time poorly covered in our

furnace room.
The clean sifted clay, placed in a crucible, was first strongly

ignited for half an hour in a charcoal fire. It was then mixed

with about eight per cent of commercial potassium

dichromate, by evaporating upon it a solution of the salt to dry-

ness. This mixture was ignited for an hour in a clean covered

crucible. This preliminary treatment was intended to remove

all hydrogen and carbon from the clay. Doubtless the first

ignition might be dispensed with. The prepared clay was

put while hot into clean well stopped bottles.

A quantity of potassium dichromate was recrystallized, fused,

pulverized, and also bottled while hot.

A series of mixtures were next made of the prepared clay

and dichromate, and exposed to the heat of an Erlenmeyer gas

furnace, in order to ascertain what proportions would yield a

mixture that should contain as much dichromate as possible,

and yet not flow or otherwise disturb the process of combus-

It was found that, with the kaolin employed, a mixture con-

•ny per cent of the dichromate was entirely suitable

for the analyses of substances whose combustion presents no
special difficulty. With thirty per cent of dichromate, the
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ignited mass was highly porous after cooling ; but with forty
per cent it was quite solid when cold. With fifty per cent of
dichromate, the mixture fairly fused to a pasty mass. With
sixty per cent, it fused, and although it was not fluid enough
to run, it effervesced strongly, and here and there closed the
tube, but finally fused down/leaving a channel. With seventy
per cent of dichromate, the ignited mass was thin enough to
flow in the tube.

It thus appeared that a mixture of three parts of prepared
kaolin with two parts of fused and pulverized

p
dichromate has all the qualities adapted for ordinary combus-
tions; and this we have employed in most cases." Only in
combustions of graphite has the proportion of dichromate been
increased to fifty -five per cent.

This mixture is more hygroscopic than fused and pulverized
lead chromate, as might be anticipated from its greater fineness
a
_o

porosity. Twenty grams of it exposed to rather dry air of
6o° Fab., side by side with twenty-five grams of lead chromate,
gained in three minutes, nothing, in five minutes 7

2
„ mgr., in ten

minutes £ mgr., in thirty minutes T\ mgr., in one hour 1 mgr.,
and remained thereafter unchanged during twenty-four hours

;

the lead chromate suffered no change. In a second trial,

twenty grams of the mixture of another preparation were placed
beside twenty grams of lead chromate under a bell glass, above
a moist sponge. After 3£ hours exposure, the mixture had
gained 0*045 grams ; the lead chromate but 0'0045 grams. The
absorption of moisture is, however, not rapid enough to seri-

ously vitiate the results of analysis, when Bunsen's plan of
mixing in the tube is adopted.
The amount of potaa ntained in the charge

of an ordinary combustion tube is fifteen to twenty grams.
These quantities are capable of yielding 24 to 3 '2 grams of
oxygen in the combustion of an organic body, on the supposi-
tion that the chromium all remain? us ohrumie oxide. By em-
ploying narrow tubes, tl light be safely reduced
somewhat without detriment, if, as is probable, the silica of the
kaolin would prevent the formation of potassium carbonate.

But, using the largest amount of potassium dichromate, viz :

twenty grams, a kilo, of the commercial salt, costing here
at most, seventy cents, serves for making fifty analyses.

In a preliminary blank combustion with the mixture of forty
per cent dichromate, oxygen gas was given off continuously for

twenty minutes ; the potash bulb lost 0O19 grams, which was
compensated by the exactly equal gain of the appended soda-
Ihne and calcium chloride tube. The moisture gained by the

calcium chloride next the combustion tube was 0-0015 grams.

The results of actual combustions are tabulated below :

Am. Jour. Set-Third Sbhibs, Vol. VII, No. 41.—Mat 1874.
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Cane sugab. Eqxjisetum htemale. Cast ikon. 4 grams.

Burned with ) Calcu- Lead Lead

40# mixture, j lated. 40£ mixt. chromate. 40# mixt. 55# mixt. chromate.

C 42-12 42-10 41-85 41'92 3'15 3'29 3-25-3'30

H 6-55 643 5'92 6'01

The cast iron was from a sample of fine borings that had been

repeatedly analyzed with results varying between 3'25 and
3-30. It contained both graphite and combined carbon. It

was first treated with cupric chloride, and the carbon was col-

lected on an asbestus filter. The analysis yielding 3 -15 per

cent was the first attempt of Mr. Hawes to estimate carbon in

iron, and the deficiency may perhaps not be due to the small

proportion of potassium dichromate (forty per cent) in the mix-

ture. In the next analysis, the carbon was rubbed up with a

mixture containing fifty-five per cent of dichromate ; but the

mortar was rinsed with the forty per cent mixture. The com-

bustions usually occupied forty-five minutes. In one case,

aspiration, lasting fifteen minutes, sufficed to displace all oxy-

gen from the bulbs ; the flow of air (purified by streaming first

through a soda-lime and calcium chloride tube), being resumed
for an hour, occasioned no change in the weighed calcium

tube, nor in the joint weight of. the potash bulbs and

their appendage.
I believe these results justify calling the attention of chemists

to the use of the mixture I have indicated, as a cheap, con-

venient and efficient substitute for all the solid agents hitherto

employed in this branch of organic analysis, cupric oxide alone

excepted, and that only when used in conjunction with oxygen

gas.

The discovery of Helderberg fossils i

announced as follows in a telegram ac

Crosby, President of the Dartmouth Scientific Association:
" Littleton, N. H., Sept. 28, 1870 : No longer call New Hamp-
shire Azoic. Silurian fossils discovered to-day." The dispatch

was read the same evening to the Association, at a regular

meeting. Not long afterward, E. Billings of Montreal reported

upon the specimens.* The corals appeared to be Favosiies ba-

saliica and Zaphrentis, probably the same with those occurring

Memphremagog in "Canada. The crinoids were all

small. Mr. Billings found nothing that would localize the hori-

* This Jour., Ill, vol. ii, p. 148.
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zon more definitely than the general term of Helderberg. The
Owl's Head locality, fifty-five miles distant from Littleton, in
Canada, has furnished the characteristic Atrypa reticularis and
other species of the Upper Helderberg, enabling the Canadian
geologists to represent upon their maps several narrow strips of
the Upper Helderberg limestone. And it has been natural to
suppose that these two terranes would prove to be of the same

•ularly since there is considerable similarity between
the rocks enclosing the fossils, at both localities.

An allied rock has long been known at Bernardston, Mass.
It was first described by my father in the Massachusetts Re-
port of 1833, with a drawing of the crinoidal stems. Quite
recently, Professor Dana has described the locality and the adja-

fca,* deducing important generalizations from hisobser-
vations. The Memphremagog and Bernardston deposits lie upon
the opposite sides of the same formation—the calciferous mica?

ip of the Vermont Report, and Upper Silurian (sup-
posed Niagara) of Sir W. E. Logan's report—and separated by
a distance of 165 miles. The mica schist is probably an older
formation than the Helderberg, lying in a trough of clay slates,,

the .atter constituting the floor of the fossiliferous beds. These-
slatea may be Lower Silurian or Cambrian, judging from general;

t appear in them. The calcareous
schists carrv a few obscure crinoidal fragments at Derby, Yt.,

which are of no value in the identification of strata.

At first sight, one would declare that there is no similarity
between the Littleton and Bernardston rocks. After considera-
ble study of both localities, I find a few points of resemblance,,

aa much as we have a right to expect in synchronous
aore than a hundred miles apart. In our studies, we
: for exact resemblances in remote localities. Perhaps

it is better that the connecting tie be discovered with difficulty.

in which case the conclusions may be more surely established.
The surroundings at Littleton are different from those at Ber-
nardston. The series rests upon a chlorite rock f or hard green

i schists, close by gneiss, and a whitish soapy schist

. the underlying as well as the
overlying rock is quartzite, and in the neighborhood are the mica

lite schists denominated in my report as the "Coos
group." Professor Dana thinks it cleartliat the Massachusetts
Helderberg and the Cods group, as defined by me in Reports of
1869 and 1870, are, "if correctly traced out," identical.

In order to afford data for the proper discussion of the ques-
tion of the age of these Cods and Helderberg strata,. I propose
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to describe as carefully as possible the details of the distribution

of the Helderberg rocks in Littleton and the surrounding towns.

We must, however, first describe a small geological map of the

Ammonoosuc region.

The following are the groups of strata indicated upon the

map, in the supposed order of their age : 1, Porphyritic gneiss

;

2, Bethlehem gneiss ; 3, Gneiss ; 4, Lisbon group ; 5, Lyman
group ; 6, Clay slate ; 7, Coos group ; 8, Swift Water series ; 9,

Helderberg rocks.

These designations represent distinct formations. In some
cases a lithological name is used for convenience, chiefly that

the attention of geologists may not be diverted by a strange

terminology. It is not pretended that every layer of the por-

phyritic gneiss or clay slate is uniformly and absolutely porphy-

ritic or a distinct argillaceous slate ; but that these terms repre-

sent great thicknesses of associated str; ta. characterized by the

predominance of the lithological varieties mentioned. Other

kinds of rock are associated with them, the two series forming

two great systems, formed in two distinct periods. The use of

geographical names for the other groups of strata will prevent

any geologist from misunderstanding what is meant to be sig-

nified. The map assumes that this area is occupied by eight or

nine entirely distinct systems of strata.

Three new geographical designations appear on this map for

the first time." viz., Lisbon, Lyman and Swift Water. The
terms Bethlehem and Coos have been denned in my New
Hampshire Annual Reports. The Lisbon and Lyman groups

are the two main divisions of what in my last report is termed

Huronian. At first I called it the Metamorphic Quebec group,

ui.* Recent papers by Credner, Macfarlane and Hunt
have recalled to my mind a conversation with Prof. H. D.

Rogers in 1858, and the statement of his Pennsylvania Re-

port concerning the southward extension of these rocks into

tin Middle States. He then expressed the belief that the semi-

Azoic groups of Pennsylvania, etc., were equivalent to the

rocks recently denominated Huronian by Logan. Inasmuch as

his opinion concerning the same rocks in New England cannot

stand, and the " semi-Azoic " strata seem to be of the same age,

from Quebec to Georgia, it may be proper to use the name
Huronian for them throughout, in consequence of his sugges-

tion, which was stated also in his Pennsvlvania Report. It will

be observed that the Huronian of New Hampshire is a two-fold

series. There is a third member which in my forthcoming
report -.ill be distinguished from the Lyman group, viz: the

auriferous conglomerate. This triple rli vision does not seem to

correspond exactly with the Levis, Lauzon and Sillery of

* First and Second New Hampshire Reports.
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Logan. That can be found in tbe Huronian area flanking the

Green Mountain range in Vermont, and possibly in the forest

country about Connecticut Lake. The Swift Water series is

more nearly related to the Helderberg.
1. Porphyrinic gneiss or granite.—This occurs at the corners

of the towns of Littleton, Whitefield, Bethlehem and Dalton,

forming an oval-shaped isolated area of about four square miles

in extent. The Ammonoosuc River flows along its eastern

border, and there is a large hill in the western or central part,

about 600 feet above the river. This area is the most northern

exposure of the porphyritic gneiss in the State. It is supposed

to be connected with the great Lafayette-Moosilauk range be-

neath the overlying Bethlehem group, and to be the oldest for-

mation in New Hampshire. If compared with ancient systems

of gneissic rocks elsewhere, it would agree best with certain

portions of the Laurentian in New York and Canada.
2. Bethlehem gneiss.—As signified by the name, this formation

is best developed in Bethlehem. It lies in a nearly east and

west direction, disturbing the continuity of the newer systems,

which usually trend northeasterly in its neighborhood. The
disturbances may be seen in tracing the Coos and Helderberg

groups from Lisbon into Littleton. The prevailing rock is

very granitic in aspect, and often carries a hydro-mica in place

of the common mica of gneiss. The feldspar is usually of a

ast Two or three other areas of the same age occur

in the valley of Connecticut River, in Haverhill, Lyme, Orford,

Hanover and Lebanon.
3. Gneiss.—This designation applies to a rock somewhat

allied to No. 2, bounded by No. 1 on the north, and separated

from the Coos group by No. 2. The valley of Littleton village

seems to have been excavated mainly out of this area, and the

absence of ledges in the lower ground makes it difficult to un-

derstand its precise limits. The rock bordering No. 2 may be-

long to this group, it being a mica schist slightly feldspatbic,

and abundant in the more southern areas of the Bethlehem for-

mation. Mann's and Oak Hills in Littleton are the best expo-

sures of this gneiss. It seems also to be distinct from the

" White Mountain series" of my reports.

4. Lisbon Group.—The best part of Littleton, much of Mun-
roe, and portions of Lisbon and Lyman are underlaid bj a

series of greenish rocks consisting of conglomerate, hydro-mica
and_ cupriferous schists, quartzites and dolomites, esti

4295 feet in thickness. A section roughlv measured across the

members, in the south part of Lisbon (see* fig. 10), gave the fol-

lowing order and thickness: first, hydro-micaceous conglomer-
ates, 756 feet; second, hydro-mica schists with cupriferous layers.

3539 feet. The upper 'division often carries a nodular mass of
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nearly white quartz, from 50 to 150 feet thick. This estimate
l from measurements on the county map for the hypothe-

exaggerate. Another member, seeming to lie at the summit of
the Lisbon group, but not occurring on this section, resembles
diabase. This is found sparingly in the very southeast corner
of Lyman, adjoining the southern gneissic area in North Lisbon,
and more abundantly directly in contact with the Helderberg
group in Littleton. Indeed Professor Dana thinks it may be a
member of the fbssiliferous series.* In Lancaster this member
has its maximum development, and I have formerly mistaken
it for gneiss, because of the great amount of feldspar present.
The range of it at North Lisbon will prove specially interesting.

This group probably crops out in the south part of Littleton.

Before my last observations, I had supposed the connection be-
tween the chlorite rock of Littleton and the Lisbon develop-
ment was well established, but the great abundance of gravel,
sand and loam renders it difficult to discover any connection
at the surface. But no doubt can prevent the belief of the
direct continuation of the Lisbon group into Bath, Wells River
village and Newbury, Vermont, and so on down the Connecticut
to Charlestown.
The western range is more extensive. It abounds in copper

schists along Gardner's Mountain, between Lyman and Monroe

;

out it is not necessarv to describe the western range in this

communication.
5. Lyman Group.—The prevailing rock of this series is a

drab, soapy quartzite, weathering nearly white. Parts of it are

itic, the pebbles being essentially the same with the
!'" k itself The pebbles have generally been flattened and elon-

gated by pressure. Professor C. A. Seely's analysis of this

rock shows silica 82-98, peroxide of iron" 6-35, alumina 5"99,

magnesia0-36, alkalies 15-62= 10130. The otherdivision of this

group is a conglomerate of pure quartz pebbles, rarely distorted

•<• with si mi^iifpniis npmpnt soma nvrrhotite, and7 pressure, with a miM to th< t of eighty cents to two dollars to the ton of

rock. This member is not usually above one hundred feet in

thickness, but is very conspicuous because it resists decompo-
sition. I have spent much time in tracing out its curves,

breaks and throws, so as to illustrate the forces that have

operated to derange the New Han
Along the Lisbon section, the whitish quartzite ha- a thh-k-

r'*-s of "only 200 feet, beeause of a down-throw. When the

V"«>V thickVss is preseut.it mint amount to 2,330 feet, and
rt| :it after allowing I0r a possible told.
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6. Clay slat-.—This 1- t he auriferous slate of Lyman and Bath.

A study of its structure over the area of a map shows it to be

normally synclinal, and resting upon the Lyman group chiefly.

Tli - -triicturt :

- U-M i
< ._ k/.ed in Bath. On passing north-

erly, the basin is broken up into fragments by the rising up of

the uneven floor, the segments indicating irregularly the syn-

clinal But, after reaching the neighborhood of the Dodge
gold mine, the strata are monoclinal, and continue thus till they

disappear beneath the Helderberg. The case is analogous to

those in Berkshire County, Mass., described recently by Pro-

fessor Dana,-' Analysis of tins >late in Lvman gave Professor

Seely silica Silica 72'98, peroxide of iron 6-85, alumina.

5-99, magnesia -36, potash 5*61, soda 9*92 = 101-21. Thus
this slate resembles the common schist of the Lyman series.

Pos-ibly it was derived from the decomposition of the latter.

The synclinal form of these slates confirms the general theory

of structure in this neighborhood, already presented. For, U

this area is a basin, it must lie upon older strata; and, if both

sides of the slate are flanked by a similar succession of strata,

the latter must be relatively older. In fact, this slate is flanked

first by the Lyman schist, and that in turn bv the Lisbon group.

On the southeast, the latter joins on to the Coos series, and on

the west it comes in contact with the same slate, in both cases

newer rocks : but ultimate!} inie^s is found after one or more

inferior undulations. The slate range on the west is supposed

to extend to Bernardston, Mass., on West Mountain, On one

section it has a thickness of 1500 feet, with a maximum
It carries auriferous veins of quartz, \vhich have yielded from

$18 to $25 of gold to the ton of rock, when milled. These

slates resembl • t
1 a microns r >eks of Nova S< otia. v, 1

ii h Mr.

A. R. C. Selwyn, geologist to the Dominion of Canada, ranks

v ith tli Liiuul i u I-- oi (livat Britain.

7. Coos Group.— This consists of 4 uartzites, mica -

with and witho it staurolit rgili eons schist, clay slates with

garnets auk obscun mica, possibl\ ph\ kite, calcareous mica

schist, hornblende rocks and various sandstones. My third

actions across this group, m
, with an average thickness

of 8ibout 10,000 feet. SubsequeUt MS - it.odity all

published stateme,nts respecting this i group. The limestone

gneiss of the sec be el iminated; the prooi oi

tins Hanover ui

e succession of qv on lire . mica schist and horn-
:'.'.'

!

along the same section

line , and thus all the !.,k
;

an- ivomit urns instead of one un-
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lies the supposed Cods quartzite, with a strike differing from
that of the latter as much as thirty or forty degrees. I do not
find any regular gneiss in the Coos group anywhere in the
State. It is a curious fact also that there are extensive ranges
of what seems to be the Cods quartzite resting unconformable
upon the gneiss, without any connection with mica or horn-
blende schist. They must continue to be ranked as Coos till

we have evidence to the contrary. The Cods group may also
embrace the " calciferous mica schist " of Vermont. The orig-

ition of this group expressly excluded the latter rock.
Further study will be required to make, this position a sure one.

; of confounding the Cods
ries. Dr. T. Sterry Hunt
tie, which is stated to be

pre-Cambrian, with the name of Montalban. Originally he
grouped them under the provisional name of Termnovan, and
presented considerations leading to the belief that they might lie

pear the horizon of the Potsdam. As already shown elsewhere,
it is better to separate the Cods and White Mountain series,

though both abound in the rekl 'lite and an-
dalusite. The latter may be pre-Cambrian, but the former can-
not well be older than Cambrian; and Professor Dana thinks
the Bernardston region proves all the Cods rocks to be of Hel-
derberg age.

In consequence of Dr. Hunt's error just cited, Prof. Dana has
also misapprehended the relations of these two systems, sup-
posing that Dr. Hunt had used the term " White Mountain
series" in the same sense in which I had previously employed
it, in my 1869 report. He says:* "A large part of the rocks

been distinguished as of the "Montalban" or White
Mountain series in New Hampshire, and regarded of pre-Silurian
age, are here included, and are hence nothing but altered Hel-
derberg sediments." He then quotes from Dr. Hunt's Indian-
apolis address the names of the rocks belonging to this series,

which include both the Cods and White Mountain series. If it

be granted that the former of these groups belongs to the

it remains to be proved that the latter is even as

lian. The White Mountain series does not

area represented upon the map, and hence
any notice of it here requires an apology. It is mentioned only
because it has been erroneously associated with the Cods group.

1 he two series are unlike in mineral character, thickness and
geographical distribution.
^ Xwift Water .Series.—This will be denned in the next issue

of the Journal.

* Tbia Journal, III, vol. ri, p. 348.
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9. Helderberg strata.—These form the proper subject of this

communication. In brief, they are sandstones, quartzites, con-

glomerates, hornblende rocks, argillaceous schists, clay and cal-

careous slates, crinoidal and coralline limestones, siliceous lime-

stones, and perhaps other varieties. They occupy three areas,

which may be termed the Littleton, North Lisbon and Lyman

The fossils consist of Favosites basaltica, Zaphrentis, Penia-

merus Knightii, large and small crinoidal-stem fragments, a gas-

teropod and fucoids. The third is the most important, since it

determines the precise horizon of the limestone. Samples of

all the varieties having been sent to Mr. E. Billings, he has

written that the brachiopod is closely allied to the Pt
Knightii of the Lower Helderberg, while the other fossils do

not as yet afford anything so definite in regard to geological

equivalency.
14 The fossils came last night. They are Favosites <!

a large crinoidal column, a Pentamerus closely allied to if not

identical with P. Knightii, and a gasteropod. The two first

prove nothing. The Pentamerus goes far to show that the

rock is about the top of the Upper Silurian—say Lower Hel-

derberg. The gasteropod is just like some that occur in the

same horizon. I do not consider the fossils sufficient to decide

the age of the rock very closely, but only that it is either

Upper Silurian or Lower Devonian. I have specimens of the

Jton encrinites and will endeavor to determine whether

they are identical with yours or not."

Two points of importance suggest themselves in this connec-

tion. 1. The horizon at Littleton is different from the Helder-

berg at Owl's Head, Province of Quebec, which by the included

Atrypa reticularis has been shown to be the Upper Helderberg.

It is hence most likely that we have both the Helderberg lime-

stones in New England, as well as the strata enclosed by them
in New York. 2. If there is a limit, the facts indicate

Bernardston limestone is Lower Helderberg. That locality

furnishes only large crinoidal stem fragments, which have here-

tofore been compared with the upper limestone in New York.

But the Littleton and North Lisbon localities furnish crinoidal

fragments having the \

place named, with a characteristic fossil of the lower division.

The Bernardston and Littleton localities occupy the same val-

each other than the former is to New
Hence from present indications the Massachusetts lime-

lay be regarded as Silurian instead of Devonian

[To be continued.]
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Mr subject concerns alike medical science and natural his-
tory. For while proving the existence of a new disease, some
singular facts will be brought to light about a familiar member
of the American fauna. It is cruel to add aught to the odium

ttached to the common skunk {Mephitis mephitica
bluuv

;
J/, ch turpi Tiedmann). But, clearly, he is as dangerous

as he is disagreeable. In a wild state he is by no means the
weak, timid, harmless creature commonly described by natural-
ists; although it is said that, if disarmed of his weapons of
offence while young, he may be safely domesticated.
A peculiar poison is sometimes contained in the saliva of

animals belonging to the canine and feline families, the produc-
tion of which, it has been generally supposed, is limited to
them. Other animals, of the same or of different species, may
be inoculated with this virus; the result being a m
malady, which men have observed from the days of Homer
and Aristotle, but which has never been either cured or under-
stood. This frightful disease has been called, from its origin,

Rabies canina, and from one of its symptoms, hydrophobia.
Pjobably it is not communicable by any species but those with
which it originates. A few instances have been recorded to
the contrary

; but thev were so imperfectly observed as merely
to stimulate us to further investigation. It is stated by the

lical writers (e. g., Watson Gross, and Aitken), as an
undeniable fact, that no instance is known of hydrophobia hav-
ing been communicated from one human being to another,
although many patients, in their spasms, have bitten their

. being the
°nly one of its kind, is reported by M. (xuillery, in which an
aged man experienced spontaneous hydrophobia. (Bulletin of
Belgian Academy, No. 8, 1871.) In such exceptional instances
there may have been previous inocul ition. ui noticed or forgot-
ten

• for the least parn

i

son will be efficient,

and yet it is always tardy in its period of incubation.
"he facts now collated will show, it is thought, one of two

her that the hydrophobic virus is both generated and
communicated by some of the Mustelidw as well as the Felidm
and Canidce or else, that a new disease has been discovered,
which generically resembles Rabies canina. while differing from

favors the latter opinion, de-

cidedly, for reasons to be adduced; and accordingly I may
name this new malady, from the animal in whose saliva it is

generated,
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Rabies mephitica.

The varieties of Mephitis are notorious for the singular bat-

tery with which they are provided by nature. It consists of

two anal glands from which, by the contraction of sub-caudal

muscles, an offensive fluid can be discharged in tbi

streams, with such accuracy of aim as to strike any object

within fifteen feet. This secretion is either colorless, or of a

pale yellow hue. It is phosphorescent Viewed from a safe

distance, its discharge looks like a puff of steam or white

smoke. Its odor is far more persistent than that of musk. If

too freely inhaled it causes intense nausea, followed by distress-

ing gastric cramp. In minute doses it is said to be a valuable

iodic. If so, why not experiment with it as a cure

for hydrophobic convulsions? It is not known what the effect

would be of injecting this fluid beneath the skin. In1

results might be attained by any one who was willing, in be-

half of science, to investigate further in this inviting path!

There certainly seems to be some connection between it and

the disease under consideration ; for, in every instance, the

rabid skunk has either exhausted his mephitic 'battery, or else

has lost the projectile force by which it is discharged. Per-

haps the secretion is only checked by the feverish state of the

system. Possibly there may be a causative connection between

this inactivity <>i the anal glands and the generation of malig-

nant virus in the glands of the mouth.
An adventure, while on a summer tour amid the Rocky

Mountains, first called my attention to the novel class of facts

about to be presented. Our camp was invaded by a noeturnal

prowler, which proved to be a large coal-black skunk. An\i<m
to secure his fine silky fur uninjured, I attempted h

with small shot, and failed. He made characteristic ret

and then, rushing at me with ferocity, he seized the muzzle of

my gun between his teeth ! Of course the penalty m
death. An experienced hunter then startled us by Ba

the bite of this animal is invariably fatal, and that when in

apparent health it is always rabid. He resented our

v and confirmed his statement by several instances ot

dogs and men dying in convulsions shortly after being thus

bitten.

On mentioning this adventure to H. R Payne, M.D., who

bad been camping with miners near Canon City, Col, he said

that at night skunks would come into their tent, making; a

peculiar crying noise, and threatening to attack them. His

companions, from Texas and elsewhere, had accounts to give of

fatal results following the bite of this animal.
Since returning to Kansas City, 1 have had extensive corre-

spondence with hunters, taxidermists, surgeons and others, by
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which means the particulars have been obtained of forty-one

cases of Rabies mephitioi. -reining in Virginia, Michigan. Illi-

nois, Kansas, Missouri, Colorado and Texas. All were fatal

i farmer, named Fletche:

3-ainsville, Texas, who was twice bitten by M. ma-

croura, yet recovered and is living still. On further inquiry it

was found that he was aware of his danger, and used prompt

preventive treatment. Another case was alleged to be an

exception
; that of a dog which was severely bitten in a long

fight with a skunk, but whose wounds healed readily and with-

out subsequent disease. It seems, however, that this dog after-

ward died with mysterious symptoms like those of hydro-

phobia in some of its less aggravated forms.

Instead of burdening this article with a mass of cir

3, a few cases only will be given best fitted to show
the peculiarities ,,f the maliidv : and those are preferred that

are located on the almost uninhabited plains of western Kan-

sas, because there the mephitic weasels would be least liable to

lie inoculated with canine virus.
.

A veteran hunter, Nathaniel Douglas, was hunting buffalo,

in June, 1872, fourteen miles north of Park's Fort. While

asleep he was bitten on the thumb by a skunk Fourteen days

afterward singular sensations caused him to seek medical

advice. But it was too late, and after convulsions lasting for

ten hours he died. This case is reported by an eye-witness,

Mr. E. S. Love, of Wyandotte, Kansas, who also gives several

"on" o

C

f

C

the

n

men employed by H. P. Wilson, Esq of Hayes

City, Kansas, was bitten by a skunk at night while herding

cattle on the plains. About ten davs afterward he was seized

with delirium and fearful convulsions, which followed each

other until death brought relief. Mr. Wilson also reporte other

cases, one of which is verv recent. In the summer ot 1573, a

Swedish girl was bitten bv a skunk while going to a neighbor s

house. As the wound was slight and read]

waa hardly thought worthy of remembrance. But on Jan. Z4tn,

1874, the virus, which had been latent for five months, asserted

its power. She was seized with terrible paroxysms. Large

doses of morphine were administered, which ended both her

agony and her life. n . ^ __
In October, 1871, a hunter on Walnut Creek, Kansas was

awakened by having his left ear bitten by some animal. Seiz-

ing it with his hand, he found it to be a skunk, which after a

. . ;. •

• '.

'

I lacerated. He presented himself for treatment to

Dr. J. H. Janewav, army surgeon at Fort Hayes, from whom l
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much to the man's disgust, who thought simple dressing suffi-

cient He refused to have the wound in the ear touched, and

went to Fort Harker to consult Dr. R C. Brewer. Twelve

days afterward the latter reported that his patient had died

with hydrophobic symptoms.
Another hunter, in the fall of 1872, applied to Dr. Janeway

to be treated for a bite through one of the alas of the nose.

He had been attacked by a skunk, while in camp on the Smoky
Kiver, two nights previous. He had been imbibing stimulants

freely and was highly excited and nervous. A stick of nitrate

of silver was passed through the wound several times. He was

kept under treatment for two days, when he left to have a

me" applied. He afterward went home to his ranch,

and died in convulsions twenty-one days from the time he was

inoculated.

I give but one more of the cases reported to me by Dr. Jane-

way. In October, 1871, he was called to see a young man liv-

ing in a " dug-out,
1
' a few miles from the fort. He had been

bitten by a skunk, seventeen days previous, in the litl

of the left hand. His face was flushed, and he complained

that his throat seemed to be turning into bone. On hearing

the sound of water poured from a pail into a tin cup, he went

into convulsions, that followed each other with rapidity and

violence for sixteen hours, terminating in death. T
dog had also been bitten, and it was suggested that he had bet-

ter be shut up. He chanced at the time to be in the hog-pen,

and he was confined in that enclosure. Ere long he began to

gnaw furiously at the rails and posts of the pen and to bite the

hogs ; until the bystanders, convinced that he was mad, ended

the scene by shooting all the animals in the pen.

It is evidently the opinion of Dr. Janeway that the malady

produced by mephitie virus is simply hydrophobia. Should

he be correct, then all that ia :acts would

be this, viz : that henceforth the varieties of Mephitis must be

classed with those animjil- that .-p.. nt aneously generate poison

in the glands of the mouth and communicate it by salivary in-

oculation. From this, as a starting-point, we might go further

and seek a solution of the whole mystery of hydro]
-1 *

>riginates with *
a

tela, widelv »
the

* Since forwarding this article for publi • n answer w my
: • -

Mephitis zorilla. He described it as a very prettr 1 i tti

:ut he adds that its bite is highly

1 cases. But his testimony is inter-
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and Canidae and other families of animals. And then,
if it could be proved experimentally that the characteristic
mephitic secretions contained an antidote for the virus of the
Bahva, we should have the whole subject arranged verj beau-

I am favored by Dr. M. M. Shearer, surgeon in the 6th U.
S. Cavalry, with notes from his case-book, of four cases in
which persons have died from the bite of the skunk ; and he
also mentions additional instances reported to him by other ob-
servers. He thinks there is a marked difference between the
symptoms of their malady and those of hydrophobia. I shall
J'ti. r |« his testimony again, but pause for a moment to notice
his final conclusions, from which, original and interesting as
they are, I must dissent. He says :

" I regard this virus as be-
ing as peculiar to the skunk as the venom of the rattlesnake is

to that creature
; and not an occasional outbreak of disease as

the aestus veneris of the wolf or the rabies canina." Singular
as this theory may seem, it is not wholly without support It
is remarkable that' of all the cases thus far reported to me there
is but one instance of recovery. It is stated in Watson's Phvsic
(vol. i, p. 615) that of one hundred and fourteen bitten" by
rabid wolves only sixty-seven died ; and of those bitten by
rabid dogs the proportion is still less. But mephitic inocula-
tion is sure death. Then again it is to be observed that the
only peculiarity noticeable in these biting skunks is the arrest
of their effluvium. They approach stealthily, while their vic-
tims are asleep, and indict the deadlv wound on some minor
member—the thumb, the little finger," the lobe of the ear, one
of the alae of the nose. How different from the fierce assault
of a mad dog ! How subtle and snake like ! It may be re-

tlso, that dogs are generally as cautious and adroit in

attacking these odious enemies as they are in seizing venomous
snakes. But we must remember, on the other hand, that thou-
sands of skunks are k i lv as pests and partly
for the fur trade; and it is incredible that an animal whose
ordinary bite is as venomous as that of a rattlesnake, should so
seldom resort to that mode of defence, if it be his.

The resulting disease resembles hydrophobia more than it

does the effects of ophidian venom. But here, as observed at
the outset, the likeness is only generic, while specifically there
are marked differences. These have purposely been kept in
the back-ground until now. And in giving a differential diag-
n°sis, I shall avoid repetitious details, and combine facts gath-
ered from many sources with the close and accurate observa-
tions which Dr." Shearer has put at my disposal.

1. The period of incubation is alike in Babies canina and
Babies mephitica. That is, it is indefinite, ranging from ten
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days to twelve months, with no opportunity meanwhile for sub-

sequent inoculation. But during the incubative period of R.

mephitica, no perceptible changes take place in the constitution

as in hydrophobia. In only one instance was there unusual

nervousness, and that might have been due to alcohol. In

sa where there was time for it, the wounds healed over

smoothly and permanently, and in several

scar was visible. In no case was there recrudescence of the

wound, always seen in hydrophobia. Indeed, there were so

few premonitions of any kind that, in most instances, the

attending physicians themselves supposed the ailment to be

siui] ai d tr vial, n t I the sudden and fearful convulsions

came on to baffle all their skill.

2. Characteristic pustules form, in hydrophobia, beneath the

tongue and near the orifices of the sub-maxillary glands. (See

Aitken, Sci. and Pract. Med., vol. i, p. 653.) These were not

reported in a single case of R mephitica. Dr. Shearer looked

for them carefullv in all his cases, but did not find them.

3. The specific action of hydrophobic virus affects the eighth

pair of cranial nerves and their branches, especially the oeso-

phageal branch, the result being great diffio

and the motor nerve of the larnyx, causing sighing, catching of

the breath, and difficulty in expelling the frothy mucufl aeca-

mulated in the throat. These invariable accompaniments of

R. canina are usually wanting in R mephitica ; the exceptions

being in the case of the Swedish girl, who complained of pain

in her chest ; and the young man, Dr. Janeway's patient, whose

constriction of the throat was decided, as well as his sensitive-

ness to water. Dr. Shearer's patients had no such trouble. A
taxidermist, who has seen four dogs die from R. mep
Michigan, says they did not seem to have any fear of water, or

other signs which he had supposed were characteristic of R-

canina. Ordinary hydrophobia, again, is marked by constant

hyperesthesia of the skin, so that the slightest breath of air

will precipitate convulsions. But, in R. mephitica, fanning the

face affords relief, and even cloths dipped in water and laid on

the forehead were soothing

!

4. In hydrophobia the perceptions are intensified, so that

even the deaf are said to have their hearing restored; the

pupils are strongly dilated, imparting to the eyes a wild, glar-

ing expression; the spasms are torn.', ... ,».. >t ;,.iv and continu-

ous; the pulse is feeble ; and delirium is i

by lucid intervals. But the symptoms are wholly different in

R. mephitica: there is oscillation of the pupil; the spasms are

clonic, i. <\, marked by rapid alternate contraction a:

tion of the muscles ; small but wiry radial pulse and rapid car-

otids
;

positive loss of perception and volition throughout,
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until delirium ends in persistent unconsciousness, simultane-

ously with cold perspiration and relaxation of the sphincters.

5. The mode of death is by asthenia in both forms of rabies

;

but in R. canina the frightful struggles of nature to eliminate

the poison are more prolonged than in R. mephitica ; and in the

latter they may, on occasion, be still further abridged by the

use of morphine, which has no narcotic effect upon the former,

even in the largest doses and injected into the veins

!

I have thus endeavored to describe, and also to explain,

these strange and painful phenomena. I must leave the reader

to form his own decision, only hoping that some one may be

induced to follow this pioneer work in a new path, by further

and more able investigations of his own.

Kansas City, Mo., Feb. 24th, 1874.

Art. XLV.— On the nature of the action of Light upon Silver

Bromide ; by M. Carey Lea, Philadelphia.

When silver bromide is exposed for a moment to light, it

undergoes no visible change, but has acquired the property of

passing to an intense black when treated with pyrogallic acid

and an alkali. , . . . ,

As to the nature of this black substance, there has existed

considerable diversity of opinion. In a paper published on the

subject about a year since by Captain Abney, *.O.b., he ex-

pressed the opinion that it was an oxide of silver.

Some years since, while investigating the action of light

upon silver iodide, I succeeded in proving that the black sub-

stance, which is produced when silver iodide is exposed to light

in presence of silver nitrate, contains iodine, and is, therefore,

either a sub-iodide or an oxy-iodide. The yj*tltX°bto
™?J

was too small to enable me to ascertain which. When this

biack substance was i

!

<
l

>

n°rmal ^
eJ

)

ow Sli "

ver iodide was left behind, and silver was found on solution

I have recently* applied the same treatment to the brom

compound with similar results. I find that when silver bromide

is treated with pvrogallic acid and alkali after .exposure to

light, the black substance which remains contains rom
J

and is resolved by nitric acid into normal silver bromide left

behind as a pale yellow film) and silver, which passes into

solution. It is therefore either a sub-bromide or an oxybro-

mide, not an oxide, probably the former.

The existence of these compounds is evidently an^argu^t

for doubling the atomic weight of silver, as has recently been

proposed on other grounds.

Am. Jour. Sci.-Thirp Series, Vol. VII, No. 41.-MAy, 16-4.
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[Continued from page 376.]

Agassizocrinus Troost
;
plate xxi.—In looking at the species

of this group figured on the plate cited above, it would seem

scarcely possible that such forms as that represented by figs.

12a, 6, c, with a small, distinctly divided base, showing a well-

defined scar for the attachment of a column, ought to be ranged

in the same genus with such species as A. dactyliformis and A.

conicus (represented by figs. 7 and 8 of the same plate), show-

ing no traces of a scar of attachment, and having the base large,

and nearly or entirely without divisions. As important, how-

ever, as such distinctions would naturally be supposed, speci-

mens have been found that seem to show 'that no well-grounded

generic distinctions can be founded on these differences. On
the contrary, it is highly probable that in all cases the young
of these species were attached by a column, and had the base

divided into five parts ; but that, as they advanced in size, some

became free at much earlier stages of growth than others, thus

causing the base to enlarge more rapidly than the other parts,

and to assume the character of a single solid piece, with the

scar of attachment entirely obsolete. Some species, such as

those represented by figs. 10 and 12, may have even remained

attached by a slender column during their whole life.

Dr. Rcemer proposed to found a genus Astyhcrinus for the

species with an undivided base and without a column ;
the

iimen represented by our figure 7a being his typical form,

original of which belongs to Dr. Shumard's collection.

Fusulina gracilis and F. venlricosa ; figs. 7 and 8, plate XXIV.—Fusulin

These names were temporarily written on the explanation:

this plate, merely with the view of keeping in mind forms wuu
which it was thought desirable that they should be compared
in revising the text for the press, and not with any intention of

ultimately using them as if the fossils were known really to

belong to two distinct species. They are, on the contrary,

almost certainly extreme varieties of the common F.
Fischer. The first does not agree exactly, in form, with the

California specimens for which the name F gracilis was origi-

nally proposed, though it does not differ very materially. The
other is smaller, and even more ventricose than the Kai -as

specimens named ventricosa, as a mere variety of F.
and is better entitled to rank as a distinct 'variety than f

1"~*

figured on the same plate under the name F. gracilis.
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Zeacrinus (Hydreionocrinusf) acanthophorus M. and W.
;
plate

xxiv, figs 11a, 6 — The specimen of this species, shown by fig.

11a, illustrates the ventral extension so greatly developed in

this and the allied groups. In th cowed below

and dilated and truncated at the top, around which it is armed
by a row of spines that extend out horizontally. I have long

been familiar with these spines, as seen detached (see figs, lid,

e) and scattered among the other fossils of our Coal-measures

;

but, until the discovery of a specimen of this species with some
of them in place, connected with the ventral extension, their

true position with relation to the other parts of the crinoid has

remained a mystery. They have often been confounded with

the spines of Z. rnucrospinus of McChesney (see figs. 12a, b,

same plate) from which, however, it will be seen that they differ

. in the form of the larger or attached end, those of

Z. rnucrospinus being really modified and greatly produced

second-radial pieces of the body ; while those under consider-

ation are similarly produced vault or ventral pieces, having

no direct connection with the radial series whatever.

Since seeing the specimen illustrated by our figs. 11a, b I

have, as elsewhere suggested, very strongly suspected that

the type on which Dr. de Koninck founded his genus

Hydreionocrinus may really differ in no essential generic or

subgeneric characters from Zeacrinus (Troost) Hall, 1858. It

is true, Dr. de Koninck supposed that his type was entirely

destitute of free arms: or, in other words, that arms were

united (" soldered ") laterally along their entire length, so as

to form a large, cylindrical, upward extension as wide as the

body, with its upper end truncated and tightly covered over

by solid vault-pieces, the outer row of which project out hon-

j. spine-like processes, around the top, pre-

cisely as the spines are seen radiating from the top of the

ventral prolongation (see fig. 116) of our type. The great

difficulty, however, of understanding how the arms of a

could perform their natural functions, thus immovably united

so as to form such a cylindrical prolongation, closely sealed

over above by solid • v favors the conclu-

sion that the part supposed by Dr. de Koninck to be thus

formed, may really be the central extension of a flattened

specimen from which the arms had been accidentally removed

The species illustrated by our figures 11a, ft, has the ventral

l*rt n,rr.»wt,l downward; but there are several others known

in this country in which it is as wide all the way down, or very

nearly as wide, as the bodv below ;
and, if a specimen of one of

these had hi
:t awaJ' aud lts bo<

{J
and ventral part more or less flattened by pressure, it would

certainly present very nearly, if not exactly, the appearance of
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Dr. de Koninck's type, as illustrated by him. That is, the

removal of the arms and the pressing inward of the body and
radial pieces might give the walls of the ventral part the appear-

ance of rising directly from the top of the radial series.

If this suggestion in regard to the upper parts of the type

of Hydreionocrinus should prove true, as I am very strongly

inclined to believe it will, that name having priority of date

over Zeacrinus, would have to take precedence, as there appear

to be no generic or subgeneric differences in the structure of

the body of the typical forms of these proposed groups. In

this case, all of the American species, and a few foreign forms,

described under the name Zeacrinus, would have to be ranged

under Hydreionocrinus*
Archveocidaris? (sp. undt.)

;
pi. XXIV, figs. ISa-e.—These

spines almost certainly belong to a species described by Dr.

Shumard, in the Trans. St. Louis Academy Sci., vol. i, p. 223,

under the name A. aculeatus. As Dr. Shumard never figured

his species, however, and we have had no opportunity to com-

pare our Illinois specimens with his types, it is barely possible

that they may belong to a distinct species.

Septopora Cestriensis Prout, pL XXIV, figs. 14a, b, c; and

Synocladia virgulacea var. biserialis Swallow, figs. 15a, b, c, of

same plate.—The occurrence of these two names as quoted

above, in the explanations of plate xxiv, without any refer-

ence to them in the text, might lead to the conclusion that we
were intending to recognize the specimens figured as represent-

ing two separate and distinct genera. On the contrary, how-

ever, as would have been fully explained if the text of the

volume could have been prepared as originally intended, the

figures were drawn mainly to show the exact generic, and pos-

sible specific, identity of the fossils on which these names were

founded.

Dr. Prout's typical species of his proposed genus Septopora,

represented by our figures 14a, b, c, cited above, was from the

Chester limestone of the Lower Carboniferous; while Prof

Swallow's species, represented by figs. 15a, b, c, came from the

Upper Coal-measures. That they are generically identical, how-

ever, no one will for a moment question ; and few will doubt

that they really belong to the same species, as even the slight

differences seen in the mode of branching, as illustrated by
our figures 14a and 15a, are not constant ; and the apparent

difference represented in the dimorphous pores, as seen in figs.

146 and 156, are due rather to differences in the state of

* I have elsewhere n
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preservation of the specimens than to any natural distinc-

In the Proceedings of the Philad. Acad. Nat. Sci. for 1870,
we published some remarks on this subject, showing that Dr.
Prout's proposed genus Septopora agrees in all essentia
characters with Prof. King's older genus Syw^lndin ; and that
Prof. Swallow's Synocladia virgulacea var. biserialis is entirely
distinct specifically from the European & virgulacea Phillips
(sp.), but almost certainly identical specifically with the type
of Dr Prout's proposed genus Septopora. In the Paleontology
of Eastern Nebraska, plate vii, published in Dr. B

Report of 1872, I have also fully illustrated the well
defined specific differences between the so-called variety biseri-

alis, and the foreign 8, virgulacea.
It is all the more important that the true relations of the

American form biserialis to the proposed genus /Septopora, as
well as to the real Synocladia virgulacea of Europe, should not
be lost sight of, because its occurrence here in certain Coal-
measure rocks of the West has been appealed to as an evidence
that these beds should be referred to the Permian epoch. The
genus Synocladia, and especially the species *X virgulacea of

ias long been regarded as especially characteristic of
the Permian

; consequently, if the American form can be prop-
erly referred to that species, its abundant occurrence here in
the rocks referred to might very naturally be supposed to have
some bearing on the question in regard to their Carboniferous
or Permian age. The fact, however, that we now know this

form (biserialis) to range, not only through our whole Coal-

measures, but to be represented by a type beyond all question
congeneric, and almost certainly specifically identical, even in the

upper members of our Lower Carboniferous limestones, shows
how exceedingly cautious we should be in deciding such ques-
tions on the evidence of a few species, even before their geo-

oge has been well determined among our own rocks,f
This, however, is only one of a number of examples that

might be me or types that have until recently

been known only from our Coal-measures, which are now
known to have their closely allied representatives among the

.
*It may be well to explain here that Dr. Prout's figures of his type, published

m the Trans. St. L. Acad. Sci., are far from being as accurate as those he published
of other species of Polyzoa ; though his description is quite clear and satisfactory.

Our figs. 14a, b, c were drawn from one of his typical specimens.

t It should be stated just here, that Dr. Etheridge of London has recently, de-

scribed a specie the biserialis, from the Lower Carbonif-

erous limestone of Midlothian. iSee Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., vol. xii, fourth

series, p. 189, pi. 8, 1873.) He also adds some remarks on the relations of Syno-

cladia King and Septopora Prout, exactly sustaining our views on this point, con-

tamed in the paper above alluded to, pui - - at the T
Acad. Nat. " ' •

in the paper a
Sat. Sci. in 18
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fossils of the upper member of the Lower Carboniferous lime-

stones of the same region. For instance, the curious species

Zeacrinus acanthophorus and Z macrospinus (pi. XXIV, figs, lid,

e, and 12a, b), of the Coal-measures, are represented by Z.

formosus and Z. armiger (pi. xxi, figs. 2c, d, and fig. 3a) of the

Chester limestone; while the singular solid-based forms of

Agassizocrinus, figured on pi. xxi, from the Chester, are repre-

sented by a similar form from the Coal-measures, as shown by
our figure 4 of plate xxiv.

Aviculopecten neglectus Geinitz
;

pi. XXVI, figs. 7a, b, c, d—
This little shell was originally described by Prof. Geinitz,

under the name Pecten neglectus, in his work on the fossils from

the Coal-measures of Nebraska, its hinge characters being un-

known to him. In a review of that work, and in the Paleon-

tology of Eastern Nebraska, I placed it provisionally in the

Aviculopecten, from general external characters, its hinge

then equally unknown to me ; though no doubts were

ntertained in regard to its being clearly distinct from the more

modern genus Pecten. While studying the Illinois Coal-meas-

ure fossils, some years later, at Springfield, Illinois, I discovered

that it has a very peculiar hinge-plate or area, entirely

from that of Aviculopecten; or, in other words, that it is pro-

vided with a comparatively large, oblique, central carl

and a row of smaller ones crossing the area at right angles, all

along, both before and behind the larger, oblique, central pit, us

shown in our figure 7c, cited above. Although intei

account of this character, ultimately to make a verv different

disposition of this shell in the text, the name A w
neglectus was temporarily written opposite its number on the

.as of the plate, merely to keep in mind, for the time

being, its identity with the Nebraska shell. The text of the

volume, however, for the reasons already explained, was not

revised and written out as at first intended, and consequently

the name A viculopecten neglectus was printed in the ex;

of the plate so originally written, and the references in the text

given accordingly.

From the hinge characters of this shell, as illustrated by our

figures, it will be at once seen to differ widely from A viculopec-

ten, and, at least in this peculiarity, to be much more nearly

like Pernopecten of Winchell. After a careful con
however, with that genus, I am led to the conclusion that our

shell cannot be properly referred to it, for the following reasons.

In the first place, the decided obliquity of its large c<

tilage-pit, together with the coexistence of a series of smaller

and
ther
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relations with the Aviculidce. On the contrary, the want of
even the slightest obliquity of either the central cartilage-pit,
or of the shell itself, in Pernopecten, as well as the shortness
and equality of its auricles, without the faintest traces of a bys-
sal sinus, together with its general physiognomy, all indicate
affinities to the modern genus Amusium, and consequently a
position in the Pectinidoe. It is true, the presence of a row of
minute cartilage-pits along the entire hinge, if tiiey .

in Pernopecten, would be an anomalous feature in the Pectinidce;
but I vm strongly suspect that what appear to be such in
Prof. Winchell's type are really only interlocking crenulations
of the hinge-line, and not true cartilage-pits. At least, this
seemed to me to be the case, on examining Prof. Winchell's
type-specimens. However this may be, I am, as already
stated, decidedly of the opinion that these shells cannot be
properly referred to the same genus;* and, knowing of no
other group to which our type could be with more propriety
referred, I have proposed for it the name Euchondria,^ which
will render it necessary to write the name of the type species

I neglecta.

Aviculopecten carbomferus Stevens (sp.)i pL xxvi, fig. 8
(not figs. 8a, b). It will be seen that there are, by mistake,
two very different shells designated on this plate by the num-
ber 8. That is, one simply numbered 8, and one numbered
8a, b. The first, which is not mentioned in the text, or on the
explanations of the plate, is the form Dr. Stevens described,
many years back, in this Journal, under the name Pecten

: while more recently Prof. Swallow named it

Pecten Broadheadii, and Prof. Geinitz, in his work on the

Nebraska fossils, has called it Pecten Ilawni. I have elsewhere,
long back, called attention to the identity of these proposed
species, and referred the shell provisionally to the genus Avicu-

kpeeten, as it is certainly not a true Pecten. Good figures of
both valves of this shell may be seen in my Keport on the

Paleontology of Eastern Nebraska, published in Hayden's
Nebraska Eeport of 1872.
The other form, numbered 8a, b, on the same plate, is Nucula

parva of McChesney.
Miculana (sp. undt); pi. xxvi, fig. 10.—This is the same as

at least one llis work
on the Neb. ula Kazanensiz de Yernueil. It

Plate, and figs. Wa-g of pi. ix, Paheont. Eastern Nebraska in Haydti

Report of is-

j

allow (sp.), which u exactly

like the type of Pernopecten, excepting in not having a crenate hinge.

t See page 445 of this volume.
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looks like de Verneuil's figures ; but, when we remember that

his species came from the Permian rocks of Russia, and that

his typical specimens consist merely of imperfect impressions in

a mass of rock, it must be admitted that we have very unsatis-

factory means of comparison, and that the probabilities are

i i ust the conclusion that this American Coal-measure

shell is really the same as the Russian species.

It is also very similar to Nuculana bellistriata (=Leda
' Stevens), originally described from our western Coal-

measures, and very common at that horizon in Illinois, to

which species I referred it as a variety (N~. bellistriata, var.

attenuata), in Hayden's Nebraska Geological Report of 1872,

page 206. It seems, however, both in Illinois and Nebraska,

to be always decidedly smaller, and more attenuated at the

posterior extremity, than the form generally referred to Dr.

Stevens' shell, and I am now inclined to regard it as a distinct,

more delicate species. Its smaller size is also quite as strong

to the supposition that it may be icle:
•

de Verneuil's species.

-•<
!

Art. XLVIL--Britf Contributions from the Physical Laboratory

of Harvard College, No. V.— On a method of freeing a Mag-

netic Barfrom the influence of the Earth's Magnetism; by John
Trowbridge.

In the Proceedings of the Philosophical Society, Manchester,

March 19, 1867, Br. J. P. Joule gives the following method of

freeing magnets from the inductive action of the earth's mag-

netism :
u Two magnets are prepared whose magnetic moments

are as nearly equal as possible. In the deflexion experiments

these magnets are used separately, or they may be placed simul-

taneously on opposite sides of the suspended magnet to pro-

duce a greater deflexion. In these experiments the inductive

force of terrestrial magnetism is transverse to the axis. Let

one of the magnets be suspended, and let the other be placed

parallel to it with its center exactly below that of the -

magnet, and with its axis in the same direction. The force

which the fixed magnet exerts on the suspended one is in the

opposite direction from that of I ism. If the

fixed magnet be gradually brought nearer to the suspended
one, the time of vibral till at a certain point

the equilibrium will cease to be stable, and beyond this j>
''-'it

the suspended magnet >na in the reverse posi-

tion. By >•
. this wav a nosition of the fixed
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magnet is found at which it exactly neutralizes the effect of
terrestrial magnetism on the suspended one. The two mag-
nets are fastened together so as to be parallel, with their axes
turned the same way, and at the distance just found by experi-
ment. They are then suspended in the usual way and made
to vibrate together through small arcs. The lower magnet
exactly neutralizes the effect of terrestrial magnetism on the
upper one, and since the magnets are of equal moment, the
upper one neutralizes the inductive action of the earth on the
lower one." (Electricitv and Magnetism, Clerk Maxwell, vol.

ii, p. 105.)

It is desirable in many investigations on magnetism to free a
needle not only from the inductive action of the earth, but also

from its directive influence. The method that I have adopted
is the following : An ordinary tangent galvanometer is so con-
structed that the coil is free to turn about a vertical axis, and also

about a horizontal one. The coil is first placed in a plane perpen-
dicular to the magnetic meridian ; it is then turned about its hori-

zontal axis until the component of the strength of the current act-

ing in the horizontal plane shall be just equal and opposite to the

horizontal component of the earth's magnetism. In fig. 1, if

we denote by 6 the angle which the plane of the coil makes

1
with a vertical plane, and by a b the

v strength S of the current passing

through the coil of the galvanometer;

we shall have S cos0=^, in which /*

is the counter-balanced force of the

X earth's magnetism. Under these con-

ditions the magnetic needle is evi-

dently in a state of unstable equili-

\ brium, and, if placed perpendi uhrly

\ i to the magnetic meridian, will vibrate

^ through small arcs free from the in-

A bar of soft iron placed in the vertical plane which passes

through the suspension of the needle perpendicular to the mag-
netic meridian, at a suitable distance from one of the poles

of the needle, serves to bring it back to zero, just as the con-

troling magnet serves a similar purpose in Thomson's reflecting

galvanometer. This method constitutes practically a new as-

tatic system.
It is often desirable to test the changes which take place in

a closed circuit in which the full force of a current acts. Such
as the effect of heating the electrodes I

V radars Experimental
Researches in Electricity, vol. i, s. 1637), the effects of induc-

tion, and similar qualitative experiments In the use of a
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reflecting galvanometer in such, experiments there are great

difficulties; one of the most obvious of which is the large

divergence of the spot of light from the zero of the scale, and

the deflection of the magnet into a state of minimum sensi-

bility. Table I. will show the effect of the introduction of

resist! tees in the closed circuit when the needle is placed by
this method in a plane perpendicular to the magnetic meridian,

and a controling magnet serves to bring it back to its original

position when the resistances are removed.

In the following Table II, the same resistances were intro-

duced into a closed circuit, the strength of which was measured

by the same instrument used as a tangent galvanometer

:

Table II.

It will be seen that, estimated in this way, the new method is

much the more sensitive. It possesses the advantage also that

the needle can remain at zero even while a strong current is

trical condition of the closed c^~>,
The method supplies a magnetic horizontal

J; pendulum for the investigation of the lnduc-

/1 "X tive effects of large magnetic masses. It also

/e
I

A serves to determine the force of attraction of a

/ I I \ galvanic coil on a magnet placed in its axis.

I Tn the following figure the ellipse represents

L
j

the projection of the plane of the coil of the

\ c I , galvanometer on the horizontal plane, when it

\ .
* / makes an angle with the vertical plane, a

*
'

j
' / represents the magnetic needle standing at

\ / right angles to the magnetic meridian ;
and cd

\ l^y and ef galvanic coils placed parallel to the

magnetic meridian.
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For small vibrations of the needle, the law MT= „.., ,
...

evidently applies ; in which
M is the magnetic moment,
T the force of attraction at a given distance x from the cen-

ters of the coils,

t= the time of vibration,
0= the coefficient of torsion of the suspension thread,

k the moment of inertia of the needle.

For the vibrations of the same needle under the influence of

the earth we have—MT ,=
aTiJLflV

eliminating M, tt 2
,
k, and

(1+0) we have — =^, or T=^T 1 ,
in which T, is the force

of the horizontal component of the earth's magnetism in abso-

lute units. We can thus, by this method, express the force of

attraction of a galvanic coil at a given point on its axis where
the lines of force are sensibly parallel in absolute units.

No. VI.—A Note on Melde's Experiment; by W. Loweby.

In performing Melde's experiments upon the vibrations of

Strings, it is desirable to change the tension of the

cord in a continuous manner. The ordinary method of attaching

weights to the cord does not admit of this with precision
;
and

with small weights the movement of the weight itself, on account

of the rapid vibration of the string, prevents the formation of the

ventral segments with regularity. I have adopted the follow-

ing method: A glass tube graduated into millimeters is

weighted so as to float in a vertical position. This is attached

to the silk cord which hangs from the prong of the tuning

fork, and is placed in a glass vessel filled with water. Inis

latter vessel is provided with a siphon, by means of which

the water can be drawn off at pleasure. It will be readily seen

that, by drawing off the water from the larger vessel, the dis-

placement produced by the graduated glass tube is diminished,

and the tension of the string thereby is increased. By dimin-

ishing or increasing the amount of water in the larger vessel

the tension can be diminished or increased to the desired

extent
. .

In order to make quantitative experiments, the tube is, in

the first place, connected with the arm of a delicate hydrostatic

balance. The balance is adjusted when the level ot the water

» which the tube floats is at the zero of the millimeter scale.

In order to avoid errors in reading, it is best to use a cathetom-
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eter. The weights, which are necessary to keep the index of

the balance at zero, when the level of the water in the outer

vessel falls through the millimeter divisions on the graduated

tube, are noted. The upward pressure of the water, and conse-

quently the tension upon the suspending cord, are then given in

In order to show the regularity of the method, the following

results of one experiment are given. In the experiment, a

glass tube which, immersed at 110 mm. on the scale, weighed

two grams, gave, when the level of the water in the outer vessel

was lowered, the following

:

Immersed at 110 mm. Weight = 2 grams.

102 " " 2-5 "

In these experiments a fall of 8'1 mm. corresponded to a dif-

ference of *5 of a gram. It is evident by increasing the size of

the outer vessel that a large amount of water would measure a

slight displacement. When the cord was set in vibration, the

following results were obtained :

110

The ratio of the numbers in the second and third columi

will be found to follow Melde's law.

For qualitative or quantitative experiments upon beats c

Lisajous curves this method of loading the prong of a tumn

fork can advantageously replace the bit of wax or the slidin

weight, since we have 'at our command a quick and precis

method of adjustment.

In the Annalen der Physik und Chemie, Bd. 137, s. 452,

and Bd. 139, s. 509, under the title of " Schwache Elektnsche

Funke in Luft, von P. Riess," a method is described of obtain-

ing different kinds of electric sparks from the Holtz machine.
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The following method seems to be preferable to that de-

scribed in the above mentioned articles : Having insulated the

outer coating of the two Leyden jars, which form a part of the

ordinary Iloltz machine, short thick wires were connected with

these outside coatings and terminated in two brass pointers or

80 -

;

. ictors, so arranged that the distance between them could

be varied at pleasure. With this arrangement the following

results were noted. At first the conductors were placed in con-

nection with each other; it was then found that a series of

sparks were given off between the conductors of the machine.

The extreme length of spark obtainable with the machine

which was used was 20 cm. The sparks so obtained were

large and luminous, passing only at intervals, and requiring a

u before they would leap across the space.

Then the pointers connected with the outer coatings of the

Leyden jars were drawn apart about 13 mm.; it was then

found that a succession of fine thread-like sparks passed across

the space separating the conductors of the machine, whereas

there was no such appearance between the pointers connected

with the jars. But at intervals a larger spark, not so bright as

the normal spark of the machine, would jump across the con-

ductors, and simultaneously with this a similar spark passed

between the pointers. This fine line of sparks was found to

have a peculiar form, being brightest and largest at the ends of

the conductors of the machine, fading away to a lighter and

redder tint, and being of a thread-like character in the space

between the knobs of°the conductors.

It was found, if the distance between the conductors ol

the machine exceeded a little that between the pointers con-

nected with the Leyden jars, that no large sparks passed

between either set of conductors, but only a series of thread-

like discharges. When the distance between the conductors

of the machine was less than that between the pointers, a simi-

lar result was obtained. When the pointers were but a lew

millimeters apart a continuous loop-like discharge passed be-

tween them, which was not interrupted by the occa.)

sage of a bright spark, and was not coincident in path with the

latter. By varying the distance of the pointers of the Leyden

jars the number and character of the sparks could be changed

at will. This method possesses the advantage that by an easy

adjustment of these pointers the form of the electric spark can

be readilv studied. In experimenting upon the passage ol the

spark through different media we can, by this method,

the diameter, so to speak, of the spark, and can change quickly

from the spark discharge to that of the brush. The change in

tone of the sound of the discharge when the distance between

the pointers is varied is quite marked.
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The readiest way of producing the brush discharge is to con-

nect the negative conductor of the Holtz machine with the

ground, and to place the hand in its neighborhood with one

finger extended toward the positive conductor ; the brush then

makes its appearance on the positive conductor. Faraday, in

his Experimental Eesearches in Electricity, vol. i, p. 454, et seq.,

has fully described this peculiar electric discbarge. Since his

epoch the use of condensers in connection with electrical

machines has so altered their range, that the following experi-

ments were instituted to observe the effect of such condensers

on the brush discharge.

Experiment 1. If both condensers were removed from the

machine and the negative pole connected with the ground, the

brush made its appearance on the knob of the positive conductor.

Exp. 2. A plate of vulcanite, held in the hand, was inter-

posed between the conductors and produced the same effect as

the hand alone. If, however, the vulcanite were supported on

an insulated stand, no brush appeared. A metallic disk held

in the hand failed to produce the brush.

Exp. 3. A condenser was connected with the positive pole

;

the other connection remaining as before. The brush made
its appearance, but was less stable, and consisted of a uniform

straight spark, of 25 mm., terminating in interweaving rays.

sity resulting from the use of the condenser.
Exp. 4. For the condenser of the machine a larger one from

five to six times its capacity was substituted. The brush

disappeared.

Exp. 5. A pointed metallic wire was held in the hand and

directed toward the brush. It immediately disappeared.

The conclusions to be drawn from the above experiments

appear to be as follows : The use of condensers of large sur-

faces is prejudicial to the continuance of the brush discharge.

This peculiar phenomenon, which results, evidently, from the

tendency of the electric state on the positive conductor to com-

bine with the state which it induces on a neighboring large and

poor conductor, is best produced by a continuous supply of a

positive charge, small comparatively in quality, wliivh i> il
~

oaly dissipated by the inductive action of the large

body id the neighborhood. Condensers of a smaller extent ot

tan those in common use on the Holtz machine appear

better adapted to produce a continuous brush discharge.
With large condensers the brush changes into a glow on the

knob of the positive conductor. It will be instructive to quote
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the remarks of Faradav (Experimental Kesearches in Electri-
citv, vol. i, § 1526) on this glow discharge. ''Diminution of the

surface will produce it; thus when a rod OS of an inch
in diameter, with a rounded termination, was rendered positive
in free air, it gave fine brushes from the extremity ; but occa-
sionally these disappeared, and a quiet phosphorescent, contin-
uous glow took their place, covering the whole end of the wire,
and extending a very small distance from the metal into the air.

§ 1528. Increase of power in the machine tends to produce the
glow

; for rounded terminations, which will give only brushes
when the machine is in weak action, will readily give the glow
when it is in good order."

It is evident that diminution of the charging surface in these
experiments of Faraday resulted in a greater electric density at
the termination of the conductor used, which was also the effect

. power of the machine. In our experi

is analagous to those produced b;

3 charging surface, and inen
power of the machine. For, although the condenser really in-

creases the charging surface, still the electric density is increased
m a greater ratio. The spectrum of the brush discharge consists
of a number of fine lines in the blue and violet end of the spec-
trum, which are difficult to measure on account of the faint
light. The spectrum differs greatly from that of the spark
enhanced by the use of condensers. The spectrum of the latter

continuous one crossed by bright lines. I have measured
mgths of the most prominent ones, and find theirthe wave-lengths of the most prominent

value as follows

5185 5184 Thalen
5003.5 5003 N". Huggins

The lines due to nitrogen are thus seen to be the most prom-
inent. There were many fine lines, especially in the violet,

which were partially obscured by the light of the continuous
spectrum; and therefore did not admit of exact measurement
A hese lines were apparently those which appeared in the spec-
trum of the brush discharge. The bright lines whose wave-
lengths we have given above were wanting in the brush dis-

charge. The solid particles of the brass conductors do not
appear to contribute to the formation of the light of the spark,
for no prominent zinc or copper lines were observed in the
spectrum. The spark was produced also between brass knobs
covered with sheet pi erence in the spectra

was observed.
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Art. XLVIIL—Brief Contributions to Zoology from the Museum
of Yak College. No. XXIX. Results of recent Dredging

Expeditions on the Coast of New England, No. 7 ; by A. E.

Verrill.
[Continued from page 414.]

bank near Cashe's Ledge, consisting for the

most part of hard bottoms, proved to be one of the most inter-

esting of the localities on our coast that has been investigated

by means of the dredge. The crest of Cashe's Ledge, situated

about ninety miles south from the mouth of the Penobscot

River, rises to within four fathoms of the surface. Since it is

in range with the extensive belt of syenitic rocks which, run-

ning in a southwestern direction, terminate in the mountains of

Mt. Desert and the smaller islands situated farther south,

Cashe's Ledge is, in all probability, a sunken island belonging

to the Mt. Desert group. The rocks on Mt. Desert are mostly

massive reddish colored syenites, often passing into granite and

hyperite. Many of the fragments brought up by the dredge,

at Cashe's Ledge, are of the same kind of rock, and the mud
in the same region is reddish brown, and under the microscope

shows grains of reddish feldspar, garnet and other minerals

characteristic of this granitic formation. The dredgings in

this region commenced a few miles south of the crest of the

ledge, in fifty-two fathoms, and extended several miles farther

southward, to the depth of ninety fathoms. Several hauls

were made, both with tangles and dredges, but the whole collec-

tion was combined together (under No. 21, in the table of

temperatures, p. 408). The single temperature observation taken

at the bottom in this place gives 43° F., but this is probably

somewhat too high. Although the bottom was generally

rocky, stony, or gravelly, some patches of mud were evidently

encountered, for several species of Annelids, very character-

istic of muddy bottoms, were obtained in abundance. Among
these were Terebellides Stroemi, U (ftrw opalina

V. (plate iv, fig. 1), Ninoe nigripes V. (plate IV, fig. 3), Lcetmonice

filicornis, and several other species.
,

Among the numerous interesting Crustacea from Cashes

Ledge were Lithodes maia ; several species of Hippolyte ; Candion

Gordoni, a rare shrimp, previously dredged in the Bay of

Fundy and at Saint George's Bank ; (Edieeros lynceus ; Tritropis

aculeata ; Paramphithoe pulchella, and other interesting Amphi-

pods: Scalpe !>>.,{ Stroma/, a rare barnacle, dredged afterward off

Cape Cod, in one hundred and forty-two fathoms, and in 1872,

in four hundred and thirty fathoms, off Saint George's Bank,

but much more abundant on Cashe's Ledge than in the other

localities. The Annelids were also numerous : among them was
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a large oblong scaly worm, allied to Aphrodita, but with larger
«»d less concealed, smooth scales, fewer and staffer setae, and
long slender antennae; it is probably Leetmonicejilicomis Kin-
berg, though it does not fully agree with the description. The
same species was dredged in 1870, in ninety fathoms, in the
Bay of Fundy. The Leodice vivida {Eunice vivida Stimp).,
Nothria conchylega, Trophonia aspera, Thelepus cincimmtus,
1' '" <" fera, SabeUa zonalis, and an undetermined species
of Sabella, which constructs tubes covered with 3.

sand, were abundant The beautiful Protula
media Stimpson was also quite common, its

tubes adhering to shells and stones in company
with several species of Spirorbis, and the curi-
ous Verm ilia serrula (figure 3, and plate VI,

%• 1) ; the latter is remarkable among the
herpulidti' for the two curious chambers which
are formed at the sides of the opening of the
tube, when mature (figure 3), but these are en-
tirely wanting in immature specimens. A
species of Phascolosoma, having a thick opaque
integument, covered with minute papillae, but
without hooks, and usually coated with dark
brown or blackish dirt, was quite abundant ; it

is probably the P. boreale Keferstein, described
from Greenland specimens.
Among the most interesting Mollusca were

several fine specimens of Anachs Ealiceeii (Jeff, sp.), new to

American waters
; Astyris rosacea ; Ptychairactus ligatus, a rare

Midi; Turriiella erosa, unusually common; Calliostoma occiden-

rge species oiPolycera, w it b; Han kia

mendicaria ; fine specimens of Pecten Island,imn ; a U-w small

ones of P. tenuicostatus, one of which is white on both sides
and peculiar in other resperts : and single living specimens of
Area peciunculoides and Torellia vestita. wh:rh w.-iv also dredged
m 1872, near Saim (h org s Bank. Avidia mollis V. (figure 2,

P
;
409) and several - .tln-r Ax-idians were abundant; as was also

..ni'i.-. Tlie Brvoxoa wire unusually nu-
merous and fine: among the more interesting of these were

^iscofascigera lucemaria :

" fafm
~

Discopora Skenei ; Myr
The Echinoderms were very numerous and of great interest.

The "tangles" did very good service in securing large numbers
of fine starfishes, some of which were previously quite rare,

M*d others entirelv unknown on our coast Among the most
ninu-c-n >j of the Krhinndmn- wcuv >«>wraj >p.-<-iiM.-n> of Shi>
osier frag ills ; Uippaskna phrygiaaa, a magniih-eut startish,

Am. Joub. Sci.-Third Sbbies, Vol. VII, No. 41.-May, 1874.
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rarely met with on our coast, of which about a dozen good speci-

mens, of all sizes, were obtained by means of the tangles;

Archaster Parelii, a fine Norwegian starfish not previously

known from American waters ; several specimens of Archaster

arcticus, previously known on the American coast from a single

specimen dredged near St. George's Bank, in 1872, in 150 fath-

oms. Leptasterias tenera, L. compta, and Stephanasterias albula

were common ; Pteraster militaris occurred sparingly, and a small

undetermined starfish allied to Asterina was represented by a

single specimen. The Ophiurans were also abundant, but mostly

of the common species ; those of most interest were Ophiacantha

spinulosa and a small Amphipholis, with six arms, found adher-

ing to a sponge. Two specimens of a fine Comatula, apparently

identical with Antedon Sarsii. previously known only from the

northern coasts of Europe, were also caught by the tangles.

Hydroids were abundant, but mostly identical with species found

in the shallower waters of Casco Bay and Bay of Fundy.

Among the Actinians were Urticina nodosa and Bohcera Tuedix,

both of which were added to the American fauna last year by

dredgings near Saint George's Bank and in the Bay of

id were also obtained this year off Casco Bay. QmiVr

modesta V. (plate viii, figs. 1, 2) occurred on Jeffrey's

Ledge. Sponges were very abundant on Cashe's Ledge, and of

species: among them were Thecophora ibla Thompson
(plate viii, fig. 8), also dredged last year by the Saint George's

Bank expedition ; Tethya hispida Bowerbank ; two or three

species of Polymastia, one of which has the surface densely his-

pid with long spicules, except around the bases of the large and

rather long mammilliform prominences ; several specimens of

Hyalonema longissimum ; and a cup-shaped thin, flexible

sponge having spicula with six acute rays (much like those

of Euplectella, "attenuated rectangulated hexradiate" and

quadrifurcate hexradiate stellate.) But the most interesting

, and in the character of the spicula it agrees

with Dorvillia Kent. This sponge consists of a broad, convex,

often nearly hemispherical, upper portion, two to four inches

in diameter, supported on a broad stout, but short, peduncle,

usually two or three inches broad in large specimens, and some-

what less in height, the peduncle usually forming about one-

half of the total height, which may be three or four inches.

The peduncle is composed of very long, slender, ii;

aggregated, mostly setiform spicula', more or less appressed to

the surface, but with the upper ends mostly free ; together with

a few smai seielea The " head " or upper portion

of the sponge mass is firm and rather dense, composed chiefly
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a of large and long siender spicula, often
more than half an inch long, manj of which, at the external
layer, divide into three horizontal or recurved branches or
prongs, each of which usually forks near the end into two acute
divergent branches, serving to support the cortical layer, which
is more or less irregular and uneven, but firm ; some of the
spicula referred to project beyond the surface, and nearly the
whole exterior is rudely and densely hispid, with long, setiform,
acute spicules, which project unequally from the surface, the
free ends of many of them being half an inch or more in
length. Among the projecting spicula, and supported by them,
are small, elongated oval, or fusiform, masses of soft sarcode,
which are probably to be regarded as external gemmae. Scat-
tered irregularly over the upper surface, and especially around
the periphery, are large, often very elongated, rounded, or

sunken areas or pits, often half an inch across, sur-
1

'
. stiff

is formed 1

nbrane or diaphragm, perforated by i

small round or oval openings, which are quite i

even in the same area, and in many cases are so

large in the central
]

work, when they t

brane is filled with minute, many-rayed double-stellate spicula,

with a small number of much larger ones having four o
"

acute rays. Beneath the diaphragm the pits become mo
less funnel-shaped, and communicate with large round
tomosing channels, which ramify through the sponge-mass

» seems necessary to refer this remarkable form to the genu

The greater part of "Jeffrey's Ledge," situated from 6 to 15
roih's north -*' from Cape Ann, has a hard, gravelly and stony

bottom, in 24 to 33 fathoms of water. Most of the species

re are the same as those previously enumerated from
the bard bottoms in Casco Bay, though a few additional ones
were found. The hard bottoms on Stellwagen's Bank, north
of Cape Cod, in 22 to 44 fathoms, have a fauna very similar t<>

that of Jeffrey's Ledge, but with some species not met with in

the other
I km Agassmi was taken here, in

great abundance, with the tangles, though it did not occur
either on J he's Ledge, nor in Casco Bay.

Asterias vnhj„ ,-:'.< wa< ::'-' very abundant and of large size.

Among Stellwagen's Bank were Aporrhais

* It may be the Thenea muricata Gray (Bowerb. sp.), but does not agree with

Bon. The sponge referred to by Whiteaves (this volume, p. 211) was

mperfect specimen of the same species. Our species was attached
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occidentalis ; numerous specimens of Mactra polynema {ovalis

Gould) and Oyprina Islandica, and a few dead valves of Oly-

s siliqua and Panopcea Norvegica. The latter

i Jeffrey's Ledge.

List of species fro i the hard bottoms <

In the following list the species dredged on Cashe's Ledge
(loc. 21) are designated by c following the name ; those from

Jeffrey's Ledge by j; those from Stellwagen's Bank by s.

Those species dredged on these bottoms, but belonging more

properly to muddy bottoms, are designated by an asterisk (*)

prefixed ; some of these doubtless came from scattered patches

of muddy bottom, but others may have burrowed beneath the

i and dead shells.

Ptilocheirus pinguia.

*Ampelisca, with rec

Caprella, spiny sp.

Asellodes alta.

Acanthozone cuspidata.

S. Bopyrus, on Hippolyte.

Balanus porcatus.

J. s. Sealpellum Stroemi.

Annelida.

Thelepus < mcmn itu«



Myxicola Steenstrupii.

i the Coast of New England.

Spirorbis lucidus.

S. quadrangularis S

Ichthyobdella, sp.

Phascolosoma boreale (,

Mollusea.

Gastropoda.

i [•::

s£txn

rt:

Lamellibranchiata.

Panopfea Norvegica.
*Macoma sabulosa.

•Cyprina Islandica.
Cardium pinnulatum.
*Cyclocardia borealis,

Mactra polynema.
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Farrella famili;

Alcyonidium, i

Caberea Ellisii



i the Coast of New England.

Globular, cancellated sponge.

Several other sponges occurred which have not been ex-
amined.

The two localities in shallow water, near Salem Harbor,
yielded a number of interesting species, with many of the well-

species characteristic of Massachusetts Bay and the
adja,

Figure 1
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SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

L Chemistby and Physics.

1. On the Specific Heats •>/ Zin onium, Silicon and Boron.—
V. G. Mixter and E. S. Dana have determined with great care,

1 Bunsen's laboratory, the specific heats of zirconium, of silicon

nd of boron, with a view to fix the atomic weight of zirconium

and consequently the formula of /.in- ml Although
" .ery of tl

phism of zirconium fluoride with the fluorides of sili

forms salts with acids, yet Marign

um and of tin, ha- result. -d in giving the formul;

instead of ZrO or Zr2 Q
. The specific beat <U-t

made with the original ice-calorimeter of Bunsen." in oruer u>

become familiar with the use of the apparatus, some pn
> \i> riti its ,\. i-< made with chemically pure cast silver and with

1 silicon. The constants of the apparatus were Ww>

W, . and W9 ; representing respectively in divisions of the scale

on the instrument the quantity of heat evolved by one gram of

water, platinum and the glass used, when cooled from 1 to o C.

aes were as follows : WM=14"657 ; Wp =0"4692; Wf
==

2'7657. The results of the preliminary experiments are given in

the following table :

"Weight c

Duration of experii

Weight of glass case Qr
fft

0-2014
Weight of platinum load QPt 04374
Temperature of expt. t, 99-3° 99-45°

Oscillation of scale..

Th< vain thi-t m 1 for th -}« < ti< heat of silver, 0-i>54:i. igrecs

very well with that obtained by Bunsen, 0*0559, and is less than

that given by Uegnauit, O-o.iTo' For silicon, different specimens

gave Hegnault values varying between 0-16t> and 0*180. In order

to ascertain the purity of their sp« cim. n. whi<-h consisted of large

weii-r,rmed crystals showing no mechanically-mixed impurities.

the authors heated a portion of it in a stream of chlorine gas, and

determined the sili, -on from the lo>s. It contained silicon 98*7,

iron 0'6, zinc 0*7=100. Correcting the observed specific heat by

thi> analysis, they obtained 0-1710 for the true specific heat of

•dli'-'/i.. and (14*2X«i-17 -) 2*429 for its atomic heat; thus eon-

deviation of this element, even when pure, from the

law of Dulong and Petit.

* This Journal. Ill, i, 172, 271, 348, 1874.
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For the zirconium determinations, a material was used which,
as shown by analysis, consisted of zirconium 54-53, silicon 5-44,

aluminum 4036 = 100-33. It was homogeneous in appearance
and was made up of nut,.!!!. - sales resembling graphite. It gave
as follows

:

I. II.

ibstance G-, 1-3019 1-3019
Weight of glass case, G„, 0-1781 0-1781
Temperature of the expt., t,

99-7° 99-75°

Duration of the expt., M,-M 0l
30' 35'

Oscillation during expt., Q— Q,, 294-1 296-2
Corrected scale-motion. __ T, ' 298-85 300-59
Specific heat, S, 0-1313 0-1321

tg this result by the analysis above given, the authors
find for the specific heat of pure zirconium the value 0-6666, and
tor its atomic heat, 2-'.i-6. This last number agrees well with

tver, 2-968, and confirms the formula ZrO a as the correct

>r zirconia.
Tin "

,
whose specific heat was determined by Mixter and

Utna. consisted tor the most part of well-formed crystals, having

l\
u

- f-Ilow-ing composition: Boron 90'18, aluminum 9-82=100.

Jhe ipeeifie heat ol I hied in two determina-
tions, is given as 0-2472 and 0-2489. Calling the specific heat of

of pure boron becomes 0-2518,
and its atomic heat 2-745 ; or, taking its atomic weight at 5 45, to

'»nng it into accordance with the other determinations, 1*3725
;

thus confirming the results of Regnault and Kopp, and ^-ivimr a

much smaller number than is required \>\ Union- and Petit's law.

—Ann. Chen,. PI,-,;,,.. A\\\. .8-, <)<t..' I--T3. o. f. b.

2. On a constant Nomad Flu<„<:.—
r
l\w necessities of practical

I'
1

' '"'inetry as well as exact scientific research require the use of
a normal flame constant in character and uniform in results.

lms is far from being the case either with the generally used
r'andard candle, the can-el lamp of definite form and size as used
1 ". Prance. ,,r the pure ethylene gas flame used in Germany.
^ U;tiia proposes therefore a siraple apparatus hy which he hopes
to attain this desideratum; as ei aminary ex-

periments, il consists I

',
-

! '-<-h as is

u ^'-'d for containing the liquid carhoni. u-id h ,. Xatterer's cm-
"•-iisiuM- pump, placed in a tin outer vessel Idled with water. To
th< jet is tlixed a -a- Immei ju^t h. w wh 1 i-j iced a small

water manometer. This rvlind. r i- filled n. arlyfuli with ordiu try

,r l"l. Hid tin H ttet ..utsh'U of if i> , ,t. 1 t In il !,_ Tin ]>res-

s, ii"e iii the interior of the cylinder is, according to Kegnault's ex-

periments, 4950-81 mm - and will remain constant for an hour. If

now the fine screw be opened slightly, the ether vapor passes,

luid-mniv three or four millimeters >! water pressure, to the huriier,

a "- 1

'. i-eing ignited, burns with a ^ -'-mhliug
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that of gas. It is easy to see that an apparatus can be constructed
weighing only from 100 to 150 grams, which will sustain, under
the conditions above given, double the required pressure, and
which can be placed on the balance and its consumption obtained
withm a milligram. If a burner with an open
eter be used, and the e "

tne standard candle, by noting the height of the flame, and the
number of the divisions the key is turned, the character of the
flame and the consumption of material may be absolutely con-
trolled and registered. The author suggests the use of this appa-
ratus for determining vapor tensions, especially of the more dan-
gerous burning oils.—Ber. JSerl. Chem. Ges., vii, 103, Feb., 1874.

3. On the so-called Continuing Bays of Becquerel.—In 1843,
Becquerel stated that, if silver chloride be exposed to the spec-
trum directly, it begins to be blackened first in the outer violet
rays, the action subsequently extending up to the line F. But if,

previous to this exposure, diffused light be allowed to fall upon it

long enough to permit a very feeble action to take place, then,
i «ed to the spectrum, not only does the blackening take

place in the outer violet, but throughout the whole spectrum even
to the outer red. He hence called the violet the exciting rays,
and the others continuing rays, because they appeared to continue

when it was once commenced by the violet. These ex-
- were made with the chloride of silver, and it is upon

this substance that his theory is founded. Though he used the
iodide and bromide, yet, as they were not pure, he was misled.

this theory of Becquerel has been contested by Draper,
Graudin and others, yet as Guetzlaff has recently re-

vival it in the recommendation to under-expose photographic
plates in the camera, and then to give them a suppl
exposure behind red glass (or any glass which transmits no blue
rays)

; H. Vogel, in connection with Zencker and Prumm, has
ed the question. The results prove that, with the ordi-

• iodide and bromide process, exposure behind a red

: .
'

i -tion in the case of silver chloride as special, due to

Z foots : 1st, that pure white silver chloride (AgCl) is

V -'"' '" -0 ! "• violet and ultra-violet rays, being by them re-
duced to the violet argentous chloride (Ag

3
Cl) ; 2d, that tins

ride, as proved by the experiments of Seebeck, Herschel,

sensitive for almost all the colors
ot the Bpeetr i^nificance in color pin.
Becquerel therefore obtained an effect from all parts of the spec-
trum because he used this violet chloride, produced by his pre-

' : I this, tl b violet chloride produced
by purely chemical processes without the aid of light, is shown to

v rays. That the trace of argen-
tous chloride produced by the brief preliminary exposure can re-

gains: 1st, the violet
chloride is reduced to metallic silver by the light

:
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Ag2Cl=Ag 3
-4-Cl.

2d, in presence of the white chloride, this metallic silver reacts to
give the violet body :

AgCl+Ag=Ag2CL
This is then reduced as before, and the process goes on till all

the silver chloride is decomposed. It is therefon e\ ident that, in

the sense in which Becquerel used the term, there is no such thing
as "continuing" rays. When light-rays which are themselves
inactive appear to continue the action of those which are active,
the fact is to be ascribed to the production, by the active rays, of
a new compound, decomposable now by the previously inactive
rays. Chloride of silver shows this action best, because of the

, the color of argen-
ts red, yellow and

green must be absorb

B, it is to be expected that the violet chloride
will be sensitive to the so-called inactive rays. Moreover, silver

bromide being itself directly sensitive to the rays of low refran la-
bility, it cannot evidently exhibit this continuing action. And,
since both bromide and iodide are colored yellow by light, they
are not more sensitive to yellow on subsequent exposure, because
they do not absorb it.—Ber. Berl. Chem. Ges., vi, 1498, Jan.,

4. On the Solubility of Arsenous Oxide—Of the two modifi-

is well known to be more soluble
in water than the latter. Stelzee, under th - .lir rti.m of Huch-
ner, has made a series of experiments with a view to d<

the exaet solul.i it\ of these varieties. The oxide was prepared
in the second of the above modifications, bv solution in hot dilute

hydrochloric acid, and slow cooling of the filtrate. The octahe-

ystals were washed, dried and pulverized,

cted byDy titrition wrcu a leum-
normal solution of iodine. !>eum controlled by evaporation and
direct weighing. A portion of this aci<l was'placed in a Mask,

and treated with pure water at 15° C, for twenty four hours. Kvery
100 c. c. of this solution contained 0-28215 grm., and every liter

2'8215 grams of the crystalline oxide. A second portion was then

heated with distilled water to 100°, and the solution ke]
1" 2ii minutes. It was cooled to 15°, allowed to stand 24 hours,

and filtered; on analysis each 100 c. c. contained 2-1 sT^ grams,
and one liter 21-873 gr rly eight times greater
than in the first experiment. S only be ex-

plained on the hypothesis that during rim U.iling a molecular
change takes place, resulting in the conversion of the cry-' «_

im.-

Jnto the amorphous form. Upon testing the amorphous variety,

prepared by heating f
: k, to a high

k was found that water which had been agitated,
upon the oxide at 15° for 24 hours, contained 0*9306 grm. in 100
c

- c., and 9306 grms. in one liter. Finally, the amorphous oxide
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was boiled with *
15° and allowed 1

tained 3'4056 grai
difference in solubility at 15° of the° two forms is consec
much greater than at 100°. One part of the crystallized oxide
requires at 15°, 355, one part of the amorphous at 15° requires 108
parts

;
one part of the crystallized at 100° requires 46 parts, and

one part of the amorphous at 100° requires 30 parts of water for
solution.— ./. /„•. r/,„ ][, v i 1

1 , 234, Dec, 1873. g. f. b.

5. On the Constitution of Anthracene.—Two views are held
upon the constitution of anthracene; one that its two Oil groups
are united directly together and then are united to the two benzol

• other that these groups are united to these nuclei
separately. The former view would make anthracene belong to
the 1 : 4 or para series and may be formulated thus

:

C eH4
j

h C 6H 4 ;
the latter regards anthracene as a 1:2 or

ortho-derivative, which maybe thus written: C 6H4 j 9
H

1 C 6
H4 .

For the former view, the fact is urged that solid tolyl-phenyl-ketone
th soda-lime, yields paratoluic acid and benzol, and hence

l,'" ,|l -'s r " r1 "-
l'

:i! '> --n->- Bur, since xh\< ketone irives the same
benzoyl-benzoic acid on oxidation as benzyl-toluol, it follows that
this latter body, and consequent lv

-

h is derived
from it by the action of heat, belongs to the para-series. Findin-
that the solid tolyl-phenyl-ketone icene, Behb
and Van Dorp were led to snap vo isomeric
benzyl-toluols, one of which afforded the anthracene, while the
other gave the para-benzoyl-benzoic acid. They consequently
1"" •! ,:1 '"i '

-ketones and submitted them to in-

n. The liquid ketone afforded, on oxidation with chro-
mic acid, beside some para-l.enzovl-benzoic acid, the /j-benzoyl-
benzoic acid of Zincke. Oxidation with manganese dioxide and

id irav<- in addition anthraquinone. The solid ketone
gave only para-benzoyl-benzoic acid in both cases. The liquid
ketone parsed over ignited zinc dust yields /^-benzyl-toluol, which
then condenses to anthracene; whi. rhus treated
gave an oil boiling at 285°, having rhc ,..,„, ,om, jo t , of l.enzyl-
tnluoi an.l am.rdmg pant-henzovM.enzoic acid on oxidation. It

yl-toluol. 'It affords no anthracene on pass-

a red-hot tube. Hence Behrand Van Dorp
regard their suspicion as established, and believe that anthracene
cannot be a para-derivative of benzol. They, however, regard it

as a 1
:
2 or ortho-derivative, and assign to it the second of the

above formulas.—Ber. Bed. Chem. Get., vii, 16, Jan., 1874.

6. On a new Amy! Alcohol.—Backhoven has obtained a
dextro-rotatory amyl alcohol from fusel oil. The following are

ions of his paper : (l) When, from commercial fusel oil,

amyi-sulphunc acid is prepared bv means of oil of vitriol, and
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tiii- Ie converted into barium amyl-sulphate, the kind of salt ob-
tained i> determined by iA) the ,- arid added,

temperature of the mixture. (2) With unequal quan-
tities of alcohol and sulphuric* acid, a portion of the amyl-sul-
1'liuric arid, mixed with decc
an oily liquid. This, when washed ^

une- -alts which in their rotatory power are different from those
ohtninnl ;• in th aniyl-sul|>huric acid which the water has dis-

solved. In this way, not only a lsevo-, but also a dextro-active
salt is obtained, and also the corresponding alcohols. The com-
position of these salts is the same. (3) Distillation of commercial

te in excess gives an optically

i no-rotatory alcohol. (4) The rotatory power of the
radical < [I lt is In 'barium amyl-sulphate five times as great as

-!-•• cjual conditions it i- in the alcohol prepared
from these salts.—./, pr. Ch.

t
II, viii, 272. g. f. b.

7. A new Synthesis ofAlcohols.—Wagxee and Saytzeff have
i amyl alcohol by the action of a mixture of ethyl

1 zinc upon ethyl formate. Judging from the mode of
its formation, they consider it to be a secondary alcohol, probably

diethyl carbinol C-l H5-
1*

5
. They are at present engaged in study-

;
this product and also the products obtained by employing the

lit°

th

les of the other alcohol radicals. They are investigating, i

tuition, the action of the organic zinc compounds on the ethei
of the fatty serit- uvimrallv.— tfe>\ Berl Chem. Ges., vi, 154:

8. On Coerulignone.—About a year ago, Liebermann discov-
ered a remarkable blue substance under the above nam-, obtained
from the crude pyroligneous acid of beech wood. As it yielded a
colorless crvstalfine bo.lv on reduction, he suggested that it was
'"I'ivcl from this body, probably a phenol, existing in the acid.
1 ! "fM an x has recently confirmed this prevision. Having received
some of the last portions of the distillate of beech wo< n I

n of a brown oil, he separated from it a colorless liquid

boihng at 270°, having a strong creosote odor and giving crystal-
line salts wil i and with ammonia. In contact

ssium dichromate, it at first turned brown, and then

I to a mass of violet crystal!, having all the properties of

coerulignone. An analysis of the crystals gave for them the for-
):

!
;iia ( \ ,H 16 6 , Further researches upon it are in progress.—

oer. Berl. Chem. Ges., vii, 78, Jan., 1874. g. f. b.

9. Elongations due to A%-?V-7v7y.—-Mr. 11. Stukintz has con-

ducted a series of experiments on the change of length of bars of

yarious metals, when traversed by electric currents. T\
1 length is measured by levers and mirrors, in which the retlec-

scale is viewed with a telescope. To elimin-

the increase of temperature produced by the
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current, the bar was covered with stearine, and the strength of the

battery so adjusted that the point of fusion should be just attained.

The current was then broken and the measurement repeated at

the same temperature by immersing the wire in a bath of melted

stearine. From these observations he obtains the following con-

] st. The galvanic current produces no other modification in the

elasticity of a conducting wire than that due to the elevation of

temperature produced.
2d. Under the action of the current, the conductor expands

more than when it is brought to the same temperature without

the current ; tempered steel alone forms an exception to the rule.

3d. The g w itself at the very in-

stant when the current is closed, but gradually, like the expansion

produced by heat.

4th. The galvanic dilatation does not appear to be the conse-

quence of an electro dynamic repulsion, but results rather from a

heat polarization or change of plane (orientation) of the vibrations

of heat.

The ratio of the expansions produced by heat and
equals for platinum, "25; for copper, -15; for soft iron, •-"-

:
tm*

10. Selenium Photometer.—The Earl of Rosse has made some

experiments on the changes which take place in the electrical re-

sistance of selenium, when exposed to light, to see how far these

variations may be due to changes of temperature. He exposal u

bar of selenium to the light of a candle, at a distance of four

inches, and found its resistance diminished 24 per cent. A vessel

of hot water nine inches in diameter, and placed at a distance of

seven inches, produced no perceptible effect. On the other hand,

. itiometer gave in the first case a

deflection of 315 divisi ,[ [:],}, when tin- water

was thirteen inches distant. The effect of the candle on

was next deterini\i-d wIm-m u plate of glass was interpose. I ;
the

etivet was >Ii<_rhf, tie • Iw-iiiLT !><> per cent <<i

what it was before. The thermopile, on the other han
that but 48 per cent was transmitted. A solution of

posed in the same way gave 95 per cent by the selenium, and only

7 per cent by the thermopile. Having thus shown the com-

ily ol selenium to radiant heat

of low refrangibility, and that therefore it could not r<

, he proceeded to determine the law of the change in

resistance with variations of the light. In the following table

the columns marked I. give the distance of the light in inches;

those marked D. the nee in per-

centages.
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I. D. . i. D.

2-5 38 19

27 22-5 10
1' 22

75

"5 3*8

1-6

The presence of moisture rendered the effect feeble and uncertain,
probably owing to the deposit of a very slight film of moisture on
the surface of the bar.—Phil. Mag., xlvii, 161. e. c. p.

11. Acousti Ti < -/,>,-> / a d <h,< it)/ of thi lt>ito$
t ,l,<irt.—

Prof TraDAiAjin a recent lecture at the Royal Institution, <k-
si-rilic.-. some experiments on the comparative ease witli which
sounds are transmitted through the air on different days. Various
sounds were employed, large trumpets or horns sounded by steel
reeds, whistles like those of a locomotive, and cannon. The observ-
ers on board of a steamer moved to and fro until the limit of au-

as reached. The following are a portion of the results
obtained.

May 19th. Wind strong. At two miles the whistles became so

true of the horns ; at four miles neither could be heard.
May 20th. At three miles whistles inaudible ; faint sound of horn

ax. miles. Going out a little further, an 18-poonder was
fired with a three pound charge, and was distinctly heard. Even
at 9-7 miles a similar sound was faintly audible. This would seem
to prove the complete superiority of cannon over horns as fog-sig-
nals

; but on other days this result was completely reversed.

I was dark and threatening, with a faint haze in the air,

but the horns were audible at nine miles. A heavy rain-shower

ig,witl
At 3f miles nothing was heard ; at two miles the how
mortar were barely audible, and the 18-pounder unheard. In the
afternoon a cloud covered the sun, when at 3f miles the guns u ere
faintly audible. As it <rn-w later, the s. .unds became more audible,
so that at 7f miles they were easily heard. The master of the"
axm Ug after 6 p, u heard the sounds,

even the whistles, distinctly. Accordingly at 12 miles the sounds
were more audible in the evening than at two miles in the day

;

the mere presence of a cloud and lowering of the sun, increased
the acoustic transparency of the atmosphere forty times.
The explanation of these curious the observa-

tions of Humboldt at the Falls of the Orinoco, which he found
three times louder by night than by day, notwithstanding the
greater noise of beasts and insects at that time. He accounted for

!t by the unequal density of the air, caused by the heating <>f tie-

rocks scattered over the plain between him and "the falls. Me found
that the rocks became 30° hotter than the surrounding grass, and
hence formed the base of a column of hot air, from the surface of
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which continual reflections of the sound-wave took place. In the

same way, at sea the heat of the sun produced copious evaporation

and tin- vapor in rising would • 'ho air, which
would reflect the sound like the columns of hot air.

It thus appears that on a perfectly calm day a stratum of air

three miles thick is capable of stifling both the cannonade and fog

sounds. All the observations point to the mixture of air and aque-

ous vapor as the cause which could fill the air with an acoustic

cloud on a day of the most perfect optical transparency. If this

ion is correct, the sound cut off by the vapor should be

reflected, thus producing an echo, a result fully verified by observa-

tion. Still more marked effects were obtained with a Brown'*

steam syren. The morning of October 8th was remarkably clear

at 5^ miles the horns were heard feebly, the syren clearly. In the

afternoon it clouded up, rained and hailed with almost tropical vio-

lence. In the midst of this furious squall both horn and syren

were heard, and when the shower lightened, thus lessening the lo-

ing, the sounds so increased that at 1% miles they were
ire. re audible than before the shower at five miles. This observa-

is utterly opposed to the statement of Durham and others, regard-

ing the stifling influence of falling rain on sound.
On Dec. 1 g, some experiments were made in

London of a similar nature. Sounds were then heard at double

the distance, as distinctly as on Dec. 13th, when the fog was re-

placed by a slight haze.

Finally, to imitate these effects experimentally, an
was devised by Mr. Cottrell, consisting of a long box through which

25 sheets of coal gas could be made to ascend, and between them
descending films of carbonic acid. At one end of the box was

placed an electric hall in a padded box, with a single opening in

it. At the other end was a funnel with a Bene
it- small end. When the box contained air only, at each stroke of

the bell the flame responded, so that its length was greatly less-

ened and emitted a musical r.-ar when the bell sounded continually.

When now the gases were admitted, the sound was comp -ely cut

off by reflection from the interposed surfaces, so tl at fj flame

remained perfectly tranquil.

—

Nature, ix, 251, 267. £; \c. p.

12. Reflection ',/ >- .«,../ i
,, /•/.,„,..— Mr. ( ottkk, |,. lS n ,,;,ii:

performed some experiments of the division of sou l by a la^er

of flame or heated gas into a reflected and transit ~
tQ(\ roftion.

A vibrating bell contained in a padded box was directed so as to

a sound-wave through a tin tube, and its action rendered

ult a sensitive flame, placed at a distance u>

t tin - u l-\\ ive, t beeomt \ olentk agitated.

The invisible heated layer immediately above the luminous por-

tion of an L .m an ordinary bats-

'. was allowed to stream upward across the em" of the

tin tube from which the sound-wave issues. A portion of tin souud-

rter was reflected it the limiting sv "+'aces

Of the heated layer; and a part hein- trar.-mitt. d through r was
now only competent to slightly agitate the sensitive flame.
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The heated layer was then placed at such an angle that the re-

flected portion of the sound-wave was sent through a second tin

tube (of the same dimensions as the above), and its action rendered
visible l,v its causing a second sensitive flame, placed at the end
of the tube, to become violently affected. This action continued
Bo long as the heated layer intervened; but upon its withdrawal,
the first mentioned sensitive flame, receiving the whole of the direct
pulse, became again violently agitated, and at the same moment
the second sensitive flame, ceasing to be affected, returned to its

former tranquility.—Nature, ix, 334. b. c. p.

II. Geology and Natueal History.

fcl. On Mountain Sculpture in the Sierra Nevada, and the
method of glacial erosion; by E S. Cake.—After speaking of

the divisional planes in the granites of the Sierra Nevada, Prof.
Can- remarks as follows.—The greatest check to the free play and
controlling power of these divisional planes is the occurrence, in

immense numbers and size, of domes, cones, and round wave-ridges,
together with an innumerable brood of modified forms and com-
binations. The curved cleavage which measures and determines
these rounded forms may be designated the dome cleavage, inas-

much as the dome is apparentlv the most perfect typical form of
the group.

Domes of close-grained siliceous granite are admirably calculated
to withstand the action of atmospheric and mechanical forces.
No other rock-form can compare with it in strength ; no other
offered so unflinching a resistance to the tremendous pressure of
the glaciers. A dam of noble domes extends across the head of
xosemite Valley, from Mount Starr-King to North Dome, which
was effectually broken through by the combined force of the
Hoffman an

d

fc South I. veil glacier,

which entered the valley between Starr King and Half Dome, was
unable to i'< -i r, and the approach of the long
-.;:.....:

. . .,:.;: '

: - ' ..:'._'

*»d
; .]_ ng unflinching bosses,

B i lada are compelled to do at the present time.
I Be Star ling group of domes is perhaps the most i:

1 basin. The beautiful conoid, Starr King, the loftiest

and most p >ct of the group, was one of the first to emerge from

There appear to be no positive limits to the extent of dome
structure in the granites of the Sierra, when considered in all its

numerous modifications. Rudimentary domes exist everywhere,
waiting their development, to as great a depth as observation can
reach. The western flank was formerly covered with slates, which
have evidently been carried off by glacial denudation from the
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bottom of the slates is reached, the dome structure prevail- almost

to the exclusion of others. As we proceed southward or north-

ward along the chain from the region adjacent to Yosemite Valley,

dome forms gradually become less perfect. * * *

Glacial erosion.—No matter how abundant the glacial force,

,i >•,///, tj p,-> ripi,-, mn not be produced unless its cleavage be ver-

tical* nor a dome without dome structure in the rock acted upon.

Therefore, when we say that the glacial ice-sheet and separate

glaciers molded the mountains, we must remember that their

molding power upon hard granite possessing a strong pfnjsi<<il

structure fa comparatively slight. In such hard, strongly built

irraiiiif r jjcms. <//'triers do not so much mold and shape as d'<* 7
,

interforms already conceived and ripe. The harder the ruck, an

the better its -p< •ia'.i/.'-d c!eava-e planes arc developed, tic

greater will be the degree of controlling power possessed by i
•

over its own forms, as compared with that of the disinterring gla-

cier; and the softer the rock and more generally developed its

cleavage planes, the less able will it be to resist ice action and
us own forms. In general, the grain of " r<>,f J» t rmi»e*

fa surface forms; yet it would matter but little what the grain

might be—straight, curved, or knotty—if the excavating and

g tool were sharp, because in that case it would cut

without reference to the grain. Every carpenter knows that only

a dull tool will follow the grain of wood. Such a tool is the gla-

cier, gliding with tremendous pressure past splitting precipices

an.l smooth-swelling dome-, flexible :ts the u

as steel. Mighty as its effects appear to us, it has only developed

the predestined forms of mountain beauty which were ready and

waiting to receive the baptism of light.— Overland Monthly,

2. Vote on the recent Volcanic Action in Hawaii; by T. Coan,

from a letter to J. D. Dana, dated Hilo, Hawaii, Jan. 6th, L874.—
You are aware that the great summit crater of Manna Loa,

M..ki;;iueoweo, has, for a number of years, shown but few and

feeble symptoms of activity, until the past year. For a few days

in August, 1872, there was a brilliant light in the crater; and

again on the 6th and 7th of Jan., 1873, there were vivid demon-
strations, which roused the attention of many witnesses. But it

was not until the 20th of April, 1873, that a continuous exhibi-

tion of mountain pyrotechnics commenced. From that day to

the present, now almost nine months, the action within the great

oanMron has not remitted. Most of the time the boilin_

vehement, and the scene was never more brilliant than a tew

nights ago. Sustained jets of molten-rock were constantly rising

50 to 200 feet within the mural caldron, and the surgings, puff-

ings and roarings have been heard low down the sides of the

mountain, md. - some testify, as far is Heed's Ranch, probably
fifteen miles.

But the great marvel of this eruption is its duration. We have
seen nothing like it before in this crater. The eruption of 1855-6
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<n months; but this rent the mountain laterally and
:

•> hereas the present eruption has, as far as
made no lateral vent and found no outlet. T<

w vertical, and it is simply a gigantic mountain-pot of boiling

Can you tell wh
'.nuns i

ho feet? What are the forces which move or "shake
i lions beneath us?

Kilwea, during all this time, h, five. Some-
.' !. h:i- I.eon intense an. I the illuminations hrilliaut

;

and again Madam Pele has been quiet.

s the great depress: I by the eruption of
' " *ake,

unit
5 nearly as high as the southern ri !? may soon
overlook it.

3. On the Mineral resources and Geology of the State of Quere-
taro, Mexico ; by SeSor Mariano Barcena. A memoir (in

-nti-d to the Director of the School of Engineers,

1 published under the direction of the Minister of Jus-
ri «-t* mid 1'ul.lie Instruction. 28 pp. 4to. Mexico. 1873.—After
describing the mineral I s which include mines
of gold, cinnabar, native silver and tetrahedrite, galena and man-
ganese ore, besides the opals mentioned in a former number of
this Journal, Sen. a- Ban-eim in his valuable memoir treats of the
geology and physical geography of the State. He distinguishes

tertiary and Quaternary. The
< i;

r a ..us extends across the Stat, in-rn . a-t to west, and con-
tains fossils of the genera Crania, Hippurites, Nerinaga, and other
Cretaceous forms. The occurrence of these Cretaceous beds

i that the region of the Sierra Gorda was submerged dur-
H*g that period. The trachytic rocks of the State belong for
the most part to the Tertiary period.
.domains of the Mastodon "and Klej.hant occur in the Quaternary

ot tlie valleys. Following the !0'olo<_:;icai chapters are other- on
the Archaeology, Flora and Fauna, Statistics and History of the

It is much to be desired that the work ,which Senor Barcena has
so ably performed for Queretaro, should be extended by others
" v <-r 11 the M. vi, an States.

4. Report of Progress of the Geological Survey of Cm -da,

for 1 872-1 s 7s".• Alfkep < . Siaww, F.G.S., Director. 300 pp.
8vo. Montreal, is 7 :;. (Dan-son Bros.)—This volume contains

Reports by Mr. Selwyn, the Director of the Survey, J. Richar. ! -.on,

1)1 Daw.." .Mi 1 . I'.illi. .-. D, Ilan-iii-ton, Mi Robert ! 11,

'" Metjuar, Mr. II. G. Vennor; on part of New Brunswick, by
I'i '. !>u -

i 1 Mr. M m',. >: : . n M « - t
1 niM. * .t ( ip, l». t m

>> Mr. < h: rl s Kohl, Mr. Seluyn, in his notes on a Geological

^ nnaisai < ; an Lak< S perioV to Fort Garry, remarks respect-
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ing the so-called (on lithogical grounds) Huronian Rocks observed
on the route between Lac des Mille Lacs and Separation Lake,
and thence via Sandy Lake to the Ltk* f the Wn..ils, resemble as

closely the chloritic, epidotic, and dioritic strata of the altered

Quebec group as they do those which on the shores of Lakes Huron
and Superior are referred to the Huronian series ; and that a sim-

ilar series of rocks about Lakes Mistassini and Abbitibbe, over-

lying the Laurentian gneiss (like the others), are also probably of

the Quebec group. Mr. Billings found that the Mistassini ser-

pentinous limestones contain corals related to Tetradium ; and
the rocks of Abbitibbe are so closely like those of the former

place that they are probably of the same formation. This being

so, Mr. Selwyn remarks that " it becomes an interesting question

in what way they are related to the Huronian series of Lakes
Huron and Superior."

The report by Mr. Richardson, with those on the fossils of the

coal beds of Vancouver's Island and vicinity, are of great interest.

Mr. Richardson states that on Vancouver's 'island the productive

Coal-measures, (1) 939^ feet thick, are overlaid by (2) lower shales,

1000 feet in thickness; (3) lower conglomerate, 900 feet; (4)

middle shales, 76 feet; (5) middle conglomerate, 1100 feet; (6)

upper shales, 776 feet
; (7) upper conglomerate, 320 feet. Numbers

2 and 4 contain Atnmo —rami and other Cre-

taceous species ; and numbers 6 and 7 contain Belemites.

of Prof.

Texas Geological Survey.—The State of Texas has ordered I

eological and Agricultural Survey, placing it in charge of Prof

, B. Buckley. Prof. Buckley has appointed Prof. Cousins as

paleontological department.
6. Annual Report of the State Geologist of New Jersey for

the year 1873.—This Report on the progress of the Survey during

the past year consists largely of various matters of <

importance, su _ of some tracts of land
" ^equest Rivers, hi nterest

i of the Archaean rocks and the mines of magnetic
iron ore occurring in them. The Archaean region is sulnlivided
into four belts running across the northern part of the State in a

northeasterly direction (strike N. 43° E.). The prevailing rock is

a syenitic gneiss, either vertical or dipping to the south*

white crystalline limestone occurring largely in the Passaic and

-its (the first and fourth from the Boat
tion has been devoted to the iron mines, upward of 150 of which
are described, some of them with considerable detail ; numerous
analyses of the ore add to the value of the rest. A well executed

represents clearly the four belts of Archaean
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Landesdurehforschung von Bohmen, II Th.).—The researches of
Boricky extend over the whole range of basaltic eruptions in

northern Bohemia, embracing some 300 localities. The memoir
contains descriptions of all the important varieties, based upon an
examination of* 800 microscopic sections, and these are supple-

mented by eight beautiful colored plates representing sections of
©ryatalfi and similar matters. The chemical side of the subject
has also receive'] din mention, as the large number of analyses
show, and in addition to this many other matters of interest are
discussed. One of the most interesting chapters is upon the Para-
genesis of the secondary minerals of the basalts.

The author distinguishes the following varieties of the basalts :

I, Magmabasalt ; II, Xephelinbasalt ; III, Leucitbasalt ; IV, Feld-

sparbasalt; V, Trachybasalt ; VI, Tacylybasalt.
8. Ueber die Verbreitung des Kali und der Phoaphor&dwrt in

den Gesteinen Bdhtnens, Dr. E. Borickt. Prag., 1872.—The
author gives a considerable number of analyses of the different

classes of rocks in Bohemia, and discusses their relation to agri-

cultural matters through the potash, or phosphoric acid, contained.

9. Das Elbthalgtbir<j< in s„,-hsn, : urn Dr. II. B. Gkinitz.—
i volume of the second part of this great work has just

been published. It contain- the Foraminifera, Bryozoans, and
Ostracoids of the Planer, by Dr. Aug. Hitter von Iteuss. The
text is accompanied by nine plates.

10. Proceedings of the California Academy of Sciences.—The
first volume of the Proceedings of the Academy, containing a

number of valuable original papers, has been reprinted, and a com-

plete series of the publication* of the Academy may now be had.

11. On Unakyte, an epidotic roc wffa on the

borders of Tennessee and Worth Carolina; by F. H. Buaiu.ky.

icated.)—This name is proposed for a member of the

granitic series, from th. im it >n -k\ M untains, a portion of the

Uhaka range of the 15! _c forms the boundary
between Tennessee ami specimens thus far

seen are from the slopes of the peaks known as -The VAnW"
"Walnut Mountain," and •' Max's Patch." in Cocke County, Tenn.,

and Madison County, X. C. The rock is said to occur also in

Yancey County, IS. C, but in a comparatively inaccessible region.

- The character relied upon for the separation of the species is I he

constant rep: ; common granite, or the horn-

blende of syenite, by epidote. The amount of this ingredient pre-

sent is quite variable, in some cases even exceeding one -halt ol

t;'- wfeofc mass. The feldspar present is orthoclase, of various

shades of pink, forming from one-fourth to perhaps one-third oi

the whole. The quartz is mainly white, hut occasionally smoky:
it* isolated portions form but a small par . say one-fourth, of the

mass; it is veined in structure, but this is probably not a con-

stant character. Small grains of ma-uetite arc scattered through
the rock, out not so ' «'*• Xo other ingre-

dients have as yet been detected. Mr. G. W. I fa wes has deter-
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mined the specific gravity at 2-79. The rock is very compact and
takes a high polish, and will doubtless prove to be a valuable
material for ornamental architecture.

The deep weathering of all the rocks of the Southern Appala-
oli iMi - 1, is •.•tus(.<l the covering of most of these mountain slopes

with deep beds of debris, which conceal most of the solid out-
crops

; and the dimensions of the bodies of unakyte are therefore
as yet unknown. Apparently forming part of the same series,

there are heavy beds of specular iron-ore ; and the whole series is

referred with little doubt to the Archaean age.
12. Analysis of " JVovacidite," or " Ouachita Whetstone, 1 ' from

Hot Springs, Arkansas; by Mr. C. E. Wait.—A very pure,
snowy-white specimen of this be: - has been

1 I'}' Dr. 1). I). Owen in hi> " Second Geological
Report on the State of Arkansas," as " equal in whiteness, close-

ness of texture, and subdued waxy luster, to the most coin part
forms and white varieties of Carrara marble," of sp. gr. 2-649,

proved to consist of: Silica 99-635 (by diff.), aim
0-087, sodium oxide 0-165, potassium oxide, '

sa 100-000. The silica, or at
be in the crypto-crystalline, n
as on boiling for three minutes with a twenty per cent solution or

y Irate but 1*9 per cent of the mineral was dissolved, and
thirty minutes' boiling only led to 3 56 per cent being taken up.

—From Notes of work- hy ~.<t •./. „ts ..;' f.-.ttfical Chemistry, in the

Laboratory of the Unirer^itu of l'ir>/i,n'a, (.7u-miral Xttcs,

JVov. 29, 1873.
13. Note on Pickeringite from Missouri, (in a letter to one of

r'rom (4. C. Bboadhead, State Geologist of Missouri,
dated St. Louis, Mo., March 3, 1874.)—The Pickeringite occurs in

efflorescences on sandstone of the Lower Coal-measures in Barton
County. Mo. An analysis 1>\ the chemist of the Geological Sur-
vey, Mr. U. i -Jen u-eiiet. u-ives tie following for it- composition:

i 1 3-5-77, alumina I.,-,*, magm-i.-i 2MW water 44'64=
,99*91. This nearly corresponds with the composition given for

" ou page 653 of Dana's Mineralogy.
14. Syn-'.psis of the Flora „f < 'olorado ; bv Thomas C. Porter

and John M. Coulter. Washington, March 20, 1874. 8vo, pp.
1h>.—A prefatory note by Dr. F. V. Hayden states that this is

•< be a type of a series of 'handbook- of difibr.-nt

1 "'" ,
'

1 '« - '" n it ;: .! historv .... for the use of students all over
y." In the proper preface, which takes the form of a

"Lettei to r
;

„ mt, .loo'i.t-in-e! irgt ," Prof. Port r eini i.i.^ti'
various collections on which the work is based, as Parry's, Hall

\ Porter's, Coulter's,

rriits Dr. Vasey, whose a the largest
of all, although no list was published. " The plan followed in the

Watson in his excellent catalogue, voL t
:-

'-.
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Cis-Mississippi region. After returning suitable thanks to the
hotunUr- who I i\ , ui.l. .1 the authors of this Synopsis, the writer
adds

:
" References to the authorities consulted and used are to

be found at the proper places in the body of the work." The
Synopsis enumerates about eleven hundred (1104?) flowering

i about two hundred and eighteen cryptogams. Several
new species of phamogams are proposed, as Clematis Scottii,

Astragalus Brandegei, Astr. scopulorum, Jiosa Arkansana,
Erigeron gl« ,,</«/,,*«,,<. /•/. t ..////,,-/ and >. /..<•/. ,-< ,, ;/<>lhts, besides
a couple of Mosses (by Mr. Lesquereux from Hall's collection),
and a Fungus by Mr.* Peck. Hall and Harbour's plants are
generally referred to by numbers, and Parry's are sometimes ; but
a search through the pages of the Synopsis fails to discover any
reference to Dr. Vasey's collection. Among plants collected by
Vasey in the mountains of Colorado, and altogether omitted in

iia are Aster (J<mbyi Vasey (No. 262); Aplopappus
lanceolatus, >•<,,-. Cr/.sw//, Panv (

X<». i'7.'i>. and A,-t,;„isia arbus-
cula Kutt. (Xo. 308). The last two are described in Watson's
report, to which it will presently appear that the authors con-

ned for assistance. The characters given to the genera
not contained in (Cray's and Chapman's floras will be

mta and collectors. Very many
of the plants of Colorado have hitherto Keen described only in

\ irious rar. tnd expen-ive works, r in the trans ictions of learned
see let u-. -o ihat ..rdinarv students had practically

"
" >ns. It is much to I

Synopsis have by
ous. It is much to be regretted, ho-

he writers of this
" references to authorit used " which it is said in

Dr. Porter's letter that they have made. For example: the
generic <) .'/' s < Ha, Ma-!,-< /</ th, a,

''. Big, /or/,/, Aph,vl itT »i.% Griiahiia, I'raa.vria.JfiHo-
"leris, <i,. ,,,<,. 'tis, Bahia, T<t ,,.! ,„;<<. >f.,./,.i ....,-<;'. t'n-pis,

.
MonardilUi, (ill in, Col/o/ni",

Mirabilis, Abronia, San-ohatu* f, •!,„!,.
,
,,,,.,, /,/.._,,,//,/, Le>"ocri-

num, Vaseya* Eriocoma, Pleuruphis and H<<>ku<u ,,»'><{ arc taken
with no alterations, save those incidental to inaccurate copying
(e. g., Bahia), t'roin Mr. Watson's report, and with no word of

acknowledgment in any instance. Kven when, as in the cases of

f'e/voe, (rpvx, l'1-ntu- ,' T>Ui>,ni, <;<ii/<>r!,tjtHi,t, Ja»as>'a, etc., the

reference "Benth. and Hook." is given, the writers have copied

Bentham and Hooker onlv from Mr. Watson's sometime- amended
and always modified translations. To make this plainer yet : in

is Bentham and Hooker sav, " « -ryi. -d-i < - 1'meari-

elongatte. radicula " Watson savs, '* elongated cotyle-

dons, and inferior radicle." The authors of the Synopsis copy

f^'it !hi-y l,-,\«' ever ( -\e:i *, ,.„ th« ..ri-inai Latin: The same dis-

mgeiiiioiis borrowing appears most copiously also in the specific

* Vaseya comata Thurber ; Colorado, Yasey So. 634 This species surely might
have been credited to Vasey.
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characters. To quote any considerable por
were a tedious task ; the following examples will suffice. Thlaspi
alpestre, Claytonia Ch<t>i>issOni*. Cercocitr

J >us jntrrifo/iits (an

error in measurement is the only change), Sedum rhodatitlonn,

BrickeUia Californica, Solidago Guiradonis and its v<.tri.rty,

Solidago pumila, Franseria Hooker Ia/m, .\~ntemiur!<t uln'axi, etc.

These are examples of exact copying. The instances where the

copying is as real, though the wording is slightly varied, are much
more numerous. One cannot but wish, for the honor of American
Botany, that when Dr. Porter said that " the plan followed in the
Synopsis is that of Mr. Watson," he had added, "and much of the

descriptive matter is also taken from the same work."
Daniel C. Eaton.

New Haven, April 3d, 1874.

That the principal collaborator in Mr. Watson's volume should

call attention to the scanty acknowledgement of the free use made
of it is natural. That volume is a model in its way, and cost to

amount of faithful labor (to say nothing of talent) whi eh Only

those who do that kind of work can fully appreciate. The use

made of it in the synopsis above noticed was natural and proper

enough. That the lack of adequate reference to it in the bikrf

preface was unintentional on Professor Porter's part, we were

perfectly confident. The assurance received from him that it was
a pure inadvertance is accompanied by the expression of his " sin-

15. On the amount of pressure in the sap of Plants ; by Prof.

W. S. Clabke, of Amherst. (Eleventh Annual Report of the

Massachusetts Agricultural College, January, 1874.)—It only re-

mains to state in a few words the results obtained by th

tion of mercurial gauges to the sugar-maple, the black-biwA BW
the grape-vine. Observations were made on one or more gauge*
several rimes daily, and occasionally every hour of the day and

night, from the 1st of April to the 20th of July.
A gauge was attached to a sugar-maple." March 31st, winch

was three days after the maximum flow of sap for this species,

so that further observations are required earlier in the season to

complete the record and determine with certainty the maximum
pressure which it exhibits in the spring. Of the record made, the

following facts are - first the mercury was

subject to constant and singular oscillations, standing u>uall\ m
the morning below zero, so that there was indicated a powerim
suction into the tree, and rising rapidly with the sun, until the

outward py. t to sustain a column of water

many feet in height. Thus at 7 a. m., April 21st, there was a suc-

tion into the tree sufficient to raise a column of water 25*90 feet.

As soon as the morning sun began to shine on the tree, the mer-
cury suddenly began to rise, so that at 0.15 \. m. the pressure out-

ward was enough to sustain a column of water 1--47 feet higl •
*

chaajge represented by more than 44 feet of water. On the

morning of April 22d the change was still greater, requiring for
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its representation 47'42 feet of water. These extraordinary fluc-

tuations were not attended by any peculiar state of the weather,
mmJ happened tw< .<•

I ys before there were any indications of
growth to be detected in the buds. These observations are be-
lieved to be quite new, and as yet inexplicable, but will receive
further attention another spring.
The maximum pressure of the sap for the season was observed

water 31-73 feet high. 'This was an excellent sap-day, consider-
ing the lateness of the season. There was noticed a general cor-

tce between the flow of sap in other maples and the pres-
sure on the gauge.
After April 29th the mercury remained constantly below zero,

day and night. During the month of May there was a uniform
suction equal to about '

'

I y produced by exhala-
tion from the expa ned the same, day and

for several weeks. In June the suction gradually lessened,

ured, the mercury standing steadily at zero.

On the 20th <>i April two gauges were attached to a l;r

birch, one at the ground and the other thirty feet higher. The
next morning at six o'clock the lower gauge indicated the aston-

Bssure of 5665 feet of water, and the upper one of 26*74
feet. The difference between the indications of the two gauges
was thus 29-92 feet, while the actual distance between them was
;! '"~" feet, so that ir corresponded almost exactly as if they were

i by a tube. In order to learn whether the same princi-

ple would prevail if the upper gauge was moved, it was raised
twelve feet higher. The same correspondence continue:
nearly all the observations of the season, notwithstanding the
gauges were separated by 42-20 feet of close-grained birch-wood.

t

At 12.30 p. m., April 21st, a hole was bored into the tree on the
side opposite to the lower gauge, and at the same level. Both

• once began to show diminished pressure, while sap
issued freely from the orifice. Tn fift.PPn minutes, one nonnd of
sap having escaped, it was found that both gauges had fallen

" " feet of water. Upon closing the hole the gauges

> their previous level, showing that the root-

lets had re-absorbed in that brief period the

from the tree, notwithstanding the enormous pressure
already existing.
A stopcock having been inserted into the hole opposite the

tureen it and
the two gauges was almost instantaneous, which appears to prove

I with sap, exerting its pressure in

•ns as freely as if standing in a cylindrical vessel more
than sixty feet in height, as indicated by the lower gauge. The

cd to rease until, <<n the 1 Irh d i\ i t M iv,

jt represented a column of water 84-77 feet in height, which is

believed to be the highest pressure of vegetable sap ever before

recorded.
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The buds of the birch now began to expand, the pressure of the

sap to diminish, and the oscillations of the mercury to become
more decidi gauge ceased

to vary May 1 -1th, remaining stationary at zero. The lower one
declined slowly and varied greatly, but did not fall below zero

until May 18th. On May 27th it also became stationary at zero.

The suction manifested by the birch was very little, never exceed-

ing nine feet of water, and continued only for a few days.

To determine, if possible, whether any other force than the vital

action of the roots was necessary to produce the extraordinary

phenomena deserihe.l, ;i gauge was attached to the root of a black

lurch-tree, as follows: The tree stood in moist ground at the foot
'

of the south slope of a ravine, in such a situation that the earth

around it was shaded by the overhanging bank from the sun. A
root was then followed from the trunk to the distance of ten feet,

where it was carefully cut off one foot below the surface, and a

piece removed from between the cut and the tree. The end of

the root thus entirely detached from the tree, and lying in a hori-

zontal position at the depth of one foot, in the cold, damp earth,

unr. ached by the sunshine, and for the most part unaffected by
tli •• literature of the atmosphere, measured about one inch in

diameter. To this was ear lull} adjusted a mercurial gauge,

April 26th. The pressure at once became evident, and rose con-

ing, until, at noon on the 30th

of April, it had attained the unequaled height of 85-80 feet of

water. This wonderful result showed that the absorbing power

of living birch rootlets, without the aid of any of the numerous
helps imposed upon them by ingenious philosophers, such as ex-

halation, capillarity, o» Q, etc., was
quite sufficient to account for the most essential of the curious

ph. u unena competed with the circulation of sap. Unfortunately,

in an attempt to increase the capacity of the gauge, the bark of

tin root was injur, i. id this most interesting experiment termi-

nated. There can be little doubt that future trials, carefully con-

du ted with suitable apparatus, will achieve even more marvel-

ous results.

The original experiment of applying a mercurial gauge to the

. first tried by Rev. Stephen Hales, of England, one

hundred and fifty years ago, was repeated, May 9th, and a pres-

sed, May 24th. This is six and a

bigher than was observed by Hales. The pe
tures of the"pressure of the vine-sap are: its lateness in the sea-

son
; its apparent independence of the weather; its u;

moderate rise, day and night, to its maximum ; its very gradual

decline to zero without any marked oscillations, and its con-taut

i\ unvarying suction of from 4-5 to 6"5 feet of water,

manifested from June 20th to July 20th, when the observations
ceased.
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1. The newly discovered Grater of Maui. (From a letter of T.
M. Alexander to the editor of the Hawaiian Gazette, dated I). <.

3, 1873.)—In surveying the district of Kahakuloa on West .Maui,

I recently discovered volcanic phenomena, quite remarkable for

any of our islands except Hawaii. I ascended the mountain two
miles wt -T of Waihee, along the sharp crest of the western ridge
"t Makamaole Valley. At about half way to the summit, I found
a crater the size and depth of that of Diamond B
Keahikano. The sides within and without were covered with the
usual vegetation of our mountains, mantled over all the trunks
;u i'l branches with thick elegant mosses, and interspersed with a
few palm trees. The bottom of the crater and the greater part of
the mountain above to the summit were overspread with a thick
spongy moss, so saturated with moisture that every tread of the
foot would press out a pint of water. Little pools of water ten
or fifteen feet in breadth were also very numerous over this place
and the upper portion of the mountain. Silver sword plants,

strange ferns, violets, a species of daisy, and splendid lobelias,

were abundant. But what esj i i Im a tuition was
a pit in the center of the crater, extending fifty by one hundred
fi-et, with its major axis nearly north and south, resembling the
opening through which the violent eruption of lava poured forth
twenty years ago on

"
rocky shaft, reaching
in were five seconds in falling, when theyVere heard
below. This was evidently the throat of a
choked with water.
Ascending southwest, out of this crater, I crossed over a broad

plateau, well named from its abundance of water, Kalaniwai, on
which were many more such pits. I estimated that there were
over seventy on the whole mountain. Above this plateau 1 came
to another crater, of wh i -peak. This crater,

Of Punchbowl crater.

stretching from near the Waihee to the Honokahau Valley, form-
ing the terminal point of valleys for seven or eight mile* of the
coast, and the reservoir, as I was told, of the greater part of the

streams of the Waihee, Kahakuloa and Honokahau Valleys. In
t! >* « niter, situat. d ii a! p irts of it, were nearly a score of vol-

canic pits, not cones, but pits fifteen to fifty feet broad and ten to

oelow. Passing around the northern brink, and near the Honoka-

. [ was surprised to see a slender column of -team or

;
!i '' 'W, rising from one of these pits. It was a cold, clear morning

before sunrise, with a light south wind blowing, so that there was
Qot a particle of cloud or fog upon the whole mountain to occasion
8«ch a phenomenon. Going near, I perceived that

*ere indeed arising from a cha-m th'r-.ugh the shrubbery at the
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rods further toward the Honokahau Valley
two such columns of steam or smoke arising, one from each end,

and beyond others ; and at last two on the Waihee side of the

ar&ter, nearly a fifth of a mile from the first fuming chasm. I

counted in all six such columns of steam or smoke. I could not

perceive any sulphurous odor to the fumes, nor much if any
warmth to them. Very little lava was to be seen. A few basaltic

columns appeared supporting the lower side of the crater ; but the

rock of the region was chiefly feldspathic, decomposing into a stiff

white clay.

I was inclined to suppose that these pits were conn.

subterranean chambers heated by volcanic action ; and that the

air arising from these warm depths on a cold morning, if BO*

already pervaded with smoke, was at least .-hanged into fumes of

steam.' Very likely at the warmth of midday this phenomenon
would not be seen.

I am not aware that fumes like these have been seen arising out

of craters on any of these islands excepting Hawaii. None has

been seen in the evidently more recent crater of Haleakala.

No white men have, to my knowledge, hitherto visited this

region. 1 have as yet been unable to find any natives who have

ever ascended to it, or who have ever known of its phenomena.

There being no canoe-timber here, they have no occasion to ascend

high up on the mountain. It is quite startling to some people

here to learn that a volcano close by, apparently dead for over one

thousand years, is still breathing.
This whole region was evidently once the theater of very vio-

lent action. Other hills above and below are extinct craters;

while at the sea near Honokahau are many bluffs of black volcanic

Band, similar to those thrown up thirty years ago in Pn
a lava stream poured into the sea. It is interesting to imagjiw

pouring
slope of this mountain into the ocean, and when these numerous

volcanic throats were volleying fire and screaming in concert.

This region can be reached by the route I
•-.

ley, and also by ascending from Lahaina above Mount Retreat,

then crossing the head of Honokahau, and thence descending the

ridge between that valley and Waihee. But it is hardly safe to

ascend so far up the mo
shelter from rain and for spending a night, and excepting at times

• south winds have cleared away the fogs. * *

By examining the craters of this region one can easii

how the deep valleys of our mountains may have been formed.

When the almost botl

at length by their whole depth m
sides of the mountain, valleys would have been thus tx -

almost as the depth of the i

the wasting away of these (
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2. The Polaris Voyage.—The Report of this Expedition, now
• Washington, fam-

ishes the following data to the N. V. Tribune of March 3d. Dr.
In-sM'is siiliini; •((! a rinriH .i;uh I um of the most important dis-
coveries of the expedition. The results of the expedition may be
summed up briefly as follows :

(1.) The Polaris reached 82° 16' N., a higher latitude than has
been attained by any other ship.

Capt. Buddington's testimony is very definite as to the imprac-
ticability of pushing the vessel further north than the point which
they reached.

(2.) The navigability of Kennedy Channel has been proved be-
yond a doubt

:

(3.) Upwards of TOO miles of coast line have been discovered
and surveyed

:

(4.) The insularity of Greenland has been proved ; and
(5.) Numerous observations have been made relating to astron-

omy, magn< ti ity, ocean physics, meteorology,
ogy, ethnology, botany, and geology, the records of which

1
" "i in accordance with the ii

Academy, and some of the l

Great care was taken in determining a reliable meridian at

Thank-God Harbor. Soon after entering winter quarters an
observatory was erected on the shore, thirty-four feet above mean
sea level, and tin ned there. The longi-

tude of this station \va> determined by the observation of three

hundred lunar distances ; a number of moon culminations ; a great

number of star transits ; a number of star occultations ; and a

ttber of altitudes of the sun on or near the prime vertical.

Its latitude by the observation of a great number of circumme-
.itudes of the sun, and a number of altitudes of stars.

All of these observations were lost, but a number of the results

have been preserved which are s position

of this station. Besides the above-mentioned observations, twenty
sets of pendulum experiments were made, which are saved, but
the observations for time belonging to them are lost.

The magnetic ©bsei i re more complete tb to

any others ever before made in the Arctic regions. The instru-

ments supplied were: One unifilar declinometer; one dip circle,

with Lloyd's needles ; one theodolite, and several prismatic com-
passes. The observations on variation of declination were regis-

tered at Gottingen time, and were continued for five months.
- taken hourly. Beside that, three term days were ob-

served every month, according to the Gottingen regulations, one
of these term days corresponding with the day accepted by all

.
number of observations i

taken either with the theodolite or the prismatic compass. Whe
ever possible, the dip was observed, and several sets of observ;

tions on relative and absolute intensity and of the moment <

inertia were obtained.
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Unfortunately there was not much opportunity for takhig
soundings. About twelve were obtained along the coast of Grin-

nell Land, which prove that the hundred-fathom line follows the

coast at a distance of about fifteen miles in Smith Sound. One of

these soundings (ninety fathoms) proved highly interesting, con-

i organism of lower type than the Bathybius discovered

by the English dredging expedition. Tt was named Protoba-

thybius Robeson ii. A number of deep-sea temperatures were
taken with corresponding observations on the density of the water.

Following the coast of West Greenland, the limits of the Gulf
Stream were ascertained. Specimens of water from different

depths were preserved in bottles, but, unfortunately, lost.

After having entered winter quarters, meteorological observa-

tions, which up to this time had been made three-hourly, were
made every hour, Washington time. The register contained

observations on the temperature of the air, atmospheric pressure,

psychronmtrical observations, diivetion and toree <.f wind, :-pp» •'."'-

ance of the sky, state of weather, and both solar and terrestrial

radiation. Besides, all extraordinary meteorological phenomena
were carefully noted.

Special attention was devoted to the aurora borealis, which

colors, n
necessary, one

observer was stationed at the magnetometer and the other out of

doors, the former observing the motions of the magnet, while the

other was watching the changes in the phenomenon and taking

sketches. Although an electroscope and electrometer were set up,

and the electrical con ..here frequently tested,

in no instance could the least amount of electricity be detected.

The amount or' precipitation was measured as carefully as the

Lea would permit, by means of a rain gauge supplied

with a funnel. In February, as soon as the sun reappeared, ob-

on solar radiation were commenced and continued

; the entire summer.
ections of natural history are nearly entirely h-st.

exception of two small cases containing animals. mm. -

. r -„nts, nothing could be rescued. The

fauna is North American, as indicated by the

occurrence of the lemming and the musk-ox. Nine species of

mammals were found, four of which are seals. The birds are

represented by twenty-one species. The number of BB
sects is about fifteen, viz : one beetle, four butterflies, si

rmoiis, parasites in cat. rpillars

Fnitl r, two species of spiders and several mites were found.

i"t vet readv f«>r examination.

-. t d tivt l'reVn \v it r ah_m\
Although the formation of ti ic which

seems to st coa8t uort\x f Humboldt

e package
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Glacier, is very uniform, some highly interesting and imports
observations have been made. It was found that the land is r

ing, as indicated, for instance, by the occurrence of marine a
fresh-water lake, more than thirty feet above the s(

llg Vl-l

..1 wh South Greenland was a very easily

mce, garnets of unusually large size

', having marked mineralogical char-
:i<-ti risri. > by whirl) the identity with some garnets frornFiskenaes
was established. Drawing a conclusion from such observations, it

became evident that the main line of the drift, indicating the
direction of its motion, runs from south to north.

3. The Principles of Science: A Treatise on Logic and Scien-
tific• Method ; by W. Stanley Jevons, M.A., F.R.S., Fellow of
university College, London; Professor of Logic and Political
Economy in the Owens College, Manchester. 2 vols. 8vo., pp.
xvi, 463; vii, 480. London (Macmillan & Co.), 1874.—The first

book of this very interesting work, occupying somewhat less than
half of the first volume, is an exposition of the principles of Logic
in its more recent developments. Following Boole, De Morgan,
and others, the author discards the cumbrous structure of the

ogic, with its awkward machinery and terminolo^

the subjert to the language of common sense.

i of the principle of identity, the logical equivalent
- 'jaleq -

most varied kinds of propositions are made capable of expression
oy a symbolic notation of the utmost simplicity. The system is,

at the same time, so comprehensive and flexible that it embraces
with ease forms of argument whieli the narrow limits of the old
logic could not be made to include. The new method renders the

transformations of propositions, and their varied relations, so sim-
ple and clear, that the old modes of discriminating and naming
them, with the whole ie apparatus for converting the syllogism, the

I mnemonic lines, fall away as a Yiu

cience is thus greatly widened and extended,
'"I while rendered more powerful as a guide in intellectual pro-

cesses, is made practically useful. Other changes of similar effect

and of great interest might be mentioned, but must be passed
"';a lor want ot space.
The remaining books treat of the logical principles involved in

the different processes of scientific investigation and reasoning.
The topics of the successive chapters will make evident the scope
'1 the work, and its general character. Book II. treats of Num-

Inference ; Inductive or Inverse Applic
ory of Probabilities. Book III, Exact Measurement of Phn
ena; Units and Standards „f Measurement; Analysis of Quar
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tive Phenomena; the Method of Means; the Law of Error.

Book IV, Inductive I n\ --relation ; Observation; Experiment;
Method of Variations; Theory of Approximation; Quantitative

Induction ; Use of Hypotheses ; Empirical Knowledge, Explana-
tion and Prediction; Accordance of Quantitative Theories and

Experiments ; Character of the Experimentalist. Book V, Gen-

ii ; Analogy; Exceptional Phenomena ; Classification.

Book VI, Reflections on the Results and Limits of Scientific

The work ihed with illustrations from actual

incidents in the history of scientific discovery, and the bearing of

the principles discussed upon practical problems, the suggestions

of methods, the means of estimating or avoiding error, are treated

in a very interesting and instructive way. It is eminently a book
for the student of science, and the careful perusal of it cannot
fail to further materially his progress toward clear thinking, aecu-

nd precision of statement. a. w. w.

4. On Mr. Meek's note, p. 373 of this vol.—While preparing

the papers on the Crinoidea, published in this Journal in 1H01» and

1870, Mr. W at me some of his beautiful speci-

mens. In his letter, he directed my attention to the curious open-

ings in the arms of Actinocrinus, and informed me that Mr. Meek
intended to publish an account of them, in the Paleontology of

Illinois. I therefore carefully avoided making any allusion to them
in my papers. Specimen
ings at the sides of the
some remarks about them,
indirectly anticipate Mr. Meek. (See this Journal, II, vol. 40, p.

52, where a diagram is given of the upper part of Oaryocrimu
ornatus.) I figured the ambulacral pores (those in which the

grooves of the arms terminate), but not the lateral openings. I

have never alluded to them in any of my papers. I believe the

small ambulacra! pores in Coryocrinus to be ovarian. Mr. Meek
and others would call them oval orifices. But in what way the

other orifices in Actinocrinus and Caryocrinus are to be explained,

I have no idea. E. Billings.

5. Corrections for the paper, on page 1 03, on the Connection bt -

tween Iso„, <„!>/, .'.„.. l/.,' ...'.. Weight and Physiological Acth>,< :

by James Blake, M.D. (Letter from the 'author, dated San

Francisco, March 1.)—The notes on the physiological action*'!

the substances were intended to apply to the whole of the sub-

stances in each group, and not as they now read, as ii

members of the same group produc d dii
!

. c m < tfi cts. Li group
r
) the substance experimented with was the double chloride of

osmium ami |>.>t;i-<ium and not the chloride of potassium, ;' s

printed. In describing the relative weights of the substances

ve poisonous (page 106), the comparison in line three

^houid i.e U-ixvet-n Li ami Tl, and not Li and K. a> printed, and

in the next line the numbers should read 12 ••"">:
1 and 10'4 : 1, in-

stead of 125 and 104 ; and in line seven, Os instead of Pt.



APPENDIX.

Among the remains described in the present paper are those

of several Edentates, the first detected in this country in the

Tertiary formation. The numerous extinct species of thi

r previously

,11 from mor
known, both from North and South America,

deposits.

Morotherium gigas, gen. et sp. nov.

The present genus appears to be most nearly related to

Megahnyx and Mylodon. From the former, as well as from

Scelidotherium, it may readily be distinguished by the humerus,

which has no supra-condylar foramen ; while from the latter

genus, it differs in the femur, which is without a depression for

the round ligament. The more slender femur, and the concave

ulnar articulation of the humerus separate it likewise from

urn. The skull of the present genus is not known.

In this species, the femur is stout, and in its general propor-

tions resembles that of Megahnyx Jeffersonii Harlan. The head

of the femur is hemispherical, but slightly expanded in an

anteroposterior direction. The great trochanter is massive,

and rugose, and is raised slightly above the neck It is some-

what recurved, and encloses a deep pit, as in the elephant, lne

third trochanter is represented only by a rugosity, mainly on

the lower half of the shaft. On the posterior surface, there is a

prominent ridge extending from the great trochanter obliquely

across the shaft toward the inner condyle. The trochlear sur-

face for the patella is broad and shallow, and is separated by a

deep groove from each of the condyles ; the inner groove being

about twice the width of the other. The humerus is expanded

at its distal end. The olecranon cavity has little depth and

there is no perforation above the inner condyle The latter

has its articular face concave transversly, as in Mylodon. I he

outer and inner deltoid ridges unite below, terminating in a

double tuberosity.
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Length of femur,
Transverse diameter at proximal end,
Antero posterior diameter of head of femur,
Transverse diameter,
Least transverse diameter of shaft,

Least antero-posterior diameter,
Width of trochlear surface,

Vertical extent,

Transverse diameter of outer condyle,
Least transverse diameter of shaft of humerus,
Antero-posterior diameter of ulnar condyle of humerus,..
Transverse diameter,

The known remains of this species indicate an animal about

two-thirds the size of Megalonyx Jeffersonii Harlan. The speci-

mens here described are from Pliocene strata, in Central Cali-

fornia.

Morotherium leptonyx, sp. nov.

A smaller species, apparently of the same genus, is indicated

by some fragmentary remains, the most characteristic of which

is an ungual phalanx of the third digit of the fore-foot. This

resembles most nearly in form the corresponding bone in

Megalonyx Jeffersonii Harlan, but differs from it in the much
less developed ungual sheath, and in the presence of a large

rounded tubercle on the lower side, instead of a flat basal plate.

The articular facets are quite unequal, the inner being consi-

derably larger and deeper than the outer. The ridge between

them is obtuse. The ungual sheath has its greatest develop-

ment on the inner side. There is a large vascular foramen on

the outer side at the base of the tubercle, and on the opposite

surface this is replaced by several smaller orifices. This phalanx,

when entire, was about 90mm in length. It is 42mm in

vertical diameter through the basal tubercle, and 24mm wide

across the articular facets. The specimen was found in the

Pliocene beds of Idaho, and has been kindly loaned to me for

examination by my friend, Prof. J. S. Newberry, of Columbia
College.

Stylinodon minis, gen. et sp. nov.

A new extinct mammal of great interest is represented by
portions of both jaws with teeth, and a few other remains,

which were obtained by the writer last autumn in the Eocene
deposits of Wyoming. These specimens resemble in some
respects the corresponding parts of the genus Toxodon Owen,
from the Quaternary of South America ; but may, perhaps,

have some more affinities with the Edentates. The lower
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jaw preserved is massive and deep, and contained six molar
teeth, all essentially alike, and inserted in deep sockets. They
all grew from persistent pulps. In form, they are nearly
cylindrical, with an approach to a quadrate outline i

section. The outer and inner faces are covered with a thin layer
of enamel. A portion of a large incisor was found with this

jaw, and evidently pertains to the same animal. This tooth
was large, and somewhat curved. Its outer face was coated
with etiamel, marked with transverse lines of growth, and ver-
tical striae.

Extent (approximate) of six lower molars, IB-mm *

Antero-posterior diameter of third lower molar, 11*

Transverse diameter,.. 12'3

Width of external laver of enamel, 9.

Thickness, /. 1-

Length of inserted portion of upper molar, 41 •

Depth of pulp cavity, 20-

Width of band of enamel 6n incisor, - 22-

The only remains of this species now known are from the
upper Eocene of western Wyoming. They belong to a single

individual, which was about as large as a Capybara.

Tillotherium latidens, sp. nov.

A second species of the peculiar genus Tillotherium is indi-

cated by some remains from the same geological horizon in

which the type species, T. hyracoides Marsh, was found.* The
most characteristic of the new specimens is a last upper molar
with its crown unworn, and in perfect preservation. This
tooth has essentially the same crown-structure as the corres-

ponding molar of the above species. It differs, however, in

having a prominent buttress attached to the posterior side of

the postero-external cusp, and a small elevated tubercle on the

outer margin of its base. On the posterior side of the crown,
the basal ridge thickens into a high crest, which unites with the

single inner cone. The enamel of this tooth is coarselv rugose.

The close resemblance o£ the true molars in Tillotherium to

the premolars in more specialized forms is an interesting fact,

and indicates for this genus a primitive type of dentition.

Antero-posterior diameter of last upper molar,.

Antero-posterior diameter through outer lobes,

Antero-posterior diameter through inner cone,.

.
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Transverse diameter through center, 36 ,mnu

XVajisverse diameter through anterior lobe, .Al'
Height of crown through antero-external cusp, - - 14*

Height through inner cone, 14*5

The type specimens of this species are from the upper Eocene

of Wyoming. They indicate an animal about the size of a

Tapir.

Elotherium bathrodon, sp. nov.

The largest species of this genus hitherto discovered in the

West is represented by a few remains in the Yale College

Museum from the Miocene of Dakota. Among these speci-

mens is a perfect lower molar tooth, apparently the last, which

belonged to an animal at least double the bulk of Eloiherium

ingens Leidy, from the same region. This molar differs essen-

tially from the same tooth in the other known species of this

genus, especially in having the anterior pair of tubercles much
larger than the posterior pair, and elevated high above them.

There is also a distinct basal ridge, which at the posterior end

of the crown thickens upward into an obtuse heel. This ridge

nearly disappears on the sides of the crown, but is well marked

in front. The enamel is rugose.

Anteroposterior diameter of last lower molar, 47'5 Bin"

Transverse diameter through anterior cones, &*"

Transverse diameter through posterior cones, 28'

Height of crown in front, .. _— 28'

Length of fang in front, 55 '

Height of crown at heel, I 3
'5

This species must have been nearly as large as a Rhinoceros.

The only species of the genus that approached it in size is

Elotherium Leidyanum Marsh, from the Miocene of New Jersey.

Yale College, New Haven, April 20, 1874.
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The main points of Mallet's Theory of Vulcanicity have
been before the world of science for some time, and have ex-
cited some lively discussions on both sides of the question

;

mainly in the English press. I think it is to be greatly re-

gretted that the original memoir, very tardily published in
the Transactions of the Royal Society, should be so difficult

°f access, that few of those interested are enabled to appre-
ciate the caution and laborious conscientiousness which Mallet
has brought to bear on his investigation and discussion of this

most complex problem ; and to what extent he has himself
anticipated most of the objections raised. In calling attention
to some apparent omissions in this respect, it may be useful to

recall the state of the question as regards some of the more
prominent points at issue.

The first and most sweeping attack upon the very basis of

theory comes from Sir Wm. Thomson, in a letter to
Mr. Poulett Scrope (Nature, Feb. 1, 1872), in which he calls

attention to, and re-affirms, the results oi his investigation

(supplementary to that of Hopkins) on the effect which a fluid

nucleus and imperfect rigidity of the earth must exert upon
precession and nutation ; and which led him to the conclusion
that, unless the rigidity of the globe as a whole were greater

than thai osae a tidal deformation of the
solid mass, which would sensibly change the amount of preces-

Am. Joub. ft
' il, No. 42.—June, 1874.
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sion. He denies that Delaunay has shaken, in any important
point, the conclusions of Hopkins or himself.

The subject has since been taken up by Gen. Barnard
(Smiths. Contr., No. 240), who, while confirming the results of

Thomson upon the premises assumed by that physicist, also

shows that there are assumable and admissible conditions upon
which a fluid nucleus with a moderately thick crust may ex-

hibit the same constant, or periodically recurrent, amounts of

precession and nutation, as a solid globe.

Mallet refers to Thomson's argument in favor of great rigid-

ity as corroborative of the necessity for assuming a crust of

great thickness, such as would render it inadmissible to assume

a direct connection between volcanoes and the liquid nucleus.

But it is difficult to see how the " preternatural rigidity," made
a postulate by Thomson, could in any manner be compatible

with the requirements of Mallet's theory. For the latter repre-

sents the earth's crust as a congeries of fragments, sustained

partly by the contracting liquid nucleus, partly by each other

on the principle of the arch ; therefore necessarily often locally

in a state of unstable equilibrium, and liable to be disturbed

by slight outside forces. That the tendency to tidal deforma-

tion contributes toward producing such disturbances has been

rendered probable by Perrey's discussions, and by the repeated

coincidences of violent earthquakes with tidal extremes, lately

observed.

Thomson's assumption, that the postulated rigidity might re-

sult from compression, would scarcely seem admissible save in

a case of absolute homogeneity and equilibrium—if then. It is

certainly incompatible with the demonstration made by Prof.

Belli of Pavia (as quoted by Mallet), to the effect that rigid

bodies are weakened by the simultaneous application of ortho-

gonal pressures ; that no known materials could sustain, under

any circumstances, a strain several hundred times greater than

that which would crush it if laterally free to yield. That such

strains exist in the contracting crust, and that upward deforma-

tion must result, if such contraction takes place at all—as the

annual loss of heat by the earth compels us to assume is the

Whether we view the question of rigidity by the light of

our direct knowledge of the first twenty-five miles of crust, and

of the profound commotions it experiences from time to time ;

or by that of the demonstrated increase of temperature as we
descend, rendering it extremely probable that at a compara-
tively slight depth the rigidity of all materials must be seri-

ously impaired by a high temperature, despite of pressure ;
or

whether we even consider alone the secular loss of heat Ir-

radiation, which must result in a contraction affecting un-
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equally the heterogeneous couches of which, on any hypothe-
sis, the solid portion of the earth must be composed it will be
difficult to persuade geologists of the actual existence of the
" preternatural rigidin .

' until every reasonable hypol
can dispense with this assumption shall have been exhausted.
Among the objections raised by geologists, the first and

apparently gravest was that of Forbes (Nature, Feb. 6, 1872),
who argues the untenableness of Mallet's theory on the ground
of the asserted general identity of composition of volcanic
ejects. In fact, from Mallet's point of view it would seem, that
lavas might have the composition of any fusible rock whatso-
ever, in whose strata the crushing might happen to occur ; and
hence that, if taking place within the sedimentary strata, there
ought to be a very great diversity between the ejecta of differ-

In his rejoinder, Mallet calls attention to the very serious

differences of composition between the extremes of trachytic

Mid basaltic lavas, and to the generally admitted fact that vol-

canoes are located along axes of upheaval, where the hypogene
rocks, and therefore those of the crust proper, approach the

ifcrfaee; hence that crushing along these lines of weakness
would be by no means likely to produce a greater diversity of
lavas than we actually observe. Furthermore, that the " local

lake" theory is liable to the same objection, unless the lakes

are supposed to be located within the (uniform) crust itself.

He might, it seems to me, have added that the maximum of
twenty five miles of sedimentary rocks is not anywhere (on
the continental areas at least) actually superimposed, vertically,

upon the crust ; and hence that it is not unreasonable to assume
that a pressure sufficiently great to produce fusion may never
occur within the limits of the sedimentary strata, albeit other

-ions of subterraneous thermal action may not be
wanting. It is true that, on the whole, Mallet's memoir leaves

upon the reader's mind the impression that he seeks the source

of volcanic action at depths sufficiently shallow to justify in

a measure the objection raised by Forbes: although he ex-

pressly declares that with our present data, the determination

of the points at which the maximum of crushing effects occurs

is impossible.

Similar considerations apply to the objection raised by F.

W. Hutton (Nature, Nov. 27, 1873), that "faults show no heat-

able crushing has taken place."

The pressure under which the faulting occurred may have

been inadequate, in the cases coming under our observation
;

but above all, time is a most essential element in this connec-

tion. No matter how great the dislocation or crushing, no
great increase of temperature, can occur if it takes place slowly,.
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however great may be the quantity of work performed, or of heat

produced. And very many, if not the majority of extensive

faults actually occurring, show evidence of having been formed

without cataclysmal disturbance.

Among the other points raised by Hutton {he. cit.) there are

several which are at once disposed of by a perusal of the orig-

inal memoir. There are others of some weight. That "lines

of least resistance once chosen must remain," is doubtless true

in a very wide sense ; and in that sense this is scarcely at

variance with observed facts, since the lines of weakness along

the borders of continents are still those which exhibit volcanic

aeti\-itv (and earthquake phenomena) most frequently. But, in

the folding and upheaving of strata by tangential thrust, the

question of equilibrium must often of necessity be very deli-

cately balanced ; depending as it does upon the vertical pres-

sure of the masses, their nature, dislocation, subsequent con-

solidation, igneous effusions from fissures, etc. Lines of weak-

ness as to rigidity may thus easily acquire sufficient static

resistance to cause a subsequent yielding to take place at some

distance from the original axis ; as is exemplified in the forma-

tion of successive parallel ranges. What is true with regard to

the formation of folds, is equally so as concerns the settling

down of the crust-fragments in consequence of interior contrac-

tion. Each fragment as a whole may remain as such, being

only as it were abraded at its circumference. But it is only

necessary to have observed the gradual yielding of detrital rock

'under pressure, to understand why the cataclysmal
' "self in earthquakes should so fre-

P occurrence ; why for long periods

a region may oe completely exempt from these movements, in

consequence either of an unresisted and therefore gradual de-

scent of the crust fragments underlying it, or of an arch-like

arrangement, whose sudden breaking down will result in a

\ succeeded perhaps by a long period of quiescence.

Thus, Mallet's theory accounts equally well for the sporadic

and apparently lawless occurrence of seismic phenomena, and

for the probable correlation between the frequency and vio-

lence of earthquakes, and tidal extremes. Unlike the theory

of a thin crust, which would lead us to expect almost diurnal

earthquakes corresponding to oceanic tides, according to Mal-

let's view, there should be a near coincidence in time and

space of two independent factors (viz : of a condition of very

unstable equilibrium of some crust fragment, with a tidal

extreme), in order to produce a maximum of disturbance. It

cannot be expected that such coincidence should be of frequent

occurrence, or that the casual connection should manifest itself

in a greater predominance than that claimed by Perrey for the
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times of spring and neap tides. Mallet does not, however,
allude to this point ; whether from a distrust of Perrey's data
and method, or theoretical scruples on the score of " rigidity."
The objection that, according to Mallet's theory, earthquakes

ought always to be followed by eruptions, could obviously
:ly during the period of fissure eruptions from the

liquid interior ; it being conceded that the volcanic eruptions
of to-day are due to contact of water with the molten rock, and
that steam, not static pressure, is the vis-a-t»rgo. It is, of
course, very probable that the access of water to the volcanic
focus* is generally caused, or facilitated, by such crust move-
ments as would at the same time result in the production of
Otore heat, and perhaps of fused rock; such movements being
indicated by the (m - ,-s that so frequently
precede a period of volcanic activity. Hutton's objection, that

according to Mallet's view each eruption ought to be preceded
by a sensible subsidence, is therefore groundless.
One point, however, must strike every reader of the original

memoir, viz : the pre-eminence given by Mallet to the crushing
of solid rock as the means of pit* ision. One
would natii is experiments on this

subi '

n

find

mg to powder f of the hardest rock, is something over 217°
Fahr. This, then, represents the maximum increment of tem-
perature that can be rendered efficient toward the fusiog of
rocks by the crushing process, under the most favorable cir-

cumstances, viz : upon the supposition that it takes plan- in-

stantaneously, or under such circumstances that the heat can-

not be conducted away; and farther, that the resistance of the
rock has not been materially diminished by the downward in-

crease of h . At the most moderate depths
at which vol can be supposed to originate, the

last mentioned factor must exert a very considerable influence

reducing th hie heat-increment Hence the

I results of Mallet's laborious experiments <m r<>ck-

crushing, however interesting and useful as affording a definite

measure of the thermal effects producible by this means, yet

fail to carry conviction as to the efficacy of this
;

modus opera _ masses of solid rock to fusion

—unless essentially supplemented by friction ; not so much of
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rock walls against each other, but more probably by the heat

produced within more or less comminuted detrital, or igneo-

plastic masses, by violent pressure and deformation.

It may be doubtful what would be the physical and thermal

effect of enormously great pressures upon rock powder such as

was produced in Mallet's experiments ; but it would seem that

if made to yield, the frictional effect must produce very high

temperatures. A fortiori, solid detrital masses of variously

fragments intermingled (such as, rather than powder,

and rock crushing, well be supposed to reach the temper-

ature of fusion, which a simple crushing of a solid mass by
pressure would have failed to produce. Mallet mentions me
probable influence of friction, and of the squeezing of igneo-

plastic masses ; but does not attach to these agencies such im-

port:! net- as they seem to me to deserve.

Of the complex thermal effects of the movements of detrital

masses under great pressure, Mallet's figures of course offer no

measure whatsoever ; nor is this, or even the thermal co-effi-

cients resulting from his rock-crushing experiments, at all

necessary to the establishment of the postulates of his theory.

Taking for granted the correctness of Hirn's theorem, u that

the heat evolved in the crushing of rigid bodies is the equiva-

lent of the work performed," Mallet's experiments on the con-

traction of fused rock in cooling, and his estimates of the

amount of volcanic energy manifested on the globe, coupled

with that of iss of heat, completed the proof of

the quantitative adequacy of the cause invoked by him. And
when it is understood tnat the earth's present loss of heat dur-

ing sixteen and a half years is the mechanical equivalent of all

the volcanic work performed since the period of fissure erup-

tions, the burden of proof of the qualitative inefficiency oi the

several modes of action that may come into play, would seem

to be effectually thrown upon the opponents of the theory.

Among these modes of action, the fusion of masses already

existing in a pasty, or generally more or less igneo-plastic con-

dition, by squeezing or forcible displacement, seems to me to

deserve especial attention. At the depth at which volcanic

phenomena must be supposed to originate, this condil
be closely approached ; especially in the early times of the vol-

canic period—that of the " Maare" of the Eiffel, and other sim-

ilar '.-uses representing the transition phase between '

fissure eruptions and that of volcanoes proper. In this
Al

riffened and rhi.-ki-n 1 <-vn<t." even slight

„ linal or anticlinal, would occasion great

"-' '"• ent> and i .vein ,t> ii t .
i d stiffened upper layers

!,;r
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of the "viscous coucke;" and if these experienced local re-
fusion, the fused matter may well be presumed to have often

osed of by eruption through fissures or volcanic vents,
rather than by overcoming, downward, the inertia of the vis-
cous couches. This mode^ of action seems to me likely not
only to afford a more copious, but also a more constant or last-
ing source of supply, than the supposed crushing of solid rock,
and appears especially applicable to the case of large fissure

Imong the greatest services rendered by Mallet's (or, in this
connection, Wurtz') theory, is the unstrained explanation of
many of the phenomena of metamorphism, that were quite

gible so long as the heat required for the observed
changes was supposed to be derived from below, and perhaps
by transmission through strata which themselves had experi-
enced little or no change of condition. The principle that the
heat evolved in the flexure or forcible compression of strata is,

casteris paribus, proportional to the resistance offered by them
to the external force, throws a flood of light upon numerous
apparently contradictory phenomena, which have long been
quoted as incompatible with the doctrine of metamorphism as
held in this country, and have stood in the way of its general
acceptance by geologists, particularly on the continent of
Europe. In its application to the formation of synclinoria

especially, the principle works most instructively and satisfac-

torily. It can scarcely be doubted that in the first folding of
the vertex of a geosynclinal, weakened below by fusing away
and heating of the crust and lowest strata, the movements
were comparatively localized and rapid, and therefore capable
of producing high temperatures, and their results such as we

1

1
y find them along the main axes of elevation of syn-

clinoria. But as the resistance along this axis increased by
emergence and solidification, the points of yielding, i. a. the

folds, would be mulli) I re amount of motion
transformable into heat would be diminished in each. Hence
the decrease, in general, of metamorphic effects, as we recede

from the main axis. And yet it is perfectly easy to conceive
of large local exceptions to the general rule (such as we actu-

>•>. on the basis of greater resistance in perhaps a»uy ooserve), on tne D stance m peru;

I stratum of a lateral fold, vet so situated that it (

not successfully resist the influence of an advantage of lever-

age causing a rapid deformation. It is even predicable that

under sue! ! -n breaks and crushing must

Ilv have occurred, giving rise to fusion of rocks ami

limited fissure eruptions; or. at the least, to pasty r<>ek intru-

sions, as siiir'-'.-sri'd h\- Dana. Ibr giMniri.- and analogous veins,

that show no evidences of the co-operation of very high temper-

ature in the act of formation.
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LeConte's view, that the first mashing of a geosynclinal

would produce less heat than later ;.'.'•: tios -." in which (pre-

sumably) a greater resistance would have to be overcome,

seems hardly to be compatible v. Uy observed,

away from the Pacific coast eruption?- : and his argument is the

less cogent, as the temperature produced is a function, not only

of the resistance of the rocks, but also of the degree and rapid

ity of the motions, both of which have been on the decrease in

late geological periods, in accordance with the diminishing

rate of contraction of the earth and the increased resistance >>[

the crust to flexure.

While Mallet's theory accounts satisfactorily for eai

phenomena and volcanic activity as manifested since the cessa-

tion of fissure eruptions : and also for the gradual or sudden

depression of both large and small areas, even subsequent to

that time ; it makes no provision for their elevation, and there-

fore leaves unexplained the numerous oscillations of level of

which we find the record, down to our own time. In assum-

ing the movements as taking place exclusively within the solid

shell, he (unnecessarily as it seems to me) leaves a point open

While admitting that slow secular oscillations, or those minor

changes of level constantly occurring in volcanic areas, may
even now in many cases .be reasonably attributed to changes of

temperature occurring within the solid rocks themselves, and

within their limits of elasticity : it is in..

as an adequate cause of those extensive oscillations which

have characterized the Quaternary period, and are recorded,

e. g., by the raised beaches of the North Atlantic coasts and

inlets; and by the drift pebbles even now found foul

and fifty feet below the level of the Gulf of Mexico, while the

emerged formations record a complementary elevation to at

least a similar extent during the Terrace epoch. This record

of an oscillation of near a thousand feet on the Gulf shore

since the glacial drift epoch, implies at least a correspj

over the greater portion of the area drained by the Mi.^issij
.

i,

unless that river flowed backward at one time.f Doubtless
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these oscillations, like the glaciation of which they probably
were cooperative causes, were of continental extent, as was the
(more or less contemporary) emergence of the Siberian plain

;

and as such, they must be presumed to have been true move-
ments of the earth's crust, although lying quite within the vol-
canic period proper. It is but reasonable to suppose that the

>f the great Pacific area was then, and may still be, of

If Mallet's theory, as well as the geological facts with which
it deals, is incompatible with Hopkins' and Thomson's postu-
late of extreme rigidity ; if, as it appears to me, the events of
very i-ecent geological epochs, in connection with the very slow
rate of cooling since that time, render it unlikely that the crust
can even now be considered as rigid in a geological sense

;
if

finally, as Gen. Barnard affirms, the astronomical objection to

a comparatively pliant crust and liquid nucleus is not absolute,

but may be obviated by admissible assumptions regarding the
mode of distribution of the solid and liquid matter constituting
the globe : we are led to the reasonable assumption that, while

aess and rigidity of the crust is evidently too great to

admit of farther folding, or fissure eruptions, and '(probably) to

ecting ordinary volcanic phenomena directly with
the (virtually or aetu. r. yet we need not as-

sume it to be so great as to render the crust incapable of yield-

ing somewhat, on a large scale, to static upward pressure. Such
pressure may be either the resultant oi tangential stress, such
as might slightly deform an arch without fracture or folding ;

or even the direct result of a corresponding subsidence else-

The latter effect would of course be incompatible with a

2 away of the fluid interior from the crust, as required
b\ Mallet's theory, if it were necessary to assume that the inte-

rior crust-surfaee' is substantially "smooth," i. e, free from im-

portant downward projections or upward sinuosities. But so

far from this, the cooling influence that has so long acted on
the oceanic areas, contrasted with those enormous outwellings
of igneous rock that have occurred even in late Tertiary, or

Post-Tertiary times, together with other considerations, necessi-

tate the assumption that such inequalities do exist to a notable

extent. Hence the overlapping alluded to by Mallet, of the

period of fissure eruptions and of that of volcanic activity

proper, which appear to have coexisted, in different
[

the globe, from early Tertian t<> earh Quaternary times. For
even Mallet himself considers the outpourings of igneous rocks

on the Pacific coast as " wholly inconsistent with existing vol-

canic forces," and few geologists will agree with LeConte* in

* This Journal, March, 1874, p. 179.
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ascribing precisely these most extensive fissure eruptions in

the world to the " ineffectual fires" of the volcanic period, aris-

ing alone from transformed motion.
Indeed, it is not easy to understand the precise mechanism

of the great fissure eruptions as a consequence of nucleal con-

traction, without the aid of some static head of pressure that

may exist more or less locally, in consequence of inequalities

in the crust (whether of form, thickness or density), and thus

At first blush, the " squeezing out of sub-mountain liquid

matter," assumed byLeConte as the consequence of the folding

ami figuring of strata by tangential thrust, appears natural

seems hardly possible that the same force

makes and elevates mountain folds (being the result of

interior shrinkage) should at the same time serve to compress the

86 either such folding occurs beneath the

general level of the liquid ; or the latter is locally confined ;

or the movement is so (comparatively) brusque or cataclysmal,

sity would prevent the lateral or downward escape of

the liquid rock. In the case of the Pacific <

" K
r

[l

of steady static outflow, and regular upbuilding, is espe-

cially cogent ; and as LeConte remarks, it has been slow work
—as, indeed, is usually or universally the case with mountain

building.*

The assumption of locally limited fire seas with a solid

globe, as made by Danaf in conformity with Hopkins's views,

would remove the difficulty, if the crust could be assumed

as contracting, on the whole* independently of the portions over

fire seas. But when we come to discuss the appli-

detail of this n trinsi< ially improbable hypothesis, we find the

required extent and localities of these fire seas to be such, that

we can hardly imagine them to be effectually separated from

each other ; in other words, we approach very near to a condi-

tion of general under-crust fluidity, up to late geological

period^ It then becomes a question of minor importance,

whether there is

whether all withii

sn LeConte

of the whol
', the actual

the whole earth;" and then (p. 180) that
'

-"

>ase of height would be precisely th<

lateral crushing," he seems to think
ucleus too large for it, rather than of Mallet's " freelj

Or, if he
see on what ground a simple " uplifting'

hanical equivalent of an upbuilding by eruption of liquid rock. In either case

On some of the Resull Aug., 1873, p. 105-

Ibid., July, 1873, p. 7 and ff.
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The inherent improbability of the depression of a geosyncli-
nal trough to a level so low as to allow the liquid rock to rise

into it, as it were, is too great to render its discussion necessary.
Indeed, it seems almost impossible to imagine a mechanism

explaining satisfactorily fissure eruptions such as those of the
Pacific coast, on the basis of a slowly contracting solid crust
with a rapidly contracting liquid layer or nucleus beneath. A

seems possible, if in accordance
with Mallet's suggestion, and the intrinsic probabilities of the
case, we assume the existence of a thickly viscid, igneo-plastic
under crust layer. Such a layer, while barely, or very slowly,
obeying the laws of liquid equilibrium, would be capable of
being liquified by a slight increase of temperature, such as
might be produced by squeezing or kneading. Portions of
such plastic matter would occasionally become involved in the

folds of synclinoria, and thus supply the material for

limited fissure eruptions, in that case literally "squeezed out."

But the inverse ratio pointed out by Dana as existing between
folding and fissure eruptions, points to the rarity of such events.

At any rate, they could not explain the outwellings of the

Pacific border, which continued long after close plications had
ceased to be made ; in fact, as it would seem, up to the end of

the period of elevation of the main Sierra Nevada.
It is but fair to assume that near lines of weakness indicated

by plications or fissure eruptions, the isogeotherms have been

during the elevation of mountain chains (and probably still are

where such lines are marked by volcanic vents) considerably

above their general level. In an anticlinal upheaval, they
would probably conform to the progress of the sublevator^

movement, in a ratio more or less directly proportional to the

»pidity of the upward movement; and would gradually

descend during periods of repose. This would happen inde-

pendently of any heat generated by transformation of motion.

In a polygenetic chain like the Sierra Nevada, after the col-

the geosynclinal and the subsequent stif-

fening of the backbone (so to speak), any further elevation

of the main ridge becomes a quasi anticlinal movement, accom-

panied necessarily by the compression and " squeezing'' of the

heated rocks embraced within the arch. The heating being

greatest, cceteris paribus, where the resistance and motion is a

maximum, more heat would be generated by the compression

of the upper, half-stiffened portion of the viscous or iLmeo-plastic

layer, than in the lower ones ; and the liquid matter so formed

would constitute a head of pressure, from which fissure erup-

tions might derive their material; whether directly, or by

•mraunicated to more distant points of rupture and

fusion by lateral stress.
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If then, as LeConte's data seem to show, the final and most

considerable anticlinal elevation of the great interior range took

place during the same period that witnessed the great fisssure

eruptions of the Coast and Cascade ranges, it may not be un-

reasonable to suppose these events to have not only been con-

temporaneous, but to have borne to each other something of

the relation of cause and effect : and that each of the numerous

superimposed strata of igneous rock in the latter region may
represent, not only the direct effect in loco of more or less par-

oxysmal thrusts, but also the reflex action of the simultaneously

progressing anticlinals in the high Sierras.

Prof. J. S. Newberry has published, in a former number of

this Journal (On the Lignites and Plant-Beds of Western Amer-

ica), some remarks bearing directly on my views of the Eocene

age of the Lower Lignitic formation. As the data from which

my conclusions have been derived are therein incorrectly rep-

resented, I find it necessary to state the case as it is, merely
•;» advantage of science, in ^l' 1 let-

that subsequent researches in our American vegetable paleon-

tology may not be encumbered by misunderstandings.

I will successively answer the propositions of Dr. Newberry,

which are presented as follows

:

# 1st. The flora oftfie Colorado Lignite-beds has almost

common with that of the European Eocene. Its botanical aspect is

certainly entirety different, and, in my judgment, not a sing

and scarcely any genera are found in both."* In confirman. m of

this statement and to prove the assertion that " in a botan»'<tt

point of view he is quii nerit that the Eocene flora

A//.s not ij*t been n'>-<, .. he adds: that tin:

Eocene flora, as exhibited in the Island of Sheppey, at Ml. Bolca,

etc.,f has >> a meter.

This last statement, literally translated from Prof. Heer(Flor.

Tert. Helvet.. iii, p. 314), forces me to consider the matter

with somewhat more detail than I should have done if I had

been limited to the examination of facts concerning our Ameri-

can paleontology only. And I am the more disposed to meet,

the objection, because I have already exchanged some remarks

on this subject with Prof. Heer.
The flora of Sheppey cannot be taken into account for a

comparison with the fossil plants of our Lignitic. mostly repre-

* Loc eit., p. 400. f Loc cit., p. 402.
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sented by leaves, for the good reason that this flora of Sheppey
or of the London clays has furnished to the researches and to
the examination of Bowerbank a large number of fruits—nuts
and seeds, of various and uncertain affinity—and nothing more.
They are literally heaped in the clay, without any trace of
leaves or of other vegetable organs. Fruits of this kind have
not been found elsewhere in the Tertiary strata of Europe, ex-
cept a few mentioned, and not yet described, from Mt. Bolca,
by Mass: longo. and two Xipadiles (the genus which more than
any other represi nt- • pe'), in the Miocene
of the Bouches du Khone, Franc-. Tin-.-- S'm-ppey fruits, as
Heer remarks, are not characteristic oi the formation, and do
not even furnish any evidence on the climate of the locality

where they are found, as they may have been floated from great

distances and are analogous to existing de;

the mouth of the Ganges. The flora of the Island of Wight,
at Alum Bay. recognized as Eocene, has furnished leaves of

Azalia, Daphnogene, F>< >•- /. > - ' <<>'/ « which, according
to Heer, have such a marked taro] character

that the fruits of Sheppey may have been derived from the

plants of this region. These leaves, to quote the same author-
ity, are very similar to species of Mt, Bolca; three species are

identified as the same, and, too, a number of them are Miocene,
as Quercus Loncltiti* Ung., Lanru* i>riiin'

:
/nnia L'ng.. Myrica

{Dryandra) acutiloba Brgt., Cassia phaseolites Ung., and other

species of Laurus, together with species of Quercus and Juglans.

As no description has as yet been given by Massalongo
of the species of the Eocene of Mount Bolca, from which
Heer derived his statement in regard to its character, we
have no data for comparison. In his table of the families of

plants which Massalongo has observed in the Mt. Bolca flora,

Heer mentions as more numerously represented 48 species of

Algce, 5 Podocarpi, 7 Palms, 5 Proteacece, 10 Ericaceae, 10 Stercu-

Hce, 15 Leguminosce, etc. Neither in this, nor in the comparison

of species made above, can I find a more marked Indian and

Australian type than is indicated by what I consider as our

Eocene flora] But, further, the genera named from Alum Bay,

Daphnogene, Ficus, Laurus, Quercus, Myrica, are all represented

in our Lower Lignitic flora ; and of species positively identical

with those of Alum Bar. v e i av< L» < - , • i
"' and Quer-

cus fnrcinervis., this last from Black Butte, also sent by Prof.

Jos. LeConte in numerous and very fine specimens from Ter-

rs overlaid by lava beds, in Oregon, together with

leaves of Podocarpus, also a European Eocene genus. And as

very closely allied to, if not identical with Alum Bay and Mt.

Bolca species,* we have a Davhnoqene from Golden, and f*
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torn Black Butte ; these, with a number of species of

Palm and of Fucoids. So much for the assertion that not one of
the species, not even a genus of the Eocene of Alum Bay and Mt.

Bolca, are represented in our Eocene flora.

But this question has to be considered from another point of

view. Prof. Heer has included nearly the whole Tertiary

flora of Europe in a single division of the Tertiary, the Mio-

cene, referring to it the Sotska, the Mt. Promina, the Born-

stsedt, the Mt Vegrone floras, etc., which he places in the Ton-

grian or Lower Miocene. Except perhaps for the flora of

Sotska, the European paleontologists have not admitted this

division. Neither Ettinghausen, nor Saporta, nor Schimper
have taken it into account in their works. Even Prof. Heer, in

his introduction to the flora of Bornstaedt, is undecided as to

its reference to the Eocene or the Miocene. Now it is espe-

cially to the Upper Eocene flora of Europe, as known from

Mt Promina, Bornstaedt, the lower gypsum beds of Aix, the

old Travertines of Sezane, these last positively referred to the

Eocene by Saporta, that our Lower Lignitic flora is related ;
not

only by most of its genera but by positively identified species.

With the Promina flora we have as identical Sphenopteris

far, Flabellaria latania and appar-

ently Paliurus zizyphoides ; and also from Golden this year two

species of Nelumbium, one of which is closely allied to .V. Buchu

of the same Promina flora ; with 'that of Bornstaedt, a Pteris

and a Diplazium, intimately related to Pteris Parschlugiana

and Diplazium Mulleri ; Quercus angustibba A Br., which Mr.

Meek and myself found, in fine specimens, in the hard white

sandstone overlying the lowest coal bed of Golden, at a short

distance above the Cretaceous clay-beds, with Flabellaria Zin-

keni, Diospyros brachysepala and Juglans Ungeri.*

To this positive evidence by identity of species we have the

general Eocene facies of Europe represented in the Lower Lig-

nitic flora by the great abundance of Sabal leaves and palm

fruits in all the localities where fossil plants have been found,

from Placiere Mountain, New Mexico, to Kock Spring, Wyom-
ing. At some places, as at Black Butte, Golden, Colorado

Spring and the Raton, the palms seem to have composed
one- half of the whole vegetation. At Golden, Sabal leaves

have been found of enormous size, the petioles of some of

them measuring three inches across and two inches on each

of %he sides. In the coal also are found large carbonized

trunks of palms, whose texture is perfectly preserved ;
and all

around in the hills the ground is strewn with fragments of

silicified wood of the same kind of plants. In Europe, all the

* This last species is not positively ascertained, the specimens of the past year's
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Sabals as yet described, eight species, belong to the Eocene,
three only ascending to the Miocene. With this, the lower
Lignitic flora has a predominance of fucoids, already remarked,

,
not seen in any other
the Cretaceous' floras

;

'. both abundant at Golden ; also large leaves of Mag-
)<••'• -, Myrica (formerly Dyandroides), distinct species of Quercus,
a Viburnum whose leaves are as large as those of a Platanus ;

southern types of Sapindus, Rhus, Ilex, and Juglans, with en-

Prof. Heer remarks on another character of the Eocene flora

of Mt. Bolca, a negative one, which is perfectly recognizable in

our Lower Lignitic flora. It is the great scarcity or nearly total

absence of some families and genera of plants: the

Salix, Populus,Alnus, Ulmus, Betula, Planera, Corylus, Acer, Tilia,

Carya, etc. All these forms of leaves with serrate borders are
mostly absent from our Eocene as well as from our Cretaceous
floras. They appear at a higher stage of the Tertiary, first at

Evanston, more abundant still at Carbon, and still more in the

Upper Miocene flora of the Green Kiver group.

The second objection of Dr. Newberry is : That the tubercu-

ites, considered by me as a diagnostic of the

Eocene, is in New Mexico the most characteristic plant of the Cre-

taceous sandstone.

But this so-called Cretaceous sandstone with Halimenites is,

most probably, the heavy sandstone which underlies or inter-

sects the Lignitic, wherever it has been observed, in Colorado,

New Mexico (as far south as Trinidad, at least) and Wyoming.
It is therefore the question now at stake, to know whether this

formation is Eocene or Cretaceous : and it cannot be decided

by a mere affirmation. We cannot say anything about the

flora of those so-called Cretaceous strata of 'New Mexico, ob-

served by Dr. Newberry, before his fossil plants are published,

or before any thing pointing out their exact geological relation

is ascertained. Even the proximity to what he calls the

gypsiferous marls proves nothing; for the Dakota group, which

appears to be a shore formation, does not extend far to the

west, and to my belief does not reach New Mexico. If it is

so, the Lignitic there should be in close proximity to the Per-

mian. But this is mere surmise, and I will not go out of my
defensive position. It is for Dr. Newberry to furnish sufficient

evidence on the geological age of the Lignitic strata which he
has observed in New Mexico, and when he has done it as posi-

tively as I have for the Lignitic of Colorado, I shall certainly

be prepared to accept his decision.
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To return to the second objection expressed above, I refuse

to accept as my own the assertion, that the tuberculate 11

is a diagnostic of the Eocene. I have merely remarked that

Prof. Meek and other paleontologists have found it in all the
• those of Coalville and of Bear Eiver, where no other

kind of fossil plants has yet been discovered, and which there-

fore have not furnished to vegetable paleontology any other

evidence of their relation to the Eocene. As it is found in

abundance, and everywhere in connection with the Lower
Lignitic sandstone, I had to consider this tV.-^ii as a kind of

species of this formation. But I positively remarked

(p. 345 of Dr. Hayden's Report) upon the great quantity

of fucoidal remains in the Lignitic sandstone of the Rocky
Mountains, as in the Eocene of Europe, comparing the distri-

bution of this class of plants in both formations. It is not

therefore this Halimenites only which is a diagnostic of the Eocene

sandstone, but the prodigious quantity of the fucoidal remains

of numerous species. And this character, when I saw it so dis-

tinctly marked in the Raton Mountains, forcibly recalled to

me the essential facies of the Mount Bolca and of the Flysch

Eocene flora of Europe.
In the same way Dr. Newberry has misapplied what I said

of the great abundance of Sabal leaves, as indicating the

Eocene age of the Lignitic. Contradictory to this assertion, he

says, that Sabal and Palms are common enough in tie

Who doubts it ? We have Sabal leaves in the Pliocene of Cali-

fornia ; we have Sabals living at our time and in our climate ;

why not in the Miocene? I considered the presence of Sabal

in all the strata of the Lower Lignitic as a proof that they are

not of Cretaceous age. No Sabal and scarcely any trace of palms

have as yet been recognized in the Cretaceous of any country.

This cannot be negatived by asserting that they are common
in the Miocene. I have remarked already that all the fossil

species of Sabal described by European 'authors have been

found in the Eocene.
The third objection of Dr. Newberry is that P>

Marsh, Cope ana Stevenson, guided by molluscous and vertebrate

remains found in the Colorado Lignite deposits, consider them

Upper Cretaceous.

Though these geologists have perhaps considered the lignites

of Colorado as Cretaceous, I do not know that thev have found,

in support of their opinion, any paleontological evidence. Prof

Meek, according to his own statement, has not found any Ore-
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taceous shells in the Lignitic of Colorado. Those of Golden
come from the clay underlying the fucoidal sandstone. Why
did not Dr. Newberry quote Hayden's opinions ? No geologist
has seen so much of the Lignitic, or has studied it so carefully
as he has. Everywhere, in connection with the Lignitic for-

mation, he has seen this sandstone, which he calls either beds

of passage, or of transition, or positively Eocene. He has even
found in Colorado one specimen of Inoceramus at its base. I

eussed the question of the so-called Cretaceous evidence
by Mollusks in Hayden's Eeport (1872, p. 341), and will not
repeat here what the critic could have answered by pointing to

positive facts, if he had had any in contradiction of my asser-

tions. But, in order to meet any farther discussion on this sub-
ject. I will take the case as it is clearly stated by Dr. LeConte,
in his notes on the Geology of the Rio Grande.
He makes the following objections to my opinion on the

Tertiary age of the Lignitic. I quote only those which directly

bear on the question.

1st. That the lignite beds west of the Rio Grande were found by
Dr. Newberry in supposed Jurassic strata, and in the super-adja-

cent lower Cretaceous sandstones.

2d. That the lignite beds of the Rio Grande Valley are in such

close proximity to the gypsiferous marl series as to require their

reference to our Western Early Cretaceous, the Dakota group.

3d That the beds of the Raton Mountains are undoubtedly Cre-

taceous, since both Mr. Owen and himself have obtained Inocerami
tn the sandstone containing coal.

5th. That M. Bert 4 <" (
l no(ed hy Hayden, found, in 1862,

a bed of coal almost identical with the Golden City bed, with bluffs

one and a ho lining belemnites, etc.

6th. That (!>.,. !>,>,> ..i.i.i ;,.ut on each side of a coal-bed near

Platte Canon, ammonites, baculites, etc.

On the first and second paragraphs, I can but repeat my for-

that we know •<

for evidence from their fossil flora to certify their age. Dr.

LeConte, however, states, on page 40 of his notes, a fact which

seems to me contradictory to what he is endeavoring to prove.

It is : thatfrom the proximity of the marl series, the absence of char-

acteristic shells of the Middle and Upper Cretaceous, and the known
existence (by Dr. Newberry's report) of Lower Cretaceo

west of Rio Grande, he infers that the antJiracite beds {the Placiere

coal), belongs to tliat period, and that all the beds of which he has

information along the valley are of the same age.

I admit this last statement, that these beds are all of the same
age. And as among the fossil plants found in conm -

that Placiere anthracite are Sabal leaves, sent to me by Dr.

Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. VII, No. 42.—June, 1874.
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LeConte,* I consider it as Eocene. And if, as I remarked above,

the Dakota group does not extend to New Mexico, this ex-

plains the absence of the characteristic shells of the Middle
and Upper Cretaceous, and the position of Tertiary lignite in

proximity to the marl series.

On the third paragraph of Dr. LeConte, I have nothing fco

remark but this : that the shells reported from Dr. Owen's and
Prof. Cox's exploration were . found, as positively recorded

in the note and the section of Prof. Cox,f at the base of the

ales (Cretaceous, No 4 of Hayden), which everywhere
at the Eaton Mountains, and from Trinidad to the Spanish Peak,

underlies the Eocene sandstone which supports the Lignitic.

The discovery of Cretaceous shells half a mile north of a

bed of coal, by my friend Capt. Berthoud, does not indicate

that the strata-bearing shells overlie the coal. At Golden, the

distance between the clay-bearing Cretaceous shells and the

sandstone and coal leaning against it is not more than

a few rods. The Lignitic, however, overlies the Cretaceous.

And, for the assertion of Gen. Pierce concerning a bed of coal

on the Platte, with Cretaceous fossils on both sides, as nobody,

not even Dr. LeConte, under the guidance of Gen. Pierce, baa

found this coal, it has to be erased from the page of reliable

documents. "All along the base of the mountains, especially

from Platte Canon to Coal Creek, the Tertiary and I

strata are much disturbed, often folded and crushed vertically

against each other, and their relative position is very difficult

to ascertain.:}:

What is left then of the repeated assertion that foss

and bones of Cretaceous age have been found in the Lignitic

basin of Colorado? A single, badly-preserved specimen of

Inoceramns, found at the Raton Mountains, where the same

has been visited by a number of geologists and ex-

plorers, and where none other has been discovered. I do not

say this to throw the slighest doubt on the reality of the dis-

covery, for I well know that a number of Cretaceous animal

remains are found in Wyoming over beds of lignite. But I

* Dr. Hayden found at the same locality, Populus balsamoides, Ficus tiUafolia,

;.e plants.

f Prof. E. P. Cox, in letter, April 6th, 1874.

ting this, a most valuable and detailed letter, received from Capt.

-lion, as follows : "1st. That if Mr. Stevenson observed

Inoceramus, Baeulites, etc., in superposition to the lignil

remarked to Prof. LeConte, I found

e Tertiary age of the Colorado
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remark on this, in order to meet and to answer another unjust
rebuke of Dr. Newberry, who, after repeating his assertions of
the discovery of Cretaceous animal fossils over the Colorado
lignite deposits, says :— ;t That Ipoint to my 250 species of fossil
plants, claiming that they far outut, / , th t< stii >>,,,, , , //,, ,,n ;,„„{

remains.
11 And adds :

" In fact, however, these fossil plants have
very litth bnariwj on the question."

The above is also, to say the least, a colored representation
of my statements. To answer the objection that at Black Butte.
Coalville, Bear Eiver and other localties in Wyoming, the
Lignitie beds and sandstone-bearing plants have been recog-

nized underlying strata with fossil Cretaceous animals, I had to

examine, if, from the nature of its compound and from it.s vege-

table remains, the Iig Id of necessity be con-

sidered as a whole, or, if it could be separated in two members,
one representing the Upper Cretaceous, the other Lower Ter-

tiary. For I »f course, the essential documents
to be considered in view of my special researches are the fossil

plants. From the large number of Fucoids in the Lignitie

sandstone, from the identity of species of these marine plants

found by Mr. Meek in connection with Lignitie strata as far

down as the arenaceous bedsbearii . al remains;
from the prodigious preponderance of Palms, recognized aiso

i from New Mexico to Wyoming, etc.,

I forcibly admitted the unity of the Lignitie

whole, and therefore limited the discussion to tnis point : tne

Cretaceous or the Tertiary age of the formation. In order to

strengthen my position in regard to the value of the conclusii ma
afforded by vegetable remains, I compared the Lignitie forma-

tions to those of the Carboniferous epoch, remarking that,

having positively a preponderance of land-plants over marine

animals, or a land character, they should be considered as land

formations, and that th.-ivf.uv the evidence given b\ the fossil

plants should outweigh in importance that of some Cretaceous

animal remains, whose presence could be considered as of a

casual occurrence, etc. That in every geological format ion,

especially in every land formation, like' that of the Carbon ii'er-

with the vegetable forms, in regard to the data famished by
them respecting the age of the formations. For. in the Carbon-

iferous, we find Devonian mollusks far above the Millstone grit,

and also Permian shells far below the base of the Permian, even

as far down as the middle of the Carboniferous

These, however, are nevertheless admitted now by everybody

to constitute a single homogeneous formation, which is not.

modified in its essential points— the coal beds and their

plants—by the introduction of some foreign species. Contrary
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to the assertion that the fossil plants have little bearing on the

question, it is clear, therefore, that it is from the evidence fur-

nished by vegetable paleontology that the question has to be

decided.

I have been, however, careful to consider the data furnished

by animal paleontology in regard to the age of the strata. I

have quoted Prof. Meek's passage of a letter where his opinion

is recorded rather in favor than in contradiction of mine. I

could have remarked too that he has even found at Black Butte

and identified fresh water shells of the species of the Upper
Missouri Eocene: that, too, certain species of shells found in

the same bed with Prof Cope's Dinosaurus are hardly distin-

guishable from modern species, etc.

Prof. Cope's conclusions, in his Review of the Vertebrata of

the Cretaceous, &c, which is just published, do not in the

least interfere with my own. They prove only the non-coin-

cidence of animal and vegetable types in some formations; and

all my remarks on the presence of coal-beds formed from land-

plants and of vegetable remains as furnishing the logical char-

acters of the formation, have their full value. This discordance

is less embarrassing in a case like this than it might be in the

case recorded by Pictet, who derived from a detailed study of

the animal fossils contained in the Cretaceous strata of St. Croix,

Switzerland, and a comparison with contemporaneous repos-

itories, an argument in favor of the idea propounded by
Barrande: that two successive faunas must necessarily have

existed together for some time. He concludes this remark

by showing that paleontological faunas distinguished through-

out by marked characters are not ordinarily susceptible of

any rigorous limitation. That may be. But" if Tertiary and

Cretaceous faunas are regarded as contemporaneous, even in-

habiting the same repositories, we may still more easily admit

that a Cretaceous fauna and a Tertiary flora have sometimes

succeeded each other in alternate strata. It is all that is proved

by the researches of Prof. Cope in relation to my own.*
From the same considerations I continue to admit the Lignitic

of Vancouver Island as Eocene, on account of the character of

its fossil leaves, the abundance of palms, etc., even against the

assertion of Dr. Newberry, that this formation is Cretaceous.

These leaves were sent to me by Dr. Evans in 1858, and my
opinion of the Tertiary age of these fossils was, according to his

letter, in perfect concordance with his views, and with the evi-

dence furnished to him by his geological or stratigraphical

* In the north of France, Eocene beds are overlaid or mixed with strata bearing

remains of Cretaceous animals which all disappear to the south. On this Saporta

remarks that the Cretaceous fauna has persisted for a longer time toward the

north. The same o"

Lignitic of Colorado
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observations and by the fossil mollusks. From a recent re-ex-
amination of these leaves, I find no trace among them of any
species which could be compared and referred to Cretaceous
plants known till now. They bear the characters of the Eocene
flora, while those of Belliogham Bay, which I considered at
first as of the same age, appear referable to the Lower Miocene
or to an upper stage of the Eocene by the predominance of ser-

rate leaves: Planera, a large species of Satix, Quercus Gaudim]
recognized in the Upper Miocene of Italy, Diospyros lancifolia,

abundant at Evanston, etc. The presence of Cretaceous animal
fossil remains, above the coal of Vancouver, could merely indi-

cate the same disagreement between the vegetable and animal
remains as at Black Butte.

From the descriptions of the species of so-called Miocene
plants published in Dr. Newberry's notes on Ancient Floras,

etc., it is evident that the specimens furnished to him for exam-
ination have been mixed, or have come from different localities,

Miocene
Taxodium

. Thuya, Glyptostrobus, and Sequoia, which all abound
in the shale specimens sent this year by Profs. Hayden and
Cope from South and Middle Parks, as they have been sent be-

fore from Elko Station and Green Kiver with Planera, He has

Populus Arctica, species of Alnus and Corylus, in common with
the Middle Miocene of Carbon. With Evanston he has the

fine Carya Antiquorum, which abounds there, Juglans rugosa,

Platanus nobilis, etc. ;* and with the Lower American Eocene he
has Platanus ll'iyhn >. I'. liny, <i*». (',,-,<„-, ,ir>nninata, which
I consider as identi nnnoides, and, too, the

same large proportion of Sabal leaves. In the collections

brought from long explorations extended over wide areas, the

mixing of the specimens is unavoidable, and personal explora-

tions only give full evidence in regard to the information fur-

:
-

I •
, , ! .

••-'.._)• lata. In my first examination of

Prof. Ha'yden's specimens, which too were somewhat mixed, I

made a mistake of the same kind, accounting for difference of

types in local floras by a difference of temperature, while it

merely indi< sons. My explorations of the past

two years have therefore forced me to modify some of my views

on the distribution of our Western Tertiary flora, and to fix, for

the present at least, the groups in the following order, as pub-

lished in Prof. Hayden 's report of this year.

1. The Lower Lignitic: that of Black Butte, the whole Col-

orado basin as far° south into New Mexico as the Plaeiere

anthracite coal has its flora, Eocene: Lower Eocene for America.

* These fossil plants of Dr. Newberry are known to me by the examination of

the specimens from which the species are described, and which I have compared
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2. The Ev
cene, referred as yet to the Upper Eocene.

3. The flora of Carbon is positively Middle Miocene.

4 That of Green River, Elko Station and the Parks is of

Upper Miocene type.

Having thus fairly considered and answered all the critical

observations of Dr. Newberry, I will end the discussion by

passing over to his ground and proposing a single question

which I should like him to answer.

He positively regards the New Mexico Lignitic as Cretaceous.

From his admission, the Colorado Lignitic is of the same

formation ; for, though he says that he has not seen it, he is

positive that a nun.: hmml there Cretaee-

ons animal fossils. As the Wyoming Black Butte coal has the

Deinosaurus imbedded in its roof shale, this bed, like the under-

lying Lignitic ':< i'.m. Cr.-t: ci..m,s. Tt i> therefore a single undi-

vidable formation. Now, we find at Black Butte, together with

a great abundance of Sabal leaves, a number of the speeh - de-

scribed by Dr. Newberry in his Ancient Floras ; Comn? acumi-

nata* is especially abundant there. With this we have too the

fucoidal remains and, more numerous than any other species, the

Halymenites. At Golden, we have a still larger preponderance

of Sabal and of Fucoids too, and preponderance of Platanus

H-ntl.ni l\ R„,llfl J,h,,. tin- -Mil!.- <',„;>>„ n-u ,„ „ f ,ttt, RhamnUS
elegans, etc., etc. All these species, according to Dr. Newberry,

are positively Miocene. This comparison could be pursued m
the same wav at the Eaton Mountains, with the same result

:

Plants, Fucoids, and Cretaceous mollusks (which of course

prove to Dr. Newberry that the formation is Cretaceoue

the same time, in the same strata, those leaves i

the species described by the same author from the Up
souri, and which to his knowledge represent the Miocene.

Which then will he prefer? If these strata are Cretaceous, his

plants of the Upper Missouri are Cretaceous plants, a sup-

position which he can not admit. If he insist that the] m
Mioeem [.Units, our Liguith formation is Miocene as ;

whole,

and here he will meet all the geologists and pale-

whom he has quoted as authority, ami his own assertions too,

far more antagonistic to his Miocene than they are to the Eocene

It will not do to say that a Cretaceous Lignitic flora may

have some Miocene species and be Cretaceous all

especially when no Cretaceous species is recognized m it-

After all the points of comparison and the facts menl
these remarks, after the assertion of Dr. Newberrv that the

palm leaves are evidently Miocene and the llalimenites as evi-
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dently Cretaceous, the occurrence of these ' two kinds of vege-
tables in contiguous strata (the Fucoidal remains being even
found higher than the Palm leaves), thwarts anv attempt to a
<-nh,-iii Litir>n of this kind. It will not do either to say that the
]/-:::::<• represents at one place the Cretaceous, at the other
the Miocene; for, even considering tin 1 assertion of Dr. New-
berry contrary to mine, that vegetable paleontology has noth-
ing to say in this matter, animal paleontology has sufficiently
proved the continuity, the uniformity and homogeneousness of
the formation.

These remarks have to be limited to what is directly related
to the age of the Western Lignitic flora, and even in a paper
Bke This I have to present them in a condensed form and with-
out the details which might have given some more light to the
subject. Those who are interested in this matter will find it

lations on the wanderings of the Floras in

the geological divisions of Cenozoic time. We have enough to

fto and more pressing work in the study of our own materials.

As the European paleontologists know very little as yet of
their Eocene floras, and nothing whatever of their Pliocene,

all those theories on the " march and countermarch" of the

floras according to the upheaval of chains of mountains are

merely imaginary.

Littleton area of Helderberg.

I have a number of sections crossing this area* The first is

one at the northeast extremity, extending from Palmer to Burn-

ham's Hill, nearlv one and three-fourths mile. Palmer Hill is

composed of Lyman schist, dipping 78°, N. 28° W. This and
the following are compass courses. In passing to the depres-

sion (which is in reality a watershed for the streams flowing

northerly and s.ritherln. the strata first stand perpendicular;

morthwest Ij teasuremente

in a distance of thirty rods gave S. 346
E., 80°, S. 10 3

E., and
85°, S. 35° E. The rock here (Closson's) is an

slate, chiefly siliceous. Xext we pass up a hill, over the Lisbon
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schist perhaps, dipping 80°, S. 15° E. On top of the hill there

is a siliceous rock, which from different observers has received

the names of sandstone and buhrstone; it dips sometimes north-

west, but perhaps oftener to the southeast. On the north slope

of the hill, the sandstone varies in position from about 80°, S.

8° E. to S. 8° W. This rock can be followed a mile north-

easterly across the road going eastward to Mann's Hill, and then

is supposed to turn and follow up the hill to the southeast of

Burnham's house, and to continue southwest to Parker Eiver.

It has its maximum development on the east side of the basin,

constituting what would be called a mountain range in many
parts of the country. It probably connects with the buhrstone

of fig. 3.

Overlying the sandstone, as I suppose, is the fossiliferous

limestone. It has been excavated at several places quite ex-

tensively, and burnt in a contiguous kiln. It is usually of a

light drab color, somewhat brecciated, and the fossils are not

conspicuous, but upon search they prove to be considerably

abundant ; the thickness varies from ten to fifty feet. On the

north side, the limestone forms a precipice of twenty feet, in

consequence of excavations. In contact with it on the section

line is a slate dipping S. 20° E. I find it also stated in my note-

book that there is there a chloritic rock and a rough mixture

of quarts and feldspar, and also the fact of a change of a

quadrant in the strike, in a few rods distance. The overlying

slate is seen to best advantage in descending the hill toward

Littleton. It is rather dark, soft, splits readily and contains

fucoids and markings like Chondrites, and dip ssoutheast. The

top of this hill is an excellent place to observe contorted strata,

and on account of their variation in position it is difficult to

be satisfied with any interpretation of them. Professor Dana

visited this localitv, as well as the region along Parker Brook,

in 1871.

I do not suppose that all the facts are indicated by so even a

• d the figure. There may be hummocks of

underlying rocks to disturb the continuity,"and the strata are

certainly contorted. The limestone was not observed to the

east of Mr. Burnham's house, but, as the sandstone beyond has

a small reverse dip, we may presume that the limestone changes

with it Still farther to the southeast gneiss occurs. The country

is wooded and slopes rapidly, and would not be likely to afford

good ledge exposures.
A mile to the southwest a more satisfactory section is ob-

t.u ed, so far as the position of the strata is concerned, but the

limestone has not been observed. The west end lies in a

• fche tributaries of Parker Brook, and the rock is

chiefly the chloritic rock of the Lisbon group, dipping a few
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degrees, S. 10° to 20° E. The ground is cleared and the ledges
common. The junction between this rock and the slates can be
seen to the best advantage near A. Mill's house. At the house
the slates dip 85°, N. 10° W., and a short distance southeast 70°,

S. 20° E., showing a small anticlinal where the rock was crowded
hard. The schists, including calcareous limestone, a drusy rock,
and diabase, dip 85° N. 70° W. At A. P. Hubbard's, exactly
upon the section line, the dip is 85°, S. 20° E. The soft clay
slate is thin-bedded, jointed but not contorted. The same posi-
tion continues two-thirds of the way to J. Shute's house. The
last third of the way, the slate resumes the dip of N. 20° W.,
and disturbances are common. The cleavage planes can also

be distinguished from the strata in a few ledges. The quartzite
is a rough-looking rock, somewhat like buhrstone, dipping
even as low as 35°, N. 20° W. The band of chlorite schist is

known by a specimen, and is supposed to correspond to a simi-

lar rock in the next section, holding the same position. Last
of all is the gneiss, dipping at a moderate angle in the same
direction, and probably underlying unconformably the whole
series described. This section is 420 rods long. The slate is

estimated to be 1490 feet in thickness.

The slate is continuous from figs. 2 to 3, gradually narrowing,

and disappearing before reaching the section in figure 4 ; that

pears on the latter occupies a slightly different Line.

Fig. S crosses the best locality of buhrstone, from E. P. Miner's,

upon a tributary of Parker Brook, and one-eighth of a mile

north of the Littleton cemetery. It is 160 rods long. The wes-

tern edge of the gneiss appears at Miner's. The chloritic layer

is concealed by drift. The buhrstone crops out on the hill

side: it is quartz, massive and brecciated, sometimes jasperv,

opaline, with a multitude of seams covered by quartz crystals.

About forty feet in thickness of it are exposed. Following up
the hill, we' find next the slates, the limestone being concealed

by drift. It appears in place only a few rods to the south of the

section. The slate is bent everywhere, and shows a tendency

to contain drusy quartz. Two measured dips are 70° N. 60°

W. and 85° K 70° W. Other strikes are more easterly. The
section, if continued, would pass down a precipitous hill and

across Parker Brook into a swampv forest.

This is the most important of' the sections, partly because

it is near the travelled road to the Connecticut River west

from Littleton village It is one mile and three-eighths long.

The gneiss is the 5ak Hill deposit, and is in place one-eighth

of a mile north of the section, with a dip of 35°-40°, N. 20° W.
The chloritic rock appears next. It is close by the road, oppo-

site the last house before reaching Parker Brook, and can be

traced along the ridge extending northeast for one-fourth ol a
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mile. The dip is 60°, N. 50° W., with a somewhat higher dip

down the slope.

The fossiliferous limestone follows immediately. The first

layer seems to conform with the wall rock. At the kiln, which
is not fifty feet from the base, it dips 60°, E. 5° S., and also

westerly. Hence there is a small anticlinal axis. Directly at

the kiln no fossils were obtained ; they come from a dark

layer with a westerly dip nearer the brook. The Z
and the Fm „ments are found here.

Geologists have searched for fossils at the kiln, and finding

none have concluded that our story about them is a myth ;
but

they should look in the right place. Dr. C. T. Jackson visited

this kiln in 1841. He says: "The bed is included in mica

slate, embraced on both sides by granite, which crowded the

limestone in such a manner as to produce contortions of the

strata. The course of the limestone, as indicated by strata

marks, is K 20° E., S. 20° W., and its dip is to the northwest."

He figures the bed as enclosed between two masses of granite,

but does not exhibit any contortions in the strata.*

The alluvium of Parker Brook intervenes and conceals the

rock for an eighth of a mile perhaps. On the southwest side

there are several outcrops of limestone—some of them contain-

ing coral masses. A slaty mass with uo cleavage is mixed

with it. The limestone near the first house on the west side of

Parker Brook is bluish, and was at first supposed to belong to

the Lisbon series—as it is not i'o^ilifcnms. It has been exca-

vated for a kiln in years gone by. Eecent researches indicate

that die whole of 'this hillside^ perhaps into Lisbon, is all

of Helderberg age. The strata have somewhat of a zigzag

ent, which need not be described in detail.

Directly beyond the brick kiln we find the chloritic rock in

its perfection, dipping in the same direction with thai

noted, but at a steeper angle, and the range is only thirty rods

wide. At a turn in the road slate of less width, seemingly ver-

tical, appears, and we discover imbedded in it two feet

ness of compact crinoidal limestone. This identifies the slate

with the deposit upon Fitch Hill, a quarter of a mile to the

southwest, where the Pentamerus is found. The mingled slate

stone extend up the hill and then across the ridge.

The chloritic rock re-appears on the section at a fork in the

road, and continues uninterruptedly for three-eighths of a mile,

dipp
of al

to the west end of fig. 2 in one direction, and to the slate quarry

in the other, a distance of about three miles.
The Fitch Hill locality was discovered Sept. 22, 1873. Mr

J. H. Huntington and A. S. Bachellor of Littleton and myself

* Final Rept. Geol. N. H., p. 108.
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tected the presen
called to the spot by Mr. A. R Burton of the village, who had
seen limestone there. It is about fifty rods southerly from E.
Fitch's house, in an open pasture near the forest, and above an
orchard. The first rock seen above Mr. Fitch's is the dia-
base,* running N. 65°-70° E., and containing a layer of white
quartz. In the pasture the strike changes to nearly east and
west, and this fact is made certain by the position there of the
white quartz, which curves with the diabase, but may be a
little nearer the Helderberg after the bend is passed than' before.

This is confirmed by examining the rocks east of the Eelder-
berg range. On fig." 4 below, there are thirty rods of chloritic

rock east of the slate range, but on Fitch Hill, in consequence of
the transverse course of the slate, it lies on the southeast of the
diabase altogether, as shown in fig. 5. To the southwest there
is another outcrop of this range of diabase, because the Helder-
berg is cut off by it, but the fossiliferous seam again covers it

when the low ground is reached, and the hard rock is seen no

Furthermore, the contact between the Helderberg and diabase
on Fitch Hill is not a direct succession or interstratification,

since there has been a sliding of one rock over the other. The
removal of the turf revealed a slickensides between the two.

As expressed by Pres. W. B. Eogers, who examined the

locality with us a few days later, it '"looks as if the limestone

had backed up on to the green rock " These facts are men-
tioned to show our reasons for believing that the II.-M.-rbcrg

rocks on Fitch Hill and the neighborhood overlie the Lisbon

group unconformably.
The order of the rocks from Fitch's house to the verv sum-

mit of the hill is well shown in fig. 5. What I have called the

top of the hill th^is far signifies the highest part of the cleared

land. This section reaches the very summit, which is wooded.

Above the Lisbon series, or the diabase, e< .urn about fifty feet

of Lower Helderberg limestone, holding • • /' and a

Gasteropod, with the others mentioned by Mr. Billings. This

is followed by forty or fifty feet of coralline slate :
thirty or

forty feet of friable conglomerate, white when w. it ered, like

tii- < >ri.-kan\ sandstone of New York, the quartz pebbles being

°f the size of kernels of Indian corn. Next is a bluish, some-

what siliceous limestone of two sorts. Then follows considera-

ble tough, massive hornblende rock, with no signs of stratifica-

tion and a strange associate of the Pentamerus limestone. On
the very apex of the hill is a sandstone weathering white, but
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Following the limestone southwest, perhaps a fourth of a

mile, we find the purest carbonate of lime yet seen. This is

interrupted b}r chloritic rock, to be succeeded by fbssiliferous

slate and limestone, which passes west of the slate quarry aod
lower down the hill if its strike does not alter. Commencing
near the fork in the road turning to the slate quarry, there

is first the diabase on fig. 6, with its usual position ; "second,

the Helderberg rocks just mentioned. The slates predominate
and decompose readily and unequally. High up the hill is

decomposing white, continued from section

6. The hornblende rock on the crest of the hill is one massive

stratum, with no indication of divisional planes. The slates

were at first thought to be the continuation of the quarry ledge

on fig. 7. Both have the pyrites in abundance and the same
general aspect But by comparing the several figures together, it

seems as if the sandstone would correspond with the conglom-

erate back of the quarry, and the hornblende rocks agree with

the green schist. That would make the slates just mentioned

oorrespbp4 with each other, as well as the harder dark slates

in which a synclinal appears.

The latter slate is a hard, black, even-bedded rock, which

also shows itself continuously nearly to Parker Brook. The
east part of the sync.inal is' wanting in fig. 6, its supposed

place being covered by the alluvium of the Ammonoosuc.
The strike varies to northwest near Mr. L. A. Parker's house,

at the east end of the section, and the rock makes a part of the

zigzag arrangement before alluded to.

The next section passes from the slate quarry to the Ammo-
noosuc Eiver near the south line of Littleton, one mile and

seven-eighths long, and seven-eighths of a mile southwest from

fig. 6. The same hill is traversed as before, but the upper slates

are better displayed. They are covered by two grades of argil-

laceous sandstones, the lower portion being more arg

and of a darker color, the upper grayish and of a different tex-

ture from the sandstones on figs. 5 and 6. The hill was crossed

transversely as far as indicated; the eastern slope remain?

unexplored. The strike varies K 75° E. to N. 80° E. There

seems to be an outcrop of the Lisbon group dipping toward

Blueberry Hill in the valley east
The slate quarn is ; ! »wn to resid ^ on account

of extensive excavations once made there. The slate is of ex-

cellent quality, and, were it not for a profusion of cubical

pyrites, would be worth quarrying. It dips about
80° southeasterly. Above it on the hill is an interesting con-

glomerate, with pebbles averaging the size of a hen's egg. The
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paste is the slate of the quarry. One pebble is a foot long.
Siliceous fragments of a dark color predominate, which seem
to have been derived from the Lisbon group, as have been a
few greenish chloritic bits. Others, and possibly the greater
portion, show resemblances to the compact feldspars of the
Labrador group. There are small bits of black slate like that
occurring near the east end of% 6.

The next section in fig. 8 is three and three-eighths miles
long, and passes over more strata. It commences high up the
early course of Mulliken's Brook, crosses Blueberry Hill, and
terminates a short distance north of North Lisbon, reaching the
gneiss. At the beginning is the Lyman instead of the Lisbon
group, though the latter would appear if the section had been
«

;
< i_: t. ( 1, ill : mile. Near G. D. Shute's house and "Indian

Rock," these schists dip 85°, N. 20° W. The east border of

this group dips 80°, N. 30° W. It weathers whitish, presenting
a chalky aspect at a little distance. Along the carriage road
auccee ling is an extensive range of Helderberg slates and lime-

stones containing Favosiies. The strata stand perpendicular,

fanning northeast. On a tributar}^ stream, near C. II

house, is a fine exposure of grit, slates and calcareous beds,

greatly resembling fossiliferous strata in Maine and New York,
but they yielded no relics of life in a half-hour's search. This
series of strata forms a steep cliff seventy or eighty feet high.

which can be followed a mile and a half to the slate quarry.

The country at the base of the cliff is everywhere a swampy
forest not intersected by roads, so that its exploration is not

inviting.

Passing up the hill, there are so many boulders of con-

glomerate that we must believe this to be the rock in place.

Its character does not vary from that seen on section 7. This

view will make the fossiliferous slates correspond with the

slates at the quarry. Near the top of Blueberry Hill are slates

with the course N. 65 a
E., and irregularities which may be ex-

plained by supposing cleavage planes to be present haying a

different strike from the strata. On the crest of the hill the

s dip 70°, N. 25° W. This continues about half i

the line of section, or as far as I was able to travel upon it

There is room enough skness of slate seen in

fig. 7.

The eastern slope has not been examined throughout

About half way down I have twice examined ledges a]

of the Lisbon group dipping toward the hill. Mr. Huntington

travelled over the remainder of the section, and his specimens

seem to indicate, first, the mica schists of the Cods group, (6)

followed by considerable hornblende rock, (7) and lastly by a

conglomerate (8) with whitish cement and pebbles of the size of
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buck-shot. This rock stands on edge on the top of the hill

next the Ammonoosuc River, and, with the mica and horn-

blende schists, is perhaps our Swift Water series. The horn-

blende may connect with a large mass of the same rock a mile

southwest, it being in contact with Helderberg there. The
hornblende may correspond with the same rock on figs. 5 and
6. The mica schists evidently belong to the Eustis Hill series,

to the south of Littleton village, possibly disconnected from

that outlier by erosion.

The gneiss at the southeast end is part of the area known as

"Bethlehem gneiss," or rather the common variety upon its

border. The mica is black, and the feldspar often scanty.

The position differs from that of the other rocks. Its normal

position is about 40° dip toward the north, both the inclination

and course varying from those of the other strata that have

been cited.

This section, if protracted, would cross another interesting

Helderberg area ; but for the sake of clearness, I will add a

small section (fig. 9) with greater horizontal scale, situated about

a quarter of a mile to the southwest, crossing the Ammonoosuc
nearly at North Lisbon railroad station and passing up its

" south branch." The gneiss dips 36°, N. 35° W. at the " Lead

mine." Next is a coarse conglomerate, seen in the field and

under the bridge, dipping 65°-70, N. 10° W. As there is a

general resemblance between this and the conglomerate of the

Lisbon group, it was not till the recent discovery of extensive

Helderberg strata that these ledges at North Lisbon appeared

to belong to the Paleozoic series. The materials of the pebbles

are white and blue quartz, hydro-mica schist or Lisbon group,

two or three gneisses, Cods slates and calcareous masses, with

an argillo-micaceous paste. Some pebbles are a foot long.

They are usually slaty but not distorted.

Crossing the river and walking over twenty rods of gravel,

we came next to a more interesting locality in the south branch

valley. The first ledge, back of the last house on the road, is

micaceous slate with calcareous layers, cut by an obscure

igneous dike. The strata dip 45°, N. 20° W. Beneath are

fifty feet of coarse conglomerate, containing, in addition to the

pebbles under the bridge, pieces of the mica schist of the Coos

group, without staurolite. The slates next observed have a

higher dip. They are followed by indurated slates

50°, N. 10° W. They are traversed by beautiful ribbons of

banded trap from half an inch to three inches in width, which

jump and curve in a fanciful way.
The next series evidentlv belong to the Lisbon group, hav-

tlly the same strike and dip with the last mentioned

beds. They extend for about twenty-five rods along the
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stream. The rock is a gritty hydro-mica schist, so far as seen.
Pr<>b

; ibh this is the place for a hornblende aggregate or chlor-
ltie rock, which is seen on the west side of Streeter Pond in

situ, and in enormous bowlders between North Lisbon and the
pond. These hard rocks terminate just as the stream bends
and

]
isses through a narrow rocky gorge of clay slates con-

taining sraurolitc and garnet, dipping 60° N. 17° W. The
same dip is manifest higher up. The ledges extend for 25 or
30 rod-?, after which the rocks are covered with earth for a

. The hank- are made up oi bowlder clay, which
is undermined by high freshets, and the road has been torn
away so many times that the town authorities have been com-
pelled to discontinue the carriage road, thus necessitating

D explorations in this interesting spot. A slate similar

scribed crops out on the new road from rlo* sta-

Pond, about a mile northeasterly. The course
^ nearly east and west, and the strata are more nearly vertical,

but the ledges must be continuous between these points. It is

shown also by the presence of enormous blocks of diabase.

whose source must be to the north of the slates and not far dis-

tant. The map shows the distribution of all the parts of this

section. The width of the Helderberg conglomerates is about
forty rods, which implies a thickness of at least 500 feet. The
clay slates correspond perfectly to portions of the Coos group
in the Lyme and Lisbon sections, as well as to the it

staurolite slate seen at Purple's quarry in Bemardston, Mass.,

described by Professor Dana. .

North Lisbon Helderberg.

The rocks of the North Lisbon terrane have been described
in part, but not the most characteristic ones. About 100 rods

below IX Richardson's, on the east hank of the river, are white
bluest.-,!;; mta of the large crinoids. The
limestone occurs on both sides of the river. These localities

are southwest from fig. 9, and the limestone may prove to be
one or two hundred feet' thick. Mr Huntington first found
these large crinoids, and we traversed the region together the

last day of our stay in this region. Contiguous to the lime-

stone is a dark ~\.te. - '
' that on Bl lehern Hill. win. h

must belong to the series. The same maybe true of thick

masses of hornblende rock bordering the Helderberg on the

northwest flank.

Other Helderberg Localitie».

There is no time to describe other localities of the Helderhrrg
;

!. 1 have long been satisiied that Dalum Mountain

belongs to this series, aud we have strong suspicions that some
Am. Jouk. Sci.-Thiu. Skuii>. V-.i.. VII. N.». U —June, 1874.
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of it will appear in Lancaster. A specimen obtained from one
of the mountains back of the Crawford house seems to hold an
obscure crinoid in it. More decided is a locality in East
Hanover, where I have found a considerable thickness of slate

conglomerate. The locality was visited before the first dis-

covery of the corals of Littleton. I doubt not that scores of

new localities of the Helderberg will be discovered along the

Connecticut Valley, as explorations progress, since we now
know what to look for.

A locality of undoubted Helderberg slates a

1 small crinoidal fragments. The slate is friable, dip-

ping 75° northwesterly, and 800 feet wide. The map shows how
far they have been traced continuously to the northward, viz

:

nearly to Young's Pond. These slates over a part of their area

contain veins of white cavernous quartz full of iron rust, which

have been explored for gold. I do not think gold is found in

them. They can be distinguished from the true gold quartz of

this region by the absence of ankerite and the very fetid odor.

North of Young's Pond are also irregular Helderberg slates.
_A difficult problem has been propounded by our late dis-

coveries, which cannot be solved bhout further

explorations. From the south we carry the am
slates northeasterly, and from the north we trace the Helder-

berg series of slates in the reverse direction until they meet the

former. They are so much alike that no effort has been made
to separate them, and consequently it is impossible to say

where one ends and the other begins. The boundary line

must lie between Blueberry Hill and Young's Pond.

Swift Water Series.

While occupied in investigating this subject, I found a set of

specimens which could not readily be referred to any of the

series that have been mentioned. I had supposed them to be

connected with the Lisbon group, but a careful examination oi

the specimens did not tend to confirm this impression. I will

present a section of much importance crossing this and other

groups, in a northwesterly direction, from Bronson's limestone

quart- v in Lisbon, through the village, and past the gold mine

in Lyman, and nearly past Parker Hill in Lyman, this is the

route selected for the measurement of the thickness of the Lis-

bon, Lyman and clay slate series, referred to above.
At the southeast end of the section, there are ordinary

ipping about N. 20° W., and holding a band of azoic

limestone, perhaps 100 feet thick, inclined 50°, '

been extensively quarried by Mr. Bronson. On the hillside
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toward the pond are friable

gneisses, often very micaceous
and carrying simple crystals of

W. This is bordered by a band
of hornblende schist dipping in

1:

.<;

nolite selii-

|i- gneiss formation rather than of

&§ what follows. The estimated

§J
thickness of this gneissic group

|1 is 2,500 feet. It is not clear to

|| which of the gneissic divisions

|a it belongs, though allied to the
„-» White Mountain series in some
af respects.

|1 Crossing Mink Pond is a gray,

gl friable mica schist holding in

|J profusion the reddish staurolites

rfg and garnets, the locality being
one well known to mineralogists.

jjf The average dip being 56°, the

§g thickness must be 3,300 feet.

5l This band is followed by the
~g same garnetiferous slates which

§| have been described upon the

f« south branch of the Ammonoo-
|1 sue (fig. 9). Staurolite is less

I*-* abundant in this than in the

fi" previous band, and it is almost

wanting in the western portion.

With an average dip of 58°, this

slate must be over 3,000 feet in

|~- thickness.

Ill The Swift Water series fol-

TJ! lows. For 140 rods there are

J«r5 quartzites and sandstones with

S an average dip of 50°, which

gives 1,769 feet in thickness.

More particularly, an excava-

tion for gold at the eastern bor-

der shows slaty layers, quite

siliceous, with sandstones, con-

siderably vitrified. Next is a

ement. Then there are in order acti-

i schist, white mica schist, and sand-

ill
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s rock is purely hornblende,

The strata are concealed for 180 rods

along the line of section, which must be 2,400 feet thick, if

their inclination agrees with those upon both sides. Just be-

yond is a black slate, exposed at a railroad crossing at the

north end of Lisbon village, which is the last member of the

series, and has been traced along the strike for eight miles,

from near a saw-mill on Wetherbee's Mill Brook in Lisbon to

the line of Haverhill. The total thickness of the Swift Water

Attention was directed to this group partly by the slate

bands and partly by a nondescript conglomerate adjoining if.

iv noticeable a mile and a half north from Lisbon.

west of Mr. A. Bishop's, on the northwest side of the river.

The pebbles are not discernible till the rock has been weathered

nearly white, and even then it is difficult to understand their

character. This band is not more than fifty feet thick.

Following up the wild Ammonoosuc River in Bath, there is

a characteristic representation of this series of strata, and our

name is derived from that of a small village on its banks.

The facts given are chiefly from the notes of J. H. Huntington.

The Lisbon group seems to extend up this stream for more

than a mile above its mouth, judging from its general distribu-

tion. A little above a starch-factory, fig. 11, there are strata

of micaceous conglomerate of grn >mS ^° -^'

53° W. The slate, or the continuation of the Li-'< >u b: nd, i- ;

.
It

a mile above the factory, and dips 65°, N. 70° W. Less than

hat a mile above is a more distinctly gneissic band, dipping

56°, N. 50° W. About the village of Swift Water ae

exposures of a whitish mica schist, from 40° to 55° dip in the

same general direction. There seems in many cases to be

feldspar present ; certainly a hasty look would make the ledges

ssa On the north side of the river one ledge dips

50°, N. 10° E. There is a band near a cemetery in the south-

west outskirts of the village containing crystals of chlorite.

Passing above the village the dip rises to 80° and more, or in

order, 83°, N. 42° W., and 82°, N. 62° W. The last is the most

remote exposure seen. The rocks are micaceous friable quartz-

ites, decomposing so as to appear ferruginous. There are thin,

glossy black micaceous bands of a few inches in I

a This is at a bridge one and

a half miles above1 the village. A wide band of hornblende

schist below the bridge should not be forgotten. The gneiss

above has a high dip. It is possible that an anticli

may be indicated by the divergence in the steepness < f the ui[^-

Haverhill directly to the point of dip-divergence. There is
f dip-divei



group disappeared

0. Loew on ]YI,e> tJj. •

Our general impression of the age of 1

it is allied to the Helderberg. The Coc_ _.

;liout two miles below the Lisbon section, so thai the
Swift Water series lies contiguous to gneiss of a verv ancient
period for five or six miles. Were the presence <>j chlorite an
index to its age, it would be ranked with the Lisbon group.
No one need be disturbed by the apparent dip both of the
Gods and Swift Water groups, as well as of the Helderberg
strata beneath the Lisbon series ; ibr the lateral force has been
exerted so forcibly in New Hampshire, that inversion is the
rule rather than he exception. There is no tune to present a
formal proof of this statement at present

Conclusions.

Briefly stated, the i
- respecting the rela-

tions of these Ammonoosuc Helderberg strata seem to be
sustained.

I. The foss ! (erous limestones belong to the Lower Helder-

2? The Helderberg series in New Hampshire is several

thousand feet thick, and is composed chiefly of limestones,
slates, sandstones, conglomerates and probably hornblende
rock. Some of the members are highly metamorphic.

3. These Helderberg strata seem to be newer than the Coos
group of the neighborhood, since they contain pebbles derived
from the latter series. The litholog'ical character is also dif-

4. The Swift Water series seems more nearly related to the

Helderberg than anv of the other formations.

5. The Helderberg rocks are the newest in this terrane, and
the most modern that have yet been discovered in the State.

I propose next to describe the field rheig strata and asso-

- oi Hinsdale, N. H., and Vernon. Vt.. as they con-

tinue northerly from Bernardston and Northfield, Mass.

Art. LIIL— (hi Wheelerite, a new Fossil Resin; by 0. Loe

During the past season's field-work of the explorations i

surveys west of the 100th meridian, under the command
Lieutenant George M. Wheeler, to which expedition I v

attached as chemist, many interesting chemical facts w
observed. Amono- these may be mentioned the occurrence

a new fossil resin,°whose name heads this article. This res
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which is yellowish in color, was frequently found in the Creta-

tite beds of northern New Mexico, filling the fissures

of the lignite, and even interstratified in thin layers with the

same. More of this substance was seen in the vicinity of Naci-

miento than in any other locality. The strata of lignite, slate

and clay, in the numerous sandstone mesas of this region, a1 ''

plainly to be seen in passing by. The behavior of this resin

3is made proves this to be a new
compound, heretofore undescribed.

On treating the resin with alcohol, the principal portion is

readily dissolved, while a small part remains insoluble. The
hot alcoholic extract of the resin deposits, on cooling, a few

yellow flocculi. After the separation of the solution from these

flocculi, there remains, after evaporation, a yellowish resin,

which is very brittle and becomes strongly electric on friction

This resin melts at 154° C. At a higher temperature it emits

an aromatic odor, burns with a smokyT flame, and leaves a vol-

uminous coal behind.

It is soluble in ether, less so in bisulphide of carbon. It dis-

solves readily in concentrated sulphuric acid, producing ;i d;irk

brown solution. From this solution water precipitates it. It

forms a compound with potassa in aqueous solution, and is pre-

ochanged. Strong nitric acid readily oxi-

dizes it, with the evolution of nitrous fumes.

I. n.

Carbon, 73-11 73-07 72-87

Hydrogen, 7'31 7*95 7*88

Oxygen, 19-58

The true molecule of the resin is probably 5-6 times larger

than the above formula expresses. Many fossil resins have

been investig ttiea] with the above, so far as

known, has been described.

The retinic acid of Johnston, which he obtained 1

ing the retinasphalt of Bovey with alcohol, is the only com-

mit bears a resemblance to the sul st; nee under •.
--

cussion. This has the formula C
4
H

4 5 6 ;
is slightly soluble

in alcohol, readily so in ether, and melts at 120° C
I have taken the liberty of naming this new mil

it G-eorge M. Wheeler, Corps of Engineers, XL »•

Army, the honored and energetic leader of the expedition to

which I am attached

Laboratory of the Smithsonian Institute, Washington, D. C, March, 1814.
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Aet. LIV.—The

[Concluded from page 465.]

This series, while in some features resembling the overlying
Lower Coal rocks, is distinguished by the a I

of shales, notably in connection with the coal beds. We find
no well developed under-clays with the coals, and no shales
overlying them, features strikingly characteristic of even the
lowest bed of the Lower Coal rocks. The seams are enclosed
in flaggy sandstones

; and all their accompaniments show that
they were formed in an era of sudden and violent changes.
The beds, followed from outcrop to outcrop, vary much in

thickness, showing sometimes, in short distances, a change of

rable char-

acteristic. I could find no specimen of coal sufficiently fresh to

give me a good idea of the mineral. Rogers, in his "analysis,

makes them remarkably free from ash, and with much less

bituminous matter than the beds of the Lower Coal series.

From the weathered appearance of the bed which I examined
in detail, the pi p. »rt'< >u . »

- ilphur is large, as we might expect
from the antiquity of the formation.
The following measurements, kindly furnished me by Mr.

^h iry. i
« iv tak< i -hnn li-tance east of the point examined

by myself. They will thus serve as a description of the coal

beds at the station. The railroad here runs about 50 ft. above
the level of the river.

1125 ft., oi stone, 4 ft. 10 in. seam.

1315 ft, 4 ft. 6 in. "

The two highest seams occur in the base of the Lower Coals

;

and these coal- .vitli t . . i . «- s ; ks. mst, a.- stated before,

be added to the base of the Paint Creek section, lea

unknown interval between. The lower of these, the 4 ft. 10 in.

bed, lies about 50 ft. above the massive sandstone ; hence the top

of the rock would stand 1 ,075 ft. above the railroad. This rock

itself in this *e<-ti..n is ab..ut 150 feet thick.

Thethirds-aiai>a->-.lrxaiu
!

»i-orrl 1( M'la<-t>ia?i.. 1 ,>inrl,ick-
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station, it shows an outcrop of 4^ ft. It was here opened, with

the view of shipping coal on an extensive scale ; but, on follow-

ing it into the hill, it pinched out to a few inches, and the work
was abandoned, the part \ \v w • p mine, the tirst scum above the

Conglomerate. The Conglomerate seam is composed of alter-

e of dull >laek < i 1 and brill ant black por-

tions. It is much fractured, and somewhat friable, showing-

sulphur abundantly in weathering. The junction of the roof

with the coaly matter is extremely sharp and well defined.

The roof is composed of flaggy sandstone, with many well-pre-

served impressions of plants. The floor is composed, not of

the usual fire-clay, but of a curious conglomerate, consisting of

rounded fragments of fine grained grey sandstone, and a very

fine gray shale, all cemented by shaly matter colored with

m Iy matter. The shaly fragments are something like the blue

lower in the series.

The plants found in the roof deposits merit careful explora-

tion. I had a very short time to devote to the collection of

Alethopterk ScrW is the most abundant. Both varieties, n and

fi. occur. Next in abundance is Neuropteris Dawsoni. of which

1 obtained several good specimens and one entire leaf, with

fragments showing a peculiar union at the bases of adjoh •-

leaves. It would seem that two adjacent pinnules met at their

bases under a very acute angle, when the two midribs were

fused into a common rachis, which was broadly winged and

seemingly partly clasping in its mode of attachment. Al><>,

more rarely, we find Sphenopteris obiusiloba, Sphenophy/Zum an-

tiquum and Cydopteris Jacksoni.

We need not be surprised to find so large a proportion oi

Devonian plants so close under the lower coal.- : for, as we shah

see, there was probably an unintemipte I land flora in some por-

tion of this region, extending from the Chemung up to this era.

As has been stated, the section at Sewell does not <

base of the Conglomerate series. On passing to the east, up

>tr. mi. tin con-taut nort i
< e<; ,» b iugs up lower and lower

strata, u ti! not : o \ iin sandstoi . mm i lib then p-

most ledge, is exposed. This portion of the formation I had no

to examine: and hence I cannot give the precise

eastern limit. I think, however, thai tin- la-i roek m-v b' ia'mn

as the base; for it indicates a decided change in the conditions.

controlling the next lower deposits. These, which appear in

-«tli-' oa-tward. atv h,.j v\ -b-ldi-d sand-tone-: but

assume reddish and brownish colors, and
stratified with red shales. Some of the sandstom a

th. ir .-o mdoiueritio texture ; but none is seen beyond Stretch-

er's Neck Tunnel, a point some eight or ten miles east of Sew-
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ell. These rocks of passage, as we may deem them, are suc-
ceeded by rh 1 it >< d , d - de- .1 tin SnVjH \

ifcr«>u- torinati.,;!, which aiv greatly developed in this region.
Kihu.li from under them appears a great limestone formation,
which is the base of the Subcarboniferons in Virginia, and
which appears in great force around Lewisburg. While it is

to fix the eastern limit of the Conglomerate with exact-
ness, owing to the blending of its base with the top of the enor-
mously expi hierous formation, Rogers states
that the following is the approximate boundary. In the north
of the State, in Hampshire and Hardy Counties, it is in the east
Front

_
Ridge of the Alleghany ; in Greenbrier and Monroe

Counties, in the Greenbrier and Muddy Creek Mountains; and
farther south, in the Great Flat Top Mountains *

In accordance with the above statements, we see that this

lowest coal series on New River exhibits a triple structure, with
a summit and base of eonglomerit • - i Fr<> , - . id n central

If we compare this arrangement with that shown by the Con-
glomerate in other portions of the country, we shall find that
it is the typical arrangement of this fi.rmatio i. wherever it at-

tains a considerable development. We shall also find that the

thickening of the whole formation is mainly due to the expan-
sion of the middle portion, and that the increase in the amount
ol eoal closely follows such expansion. It may not be amiss to

give a brief 'description of the Conglomerate at a few other

points, in order to confirm these statements.
At its northwest extremity, near Franklin, Pennsylvania,

Prof. Rogers shows F has uoarlv thinned
out, and has no intervening argillaceous portion.

hounding sandstones have come in contact. To the southeast,

at Broad Top Mountain, it is. according to Foley, less than 200
ft., still containing tin ] i ml lower arenaceous portions, but
now. in accordance with its increased thickness, containing a

> •/:"
'

. ,.

.'- :",•• h'"
ment, with an entire thickness, according lo Dr. Stevenson, of

about 350 ft. Near the center of the formation here, according

to a local geologist, occ ir two Feds of coal, the lower 15 in. and
the upper 15 inches to 3 feet.

The nature of the formation on Xew Fiver we have already

considered.

Followed to the northeast into the anthracite Melds, we tind a

great expansion, with a corresponding development of the mid-

,..":
. _ .

.

;

!;

Rogers's Virginia Reports.
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die portion and the accompanying coals. Owing to the great

coarseness of the rocks here, the sandstones of the central por-

tions are often true conglomerates. It is in the anthracite

region only that the entire thickness of the Conglomerate can
compare with that of the rocks on New Eiver. Were it not

3i all of the Lower Coal series has been swept off,

where the conglomerate rocks are exposed on this stream, the

amount of coal present in the two formations here wonld not
be inferior to that exposed in Pennsylvania ; but the greatly

increased number of seams would prevent any one from attain-

ing the great thickness of some of the anthracite beds.

Iu accordance with the comparison just made, it would seem
that the Conglomerate expands in two directions. If we select

a point at the north of the State, such as Westernport on the

Potomac, and trace this system of rocks to the northwesl into

the Sharon coal field in Pennsylvania, we shall find it thinning

out rapidly ; but, if we proceed to the northeast into Pennsyl-

vania, or to the southwest in West Virginia, we find a very

marked expansion. This diminution to the northwest from

the above-mentioned vicinity, and thickening to the noi'ti ast

and southwest, will :

ring some of the forma-

tions preceding the Conglomerate. It is a noteworthy fact

that, in each case, the expansion to the southwest is attended

with an increased formation of coal. Prof. Wm. B. Rogers has

already called attention to this fact, in respect to the Subcar-

boniferous and Catskill. This increase of thickness to the

northeast and southwest from a fixed point, commencing in

the Devonian period, seems to have continued, with some mod-
ifications, into the Lower Barren measures of the Carboniferous

period. We have seen that, to the southwest, on the Kanawha.
the greatly increased thickness of fragmental rocks in the lower

coals is accompanied by a great increase of coal. On the Poto-

mac, in the vicinity selected as our initial point, both the entire

thickness of the Lower Coal series and the amount of coal are

Wm. B. Rogers has identified the Pittsburg seam near West-
ernport, and places it about 600 ft. above the lowest coal bed of

the Lower Coal series. This would cive at this point a little

more than 600 ft. for the Lower Coal series and the Lower Bar-

ren measures united. He gives no separate measurements for

either: but. from the position in which he finds the coal beds,

the greater part of this thickness belongs to the lower coals?.

This is con, [I. I). Rogers, lit Klk

Lick, Pa., where he finds 300 ft, of Lower Coal-measur s. and
2»H) r ofth. Barren m. .sures. This shows a cons
nution of the latter eastward, for we find them 4o0 ft. thick at

: and near Caledonia, on Bennett's Branch, m
Pennsylvania, to the northeast they measure 500 ft
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In the Lower Coals at Westernport, Wm. B. Rogers gives
four coal beds, averaging in the aggregate about 15 ft. One of
these is very insignificant (15 in.), and variable. If now we com-
pare the Lower Coal series at this point with the thickness of

lental rocks and coals shown over the conglomeritic
portion of the anthracite fields of Pennsylvania, we see that
the series has expanded to the northeast no less than to the
southwest.

While the above facts indicate that the Lower Barren measures
t find that they obey the same law of

of sediment to the northeast and southwest of the northern
portion of West Virginia is not entirely changed. Selecting

Morgantown for our point of comparison, since we have no
measurement.-. for }>!:»<•<> inrther east, we find the Lower Barren
measures here 450 ft. To the northeast, in Pennsylvania, on
Bennett's Branch, we find them 500 ft. ; while below Charleston.

on the Kanawha, we have, as I have shown, good reason to

think them over ofiei if. thick. This comparative uniformity of

thickness leads us to think that we have, in these rocks, no
longer formations fringing a continental mass, as would seem
to be the case with the older formations.

We can, I think, detect, in some of the formations underly-

ing the Great Conglomerate, a similar m< <1 - of expansion.

Prom what has already been said in connection with the

il of the Conglomerate on New River, it would seem

it from under it. the Subcarbon-
iferous, has also in that region a great expansion. This is

proved by the measurements of Prof. Rogers, lie states that

a triple structure marks the formation everywhere in the State.

At the top, we find brownish and unveuish sandstones, with

inters
i ratifications of shales; in the middle, red and green, soft,

decomposing shales : at bottom, limestones. Measured on the

Potomac, near Westernport, we have, for the whole formation,

918 ft. with 80 ft of lim.-r.. i--. In (Jr. ailirier Countv we ha\ e,

for the entire thickness, 2,132 ft. and 822 ft. of limestone, with

hardly any shaly seams. To the northeast in Pennsylvania,

we have, in the anthracite region, a thickness of 2,500 to 3,000

ft, almost entirely rod shale. As usual, the expansion to the

southwest is attended with a great increase of coal. There

would seem to have been two eras of <'.,;d-m*kmg. In tin- top of

: Mountain. Ko<rers found a Led of coal d.wnndor
u-ate This seems to he the equivalent of the

Mi ,n cod of P- nn^hania. an 1 it -,. indicate- a remarkable

persistence for this slmhtlv developed series.

Lower down in the sandstones and shales, a reueh more

important formation of coal took place, giving rise in the vicin-
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itv of Lewisburg, and west of that town, to a bed of four feet

in thickness. Still more developed are these coals in Mont-
gomery County, where we have two beds, the lower 2-3$ ft,

and the upper 0-9 feet thick ; much of the latter being slate.

The stral . ivania thin out rapidly

to the northwest, just like the Conglomerate, according to

Eogers. A line drawn in that direction, trom near Western-
port, indicates the direction of diminution.
The next formation beneath, viz : the Catskill, will be found

to change in a manner precisely similar to the above-;

deposits, but in degree even more striking. The following

are the measurements of Wm. B. Rogers for West Virginia

On the Potomac, near Westernport, he finds it 200 feet thick.

In this part of the State a thin seam of coal presents itself, bat

often thins out and is lost. To the southwest, near Lewisburg,
it is 800 feet thick, with the coal much more developed, attain-

ing in <>ne place the dimensions of nearly four feet.

This formation to the northeast thickens much more rapidly,

being, according to Dana, 2,000 to 3,000 feet in the Catskill

Mountains.* To the northwest from the Potomac, it rapidly

thins out. About six miles east of the White Sulph -

the cuttings for the west approach of Lewis Tunnel disclose a

very impure bed of coal, about 12 inches thick, which at the

opposite end of the tunnel has degenerated into a black bitu-

minous shale. It is uncertain whether this bed occurs in the

Chemung or Catskill. If in the former, it must be near the

top, close to the latter formation. The rocks imm<
the west, toward the Alleghany main range, show characteristic

Chemung fossils in the float rock on the surface ; but in the

short cx;i\ ie, to discover the fossils in place.

I did not succeed in so doing. These strata are very highly

inclined and differ in character from those containing the coal.

The latter also dip less steeply, and are apparently unconform-
able with those lying more to the west.
The elates accompanying this small coal seam contain many

beautifully preserved Devonian plants, which confirm the sup-

position of the Catskill age of the strata. Among the plants

here preserved are several species of Lepidodendron. '

.!<>< - ,,ii, Xorjj'i ndh. la <l,t> <xt and A in opteris flexuosa also occur.

Of the two latter I saw magnificent specimens; I was much
surprised to see so finely marked a specimen of New
this low horizon. Cyclo^tm', ,;ail<la is common, also species of

Plnnularla. Among the Lepidodendra is L. Gasplanum. I

wi s ,i afcled to collect but few of the plants, and have not yet

bad an opportunity to study them thoroughly. The locality,
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however, well deserves a careful examination, although the
Lest specimens have been carried off by mere curiosity-seekers.

It would thus seem-that the great expansion of the Conglom-
erate on New River is noi an isolated phenomenon, but that it

is the effect of a condition of things which began in much older
l"i •

I "us. and continued until a later era. The q Lestion is

I : Does not the successive formation of coal on an
extended scale, along the southwest border of the Appalachian
coal field, commencing in the De\ -i ian u ri- !. point to the
exist-'ii,-'. 'd rlii-- rime of a continental mass nearer than the
Azoic of Canada ?

Morgantown, West Virginia.

Art. LV.- atory of Yale
College, No. XX. On a Feldspar from Bamle in Norway ;

by George W. Hawes, Ph.B.

Associated, at Bamle in Norway, with the fluo

<u magnesia and lime which lias been called by v. Kobell
Kjerulfine, is found a triclinic feldspar,

with two cleavages at an angle of 94
n T "

• surface are very fine striatic

eolorg , -parent. H. = 6. Gk=2*67. When
heated it phosphoresces with a white light and fuses, at about
three, to a translucent glass. It is unacted upon by acids, until

boiled for a long time, and then but slightly. When heated

in a matrass, the tube is dimmed by moisture. The analyses

were made according to the usual methods, and gave

Silica, 6(3-05

Alumina,
Ferric oxide,

.. 20*33

•29

.. 1-29

20-41

•28

1-30

Potash,
Soda,

.. '21

3n ratio for % 8, Si, 1

100-23

2-8 : 10.

100-10

Oxygen i

identical with that species. It- physical

properties are the same as those given by v. Kobell for Tscher-

makite, recentlv desml ed as a new species of feldspar.* In

the specimens examined, which were from the cabinet of Prof.

Brush, the feldspar oeeum 1 si piit< large fragments, so that

it was possible to extract it in a state of purity.

* Ber. Ak. Munchen, Dec., 1873 ; this Journal, March, 1874.
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Art. LVL-
issued Fij Illinois State Geological Report; by
F. B. Meek.

[Concluded from page 490.]

Edmondia ovata ; pi. xxvi, fig. 13.—At the time the figure

of this shell and the explanations of the plate were prepared at

Springfield, being in doubt in regard to its relations to one of

the Nebraska species, of which there were no specimens or other

means of comparison at hand, I merely wrote with a pencil,

provisionally, opposite its number on the explanations of the

plate, the name Edmondia ovata, which was also in the same
way attached to the specimens. The intention was, at the

time, to make thorough comparisons with the Nebra
in preparing the text for the press. As this intended revision

and preparation of the text was prevented by sickness, how-

ever, the merely provisional name was, as in some other cases,

printed as originally written.

Since the publication of the report, I find, on comparison,

that this shell is so nearly like the Nebraska form I have

called R subiruncata (Paleont. E. Nebr., p. 215, pi. n, fig. 7),

v be only a variety of the same. It is proportionally

a little longer, and has its beaks somewhat more distant from

the anterior end, which is rather more broadly rounded in out-

line. It may be a distinct species, but I should have hesitated

to name it as such', had I been able to make the comparisons

led revision before the report went to the press.

Schizodus Rossicus de Yerneuil ; figs. VJa-e and 185, C, pi.

xxvi.—The shells represented by these figures are so nearly

like those referred by Prof. Greinitz, in his work on the Ne-

braska fossils, to Schizodus Rossicus, originally described from

the Permian rocks of Eussia, that little if any doubt can be

entertained in regard to their identity, at least, with the Ne-

braska specimens. In the Eeport on the Paleontology of

Eastern Nebraska, I referred the Nebraska City shells, with
'

great doubt, to S. curtus M. & W., from the upper part of the

Coal-measures at Grayville, Illinois; stating that, "without in-

tending to express a positive opinion in regard to the relations

of these two forms, I have concluded to refer the Nebraska
City spt mens, provisionally, to S. curtus." I noticed, and
-* t. 1

r
i

*
t! X. -V» -] iw>A< are ii . . . i pi« —<d thi n

t 'i •• I liuois species, but could not quite get rid of the impres-

sion that this might have resulted from accidental pressure, as

ays found lying on one side or

the other, on the surface's of separated laminae of argillaceous
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In subsequently studying the Illinois Coal-measure fossils,

however, I soon found that there is there, even in the lower
part of the Coal-series, a slightly variable shell, agiv< in<- well
with the Nebraska City species, and yet rea*

by its constantly more compressed form, and less prominent
beaks, from X ctrrtus. Being, at the time the plates were pre-
pared, undecided what disposition to make of these more com-
pressed forms, I merely wrote, temp' -rarily, the name X Russicus
de Verneuil ?, opposite their number on the explanations of the
plate, intending ultimately to study them more carefully, be-
fore coming to a final conclusion in regard to their relations.
The opportunity to do so, however, was prevented, as elsewhere
explained, and the uame printed in the explanations of the plate
as at first provisionally written.

That these shells are really identical, however, with the
Russian Permian species & fiossicus, is, I think, extremely
doubtful; though they nearly resemble that species in form;
and there is, according to Eichwald, a shell sometimes found, in

the Carboniferous rocks of Eussia, that he could not distinguish
from iS. Uossicus. Still, in a genus like this, where the species

often closely resemble each other, and present few external

dishing characters, excepting the often variable one of
rm, it is perhaps nearly, if not quite, impossible, in many

naes, to determine beyond doubt the exact relations between
closely allied forms, until their hinges and interiors can be care-

fully compared.
While looking over the Illinois collections, I was fortunate

enough to find two specimens of the compressed form repre-

sented by our figures (see fig. 17c, d), showing the hinges of

both valves very clearly. An examination of these figures

will show that this shell presents some rather marked diffcr-

enri - in the characters of its hinge, from the typical species of
X/,,.>,„/„.,, as illustrated by Prof. King. That Is, it has but two
true teeth in each valve, instead of three in one and two in the

other; while the one corresponding to the deeply bifid or split

tooth in Lb -
' f a tittle aargpnate. Ac-

cording to Prof. King, however, the teeth of this genu.- are

subject to sonn variations, while 1V>. McCoy, vho has care-

fully -rudicd tin 1 iujc - .-•;!- Bim-h tvpical species of the

genus (some of which seem not to have been seen by Prof.

K np;h s:ivs i at th. third t >oth is often obsolete, and that the

bifid onev aracter. De Verneuil

also describes S. Rossicus as having the posterior tooth nearly

or quite wanting. From these facts, and the general physiog-

nomv of our American forms I can see no very satisfactory

reasons for separating them from the genus Schizodus.

.-:;::
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the little shell from the Kansas Coal-measures, for which Mr.

Conrad proposed the generic name Prisconaia^ in the Am. Jour.

Conch., vol. i, 1867, is really congeneric with our specimens.

I cannot agree with my friend Mr. Conrad, however, in the

opinion that these shells belong to the Unwnidce (Naiades).

On the contrary, their entire combination of characters, no less

than their ine types, seem to me
to indicate different family relations. That is, they seem to be

directly connected, through the typical Schizodus, and the vari-

ous Ibrras included in the sen us Myophoria, with the Trigoniidw,

as maintained by Prof. King.
Yet, if farther comparisons should show that Mr. Conrad's

name must be retained in a subgeneric sense, under .

the name of our species, represented by fig. 14a, b, c, will

do Unless h tve to be written S. (Prisconam) carta* as it all , st

certainly has the same hinge-characters : and I even suspect

Mr. Conrad's type, P. ventricosa, may be
with it.*

It will be seen, by examining our figure 17«, that the sur-

face of these shells, when perfectly preserved, and examined

under a strong magnifier, in a favorable light, shows very mi-

nute, exceedingly regular and peculiar sculpturing. I am not

aware that any such markings have ever been observed on the

typical European forms of Schizodus ; but then it must be re-

- sculpturing is so extremely minute, that it

is only preserved on specimens that have been n
\

other very hard mineral, and not subjected

brasion. Indeed, so very minute is it, that it

On calling Mr. Conrad's attention 1

m-nerally escape observation,

very rumute is it, mat n

, unless especially looked

he found it to be beautifully defined on the type of his pro-

posed genus Prisconaia.

Solrnomya (sp. im.lt. » : pi. xxvil, figs, la, b.—I have long^

been famila rare fossils of

the West, but have never been quite able to come to a satisfac-

tory conclusion in regard to its relations to a species figured

and described by Prof. Cox. in the third volume of the Ken-

.

' ::' ..'--
^ -

: .

:.,
. : . I."--:- ;

' :•• -''.-..- -:.-.. - - . -. -,. . -
.

:
. .

'
.

- -:-. \
it has been accidentally done, and there is no danger of confounding two sucn

-, more harm results from ; oliowing both
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lucky Geological Reports. It is certainly always narrower in
proportion to its length, and has, at both extremities, different
outlines from Prof. Cox's figure ; while it also wants the rather
distinct undulations shown on the same. If specifically dis-

tinct, it may be called S. {Janeia) trapezoides.

We have elsewhere stated reasons for believing that Prof.

King's name Janeia may possibly yet have to be retained for

the Carboniferous and Permian species usually referred to
Solenomya {-—Sokinya). notwithstanding the fact that Prof. King
withdrew it at a later date*

Phirunopsis mrbanarta M. & W.
;

pi. XXVII, figs. 2a, b, c, d.

It is quite probable that this shell may have to take the name
Anoiyianelln ,-,i ,-h,ma ,-ia\ as it seems to agree with a genus pub-
lislied under the name AuomianeUa by Rychholt, in 1852, from"
the Carboniferous i irk- oi Belgium. I have not seen a figure or
good description of Rychholt's genus ; but it is said to be thin,

more or less oval, without au\ peroration in the lower valve,
and to grow attached to other shells—all of which characters

would appear to indicate very close relations to our species.

They are, hov ever, also e<j i llv
;

|

' able to Placunopsis, of
Morris and Lycett, proposed in 1853 for Jurassic species.

But, even if Anomianella and Plac »»>.>{>sis are synonymous, the

above suggested change would almost certainly still be neces-

sary. Anon, in, i 'hi ha\ine prioritv of da f
<

Anomphalus rotulus M. & W.
;

pi. XXIX, figs. 10a, b, c.—
This is the tvpe of the group for which we proposed the name
Anomphalus. I merely call attention to it here to correct an
error into which T regret to have In] Pi of. Bradley, in regard

to a little Illinois Coal-measure shell referred by him, not
lono l);u--k. to flu- genus, in this Journal. At the time he
showed me his specimens at Washington. I had not seen the

original drawings of our type (which were at Springfield, 111.)

for several years; and, from having confounded it. in mind,

with another form, I supposed Prof. Bradley's shell to belong

to our genus. A moment's comparison with our figures cited

above, however, will show thai the very broad t fattened colu-

mella of Prof. Bradlev's shell at once places it in an entirely

I. as i think, undescribed genus, probably of differ-

ent family relations,f
Euomphalus rugosus Hall; pi. XXIX, figs. 11a, b, c—This

di, 11 was ivferr -d 'b\ Prot. < n-initz, in his work on the Nebraska

fossils, to * where i n -

skted. however, not only that it is specifically and gi-n.-rirully

listincr from tin foreign f<>rm with which Prof. Geinitz sup-

posed it to be identical, but that we have a group of larger

See Proceed. Acad. TS. S. Philad., April, 1870, p. 44.

f See page 151 of this volume.-Eds.
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species in the Coal-measures of Illinois, which appear to me to

connect it so intimately with the genus Euomphalus of Sow-
erby, as to show it to be a true mollusk, if not really a species

of Sowerby's genus. By comparing the figures cited above
with the forms represented by figures 12a, b, c, 13a, b, c and
14a, b, c of the same plate, this will, I think, be apparent

enough to any one.

In conclusion, I would remark, in connection with what has

already been said respecting the Coal-measure fossils ill

in the Illinois Eeport under consideration, that a comparison of

these forms, particularly those represented on pi. xxvi, with

those figured by Prof. Geinitz in his " Carbon-formation und
Dyas in Nebraska," will, it is believed, clearly show that those

Nebraska so-called Dyas rocks cannot be separated from the true

Coal-measures upon any well-defined paleontological evidence.

I have, however, so fully discussed this subject in the Eeport

on the Paleontology of Eastern Nebraska, that it is unnec-

essary more than merely to allude to it here.

Pkarotomaria Gurleyi; pi. xxx, figs, b a, b, c—This species

was described by me in the Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philad.,

for August, 1871, page 177.

NOTE.-

plgV^
} following e

" 592, 2d line from top, in explanatioi

trieosus," read ventrica ; the latter be'ing the original orthography, »«

written by N. & P.
" 602, 16th line from top, for " specimens," read species.

Expl. Plate it, top line, for " Theimei," read Thiemei.
" " xrv, 16th line from top, for " small simple arms," read small simple

" " xx, 4th line from bottom, for page " 330," read page 530.
" " xxix, 10th line from top, for " fig. 5*," read fig. 2*.

Lettering of pi. xxvi, lower left-hand figure, for " 2ld," read 20d.

i hardly necessary to explain that the references

Acad. N. S., in connection with the remarks on

the genera Actinocrinites, on page 339, Batocrinus, page 364,

ins, page 393, &c, are merely intended to designate

where these remarks were first published by us, and not to

refer to the original description of those genera.

Jacksonville, Fla., January, 1874.
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ART. LYII— Contributions from the Sheffield Laboratory of Yale
College. No. XXX.

—

On the Chemical Composition of the
wood of Acrogens ; by George W. Hawes, Ph.B.

The following analyses, giving the elemental composition of
some dried plants of the class of Acrogens, will be of interest,

as showing the relationship between these and other forms of
vegetable matter. It was from this class of plants that coal
was mostly formed, and the analyses will therefore be of value
i 1 i ca leal ation s as to the origin and formation of coal beds. Some
of them have been used by Prof. Dana in the new edition of
his Geology bis subject. With the exception
of the stem of the Tree-fern, the plants were collected near New
Haven. Average samples of the part above ground were made,

- the spores, and including, in the case of Lycopodium
complanatym, a due proportion of the trailing stem, and in the
case of the fern, Aspidium marginale, a portion of the woody
rhizoma.

The combustions were made with chromate of lead as an oxi-

dant, but for the sake of experiment, the Equisetum and the

Lycopodiums were afterward burned with the mixture of potas-

romate and kaolin, which has been proposed as a sub-

stitute by Prof. S. W. Johnson. (See this Journal for May.)
The following were the results obtained : analyses 9 to 12

are of the tree fern, 9 and 10 of a complete section of the stem
or trunk, and 11 and 12 of the exterior or " cortical" part.

Lycopodium dendroideum,

Aspidium marginale,

12* « «
C0T

^
&>

" » ' 4861 495 38-53 1*2 6"49 100

Excluding the ash from these analyses, we have the follow-

ing as the composition of the vegetable tissues, For the sake

of comparison, an analysis by Websky of a Sphagnum, the

peat plant of swamps and a member of another class of the

as, is added; and also analyses of three kinds of



From these analyses it is evident that the wood of Acrogens
does not differ in ultimate composition from that of ordinary

forest trees, since the percentages of the constituent parts all

come within the limits of variation, not only of the different

kinds, but often of the same kind, of wood. Payen obtained

from one specimen of hard oak wood 54*44 of carbon ;
and

a the beech obtained a percentage as low as 4610.
Their microscopic structure would seem to show that, they con-

tain about the same amount of cellular tissue.

The stem of the tree fern was brought from Tahiti by Prof.

Dana. The central pith, as usual, was gone. For the first two

analyses (Nos. 9, 10) a complete section of the stem was made,

and sampled. For the other two (Nos. 11, 12) a portion of the

outer "cortical" layer was taken. This is composed of a very

hard material, much better fitted to resist force and decomposi-

tion than the soft wood and pith; and this is the part that i-

commonly called the bark. But it is evident that in this, as

in other endogenous forms of vegetation, there is no 1

This cortical portion forms the support of the fronds, which

on dropping away leave it as a sheath ; but the section of the

stem shows that the true wood of the interior is likewise sur-

rounded by this hard substance, nearly as thick, and showing
the same microscopic structure and arrangement of layers as the

so-called bark. (See plates in Hugo Mohl's Essay on the

Structure of the Stem of Tree Ferns, in Martius Icon. Plant.

Crypt. Brazil.) Hence, although the exterior is more hard and
•

I mn the pith, it is not more so than much of the inte-

rior of the plant ; the portions which are left finally undecom-
posed can not, therefore, be more correctly called bark than the

exterior of the stems of Lycopodiums. Its resemblanee in com-

position to ebony will be noticed in the table. In the micro-

scopic sections above referred to, small particles of resin were

seen lying immediately against these hard portions of the tree

fern ; and the secretion of oils, camphors, resins, and other

bodies rich in carbon, by tropical trees, makes its resemblance
to su.-h woods more striking altlio mh it do.-, not differ essen-

tially from some of the oak woods which have been analyzed.
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L Antimonom chloride as a Test for Caesium—

{

< noticed that a solution of antimonous chloride in cc

clrochloric acid gives, in not too dilute solutions <

:rystalline precipitate, not soluble in an excess of acid.

fchifl reagent. Tin- pi

, collected on a filter, washed with concentrated hydroel
acid, very dilute, yields

' '
,

permai
'

When
Forded chlorine 33-419, antimony

3(V.3:U per cent, corresponding to the formula >'u ChX'std. It is

decomposed by heat and also by treatment wit li water; though it

is readily soluble without ehanjc in dilute arid-. The auth >r pre-
ier- this reaction to that obtained with stannic chloride ' by
^harples* and also h\- Stolba, since- this pi-oduci-s precipitate's

with rubidium salts, difficultly s, iubj. in hydro,-! ! .ric acid, and if

ammoniacal salts be present, throws down also the ammonium
double salt; whereas both the ammonium and the rubidium
double antimonous chlorides are easily soluble in concent rated

hydrochloric acid.

—

Ber. Berl. Chem. Gts., vii, 37">, April, 1874.

2. On the Production of Block Phosphorus.- Puttkh finds

that {.he black variety of phosp > Thenard,
and which is produced by the sudden cooling of melted phos-

phorus, can be uniformly "obtained when the phosphorus contains

arsenic. The property of becoming black may therefore be
'

!
!

v , •, t i ,' <-d to ph o ,- o
t I i lt it foi - i< i

* t inie

inan arsenical solutio i with hydrochloric

acid. In thin layers, this form of phosphorus is translucent, and
melts on heating to a colorless liquid, which on slow cooling be-

earbon dk. rial is left as a residue, having

the composition As 2P. In contact with air it becomes brown,

into ->'h,tion. Th. .(Uiutiry •'
' ,um ih- plc-phid. which i- neces-

sary to produce this blackening of phosphoric is very sm til, all"

of one per cent, and in some cases even less, b, in- entirely sulri-

cient. On evaporating the carbon disulnhide in a current of car-

bonic -a~. h is left is colorless and does not

bla.-k. ii o'u sudden cooling. Indeed, the same result may be pro-

due,.,] meehanieallv : a tube eonstricted at a point a quarter of its

u-s ,,i -a pho-pl orus and k pt

in fusion at a temperature of 50° for eight to ten hours. It is t hen

very slowly cooled. On breaking the tube at the narrowed point,
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the phosphorus in the upper portion, in which the arsenic phos-
phide has collected, becomes black on sudden cooling, while that

in the lower portion un mnge. The author con-

cludes therefore that black phosphorus is not an allotropic form
of this substance, but that the result is due to a sort of liquation

produced by the presence of an impurity. In the case of commer-
cial phosphorus, this is generally arsenic; but other sub-tames
will ( Sect the result, as is shown by Blondlot's black phosphorus
produced by mercury. Ritter has obtained it with copper also.—
Hull. Xnc. "Ch., II, xxi, 1.51, Feb., 1874. g. f. b.

3. Influence of the position of the Oxygen atoms in the Mole-
cule upon tJit hull'mi/ i«>l,<t.—From an extended comparison of

oxygen upon the boiling point :

chemical character and of otherwise
combined in the molecule—approaches the

middle of the atomic chain, the lower is the boiling point. Of the

numerous examples given, one from each class must suffice for

illustration

:

Normal Alcohols. B
p°ototf

Normal primary butyl alcohol, CH
3
.CH

2
.CH2.CH 2

! W
secondary « «

Ch s.CH 8
.CH.CII 3

Isoalcohols.

I CH.CH 2
.CH-2

HP) 0H
Methylpseudopropylcarbinol, g*~ I CH.CH.CH 3

OH
Dimethylethylcarbinol,

** 3q I C.CH2.CH 3

OH
Mixed Normal Ethers.

Methyl-isoamyl ether, ^ 3

£ j- CH.CH 2.CH2.O.CH 3

Ethyl-isobutyl ether, JJ
3n \ CH.CH 2.O.CH 2.CH 3
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Compound Ethers.

Propyl acetate, CH
3.C—0-CH2.CH2.CH 3

6
Ethyl propionate, CH

3
.CH

2
.C—O- -CH2.CH 3

I
L

together met
CH 3.CH 9.CH\

uld at first seem as if this law was c

in the middle of the chain. But the explanation of this apparent
MHHualy is found in the fact, readily observed on comparing
together butyl propionate CH 3.CH 2.C—O—CH2.CH a

.CH
2CH 3 ,

6
and propyl butyrate, CH 3.CH 2.CH2.C-.-0—CH2.CH2.CH 3 , boil-

mg, the one at 14599 , the other at 143'42°, that for an analo-
position of the linking oxygen atom, the influence of the

g or doubly combined oxygen atom is proportionately
greater

; so that in the former case moving the saturating ox;

i from the center of the chain, more than counterbalance!
approach toward it of the linking oxygen atom. This result the
author explains by the hypothesis that when condensation from
the gaseous to the liquid state takes place, similar parts of the
various molecules approach more closely in proportion as the
oxygen lies nearer the center of the chain.—Ber. Bert. Chem.
Ges.

y
vii, 206, March, 1874. g. f. b.

4. On the Vibration of Liquid S„rf</ce.<.— Bakiiiki.e.m v has

subjected to investigation the undulation.-- whi li an produced
upon liquid surfaces when these are thrown into vibration. In-

stead of producing the motion of the liquid by a sudden blow or
an upward movement, as in the case of Faye's experiment, the

author made use of a heavy tuning fork for this purpose, the
vessel containing the Ihjuid beiic_r in contact with it. either

diivcth or rhrou-1; tli intervention of the table on which both
lasted.' The best results were obtained, however, when the vessel

of liquid was placed upon the resonant case of the tuning fork

itself. Similar results were also obtained upon the sounding
board of a piano. In this way the surface of the liquid assumed

observed either directly by a small telescope, or better by projec-

tion upon a screen. For this purpose, a beam of sunlight is re-
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fleeted upon the liquid

being rendered horizontal by a second mirror and thr<

screen, bring first brought to a focus by a suitable lens. The
thus obtained is so steady that it may be photographed.
"""'") of transparent liquids, ihe incident beam must be

much more oblique. Various attempts were made to fix these

wave-surfaces, but without success. The best results were ob-

tained by covering the surface of the vibrating mercury with
fused stearin. The solidification of the latter afforded a cast of the

wave-form. Fusible metal may be thrown into vibration, but its

surface is distorted on cooling. The variously shaped vessels

employed were either entirely of glass—in which case the walls

should be equally thick in all directions—or were made with a

wooden base with glass sides cemented together. Kectanguiar
vessels give two sets of 1 1 to each side, formed
by the ridges of the waves. Between these are less luminous
lines produced by the hollows. Bright points are formed at die

intersections of both. As the movement dies away, the lines

parallel to the shorter sides disappear first, leaving' those parallel

to the longer; though sometimes components of both are bit

forming zigzags diagonally across the surface. From his experi-

ments Barthelemy deduce- the two following laws: 1st, the

breadth of the undulations is inversely as the number of vibra-

tions
; and 2d, the distance between two lines produced by the

same fork is independent of the density of the liquid. The
figures given by circular masses of liquid consist of equidistant

"1 equally equ'
"

trapezoidal forms with curvilinear bases. If the fork t

- nit ; thus giving

'th curvilinear bases. If tl " *

vibration appears correspo
- Vvs-el. As the vibration ceases, two opposite sectors

disappear and the two alternate ones remain. By placing sand

on the surface of the mercury and then covering it with water.

circular lines are formed and also the cross of no vibration ; the

sand gathering in heaps at the vibrating parts. Triangular ves-

sels give lines perpendicular to the sides, forming brilliant hexa-

gons, the centers of which are the angles of fainter hexagons,

having the radii of the first set for sides. As the motion lessens,

only one set of lines persists and the surface is covered with recti-

linear wa\ es perpendicular to one of the bases. Elliptical vessels

give figures of exceeding beaut v. the lines having reference to the

two axes of the ellipse. The author calls attention to the general

character of these wave-surfaces. In the basin of a fountain, in

the waves of the sea, these forms are recognized. Even in the

sand on the sea bottom they can be traced. Certain lines thoa

made gave on measurement 2-6 vibrations per second. They niay

be seen 100 meters from the beach and at a depth of eight or ten

meters. So, out of the water, the sand on the beach was found to

have taken these forms; thus suggesting that the air itseli was
capable ,.t' similar vibration.' So also clouds are arranged often in

!>, b.-i.i-- then considered a precursor of tine weather.
Eve

'
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foldings of stratilh d rocks evidence of analogous vibr

duced b v ~the -
.,

reaei ing upon it. And he makes an ingenious applies

facts to account for the phenomena of stratification

5. Expansion of Gases.—Ph. Jolly has recently conducted a
mi's of experiments on the expansion of gases, and anew form of

nsists of a bulb tulie containing
the gas to be studied, connected by a long rubber tube, eontain-
|:i ..;'!::•;,. w it h an open cylindrical manometer tube. By vary-
ing the height of the latter the pressure may be altered :it will.

The volume of the gas is always rendered precisely the same by
mercnrv just in contact with a glass point inside the

bulb tube. The observation there!;, re consists in measuring the

vai n- results. The
nSers are multiplied by 1<>' ! or one million, to render a compari-
more convenient. The coefficient for air was found, from

measurements, to be 3669-6, while Uudberg found it 36457,
iau!t3o(j 5 ,and Magnus .,.;:-. llvdrogen gave a result 3666"2,

•ogen 3667'T, oxygen 367-1 '3. carbonic acid :<700"7.- The same
ins!;rument is also readily employed as an air-thermometer.

—

Pog-

w» ' r '*./,//,//../„,/. p." -J. E. C. P.

6 . Infraction ond Dispersion of GW*.—Mascart^ has em-
pie

pin.

ht-a

H i

ether by a second double plate turned in the opposite direction

fr.M n the first, and are finally refracted by the prisms.

k;i wn as Talbot's band-. In any case, calling !> the difference in

and /A tin p. -,u t \v! „ , t . _.- i- o 1 ,,,., 1 , is found that

(l+B'H),
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for all the other gases. That they are of the same
nitude, except for lnnoxide of nitrogen and carbon
in no cases are they exactly equal

;

Gas. j ^xlO 5 i*xio« ,3 x10 s 10 3(n-l) (7x10*

Hydrogen — 57 -87 381 •1388 44

Air -1-107 +72 58

Nitrogen 68 85 382 •2972 69

Protoxide nitrogen. 388 •5084 127

Binoxide nitrogen . 225 •2967

Carbonic oxide 435 89 367 75

Carbonic acid 901 720 406 52

Sulphurous acid . .

.

3220 2500 •6820

Cyanogen 3220 2700 •8202 100

This difference may be in part due to the difficulty of their deter-

mination, to differences of temperature, and to want of exactness

of the formulas employed. Hence we may say that at a constant

temperature the excess of refraction n—1 of a gas is nearly pro-

portional to the density.

The same law does not hold as we change the temperature ;
if

/ is the number of bands whirl, |»;i>s when the pressure varies from

one value to another,/ (1+ ««), instead of being constant, contin-

ually dimini- ature rises, so that the usual coeffi-

cient a must be replaced by a larger one 0, whose value
by 100,000 is given for temperatures below 40° in column four of

the above table. In the case of carbonic acid and binoxide of

nitrogen 0, has the same value as a.

To find the absolute index of refraction it is sufficient to meas-

ure the length of the tube and to know the value of the wave-

length A. With the soda-flame the index was found to be what

is given in column five of the table, that is the index for air

71=1-0002923, the temperature being 0° and the pressure 760 mms.

The same apparatus was employed to measure the dispersi-m i

different gases. The slit of the mated at the

same time by the calcium or other white light and by the sparks

of an induction coil between metallic conductors. In tl u

may then be observed at the same time the bright lines of the

rmtVi Is and the bands of Talbot, Bd I
: ,nt at differ-

ent pressures, affords a means of determining the dispersion, or of

measuring C in the formula of Cauchy n -1=All+-^ ).
These

raluea multiplied by 10,000 are given in column six of the table.

" 1
of the disper- i->n

bodies, the value

of the dispersive power — has been computed between the

rays B and H of the solar spectrum. For air the result is '024,

_. for water -04«, for crown glass

•o. -. t >r protoxide of nitrogen -053, for heavy flint glass '69.
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7. Refraction of compressed water.—Mascart has combined the
apparatus described above, with that employed by Jamin, r<> study
interference in compressed water. The two tubes were about two

i length and the pressure in one was kept i

fc could be varied at will in the other. A change
me meter caused about 70 bands to pass any given

perceptible.
First, he proved that al

number of bands passed, to the change of pressure is not propor-
tional to the pressure but increases slightly with it. At 15° for a
change of one meter 67'70 passed when the mean pressure was one
meter, and 68-3-2 when it was 3-30 meters. It seems to result from
this that the compressibility of water varies more rapidly than the

,
pressure, as has already been observed for other liquids. For a
temperature of 5 -5° the number of bands was 71'85, corresponding
to a change much greater than that resulting from the experi-

ments of M. Grassi. The same effect «> obtained whether the

pressure was transmitted by a column of water or a mass of air.

Assuming the laws of the refractive powers, or that u 2 — 1 is pro-

portional to the density, the compressibility yu= -00005 18. As-
suming that n—1 is proportional to the density gives //=-0000453.
The first result is very nearly that obtain* 1 b\ .land i. but Grassi,

by direct experiment, found //=-000047l, so that neither hypo-
thesis seems to be exact.

The extreme delicacy of this method renders it possible to meas-
ure the disengagement of heat produced by the compression of

water, or rather the lowering of temperature when the pressure is

suddenly removed. One of the tubes being at a great pressure, a

stopcock was suddenly opened which allowed n lew drops to escape

and iu-tantly reduced the pressure to that of the atmosphere.

During this time a great number of bands passed, too rapidly to

be counted, but this effect ceased suddenly and the bands appeared

immovable. On continuing to observe them for some time, they

were seen to continue to move slowly in the same direction, owimj;

to the gradual return of the liquid to the temperature of the sur-

roundhiLC medium. At Hi a fall of pressure of 4-as meters pro-

duced in this way a motion of 1*9 bands; hence the index of

refraction had diminished -000000.56. From the experiments of

Gladstone a, change va
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paper on the pressure of aqueous vapor from ice and water. Tak-
ing into consideration the thre \ : l i i<l solid,

when any two are present together the pressure and temperature
are dependent each on the other, so that when one is given the

ixed. Representing the pressures i>y ordinate- and tem-

peratures by abscissas, we obtain three curves, which must all cross

each other in one point, the freezing point in vacuo, or rather in

the presence of no gas but its own vapor. It has commonly been
assumed that the curves were tangent to each other at tins point,

so that tln_ ratt oi i i i - ,
j

--n s *m s ime for ice as

for water. By tin.- principh sot' thermodynamics, however, Sir Wm.
Thomson proved that these curves, instead of being tangent, were

inclined at an angle forming a salit n po d dii cted upward, the

rate of increase of the pressure suddenly diminishing when the ice

melted and then slowly incn asin-% the ratio ot' the inelinati >ns in

the two cases being 1-13. The next point was to discuss the ob-

serYations of lleunault, which was done, employing both his eu-

_

render probable the presence of the salient point.

—

Nature, 392.

IL GtEOLOGY AND NATUEAL HlSTORY.

1. Glacial phenomena in Nicaragua.—Mr. Thomas Belt, in

his "Naturalist in Nicaragua," published in London « ; i

ent year, describes, as follows. Drift deposits in the i

Depiito. one of the head streams of a river (Rio Was
>. _ >vi ai) that rises among the highest mountains of northern

. and reaches the Atlantic near G:tpe Graeias a Dios.

"Going down the valley of the Depilto the massive
_

Ik-Is of

ouartz and gneiss are soon sneceeded by n\

ami < mtorted sehi-t-, and. as far as where the road from Ocotai to

Toragalpa crosses the river, the exposures of bed rock were i va-

riably these contorted schists, with manv small veins of <

t

uartz

running between the lamina* of the rock On the banks oi the

river, from about a mile below Depilto, unstratiiied beds of gravel

are exposed in numerous natural sections. These beds deepen as

the river is descended, until at Ocotai they reach a 1
1

1 u two m I thia e hundn It ui i
1

posed entirely of them. These unstratified deposits consist m »-tly

of quartz sand, with numerous angular and ~u'onn_

of quartz and taleose schist. Many of the bowlders a

and in some parts u-veat numl i r- ha\. been accumulated in the bed

of the river by the washing away of the smaller stones an I saiuh

Some of these ini-_c« i ..i Id r< w< re hi! en teet a -i -s. i

them i _ in i, nd o th m i two niies I. ... \h pi I
' *t

of them were of the Deoilto quartz rock and u'lieiss. and I saw
n :

•
; . ,.-. ,,-. :_:.•: > '

'•_ :-
'

their parent rock. Near < ).• ,tal thi- un-rratitied formation is n irly
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level, excepting where worn into deep gulches by the existing
streams. Tin- river has rut through t<> a depth of over two hun-
dred feet, and th. re ; re |..n u p r , c-i|>i< - <>l ii on both ddeN s m ilar

t<> tl is m r - re; m> in ;i: north of England that cut tl r. . _h
thick beds of bowlder clay. The evidences »>i ulaeial action be-
tween Depilto and Ocotal were, with one exception. as dear as in

an\ \\ Ui r 11 i u h land valley. There were the same roundco and

unstratihed sand and gravel, the same transported bowldeis that
could l»e traced to parent rocks several miles distant."

* * * " The transported boulders, near Ocotal, are about three
above the sea, those near Libertad about two thou-

jlr. Belt infers, from the facts, that the ice of the Glacial era
stretched on uninterruptedly s of North
America through Central A
America. But observers hav< the -

occurring on a grand scale ab on lh hi !

nia^.loi the-nmmdri.io. of the Koci^ .- Mo
>,-.d glaciers.' re is there

no ,.n,thi.-„ drift. This ! ein e facts de-

scribed by Mr. Bent indicate the existenc.—those of the mountains of :northern Nic; ia Thi
of very great interest, as the}

North America to the local
\
glaciers of the Gl: than had

been before suspected.

2. Genloqical Structure of the Alps.—hi the Genev; . Archives
des Science's (Biblh -t he,pa ( . February, .»! . Chables
Loi:v explains at length his ;o the structure of
the central mass of the Alps, which he ha d before a ounced in

his />, .,-. r',j>ti<n, geologique dt IhniphiH'e, this expo-

The great facts in the Alp* 1 obee.*fh»im •d an ic vertical,

tin so-called fnn-xtritrfi(re\ (2)

depositMTriassicordurassicJ bly npo,

talline rocks, more generallj' horizontal,

region ; and (3) the wedge-liki

gneiss so strikingly exhibited

According to Snider, the g

v Oh
,erly mas-

Eocene. Lory, on tin ..:h i hand adopts the view of I

is a true stratification < f --dim. mary origin, although
!,.< are all of this

structure being often equivalent to that observed in 1

ritic and trappean rocks. The gneiss shows the stratii

tinctly
; the granite much less so—though it often pas;

former by insensible gradations, and thus evinces a c<
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gin with the gneiss; at the same time, true massive, igneous

re also to be found.
That the stratification of the gneiss is of very ancient origin is

clearly seen in the fact that bowlders of it, with the same struc-

ture, are often met with in the conglomerates of the Carboniferous,

as well as in the later formations. Further, the position of the

anthracite (Carboniferous) beds conformable to the crystalline

rocks demonstrates the reality of the stratification of the gneiss.

The course of events, according to M. Lory, was this : After

the deposition of the Carboniferous, and before that of the Trias,

the whole complex system of rocks was upturned and metamor-
phosed, the strata being thrown into a generally vertical

then followed the scanty deposits of the Triassic and Jurassic, ml
then further mountain-making movements. The older rocks at

this time were rigid and unyielding, and could accommodate
themselves to the pressure only by fracture and faulting, the

movements taking place in the planes of stratification, or along

horizontal planes. The secondary strata, on the other hand, wen
d readily to the acting

force, bending and folding according to the movements of the

solid rock beneath, and mostly without fracture. Thus, while

the crystalline rocks were broken and faulted on a grand scale,

the more recent strata were sometimes left horizontal, sometimes

pressed in between the others so as to seem to be conformable, or

shoved over and folded upon themselves in the most intricate

[lustration, on a small scale, of these

produced in the adaptation of an upper flexible formationan upper nexioie iormauon lu me
w, which has been dislocated by

tracture. .Besides applying this principle to the portic""

of Switzerland specially le says that it w

also suffice to explain the extreme irregularities observed in t

suture. Besides applying this principle to the portions

of Switzerland S] '

"

also suffice to exj

Bernese Oberland
On the Italian side of the Alps, zones of the crystalline

found which are still nearly horizontal, and which coi

have suffered the same change of position as the secondary strata

l.v which they are covered. At these localities, for example, at

Susa, or Mont Cenis, we find, as we should expect, the same regu-

larity of arch that exists in the Jura Mountains.
The so-called fan-structure of Mont Blanc and the St. Gotthard

connected with the original stratification, it having been pro-

ced bv the enormous lateral pressure, which was greatest below,dueed by the enormous lateral pressure, which was greatest

and hence caused there a convergence of the divi-i

while above, where the compression was less great, there wm I

divergence. The effi

as the writer suggests, to a sheaf of grain tightly knotted at
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No. 2, announced on page 236, has been issued more than a month.
After papers by Cope, referred to in that notice, there follows one
by L. Lesquereux on the general characters and r< Uxtu

of the Dakota Group of the Cretaceous. The genera represented
are Pterophyllum (Cycad) doubtful; Liquidambar, Popu/us. .W<>,
Fagus, Betula, Myrica, Quercus, Ficus, Platanus, Latin's. s<r.w
f-a.i, r ;,, : ,,, , ol,ut/n, lJi<>*pyros, Laurus, Aralia, Hedera, 31agno-
lia, Liriodi n<t,<!,. M> „,7o» r„>u,... i\,lhtr</,^ pj„,, ,,„".<. ./„,//,,',* ,,r

lihns. Pnmus, nearly all of which now exist and characterize the
North American flora. "Indeed, all the essential arborescent
types were there except those which are marked by serrate or
doubly serrate leaves, as Tilia, JEsculus, the serrate Rosacea:,
Hamamelis, />•/.../« //.*. ill.- f'rtt'rinas, Planera, Ulmus, ('tin*. Mo-
ms, and the serrate Betula, Alnus, Ostrya, Carpinus, Corylus,
(farya, etc." The Dakota species are marked by the leaves being
entire and coriaceous, excepting a " peculiar short de-

le turned teeth, as ixrPopulites Ilaydenii, P.
,

'

Pitt, i, ,, is \ )<', r ,ji. fj t , ,,s ]/,>./;;, !"'i. st.n -

for its <ii>tinctness from that of the Lignitic beds, and also for the
absence of any European species of the same age.

The .closing article is an important one by James T. Gardner on
the Rocky Mountain ranges in Colorado.

4. The Geological and Natural History Stirvey of Minnesota.
The Second Annual Report, for the year 1 873 ; by N. H. Wm-
cheix, State Geologist, and S. F. Peckham, State Chemist.—This
Report treats at length of the distribution of peat in Minnesota,
and of the modes of working it, and also gives many facts on the

Cretaceous and other geological formations of the State. It closes

pter on the Economical geology of the Minnesota Val-

, arions fa. ts, it is staled that the Lignitic

hed> ,.f the ( ivr.-ire-.ns are likely to afford valuable coal mines.

5. Skeleton of a Whale in the Quaternary of New Brunswick;
by D. Hoxeyman. (Communicated.)—A skeleton of Beh<yi >'>,-

/. found in clay of the Champlain Period, at Jacquet
River, Dalhousie, New U'runswick, ha- been presented to the Pro-

vincial Museum, Halifax. X. S., by Henry Townsend, Esq. It was
found in a cutting of the International Railway, at a depth of

tw< h e f< et six inches, at a distance of too yards from the sea and
twenty-five feet above the sea level. The clay attached to the

vertebra? contains numerous fragments of Balanus. Dr. Galpin

Will describe the fossil in a paper to be read before the Institute

'>: Natural Science.

6. Note on Prof Heer's new work on the Fossil Flora of the Arc-

tic ; by L. Lesquereux. (Commu iwdfrom
Prof. Heer a Swedish i qx dHions

for the explorations of the high north. In this paper the celebrated

Professor gives first an abridged narration of the progress and cas-

ualties ,,f the-e explorations, and then sums up in a masterly man-

ner the results obtained for vegetable paleontology, as far at hast

as they were recognised <• on a !! of an isa'

mense amount of material collected and sent to him.
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From the Lower Cretaceous of the northern side of Noursoak
Peninsula, an<l in a bed of hlack -hale o\ erlying the gneiss which
tonus the essential bi.ik j i id a flora of sixty-eight

species, of which seventeen belong to Conifers, nine to Cyca».hw,
i.t to Ferns, three to Equisetacese, and only one to the

Dicotyledons, this a peculiar kind of Poplar. < >n the south side

of the same peninsula oear Alar
grayish black shale, Professor Kordenskiold, Director of the expe-

- overed a quantity of well preserved vegetable remains

at a higher level or in the Upper Cretaceous. The specimens rep-

resent sixty-two species, viz: ten Conifers, among them a N^7> W-
/•//. found with leaves and fruits, two (yea, lea . thirteen species of

Kerns, ami thirty-four dicotyledonous species, distributed in sixteen

families and eighteen genera. Among these he mentions leaves of

Mens, Sasufi/i-".^ J>:->.-r: , «. I :,< in osce, and
remark- that some of the species are known already from the Qua-

Only five of these species—three Ferns an

identical with those ot tiie tir- l.„-a lit\ ->r the l...\\ir_Cui .»-

ous. Eight hundred feet above this formation, they still found

strata it "clay and sandstone filled with a prodigious quantity of

remains of fossil plants which, ae.-oniin- to in- . r. (.resent a flora

of the lowest Miocene; among them he identifies one hundred and

e species, fifty of which are also found in the Miocene

of Europe. This flora is totally different from that of the Creta-

country, no species being identical. This Ter-
1

' ,nd,byitiary formation is covered, like the whole lai

. .., .1 [.age 437 ot tnis

volume, a few paragraphs are cited, is published by Dr. Carpenter,

who states that his specimens, which he would be pleased to show

to all interested, lull \ susuuii ids view, in the May numb, r, Mr.

Carter has a j I- conclusion, based on his ex-

tensive knowledge ot living Khizopods. The latter number con-

tains also a paper by ile>*k King and Howney, repeating their

;

8. Manud <l M;,,;.-,,/.,,,;, .-',,.., A. 1>i> ( i..izi-:.vrx, Membre
de rinstitut de France, etc. Tome second. Premier Fash ule.

208 pp. 8vo. Paris, 1874. (Dunod.)—Des Cloizeaux'e

is made up largely of the results of extended personal investiga-

tions, especially in its crystallography, and h.

uacters of minerals." It is partly for this reason that

twelve yearehav< el •

of his very valuable work. That volume
Silicati s. Tins first part of the second volume, af . r - in

tionai notes on the Silicates, goes on with the species in tin tbi

ing order: (1) those containing Boron
; (2) Carbon, the coals,

resins, etc., he oxalates and carbonates; (3)
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TriAMiM, which group is not completed. This new part contains
plates on to lxviii inclusive.

•>. >>//.</'"/ </ y/ountloijij hy .in >,•<* I>. ]>n,nt.—The 5th "Sub-
< " on 'A.f this w< rk was issued by Wiley & Son, in April. 1

- 74.
Kacb '^subedit i

" (or Asm from the Aereotyp plates) embodies
red in the work up to its date of

The last, b addition to a number of such emenda-
tions also ! i;is the Appendix, by Prof. Brush, bound up with the
main volume.

10. A Rcris.:.,,, <>/ tf„ S>>rHi Amn-imn Chenopodiacece ; by
Servxo Watson. Extracted from Proceedings of the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences, vol. ix, pp. 82-126.—The C/ie„o-

] <'''>,.
, r

,
t f ,• ,j, rativt ly Mtiall extent ami interest in the East-

err -i-Mi,- I-,;-, j ".'ai.-. inerease in number and variety west-
ward, especially in the dry interior portion of the continent, where
they form as conspicuous and characteristic a feature of the flora
as they do in the corresponding region of Asia, although they are
not so very numerous in sj . eu>. < >m lament, i chief, Dr. Torrey,

I or made notes upon
many of our species, but never found time to work them all up

this, with

and assiduity; and we have the result in this most
: -

t, (Enothera, &c The speciea are neatly
defined, carefully arranged, and ven endderabu increased in

number. It here appears that we have 17 -xnera. of which two

region si J2 species. One of them, Mou-
?>;<"<<, is not indigenous but :• from South
America. Oft i roper genera, all w it _ • -is representa-

iw-o in A-
-

A,-. - arc introduced (mostly
peri »of •

• : oJ fch( 74 indig< aonsspecies
only 9 are c World. The natural comparison

Ah..,. Only two of Xh <> i« ! - ul a. t
.

A '.- :

'.• " -• ••
_.

v
;

; •''-
' •

and i ittcr h ,.-riI . 1 . . ,ch ..I -..._'< -...An.; a 1 but the first with

annular embrvo. Of >.//*. .!,-. -y.., which
•;';

«, uhih' the Flora Roseica has

: s'<'«'ie<. Our strength A in J/A/A ,,—,!.-
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eluding Obione. The Flora Rossica describes 20 species. But

, as the result of the first comprehensive study of the
" -' species up t

, ore than hal'

podiacm belong to this genus. Copies of this mono]
had from the American Naturalist Literary Agency i

1 1. Sarracenia variolaris.—The suggestion in a recent number
of this Journal (April, 1874, p. 442), that the pitchers of this spe-

cies and the wa\ in which inserts are caught in them should be

I by those who have this plant witi

reach, has already begun to be acted upon. Dr. J. F. M>
of Bluffton, South Carolina, an excellent observer, has already
Hindi- some very interesting observations upon this specie,-, which

I 1- in hi- _' ' i i I - 1 ht n , ( mci i the xir-t i\ -

of May, developed some of its pitchers. His observations mid
experiments will no doubt be continued and extended. But it

may be well to record at once some results to which his first obser-

s communicated in a private letter,—which are sub-

m
3 follows.

The efficiency of the tubular leaves of 8. variolaris and the

presence of the sugary secretion within the rim, as stated by Dr.

Macbride, are fully confirmed. The sugary secretion, however,
This is also

sat all the wi

rid extends downward a quarter <

,..:-

—and this is his most curious discovery—that this sweet secretion

is continued externally in a line along the edge of the wing i if

the pitchers down to the petiole or to the ground, forming a hon-

eyed trail or pathway up which some insects, and especially ant-.

travel to the more copious feeding-ground above, whence they are

precipitated into the well beneath. Ants, as we learn from other

sources also, are largely accumulated in these pitchers. As to the

-
i

was unabie t" tind any evidence of it. On cutting off the summit
of the pitchers and exposing them freely to flies in his house, he

found that the insects which came to them, and fed upon the sweet

matter with avidity, tiew awav after sipping their rill, to all appear-

ance unharmed. On the other hand, he think- that the water}

liquid in which the insects are drowned and macerated possesses

properties; that house-flies, after brief immersion in it.

and when permitted to walk about in a thin layer of it, " were
invariably killed—as at first supposed—or at any rate stu pitied

or paralyzed in from half a minute to three or five minutes," but

most of them would revive very graduall
hour or so. It is important to repeat an
periments.

12. Joshua Hoopes, the last survivor of the old school of
Botanists of Chester County, Penn., of which Darlington
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the chief, and the Flora Cestriea the memorial, died on the 11th
of May, at the age of 86 years.

13. Tube-b>n bshtrj .:,../''', ""''/; by S. I. Smith.—In examining
rer-^iif 1^ ; , ;

.
I ,,\],. .specimen of a species of Xenoclea, I no-

ticed a pecn structure filling a h

aid iburth pairs of thoracic legs, which in most, if

not all, the non-tnbe-bu wholly occupied by
muscles. A further ex at the terminal segment

I
in these legs is not acute and claw-like, but truncal d al

i apparently tubular. In this species, a large cylindrical
portion of the gland lies along each side of the long basal segment,
and these two portions uniting :

'

ischial and along the posterior
meats and doubtless connect with the tubular dactylu

these are the glands which secrete the cement
li the tubes are built, and that these two pairs of legs

are specialized for that purpose.
A hasty examination revealed a similar structure of the corre-

sponding legs in Amphij/m* ni'irnfato, Tt !!<></,, ),->'s pinf/uis, Cera-
i ;<<'>, ,«n-di, and a species of Amp». r'-i<:i.

3€ except the last two a very large proportion of the

i the basal segment. In the Amphithoe this segment is

and the gland is in the middle. In the Gerapua it is

very broad and almost entirely filled by the gland, with only very

is not at the very tip but sub-terminal on the posterior side. In

sheirw the gland forms three longitudinal masses in the

3 also largely developed in the meral and <ar-

.. The dactvius is' Ion-' and dernier and the orifice

ich, Uke //''.. '• pi,

are tube-building genera) the meral segments oi tin sp ciaiiz. d

)''-'> are nearly as lar-u- as the basal and contain a j.ro,H , r t ionally

1. In these genera the remarkable elonga-

tion of the two distal segments in the third and fourth paii> of

: ion to enable them to reach hack

over the deep epimera.
The examination of fresh specimens will doubtless show these

14. On a New Genus of Asellidm; by Oscak Harger.—The
presence of - been hitherto ivgard d as a

(IT. S. Erpl : ' jK ' **°d

W« stwo,» 1. in tin ir late work on British Sessile-eyed Crustacea,

vol. ii, p. :u:;. This oriran is present and w, d v. oped m .l«r<i

>,,,,,, , / • ^pcu.s ,,f
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species seems to be in all other respects closely related to the
genus Asdhis, differing from other species of that genus by char-

acters of specific value only. The most noticeable of these differ-

ences are the following: the antennulae have the third segment «t

the peduncle small, short and similar to those of the
the ocelli are numerous as in i. c,.mmun <\s* ; the appendage- ..f

the first abdominal Begi I rant-shaped,

meeting eac! lianline, much as in A. <

instead of subcircular and overlapping as in A. aquations. The
caudal stylets resemble those of A. aquations, as do also the feet

and the mouth parts, except in the absence of the mandibular
palpi, and on this character I propose for the species the new
generic name of Asellnj >*:>•. — < o,

„

; „,/„/,,//, ,/ /.,/ t> < Author.
15. Floridan Bryozoa, collected by Count L. F. de Pourtales,

described by F. A. Smut. Part I, 20 pp. 4to, with 5 plates.

Part II, 84 pp. 4to, with 1 ; plates. Transactions of the Royal
Sw< lish Acad my, St..,ckho] i, -7 .— M r. Smitt has no superior in

the department of the Bryozoa. He describes with fullness a large

number of species, and presents enlarged figures of them in the

plates. After giving a table of the depths at which the species

occur in Florida seas, and their distribution also in other seas, he
observes that the deeper waters contain.either very old species, or

those having a wide geographical distribution and especially Arctic

or Antarctic relations. A few of these Bryozoa are identical with

Cretaceous species and a larger number with Tertiary.

Report upon the Invertebrate Animals of Vineyard €

.- _~j Commission, noticed beyond, with separate paging. It is

accompanied by a special index and table of contents, and includes

the following papers: A, Habits and distribution of the in verte-

brate animals of southern New England and New York, with
special reference to their stations, mode of occurrence, as depend-
ing upon the temperature and composition of the water, character

of the bottoms and shores, etc.; B, Food of h'shes, or lists of spe-

cies found in the stomachs of various fishes; C, Habits and meta-
morphoses of the lobster and other crustaceans (by S. I. Smith)

;

D, Systematic catalogue of the invertebrates of southern New
KnJ oid in t .i-l] u- at u t< '-, with t ,« ir synonomy, geographical
and u-.-ul. ><_dral di- riburhm. -md descriptions of numerous new
Bpecies. The total number of species enumerated is about 725,

tree Entomostraca, Infusoria and Foraminifera).
Uerailed aimuiiN ;tiv .d,.-, ,,t rho-e -pecic- winch are diivetly

injurious or hem fici d to man. mi. h as the ovster, dams, Teredos or
"ship-worms," "drills," star-fishes, lobsters, crabs, etc. The 38
plates include about 300 figure-. if the more

v ev< rj class This work will

- b to* ,,-r\ p. i , .,_,\_, I in • id vinuf or collecting
the marine animals of our coast, and will afford great a '

to the numerous students who visit the sea-shore in sumn
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17. Meld Or,'.-

paring, andpreserving birds, and a c/nr.W/sf <>f Xort
birds ; by Dr. Elliott Coues, U. S. A. Salem, Mass.,
Agency, 1874.—The scope of this work is cicarlv indie
title. It contains a large amount of useful informatio
engaged in the stud. y . d » .rnii In .h -y. The directions a

of matters"'connects 1 win. ti < -; '

-i-t of bird-collecting

reputation of the author as one of our most accomplis!
ologists is a sufficient guaranty for the excellence ami
of tl,ework. Thech rkdist of birds is brought d
disc an ornithology.

III. Astronomy.

1. New Comets.—Two new comets have been
Winnecke, Feb. 20th (this

one by Winnecke, April 11th, and one by Co
2. Inclinations of th< orbits <>f j<> /'' <('< ><.,,*, '.-

the important ol.servati.msby Prof Wright.
hero f this Journal, up ii n tin polari cation of the Z<>

Ids ,;ieductions there!
then- is any constant ;action of the perturbing ibjv

th« plum ofrl «{ that the "orbi

the periodic i ts iav. i >n I iclination (countim

Tin a,!. < itional Ut that "'• veral-

"

" lu-'J , ,!!

£''
;m- ".-

o

hen first discover

'.. us, also suggests
ity of some such law of action. I have not been ab
in a partial exa- ct, to detect in tb
function, any evidence .

i such constant forces.

3. Cordoba Observatory.—We have received a lett

Sellack of Cordoba, replying to Dr. B. A. Gould's
lished in this Journal, vol. vi, p. 399 ; it is endorsed \v

professors of the Cniversity. We do not publish it,

ever may be said of some points connected with the

Sellack violated the law and usage of all observatories

ing results obtained while under the employ of the C

without the knowledge or approval of its Director.—]

IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intkllk;*

sticks after having been subjected to a
Combinations of Mi ses ; Fairman Rogers.
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On the Tides of Tahiti ; Wm. Ferrell.

On the Laws of Cyclones
; Wm. Ferrell.

On the pretended localization of the mental and the sensorial faculties of tl

brain ; C. E. Brown-Sequard.
Biographical Memoir of Henry James Clark ; A. S. Packard, Jr.

Suggestions as to the functions of Spiral Scala? of the Cochlea, leading to i

hypothesis of the mechanism of audition ; A. M. Mayer.
The law of the duration of the residual sonorous sensation ; A. M. Mayer.
Experiments on the reflection of Sound from flames and heated gases ; A. J

Mayer.
The progress made in the Survey of the Colorado Eiver of the west and i

tributaries, bv pan w ry of the Smithsonic

Institution ; J. W. Powell.

An outline of the history and operations of the U. S. Geological Survey of tl

.
'-",'.

Mineralogical notes ; B. Silliman.

The history _- ological point

some other gener
;

E. Bessels.

On metamerism i Wolcott Gibbs.
On the Polarization of tit- Zod 1 Li-iit \ \ . Wright.
Account of the proceedings of the Commission for observing tl

On some points in Mallet's theory of Vulcanicity; E. W. Hilgard.

Report on the Great Telescope of the U. S. N. Observatory ; S. Ne
"" TT

. S. Weather Maps for th

tin- uih day of August,
of the year, Prof. C. S. ]

u:.im of'Sak-m, Mass., IV

•j'urt inimt'di:!

At an earlvd
.•Tni.orsof flu-

tail, it is ,K-«ir, •! rha
nu-.-tin- -
tary of the l.-ral (/,,>
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with an estimate of the time required for reading each paper.
Each title must be given on a separate slip of paper, with the full

name of the author. The titles must be furnished to tin- Perma-
nent Secretary, when practicable, before the day appointed for the

The volumes of the Proceedings of the Association (22 in num-
ber) e.ui be obtained from the Pennam nt Secretary, at the price
of 11.50 a volume ; any member wishing for ten or more volumes,
in order to complete a set, may obtain them at $1.00 a volume.

3. The Constants of' .\</t"n— Sn,/?/,,*.,,,;*//, 3Ii«<-elki/ie<>us ('<>,/-

tribxthms (25,3). Port /. >>>«•/>'/• <ir<i>'>th x : 11 Hn,;/ <>„,/ }[, It-

'>>".{ point* ; an<! Chi,, hutl p ni.ul.i. Cmnpii. ! by Fkaxk Wjg-
gleswobth Clarke, S. B. 203 pp. 8vo. Washington: Smith-

8nco data as form the
staple of this voluua of •'' Constants,"" performs a servici for whirl]

he merits and will receive the sincere thanks of all who find occa-

sion to use the result of his labors. Prof. Clarke introduce* his

work with a list < i tie more ii j-oitant oi tin- paper- used in cum-
pil'm- these tables, to the number of 86 titles. The number of

distinct bodies, the constants of which are given in the tables, is

2572, and there are over 5000 deters gravity, and
more than 20<)0det< . int. The substances

cited are classified in a sufficiently systematic manner, under 61

separate heads, and ref copious

.

: index, coverinu- •_.; cf - iv printed pages in triple col-

umns. Prof. Henry, as Secretary of' the Smithsonian, has lately

any data of their own determination* of similar constants, with

elaborate paper contains the rt

made daily upon the chief rivei

supplv in eastern Massachuset



' zinc, dissolved in drinking water,
jia—inu: through zwik-- 1 pi

;

. -. i- ^ !ri it injury to health, which is

much more than can be truly said of lead. The hygienic and san-

itary papers in tins volume, under the editorship of Dr. George
Derby, are of permanent value. b. s.

5. Report on the Condition of the Sea Fisheries on th< Snx-h
Coast of New England in 1 871 and 1872 ; by Spencer F. Baibd,
Commissioner. With supplementary papers. 'Washington, 1873-4.

8vo, 899 pages, with 38 plates and 3 maps.—This is the first vol-

ume published by the U. S. Commission of Fish and Fisheries.

character and progress of the investigations, with a summary of

results and discussions of the condition of the fisheries ; a large

amount of testimony taken in 1871 and 1872 in reference to the
present and pa-t condition of the fisheries; reports of various

State Coma
'

I We laws;

and various other interesting papers relating to the fisheries of

America and Europe; statistics of the fisheries of southern New-

England ; natural history of some of the most important food-

iding the blue-fish and scup; description of the appa-

ratus u-.d in capturing fish on the sea-coast and lakes <>t' the

United States, with a 'list of the C. S. patents granted for the

invention of apparatus used in the fisheries; catalogue of the

marine Alga- of southern Xew England, by Dr. W. G. Farlow

;

report upon the invertebrate animals of Vineyard Sound and ad-

jacent waters, with an account of the physical characters of the

region, etc., by Prof. A. E. Verdi g papers on
Crustacea, l.y .Mr. S. I. Smith; catalogue of the fishes of the cast

coast of North America, \\ Prof Th .dor. Gill: list ot fishes

collected at Wood's Hole, by Prof. S. F. Baird; and a table of ihv

temperatures of the water at Wood's Hole during the year 1S73.

From this condensed summary of the contents, some idea may
be obtained of the great am. Mint and variety of the information

brought together in this volume, which will mark a new era in the

history of our fisheries, if not in the general study of our marine
zoology. Although most of this volume was printed early in 1 > .

''•,

it was not g. : a\\ April, 1874. It is furnished

us indexes and tables of contents, and is illustrated by

6. Centennial of < liemixtr*/, 1774-1874.—A proposition has

been made by Dr. H. (/arrim_-fon !'. It on, in a letter in the " Ameri-
can Chemist*" for April, that American chemists should meet oil

the 1st of August, 1874, at some p
< .

to make
special recognition of the year 1774, rendered memorable by*/.

the discovery of <

1774. Such a ret
features of attraction, and an 'opportunity U _..

chemical topk-s, and review the wonderful progres
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tln-n- virus, i hat tin' project may be at o
i'"i!i! in time ! >i

*
i. s< a>on proposed. Why not make this chemi-

cal reunion a prominent feature of the August meeting of the
m for the Advancement of Science at i [art ford ? b. s.

7. Observations an 'he Genua Unto, tt<:, by Isaac Li:a, LL.l).
Vol. XIII.—Dr. Lea has here added another Volume to his large
work on the Unionidae. It is illustrated by 22 beautiful litho-

graphic plates representing the species described. The volume
consists of two papers read before the Academy of Natural Sci-

ences of Philadelphia ; one, on fit'i \
- ionidae, read

in September, 1873; the second, a Supplement, on fifteen species,

ring the five years past, five of them on new species of Unionidae,
e on species of several genera of freshwater shells, and two on
eroxcopic <T\xta!x in some minerals. These two last are illus-

1 tted \ i p rh< nine! i i vamin 1 wei u'arn tx, asteriated

sapphire, lab ra . methyst, ruby.

Geology and Physical Geogrt

ill: Buffalo Soc. Nat. Sci, No. 4,

Hartt on the Geology \>>hy of the

urtt's paper gives new information on the featured and
geology of the Lower Amazons. In the Erere district he obtained

-

>rth of the Serra of Erere, to be of Devonian age. The :

according to R. Rathbun, who mad i with Pro-

's specimens at Albany, include Ilhgnr!,

Hall, Tropidolr-j.tus r (rrinatus Conrad. \",>ur, ,<,,.,, !»[<,..,, [lall,

Hall, Lingula spatulata Hall, besides new spe-

/>/>-/. T-r<l.?ot.>h'i. U>:t~ht, Ilhytvhn.nU.i. V/, , t-rh ,/„-

d Lingula. Part of the species are identical

with New York Hamilton fossils.

9. On Ocean Currents.—Professor James Croll, of the Oeo-

logical Survey of Scotland, has published Part ill of his series of

papers on Ocean Cur ' l " r I'V-b-

ruary. It treats of the Physical I 'ause of Ocean Currents.

10. Anwm! R ;> „fth. Tr»*t.<.< •/ >'« -»/"- ' "/ f'-n.para-

ti>-< Zool, ir; at Harr-i,-! Colh-y, ! ra.M.bj. .
t,,g,.th-r >r,th the

Iler ort of th Cor,,,utt,, oft-., M,.*.„,, t fnr \< :. :10 pp. -vo.

Boston. 1874.—In an rtx. a i— t.<n d that

the sums subscri . d '
l th« Ma« un, in id i * the re-uhu

in* - ,,', i„ ls-72 ami 1-7 , am tint to
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from the State, conditional on the same amount being raised by
the Museum.

11. Bulletin ,,f tht Minnesota Academy of Natural Sciences,

for 1874. Minneapolis, 1874. (Price 50 cents.)—Among the arti-

i * in this Bulletin, then nv: a Report on the Birds of Mi tx-sota,

by P. L. Hatch. M.I). ; List of the Mammals of Minnesota, by A. E.

Ames. M.I). : and Geological Xotes from early explorers in the

Minnesota Valley, by N. II. Win aner contain-

ing facts heari ig< nth distribution of the Archaean in that region.

12. Errata to papers in this volume In/ Professor Verrill:

Page 39, lint two. Page 138,

last line, for Vh line, for Pkake-
• rllm.

Professor Johh Phillips, Professor of Geology in the Univer-

v of Oxford, and eminent for his labors and works connected

.ih his favorite science, died on the 24th of April.

The death of Mr. : an accident. On.tumps was tt

the 23d of April he had been dining at All Soul's Colh
was returning, accompanied l>y the Principal of ,

T

when, in crossing the top of a staircase, his foot unl
and he fell headlong down a flight of stone stairs.

unconsciousness came on instantly, and about one

panied by the Principal of Jesus College,

: '

own a flight of stone stairs. Paralysis and

on instantly, and about one o'clock on the

was just seventy-three years of age
;

eight years old to the care of his

nd he fell headlong down a flight of
nconsciousness came on instantly, a

24th he expired. He was just seventy-three y

Smith, well known as "the father of English Geology,"

he was as one may say " to the hammer born." His connection

with the Y< Society dates kick to 1H20, and

with the British Association from its establishment in 1831 ;
in-

deed, " he was the life and soul of its annual reunions."— Geol.

Mae/, for May.
Joha.vn Heixrich vox Mauler, the

with Be
in graphica," died i

born at Berlin on the .'0th of May, 1794. In 1840 he became
Professor of Astronomy at the Iniversitv of Dorpat, and Director

pp. 12m
ala, and this little volume is a convenient work on its mineralogy.

Report on the Department of Mines of Nova Scotia for the year 1

Cephalopoda (Belemnitid;e i

There have also appeared the Memoirs of the Geologka -

part 1, containing the Geology of Madras, by R. B. Foote, and of ;
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